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ABSTRACT 

 
The economic and legislative integration of South-East Europe countries within 

European Union is one of the most actual issues in the Western Balkan. Despite the 
differences that affect this process from country to country, business law moves toward 
unification with the EU acquis.  

In this paper we aim to investigate the role of the administrator in the limited 
liability companies according to the Albanian legislation and how the administrator enters 
in relationship with other organs.  

According to the Albanian law, in the l.l.c. the administrator is the central position 
in the everyday operations. The relationship between the company and the administrator 
is regulated within the law “On Entrepreneur and the Companies” (l. no. 9901/2008). 
Generally, the position of the administrator is regulated on the first part of the law 
enumerating his duties and the absence of the conflict of interest. Then in the specific title 
“Limited Liability Companies”  there are various articles that deals with the position of the 
administrator. We aim through this paper to investigate all his duties and the liability that 
derives from its legal position in order to see in practice his position of liability toward the 
company, toward the shareholders and toward the third parties. 

 
Keywords: Limited liability companies; administrator/director; duties toward 

company; liability. 
 

1. The Law no. 9901 of 2008 and its implementation in the Albanian legal 

system after the Reform of business law.  

 
 In 1992, after a parenthesis of 50 years, the Albanian legal and political system 

shifted in a free market driven economic model. In that moment we return to a Romanic 
model system that firstly was established in Albania during the regime of King Zog I. In a 
short period, between 1991-1992, Albania changed all the economic and legislative 
models according to a European model of free market.  

Thus, regarding to the commercial law we followed the best models that were 
developed in Europe. In this path, there were approved the so-called “Three Commercial 
Laws” that intended to regulate not only the new free market system of companies but 
also, in their spirit and aim, wanted to offer a soft transition from a communist system to a 
complete new reality. 

As we stated above there were to many decisions to be taken within a brief period 
of time. As in regard to the new born market  regulation it laid on law no. 7632/1992 “On 
general part of the Commercial Code”, law no. 7638/1992 “On Companies” and law no. 
7512 “For the Regulation and Protection of the Private Property, Free Initiative, 

 



Independent Private Undertakings and Privatization”. Systematically, it was clear the 
intention of the legislator to follow the path of adopting a Commercial Code in order to 
build an autonomous legislative corpus within the broader civil law.  

Despite of this starting point, this legislative regulation remained the same with 
fem amendments until the reform initiated in 2006 and finalized with the adoption of the 
Law no. 9901/2008 “On Entrepreneur and the Companies”, which constitutes the main 
reform in the business law in Albania. This process of reform that culminated in 2008 with 
the adoption of this law is far from being a collection of experiences matured so far (from 
1992 until 2006) in Albania. Yet, the new regulation that the law offers, especially when 
dealing with company law, has no point of continuity with the prior regulation in Albania. 
Basically the law has the main aim to fully implement the EU acquis in this sector and to 
encourage and foster the free undertaking in the private sector.  

The Albanian Government, with the adoption of this law and the  law 
No.9723/2007 “On National Registration Centre”, intended to fulfill its obligation under the 
article 70 of the Stabilization and Association Agreement between Albania and European 
Union. It intends to align the Albanian Company Law with the spirit of the EU Directives in 
the sector. Thus, Albania opted for a non codification of the business law and it does not 
adopted a Commercial Code. For the interpretation and definition of several legal 
institutions these laws redirect to their notion under common civil law.  

In brief, this law that we are taking in consideration is composed by 231 articles 
divided in X parts when Part I states general provisions that refers and are common to all 
the other parts and basically deals with registration, constitution, representation, duty of 
loyalty, employee participation. Then in the following parts the law specifically and 
exhaustively deals with the forms of general partnerships (Part II), limited partnerships 
(Part III), limited liability companies (Part IV), Joint-Stock Companies (Part V), Solvent 
Liquidation (Part VI), groups of companies (Part VII), State owned companies (Part VIII), 
Company restructuring (Part IX), which applies to both LLC and Joint-stock companies, and 
transitional and final provisions (Part X)1.  

This law regulates the Limited Liability companies in part IV from article 68 to 
article 104 dealing with every aspect of its “physiological” activities from constitution to 
liquidation  in condition of solvency.  

As we highlighted supra, it remains outside the scope of application of this law the 
registration of companies which is an administrative procedure to be made in accordance 
to the law no. 9723/2007. Yet, remains outside the field of this law the procedure of 
bankruptcy or insolvency procedures that are regulated newly in the Law no. 110/2016 “On 
bankruptcy”, that has to enter in force in May 2017, but yet lacks for the issue of by-laws.  

1 The scope of application of the Law no. 9901/2008 is stated in article 1 according to which “(1) This 
Law shall regulate the status of entrepreneurs, the founding and managing of companies, the rights 
and obligations of  founders, partners, members, and shareholders, companies’ reorganization and 
liquidation. Companies are general partnerships, limited partnerships, limited liability companies or 
joint-stock companies. (2)  Entrepreneurs and companies register with the National Registration 
Centre in accordance to this law and Law No. 9723, dt. 03.05.2007 on the National Registration Centre 
amended. (3) Entrepreneurs and companies shall keep books, compile and disclose annual accounts 
and performance reports including verification of authorized auditors in conformity with Law on 
Accounting and Financial Statements” 

 

                                                           



If this law that we are taking in analysis is far from being considered as a code of 
provisions that respects the continuity and the tradition of the Albanian legal system it 
offers a complete and exhaustive regulation on companies. It had been amended only 
twice in 10 years (in 2011 and 2014) only related to increasing the capital requirements for 
public joint-stock companies and changes to the procedures of merger and acquisition as 
stated in part IX2. This law is considered as the core regulation of the companies in Albania. 
It has to coexist, therefore, with other special legislation that affects business law in general 
like: the law on foreign investments, on small and medium enterprises or the law on public 
private partnerships.  

2. The position of administrator/director of a L.L.C. under the actual law in force 

in Albania 

 
The LLC are regulated in part IV of the law in an extensive number of articles (art. 

68-104) as a recognized form of exercising business activity and fully aligned with the 
acquis3. 

If we analyze the framework of regulation of LLC (Sh.P.K.) in these articles there are 
general provisions and articles on the creation of the companies, the nature and the 
division of the share among shareholders and their transfer, the relationship between 
company and shareholders, the organs and the ending, withdrawal or expulsion of the 
shareholders.  

The definition of a LLC is found in article 68 point 1 which states that “A limited 
liability company is a company founded by natural or juridical persons who are not liable for 
the company’s commitments and which personally bear losses only to the extent of any unpaid 
parts of stipulated contributions. Members' contributions constitute the company's basic 
capital” and that relation between shareholders are regulated according to their free will, 
with contribution in money or in kind.  

As in regard to the legal relationship between company and shareholders the law 
fixes that they are entitled to share profit but the company interests are separated from the 
interests of the single shareholders. They exercise the rights that the share reserve to them 
in the General assembly, when they are entitled to pursue their highest interest and the 
company interest voting according to the majority rules. So in the companies the interest 
of the single shareholder may not always meet the general interest of the company. 
Therefore, the shareholders (the ownership) exercise their administrative and financial 
rights according to this law, pursuing in first the highest interest of the company according 
to the majority rule for voting in the Assembly. Thus, according to the letter of the law, the 
main relationship between shareholders and the company is exercised through the 
participation in the Assembly. In practice, this relationship is very different due to the fact 
that in Albania there is a direct relation between the shareholders and the managing 
organs of the companies. Often, the will of the main shareholders is not canalized within 
the General Assembly meetings but the shareholders maintain administrative duties and 
bypass the Assembly, even formally.  

2 Law no. 10475/2011  and law no. 129/2014 
3 LLC are the most common organization among businesses. The aim of the regulation is to 
encourage the use of this type of organization and to simplify the usage of benefits that derives from 
the limited liability veil.  

 

                                                           



The law foresees only two organs of LLC that are the Assembly and the 
Administrators/Directors. If the first is the expression of the shareholders/ownership 
interests, the second is purely the expression of the highest interest of the company and he 
manage the everyday work of the company. The law enumerates expressively the duties of 
the Assembly and also enumerates the duties of the managing body.  

 
2.1.  The administration of the LLC according to the Albanian legislation as a 

central organ.  

 
The Administrator/director has a central role in the life of a LL company. Its duties 

are enumerated in art. 95 e ff. of the Law, but should be jointly read under the part I of the 
Law, especially title III articles 12 e ff. This enumerative list of duties, differently from the 
close number of rights granted to the Assembly, permits us to stress the importance of the 
managing body as the main center of the activity of the company.  

Thus, the article 95 point 3 states that the Directors of a company shall: “Manage 
the company’s business by implementing the policies defined by the General Meeting;  
Represent the company; Ensure that the necessary accountancy books and documents are 
kept; Provide for and sign the annual statement of accounts and consolidated accounts 
and the performance report and present it to the General Meeting for approval together 
with the proposals for the distribution of profits; Create an early warning system with 
respect to developments threatening the existence of the company; Submit company data 
to be registered to the National Registration Centre where applicable; Report to the 
General Meeting with respect to the implementation of business policies and to the 
realization of transactions of particular importance for company performance; Perform 
other duties set by law or the Statute. The Law is clear when setting all these duties and 
rights under the administrator but yet it remain strong the connection between the 
performance of these duties with the liability of the administrators toward the company 
owners, as represented in the General Assembly.  

Furthermore, the Directors are entitled to represent the company in all the 
external activities taking in consideration only the limitations fixed by article 12 rubricated 
“Legal representatives”. According to the law, if otherwise foreseen in the statute and 
registered at the National Registration Center, the Directors have the representation of the 
Company toward the third parties. Nevertheless, the Company can deny any act of 
Directors if it  can give prove that the third parties “in clear circumstances” knows the 
limitation of representation of the Directors or could not be in the position of non knowing 
these limitations4. Normally, the limitation of powers can be invoked toward third parties 
only in the case of registration according to the Law on NRC. Clearly, the Albanian 
legislator opted for a special “organic” representation power of the Directors. Their powers 
of representation can be limited and the limitation invoked to third parties only if there is 
evidence in the NRC registries.  

4 The burden of proof in these cases is quite difficult due to the fact that it should be produced in 
courts as a proof according to Albanian Civil Procedure Code. We question if a mere email sent to a 
third party may suffice. The letter of the law is clear when it states in article 12 point 2 that “ …. The 
publication of the limitations through the publication of the decisions of the in charge organ of the 
company does not constitute sufficient proof for the awareness of the thirds, if this limitation is 
publicized in a different manner than those foreseen by the law on the National Registration Center” 

 

                                                           



As in regard to the fiduciary duties the article 98 completes the general disposals 
of articles 14 to 18, which are commonly referred to shareholders and administrators. Thus, 
the administrators shall bear in mind the exercising of the right to information, not to 
abuse with the duties and forms of companies (abusing the limited liability veil), limitation 
of competition in exercising other activities, to correctly maintain the business secret. All 
these articles that in general refers to the components of a company (ownership, organs, 
administrators) foresee a direct and personal liability toward the company if they are 
breached.  

These are a broad number of provisions regarding the duties of administrators 
which can be enlisted and detailed in the Statute of the company. I.e. the administrator has 
additional duties in dealing and maintaining relationship with the Employee Council in the 
companies that have one.  

Yet, the law foresees that the position that the administrators had gain in the 
limited liability companies shall be accompanied with a certain number of guaranties for 
the shareholders and the company itself. The article 98 rubricated as “Fiduciary duties and 
liability” lists the principles according to which the administrator shall perform his duties 
like:  

- Perform their duties established by law or Statute in good faith in the best 
interests of the company as a whole which includes the environmental 
sustainability of its operations; 

- Exercise powers granted to them by law or Statute only for the purposes 
established therein; 

- Give adequate consideration to matters to be decided; 

- Avoid actual and potential conflicts between personal interests and those of 
the company; 

- Ensure that approval is given where contracts described in paragraph 3 of Art. 
13 are concluded5. 

- Exercise reasonable care and skill in the performance of his functions. 

The second part of this article deals mainly with the liability of the administrators and 
eventual compensation toward the company. Normally, the administrator shall exercise his 
powers in good faith, purpose related and avoiding conflict of interests as above is stated. 
In our opinion the provisions regulate properly the relationship between the 
administrators and the company but, yet, these remains programmatic and very broad 
provisions. In our opinion it is maturated the need of a more detailed “soft law” instrument, 
like a Code of Conduct, in order to better refine for the practitioners  the real intention of 
the law and how it can be improved foreseeing different additional and special provisions 
in the Statute or by-laws.  

According to this regulation the position of the administrators is central to the 
decision making of the company and it is very important in ensuring the normal 

5 In the case of any contract or relationship in which the company enters with third parties when the 
latest are connected with the directors , and eventually may influence the decision making and the 
interest of the company. In these cases, in the LLC, the approval shall be given by the totality of the 
shareholders.  

 

                                                           



functioning of the General Assembly. The competences of the administrators are related to 
the decision making, toward Assembly and executive duties6.  

Yet, there is room in the Albanian legislation for a division between administration 
and representation but usually the Administrators has full representation of the 
companies. The relationship between the administrators and the company is a very 
singular one, it is not considered as an employee contract but, on the other hand, it is not 
totally a honorary based relationship. Moreover, even the “normal” exercise of his powers 
makes him as a “organic” represent of the company.   

 

3. The liability of the administrator for the nonperformance of their functional 

duties 

 
The administrator plays a fundamental role in the life of a company and its actions 

are directed toward third parties, toward the company itself and toward the shareholders. 
This relationship instituted according to the Law and the statute with this other organs or 
parties often and normally can produce liabilities. He may be held liable if he do not 
perform his duties according to the good faith and pursuing the interest of the company.  

The liability of the administrator is to be considered as different, due to the 
different backgrounds, in relationship to these parties, like company itself, shareholders, 
third parties. 

The article 98 point 2 states that “A Managing Director may be held liable for any 
action or failure to act unless the action or omission was made in good faith, based upon 
reasonable inquiry and information, and rationally related to the purposes of the company”. As 
we notice above the good faith of the administrator is needed to be proven after an inquiry 
and a posterior assessment of the available information that the act or omission was made 
in good faith.  

Otherwise, according to point 3 if they perform their activity in opposition with 
their duties or professional standards, they “are obliged to compensate the damn to the 
company, …, and to transfer to the company any profit made by them or persons related 
to them due to these irregular actions”. In these cases, the burden of proof remains on the 
administrator regarding their action according to a qualified standard of diligence.  

In sum, in order to prove his good governance the administrators is admitted to 
prove his absence of negligence and liability. He shall prove that they act in good faith, 
based upon reasonable inquiry and information and the decision that was taken was 
rational in pursuing the highest interest of the company. Furthermore, this liability shall be 
proven in court in contradictory proceedings and it is measured according to Civil Code. 

Yet, the Law foresees an objective civil liability toward the company for the 
administrators in article 98 point 4 according to which “Managing Directors are obliged to 
compensate the company, if they are carrying out the following transactions, but not 
limited to, contrary to this Law: 

1. Returning contributions to shareholders; 

2. Paying interests or dividends to shareholders; 

6 A. Xhoxhaj, Gjykimi i çeshtjeve qe lidhen me organizimin dhe funksionimin e SHPK, PhD Thesis, 
Tirane 

 

                                                           



3. Distributing the company's assets; 

4. continuing commercial activity when, based on the financial situation, should 
have foreseen that the company with be in shortage of liquidity for ; 

5. Granting loans.” 

The company has a direct action against the administrator in case of breach of his 
duties but the shareholders of minority and the creditors has to pursue first the internal 
procedure in front of the Assembly. In case that the Assembly does not proceed with the 
withdrawal or action against the administrator within 30 days then the creditors or the 
minority shareholders (5% of them or a lower percentage foreseen in Statute can start a 
plea in the courts).  

 

4. Final Remarks 

 
The law on “Entrepreneur and companies’” offer a central role to the administrator 

of limited liability company both in regard to the representation and administration. 
According to the Law, he runs the everyday activity and takes mostly of the important 
decision related to the life of the company. Yet, the limited liability companies still have a 
tight connection between their ownership and the administration, where often the 
administrator is one of the shareholders. Due to these reasons usually the performance of 
the duties of the administrator is often in collusion with the assembly (or part of it), there is 
a major familiarity between organs and, in many cases, in practice there is a lack of 
documentation of the activities that the Law foresee that should be kept.  

Normally, this situation makes the position of an administrator highly exposed to 
risks of liability, both civil and criminal. The civil liability usually is toward the company 
itself or shareholders of minority.  

The provisions of law regulates the cases of liability of the administrator but still 
remains problems regarding the so-called “organic” representation due to problematics 
that arises from article 12 point 3 and the provisions that limitations can be risen toward 
third parties after the publicity given in NRC. Yet, an in-depth analyses of these provisions 
should be made after the judgement in practice of cases concerning managing directors 
activity. The businesses often lack of bringing these cases in front of the courts due to their 
trust in them and often choose to settle it with transaction.  

Another problem that the after-reform reality faces is the lack of best practice 
codes on how to govern limited liability companies in Albania. Adopting such codes might 
define better the duties and rights of the administrators toward company, shareholders 
and third parties. It is the moment, after 10 year of being in force, it is the moment that in a 
de jure condito way to try to create a soft-law set of normative in order to better regulate 
the relationship between the managing body of a company and the other actors: 
company, shareholders, creditors.  
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Groups of companies are a form of business organization that offer advantages in doing 
business. This structure, besides the convenience in conducting business, has its 
drawbacks. One of its shortcomings is veil-piercing which represents a deviation from the 
general rule of limited liability of shareholders in companies. 
This paper aims at giving a picture of the regulation of groups of companies provided by 
Albanian Company Law, highlighting the influence of other legislations and pinpointing its 
peculiarities. The law is drafted under several influences, but the compass in generating 
this piece of legislation were European standards of company law, imported either by the 
European corpus of company laws or by specific legislation of European Union member 
states. 
This paper will also identify the need for future amendments and amelioration of the given 
provisions in order to avoid any discrepancy deriving from the unclear or ambiguous 
wording.  
 
Key words: company groups, veil-piercing, limited liability, corporate shareholders, intra-
group liability. 

 

A. Introductory remarks 

Limited liability constitutes a fundamental principal of company of law in general7. It serves 
as a shield to protect the personal wealth of shareholders.8 Under the rule of limited 
liability creditors of the company cannot reach the assets that do not belong to the latter. 
Consequently, shareholders, under the veil, are more audacious and may invest in a wide 
range of business. If unlimited liability would have been the applicable rule then 
shareholders would have been concerned by the risk of losing their personal assets.9 In 
such a scenario, shareholders would become risk-averse, and invest in fewer high risk 
businesses. Basically, limited liability makes a clear delineation of corporation’s wealth from 
shareholders’ wealth.   

7Frank H. Easterbrook & Daniel R. Fischel, “Limited Liability and the Corporation”, 52 University of 
Chicago Law Review 89 (1985), p. 89. 
8ReinierKraakman et al, The Anatomy of Corporate Law: A Comparative and Functional Approach 
Oxford University Press, 2009.  
9 Helen Anderson, Piercing the Veil on Corporate Group in Australia: The Case for Reform, Melbourne 
University Law Review, Vol 33, 333-367, f. 338. 

 

                                                           



Certainly, the Albanian Company Law (ACL) has embodied the limited liability of 
shareholders as a core principle of company law. Companies, under ACL, upon acquisition 
of legal personality, are liable with all their assets for the obligations deriving from their 
activities.10 Hence, the newly created entity shall be liable towards third parties with all 
their assets. Meanwhile, the same is not true for shareholders. The latter personally bear 
losses only to the extent of the unpaid parts of stipulated contributions.11 However, this 
rule is subject to restrictions. There are few cases, as set forth in the law, that shareholders 
are no longer protected by the shield of the company. This is known as piercing or lifting 
corporate veil. Albanian company law, unlike many other jurisdictions, has embedded a 
specific provision fully dedicated to veil-piercing.12 The pertinent provision, introduced for 
the first time in the Albanian company law, was drafted under the influence of the 
jurisprudence of several developed countries like the United States, United Kingdom and 
Germany. Hence, the drafters imported the judge-made rules from these countries and 
introduced a specific norm for veil-piercing. Actually, this provision constitutes a deviation 
from the universal and general aforementioned rule of limited liability. It sets forth the 
circumstances in which the court can set aside the protecting veil and look beyond. The 
provision empowers the court, that any time they observe abuse or defrauding behaviors 
form shareholders, to pierce the veil and hold them liable with their personal wealth. 
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that this regulation has limited extension. This rule does 
not cover corporate shareholders, but it is applicable exclusively for individual 
shareholders.  

For corporate shareholders, the law has reserved a completely different approach. 
Essentially, the general rule for corporate groups is not limited liability. On the contrary, in 
corporate groups there is a totally different scenario. Instead, they are considered more as 
a single unit. In this vein, the law ignores the fact that formally and legally they are separate 
entities and pierces the veil of the company more often than for individual shareholders. 

Given the absence of any European Union regulation on corporate groups13, the solution 
was found in the domestic regulation of its member states. Finally, Germany was followed 
as anexample. The rules regarding corporate groups are applied to any form of company 
recognized by the ACL, but are particularly important for companies characterized by 
limited liability.   

In this vein, this article will shed light on corporate groups under ACL, to highlight the 
regimen chosen by the drafters of ACL on liability for groups of companies. It will provide a 

10 Article 3(3) of no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies” as amended, 
published in the official gazette No. 60. 
11 Article 68(1)no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies” as amended, published 
in the official gazette No. 60. 
 The same regulation is provided for shareholders of a joint stock company as well. 
12 Article 16, no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies” as amended, published in 
the official gazette No. 60. 
13José Miguel EmbidIrujo,Trends and Realities in the Law of Corporate Groups, European Business 
Law Review 6, 65:91, p.66. 

 

                                                           



picture of the regulation of companies’groups provided by Albanian Company Law, 
highlighting the influence of other legislations and pinpointing its peculiarities. The law is 
drafted under several influences, but the compass in generating this piece of legislation 
were European standards of company law, imported either by the European corpus of 
company laws or by specific legislation of European Union member states. 
The article is divided in two sections. The first will discuss the concept of control groups as 
embedded in the ACL. Further this section will put emphasis on the concept of liability 
within control groups. The second section will explore the definition of equity groups in 
ACL, and consequences deriving from existence of such groups.  
 

B. Corporate Groups 

The introduction of corporate groups and its detailed regulation was a novelty for the 
Albanian company law14, back in 2008 when it was passed. The draftsmen of the law opted 
for provision of two kinds of corporate groups. Given the notable German influence on the 
ACL, it was reasonable for the drafters not to extend the American version of veil-
piercing 15(despite the influence it had in drafting the veil-piercing provision (for individual 
shareholders)) to corporate groups, but to follow the German model also known as 
Konzernrecht.16The latter has articulated explicit standards with regard to the liability of 
the parent company.17 

Hence, under this model, corporate groups are governed by specific set of articles18 of the 
ALC. According to this regulation, the ACL provides for two categories of groups: (1) 
Control groups and (2) Equity groups.19 These groups are distinguished by the level of 
control exercised by the parent company towards its subsidiary and mainly by the 
consequence that the law provides for each group. 
 
 

 
 

14Janet Dine, Michael Blecher, The Law on Entrepreneurs and Companies, Text with 
Commentary,2016, Gent Grafik, Tirana 
15Under the American approach, there is no distinction between individual shareholders and entity or 
corporate shareholders. The doctrine produced so far by the courts and scholars is to be applied 
mutatis mutandis to corporate groups as well. Hence, in case the conditions for the alter ego or 
instrumentality theory are met, the courts will lift the veil and reach the corporate shareholders in 
order to impose personal liability for corporate debts. 
16 Thomas Bachner et al, The New Albanian Company Law Interpreted According to its Sources in 
European Law, Dudaj, Tirana, February 2009, p. 173. 
17René Reich-GraefeChanging Paradigms: The Liability of Corporate Groups in Germany, 37 Conn. L. 
Rev. 785 (2005), p. 788. 
18 Articles 206-213 of law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies”, Law 
no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies”, as amended, published in the official 
gazette No. 60. 
19 Article 207 (1) and 2017 (2) of law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies”, 
as amended, published in the Official gazette No. 60. 

 

                                                           



1. Control Groups 

 
Under the definition of Article 207(1) of ACL control group exists “…where one company 
regularly behaves and acts subject to the directions or instructions of another company.”20 
According to this wording these provisionsshould apply only when these relations are 
established between companies and not when the “controller” is an individual. Clearly, this 
provision reflects the German experience of group law, but brought with certain 
corrections. 21 First, the provision does not necessarily require an agreement 22 for the 
establishment ofthe group; instead it requires a continuous interference of one company 
to another. The source of this dependence is irrelevant, be it a dominance agreement, 
share ownership in another company, or an economic dependence (a distribution or 
franchise contract). Hence, control groups may come into existence via a control 
agreement, shareholding, or may be created as a group based on strong economic ties 
originated in a contract. Based on the German experience on groups, control groups under 
this provision may be classified as follows: a) contractual groups23 created through an 
agreement, b) de fact groups created due to shareholding of the parent to the subsidiary. 
With a close look at the definition brought by the law it is notable that it isa very loose 
definition and can encompass within the category of control groups a wide range of 
relations between companies. The law does not set forth any guiding criteria with regard 
to the directions and instructions the provision is about and more specifically, there is no 
obligation imposed on the parent company to follow the interest of the subsidiary. 
Therefore, more objective criteria should be introducedto define control groups.Also, the 
provision does not provide solution for specific relation. For example, the question 
becomes more complicated if one company, in one singular and isolated case, exercises 
control on another, but this interference has a detrimental effect for the latter. Is article 
207(1) of ACL applicable in this case? Under a strict and literal interpretation of the 

20 Article 207: “(1) A parent-subsidiary relationship shall be deemed to exist where one company is 
accustomed to act in accordance with the directions or instructions of another company. This is 
called control group. 
(2) If a company, based on its capital share in another company or based on an agreement with that 
company, has the rights to appoint at least 30% of members of the Board of Directors or Supervisory 
Board or of the Managing Directors of that company or if it has at least 30% of votes at the General 
Meeting, it shall be regarded as parent and the other one as its subsidiary. This is called equity group. 
(3) The parent’s rights over the subsidiary established in paragraph 2 shall be determined taking into 
account voting rights in the subsidiary held by any other subsidiary of that parent or held by a third 
party acting on account of the parent or its subsidiaries.  
(4) The third party is presumed to act on account of the parent if he is named in paragraphed 2 or 3 of 
Article 13.” (law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies” as amended, 
published in the official gazette No. 60.) 
21Janet Dine, Michael Blecher, The Law on Entrepreneurs and Companies, Text with Commentary, 
2016, Gent Grafik, Tirana, p. 200-210. 
22 Cf. Section 15-19 of German Act on Joint Stock Company, English translation provided by 
http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/files/german-stock-corporation-act-147035.pdf, retrieved on 
21.09.2017.  
23 René Reich-Graefe Changing Paradigms: The Liability of Corporate Groups in Germany, 37 Conn. L. 
Rev. 785 (2005), p. 788. 

 

                                                           



aforesaid provision, it is not. Furthermore, article 16 of the law is yet inapplicable because 
its effects are extended only towards individual shareholders. In such circumstances, there 
will be no grounds to claim compensation of damages or cover of annual losses. In this 
vein, the law needs to advance this definition and to establish causal link between the 
conduct of one company and the harm caused to another. 
 

1.1.  Consequences of control groups 

 
Actually, the definition of control group was not the main novelty of the company law of 
2008. Instead, the most significant innovation brought by the law was the consequence for 
the parent company. The law clearly stipulates that, in case such ties do exist, regardless 
how they were established, between the parent and the subsidiary, the former should be 
held liable for any loss or damage caused to the subsidiary (ies) or to the creditors of the 
latter.24Unlike German law that imposes liability for the parent only in case an agreement is 
concluded, the Albanian law does not make such distinction.25Article 208 of the ACL in a 
plain and clear language recognizes the parent as liablefor annual losses and damages 
caused to the creditors of the subsidiary when it says that:  

“1) Where there is a parent-subsidiary relationship as defined in Article 207 Paragraph 
1 of the present Law, the parent shall have a duty to compensate the subsidiary for its 
annual losses. 
(2) Partners, members or shareholders of the subsidiary shall at any time have the right 
to request the parent to buy their shares or securities in the company. 
(3) Creditors of the subsidiary shall at any time have the right to require the parent to 
offer adequate security for their claims owed by the subsidiary.”  

 
The underlying rationale of this provision lies in the fact that the subsidiary has no 
independent decision-making. The nerve center in this parent-subsidiary relationship is the 
parent;therefore the latter should bear all the cost of its action. Hence, the general rule of 
limited liability does not apply for this special relationship. This stance may have been 
inspired by the German jurisprudence, as the German Federal Court has ruled that:  

“controlling limited company is forbidden to act to neglect the interests of the 
dependent private company and thus cause harm to the latter. If the controlling 
company acts in contravention of this principle, which emanates from its corporate 
fiduciary duties, it must compensate the resulting damages of the dependent 
company.”26 

24 Article 208 of the law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies” as amended, 
published in the official gazette No. 60. 
25Janet Dine, Michael Blecher, The Law on Entrepreneurs and Companies, Text with Commentary, 
2016, Gent Grafik, Tirana, p. 203 
26 Peter Hommelhoff, Protection of Minority Shareholders, Investors and Creditors in Corporate 
Groups: the Strengths and Weaknesses of German Corporate Group Law, European Business 
Organization Law Review, 2: 61-80, p. 71. 

 

                                                           



Moreover, it is worth noting that the law does not require any causal link between the 
consequence (annual losses) and the control conducted by the parent. Instead the parent 
incurs a full liability for all subsidiary debts. 
According to this regulation, Albanian creditors can sue the parent (wherever its seat is 
located) of the subsidiary seated in Albania. The law also provides protection for 
shareholders who may at any time require the parent company to buy the shares they own 
in the subsidiary.27 These penalties serve to balance the interest of the parent company 
and the infringed interest of the subsidiary, given that the latter has strictly followed the 
instructions and directions of the former. Basically, integrating the concept of enterprise 
liability, the law here provides no independent subsidiary, hence every consequence 
should be borne by the unit who took the decision or gave the instructions. The law does 
not provide here any custom made consequences based on the grounds on which the 
group was created. Regardless of the instrument that gave birth to the group, the 
consequences are the same. Unlike German law which distinguished between control 
groups and factual groups28, the law provides not specific treatment. Under German law, 
the consequences for factual groups area case-by-case, interference-by-interference 
analysis of intra-group liability.29 
Clearly, in such structures, there is an increased risk that the company itself or its 
management will not bring any actionagainst the parent company. For this reason, the law 
has recognized standing to shareholders and any creditors for limited liability companies 
and shareholders and creditors whose claims against the company amount to at least 5 per 
cent of the basic capital, for joint stock companies.30 

27Article 208 of the law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies” as amended, 
published in the official gazette No. 60. 
28 Factual groups, under German law exist when, First, majority ownership of a particular corporation 
by another company is established-which, under the Stock Corporation Act, creates a presumption of 
the lack of independence of the majority-owned corporation. Second, a uniform, centralized 
management structure ("einheitlicheLeitung") is applied to the majority-shareholder company and the 
majority- owned corporation, i.e., both companies are operated as a single, centralized enterprise 
("Konzern") as far as corporate management and control are concerned. See René Reich-Graefe 
Changing Paradigms: The Liability of Corporate Groups in Germany, 37 Conn. L. Rev. 785 (2005), p. 
790. 
29René Reich-Graefe Changing Paradigms: The Liability of Corporate Groups in Germany, 37 Conn. L. 
Rev. 785 (2005), p. 790. 
30 Article 211 of the law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies” as amended, 
published in the official gazette No. 60. 
“Article 211 

Action for Compensation of Damage 
(1) If a subsidiary has not, within 90 days of the discovery of the damage referred to in Article 209 
Paragraph 1 of the present Law, initiated a necessary procedure to claim compensation for the damage, 
the subsidiary’s claim may be filed: 
(a) Where the subsidiary is a partnership, by every partner; 
(b) Where the subsidiary is a limited liability company, by the member representing at least 5 per cent of 
the total vote in the General Meeting or a smaller amount specified by the statute, and/or any of its 
creditors. Article 91 Paragraph 6 of the present law shall be the applicable provision in that case; 

 

                                                           



2. Equity group 

 
The second type of groups is the equity group, which, under the ACL, shall be deemed to 
exist if a company based on its capital share in another company, or based on an 
agreement with that company, has the right to appoint at least 30% of members of the 
Board of Director or the Supervisory Board or of the Managing Directors of the company, or 
if it has at least 30 percent of votes at the general meeting.31As the draftsmen of the law 
contend, this definition was imported by the (then) Seventh Company Law Directive 
83/349/EEC32. Article 1 of the latter sets forth that groups comprise:  

“… if that undertaking (a parent undertaking): 

(a) has a majority of the shareholders' or members' voting rights in another 
undertaking (a subsidiary undertaking); or 
(b) has the right to appoint or remove a majority ofthe members of the administrative, 
or supervisory body of another undertaking(a subsidiary undertaking) and is at the 
same time a shareholder in or member of that undertaking; or 
(c) hastherighttoexercise adominantin fluence over an undertaking (a subsidiary 
undertaking) ofwhich it is a shareholder or member, pursuant to a contract 
enteredintowiththatundertakingortoaprovisionin its memorandum or 
articlesofassociation, where the lawgoverningthatsubsidiaryundertakingpermitsits 
being subject to such contracts or provisions. A Member State need not prescribe that 
a parent undertaking must be a shareholder in or member of its subsidiary 
undertaking. ThoseMember Statesthe laws of which do not provide for such contracts 
or clauses shall not be required to apply this provision; or…” 

The law has determined the threshold of 30% based on another directive, i.e. Takeover 
Directive 2004/25/EC33. Anyhow, the drafter did not take into consideration that in 
publicly held companies this threshold in significant, whether in privately held 
companies this threshold, in certain circumstances, may be totally insignificant. 
Therefore, equity groups should be assessed on a case by case basis that mean the 
dispersion of shares should be crucial while defining the equity group. 

 

 

(c) Where the subsidiary is a joint stock company, by the shareholders representing at least 5 per cent of 
the basic capital or a smaller portion set by the statute, and/or any of its creditors whose claims against 
the company amount to at least 5 per cent of the basic capital…” 
31 Article 207 (2) of the law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies”, as 
amended, published in the Official gazette No. 60 
32Published in the OJ L 193/2, 18.07.1983.Currently repealed by Directive 2009/49/EC, OJ L 164, 
26.6.2009, p. 42–44. 
33Janet Dine, Michael Blecher, The Law on Entrepreneurs and Companies, Text with Commentary, 
2016, Gent Grafik, Tirana, p. 204.  

 

                                                                                                                                                        



2.1. Consequences of equity group  

The law here takes a completely different approach. Companies, part of the group, are 
considered as independent entities and the immediate consequence is not liability for 
the parent. Instead, the law follows a conduct-based approach for the parent. Liability 
is imposed on the parent company, only if the latter is in breach of fiduciary duties 
imposed by the law. The law sets forth a triple set of fiduciary duties which should 
bring together a triple set in interest in the group.34In equity groups the law requires 
the management of the parent company to take into account: 

a) any duty of the parent under Articles 14 to 18 of the present Law, or in case of a 
limited liability company, Articles 98 of the present Law, and in case of a joint stock 
company, Article 163 of the present Law; 
b) the way a decision might affect or benefit the group of companies a whole; 
c) interests of the subsidiary company.35 

Hence, the provision has provided a three layer of obligations toward the representative of 
the parent company. These obligation set by the law constitute a roadmap for the 
management of the parent company. But, these criteria may become ambiguous when 
there is a clash of interest between the parent company and its subsidiary. Naturally, the 
question of which interest is going to prevail may arise. The law introduces a standard by 
which the court may determine whether the actions of the parent management are in 
compliance with the fiduciary duties or not. The law provides as a standard the 
independent judgment of an independent director. An independent director, under the 
definition of the law, is one that has no links with the company, but strictly follows the 
interest of the company. Here the question at stake is which is the interest that this director 
should follow, in case there are conflicting ones?  This question remains unanswered and 
Albanian courts will face some difficulties when judging whether the parent management 
breached the duty or not. It will be challenging for Albanian courts to put themselves in 
the shoes of an independent director and to assess a business decision.  

In case such obligations are not honored the law stipulates that the parent is held liable.36 
This liability is shared among the parent’s members of administration and the subsidiary 
administration which are jointly and severally liable.37 

 

 

34Ibid.,p. 204. 
35 Article 209 of the law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies”, as amended, 
published in the Official gazette No. 60 
36 Article 210 of the law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies”, as amended, 
published in the Official gazette No. 60 
37 Article 210 (2), (3) of the law no.9901, dated 14.04.2008 “On Entrepreneurs and Companies”, as 
amended, published in the Official gazette No. 60 

 

                                                           



C. Concluding remarks 

 
To conclude, Albanian company law of 2008 provided a detailed regulation of two types of 
groups. Actually, what revolutionized the concept of groups were the consequences that 
the law attached for these types of groups.  
These provisions are considered by some authors as harsh and that impede foreign 
investors 38 , but the drafters of the law contend that these provision reflect the 
international standard and should serve as a mean to protect certain vulnerable target 
groups, especially in multinational companies.39 
Actually, the provisions constitute a good framework for company groups, but further 
improvements of the law are needed. This initiative was a good start to avoid the standard 
behavior of externalizing the risky business in countries where rule of law has not the same 
strength as in developed ones. Maybe these provisions were inspired by the notorious 
experience of the English courts in Adams v. Cape Industries 40  which left totally 
unprotected all those employees that suffered from the fraudulent behavior of the 
company that exploiting the legislative gaps underwent several restructurings to escape 
liability. 
As noted above, at the same time, future amelioration is needed. The control groups need 
to be refined and introduce the list of fiduciary duties for the parent company as well. 
Furthermore, the law needs to establish the causal link between the actions of the parent 
and the damages incurred by the subsidiary and/or its creditors. Basically, the parent 
company should be held liable only if its actions have detrimental effects for the company.  
Also, with regard to equity groups a clearer standard should be introduced in order to 
define whether the parent’s management honored the fiduciary duties or not.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The right to property is one of the fundamental human rights and therefore is protected by 
the Constitution and international law. The property owner is guaranteed legal protection 
in every case of violation or restriction of this right. Also, possession is a important law 
institute, which is one of the owners' tags, but it is also transferable, and as such it can also 
be a non-owner right.  

This paper treats acquisitive prescription as an original way of creating and destroying 
property rights at the same time; Acquiring another's real property, by continued and 
regular possession after a specified period of time and certain court actions. The right to 
property must be closely linked to the principle of legal certainty, which, besides the 
clarity, understanding and sustainability of the normative system, also entails trust in the 
legal system, but nevertheless does not undertake to guarantee any expectation of a 
change in a situation favorable legal basis.  

Although the prescription is dictated by the necessity of legal certainty in civilian 
circulation, all over the years, after the communist regime fell, we have a large 
jurisprudence by the Albanian courts, which in a few cases interpreted wrong the law in 
various ways, violating the property rights of the owner. In this paper, particular attention 
is paid to the unified decisions of the High Court and the Constitutional Court decisions, 
which in many cases have given interpretations and findings that should be apply by law 
practitioners. 

Key words:  Acquisitive prescription; the right to property; possession; legal certainty. 

 INTRODUCTION 

Ownership is a central institute of civil law system. On the other hand, the right to property 
is one of the fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitutional provisions and the 
international acts accepted by the Albanian State. According to Article 41 of the 
Constitution: "Property is acquired by donation, inheritance, purchase and any other 
classical order provided for in the Civil Code." In our legislation, the above is regulated by 
Article 149 of the CC, which provides that: "Ownership is the right to enjoy and dispose of 
things freely, within the limits set by law", while Articles 164-190 of this Code provide for 
the appropriate ways of acquiring and losing ownership. From this provision, as well as 
from the content of articles 296, 302, 304 of the Civil Code, results, possession, joy and 
disposition are the three main members of the owner. The law obliges all third parties not 
to carry out actions that affect proprietors' tags, thus hindering the owner in the free 
exercise of possession, enjoyment and disposition over his belongings. 

 



Ownership as a subjective right has a character: property, absolute, real, sustainable and 
continuous. The object of the property right is the items. The holder of the right of 
property has as it is obliged an unlimited number of persons and realizes his right without 
the intermediary of other persons and has the right to seek the thing from any unlawful 
possessor or holder, whether he was in good faith. The right to property does not end in 
time, does not end with the expiration of a fixed term, the owner permanently realizes his 
right to property over the thing by enjoying and disposing freely within the limits set by 
law. Also, the owner's right over the property is independent of third parties. The will of 
third parties does not matter to the owner. 

When the authorities that the owner has over the property is challenged or punished by 
third parties, in whole or in part, the law has recognized the right of the owner to use the 
means of protection, among which the lawsuit is the main one. In assessing the right to a 
lawsuit in a material sense, the claim is a legal remedy for the protection of subjective right 
and as such should not be confused with the subjective right itself. The lawsuit is a legal 
guarantee for the protection of subjective law. The right to a lawsuit in a material sense is a 
right granted to the holder of the subjective right to reinstate him in the case of a violation 
or denial of this right by addressing the court. 

According to Article 169 of the CC "The person who has been quietly and without 
interruption, acting as if he was the owner for twenty years on an immovable property, 
becomes its owner." Acquisition prescription (with title or without title) is one of the ways 
of acquiring property, as provided in Articles 168 and 169 of the CC. In essence, the 
common element of the title and non-titular prescriptive entitlement is the peaceful and 
uninterrupted possession of the thing. For a statutory prescription with a title (as provided 
for by Article 168 of the CC), in addition to the uninterrupted possession of ten years of 
immovable property, it is required that there be legal action for the transfer of ownership, 
an act which is not prohibited by law, as well as the existence of trust (only for the time of 
legal action to acquire ownership), so the person who acquired the property right did not 
know or did not have to know that the person from whom the item was acquired was not 
the owner or that the action legal transfer of ownership was not valid. Acquisition title 
limitation covers any kind of invalidity, both relative and absolute, because this is a way of 
ownership through profit and a primary way of acquiring ownership. While acquitting the 
titleless estate, the institute contemplated by Article 169 of the CC, has as essential and 
sole the existence of a peaceful and uninterrupted possession of immovable property for 
20 years. Naturally, the behavior during this possession must be the same as if the 
possessor was the owner of the item. If the conditions set out in these provisions are met, 
the previous owner of the thing loses his ownership right over the thing, as the prescriptive 
award under the terms set forth in the law may result in the birth or acquisition of the right 
to property.  Consequently, in German law, for example, a possessor must not only possess 
the land animo domini for a period of 30 years, but he must also (erroneously) have been 
registered as the owner of that piece of land in the Grundbuch for the duration of the 30-
year period. (see Säcker FJ & Rixecker R (eds) Münchener Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen 
Gesetzbuch vol 6 Sachenrecht (5th ed 2009) § 900 RdNr 5).  

Although acquisition prescription is dictated by the need for legal certainty in civilian 
circulation, throughout these years we not have had a unified jurisprudence in the 
interpretation of conditions and cases where property can be acquired through this 
original way. Various court decisions have brought, in a few cases, wrong interpretations of 
the law, mainly affecting the rights of the owner. Through this property acquisition form in 

 



many cases, private, public and state property has been violated in favor of various entities 
claiming its possession. In the following issues I will deal with the conditions that must be 
met by the acquisition of the property by a non-owner of the property with a acquisition 
prescription in relation to the rights of the owner. Particular importance in this treatment is 
given to the unifying decisions of the High Court and the decisions of the Constitutional 
Court, which ultimately have provided specified interpretations and findings that should 
now serve to the ordinary courts for the unification of their judicial practices. 

THE ACT OF REVENDICATION AND ACTIO NEGATORIA (ACTION TO DENY) VERSUS TO 

THE RIGHT TO ACQUIRE THE PROPERTY WITH PRESCRIPTION 

The Civil Code defines the constraints of lawsuits in general and the act of revendication in 
particular. The general deadline for the prescription of lawsuits is provided in Article 114 of 
the Civil Code, which determinate that: "Unless otherwise provided in the law, all legal 
claims between such persons and natural persons, as well as between themselves, shall be 
enforced within ten years natural persons ". Despite this determination in Article 113§1 of 
the Civil Code, specifically the indictments that are not prescribed are defined specifically, 
as follows: "a) The lawsuit for the resettlement or protection of a non-property personal 
right, except for the exceptions set forth in the law; b) Avenues of recognition; c) The 
lawsuit filed between the co-owners; d) The lawsuit for the return of deposited amounts to 
the bank; e) Other allegations provided for in specific legal provisions ". 

The essential element of the acquisition prescription is not only the passage of time, but it 
is the passivity of the right holder to protect, within the time stipulated by the law, his / her 
rights violated or denied. The non-consistent attitude of the jurisprudence regarding the 
acquisition prescription is especially of the absence of a specific provision in our legislation, 
which expressly defines the non-prescriptive character of the claim for the return of the 
property to the owner (The act of revendication). However, the absence of a specific 
provision regarding the prescription or not of the act of revendication not imply a priori 
that this lawsuit, referred to Article 114 of the Civil Code, is prescriptive. 

Nonetheless, Epstein overcomes this problem through his doctrine of relative title, which 
doctrine recognises the role of the temporal dimension in the context of competing claims. 
According to this doctrine, prescription resolves conflicting claims to ownership – since 
time eradicates evidence of ownership – by awarding ownership not to the first possessor 
(owner), but to the prior possessor (squatter). (Epstein RA “Past and Future: The Temporal 
Dimension in the Law of Property” (1986) 64 Washington University Law Quarterly 667-722 
675). 

 
In accepting or not prescribing this indictment, the whole of the existing provisions of the 
Civil Code and the characteristics of the right to property, the importance, its economic 
and legal nature, must be seen in harmony. The reasons for the non-enforceability of this 
claim lie in the very nature of the property itself.  The absence of a specific provision 
regarding the prescription or not of the act revendication does not mean that a prior this 
lawsuit is prescriptive. The doctrine acknowledges that despite the fact that they are not 
specific to the law, for their own very nature, some lawsuits are unprecedented. The actio 
negatoria (with the act revendication are the two main claims of the owner for property 
protection) is always considered as an unenforceable lawsuit, although this characteristic 
has not been and is not specified in a separate provision of the Civil Code. Accepting this 

 



principle, we can not fail to mention the main difference between these two lawsuits, a 
change which in the minority's view gives the denial of the indictment those features 
which, unlike the lawsuit claim, make it unattainable. 

Unlike the act revendication, the actio negatoria consists in the right of the owner who is 
not stripped of his possessions to claim by anyone "............. who violates his ownership. .... 
to cease the offense and not to repeat this in the future, and, where appropriate, to reward 
the damages it may have caused "(Article 302 of the Civil Code). The deprivation of the 
owner by the possession of the thing as a prerequisite for filing this lawsuit causes any 
violation of the ownership of the possessor to be considered a continuation violation and 
consequently ... "however far the time at which the infringement began while this violation 
continues or has begun, the denial lawsuit can be freely raised because in these conditions 
it can not even be said of its prescription. " 

In the theory of civil law it is acknowledged that the subjective right "... is the legal 
possibility of the holder of the subjective right to carry out certain actions as well as the 
ability to request from the person required to perform or fail to perform certain acts, 
guaranteed opportunity with the possibility of seeking, if necessary, state protection, in 
order for the holder of subjective right to satisfy his legitimate interests. " 

By removing the various attitudes regarding the debate whether there are categories of 
rights that are not subject to prescription or have only statutory reasons that may have a 
place in the category of property rights and in the category of personal rights, the Supreme 
Court (See: Supreme Court, United Colleges, Unifying Decision no. 5, dt. 31.05.2011) found 
it plausible to state that the main and unresponsive criterion for categorizing rights is their 
content; are the common features of a group of rights that differentiate them from another 
set of rights, which also have common features but different from the first ones. 

Thus, the content of a category of rights, in order to better serve social and individual 
interests, allows and requires, as a rule, the act of prescription, while the content of another 
generally does not allow, unless the interests of sustainability a legal relationship requires 
that any of the rights of this category be exercised within the deadline set by law, within 
the statutory limitation period. It follows that “claims to ‘property’ may sometimes be 
overridden by the need to attain or further more highly rated social goals”. (Gray K 
“Property in Thin Air” (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Journal 252-307 280-292). 

There are two types of lawsuits that are not prescribed:  

a) Those for which the law says that they are not prescriptive;  

b) those claims that by their nature do not accept the prescription. A typical example of the 
second case, for which court practice has been consistent, is the case of denial lawsuit 
which, although not mentioned in the law as an indefinite lawsuit, is accepted by all as 
unchallenged due to its nature. The non-enforceability of the lawsuit for property searches 
constitutes exemptions from the rule (Article 113 of the Civil Code), one of which, although 
not expressly provided in the law, is the revendication act. The Supreme Court Court (See: 
Supreme Court, United Colleges, Unifying Decision no. 5, dt. 31.05.2011) consider that the 
exercise of the lawsuit to protect a right should not be counted against not exercising the 
right to use the thing. Lack of exercise of the right to use the item by the holder may create 

 



circumstances in which another person originally acquires ownership of the item, but does 
not pass the termination of the lawsuit. 

The non-use of the property by the owner is an expression of the freedom that is known to 
him, is a manifestation of the width of the belongings belonging to the owner. Even if the 
object property is not used, this does not use is a manifestation of the will of the owner. So 
even the use of the item is part of the owner's rights. Meanwhile, the prescription of the 
lawsuit is aimed at the realization of a certain interest: the release of the debtor from old 
obligations, often forgotten or very difficult to prove, which is not relevant to the right to 
property because of the characteristics mentioned above. 

By character, statutory limitation extends its effects primarily to a relative bilateral juridical 
relationship, where in fact an entity may be favored by not being forced to fulfill it. The 
prescriptive institute is set in favor of the debtor, to protect it from the old lawsuits and the 
difficulties of proving it. 

The situation is different in the case of ownership. Ownership, as an absolute relationship, 
is directed erga omnes and there is no "counter-interest" in this relationship (except for the 
case of the prescriptive acquisition), a subject that may be favored by statutory limitation. If 
we were to accept that the lawsuit filed for expropriation, we could decide before the 
situation when the owner (known as such) was not able to exercise his rights over the 
thing because of the deadline, while the possessor of the thing (illegal and even in bad 
faith), it would be possible to enjoy the quiet thing without disturbed by the owner who, as 
we said, would be unable to act because of the expiration of the expiration deadline. Even 
so, the illegal possessor would be absurdly created even the opportunity to become the 
owner of the thing with the expiration of the statutory prescriptive terms without a title 
(Article 169 of the Civil Code). 

The right, thus interpreted, would go out of its scope would lead to the consequences that 
come with its own function. It is clear, then, that the interpretation of the law (norm, 
principle, institute, etc.) should be done in accordance with the purpose of the law and the 
fulfillment of its basic functions [such as security and justice]. 

Although there is no legal norm where it is expressly formulated that the lawsuit of the 
claim is unprincipled, as it is provided in the French (Article 2227 of the French Civil Code)  
and Italian  (Article 948§3 of the Italian Civil Code) legislation or the lawsuit for inheritance 
(Article 351 of the Albanian Civil Code, 1994) , in the light of the entirety of the provisions 
governing property and institutes other civil law and factors that shape their content, it can 
not be accepted that this lawsuit is prescriptive. In civil law and jurisprudence, following 
the adoption of the Civil Code of 1929, in the interpretation of Article 2034 of this Code, the 
difference between the right to property and other real rights in relation to prescription. 
According to this practice, other real rights, known as iura in re aliien (the rights of others 
over a foreign thing), in addition to the right to property, may be lost by prescription. This 
is because real rights limiting the right to property are in contravention of the normal state 
of ownership, which should normally be unlimited and exclusive. 
 
According to Article 2034 of the Civil Code of 1929, real rights over another's object 
(usufruct, servitude) were abolished over 30 years. But the same justification for the right to 
property can not be made when the owner has left the property to another person for a 
long time. In these cases, the owner may lose his or her ownership only because the other 

 



person acquires the right to property on the property of a prescriptive acquisition. This is 
because the right to property can not be missed by non-use even if the owner has not used 
his property for a long time. The owner does not lose the right to file a lawsuit claim until 
the defendant has acquired the property with the acquisition's prescription. The same legal 
position is maintained in the Civil Code in force. Real rights over the other's belongings 
may be lost by the prescription.. 

Following the above argument and in reference to the applicable civil law, the Supreme 
Court  (See: Supreme Court, United Colleges, Unifying Decision no. 5, dt. 31.05.2011) 
consider that the non-enforceability of the law suit derives from the permanent and lasting 
property of ownership, which means that ownership remains so even when it is in 
possession of any third person who has not acquired ownership through legal transactions 
of alienation or by any other lawful manner. In a comparative overview and interpretation 
of the provisions on statutory limitation and some other civil law institutes, the Supreme 
Court (See: Supreme Court, United Colleges, Unifying Decision no. 5, dt. 31.05.2011)  
identify that: 

Ways of ownership acquisition are both at the same time ways of losing ownership. This 
situation should not be confused with the situation when the limitation period for certain 
indictments has been met. Acquisition prescription (with title or without title) is one of the 
ways of acquisition property, as provided in Articles 168 and 169 of the Civil Code. If the 
conditions set out in these provisions are met, the lawsuit of the claim falls, not because of 
the statutory limitation, but because this property acquiring constitutes the legal cause 
that the previous owner of the thing loses his right to property over the thing. 

Even in cases where a person does not use the item for a period of more than 20 years and 
ownership of this item is acquired by another person because of the fulfillment of the 
conditions set forth in Article 169 of the Civil Code, the first person has lost his ownership 
over the item not due to the prescription overdue or due to the non-use of the thing over 
20 years, but because the ownership over this item has been acquired by the other person 
through the acquisition prescription. 

In the foregoing arguments, the Supreme Court (See: Supreme Court, United Colleges, 
Unifying Decision no. 5, dt. 31.05.2011)  considered that in such cases it is not the 
prescription of the right of the lawsuit to cause the revendication to be overturned, but the 
fact that the plaintiff has lost his right to property because the defendant has gained the 
right to property over the thing with a prescriptive acquisition. 

In a fair solution to the case under consideration can not be overlooked and the action to 
deny (actio negatoria), provided by Article 302 of the Civil Code. In civil law, as we have 
mentioned above, there is no legal provision to mention that the denial lawsuit is not 
statute-barring, but that comes out of its very nature. This lawsuit is also a real lawsuit and 
is intended to protect the owner's rights (possessor) and is based on a contravention of 
continuity. 

The accepted rule for action to deny as an indefinite lawsuit finds applicability mutatis 
mutandis even for the revendication act. Given the fact that the revendication act aims to 
protect the ownership in its entirety, the proprietor's rights, among which the possession 
of the owner and, however distant it is, the time that the violation of this mark has begun, 
while this violation continues , this lawsuit can be raised at any time because it can not be 

 



said about its prescription for extinction of the right to property. The tendency of 
ownership not to be limited in time by the non-use of the thing, has similarities, not fully 
matched, and with the definitions made in Article 351 of the Civil Code where it is 
envisaged that: "The claim for the search for inheritance is not statute, in addition to the 
effects of the prescriptive award for separate items ". 

Bear in mind here that the claim of inheritance search, when the search object is 
individualized items, is very similar and has all the characteristics of the revendication act. 
Differences exist only in the lawsuits to be actively legitimized (the plaintiff should be the 
owner of the inheritance title) and passively (the defendant must retain the thing as an heir 
but not being). In everything else it is about returning the thing from the non-owner (the 
heir to the owner) to the non-possessor (the owner of the inheritance). 

In the argument of this legal opinion is the prediction in our civil law of Preference (Decade 
of Rights). Acceptance of precision as a self-imposed institute by the prescriptive 
requirement consolidates the position that the subjective right does not cease with the 
fulfillment of the statutory limitation period provided by Article 114 of the Civil Code. 
Unlike civil legislation and the attitude held by previous theory and jurisprudence, the 
inclusion of this law institute in the Civil Code ultimately distinguishes the legal effect of 
statutory limitation as a rightful claimant with the juridical effect of preclusion as a 
subordinate rightholder . 

Exclusion extinguishes the subjective right of the person, he does not refer to the right to 
sue. The situation is confused because with the loss of subjective right, no lawsuit can be 
filed for a right that no longer exists, or if this lawsuit is raised, it collapses. Whereas, if we 
refer to the prescription of the lawsuit, this is an institute (legal fact with shameful 
consequences), which refers strictly to the loss of the right of the lawsuit and has nothing 
to do with the subjective right as such. Moreover, referring to the regulation of Article 125 
of the Civil Code, that the statutory limitation period leads to the consequence, ie the loss 
of the right of the lawsuit, it should also be accompanied by the claim of the expiry of that 
period by the party in favor of which this deadline is set. 

With regard to Article 119 of the Civil Code, the Supreme Court (See: Supreme Court, 
United Colleges, Unifying Decision no. 5, dt. 31.05.2011) didn’t find any contradiction 
between this provision and the non-compliance of the claim for the restitution of the 
thing. This provision defines the moment of commencement of the statutory limitation of 
the lawsuit for the search of the thing, which corresponds to the day "when the land owner 
has taken or ought to be aware of the violation and the perpetrator of his right". The 
existence of a general provision with this wording does not mean a priori that the claim of 
the object's search is prescriptive. As was argued above, in the case of this lawsuit this 
provision is not implemented. Likewise, the same wording is also found in Article 122 of 
the Civil Code, but the lawsuit for inheritance is not subject to the statutory limitation 
periods, except for the effects of the prescriptive award for separate items (Article 351 of 
the Civil Code). 

 

 

 



I. ACQUISITION PRESCRIPTION  IN RELATION TO THE RIGHTS OF THE 

FORMER OWNER FOR COMPENSATION 

The content of Article 169 of the CC is discussed if it is in conflict with Article 41 of the 
Constitution and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the ECHR that protects right to property. 
Acquisition prescription as an original way of acquiring property constitutes a restriction of 
the right to property and is discussed if it is equivalent to expropriation, moreover this 
factual expropriation is carried out by law on behalf of another subject. By this way of 
ownership acquisition, the law, by the fulfillment of certain conditions expropriates a 
particular subject and owns another subject. This conclusion makes no argument 
evaluated or identified to deprive the former owner of the right to compensation in the 
equivalent value of the lost right. This restriction takes more importance in the case of a 
prescriptive acquisition, where no social, economic, political and human reasons can be 
identified to conclude that property should be removed without any reversal. This creates 
a debate about the unconstitutionality of Article 169 of the Civil Code in the part that does 
not recognize the subjective right of the former owner to be compensated for the loss of 
property with its equivalent value. (See Constitutional Court Decision no. 4 dated 23. 02. 
2016. The Constitutional Court in this case was put in motion by the Court of the Vlora 
Judicial District (referral court), which was adjudicating the civil case subject to the 
obligation to recognize the plaintiff with a presidential overthrow on a land property. The 
plaintiff claimed that he had possessed the property for more than twenty years, without 
interruption, in a public manner, as if it were owner and quietly, and that the property 
under trial is not included in the circle of immovable property as inalienable public 
property. The referring court, considering that Article 169 of the CC, in the part which does 
not provide for the right to compensation for the former owner, runs counter to the 
Constitution and the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), with the decision 
no.1097 acts , dated 09.02.2015, decided to suspend the adjudication of this case and 
pursuant to Article 145/2 of the Constitution addressed the Constitutional Court (the 
Court) with a request for review of the constitutionality of the content of this provision). 

The discussion of this provision (Article 169 of the CC) lies in its lack of anticipation of the 
possibility of compensation of the former owner, who loses ownership as a result of the 
intervention of the winning prescription institute but has not raised any allegations 
concerning with the content of this provision, that is, about this institute by itself. 
Consequently, the Constitutional Court (see Decision No. 5, dated 05.02.2015 of the 
Albanian Constitutional Court) has estimated that it can not stop checking compliance 
with the constitution of the prescription institute as one of the original ways of property 
acquisition. The Court reiterates that in assessing the constitutionality of the law, it 
originates from the presumption of their compliance with the Constitution. This means 
that convincing arguments should be made regarding the alleged unconstitutionality to 
enable this Court to assess whether the legal solutions applied violate constitutional norms 
and values . 

The Constitutional Court (See Constitutional Court Decision no. 4 dated 23. 02. 2016) also 
considers that the right to property, as one of the rights protected by the Constitution, is 
not violated as a result of not displaying the right to compensation of the former owner in 
the event of a transfer of ownership title as a consequence of the application Article 169 of 
the CC. The owner of the property right is protected in any case when it alleges violation or 
limitation of this right. Article 169 of the CC requires possession of the property by the 

 



unoperched possessor quietly without interruption and bringing as it is, while any action 
by the lawful owner enjoys legal protection and has the effect of interrupting the effect of 
the statutory limitation and the failure of this institute. According to the ECtHR, the claim 
for compensation in such cases should be dealt with in the light of the principle of legal 
certainty. According to the Constitutional Court, the extinction of the right to property, 
when the owner could not recover his land as a result of law enforcement, can not be said 
to be openly without reasonable grounds. For this reason there was a general interest in 
terms of deadlines and termination of ownership title at the end of the deadline. The claim 
for compensation in the event that one party has failed to terminate the statutory 
limitation period is incompatible with the term "term", the purpose of which is the 
continuity of legal certainty that the other party will not be sued after a certain date has 
expired (see the Decision of 30 August 2007 in the case of JA Pye (Oxford) ltd and JA Pye 
(Oxford) Land ltd v. the United Kingdom). 

The principle of legal certainty includes, in addition to the clarity, understanding and 
sustainability of the normative system, also the belief in the legal system, without 
assuming any expectation for a change of a favorable legal situation. Reliability has to do 
with the individual's conviction that he should not be constantly disturbed or fearful of the 
variability and negative consequences of legal acts that may violate his private or 
professional life and aggravate a state of affairs with previous acts (see Decision no.20, date 
15.04.2015 of the Constitutional Court). According to the interested subject, the 
prescriptive acquisition as the original way of acquiring ownership serves the public 
interests of the state and society. The original way of acquiring property with prescriptive 
winnings and regulation is dictated by the need for legal certainty in civilian circulation 
and the need to enrich the civilian turnover with the added value of property in particular 
and property in general.  

Equitable remuneration is a constitutional concept related to the cases of expropriation or 
restriction of the right to property by law for public interest, under Article 41 of the 
Constitution. Consequently, the loss of ownership as a result of expropriation for the public 
interest is not the same as the transfer of the title of ownership as a result of the 
intervention of the prescriptive acquisition. While in the first case we are faced with a 
relationship between the individual owner and the state where the individual is deprived 
of the right to property whenever it interferes with a public interest and is entitled to claim 
only in relation to the remuneration measure, in the second case we are in the face of a 
private relationship between the owner and the unlisted possessor, individuals or state, 
where the owner has all the legal rights and opportunities to claim and defend his / her 
right. 

Since the prescription acts do not empower the state to expropriate and, further, make no 
provision for the payment of compensation to an owner losing ownership, it is highly 
unlikely that prescription could amount to expropriation. Prescription cannot amount to 
expropriation, since all expropriations must take place in accordance with empowering 
legislation. (Ernst Jacobus Marais “Acquisitive Prescription in View of the Property Clause” 
(2011), 314, this issue is discussed in more detail in section 5.3.2.6 of chapter five). 

 

For the aforementioned, according to the Constitutional Court's assessment, it has not 
been sufficiently substantiated at the constitutional level that the lack of a legal provision 
in Article 169 of the CC for the recognition of the right to compensation for the former 

 



owner in the case of transfer of the title through the prescriptive acquisition contradicts 
the constitutional principles and standards alleged by the referring court. The Institute of 
Acquisition Preservation and the Indemnification Institute are two diametrically opposite 
institutes with each other. (See Constitutional Court Decision no. 4 dated 23. 02. 2016). 

CONCLUSIONS: 

The right to property is an absolute right, without limitation in time and exercised by the 
holder at any time. Accepting that the right to property is lost through acquisitive 
prerequisites means that exercising this right will oblige time limits and limit the right of 
the owner to certain time limits, which would conflict with the concept of its own right to 
property. The right to property is a right of a steady and continuous nature, which means 
that it exists at any time and the non-enjoyment of the thing by the owner or the non-
exercise of this right for a period determined by the owner , regardless of the period, does 
not result in the expiry of the right to property.  

In this case, it is necessary even to intervene in the Civil Code, specifying that actio 
negatoria and act of revendication are not prescribed. The non-enforceability of the 
revendication act also derives from the fact that the power that constitutes the basic 
element of the subjective property right, as defined in Article 149 of the Civil Code, 
excludes any power similar to that which is object of same item. These reasons are entirely 
sufficient to evaluate that the claims claim is not subject to the prescription term. "That 
lege lata" this position must be accepted because it basically takes into account the 
objective social conditions, best suits the legal nature of the property right and does not 
contradict Articles 112, 114 and 149 of the Civil Code. However, da lege ferenda, when in 
the legislation there is no provision for expressly foreseeing the prescription or not of the 
lawsuit of revendication, the above considerations, we consider that the right of the non-
possessor to claim the thing from any possessor or non-owner. 

An appreciable argument is that ownership is not extinguished by extinctive prescription.  
The difference between this institute as a legal fact the category of events, which entails 
the loss of the right to sue and prescription as a way of acquiring property. Acquired 
prescription under the terms set forth in the law may result in the birth or acquisition of the 
right to property, while the prescription of the rightholder in no case and for no reason can 
result in the loss of the right to property because he is closely related (in the field of of civil 
law) with the loss of the right of the lawsuit and not with the loss of the right to property 
(with the subjective right). 

The original way of acquiring property with prescriptive winnings and regulation is 
dictated by the need for legal certainty in civilian circulation and the need to enrich the 
civilian turnover with the added value of property in particular and property in general. 
The right to property, as one of the rights protected by the Constitution, is not violated as a 
result of not displaying the right to compensation of the former owner in the event of a 
transfer of ownership title as a consequence of the application Article 169 of the CC. The 
owner of the property right is protected in any case when it alleges violation or limitation 
of this right. Article 169 of the CC requires possession of the property by the unoperched 
possessor quietly without interruption and bringing as it is, while any action by the lawful 
owner enjoys legal protection and has the effect of interrupting the effect of the statutory 
limitation and the failure of this institute. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Italian legal culture has highly influenced Albanian commercial legislation both in the 
first years after its independence and in modern times.  

This article provides a general overview of the reforms of Italian company law over the last 
15 years, analyzing some aspects of the new regulation regarding the two major typologies 
of companies, limited liability companies and joint stock companies. 

The aim this work is to briefly examine some of the innovative aspects of Italian Company 
law and understand to what extent those new rules can be used as a model for possible 
changes in Albanian legislation regarding company law. 

Keywords: Company Law; Corporate Law; Comparative Law; Limited Liability Companies; 
Joint stock companies; Albanian law. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the last 15 years Italian company law has facedenormous changes and several 
reforms have modified the original structure of company law. Some of the relevant 
modificationswere related to mandatory implementation of EU legislation whilst other 
modifications were a result of the competition between legal systems 41  within the 
European Union, which has led all EU countries in reforming national company law in order 
to become more attractive for foreign companies and foreign investors. 

The aim this work is to briefly examine some of the innovative aspects of Italian Company 
law and understand to what extent those new rules can be used as a model for possible 
changes in Albanian legislation regarding company law. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Italian company law is mainly included within the Italian Civil Code(ICC) of 1942, whilst 
rules for companies listed in stock exchanges and for other financial institutions are 
included in separate specific laws. 

41An overview of competition between legal systems is provided by: Zoppini, A. (2004), La 
concorrenza tra ordinamenti giuridici, Roma – Bari, Italy: GLF Editori Laterza; Plaia, A. (2007), La 
competizione tra ordinamenti giuridici: mutuo riconoscimento e scelta della norma piùf avorevole nello 
spazio giuridico europeo, Milano, Italy: Giuffrè; Montalenti, P. (2016), Unione Europea: concorrenza trai 
mprese e concorrenza tra stati, Torino, Italy:Giuffrè. 

 

                                                           



The first huge reform of Italian company law was carried out in 200342, which was focused 
on the modernization of rules by transforming Italian law from a set of mainly mandatory 
rules to a legislation aimed at conferring maximum freedom to the shareholders in 
defining and structuring the companies in the way which is most suitable to their needs. 

Such reform has represented a deep revolution on Italian company law and has included 
modification and changes in all areas of the law: new financing opportunities are 
introduced (new typologies of shares and other financial instruments), the corporate 
governance is profoundly changed (introduction of one tier and two tier systems), new 
tools of protection for minority shareholders are provided, corporate groups are regulated 
the first time, new regulation for the voidability of resolutions is enacted etc. 

A comprehensive analysis of such reform would require a broader dissertation, which is not 
possible in the present work. Moreover, several other reforms have been enacted form the 
2003 reform to the present time. Consequently, this contribution will only focus on few 
aspects of the regulation provided for the two most common typologies of companies 
(limited liability companies – LLCs- and joint stock companies). Issues related to corporate 
governance 43 , which require a separate and deeper analysis, and related to listed 
companies, given the specificity of the regulation, will not be object of this contribution. 

Albania, on the other side, has a separate source for company law, the Law No.9901 dated 
14.04.2008 “On entrepreneurs and commercial companies” (Albanian Company Law – ACL). 
Other relevant rules regarding securities, auditing and debentures are included in different 
specific laws. 

Albanian company law has been highly influenced by Italian company law since the 
beginning of the XX century. In particular the first Albanian Commercial Code of 1932 was 
a mere translation of the Preliminary Project of the Italian Commercial Code of 1922 which 
was prepared in by a Commission lead by Prof. Cesare Vivante, one of the fathers of Italian 
Company Law. 

New Albanian company law of 2008, amended in 201144 and 201445, however, is heavily 
influenced by company laws of England and Germany46, whilst a reduced influence derives 
from Italian legislation. 

 

 

42 Legislative Decree 17 January 2003, n. 6. For a comprehensivepicture of the reform, pleaserefer to 
Angelici, C. (2006), La riforma delle società di capitali - Lezioni di diritto commerciale, Padova, Italy: 
CEDAM. 
43 An interesting overview on the development of Italian corporate governance after the reform of 
2003 is provided by Vietti, M. (2013), La governance nelle società di capitali. A dieci anni dalla riforma, 
Milano, Italy: EGEA 
44 Law No.10475, dated 27.10.2011, “For an amendment to Law No. 9901 dated 14.04.2008 ‘On 
Entrepreneurs and Commercial Companies’” 
45 Law No.129/2014 “On some additions and amendments to Law No. 9901 dated 14.04.2008 ‘On 
Entrepreneurs and Commercial Companies’”, as amended. 
46Bachner, T., Schuster, E.-P., Winner, M. (2009), The new Albanian company law: interpreted according 
to its sources in European law, Tirana, Albania: Guttenberg, p. 17. 

 

                                                           



3. TYPOLOGIES OF COMPANIES 

 

New Italian legislation enacted in 2012 47 introduced the possibility to incorporate 
Simplified Limited Liability Companies, a new typology of LLC characterized by a basic 
structure and regulation48which originally was aimed at attracting mainly young investors 
(the previous version of the law prescribed the limitation of the age of 35 years for the 
incorporation of the company).  
Later on, however, the legislator decided to use this company type as a model for all 
medium and small entrepreneurs at the first stage of their activity, by removing limitation 
of age. 
It should be noted that other limitations apply: Simplified LLCs are precluded to legal 
persons and can be incorporated only by individuals by means of a contract or an 
unilateral act. The amount of the capital should be between Euro 1 and Euro 10.000 and 
shall entirely paid in at the date of incorporation. 
The legislator provides relevant facilitations for the incorporation of Simplified LLCs by 
reducing the incorporation costs (no notarial fees are payable), but at the same time 
requires the adoption of a mandatory model of articles of association which is prescribed 
by law and cannot be modified by the quota-holders. 
The relevant regulation is set forth in art. 2463-bis ICC and except from those rules, all 
provisions related to ordinary LLCs are applicable also to Simplified LLCs. 
Moreover, always in 2012 new Italian legislation 49  provided new legislation for the 
incorporation of “Start-up” companies 50 , legal entities aimed at encouraging the 
establishment of innovative enterprises.  
Start-up companiesare deemed to be those companies which produce, develop and 
commercialize innovative goods or services of high technological value. They do not 
constitute a separate type of company, but can be established by using one of the actual 
types of companies provided by Italian law. 
The peculiarity of the rules regarding such companies relies on the fact that the legislator 
provides a relevant set of benefits for their establishment (tax incentives and labor law 
incentives), including also some important deviations from ordinary corporate law rules 
(possibility to postpone the reduction of corporate capital in case of losses during the first 
year; possibility its quotasto offer to the public, even if incorporated as an LLC; possibility 
to incorporate the company by means of a standard model approved by digital signature; 
possibility to raise capital by means of equity crowd funding etc.). 
If we turn to Albanian legislation, an amendment to ACL could be enacted for the 
introduction of Simplified LLCs mainly in order to attract young entrepreneurs which 
probably are reluctant to the idea of establishing ordinary LLCs due to the relevant levels 
of bureaucracy, whilst special regulation on startups could be established in order to 
develop hubs of innovative companies also in the Albanian territory, especially related to 
digitalization industry. 
 

47 Decree Law 24 January 2012, n. 1, as converted with amendments into Law 24 March 2012, n. 27. 
48For an overview, also related to comparative aspects, of recent regulation on new typologies of 
companies see: Montalenti, P. (2016), I modelli di impresa societaria fra tradizione e innovazione nel 
contest europeo, Torino, Italy:Giuffrè 
49 Decree Law 18 October 2012, n. 179 as converted with amendments into Law 17 December 2012, 
n. 221. 
50For detailed analysis see Fregonara, E. (2013), La start up innovativa - Uno sguardo all'evoluzione del 
sistema societario e delle forme di finanziamento, Torino, Italy: Giuffrè. 

 

                                                           



4. AMOUNT OF THE CAPITAL 

 

Relevant modifications were also enactedin Italy regarding rules on the capital of 
companies, always aimed at simplifying the incorporation process of new companies. 

The new minimum capital for joint stock companies was lowered in 201451 from Euro 
120.000 to Euro 50.000 (Art. 2327 ICC). 

With reference to LLCsthe minimum capital was Euro 10.000,00 until 2013, when a new 
reform52 provided that the capital can be lower to that sum, but equal at least to Euro 1 
(Art. 2463 (4), ICC). In this last case, however, the contributions should be made in cash and 
have to be fully paid in at the moment of incorporation. Moreover, the company must from 
a reserve up to the amount of Euro 10.000,00 by deducting amounts form the net profits 
resulting from financial statements53. 

Albanian rules regarding the amount of the capital have been implemented in recent years 
and correctly provide for minimum amounts of the share capital which are in line with all 
modern company legislations of EU member countries.   

5. CONTRIBUTIONS IN KIND 

Under Italian law the rules related to contributions in kind have been simplified during 
recent years. 

a) Contributions in joint stock companies 

With reference to joint stock companies, the general rule (art. 2343 ICC) requires that 
shareholders who intend to contribute property in kind or receivables shall submit a sworn 
report of an expert, appointed by the Court of the district in which the company has its 
registered office. Such expert is liable for any damages caused to the company, to 
shareholders and to third parties. 

New legislation enacted in 2008 and modified in 2010, conversely, established the 
possibility to admit contributions in kind or receivables without the requiring such sworn 
report (2343-ter ICC).  

The first case where such rule applies is related to the contribution of securities or money 
market instruments: the law provides that if the value set for such assets in determining 
the share capital and the premium is equal to or less than the weighted average price at 
which such securities/instruments have been traded at on one or more regulated markets 
in the six months preceding to the contribution, the appraisal of the expert is not required. 

Moreover, the law provides other two cases where the appraisal is not required and in 
particular if the value set for such assets indetermining the share capital and premium of 
the contributions is equal of lower to: a) the fair value entered in the financial statements 
of the financial year preceding the financial year during which the contribution is carried 

51 Decree Law 24 June 2014, n. 91 as converted with amendments into Law 11 August 2014 n.116. 
52 Decree Law 28 June 2013, n. 76 as converted with amendments into Law 9 August 2013, n. 99. 
53 The process of formation of the reserve is prescribed by art. 2463, par. 5, ICC which recalls also art. 
2430 ICC. 

 

                                                           



out, provided that it has undergone statutory audit and that the auditor’s report does not 
contain any exception on the evaluation of the assets being contributed; b) the value 
resulting from an appraisal carried out as of a date preceding the contribution of no more 
than six months and in compliance with the generally accepted principles and criteria for 
the appraisal of assets to be contributed. 

The above mentioned alternative evaluation methods, although implying deviations from 
the general rule of the appraisal by the court expert, in any case provide for some 
protections for creditors and third parties regarding the correctness of the evaluation. 
When contributing securities, the average price established by the regulated appears to be 
a sufficient safeguard, whilst in the other two cases there is always an evaluation 
completed by an expert, although in a date prior to the date of contribution (in a indirect 
way – by the auditor of the contributing party - with reference to the hypothesis of letter a) 
and in direct way with - by an independent- expert reference to the hypothesis of letter b). 

On this regard, with reference to the letter b), other safeguards are provided: on one hand, 
the expert is liable for any damages caused to the company, to the shareholders and to 
third parties and, on the other hand, such expert must be independent from the 
contributing person, the company and the shareholders individually who control or jointly 
control the contributing person or the company, and must me of proven and adequate 
professionalism. 

Albanian law, on the contrary, while establishing the same general rule regarding the 
appraisal of an expert appointed by the court (art. 112 ACL), provides for some hypothesis 
of contribution without appraisal only in the framework of merger, division or take-over 
transactions.  

Compared to Italian legislation, further extension of the cases where no appraisal is 
required for contributions in kind in joint stock companies would be recommended to be 
introduced under Albanian law. 

b) Contributions in LLCs 

With reference to LLCs, Italian law prescribes that all items that have an economic 
evaluation may be contributed, but contributions must be made in cash, if the articles of 
association do not otherwise provide (Art. 2464 (2-3), ICC).  

Those who contribute assets in kind or credits must submit a sworn report of an auditor or 
of an audit firm, which can be chosen freely by the quota-holders. The report must be 
attached to the articles of association and must contain the description of assets or credits 
contributed, the indication of the criteria of evaluation used and the certification that their 
value is at least equal to the one attributed to them for the assessment of the company’s 
capital and of the possible quota premium54. 

Under Albanian law contributions in LLCs can be made in cash or in kind 
(movable/immovable property or rights) and the rules that define the manner which a 
contribution is paid are prescribed by the statute55. In particular, contributions in kind are 
evaluated by mutual agreement by the members before expressing their value in cash. If 

54 Art. 2465, par. 1, ICC. 
55 Art. 68 (3) ACL. 

 

                                                           



no agreement can be reached, every member has the right to go to a competent Court and 
ask the appointment of an evaluation expert who will render a binding decision56.  

Also in the case of LLCs, although simplified if compared to joint stock companies, Italian 
and Albanian legislations are different: whilst Italian law requires always an evaluation of 
an expert, the Albanian legislation leaves the determination of the value of the assets to its 
quota-holders.  

This provision, which at first sight may be seen as innovative and positive, might however 
hinder important problems regarding the solidity of the company and regarding the 
protection of third parties: shareholders first of all do not have the required expertise to 
evaluate a contribution in kind, and, most importantly, could easily enlarge the capital of 
the company by deliberately agreeing an over-evaluation of the contribution, to the 
detriment of third parties and creditors, as correctly pointed out by some authors57.  
Therefore, a modification of the rules provided by ACL is suggested, at least by setting out 
the obligation for an external appraisal of the contributions in kind by an expert.  

 

6. RULES ON CAPITAL MODIFICATION 

Italian rules on capital increase and capital decrease have been modified several times 
during recent years and an autonomous set of rules is provided for LLCs (artt. 2481-2482-
quater ICC) separate from those available for joint stock companies (artt. 2438-2447). 

In particular rules for LLCs (art. 2481 ICC) provide that the articles of association can grant 
to the management body the faculty to increase the capital of the company. In this case, 
however, the statute must determine the limitations and the methods that can be used by 
the directors, keeping also in mind that the decision to increase the corporate capital 
cannot be adopted until the contributions formerly due are entirely executed. 

Moreover, other provisions are set forth regarding the capital increase by means of new 
contributions by providing a pre-emption right for the subscription of the new quotas to 
existing quota-holders.  

The articles of association may, nevertheless, provide the limitation to such rule by 
providing that the capital increase can take place through the offer of quotas newly issued 
directly to third parties (except for the case of reduction of corporate capital below the 
lawful minimum). Therefore, much freedom is left to quota-holders in regulating the 
limitation of the pre-emption right, but in this case, the quota-holders who did not agree 
to the decision are entitled to withdraw from the company. 

As for Albania, ACL does not provide any rules on capital modifications in LLCs leading to 
the reconstruction of the regulation by using the principles provided in other parts of the 
rules regarding LLCs58. Even if correctly suggested by some authors59 almost 10 years ago, 
the inclusion of such rules in Albanian legislation has not been yet accomplished and, 

56 The members or expert’s report on the evaluation of the contributions shall be delivered to the 
National Registration Centre, together with any additional information required for registration. 
57Bachner, T., Schuster, E.-P., Winner, M. (2009), The new Albanian company law: interpreted 
according to its sources in European law, Tirana, Albania: Guttenberg, p. 59. 
58Malltezi, A., E drejta shqiptare e shoqerive tregtare, Tirana, Albania: Mediaprint, p.81-82. 
59Bachner, T., Schuster, E.-P., Winner, M. (2009), The new Albanian company law: interpreted according 
to its sources in European law, Tirana, Albania: Guttenberg, p. 70. 

 

                                                           



taking also in consideration that LLCs are the most common type of company used by 
entrepreneurs in Albania, amendments to ACL on this regard are a matter of the utmost 
importance. 

For both LLCs (art. 2481-bis (4) ICC) and joint stock companies (art. 2439 (2) ICC) Italian law 
allows divisible increase of share capital meaning that if the increase of the share capital is 
not entirely subscribed within the term provided in the relevant resolution, the share 
capital is however increased by an amount equal to the collected subscription.  

Conversely, Albanian law seems to require all shares to be subscribed in order to make the 
increase successful, which implies that Albanian legislator has opted for a stricter 
interpretation of the rule deriving from art.28 of the II EU directive on company law60. This 
limitation appears however to be very strict and therefore it should be suggested to 
amend ACL in order to allow more flexibility to the shareholders by conferring them the 
possibility to resolve also on divisible capital increases. 

 

7. FINANCING RULES 

Several rules have been introduced under Italian law also with reference to the financing 
methods of companies, which at the moment are not provided by Albanian law and that 
could be implemented to broaden and improve the actual regulation regarding financing 
of Albanian companies: 

a) Participative financial instruments 

The reform of 2003 introduced new instruments for joint stock companies called 
“participative financial instruments”61 and regulated by art. 2346 (6) ICC.  

The law provides that the company, following a contribution of shareholders or of third 
parties (even of work or services) can issue financial instruments that include economic or 
administrative rights, but expressly excludes the voting right in the shareholders meeting. 
The articles of association are free to determine the procedure and the conditions for the 
issue, the awarded rights, the sanctions in case of lack of performance and, if allowed, the 
transferring law. 

As it clearly understandable from this provision, such instruments are deemed to be hybrid 
ones, while falling between shares and bonds. The “economic” rights can include a 
remuneration of the invested sums, typical of bonds, or participation to dividends, whilst 
“administrative” rights may comprise, for example, the appointment of one member of the 
board of directors. 

Those instruments, in conclusion, allow the company to also benefit from work or services 
from third parties, which cannot be provided as contribution due to the express 
prohibition set forth in art. 2342 (5) ICC. 

 

60 Dine, J., Blecher, M. (2016), The law on entrepreneurs and companies. Text with Commentary, Tirana, 
Albania: Deutsche Gesellschaftfür Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), p. 182. 
61 A comprehensive overview of problems related to such instruments is provided by Bartolacelli, A. 
(2012), La partecipazione non azionaria nella S.p.A. – Gli strumenti finanziari partecipativi, Torino, Italy: 
Giuffrè. 

 

                                                           



b) Multiple voting rights 

The prohibition to issue multiple voting rights was one of the few rules that was kept 
unchanged from the original wording of the article regarding voting rights in joint stock 
companies during the 2003 reform. However, also due the change of the legal seat of some 
important Italian firms, the legislator in 201462 eliminated such prohibition and due to new 
rules (art. 2351 ICC) joint stock companies are allowed now to issueshares with multiple 
voting right63with the limit of maximum three votes.  

By issuing such shares and combining them with the ordinary shares that entitle to one 
vote or with shares that do not carry voting rights, it is now possible to control a joint stock 
company by subscribing a very low part of the share capital.  

c) Debt instruments 

With reference to LLCs, one of the most important innovations of the 2003 reform was the 
introduction of the possibility the issue debt instruments (art. 2483 ICC), if contemplated 
by the articles of association. In such event, the articles of association should specify which 
of the bodies has the right to decide on the issue of those instruments and should specify 
the limits, the requirements and the necessary majorities for the related resolution. In order 
to protect third parties, such new instruments can however be subscribed only by 
professional investors (not also by private investors), which are subject to the cautionary 
control in accordance with special laws and cannot directly be subscribed by all investors. 

d) Rules governing shareholders’ loans  

Specific rules are provided in Italy for cases of loans taken by the company from its quota-
holders64 aimed at avoiding the widespread practice of quota-holders which, in order to 
reduce their economic risk, often financed the company not with sums to be used for the 
subscription of the necessary increase of the capital but, instead, with loans given to the 
company, which at after some time were repaid to the quota-holders by the same 
company. 

In this light, new rules (art. 2467 ICC) provide that the reimbursement of loans to quota-
holders is subordinated to the payment of all sums due by the company to other creditors. 
Such rule however does not apply to all loans, but only to those, made in any kind, that 
have been granted at a time in which, also considering the activity carried out by the 
company, there is an excessive unbalance of debt compared to net capital or when there is 
a financial situation of the company in which a contribution would have been reasonable, 
instead of a loan. 

Even if the rule is expressly provided only for LLCs, recent decisions of the Italian Supreme 
Court65 have affirmed that this principle is also applicable to joint stock companies (with 
some limitations). 

 

8. SPECIALIZED COURTS 

62 Decree Law 24 June 2014, n. 91 as converted with amendments into Law 11 August 2014 n.116. 
63Tombari, U. (2016), Governosocietario, azioni a voto multiplo e maggior azione del voto, Torino, Italy: 
Giappichelli. 
64 For futher insights on problems related such loans refer to: Prestipino, M. (2015), Diritto al rimborso 
e postergazione nella disciplina dei finanziamenti dei soci, Torino, Italy: Giuffrè. 
65 Decision of the Supreme Court of 7 July 2015 n. 14056. 

 

                                                           



One of the most important reforms enacted in Italy none thelessis not related specifically 
to company law, but pertains to rules regarding disputes in Courts66. Italian legislation had 
established since 200367 some specialized divisions within Courts for disputes related to 
intellectual and industrial property. In 2012 68  those divisions were modified and 
transformed in Courts Specialized in Enterprise Matters.  

Such new divisions are competent on disputes related to a large area of company law69: 
disputes between shareholders; challenges of resolutions of the company; disputes related 
to shareholder’s agreements; disputes related to transfer of shares; disputes related to 
control relationship between companies etc. 

The main advantage related to this new specialized Courtsis that all judges are specialized 
on company law issues and therefore high quality decisions are delivered. On the other 
hand, given the peculiar track, the proceedings in front of such Courts are faster than 
ordinary proceedings70. 

Moreover, the success of this Specialized Courts has been underlined by the will of the 
Italian legislator to broaden the area of competence of the Courts by including also 
disputes related to insolvency and bankruptcy proceedings71.  

On this regard, given the well-known problems of the Albanian judiciary system, which 
have led to the important constitutional reforms during 2016 (including also a transitional 
re-evaluation process for all judges and prosecutors) and given the lack of skills of some 
Albanian judges pertaining company law issues (as pointed out by authors that have 
analyzed in detail recent Albanian case law on disputes related to company and corporate 
law matters72), the establishment of this new Specialized Courts also in Albania would be 
highly recommended. 

 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

Albanian company law has undertaken deep changes during recent years and a whole new 
set of rules has been enacted in order to implement the legislation towards the EU acquis. 
However, some aspects pertaining limited liability companies and joint stock companies 
remain not regulated or imply a high level of uncertainty. 

66 For a review of the legislation regarding disputes on company law issues over the last years: 
Graziosi, A. (2014), Dall’arbitrato societario al tribunal delle imprese: a dieci anni dalla riforma del 
diritto societario, Rivista trimestrale di diritto e procedura civile, 68(1), 77-110. 
67 Legislative Decree 27 June 2003, n. 168. 
68 Law Decree 24 January 2012, n. 1, as converted with into Law 24 March 2012, n. 27. For a comment 
on the new Specialized Courts: Santagada, F. (2012), Sezioni specializzate per l'impresa, accelerazione 
dei processi e competitività delle imprese, Rivista di diritto processuale, 67(5), 1269-1283; Comoglio, P. 
(2014), Il giudice specializzato in material d'impresa - Problemi e prospettive, Torino, Italia: Giappichelli. 
69 Art. 3, Legislative Decree 27 June 2003, n. 168. 
70 For a general overview of the application of Italian reforms in front of the Courts during recent 
years please refer to:Cera, M., Mondini, P.F., Presti, G.M.G. (2017), La Riforma del diritto societario nella 
giurisprudenza delle imprese, Milano, Italy: Giuffrè. 
71 Art. 2 (1) lett. m) of the Enabling Law 19 October 2017 n. 155 which conferred to the government 
the powers to approve new legislation regarding the reorganize of the rules on insolvency and 
bankruptcy. 
72Malltezi, A., Rystemaj, J., Kromiçi, A. (2015), Gjykatat shqiptare mbi shoqerite dhe veprimtarine 
tregtare, Tirana, Albania: Mediaprint. 

 

                                                           



On this regard, various reforms of Italian company law enacted in the last 15 years have 
modernized and improved the legislation regarding companies. Some of the new features 
and new tools that have been introduced in Italy can certainly be used by the Albanian 
legislator as a model for the further development of its company law. 

In particular, new typologies of companies can be introduced (simplified limited liability 
companies) and new legislation regarding start-up companies can be implemented in 
order to attract young and foreign investors.  

On the other hand, existing rules on contributions in kind and capital modifications can be 
simplified, whilst new instruments related to the financing of the company can be enacted 
in order to broaden the financing opportunities of Albanian companies. 

In conclusion, the establishment of specialized courts on company law disputes would 
positively affect the business environment for investors in Albaniaand alsosimplify the 
relations between all different actors in commercial transactions. 
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Abstract  

In the 19th century, the civil law system went through the path of codification. The Roman 
law was once again the cornerstone of the codification process. It enabled the creation of 
uniformity, as the drafting of a civil code and the building of a (new) national identity. The 
civil code was structured into a general part comprising basic concepts and principles, 
followed by detailed rules on particular kinds of interests and relationships. The structure 
of the code suggests that it provides a comprehensive, internally coherent set of rules for 
private law. The adopted civil codes secure lawyers a systematic and coherent foundation 
for the legal system and legal reasoning. 

During the 20th century, there have been attempts to approximate the two legal systems 
with one another, that of the common and civil law. Traditionally, the civil law system has 
been subject to several codification and consolidation processes during different periods 
in time, influenced from political, social or economic reforms. In Albania after the 
proclamation of the Monarchy, work began on the preparation of various codes, with the 
crucial one being the Civil Code. The first Albanian Civil Code entered in force on the 1st of 
April 1929. This process was the first step for the Albanian Legislator to compare the 
secularity of the European legal framework to that of the Ottoman Empire. 

The purpose of this document is to explain the legal systems through some special 
features and to highlight the way law practitioners practice the law. 

Key words: codification process, Common Law, Civil law, legal system, reasoning  

Introduction  

The concept of how the law is administered is referred to a ‘system’. Traditionally, two legal 
systems have developed that of the civil/continental and common law. The referral to the 
name ‘Civil Law system’ has derived from the Roman law. To the Romans the term iuscivile 
meant the law of a particular state, or as otherwise referred to the law of Rome itself. The 
Romans developed the concept of a ‘source of law’, related to the method of governance. 
It was for the people todecide on the authority they were to follow and to set specific rules 
regulating their behavior. The first known written act and a source of law was that of 
‘Twelve Tables’ (around 450 BC),73 which contained basic principles of how to resolve 
disputes between people who lived within the roman society, comprising both those of 

73The Twelve Tables dealt with the details of legal procedure; what the citizens could do to help 
themselves without invoking a court; what they had to do to start court proceedings.  

 

                                                           



high rank and of lower ranking. The Romans also developed the concept of codification in 
which the Roman law provided its greatest influence. The first great achievement in the era 
of codification was the enactment of Napoleon’s Civil Code of 1804. Codification allowed 
laws to be in an easily identified document easily. In addition, it limited the judges’ role to 
that of interpretation only, basing its principles on primacy of laws.74 It was only for the 
legislature to fill in the gaps of law, not the judges. The Roman law contributed into 
unifying the laws of the European continent to achieving the historical formation of the 
European civil law, applicable mostly to the European continent, hence also referred to as 
the continental system.75 
Another system of laws developed simultaneously with the civil law system, was that of the 
common law. During the twelfth century in Europe, the common law (ius commune) was in 
a reconstruction stage. This reconstruction was due to political and social climate of 
profound changes of medieval times. The common law developed its own sources of law, 
deriving from codification and case law experience (iurapropria).76 The age of codification 
began during the Industrial Revolution in the eighteenth century; a process of 
“consolidation” in which a number of legal provisions were collected together. These came 
as result of concerted effort to draw up a body of rules articulated within an orderly and 
carefully drafted outline referred to as a “code” authoritatively imposed to constitute the 
precept, and mark the limit, but most importantly ensured confidence amongst all the 
citizens (the commoners).77 

In the 19th century, the civil law system went through the same path of codification78 and 
the Roman law was once again the cornerstone of the codification process. It enabled the 
creation of uniformity, as the drafting of a civil code and the building of a (new) national 
identity.79 The civil code was structured into a general part comprising basic concepts and 
principles, followed by detailed rules on particular kinds of interests and relationships. The 
structure of the code suggests that it provides a comprehensive, internally coherent set of 
rules for private law.80 The adopted civil codes secure lawyers a systematic and coherent 
foundation for the legal system and legal reasoning. At the same time, for private law 
matters these codes ensure its citizens a high level of transparency. Most importantly 
citizens are able to consult the code to discover their rights and be informed on how to 
create legally binding arrangements with others. Traditionally, the civil law system has 
been subject to several codification and consolidation processes during different periods 
in time, influenced from political, social or economic reforms. The process of codification 
within the civil law system is an unstoppable process of adaptation.  

During the 20th century, there have been attempts to approximate the two legal systems 
with one another, that of the common and civil law. Although the two systems have 

74Alisdair Gillespie, The English Legal System, 4th edition, Oxford, 14. 
75Vranken, Martin. “Fundamentals of European Civil Law’, Federation press, 2010, pg.32 
76Bellomo, Manlio. “The common legal past of Europe 1000-1800”,  The Catholic University of America 
Press Washington,D.C, 1995, p.32. 
77Bellomo, Manlio.  “The common legal past of Europe 1000-1800”, The Catholic University of America 
Press Washington,D.C, 1995, p.2-4. 
78The French Civil Code of 1804; the Austrian Civil Code of 1811 (ABGB); the Italian Civil Code of 1865; 
the Portuguese Civil Code of 1867; the Spanish Civil Code of 1889 and – in the a second wave of 
codification – Swiss Code of Obligation of 1881; the German Civil Code of 1896/1900 (BGB) and the 
Swiss Civil Code and the revised Code of Obligations of 1907/1911; the Albanian Civil Code of 1929. 
79Vranken, Martin. “Fundamentals of European Civil Law”, 2010, pg.32. 
80Hugh Collins, “The European Civil Code”, Cambridge University Press, 2008,p.186. 

 

                                                           



certain features in common, it was difficult to approximate the way lawyers practiced the 
law. The civil law lawyer had the tendency to interpret cases a bit more rigidly than the 
common law lawyer who preferred to develop the law on a case by case basis. On the 
other hand, the civil law lawyer based his arguments based on the law. That is why the civil 
law system is considered a closed system of legal reasoning,81 whereas the common law is 
often described as an open system.82 For this reason, it is important to note the differences 
between the two systems. 

Common Law vs. Civil Law and the Albanian Legal System 

The two traditional legal systems have many features in common andmany differences 
between them: 

First, the common law is commonly described as the unwritten system of laws. 
This does not mean that laws were not written down or codified. This description 
is mainly historical. The practice of English judges and lawyers were to submit oral 
arguments in court. This produced the tradition where the monarch together with 
Judges made parallel laws applied to all common people – a system known as 
common law. In the Civil law system the judges played a more passive role. 
The active involvement of judges providing a contribution to the legal system 
brings us to the second difference between the two systems. The common law 
system is largely based on the doctrine of precedent, based on block building of 
cases. Case law was a major source of law in the common law system working in 
parallel as complementary to written rules by the Monarch and later on by 
Parliament. In the common law system the main preoccupation of the lawyers was 
how the judges interpreted the written laws instead of what they actually 
declared. This practice was a move into a pragmatic approach rather than a 
theoretical approach into solving legal problems. 
This brings us to the third distinction, that of the doctrine of precedent supremacy 
in the Common law. Case law decisions coming from the higher courts such as the 
Supreme Court and the court of appeals are binding on the lower courts within 
the judicial hierarchy. This is contrasted with the civil law system where there is no 
doctrine of precedent and courts do not have to take into consideration previous 
cases. Previous cases may be considered as persuasive to the judge if s/he 
considers it appropriate to take into consideration, but not bound to do so.This 
process, as developed in the common law, obliges lawyers and judges to make 
significant research of previous cases and justify their arguments on the ground 
that their case is either similar or different from binding precedent.  

By way of example, referring to the Albanian legal system, part of civil law system, judges 
are limited to interpreting the law. In accordance with the Albanian Constitution, the High 
Court is the only court within the hierarchy of courts that may unify the practices of judges 
for particular legal issues that have been inconsistently interpreted.83 The High Court has 
the competence to select specific cases for review in the joint colleges for unification or 

81In that any legal question that arises can and, in principle, must be answered through the 
interpretation of an existing rule of law. 
82Law does not approach law as a science but as a method, law is treaded as “made”, rather than 
“found”. 
83Article 141 (2) of Albanian Constitution Law 

 

                                                           



amendment of judicial practice. The High Court publishes its decision, together with 
minority opinion.84 

In relation to the power of the judiciary to hold a specific legislation incompatible with the 
constitution, in the Common law, any judge within the hierarchy of courts is competent to 
hold a particular provision or legislation unconstitutional. In the Civil law system, referring 
specifically to Albania, there exists a hierarchy of courts: courts of first instance, courts of 
appeal, the High Court and administrative courts, and in a second pillar exists the 
constitutional court.85 These Courts render decisions in the name of the Republic and in 
every case the judicial decisions should be reasoned and publicly announced. 86 

These judges are independent and subject only to the Constitution and the laws as 
adopted by Parliament. If judges believe that a law is unconstitutional, they do not apply 
it.87 In this case, they suspend the proceedings and send the question to the Constitutional 
Court. Decisions of the Constitutional Court are binding on all courts. Hence, the 
Constitutional Court is the only court that has the authority to hold a specific legislation or 
provision incompatible with the constitution of Albania. Whereas, in the Common law 
system the Court of Appeal or Supreme Court is competent to decide on the 
constitutionality of particular legislation or specific provision. 

The codification process in Albania  

Albania gained its independency through its declaration of independence, becoming the 
State of Albania on 28 November 1912. During this period, in some parts of the country the 
rules of the former regime by the Sheriat were used; mainly due to the fact that there was 
not a national legal framework until 1930. After the proclamation of the Monarchy, the 
work started on the preparation of different codes, with the crucial one being the Civil 
Code (on 1 April of 1929). The first Albanian Civil Code entered in force on the 1st of April 
1929, approved by a qualified majority of its members.88 This process was the first step for 
the Albanian Legislator to compare the secularity of the European legal framework to that 
of the Ottoman Empire.The most relevant realm of this code was the private law with main 
scope to approximate with other laws in force, but also adopting to the changing social 
life.89In a report of the Special Commission made out of five members, it was recognized 
that the society had changed and the previous legal framework was not appropriate to the 
changing behavior. The Commission highlighted various legal problems arising out of the 
previous regime and emphasized the necessity of an immediate civil reform. The Albanian 
Civil Code was to mirror the changing social behavior and tradition.90 One of the most 
crucial reforms of this code were the security and the independency of the judiciary, with 
an emphasis on respect and protection for human rights, and equally important the 

84Article 142(2) of Albanian Constitution Law. 
85Article 135 of Albanian Constitution Law 
86Article 146 of Albanian Constitution Law; Article 142(1) of Albanian Constitution Law. 
87Article 145 of Albanian Constitution Law 
88The Civil Code was discussed in two rounds and it was voted en block. At the beginning of the new 
Parliamentary Session, in March 1928, the opinion to this code was uniform for the majority of the 
deputies. 
89DanjaSinanaj, “Eurocodification of the Legal Framework in Albania during King’s Zog Monarchy 
(With a Special Attention to the Civil Code)”, Anglisticum Journal (IJLLIS), Volume: 4 | Issue: 6, June 
2015, p.283 
90AQSH, F. 146, V. 1928, D. 87, fl.76. 

 

                                                           



protection of right to property and heritage. The Commission concluded that these rights 
and principles shall not be violated and must be upheld by the judiciary.  

The Albanian civil code reflected the civil code models of other countries in the European 
continent, such as the French Civil Code, the German Civil Code of 1900 and the Suisse Civil 
Code of 1912. The civil codes of Germany and Suisse had better developed institutions 
than the Latin civil codes; with more freedom for judges, special provisions for vulnerable 
persons and so on. However, the Commission realized that it would become difficult to 
transpose these civil codes in the Albanian domestic legislation; as these civil codes were 
adopted for federal and cantonal regimes which did not fit accordingly within 
Albania.91 The most appropriate civil code to approximate within the Albanian 
Legal system was that of the French Civil Code developed by Napoleon. In addition, 
the Commission considered provisions on the interpretation and application of the laws 
based on the Italian Civil Code (1865).92 The scope of this code was to codify the internal 
legislation with that of the European civil law with the aim of organizing a modern society. 
Unfortunately, this attempt was partially successful.93 

Whereas, the enacted Civil Code in 1981 was inspired by Marxist-Leninist doctrine. 
Technically, it contained elements of the Soviet model, but it also followed a German 
pattern reflected in Soviet codifications. After World War II, and before 1981, Albanian civil 
legislation was enacted in the form of separate statutes. In certain important aspects, the 
code of 1981 was inferior to other socialist codes because it lacked even those 
fundamental rules on private or individual activity that were found in most other socialist 
legislation. In certain circumstances, thoserules permitted in some cases the incorporation 
of new market-oriented solutions.94 

The year 1991 marked the end of the communist era in Albania bringing with it the 
transformation of economy into a market-oriented system and the creation of a legal 
system protecting the right to private property. After the communist era, the first Albanian 
Civil Code95 was enacted in 1994.96 

91DanjaSinanaj, “Eurocodification of the Legal Framework in Albania during King’s Zog Monarchy 
(With a Special Attention to the Civil Code)”, Anglisticum Journal (IJLLIS), Volume: 4 | Issue: 6, June 
2015, p.283, p.284. 
92Articles 1-11 of Civil Code of 1929 are based on the Italian Civil Code. 
93DanjaSinanaj, Anglisticum Journal (IJLLIS), Volume: 4 | Issue: 6, June 2015, p.283, p.287. 
94C.J.J.M. Stolker, Drafting a new Civil Code for Albania (some personal experiences contrasted with 
the World Bank's 'Initial lessons'), 1996 

95The structure of the Albanian Civil Code is divided into five books containing 1168 articles. Book 

one ‘General Part”: Title 1: Subjects (natural persons & legal entities).Title 2: Representation (Agency). 
Title 3: Legal Transactions (Contracts).Title 4: Prescription. Book two “Ownership and Property”: Title 
1: Definitions of Property; Immovable and Movable Property; Rights relating to immovable and 
movable property; Registration (recording) of property title; Fixtures (appurtenances) – definition. 
Title 2: Ownership (general provisions); Acquisition and Loss of Ownership; Registration of Real 
Estate. Title 3: Co-ownership. Title 4: Usufruct. Title 5: Usage and Habitation Rights. Title 6: Servitudes. 
Title 7: Remedies for ownership. Title 8:Possession. Book three “Inheritance’: Title 1: General 
Provisions. Title 2: Intestacy. Title 3: Testamentary Dispositions. Book four “Obligations”: Title1: 
General Provisions (definition and creation of obligations; joint obligations; alternative obligations; 
divisible and indivisible obligations; pecuniary obligations). Title 2:  Performance and Satisfaction of 

 

                                                           



In an attempt to observe the Albanian civil code in a macro-comparative aspect, the first 
issue worth mentioning is the status quo of rights in relation to the classification of legal 
systems or families.97 As mentioned above the civil rights in Albania before World War II 
belonged to the family of civil law system, i.e. that of the Romanos- France, Italy, Spain, 
Portugal and the Benelux Countries, as well as, those of the Germanic - Germany, Austria, 
and Switzerland. The developing changes during the postwar created difficulties for the 
civil law families. There was a transposition from the Germanic legal system to that of a 
socialist legal regime.98The period of Communism changed significantly the legal system 
and interfered with private rights, such as the right to property and right to leave ones 
country. During this period Civil Code of 1981 incorporated elements of the Soviet socialist 
model, as well as, added elements of the right derived by the Germanic legal system such 
as the concepts of legal actions as a distinctive feature of the German law.99 

Conclusion  

When observing the development of the two systems, one notes that the 
common law system using the doctrine of precedent has developed consistency 
and predictability of case outcome. Under this practice it takes relevant parties 
time an effort to convince the judge to rule in their favor. It also limits the judges’ 

decision to being rational and convincing to third parties because his legal 

reasoning has to make sense to the majority. With this practice the judge is 
obliged to provide a legal reasoning as opposed to the judges in the civil system. 
A judge in the civil system has no obligation to provide a detailed legal 

reasoning which is decision is based. S/he has an obligation to refer to a specific 
law and apply the facts. There is no specific obligation to refer to previous 
judgments relevant to the facts and has no obligation to convince others why he 
reached the specific outcome. It is precisely from this practice that civil systems 

are described as being flawed and providing room for decisions based on other 

material sources apart from the law.  
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Abstract:  

 
In this paper we will focus on the principles of family law related to children in Albania over 
the years. 
The paper includes a legal-historical overview of the position of children using theoretical 
and practical thinking to understand the latest doctrine theories in Albania regarding the 
rights and protection of children. In this regard, important points to focus are the meaning, 
principles and legal protection of children under Albanian customary law norms, Albanian 
family law principles on children during the Albanian monarchy and after the Second 
World War. 
Specifically, the purpose of this paper is to understand the contemporary national and 
international legal mechanisms concerning children's rights, their civil rights and freedoms 
that exist in Albania. 
The authors believe that the topic selected to be addressed at the International Scientific 
Conference on “Challenges and Perspectives of Private Law”, organized by the Department 
of Civil Law, Faculty of Law, Tirana University will present interest as it will serve not only to 
create a concrete idea, but also to highlight the issues and why not the successes of 
contemporary Albanian legislation toward the legal protection of children. 
 

Keywords:  Children’s rights; Law; Non-discrimination; Violence. 
 
1. Introduction. 

 
In first place, it should be noted that the Albanian legal opinion in the field of family law in 
general and for children in particular, has recognized and has gone through several stages 
of development, phases which coincide with the steps of development and consolidation 
of the independent Albanian state. 
Undoubtedly, this contemporary period is the moment when we could notice the 
preparation of a considerable number of works on scientific bases such as doctoral studies, 
master micro thesis, or scientific monographs. These were dealt with mainly by the 
academic staff of the University of Tirana, Faculty of Law and the magistrate candidates of 
the Magistrates' School. 
Through sessions and scientific publications in this field, the aim is to improve the juvenile 
legislation in line with the child's best interests102. 

100 Full – Time Lecturer, Department of Criminal Law, Faculty of Law, University of Tirana. Email: 
engjell.likmeta@fdut.edu.al 
101 General Directorate of Codification, Ministry of Justice, Republic of Albania. Part- Time Lecturer, 
Department of Civil Law, Faculty of Law, University of Tirana. E-mail: trkatrin@hotmail.com 

 

                                                           



2.  Principles and legal protection of children according to customary Albanian 

norms. 

 
The Albanian customary law has long served as an important source in family law. This 
legislation has regulated family relationships mainly during the Middle Age103. The authors 
think that many elements of Albanian customary law have acted as a solid basis in 
regulating family relations until its codification104. 
The customary family law does not provide for a clear definition of children. From the 
interpretation of the Canonical norms it can be understood that a child would be 
considered any underage person who had not reached the maturity and was not able to 
act. Generally, the underage line was 16 years for boys and 14-15 years for girls105.  
The children were considered to have reached their maturity only on the day they were 
able to carry weapons. This fact, as the Italian scholar Professor Vilari points out, was 
related to the celebration of the day of manhood in the primitive peoples or the Romans 
men platoon106. 
Albanian customary law was characterized by an unlimited power of “Pater-familias” on 
children107. So the parental right belonged only to the father108. From this perspective, the 
right to marry the child belonged to the child's parent, except for the boy who was with no 
parents and with no man at home109. 
According to the Canon of  “Labëria” province, the rights of the head of the family were 
delegated to the house keeper only in the case of a lack of men in the family. She had the 
right and obligation to raise and educate the children110. 
As a principle, the criminal liability arose for the father of the child, in the case of the child 
committing crimes. Exceptions from this rule were made only for offenses committed by 
children which seriously affected the honour and dignity of the family such as: extramarital 
relationships, violent sexual intercourse, betrayal etc.111 
Until reaching the age of majority the children enjoyed the support of all family members. 
According to the Albanian canons, the mother was responsible for their education and 
growing up. The main obligation to provide food, clothing and other tools necessary for 
the well-being of the child belonged to “Pater-familias”. 
The Albanian canons regulated the relationship between the children and other family 
members112. 
The Albanian customary norms sanctioned the rights and obligations of boys. Girls did not 
enjoy equal rights when compared to boys. As in any canon of the time, even in the Canon 
of the province of Labëria there was a tendency of discrimination between children - girls 

102 Albanian Helsinki Committee, Juvenile Justice System in Albania, publishing house "Pegi", Tirana, 
2005, p. 4. 
103 Omari, S., Family Law, 2nd Edition, publishing house "Morava", Tirana, 2007, p. 18. 
104Ibid. 
105 Ilia, F., Canon of Scanderbeg, publishing house "Editrice La Rosa", Milot, 1993, p. 26. 
106 Vilari, S., Customary Legal Norms of Albania, Canon of Lek Dukagjini, publishing house "OMBRA 
GVG", Tirana, 2012, p. 103. 
107Ibid, p. 101. 
108 Luarasi, A., Family Relations in Albanian Customary Law, publishing house "Luarasi", Tirana, 2001, p. 
160. 
109 Ilia, F., Canon of Scanderbeg, publishing house "Editrice La Rosa", Milot, 1993, p. 27. 
110 Elezi, I., Canon of Labëria, publishing house "Toena", Tirana, 2006, p. 76. 
111 Luarasi, A., Family Relations in Albanian Customary Law, publishing house "Luarasi", Tirana, 2001, p. 
160. 
112Ibid, p. 168. 

 

                                                                                                                                                        



in contrast to boys. The girls were considered "foreign door" and did not enjoy the right to 
inherit113. This was due to the many factors which have influenced the formation and 
mentality and culture of many Albanians, thus the most preferred children were the boys. 
Perhaps this is because of ensuringthe family’s continuity. 
The Albanian canons envisaged a more favourable legal position of the first born child in 
relation to the other offspring, in relation to family administration114. The first born was the 
legitimate substitute of the Man of the house - Pater familias115. 
The Albanian canon recognized and accepted the concept of adopting children and 
guardianship for orphaned children. 
The adopted child enjoyed the same rights as a child born of marriage116. 
Children born out of marriage did not enjoy the same rights as those born outside 
marriage. 
Even among the latter, there were aspects of discrimination based on the child’s gender. 
Thus, in order to understand this aspect it is necessary to refer to the terminology used by 
the Canon of Dibra province as concerns extra-matrimonial children117. 
The Canon of Lekë Dukagjini sanctioned that: “the disgusting brother is the one who is born 
to a second husband ... he has no inheritance or belonging to the property of the first child of 
the mother”118. The Scanderbeg Canon described the children born of extramarital affairs as 
“damned children”119. 
Children born during the first marriage enjoyed the same property rights as the children of 
their father with another wife but not with the children born from the stepfather and their 
mother. In the Benda Canon we see that this child's position is clearly expressed when it is 
noted that: “The child of a woman from the first marriage is treated like the other children of 
the house ... when she is divorced the child does not take part in the property. His wealth 
belongs to the father”120. 
The children only had the right to administer their personal property. Generally speaking, 
this property included the guns, the long rifle, the clock, and the smoking box121. The 
Canon had sanctioned the ways of administering the property rights of orphaned children, 
adoptive children, and those born of a first marriage122. 
According to the norms of Albanian customary law, children had a range of rights and 
obligations. Thus, they had to rigorously complete the tasks given by the parents, such as 
fulfilling various jobs in different fields of life such as: agriculture, livestock, trade, and army. 

113 Group of Authors, History of state and law in Albania, second part, publishing house "Luarasi", 
Tirana 1997, p. 15. 
114 Vilari, S., Customary Legal Norms of Albania, Canon of Lek Dukagjini, publishing house "OMBRA 
GVG", Tirana, 2012, p. 102. 
115 Gjeçovi, Sh., Canon of Lekë Dukagjini, publishing house "Kuvendi", Tirana, 1999, p. 23. 
116 Goci, H., Canon of Benda, publishing house "OMBRA GVG", Tirana, 2010, p. 20-21. 
117 In the Canon of Dibra, the child born out-of-born was called the "bastard" offensive term. And if the 
girl was treated with the status of adoptive child or daughter-in-law as the Canonical legislation of 
time, in the report by the boy who did not enjoy this status. For more see: Martini, Xh., The Canon of 
Dibra, Emal Publishing House, 2nd Edition, p. 292. 
118 Gjeçovi, Sh., Canon of Lekë Dukagjini, publishing house "Kuvendi", Tirana, 1999, p. 27. 
119 Ilia, F., Canon of Scanderbeg, publishing house "Editrice La Rosa", Milot, 1993, p. 43. 
120 Goci, H., Canon of Benda, publishing house "OMBRA GVG", Tirana, 2010, p. 21-22. 
121 Luarasi, A., Family Relations in Albanian Customary Law, publishing house "Luarasi", Tirana, 2001, p. 
165. 
122 Goci, H., Canon of Benda, publishing house "OMBRA GVG", Tirana, 2010, p. 84-87. 

 

                                                           



The son was entitled to represent in the Men's Assembly only by delegating the powers of 
the head of household123. 
Children were obliged to take care of their parents when they were elderly124. 
Based on the above, it should be recognized that solidarity between family members and 
especially juveniles was highly developed125. 
 
3. Principles and legal protection of children during the Albanian Monarchy 

 
The Civil Code of the Albanian Kingdom did not provide for well-structured the main 
principles of children. The reader could obtain a better understanding when reading and 
researching its norms. 
Juvenile, according to the Civil Code of the Albanian Kingdom was considered any person 
who had not reached the age of 20126. They were under paternal power until reaching this 
age127. In this context, the father was the administrator of his children's property. He was 
also their legal representative in all juridical-civil actions128. Furthermore the father used to 
define the rights and obligations of spouses in relation to children. They had an obligation 
to care for feeding and educating their children in relation to their economic and financial 
situation and status129. 
King Zog's Civil Code regulated the exercise of the parental right of children with missing 
parents130. 
The Albanian Civil Code obligated children to respect their parents131. At the same timethe 
children had moral and legal obligation to provide food for their parents and other older 
family members132. 
Extra-marital children were classified by the Civil Code as natural children. They did not 
enjoy the same rights as those born out of marriage133. Thus, natural children did not enjoy 
the right to inherit their parents' wealth unless they were recognized by them. Even when 
they were recognized under the procedure required by the law, they enjoyed ½ of half the 
wealth that legitimate children would enjoy134. 
The Albanian Civil Code also regulated the adoption process. This process had its specifics 
and peculiarities. Thus, the adopted person remained a part of his natural family and 
retained all the rights in it135, with the exception of the right to exercise parental authority 

123 Goci, H., Canon of Benda, publishing house "OMBRA GVG", Tirana, 2010, p. 17. 
124 Luarasi, A., Family Relations in Albanian Customary Law, publishing house "Luarasi", Tirana, 2001, p. 
165-167. 
125 Ismaili, H., & Sejdiu, F., The History of State and Law, The "Time" Press, Pristina, 2002, p. 119. 
126 Albanian Kingdom, Ministry of Justice, Civil Code 1929, Papyrus Publications, Tirana, 2010, p. 124. 
127Ibid, p. 45. 
128Ibid, p. 119. 
129Ibid, p. 87. 
130 A missing person would be considered by the civil legal norms the missing person at his place of 
residence or residence and for whom no other data was available. For more information see: 
Albanian Kingdom, Ministry of Justice, Civil Code 1929, Papyrus Publications, Tirana, 2010, p. 45. 
131 Albanian Kingdom, Ministry of Justice, Civil Code 1929, Papyrus Publications, Tirana, 2010, p. 117. 
132Ibid, p. 87. 
133Ibid, p. 185. 
134Ibid. 
135 On the basis of the legal provisions of the Zog Civil Code, the adopted child was obliged to feed in 
relation to his parents and to receive the opposite when the adoptive parent could not fulfill this 
obligation. 

 

                                                           



already belonging to the adoptive parent. Even the right to give consent to the marriage of 
the adopted, belonged to the foster parents136. 
 
4. Principles and legal protection of children during 1945-1990. 

 
During 1944-1990, the main forms of family law sources were the Family Codes of 1966 
and 1982 137. In addition to these Codes, other main state mechanisms for children 
protection were a set of laws in the criminal field, social care, public health, education, 
etc.138 
The law on "Parents and Children Relations" of 1948 sets out in a separate chapter the main 
principles of child protection, their rights and duties139.  
In this context, the state had the legal obligation to protect children according to their 
interests140. 
In its beginnings, this legislation was mostly inspired by the Soviet’s law141. 
The Family Legislation during the years of totalitarism was characterized by the principles 
of the communist ideology. In this sense, the principles of family law regarding the 
children were considered as an integral part of communist morality. The main principles 
were: raising and educating children, protection provided from state institutions, and 
equality of children born of marriage with those born out-of-marriage142. 
In Albania, in contrast to the Western countries, the main vision was that in order to have 
worthy members of society in the near future, the main actor in the education and 
preparation of children would be state institutions and not just parents143. The creation of 
the “New Human Being” equipped with communist morality had to start from childhood. 
As one of the main institutions of family law, parental right, which in essence included the 
rights and obligations of parents in relation to their minor children144, was exercised only in 
the interest of minors145.  
The Family Law had great importance and it regulated in detail the relationship between 
parents and children. 
During this time, obligations towards children were groups into two main types: 
obligations to minor children and obligations to adult children. 
Obligations to minors included in their entirety general obligations such as the obligation 
to raise the child and special obligations such as: obligation for food, education, etc. 

136 Albanian Kingdom, Ministry of Justice, Civil Code 1929, Papyrus Publications, Tirana, 2010, p. 112-
113. 
137 Omari, S., Family Law, 2nd Edition, publishing house "Morava", Tirana, 2007, p. 19. 
138 Nosi, F., “The fundamental principles of the law on parenting and children relations”, The People's 
Justice Journal, Issue 3/1948, Tirana, p. 27. 
139 Ministry of Justice, Family Code, Publications of the Ministry of Justice, press "Mihal Duri", Tirana, 
1948, p. 43-44. 
140Ibid. 
141 Floqi, G, & Papajani, S., “Protection of children's rights”, The People's Justice Journal, Issue 6/1951, 
Tirana, p.5. 
142Family Code of the People's Republic of Albania, publishing house "Naim Frashëri", Tirana, 1965, p.3-
4. 
143 Zoto, N., “Marriage law”, The People's Justice Journal, Issue 3/1948, Tirana, p.19. 
144 Isaraj, V., “Parental-child relations and the obligation to feed after the marriage is resolved”, The 
People's Justice Journal, Issue 3/1989, Tirana, p.18. 
145 Council of Ministers, Codes of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, press "Mihal Duri", Tirana, 
1982, p. 60-62. 

 

                                                           



Whereas, the obligations to adult children consisted only of the obligation to feed if they 
were unfit for work and did not have sufficient means of subsistence146. 
In Albanian judicial practice, the obligation to feed parents to their offspring after marriage 
is one of the main obligations of parents in order to protect and realize the rights of 
minors. This obligation is provided through the monthly income prohibition of the parents 
of the child147. Albanian legal literature has accepted the idea that “while the right to food 
is a right of personal character and the obligation to fulfill it must be done for each child 
according to their needs and circumstances. The court's decision will be completely 
changeable whenever the circumstances of each one of them change”148. 
According to the norms of this code, children had the obligation, based on their abilities 
and skills, to help one another and other family members with the purpose of wellbeing149. 
An interesting fact is that the engagement of persons below the age stipulated by the law 
on marriage, or forcing the child to be engaged under that age was considered a crime by 
the Criminal Law of the time150. According to the theorists of the law, besides the parents, 
legal guardians or other persons participating in the crime, the law would also punish the 
fiancé/fiancée who was in the age of majority as an active subject of the criminal offense151. 
 
5. Contemporary national legal principles and mechanisms related to children`s 

rights and protection. 

 
Principles and legal instruments regarding children`s rights and protection have had a new 
development cycle since the 1990s. This progress is reflected in the Albanian legal 
perspective and in the science of law, the family law in particular. 
The protection of children and youth is raised at the constitutional level152. In addition, at 
the same level of development is the protection of children from elements such as 
violence, maltreatment, exploitation, and use for work that could damage health, morals or 
endanger their normal life and development 153 . The Albanian constitutional norms 
guaranteed equality between children born of marriage with those born out of it154. Also, 
the Constitution of that time identified as one of its main social objectives, the education 
and qualification of children and young people155. 
Children, as a special category, obtained protection through legal-criminal norms by 
Albanian lawmakers. 
Criminal acts against children were organized in a special section in the Albanian Penal 
Code. 

146 Dhimitri, K., “Parents' obligations to their children”, The People's Justice Journal, Issue 1/1959, 
Tirana, p. 46-50. 
147 Zaçe, V., Marriage relationships under Albanian legislation, 2nd Edition, Publishing House "Dituria", 
Tirana, 1999, p. 141. 
148Ibid, p. 142. 
149Family Code of the People's Republic of Albania, publishing house "Naim Frashëri", Tirana, 1965, p.3-
4. 
150Socialist People's Republic of Albania, Criminal Code of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, 
Tirana, 1977, p. 82-83. 
151 Islami, H., “For a better law enforcement of crimes against marriage and family”, The People's Justice 
Journal, Issue 3/1968, Tirana, p. 57-60.  
152 Anastasi, A., Constitutional Law, publishing house "Pegi", Tirana, 2001, p. 71-72. 
153 Law, No.8417, Date of Act: 21.10.1998, Approval Date: 21.10.1998, Official Gazette No.28, Page 
1073, as amended. 
154Ibid. 
155Ibid. 

 

                                                           



Over the years, in addition to the classical offenses against children such as: lack of means 
of subsistence, abandonment of minor children, illegal child adoption, child replacement, 
juvenile delinquency, Albanian criminal norms were enriched even more with a number of 
other new offenses such as juvenile maltreatment, juvenile trafficking, intentional 
concealment or deliberate replacement of the child, as well as seeking or obtaining 
rewards for adoption, or pressure towards taking drugs156. 
 
In the Republic of Albania, regarding offenses against children, marriage and family it 
results that the largest number of convicts is for the criminal offense provided by Article 
130 / a “Domestic violence” and 130 of the Criminal Code “Coercion or obstruction to 
cohabit or dissolution of marriage” with 1690 and 646 cases and 1652 and 595 convicted. 
In Albania, the three offenses directed against children are:  Denial of support; Unlawfully 
taking the child; Trafficking of minors157. 
Denial of support is the criminal offense with the largest number of convicts (381) and 
cases (784) related to children during 2004-2015 in Albania. At second place, is the criminal 
offense provided by Article 127 of the Criminal Code "Unlawfully taking the child”with 58 
convicts and 194 issues for the period in question158, followed by “trafficking of minors” 
with 45 convicts and 34 cases in 2004-2015159. 
 
The jurisprudence of the High Court has assessed, inter alia, that “... the death of a child by 
an unlawful fact constitutes a harm event, which, in addition to the serious moral and sensitive 
consequences, presupposes the loss of economic support and care, which, according to the 
normal flow of events, if the victim would have reached the age of majority, he would have 
offered it in the future to his family relatives …”160. 
The Family Code, considering the importance of the principles related to children, has 
sanctioned those principles in its first part. 
The principle of the highest interest of the child is one of the innovations brought forward 
by the contemporary legal norms in the field of family law. In this sense, all responsible 
subjects such as parents, competent institutions, and even courts that aim at the well-
being of the child, in the cases of divorce, in their decisions and their activity should be 
guided by this principle161.  
The authors believe that respecting this principle is still a real challenge for many of these 
subjects legitimated by the Family Code, based on many objective and subjective 
factors162. 
For the first time in family law, the right of the child to be heard in a procedure is 
sanctioned163. The Code has adjusted the ways of its implementation which is done directly 

156 Law No.7895, Date of Act: 27.01.1995, Approval Date: 27.01.1995, Official Gazette No. 2, Page 23: 
amended. 
157Ministry of Justice of Republic of Albania, Annual Statistics 2004-2015, Tirana. Furthermore: 
http://www.drejtesia.gov.al/al/dokumente/statistika access online date 14.10.2017. 
158Ibid. 
159Ibid. 
160 Republic of Albania, The Supreme Court, Decision No. 12, dated 14.09.2007, Tirana.  
161 Law No. 9062, Date of Act: 08.05.2003, Approval Date: 08.05.2003, Official Gazette No.49, Page 
1907. 
162 Mandro, A., & Mecaj, V., & Zaka, T., & Fullani, A., Family Law, publishing house "Kristalina KH", 
Tirana, 2006, p.41. 
163 Law No. 9062, Date of Act: 08.05.2003, Approval Date: 08.05.2003, Official Gazette No.49, Page 
1907. 

 

                                                           



by the child, or through a legal representative, or another person appointed by the child164. 
In any case the presence of a psychologist is required and it constitutes a legal obligation 
to assess the statements of the minor165. 
Creating a decent family environment to develop the child's personality is an expression of 
a principle and obligation derived from family law. 
 
But the hugest step toward protecting children`s rights, was the adoption of The “Criminal 
Justice Code for Juveniles", by Law No. 37 / 2017 on 30.3.2017 by the Albanian Parliament, 
that will enter into force on 1 January 2018.The purpose of this Code is to protect the best 
interests of the child, help their social integration, the rehabilitation of children in conflict 
with law, the protection of children's rights as witnesses and victims, the prevention of 
second victimization or re-victimization, prevention of the commission of criminal offenses 
and ensuring public order in the administration of justice.It aims a friendly justice for 
children who find themselves in conflict with the law.  
 
The Criminal Justice Code for Juveniles provides for specific procedural norms for the 
bodies responsible for the administration of justice; specific procedural norms that must be 
respected in criminal proceedings affecting children and special rules for the execution of 
decisions. Social services, education, state police, probation service, and prosecution 
should collaborate not only in preventing, but also in defining the most appropriate 
restorative measures for children in conflict with the law and especially for their 
rehabilitation. 
 
On 23.02.2017, was also adopted Law 18/2017 "On the Rights and protection of Children", 
that entered into force on 9.6.2017.This law defines the rights that every child enjoys, as 
well as child protection through the implementation of a comprehensive legal framework.  
This law provides for the first time a comprehensive system for the protection of children 
by redefining the functions of institutional mechanisms and structures of the protection of 
children at central and local level. According to this law, teachers and school psychologists, 
whether public and private, are obliged to report immediately each suspected case of 
abuse or violence on children. This law provides the mode of intervention and steps to be 
taken for the protection of children. 
 
6. Conclusions 

 

According to customary Albanian family law, spouses did not have equal rights between 
them and in relation to children. The principles regarding children were not systematically 
sanctioned in a single heading or section in the Albanian Canons. 
The Civil Code of the Albanian Kingdom was a modern legislature in its entirety. However, 
it also displayed gaps in family law. It expressed the husbands “super legal status” in 
relation to other family members166. 
Another inherited problem in the Albanian Kingdoms family law legislation from the 
customary law was the sanction of an unequal legal position between children born of 

164 Mandro, A., & Mecaj, V., & Zaka, T., & Fullani, A., Family Law, publishing house "Kristalina KH", 
Tirana, 2006, p.52. 
165 Law No. 9062, Date of Act: 08.05.2003, Approval Date: 08.05.2003, Official Gazette No.49, Page 
1907. 
166 Nosi, F., “The Fundamental Principles of the Law on Parenting and Children Relations”, The People's 
Justice Journal, Issue 3/1948, Tirana, p. 29. 

 

                                                           



marriage and those outside of it. Equality was achieved only with the legal changes of the 
years 1944-1945. In the history of family law, this is rightly considered as a successful 
revolution of socialist family law167. 
What is still difficult to accept today is related to the legal protection that the law 
enforcement authorities of the totalitarian regime offered to minors of the opposing 
political class, nowadays considered as former politically persecuted persons. Did the 
children of this social class enjoy the rights that were forcibly advertised by law during the 
totalitarian regime? How applicable and effective was this family law regarding juveniles of 
this social group? What was their end? 
 
With the new law adopted, new institutional mechanisms for the protection of children`s 
rights are set up and ready to be implemented. During the past years, it can be accepted 
that the necessary Albanian institutional mechanisms for the protection of children's 
fundamental rights and freedoms have not been raised or were not at the level required by 
time168. 
 
Regarding children's rights, we still face a number of problems even today, although we 
must recognize that we have achieved progress in the enrichment and enforcement of 
family law norms. 
In Albania, there is still no complete implementation of the right of education for isolated 
children due to the negative phenomena of “blood feud” and revenge, the right of 
education and health care for the children of minority communities has nuances of 
discrimination (children of these communities are not attributed the same health care 
quality and education), the right to attend pre-school institutions for children with Hiv / 
Aids, the right to adopt children with divorced parents and the rights that children of 
female prisoners sent to the institutions of the execution of criminal decisions169. 
In this regard, we recommend strengthening the activity of the Albanian law enforcement 
institutions, coupled with the implementation of a national legal package with the aim of 
fulfilling as efficiently the rights of the target groups mentioned above. 
In Albania, the three offenses directed against children are:  Denial of support; Unlawfully 
taking the child; Trafficking of minors.  
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Abstract 

         After the significant  changes of the 1990s, Albania decided to resolve problem of  privat 
property  that has been not realized for over 50 years during of the communism period.  This 
process resulted long, with constant changes in its regulatory legislation, followed by a lot of 
public and private litigations. The objective of this paper is to reflect on a comprehensive picture 
of the object of restitution and compensation of property, beneficiary subjects, criteria, acquired 
rights as well as the special legal nature of this process. The main issues in applying this law 
have come mainly from the collision with other forms of ownership gain on immovable items, 
as well as the social-economic background of a transition state upon which it was applied. 
          The legal security of property and the correct regulation of the property right regime 
remain one of the priorities that has an impact on our country's relations with the European 
Union. For the foregoing it is of interest to treat this first work also in the doctrinal and practical 
point of view. 
 
Key words:  private property, compensation, restitution political transition, legitimate owner  
 
1. Restitution and compensation process of the privat property in Albania. 

      For more than 45 years in Albania, under the communist totalitarian regime, private 
property was limited, like any other free economic and political initiative, until its total 
elimination. Political changes in the 1991s also changed the legal property regime. The 
state settled a legal framework to adjust  new political circumstances as well in reflection to 
undo the injustices of the past.  

        One of the laws that came out for this purpose was the Law No. 7698, dated 14.03.1993 
"On the Return and Compensation of Property" inspired by the new democratic principles 
that the law was drafted by the Law171 No. 7491, dated 29.04.1991 "On Provisions the main 
constitutional "This Law restored and regulated the legal relations172 between the state on 
the one hand and the former owners on the other, where the state commits itself to return 
immovable property unduly received by all known means in practice or doctrine . 

170 Phd- canditate, Magistrate -Prosecutor  
171 Amended by Law 9235 dated 29.07.2004, Law no. 9388, dated 04.05.2005, Law  no. 9383, dated 
17.07.2006, Law No. 9898, dated 20.04.2008, Law No. 10095, dated 12.03.2009, Law No. 10186, dated 
05.11.2009, Law no.10207, dated 23.12.2009, Law no. 10208, dated 22.07.2010. 
172 Article 1 of Law No. 7698, dated 15.04.1993 "This law recognizes to the former owners or their 
heirs the right to ownership of the nationalized, expropriated property seized confiscated under the 
legal, sub-legal acts of court decisions that have arisen after the date 29 November 1944 or 
unlawfully received by the State in any other manner, and defines the means and measures for their 
return or compensation " 

 

                                                           



         The law in this context creates impressions that it extends its backward effects over a 
period of about 5 decades past. Its specific retrospective character is allowed and makes 
sense in civil law as it is required by this law to restore and regulate the consequences of 
unlawful acts as long as they can be repaired in the historical conditions of the country at 
the time of the issuance of this Law . 

          This form has the characteristics173 of redress made to the former owners and is 
known in two types: the first is the return of the previous condition, ie the legal 
relationship that existed before causing damage what is otherwise called natural 
restitution and when this form does not it is possible, we have the substitution of damage 
through money or other forms of compensation.                

         In this way, the right to compensation is not subject to the provisions on ownership 
and does not regulate the former owner's ownership of his property, but the obligation of 
the state, through an appropriate form, to improve the economic situation of the injured 
party. 

2. Effects and law enforcement in time and space 

The Constitution of the Republic of Albania stipulates in its Article 84/3 that: "The law shall 
enter into force no later than 15 days after its publication in the Official Gazette". As a rule, 
laws extend their effects in the future and their retrograde power is applied in exceptional 
cases, as otherwise situations with unforeseen consequences can be created. The law that 
gives retroactive effect to its provisions is contrary to the principle of legal certainty.174 

            Article 1 of the Law No. 7698, dated 15.04.1993 "On Restitution and Compensation of 
Property to Former Owners, cites that" This law recognizes to the former owners or their 
heirs the right of ownership for the nationalized, expropriated or confiscated properties 
under the by-laws of court decisions issued after 29 November 1944 or unlawfully taken by 
the state in any other way, and defines ways and measures for their return or 
compensation. " 

            Further extension of the time limit as well as the most complete definition we find in 
Law No. 7699, dated 21.4.1993 "On Compensation in Value of Former Farm Land Owners", 
which extends the effects also for the agricultural land for which the ownership is proven 
until 29-08-1945. Article 1 of this Law cites: "This law recognizes the right of ownership for 
the purpose of compensating the value of agricultural land to the former owners, natural 
and legal persons who owned it at the time of issuance of the law no.108, dated 29.8.1945 
"On Agrarian Reform." "While after the law no. 9235 dated 29.07.2004, it was again defined 
as the date by which ownership of 29.11.1944 was to be proved. 

         The European Court of Human Rights has defined the principle of legal certainty as 
one of the basic principles of democratic societies175. A previously regulated situation may 
in principle only change if this brings positive consequences for the benefiting entities 
rather than when the change of the acts aggravates the situation, thus removing the 

173 High Court Decision No. 6 of 24 January 2007 " (minority opinion) 
174 Constitutional Court Decision No. 16, dated 1.3.2017 and no. 34, dated 10.4.2017. 
175 Xenides-Arestis v. Turkey, of 14 March 2005, application no. 46347/99, paragraph 63; Bronioski v. 
Poland (pilot decision), dated 22.6.2004, application no. 31443/96, paragraph 31; Bottazzi v. Italy, 
dated 28.7.1999, application no.34884 / 97, paragraph 42, etc. 

 

                                                           



winning entities from a previously acquired right176. Retroactive measures177 are allowed by 
the ECtHR only when they are "corrective measures" and not when they have negative 
effects.178 

     In this context,  is  in accordance with the principles of the rule of law and the 
constitutional norms, the legislation derived from the recognition, restitution or 
compensation of property of former owners who were unjustly obliged by the state to 
surrender their property without respecting their rights over them. 

The legal framework creates retroactive effects as an opportunity to recover as far as 
possible the rights violated and as such does not violate the principle of law enforcement 
in time. The effects of law enforcement highlighted contradictions especially when faced 
with other private rights acquired by laws during the communist era. Legislation for 
treating property of former owners was assessed in a general spirit as a priority, compared 
to other rights winned independent laws. On this basis were created the first clashes that 
highlighted contradictions about the power of laws of different period. 

Thus, the Constitutional Court after a number of decisions confirming superiority179 in the 
treatment of the rights of the former owner, modified the practice with a conceptual 
change that subsequently resulted in conflict resolution and court proceedings. It 
considers that the previous position that the entry into force of the main constitutional 
provisions and the Law on Restitution and Compensation of Property invalidates any legal 
and sub legal provisions or court decisions issued after 29 November 1944, or any legal 
provision that is inconsistent with the spirit of these laws, is completely wrong and 
unconstitutional. With the entry into force of Law No. 7491, dated 29.4.1991 "On the Main 
Constitutional Provisions", only the Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic of 
Albania adopted on 28.12.1976 and its subsequent amendments but not all legal 
provisions and in no way court decisions. Thus the justification that any legal provision that 
is in contradiction with the spirit of these laws is abrogated is unconstitutional not only 
because of the overcoming of the competence but also of the attitude contrary to the 
constitutional provision180. The abolition of the legislation adopted by the communist 

176 Petko Petkov v. Bulgaria, dated 19 February 2013, application no. 2834/06, paragraph .91; Legrand 
v. France, of 26 May 2011, Application No.23228 / 08, paragraph 70; Hoare v. The United Kingdom, of 
12 May 2011, application no. 16261/08, paragraph 83. 
177 The principle that "Favorable criminal law has retroactive effect", in Roman law, was known as the 
"lex retro agit in mitius" (or "retro mitior retro"). 
 
178 Broniowski v Poland, 22.6.2004 (pilot decision), application no.31443 / 96, paragraph 42. 
179 Constitutional Court Decision No. 9, dated 30.11.1994 "Not prescribing and obtaining good faith 
property for those whose state has sold the property of former owners" does not apply. 
Constitutional Court Decision No. 7, dated 10.4.1998 "On the right of pre-emption of former owners 
for objects constructed in known properties to them has priority over the rights of ex-persecuted 
politicians "Constitutional Court Decision No. 24, dated 13.2.2002" Law No.8340 / 1, date 6.5 .1998 
"On the regulation of the consequences deriving from the implementation of Decree No.204, dated 
5.6.1992" On Trade Union Property ", shall apply as long as it does not contravene Law No. 7698, 
dated 15.4.1993" On the Return and compensation of property to former owners " 
180 The Constitutional Court Decision no. 97, dated 27.7.2001 "Law No. 7491, dated 29.4.1991" On the 
Main Constitutional Provisions "has repealed only the Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic 
of Albania adopted on 28.12.1976 and its subsequent amendments, and not any kind previous legal 
act "  The Constitutional Court Decision No. 4, dated 8.4.1994. 

 

                                                           



regime for about 50 years can not lead to the restoration of property relations as they were 
in 1944, nor to the full reimbursement of the damages suffered. 

        In Albania, the first law aimed at dealing with property of this category was adopted in 
the light of the adoption of the European Convention on Human Rights and as such the 
Court often assessed the effects of law enforcement. Its jurisdiction ratione temporis covers 
only the period after the ratification of the Convention or its Protocols by the respondent 
State.181 From the date of ratification onwards, all actions taken by the state and omissions 
would have to be in accordance with the Convention or its Protocols and subsequent facts 
remain within the jurisdiction of the Court even when they are merely an extension of an 
existing situation.182 However, it may take into account the pre-ratification facts as they 
may be considered to have created a situation beyond that date or may be relevant to the 
understanding of the facts occurring after that date.183 The same attitude was held by the 
court and in the case of Beshiri v. Albania: "The Court considers that the problems involved in 
the complainants' case are part of the process of transition from the former communist legal 
system and its regime of ownership to a rule compatible with the rule of law and the market 
economy.This process, in the very nature of things, has been accompanied by difficulties.The 
Court has stated in that regard that the Convention can not be interpreted as imposing a 
general obligation on the Contracting States to recover the transferred property in their favor 
before the ratification of the Convention. 184  There is no general obligation under the 
Convention for the establishment of procedures through which property restitution may be 
required. However, when a Contracting State decides to establish legal proceedings of this kind, 
it can not be excluded from the obligation to respect all relevant warranties of p particularly in 
Article 6 § 1. The Court notes that the Albanian legislation at issue in question left at the 
discretion of the administrative authorities the determination of the appropriate form of 
compensation for those cases where the return of property to the property was impossible. 
Thus, the Court of Appeal's decision in the present case can be interpreted as ordering the 
authorities to provide the complainants with a form of compensation which would indemnify 
them instead of returning their property rights. 185" 

3.  Subjects.  Ratione personae 

In Albania the right  to address to the competent body according to the law on recognition 
and restitution of property belong to: 

1.  Physic subject. 
2.  Legal Entity. 
3.  Or his Heirs. 
             The expropriated subject, the legal entity / natural person or their heirs, after 
proving the previous right of ownership, must fulfill the condition that their property was 
nationalized, expropriated, confiscated or illegally acquired byby the state. Of course, the 
removal of ownership has been done without any compensation. Thus, the right to refer to 

181 In the case of Hutten-Czapska v. Poland, the Grand Chamber (Application No. 35014/97) 19 June 
2006 
182 Yağcı dhe Sargın v. Turqisë, 8 qershor 1995, § 40, Seria A nr. 319-A, dhe Almeid Garrett, 
Mascarenhas Falcão and Others v. Portugal, nr. 29813/96 dhe 30229/96, § 43, KEDNJ 2000-I. 
183 Broniowki v. Poland (dhjetor) [GC], nr. 31443/96, § 74, KEDNJ 2002-X 
184Kopecky v. Slovakia [GC], No 44912/98, § 35 dhe von Maltzan and Others v. Germany (dec.) [GC], No 
71916/01, 71917/01 dhe 10260/02, § 74, ECHR 2005-V. 
185 Beshiri v. Albania, para. 61-62 

 

                                                           



the relevant bodies under the law is assessed for the subject with former owner 
status.             

     The terminology that the legislator has used over the years does not bring major 
changes. In most cases, it is inclusive by grouping it under the term ex-owner186, in some 
cases explicitly referred to as a natural, legal entity or its heirs or within the notion of the 
expropriated subject187 but without relating to other criteria such as residence etc. The 
legitimacy of the subject relates only to property rights rather than personal qualities or 
character of his status as an individual. 

         Law No. 7916, dated 12.4.1995, "On Amendments to Law No. 7698, dated 15.4.1993" 
On the Restitution and Compensation of Property to Former Owners ", adds an addition to 
Article 1, which extends the circle of beneficiary entities his. According to this addendum, 
beneficiary subjects are the persons whose state seized properties pursuant to Law No. 37, 
dated 13.1.1945 "On Extraordinary Taxation". 

       The Constitutional Court188 held that this addition was not in accordance with the 
Constitution and the international agreements. "The establishment of the law on 
extraordinary taxes was not a mere Albanian phenomenon, such practice was 
implemented after World War II in other Western countries and it is considered as a 
measure taken in accordance with the generally accepted norms of international law. The 
addendum provided for in Law No. 7916, dated 12.4.1995, which recognizes the right of 
ownership of those persons who have been seized property from The Law "On 
Extraordinary Taxation" unequally equates this fiscal measure with the unfair deprivation 
of property in the same way as in other cases. The lawmaker may draft laws that also 
foresee deprivation of property rights when this measure is estimated indispensable to 
ensure the payment of obligations of a fiscal character is deployed as legitimate state 
property, which enjoys the same protection as the law as well as the private. The equality 
before the law is not violated if it is noticed that no similar solution has been given to the 
subject matter, which are objectively different. Equality in the law and the law pre-employs 
the equality of individuals on equal terms. " 

          However Law No. 9235/2004 again changed the circle of subjects in this direction. 
"The scope of this law also extends to the immovable property of Albanian citizens, created 
before 7 April 1939 and seized under Article 14 of Law no. 37, dated 13.1.1945 "The 
Extraordinary Tax Law on War Income."189 

 

186 Law No. 7698, dated 15.4.1993 "On the Restitution and Compensation of Property to Former 
Owners" "This Law recognizes to the former owners or their heirs the right to ownership of the 
nationalized, expropriated property confiscated by law, by-laws court decisions issued after 29 
November 1944 or taken unlawfully by the State in any other manner, and defines ways and means 
for their return or compensation 
187 Article 3 (3) of Law No. 9235, dated 29.07.2004 "On the Restitution and Compensation of Property" 
cites: "Expropriated subject" means legal or physical persons or their heirs whose property has been 
nationalized, expropriated, confiscated or take any other unjust way out of state " 
188 The Constitutional Court Decision no. 16, dated 17.4.2000 
189 Article 2 of the law 

 

                                                           



3.1  The persons who can not benefit under the Law on Restitution and 

Compensation of Property 

A category of subjects could not benefit under the Law no. 7698, dated 15.04.1993 "On 
Restitution and Compensation of Property to Former Owners" were:190 

a. The former collaborators of the Nazi-occupied occupiers for occupied property during 
the occupation, after reviewing the proceedings or determining them as such by the 
Cassation Court. 

b. Former party leaders and communist power for properties imposed as a result of abuse 
of official office certified by a court decision. 

c. Convicts for embezzlement of people's property in large proportions, to the extent equal 
to the value of damage determined by the court's decision.191 

           However, in relation to the third point, the Supreme Court again unified192 the 
interpretation in practice by stating that: "According to Article 24/3 of Law No. 7698, dated 
15.04.1993" On the Restitution and Compensation of Property to Former Owners "do not 
benefit from this law, convicted for the acquisition of the property of the people in large 
proportions, to the extent that it is equal to the value of the unpaid damages, determined 
by a court decision. Thus, these convicts will benefit under this law only if they have 
dempering the state as a consequence of the perpetration committed and to the extent 
determined above. By verifying that fact they do not have any legal impediment to benefit 
as above. " 

While part of the law could not have been the political prisoners who benefited from 
special protection from Law No. 7514, dated 30.9.1991 "On the innocence, amnesty and 
rehabilitation of former convicted and persecuted persons"193. after the interpretation and 
analysis made in Article 27 / a of Law No. 7698, dated 15.04.1993 "On the Restitution and 
Compensation of Property to Former Owners." According to this provision, "Against the 
Commission's Decision on Restitution and Compensation of Formerly Owned Property the 
owners, the participants in the proceedings have the right to file an appeal to the district 
court. "The Court further argues that" With the term participants accord the literal 
interpretation, understood persons who claim to have been former owners or their heirs 
according to the law, addressed to the relevant Commission for the recognition of the 

190 Article 24 of Law No. 7698, dated 15.4.1993 "On Restitution and Compensation of Property to 
Former Owners" 
191 Criminal Code of 1952) provided in Article 17 that confiscation of property was given only as 
supplemental punishment and only in the cases provided for in the special part of that code. Article 
80 of the abovementioned Criminal Code (Special Section) "The observation of state or social 
property carried out in large proportions was condemned in addition to the principal sentence of 
deprivation of liberty or death, with or without the confiscation of property." In the sense of the 
above code (Article 25) the confiscation of the property was the compulsory expropriation and 
without reward for the benefit of the state of all or part of the personal property of the convict or part 
of it in the common property, court 
192 High Court Decision No.43, dated 31.5.2002 
193 Article 5, item d) 1, "The right to restitution of confiscated assets or the compensation of such 
assets is recognized to the extent that all other expropriated persons benefit from special laws and 
decisions" 

 

                                                           



former owner's right and the restitution and compensation of the property for In addition 
to the former owners, legitimate are those subjects that oppose in the name of their 
legitimate rights or interests, the illicit benefits that former owners or their heirs might 
have had through decisions of property commissions. This legitimacy is based on the 
general provision of the Civil Procedure Code according to which the claim can be raised: 
a) to seek the reinstatement of a lawful right or interest that has been violated .... "In the 
present case, the plaintiff does not has any legitimate right or interest to protect. The 
legitimate rights and interests to protect them are included in the provisions of the 
Law on Business Organizations 194" 

4. Object of the law. 

      Law 7968/1993 mainly concerned the treatment of immovable property of land type. 
For the purpose of this property law is understood the immovable property in the land 
form   or  buildings and everything else that has been steadily united with them, such as 
residential buildings, factories, manufactories, shops,  and any other lodgings. This law 
does not include immovable property treated with the law no.7501 "On land"195 

    The lawmaker, defining the concept of "property" only for immovable property, does not 
deny the right of former owners over movable property. Such a legal exception should not 
be understood as a lawmaker's objection nor as a denial to engage in regulating this social 
problem in the future. In terms of formulating article 3, point 2 and article 5 of the law, the 
legislator has not obstructed it but has expressed a political and legal will to deal with this 
issue at a future time196 

   The object of treatment, referring to the spirit of this legislation, subsequently extended 
Law No. 7699, dated 21.04.1993 "On compensation in the value of landowners of 
agricultural land", which allowed in the form of compensation the recognition of the right 
of property on agricultural land197. Then Law no. date included in this process and pastures 
and meadows198. Whereas the subsequent legislation, Law No. 9235, dated 29.07.2004, 
"Property Restitution and Compensation" has supplemented the object and purpose of its 
issuance by proclaiming that the law has the object: 

a) the rightful adjustment, according to the criteria of Article 41 of the Constitution, to 
property rights issues that have arisen from expropriations, nationalization or confiscation; 

b) the return and, where under this law the restitution of the property is impossible, its 
compensation; 

194 High Court Decision No. 25, dated 28.03.2003 
195 Article 2 of Law No. 7698, dated 15.4.1993 "On Restitution and Compensation of Property to 
Former Owners" 
 
196 The Constitutional Court Decision No. 30, dated 12/01/2005 
197 Article 1 "This law recognizes the right of ownership for the purpose of compensating the value of 
agricultural land to the former owners, natural and legal persons, who were owned by them at the 
time of issuance, see Law No.108, dated 29.8.1945" On Agrarian Reform ". 
198 Article 4 "Pastures and meadows that are certified by regular documentation and clear boundaries 
that are private property (personal or joint ownership) are returned to their former owners or heirs, 
who enjoy all the rights of private property." 

 

                                                           



c) procedures for the realization of property restitution and compensation, such as all 
administrative bodies charged with their realization.199 

Thus the law also recognized the implementation of the constitutional obligations and 
guarantees provided by the Constitution of the Republic of Albania as a fundamental 
source of law on the rule of law200.  Only by regulating historical injustices and restoring 
instead of the property right as well as repairing the created consequences may give end 
to a dark chapter in Albanian society and the creation of a democratic state aspiring to the 
European Union and the political economic development of his. 

Finally, the law no. 133/2015, which aimed at recognizing and compensating property for 
former expropriated subjects. The main objective was to complete the process of treating 
the property of former owners by removing the concept of property restitution and 
allowing only its compensation in two physical and financial forms. This law passed the test 
of constitutionality 201 , yet the application in its practice will reveal whether the 
constitutional principles will be applied correctly or not. 

CONCLUSIONS 

  The legal regime of land in Albania is of particular importance for the political, economic 
and legal system of our country. But the property right have its historical evolution. After 
Albania settled its territorial and political  boundaries  was faced with the difficulties and at 
the same time the new initiatives that were undertaken with regard to the administration, 
use and disposition of the property in the stricto sensu "land". So the land regime, with its 
complex value, has constituted and constitutes one of the fundamental problems of any 
social system. Land is a general condition for work in all economic life and an important 
production tool for a series of branches of the economy and first of all in agriculture. 
Political changes in the 1991s reshaped the legal property regime. The state issued a series 
of acts to adjust to new political circumstances as well as persuading reflection to undo the 
injustices of the past. 

        Legislation on recognition of restitution and compensation of former owners' property 
was intended to restore and regulate legal relations between the state on one side and 
former owners on the other. The state commits itself to restitute immovable property 
unjustly under this legal framework. The effects of implementing this law created 
contradictions with other laws regulating ownership relations in the new democratic 
system and decided the process on a long and costly economic and political path. 

The new law no.133/2015 have  a specific object that is to end this process and brings hope 
for the stabilization of Albanian property rights as an essential element of the rule of law. 
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1. Purpose 

1.1 Party Autonomy in European Conflict of law Rules regarding Divorce. 

Allowing spouses to choose the applicable law is the most excellent way to taking into 
account the legitimate interests of cross-border couples 202 : Granting spouses the 
possibility to reconcile the applicable law with their individual circumstances, the principle 
of party autonomy increases legal certainty, predictability and flexibility. It is the only 
approach that is considered to be the right answer to the growing mobility of citizens 
within the European Union and the increasing number of spouses being of different 
nationalities or habitually residing in a Member State of which they do not have the 
nationally. 

Party autonomy corresponds to the principle of habitual residence as the primary 
connecting factor in harmonized conflict of law rules in family matters.203 As to divorce, 
Article 8(1) (a) provides that divorce and legal separation shall primarily be subject to the 
law of the State where the spouses are habitually resident at the time the court is seized. 
Given the increasing mobility of citizens within Europe, one might expect that most of the 
spouses will file divorce at the place of their last common matrimonial residence. Article 
8(1) therefore assumes that in case a marriage breaks up the couple has the closest ties 
with the country it is actually living in. Taking the law of the last common habitual 
residence of the spouses as the primary connecting factor requires the applicable law to 
change automatically every time the spouses change their residence. Only such a full 
doctrine of mutability corresponds to the spouse’s factual living conditions. 204 
Furthermore, the court granting divorce is permitted to apply its own law.205 However, 
applying the law of the State where the spouses are habitually resident at the time of 

202 For more details cf. Kroll-Ludwigs, Die Rolle der ParteiautonomieimeuropaischenKollisionsrecht 
(2013). 
203 Cf. Hau, ZurDurchfuhrung der Rom III-Verordnung in Deutschland, FamRZ 2013, 249, 252. 
204Kroll-Ludwigs, Parteiautonomie, 388. 
205 The habitual residence approach therefore helps avoiding the difficult and lengthy finding of the 
applicable law on divorce. For details see Kohler, Einfluss der Globalisierung auf die Wahl der 
Anknupfungsmomente, in Symposium spellenberg (2006), 9,13. 

 

                                                           



divorce might not correspond to the entire cross-border couple’s individual economic and 
factual situation. At times of long distance relationships, where people in one Member 
State. Moreover, as to a lack of definition in the Rome III-Regulation206, the place of the 
habitual resident might be hard to determine. In these cases, the habitual residence 
approach fails. If the couple has the closest ties with a country where it is not actually living 
in, it might be interested to choose a different law, for example flexibility and legal 
certainty, the principle of party autonomy is called to help realizing the parties needs. 

1.2 Development of Party Autonomy in the National Conflict of Laws Systems. 

Taking these aspects in mind, one might ask why party autonomy in international divorce 
law has long been regarded as an extraordinary matter.207 Unlike parties of contracts 
regarding matrimonial property regimes who are traditionally given a broad freedom of 
choice208 the spouses freedom to choose the applicable law on their divorce has always 
been restricted.209 There were only a few of the participating Member States- Germany , 
Belgium and Spain as well as the Netherlands that allowed spouses to choose the 
applicable law at all.210 However, even these Member States only supported a limited 
approach. 

In German law for instance, Article 17 EGBGB (former version) provided for an indirect 
choice of law pursuant to the law governing the general effects of the marriage (Article 14 
EGBGB).211 According to Article 14(3) EGBGB, spouses were only allowed to choose the law 
of the nationality of one spouse provided that neither of them was a national of the 
country in which both spouses had their habitual residence (No.1) nor were they habitually 
resided in the same country (NO.2). Dutch law still provides, whereas Belgian law212before 
enacting the Rome II Regulation, provided for an explicit choice of law of the nationality of 
both spouses (respectively of either spouse) and of the lexfori. Opting for forum law was 
also allowed under Spanish conflict of law rules regarding divorce provided one of the 
spouses was either Spanish national or had his/her habitual residence in Spain at the time 
the divorce was filed.213 
Such a limited approach regarding party autonomy is the result of different family policies 
and cultural values. Unlike conflict of law rules concerning cross-border-contracts or non-
contractual obligations the applicable law on family matters is closely connected to the 
Member State’s substantive laws. Note that there are significant differences between that 
national divorce laws as far as the grounds for divorce and the procedures are 
concerned.214 That is why Member States asking for strict conditions to be met before 

206See below, mn. 22. 
207 For a comparative report see Commission staff Working Paper of 14 March 2005, annex to the 
Green paper on available law and jurisdiction in divorce matters, 8 et seq. 
208 See e.g. Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Matrimonial Property Regimes of 14 March 
1978. For a comparative overview concerning conflict of laws of the Member States see Burghaus, 
Die Vereinheitlichung des internationalenEheguterrechts in Europa(2010).  
209 Kroll-Ludwigs, Parteiautonomie, 99 et seq. 
210 For a comparative report see Commission Staff Working Paper, 8 et seq. 
211 Cf. Winkler von Mohrenfels, Artikel 17 EGBGB in MunchenerKommentarzum BGB, Vol.10 (Sacker 
and Rixeckereds, 5th ed.2010, paras 41,42. 
212Art.55. 2 CC. 
213 Art. 107(2) (b) CC. 
214 Cf. Boele-Woelkiet. Al.(eds.), Priciples of European Family Law regarding divorce and maintance 
between former spouses (2004), 17 et seq. 

 

                                                           



applying for divorce remain skeptical about a broad freedom to choose the applicable law. 
Take Irish law, for instance, that requires that the spouses have been living apart  for at 
least fouryears before filing for divorce. Irish courts prefer to exclusively apply their own 
law.215 As a comparison, Swedish law does not know any ground for divorce at all.216 
Sweden therefore follows a liberal approach towards the dissolution of marriage.217 This is, 
however, also the reason why Sweden turned against the application of a more stringent 
approach of divorce law by the parties. It can therefore be seen as the main “blocking 
force” of an EU-wide instrument regarding uniform choice of law rules in divorce matters 
as proposed by the European Commission on 17 July 2006.218 
 

1.3 The Principle of Party Autonomy under the Rome III Regulation. 
 

As far as the system of conflict of laws rules on divorce and legal separation is concerned, 
the Rome III Regulation in Article 5 takes party autonomy as the primary connecting factor. 
Only in the absence of choice, the applicable law is determined by a scale of successive 
connecting factors based on the habitual-residence principle (aArticle 8). According to the 
Commission’s proposal on the implementation on enhanced cooperation in the area of the 
law applicable to divorce and legal separation of 24 March 2010,219 allowing spouses to 
come to an agreement regarding the applicable law is particularly useful in cases of 
divorce by mutual consent. Note that in several European jurisdiction, e.g. in Bulgaria, 
France, Greece and Portugal, divorce by mutual consent in an autonomous ground for 
divorce. Of course, the consent of the spouses is relevant in nearly all European divorce 
laws. However, in those legal systems where the irretrievable breakdown of the marriage 
was taken as a precondition for divorce (e.g. Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, The 
Netherlands) consent is only regarded as a proof of the breaking down of the marriage. 
Wherever mutual consent is accepted as an autonomous ground for a divorce party 
autonomy acts as a strong incentive for the parties for reaching an agreement regarding 
the consequences of a possible breakdown of the marriage in advance.220 This will help to 
simplify divorce proceedings and to find fair and reasonable solutions with regard to the 
granting of custody of children. 

However, even if party autonomy is the first connecting factor thus increasing flexibility 
and legal certainty, the Rome III Regulation only provides for a limited approach. The 
freedom of the spouses to choose the applicable law to their divorce is limited to a number 
of connecting factors with which they have a close connection,221 for example habitual 
residence or nationality of either spouse. Unlike Article 3 Rome I-Regulation that endorsed 
party autonomy as “one of the cornerstones”222 of the system of conflict of law rules in 

215 Cf. Ruberg, Scheidungs collisions recht, 207 
216 For details see Commission Staff  Working Paper, 4;Boele Woelki et al.(eds),Principles 25. 
217 Sweden provides for a unilateral divorce without any ground for divorce and according to which 
the request of one spouse suffice, see Boele-Woelki et al( eds) Principles 25. 
218Proposal for a Council Regulation of 17 July 2006 amending Regulation No. 2203/2001 as regards 
jurisdiction and introducing rules concerning applicable law in matrimonial matters, COM (2006) 399. 
219 Proposal for a Council regulation (EU) implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of the law 
applicable to divorce and legal separation. COM (2010) 105 final.4. 
220 Proposal for a Council Regulation (EU) implementing enhanced cooperation, 4. 
221 Recital 14. 
222 Recital 11. 

 

                                                           



matters of contractual obligations, the spouses freedom of choice regarding divorce 
merely act as a makeshift. The Rome III Regulation therefore does not support any 
substantial innovations regarding the principle of party autonomy in family matters at 
all.223 

The question rises why spouses are not allowed to choose whatever law the deem 
appropriate. Such an extended approach would face fewer objections that it might appear 
at first glance. For the following reasons: First, as the Rome III Regulation only covers the 
divorce itself-by excluding further legal consequences of divorce-no specific rights of third 
persons would have to be protected. Second, as parties are not likely to impair their own 
economic interests no irrational choice of “exotic” laws is to be expected. The law chosen 
by the parties would therefore not run the risk to cause unreasonable results. Note that 
according to Recital 16 the law chosen by the spouses must be consonant with 
fundamental rights recognized by the Treaties and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of 
the European Union (ChFR). It is therefore to be expected that the ChFR will serve as a 
mechanism to apply European standards against the law of a third State therefore avoiding 
results that run contrary to Human Rights.224 

Finally, the financially weaker party has to be adequately protected of being 
disadvantaged by the other. The Rome III Regulation introduces certain safeguards to 
ensure that the spouses are aware of the implications of their choice. According to Recital 
19 it is at least necessary that the agreement on the choice of the applicable law is 
expressed in writing and be signed by both spouses.225 That is why further measures to 
limit the scope of party autonomy do not deem appropriate.  

2.  Scope of Application 

2.1  Relationship with Article 8 Rome III Regulation.  

Systematically, as far as the applicable law to divorce and legal separation is concerned, 
Article 5 shall apply first. The systematic ordering of the conflict of law rules in the Rome III 
Regulation therefore reflects the particular importance of party autonomy in divorce law. 
Only where the spouses have not designated the applicable law at all, the Rome III 
Regulation in its Article 8 introduces a harmonized conflict of law rule on the basis of a 
scale of successive connecting factors based on the existence of a close connection 
between the spouses and the law concerned.226 The EU legislator considered using the last 
common habitual residence of the spouses as the primary connecting factor though 
initiating a fundamental change in relation to national solutions so far.227 Note that most of 
the participating Member States took the common nationality of the spouses as the main 
connecting factor so far. 

 

 

223 Kroll-Ludwigs, Parteiautonomie, 409 et seq. 
224Cf. CJEU case C-394/07 Gambazzipara. 29. 
225 See Art. 27. 
226 Recital 21. 
227 Cf. Kroll-Ludwigs, Parteiautonomie, 324 et seq. 

 

                                                           



 

2.2  Legislative History 

 
The European Commission enhanced a first proposal of a Regulation concerning the 
applicable law to divorce and legal separation (2006 Rome III-Proposal) on 17 July 2006.228 
The proposal aimed to both introduce a full system of harmonized conflict of law rules in 
divorce matters and to amend Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 as regards 
jurisdiction and applicable law in matrimonial matters (Brussels IIbis-Regulation). As far as 
the rules limited possibility for the spouses to designate the competent court in a 
proceeding relating to divorce and legal separation.229 With such a choice of forum clause 
the spouses could have achieved parallels of the applicable law and the court seized. 
However, as to the lack of unanimity between the Member States the proposal did not 
became law. 230 The final version of the Rome III Regulation implementing enhanced 
cooperation between fourteen Member States does not contain any rules as regards 
jurisdiction I matrimonial matters at all. The Brussels IIbis0Regulation therefore still remains 
applicable. 
As to party autonomy in the field of applicable law, Artivle 20a(a) 2006 Rome III Proposal 
gave priority to the choice of the law of the State of the last common habitual residence of 
the spouses insofar as one of them still resided there. In contrast, Article 5 of the final 
version in the first place offers spouses the possibility to choose the law of the State where 
they are habitually resident at the time the agreement is concluded. The decision of the EU 
legislator to let the designated law being fixed at such early stage must be examines in the 
light of Article 8 that, in the absence of an agreement, take the common habitual residence 
of the spouses at the time the court seized as the primary connecting factor. It would 
therefore suffice if, at the time the agreement is concluded, the spouses are habitually 
resident in the same Member State, whereas a later separation does not have any effect as 
to the effectiveness of the agreement. 
According to Recital 16, the law chosen by the spouses “must be consonant with the 
fundamental rights recognized by the Treaties and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of 
the European Union”. It turns out that the ChFR will serve as a mechanism to apply 
European standards against the law of a third State and will therefore avoid results that run 
contrary to Human Rights. 
In contrast, under the Commission’s proposal for a Council Regulation implementing 
enhanced cooperation in the area of the law applicable to divorce and legal separation of 
24 March 2010 (2010 Rome III Proposal), the reservation as to Human Rights was not only 
dealt with in a recital but in the body of the Regulation itself. In Article 3(1) 2010 Rome III 
Proposal the spouses were allowed to choose the law applicable with the fundamental 
rights defined in the Treaties and in the ChFR. Article 3(1) 2010 Rome III Proposal therefore 
aimed to avoid choice of law agreements that ran contrary to European fundamental rights 
standards, containing the designation of the law of an Islamic country for instance. 
However, the content of this article was misleading. For the following reasons: First, Article 
3(1) 2010 Rome III Proposal did not reflect the systematic order choice –of-law rules. Why 
should spouses who designate the applicable law by agreement be subject to the human 
Rights regime whereas spouses who let the objective connecting factors in Article 8 apply, 

228 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) No. 2201/2003 as regards jurisdiction 
and introducing rules concerning applicable law in matrimonial matters, COM (2006) 399 final. 
229 2006 Rome III Proposal .for details see Kohler, FamRZ 2008, 1673,1675. 
230 See Introduction mn.40 and Art.1 mn.4. 

 

                                                           



would not? Second, taken into account that spouses are often not aware of the legal 
implications of the law chosen they are even less able to determine whether their 
agreement is consistent with Human Rights law or not. Article 3(1) 2010 Rome III Proposal 
therefore functioned as a disproportionate means to protect minimum standards of 
human Rights in conflict of laws. It is therefore to be welcomed that the final version of the 
Rome III Regulation does not contain such a strong restriction of a party autonomy.231 
 
3. Content 

 

3.1 General Remarks. 

According to Article 5(1) and Recital 10, spouses should be able to designate the applicable 
law both to divorce and legal separation. Note that all Member States of the European 
Union permit to divorce and legal separation. Note that all Member States of the European 
Union permit divorce 232, whereas only some of them, e.g. France, also provide for 
proceedings on a legal separation.233 Spouses who are legally separated are permanently 
living apart from each other without being divorced, i.e. there is no dissolution of the 
matrimonial ties due to the codex iuriscanonici.234 As divorce and legal separation are 
different legal principles the Rome III Regulation allows spouses to choose different laws to 
each of them.235 As the scope of application of the Rome III Regulation is limited to divorce 
and legal separation certain other aspects as, for example, the equalization of pension 
rights are excluded. That is the reason why the Rome III Regulation is not applicable to the 
legal consequences of divorce. If the spouses agree on the law applicable to all or several 
possible consequences of divorce, the question whether the agreement is effective can 
therefore only be answered due to national law.236 The law chosen by the parties can be 
the law of a participating or a non-participating Member State according to Article 4. Note 
that the cumulative choice of the law of two or more different legal systems is not possible. 
Spouses are therefore not allowed to designate the law of member State A and of member 
State B as the applicable law to their divorce or legal separation. If the law designated by 
the parties is manifestly incompatible with the public policy of the forum pursuant to 
Article 12 or if it makes no provision for divorce resp. does not grant one of the spouses 
equal access to divorce or legal separation on grounds of their sex so that the law of the 
forum is to apply (Article 10) the spouses can choose a law that should apply 
alternatively.237 

3.2 Law to be chosen 

In order to increase legal certainty, predictability and flexibility Article 5 offers spouses a 
limited possibility to choose the law applicable to their divorce or legal separation. The EU 

231 According to Art.12, in exceptional circumstances courts in the Member States have the 
opportunity to disregard the application of a provision of foreign law where it would be manifestly 
contrary to the public policy of the forum. For details see Roth, Art 12 mn. 16 et seq. 
232 Cf. Boele-Woelki et al (eds), Principles,17 et seq. 
233Dethloff, Familienrecht (30th ed., 2012), 6 mn.164. 
234Dethloff, Familienrecht, 6 mn. 164. 
235 Ludwig, Art.5 Rom III-VO in jurisPraxiskommentar (juris PK) BGB Vol.6 (Herberger et al. eds, 6th 
ed.2012) para.2. 
236Hau, FamRZ 2013, 249, 253. 
237 Ludwig, Art.5 Rom III-VO in jurisPK, para.7. 

 

                                                           



legislator-in accordance with other instruments on conflict of laws regarding family 
matters-opted for a solution that restricts the parties freedom of choice to those laws with 
which they bear an actual link. In the first place, Article 5(1) provides that the parties can 
choose the law of the State where the spouses are habitually resident at the time the 
agreement is concluded (a), or, alternatively, (b) the law of the State where the spouses 
were last habitually resident (in so far as one of them still resides there at the time the 
agreement is concluded), or, alternatively, the law of the State of nationality of either 
spouse at the time the agreement is concluded (c) or, finally, the law of the forum (d). Note 
that according to Article 4 the law designated by the parties can be the law of a non-
participating Member State.238 

Habitual Residence at the Time of  Conclusion  of  Agreement. 

 Determination of Habitual Residence. Article 5(1) (a) is closely connected to Article 8(1) (a) 
providing for the applicable law in the absence of a choice. Since that rule is based in the 
first place on the habitual residence of the spouses at the time the court is seized it will 
result in the application of the law of the forum in the vast majority of cases. Problems 
relating to the application of foreign law will therefore be scarce. Such a lexfori-oriented 
approach is, nevertheless, inefficient in those cases where foreign law provides for more 
reasonable results in view of individual circumstances as it is particularly important in 
family matters.239 Furthermore, due to common changes of habitual residence within the 
course of the marriage or due to a separation of the parties at an early stage the judge will 
face the problem of determining the current place of habitual residence.240 This task is 
especially hard to fulfill as the Regulation lacks any definition of “habitual residence” at all 
thus forcing the judge to interpret the term by referring to the circumstances of the 
particular case. What is important is the person’s factual center of life. Since Article 5(1) and 
Article 8(a) do not expressly provide for the application of the law of a participating 
Member State, an autonomous interpretation of the term “habitual residence” has to be 
found in the light of the context of the provisions and the objective of the Regulation.241 In 
this judgment “A”242 of 2 April 2009 concerning the interpretation of the Brussels IIBis-
Regulation, the CJEU found that the physical presence alone of a child in a Member State is 
not sufficient to establish its habitual residence. In order to drive a distinction between 
habitual residence and the mere temporary presence of the child in a Member State, the 
Court developed the following criteria which can also be taken account for the 
interpretation of Article 5(1)(a): physical presence, duration, regularity, conditions and 
reasons for the stay, nationality of the person concerned, family and social relationships of 
the person in that State.243 Furthermore, the intention of a person to stay permanently in a 
Member State or to settle in another Member State may be seen as an indicator of or 
against habitual residence. In “A” the CJEU eventually preferred an interpretation of the 

238Pietsch, NJW 2012. 1768 et seq.  
239For economic analysis of the lex for approach see Ruhl, Methods and Approaches in Choice of Law: 
An Economic Perspective, Berkeley J.Int. L.24 (2006), 801 
240 For a critical review see Kroll-Ludwigs, Parteiautonomie, 328, et seq. 
241 Ludwig, Art.5 Rom III-VO in jurisPK, para9. 
242 CJEU case C-523/07 A paras 39 et seq. For detailed analysis see Lamont, annotation of Case C-
523/07, 253 et seq. 
243 CJEU case C-523/07 A para.39. 

 

                                                           



concept of “habitual residence” whereby “it corresponds to the place which reflects some 
degree of integration […] in a social and family environment.244 

Balancing Choice-of-Law Rules on Divorce and Matrimonial Property. Developing separate 
Community instruments for different fields of family law, i.e. divorce, maintenance and 
matrimonial property regimes instead of creating one single code on conflict of law rules is 
the method chosen by the EU Commission.245The Commission therefore artificially divides 
aspects that-under substantive law- depend on each other, as divorce and the division of 
marital property for instance. Concerning the latter, the EU Commission in 2011 launched a 
Proposal for a “Council Regulation on jurisdiction, applicable law and the recognition and 
enforcement of decisions in matters of matrimonial property regimes. In its Article 17(1) 
the proposal prefers the firs common habitual residence of the spouses as the primary 
connecting factor. Thus, as far as the applicable law in the absence of a choice by the 
parties is concerned, both instrument, the Rome III Regulation on the one hand and the 
proposal on matrimonial property regimes on the other hand, seriously differ. Since, under 
substantive law, questions regarding the division of marital property mostly arise in case of 
divorce it would be preferable it connecting factors in both Community instruments were 
consistent with each other.246 As a result to the insufficient coordination between the 
respective instruments spouses will have to spend high information and transaction costs 
on the determination of the law applying to the consequences of their divorce. Article 
5(1)(a) allowing spouses to choose the law of the State where they are habitually resident 
at the time the agreement is concluded serves as a way out of this dilemma. For the 
following reason: Note that spouses as far as marital distribution is concerned usually agree 
on a marriage contract determining the proprietary consequences in the event of divorce 
before or at the time of the celebration of the marriage.247 Such a marriage contract is often 
combined with a choice-of-law agreement that grants them the opportunity to reconcile 
applicable law with their individual circumstances. Given a later break-down of the 
marriage the spouses may decide to submit questions relating to their divorce to the law 
chosen to their matrimonial property regime thus obtaining a consistent choice –of-law 
regime. Pursuant to Article 5(2) such an agreement may be concluded at any time.  

Last Habitual Residence, from an economic perspective, it can be assumed that before 
choosing the relevant law spouses are aware of the effects that the rules of the substantive 
law chosen may cause to their divorce.248 Relevant costs have therefore been calculated 
and equally been distributed between the parties. That is the reason why, as we have seen, 
the parties themselves cannot be deemed interested in spending high information and 
transaction costs on the difficult determination of the law applying to their factual 
common habitual residence due to lit. a. Instead, they might prefer choosing a law that is 
familiar to them, for example the law of the nationality of one of the spouses or of a former 
residence. Allowing spouses to choose the law of the State where the spouses were last 
habitually resident has to be justified on the basis of several considerations: First, due to 
the difficulties in determining the place of he current habitual residence of the spouses 

244 CJEU case C-523/07 A para.44. 
245 Kroll-Ludwigs, Parteiautonomie, 34 et seq. 
246 Kroll-Ludwigs, Parteiautonomie,35. 
247 Concerning contractual freedom regarding financial consequences of divorce in Europe see 
Dethloff, 65,74 et seq. 
248 For the economic perspective of party autonomy in family law see e.g. Party Autonomy in 
International Family Law 

 

                                                           



according to Article 8(a).249 Second, even if Article 8(b), too, refers to the last common 
marital habitual residence as an objective connecting factor it requires that the period of 
residence did not end more that one year before the court was seized, in so far as one of 
the spouses still resides in that State at the time the court is seized, Taking into account 
that in the majority of the national family law systems nonconsensual divorce is based on a 
period of separation of more than one year, Article 8(b) will often be ineffective. In these 
cases, as Article 5(1)(b) does not provide for any further requirements as regards the 
determination of the last common habitual residence it might serve as a considerable 
alternative. Third, choosing the law of the last habitual residence of the spouses will mostly 
result in the application of forum law, i.e in the majority of the cases a law that is familiar to 
the parties. 

Law of the State of Nationality of Either Spouse at the Time of Conclusion of Agreement.  

Nationality as Alternative to the Habitual Residence Approach. Article 5(1)(c) offering spouses 
to choose the law of the State of nationality of one of them at the time of the conclusion of 
the agreement again has to be read together with Article 8. Since the Rome III Regulation 
only provides for a choice of those laws with which the spouses have a close connection250, 
allowing spouses to choose the law of nationality is the only possible alternative to the 
habitual residence approach in order to grant flexible solutions.251 Despite the trend 
towards applying the principle of habitual residence as primary connecting factor, the 
nationality-principle still plays an important role regarding conflict of laws in family 
matters. Take for example the large number of non-participating Member States that give 
priority to the lexpatriae as the law applicable to divorce and legal separation.252 And 
Article 8(b) at least takes the common nationality of the parties as a subsidiary connecting 
factor in case no current or last common marital habitual residence can be determined. 
Article 5(1) (b) offers particular advantages to the parties: First, nationality serves as the 
most stable connecting factor. Choosing the law of nationality at an early stage leads to 
immutability regarding the law applicable to a later divorce. As an example, spouses who 
often change their place of residence during marriage may be interested to predict which 
substantive law rules the divorce court will apply. Furthermore, they may feel clovely 
connected to the culture of their respective home countries.253 

Problem of Dual Nationalities. The question how to deal with cases of dual or multiple 
nationalities is left unanswered in the Rome III Regulation.254 Recital 22 points to national 
law in this regard, in full observance of the general principles of the European Union such 
as the principle of non-discrimination according to Article 18 TFEU. The method usually 
used to handle these cases in the national conflict of laws is to give priority to the 
nationality forum. Instead, if a person solely has two or more foreign nationalities the 
effective nationality prevails. However, taking into account the aims of the Rome III 
Regulation, i.e. to create a clear and comprehensive legal framework in the area of the law 
applicable to divorce and legal separation in the participating Member State,255 none of 

249see Supra mn, 22, 23.  
250 Recital 14. 
251 Recital 15. 
252 For a comparative overview see Kroll-Ludwigs, 99 et seq. 
253Kegel, in FS Lewald, 259, 274. 
254Ludwigs, Art. 5 ROM III-VO in jurisPK, para.12. 
255 Recital 9. 

 

                                                           



these approaches appears convincing. For the following reasons: First, privileging the 
nationality of the forum leads to results that contradict uniform solutions. Second, as far as 
the determination of effective nationality is concerned, the CJEU in its Hadadi-judgment 
pointed out that the criterion of “effective nationality” is too vague. As a whole set of 
factors would have to be considered, it would merely led to clear results.256 Furthermore, it 
runs contrary to the equality of the different nationalities of a person. As a result, with 
regard to Article 5(1)(c) spouses may opt for a law of the State of nationality of a spouse 
even if that nationality is not the most effective one.257 

Law of the Forum. Applying systematically the law of the forum in divorce proceedings- as 
mainly common law countries do 258 - would conflict with the principle of mutual 
recognition and equivalence of legal systems within the EU. The majority of the 
participating national conflict of law systems259 therefore took the common nationality or 
the common habitual residence of the spouses as the primary connecting factor thus 
preventing a “rush to the courts” (forum shopping) by one spouse. 
However, allowing spouses to choose the law of the forum to their divorce 
according to Article 5(1)(d) provides for a different approach: The designation of 
forum law helps avoiding problems relating to the application of foreign law. 
Furthermore, as there are often third parties involved in divorce proceedings a 
special need for legal certainty regarding the applicable law exist. 260 It should be 
noted that Article 5(1) (d) requires that one of the spouses has already filed for 
divorce (paragraph 3). It is therefore not allowed that the spouses designate the 
application of forum law without referring to any specific court. Furthermore, it is 
not possible for the spouses to choose the law of a country that provides for a 
divorce without requiring any decision by a court.  
 
 
3.3 Time of Agreement 

 
Article 5(2) provides for greatest flexibility regarding the time of designation of the 
applicable law by the parties. Like in other EU-instruments on family matters261, 
the spouses are allowed to conclude and modify their agreement at any time, 
latest at the time the court is seized. Note that if one of the spouses has already 
filed for divorce choosing the applicable law is only possible due to paragraph 3. 
The rule refers to Article 5(1) (a-c) offering the spouses the possibility to let the law 
chosen to be fixed at the time the agreement is concluded. Given that the 
applicable law has been changed during marriage it may be that the agreement 
no longer meets the expectations of the parties at the time a divorce is filed. 
Article 5(2) therefore grants spouses the possibility to reconcile the applicable law 
with their enhancing legal certainty and predictability. It should be noted that the 

256CJEU case C-168/08 Hadadipara 55. 
257 Ludwig, Art.5 Rom III-VO in jurisPKpara. 13; Helm, FamRZ 2011, 1765, 1771. 
258 Cf. Commission Staff Working paper, 8 et seq.;  
259 Commission Staff Working Paper, 8 et seq. 
260 Kroll-Ludwigs, 425 et seq. 
261 Article 8(1) Hague Maintenance Protocol; Art.17 Proposal on Matrimonial Property Regimes. 

 

                                                           



regulation is silent on the question whether the choice of law is possible before 
marriage.  
 
3.4  Designation of the Applicable law during the Course of the Proceeding 

 
By way of derogation from Article 5(2), the parties are allowed to designate the 
applicable law even during the divorce proceedings, i.e at a time after the court 
has been provided the law of the forum so provides. In that event, it is sufficient 
though that such designation is recorded in court in accordance with the law of 
the forum. 262  It should be noted that the rule constitutes an important 
reservation of national law of the Member States, It is however common means in 
conflict of laws regarding family matters. Take, for example, Article 7 of the 2007 
Hague Maintenance Protocol that allows the spouses to choose the law of the 
forum as the law applicable to the maintenance obligation for the purpose of a 
particular proceeding. In case of divorce, the parties will therefore have the option 
of making both granting of divorce and the maintenance claims subject to the 
own law of the authority seized thus facilitating the proceedings.  
 
4. Conclusions 

 

Regulation No. 1259/2010 represents the outcome of an ambitious project, touching an 
area of private international law where little or no precedents of cooperation exist, either in 
Europe or elsewhere. In this respect, it is a remarkable achievement. The new instrument is 
possibly the most striking expression, so far, of «differentiated integration» among the 
Member States of the European Union. Differentiation may be viewed, here, either as a 
fatal danger for the unity of European Union law or as a pragmatic response to the 
challenges posed by the construction of an «area of freedom security and justice» in 
Europe. Time will tell which of these views provides the most accurate account of the 
present stage of development of European Union law as far as judicial cooperation is 
concerned. What can be said as of now is that, in reality, to some degree, differentiation 
has always existed within the private international law of the European Union. The special 
«opt-out» and «opt-in» regimes provided for by the Treaties in order to accommodate the 
needs of Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom, show that full uniformity has never 
been perceived as an absolute necessity in this area. The two Regulations adopted in 2009 
establishing a procedure for the negotiation and conclusion of agreements between 
Member States and third countries on various sectors of private international law, confirm 
that Member States are keen on preserving a role as (relatively) independent actors, 
alongside the Union, in this area, thus multiplying the levels at which judicial cooperation 
is carried out and enhancing the diversification of the overall picture. No doubt, enhanced 
cooperation brings the degree of differentiation significantly further. Yet, in light of the 
foregoing, the problem today is not (anymore) whether differentiation, as such, is a good 
option or not, but whether, and by which means, the complexity of the resulting body of 
rules may be properly «managed» 
The task, as far as Regulation No. 1259/2010 is concerned, is probably more difficult than it 
could have been. At least two reasons explain why things are so: 

262 Recital 20. 

 

                                                           



(i) By allowing participating Member States to supplement the uniform regime in some 
practically important respects (the additional formal requirements of choice of law 
agreements, the «treatment» of dual nationals, the «positive» consequences of the public 
policy exception etc.), the drafters have somehow open an «internal» front of 
differentiation (i.e. as among participating Member States), alongside the existing (and 
almost inevitable) «external» one, i.e. the line drawn between the participating Member 
States, on one side, and the non participating Member States on the other.  
(ii) A certain number of technical issues, it is submitted, might have been the object of 
explicit solutions. Besides, some of the solutions elaborated by the drafters might need to 
be reconsidered in due course, in light of the practical experience that the Participating 
Member States will develop over the next few years. A clarification, for example, could be 
useful concerning the way in which stateless persons and refugees should be treated 
whenever nationality is employed as a connecting factor, while reconsideration might be 
sought as regards the rule on «territorial» conflicts of law whenever nationality is at stake.  
The said shortcomings may be dealt with and possibly minimized, it is submitted, by 
resorting to two institutional devices, or strategies, capable of enhancing the «quality» of 
application of uniform rules and «ordering» —to a certain extent— the complexity of the 
existing body of rules governing judicial cooperation.  
The first of these devices is the «centralized» interpretive function of the Court of Justice 
under Article 267 of the TFEU. The role of the Court has been particularly important in 
respect of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation, thanks inter alia to the opportunity granted to 
national jurisdictions to take more fully advantage of the dialogue with the Court, 
following the introduction of the urgent preliminary reference procedure for matters 
relating to the area of freedom, security and justice, under Article 104 b of the Rules of 
Procedure, and the suppression, by the Treaty of Lisbon, of the obstacles restricting the 
access to the Court, previously contemplated in Article 68 of the Treaty establishing the 
European Community.  
The second strategy is represented by the inter-institutional dialogue among Member 
States that the European Judicial Network in Civil and Commercial Matters is committed to 
foster. The Network, as far as Regulation No. 1259/2010 is concerned, might provide a 
threefold contribution: (i) by playing an active role in the information on foreign law, the 
Network could make it easier for the courts of participating Member States to cope with 
the difficulties inherent to the possible application (e.g., by virtue of choice of law 
agreements) of foreign law in a sensitive and often technically complicated area such as 
divorce; (ii) by favoring the development and the exchange of good practices as regards 
the application of the Regulation, the Network may help elaborating interpretive solutions 
in order to overcome some of the technical difficulties mentioned above; (iii) finally, by 
relying in particular on the work of its «new» members —i.e. «the professional associations 
representing, at national level in the Member States, legal practitioners directly involved in 
the application of Community and international instruments concerning judicial 
cooperation in civil and commercial matters»— the Network may give an important 
contribution to disseminating among the public a practical knowledge of Regulation No. 
1259/2010. This would be useful, in particular, with a view to promoting an informed and 
effective exercise of the autonomy provided for by Article 5.  
While the role of the Network cannot be overstated and the Court of Justice might need 
years before it may provide a significant contribution to the interpretation of the new rules, 
it is submitted that the promotion of a culture of judicial cooperation represents, in the 
long term, one of the most efficient means by which a somehow «fragile» instrument such 

 



as Regulation No. 1259/2010 may be reinforced ad properly applied in the participating 
Member States. 
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This paper should explain to an audience that targets the general informed public, 
the role and importance of food safety, its key elements and related standards. Specifically, 
the author shall analyze and discuss about the legal and institutional framework within the  
alignment process to the EU acquis as well as practical problems faced during the 
legislation harmonization process. Furthermore, the author is expected to give a general 
overview of the competencies and institutional capacities of public institutions dealing 
with food safety, especially the National Food Authority. 

 The paper shall critically assess the effectiveness of these institutions from the 
consumers’ protection point of view. In light of the future accession negotiation phase, the 
author shall address clear and concise recommendation on how to improve the existing 
legal and institutional frame, so as to ensure a fully-fledged protection of consumers’ rights 
in the field of food safety. 

Key words:  consumer, food safety, National Food Authority 

Introduction 

 

The economy development is a key element in the evolution and development of a state, 
especially when it has passed from a transition country to a developing country. The 
economy should be strong, competitive in region or even more and produce safe products 
ready to sell them in regional market or European one.  

Before analyzing food safety, everyone has the right to access to food. The World Food 
Summit  has reaffirmed the right of everyone to have access to safe and nutritious food, 
and decided that the content of the rights related to food, as contained in Article 11 of the 
International Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights263.  The United Nations 

263 http://www.fao.org/WFS/  
Some states have some provisions on their constitution on the right to food. Albanian Constitution 
do not have such a provision. The article 59 “On social objectives” provides: “The state, within 
constitutional competencies and means at its disposal, as well as in complementarily with private 
initiative and responsibility, aims:... c) the potential highest health standard, physical and mental; .. d) 
a healthy and ecologically suitable environment for present and future generations;..” 

 

                                                           



Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (CESCR) has given a definition of the 
right to adequate food: “The right to adequate food is realized when every man, woman 
and child, alone or in community with others, have physical and economic access at all 
times to adequate food or means for its procurement. The core content of the right to 
adequate food implies (...) the availability of food in a quantity and quality sufficient to 
satisfy the dietary needs of individuals, free from adverse substances, and acceptable 
within a given culture (and) the accessibility of such food in ways that are sustainable and 
that do not interfere with the enjoyment of other human rights (...) Accessibility 
encompasses both economic and physical accessibility”264. 

The World Health Organisation says: “Food safety, nutrition and food security are 
inextricably linked. Unsafe food creates a vicious cycle of disease and malnutrition, 
particularly affecting infants, young children, elderly and the sick. Food borne diseases 
impede socioeconomic development by straining health care systems, and harming 
national economies, tourism and trade.265” 

Food safety is a sensitive concept. Food safety should guarantee that the food does 
not cause harmful effects on people’s health, if it is prepared and consumed under the 
conditions of use.  

This definition is according to the law no. 9863, dated 28.01.2008 “On food”266. It is 
clear that food safety is a long process which starts in the process of preparing the food till 
consuming it. Besides this there is a big process which includes the stages of production, 
processing and distribution.  Committee on World Food Security  defines food security, 
which exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to 
sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for 
an active and healthy life. The four pillars of food security are availability, access, utilization 
and stability267. 

The first problem of Albanian definition on food safety is the usage of term human 
instead of consumer. Even though in the first moment it would seem like the same, in fact 
do not clearly realize the main aim: the protection of consumers. It is very important to use 
the same concepts in different legal acts in order not to confuse the parties of consumer 
relationship: consumer and the trader. 

The law “On food” defines the last consumer268, which is in fact the consumer, 
according to the law no. 9902, dated 17.04.2008 “On consumer protection”, amended269. 

Albanian constitution do not express literally the right to food, but through an extended 
interpretation, of the above provision, the legislator implies that right through affirming the health 
standards and a suitable environment. 
264 Committee on World Food Security (CFS),  “Global Strategic Framework for Food Security & 
Nutrition”, (GSF) Fifth Version – 2016, pg. 7 
265 http://www.agrifood.net/position-papers/165-mypow-food-safety-future-cfs-work/file  
266 Amended with the law no. 74/2013 “On some amendments on the law no. 9863, datë 28.1.2008 “On 
food”,  

267 Committee on World Food Security (CFS),  “Global Strategic Framework for Food Security & 
Nutrition”, (GSF) Fifth Version – 2016, pg. 7 
268 "Last consumer" is the last consumer of food products that does not use food as part of the food 
business. 

 

                                                                                                                                                        



The wrong usage of this definition is part of legal acts in consumer protection in general, 
which make a little bit confusion between the actors of this field.  

 The process of European integration has obliged the Albanian state to fulfil the 
obligation that derives from Stabilization and Association Agreement. The article no. 76 
“On consumer protection”270 provides clear task for Albanian State, not only in the process 
of law approximation but also in establishing effective institutions.  States should take 
measures to ensure that all food, whether locally produced or imported, freely available or 
sold on markets, is safe and consistent with national food safety standards271. 

The Albanian Progress Report 2016 has not provided any progress in the field of food 
safety, only technical issues without effective applications272.  

So, food safety is a complex and a sensitive process, which involves not only the parties of 
commercial activity, but needs the effective role and intervention of institutions. This study 
will analyze but not exhaustively the main legal acts and institutions with provisions and 
competencies in the field of food safety. 

1. The legal framework273 

 

1.1 Law  no. 9863, dated 28.01.2008 “On food”, amended274 

 

The law “On food” is adopted after the signing of Stabilization and Association 
Agreement, as a necessity of EU integration process.  The first law is the law no. 7941, dated 
31.05.1995 “On food”, which had ruled in general, without specific measures the food 
products. This clearly states that Albanian State had a legal framework in this field even 
though in embryonic phase. So the system of food safety, its rules weren’t unknown for our 
institutions. The law had provided sanctions for the trader s who violate this rules. Even 
though, there was a  legal framework the food safety had been and it is still a weak point of 
government power. 

The law “On food” aims to ensure a high level of  protection of human’s health and 
consumer’s interests through defining  general requirements on hygiene and safety of 

The law “On consumer protection” gives this definition of the term consumer - any person who buys 
or uses goods or services for individual needs, for purposes not related to business or practicing a 
profession. 
So, first should be clear which are the condition that person should be considered as a consumer. 
Then the usage of food products involves the human being in process of food chain. 
Have a look at: Teliti, Ersida “Kontratat konsumatore”, Ph.D. thesis, Tiranë, 2013, pg. 44 – 48. 
269 Amended with the law no. 10444, dated 14.07.2011 and law 15/2013 “On some amendments of 
the law no. 9902”. 
270 Have a look at: http://www.integrimi.gov.al/files/documents_files/16-02-18-12-42-07MSA.pdf  
271 FAO Council “Voluntary guidelines to support the progressive realization of the right to adequate 
food in the context of national food security”, November 2004, pg.19 
272 Have a look at: https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-
enlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/key_documents/2016/20161109_report_albania.pdf  
273 There are lots of acts in the field of food safety, but this paper will analyze only some of them, the 
most important, without analyzing the acts in the field of veterinary, phytosanitary rules etc. 
274 Amended by the law no. 74/2013, dated 14.02.2013. 

 

                                                                                                                                                        



food, for the quality of it, for the labeling of food, crisis and emergency management, the 
establishment and  the responsibilities of the National Food Authority275. 

The legislator has been careful in defining the concept food or food product, listing 
what could not be considered as food.  

All the activity of food safety is based on precautionary principles, the principle of 
transparency and consumer protection. National Food Authority is the responsible 
institution in collaboration with the responsible ministry.  

According to the law, the food is safe when it does not cause adverse action on human 
health when it is produced, prepared and consumed, according to the intended use. The 
food is considered unsafe when it is: a) harmful to health; b) unsuitable for human 
consumption. Food should not be used for commercial use if it is unsafe. Besides this 
provision, lots of food products are traded in internal market and they are unsafe. The 
problem is not the legal framework but the responsibility and the effectively of responsible 
institutions, in central and local government. 

The law rules the import and export of food products and the roles of different 
institutions. The custom authorities should control the imported food after the surveillance 
of food inspectors276.  The Decision of Council of Ministers no. 1081, dated 21.10.2009 “On 
the organization and the functioning of National Food Authority” clearly states that border 
inspection points are an administrative part of the relevant regional National Food 
Authority directorates and carry out control of the cargoes of live animals, plants and 
products which enter, exit or transit in the territory of the Republic of Albania. The 
collaboration between these institutions, the national Food Authorities and its branches, 
the local government bodies will effect directly on the prevention of health diseases and as 
a result on the economic interests of consumers. 

It also provides the responsibility of the traders277 for any damage to human health 
caused by the consumption of unsafe food in all stages of production, processing and 
distribution. The spirit of the law is the collaboration of the traders with the public 
institutions, such as: National Food Authority and the responsible Ministry, especially 
traceability issues. The Decision of Council of Ministers no. 760, dated 16.9.2015 “On the 
requirements of traceability on food and feedstuff throughout the food chain” aims to 
establish the basis for an efficient system of traceability of food and animal feed 
throughout the chain food, setting minimum mandatory requirements for food tracers and 
food for control of food business operators in order to minimize or eliminate any risk of 
being caused by placing on the market unsafe food and feed. The trader should fulfil all the 
requirements mentioned in this act in order to provide the accurate information for the 
consumer and the competent authorities. This act provides: “Each food business operator 
or animal feed should establish an internal traceability system.” So, beyond the obligations 
of the food safety institutions, traders by themselves should manage these data at any 
time, at least three years after registering them. 

275 Also, it rules all the requirements of feed pets, feedstuffs pets, animal nutrition etc. This is a key 
element related to food safety, but we will analyze it only rapidly.  
276 Article 14 -18. 
277 The law uses the term food business operator. Food business operator shall mean any natural or 
legal person, registered to carry out activities that are related to food business, responsible for 
ensuring that food law requirements are achieved in the food business controlled by him. 

 

                                                           



Traceability issues are one of the key components of food safety, where our 
institutions have failed to do it or have just done it formally, based only of the documents. 

One of the most important elements of food safety, related to the information of the 
consumer is the label in Albanian language, which should clearly indicate the name of the 
product, its ingredients, the quantity of them, the expire date, the name and the address of 
the trader, the country of origin, the instructions for use etc. The label should be readable 
and comprehensible. This is a general requirement for information given to the consumer 
by the trader in any kind of consumer goods or services. The Decision of Council of 
Ministers no.1344,  dated 10.10.2008 “On the adoption of rules for the labelling of food 
products” has listed all the components and general requirements of food products 
labeling and some key features on their publicity. This act provides further requirements 
for the labeling of food products, giving more information to the consumer, making them 
aware and preventing health damages. 

 All the process of official food control, the laboratory tests, the licensed laboratory and 
the references ones are ruled under this law, and in accordance with the instructions of 
responsible Minister278. The law rules the organization and the functioning  of  National 
Food Authority, its bodies and the competencies in food safety. The law provides the 
administrative sanctions in case of violations of its provisions. 

The National Sectorial Strategy “On market surveillance and consumer protection 2020” 
provides the obligation of the responsible Ministry on drafting and adopting 40 legal acts 
in compliance of EU acquis,  within the framework  of  short-time objectives.  The State 
Supreme Audit Institution has mentioned on its report that government has failed in 
fulfilling this obligation.  It has recommended:  “The Ministry of Agriculture, in close 
cooperation with the National Food Authority and the stakeholders, should present the 
necessary improvements to 

food law, in order to comply with the EU's "acquis", avoiding duplication and lack of 
partition 

responsibility and coordination of state institutions in the food security chain.  National 
Food Authority, Legal Sector in cooperation with other sectors, should prepare all draft -
laws that compels implement the food law and propose it for approval to the Minister of 
Agriculture in order to put in complete regulatory framework to improve food safety in the 
country”279. 

2.2. Law no. 10433, dated 16.06.2011 “On the inspection in the Republic of Albania” 

This law defines the general principles of inspection, the organization 
of public institutions, performing inspection functions, the status of inspectors, the rules of 
administrative inspection procedure and the establishment of the Central Inspectorate. It 
defines "Inspection" as any form of control that the public body carries out to verify 
compliance with legal requirements by the inspection subject. The inspection is based on 
some principles such as: the principle of independence of inspection280; the principle of 

278 Article 38 – 46. 
279 State Supreme Audit Institution “Food safety”, final report on performance audit, August 2017, pg. 
33. 
280 Article 5. 

 

                                                           



proportionality 281; the principle of inspections programming 282; the principle of most 
favourable legal provision 283 ; the principle of public information and protection of 
confidentiality284. 

Through the inspection the authorities guarantee food safety. The National Food 
Authority and its regional directorates, through the inspection activity and making the 
results public, exercise their competences effectively and increase the level of credibility to 
the public. 

The inspection procedure should be transparent and correctively in order to 
realize the main aim, to secure consumers that the food products that they consume are 
safe. Also, these inspections should not affect the image and the figure of the traders. 

2.3 Law no. 9902, dated 17.04.2008 “On consumer protection”285 

This law aims to protect consumers’ interests in the market as well the 
determination of rules and establishment of relevant institutions to protect consumer 
rights. The article 2 states that this law doesn’t apply in those consumers relations, which 
are ruled by other favourable laws for consumers. Even though food safety is regulated by 
other specific laws and legal acts, the law “On consumer protection” is a framework law, 
determining the general definitions on consumer protection, listing the consumer rights 
and offering a clear view on general principles where the consumer protection should be 
based.   

The right of health protection, environment and life safety is one of the most 
important rights. It is related to food safety, because health damage affects directly 
consumers’ health and life safety. This violation is related to another important consumer 
right, the right of protection the economic interests286. Provided as positive rights, the state 
through its institutions should create a legal and institutional framework, so that the trader 
should offer only safe products. Safe products are safe for consumers' health; this will not 
cause damage, so the life and economic interests will be protected. This situation will be 
real if the food chain production and control will function without any barriers and each of 
the stakeholders would be responsible in this chain. 

The article 7 -12 of the law “On consumer protection” provides general traders’ 
obligations, such as: the information obligation, the price, the tax invoice/ coupon, the 

281 Article 6. 
282 Article 7. 
283 Article 8. 
284 Article 9.  
This principle is in a full harmony of the food safety legal framework. The Inspectorate should inform 
consumer in case that the food products do not fulfill the general requirements according to 
applicable laws. Between the principle of confidentiality of the traders’ data and the information of 
consumers should prevail the last one, as it guarantees the protection of public interest.  
285 Amended by the law no. 10444, dated 14.07.2011 and the law 15/2013 dated 14.02.2013 “On 
some amendments on the law no. 9902, dated 17.04.2008 “On consumer protection”. 
286 For further information have a look at: Teliti, Ersida “Një vështrim krahasues mbi të drejtat e 
konsumatorëve në Shqipëri”,  Journal of “Studime Juridike”, Vol. No. 1, 2011, Shtypshkronja Pegi, pg. 
117 – 144. 

 

                                                           



packaging of goods and the obligation of language. These provisions are also provided in 
other laws, expressed more explicitly, related to the aim of the law. 

It also emphasises the role of consumer protection organizations. The law “On 
food” is very vague on the role and importance of these non profit organizations in food 
safety. The law “On consumer protection” lists the consumer associations as a structure 
where the consumers could claim in case of their rights violations. There are only few cases 
in Albania that the consumer organizations has claimed at National Food Authority on 
food products, mostly for: the expired data, spoiled products, the products composition 
etc. There has been no response related to specific analysis, but only on the inspection of 
the traceability or technical conditions. 

So, the two laws have to be integrated in order the consumer voice to be heard directly or 
through the representation, guaranteeing safe food products. 

2. The institutional framework  

 

3.1 The responsible Ministry287 

 

The National Sectorial Strategy “On market surveillance and consumer protection 
2020” states that there are still some challenges in food safety. So, according to the 
principle from the farm to the table, the responsible institutions should: 

i) guarantee food safety for consumers by improving the system of risk assessment process, 
management and its communication; 

ii) ensuring the health of consumers from the prevention and elimination of risks 

food products through the implementation of national waste monitoring programs, 
microbiological criteria and contaminants in live animals, food products of animal and non-
animal origin, and of bivalve molluscs. 

 This Ministry should collaborate with the other ones in order to guarantee food 
safety and it represents our state in all the phases of EU integration process in this field. The 
short terms and long terms objectives of this Strategy determine this Ministry responsible 
to fulfil legal and institutional objectives. Most of them have not been realized. 

3.2  National Food Authority 

National Food Authority is a legal person, public one, depending on the responsible 
Ministry. It is established under the Decision of Council of Ministers no. 1081, dated 
21.10.2009 “On the organization and functioning the National Food Authority”. 

It is established as the institution that will guarantee the food safety system in 
fulfilment of legal, economic and social requirements. It conducts inspection, technical and 
scientific activities, in accordance with this law and other specific laws for the safety and 

287 The author has used the term the responsible ministry because it has been lots of time subject of 
changes, the name and the competencies. Different acts have different name of it. Actually it is the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development. 

 

                                                           



quality of food and fodder for animals, health and animals welfare, as well as for plant 
protection. 

The article 38 of the law “On food” provides that: “The official food control includes 
one or more of the following activities: 

a)  inspection; 
b)  sampling and conducting analyzes; 
c)  control of the label and official documents; 
c)  reviewing the documentation for traceability; 
d)  review of the self-control system.” 
 
So, National Food Authority has lots of competences, but what has always been said in 
official or unofficial way, through media or other institutions, is the lack of  human 
resources and the lack of licensed laboratories. Besides this, National Food Authority is the 
only institutions in the field of consumer protection that has his own branches in all 
counties in the Republic of Albania. 

The official food control is done during the stages of production, processing and 
distribution, through suitable tools and without warning. The law has provided in article 40 
two situations of official food control: a) regularly and in accordance with the priorities 
indicated in the scheme of risk evaluation; b) when there is reason to believe that the 
requirements of this law are not met. 

Crisis management and emergency is one of the most important competencies of National 
Food Authority. This Authority, in collaboration of responsible Ministry, drafts a national 
plan for crisis management in food safety, which is approved by Council of Ministers.  

When it is noted that food presents a serious risk to human health or the environment and 
that such a risk could not be eliminated, National Food Authority proposes to the 
responsible Minister, based on the difficulty of the situation, taking the following 
measures. 

I. If the food is produced in the country: 

a)  temporary prohibition on placing on the market or usage of food; 
b)  the definition of specific conditions for specific foods; 
c)  elimination of food without causing damage; 
c)  other temporary and appropriate measures. 
 
II. If the food is imported: 
 
a)  temporary prohibition on the import of food from exporting countries or from parts of   
the exporting country or transit countries; 
b)  the definition of specific measures for specific foods from exporting countries, parts of 
exporting countries or transit countries; 
c)  elimination of food without causing damage; 
d) other temporary and appropriate measures.288 

288 Article 47 – 48. 

 

                                                           



 
So, the National Food Authority has only the obligation to propose and the Minister has 
the right to act and take the measures. Mostly of them are declarative and discrete ones, 
that clearly states that it is in the strong will of the Minister to take the stronger and 
extreme measures, such as elimination of the food. 

The most important competence is the evaluation of risk assessment, where the role of 
National Food Authority is not only on gathering information on the risk of food safety and 
analyzing it, but also collaborating with other institutions, not only public ones, such as: 
Institute of Public Health, Institute on Food Safety and Veterinary and other legal persons, 
such: the traders or private legal persons. The European Commission’s Progress Reports for 
Albania has reported very small progress in food safety, as in 2012 has defined that the 
development in food safety is at an early stage289, in 2016 has defined that: “There is no 
progress in risk assessment and the collaboration with other institutions involved in risk 
assessment is very weak.290”  The State Supreme Audit Institution during the audit and 
inspection of the National Food Authority has affirmed the lack of there is a lack of proper 
activity for risk analysis, reducing the performance of the inspection activity and 
consequently improving food safety. 

In order to realize its functions, the National Food authority should share this information, 
but the law does not mention consumers or consumer’s organizations. Because of lack of 
information and the weak way of sharing it, Albanian Consumers are less informed in our 
region. Consumers are not aware on the possibility to claim and the way of claiming, so 
there is a necessity of updating the website of this institution. 

This institution 291  is governed by the Board, which has a diverse and political 
composition292. The numerous changes of its members, conditioned by the election call 

289 European Commission’s Progress Report for Albania 2012. 
290 European Commission’s Progress Report for Albania 2016. 
291 The article 63 provides: “Constituent bodies of the National Food Authority are: 
a) the board; 
b) the General Director; 
c) scientific committee and scientific panels; 
c) respective inspectorates and laboratories; 
d) regional directorates.” 
292According the article 64: “The board is responsible for ensuring that the National Food Authority 
performs its mission and fulfils the obligations charged by this law. It consists of 15 members as 
follows: 
a) two representatives from the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Protection; 
b) a representative from the Ministry of Health; 
c) a representative from the Ministry of Finance; 
c) a representative from the Ministry of Interior; 
d) a representative from the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Water Administration; 
dh) a public person in the media field; 
e) Chairman of the Association of Mayors; 
(e) Five professors in the food, feed, veterinary and plant health professions; 
f) a representative of the consumer association; 
g) a representative of the agribusiness association.” 
The points a), b), c), d) referee to the responsible ministries as their names have changed. 
The State Supreme Audit Institution during the audit and inspection of the National Food Authority 
has evidenced the lack of functioning of the board, scientific committee and panels. 

 

                                                           



into question the well-functioning of this body. The Civil Society has no information on the 
functioning of this body, the representatives of consumers organizations and the role of 
it293. The State Supreme Audit Institution has emphasized the lack of functioning the Board 
and its direct effects on the role of National Food Authority on food safety. 

The State Supreme Audit Institution during the audit and inspection of the National Food 
Authority has clearly evidenced the weak points of this institution on accomplishing the 
tasks: starting from its organization and structure, the frequent movements of employees, 
the inability of conducting the laboratory analyses etc294. The National Sectorial Strategy 
“On market surveillance and consumer protection 2020” identifies as a priority recognition 
of national and European / international results for at least 20 types of tests performed by 
Food and Veterinary Institute laboratories295. 

States should adopt measures to protect consumers from deception and 
misrepresentation in the packaging, labelling, advertising and sale of food and facilitate 
consumers’ choice by ensuring appropriate information on marketed food, and provide 
recourse for any harm caused by unsafe or adulterated food, including food offered by 
street sellers. Such measures should not be used as unjustified barriers to trade; they 
should be in conformity with the World Trade Organization agreements296. 

The food safety is clearly related of process of informing consumer. The National 
Food Authority has failed in accomplishing this task. The National Sectorial Strategy “On 
market surveillance and consumer protection 2020” affirms that creating a data 
management system at each step of the control chain, from central to local level, is 
essential to the organization of an efficient food control system. The National Food 
Authority has set up and keeps updated the database "AKU-net", which already contains 
detailed information on the labelling of food and feedstuffs. The opening of these data is 
going to have a positive impact on consumer perception and coordinated inspection by 
inspectors.  

  Also, Albania is trying to be a Candidate State and one key element on food safety 
is getting and sharing information through Rapid Alert System for Food and Feed, created 
from European Commission. 

3.3 Local Government297 

The local government has the right and the ability to rule and administer an 
essential part of public affairs under their own responsibility and in the interest of the 
community, in accordance with the law provisions. The article 3 provides: “Local self-
government in the Republic of Albania ensures effective, efficient governance and at a 

Have a look at: State Supreme Audit Institution “Food safety”, final report on performance audit, 
August 2017, pg.16 
293 The Center “Konsumatori shqiptar” has sent a request for information on 2016 and there was no 
response from the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Protection. 
294Have a look at: State Supreme Audit Institution “Food safety”, final report on performance audit, 
August 2017, pg. 16; pg. 30. 
295 Fq 12- 3 
296 FAO Council “Voluntary guidelines to support the progressive realization of the right to adequate 
food in the context of national food security”, November 2004, pg.20 
297 The law no. 139/2015 “For local self-government”. 

 

                                                                                                                                                        



level closer to citizens through: ... b) respect for the fundamental rights and freedoms of 
citizens sanctioned in 

Constitution or other laws;...” So, the activity of local government units should respect the 
consumers rights and establish an environment for food safety. The competencies in this 
field are a little bit limited. The law emphasizes the collaboration between the local and 
central government in the solution of common problems. The municipalities has lots of 
competencies in economic development field and one of them is the establishment and 
function of public markets. The organizing of them in accordance of general requirements 
of hygiene will create a safe environment for consumers. 

 The Tirana municipality is the only local government unit that has under its 
responsibility an agency in the field of consumer protection, The Agency for Consumer 
Protection298. This structure has done lots of activities: inspection ones, awareness or 
information activities in the field of food safety, raising the consumer voice. 

 The other local government units just have any specialist which has some vague 
competences in food safety, without exercising them effectively. 

 The last remarks  

The Albanian legislator should incorporate the right to food under the economic, 
social and cultural rights, recognizing it as human right, giving to the consumer 
rights a high level of guarantee and protection. 
We strongly recommend a full harmonization and unification of all the acts, 
definition and concept in consumer protection legal frame work and the 
government should adopt all the legal acts foreseen as soon as possible. 
The responsible Ministry should fulfil the objectives provided in the National 
Sectorial Strategy “On market surveillance and consumer protection 2020”, 
offering more credibility to the consumers. 
The central and local government should collaborate and share information in 
order to guarantee food safety to consumers. 
We strongly recommend the local government on establishing specific 
directorates with competencies in the field of consumer protection and food 
safety, as this is the government nearer the citizen than the central one. 
The staff members of National Food Authority shouldn’t be part of political 
changes and should have lots of experience, out of political preferences. 
The National Food Authority should collaborate with other public institutions in 
order to manage effectively the risk on food safety, in order to inform and protect 
consumers in time. 
The National Food Authority should collaborate and consider the consumer 
organizations as partners in their activities, in order to fulfil its competencies to 
protect consumers. 
States are encouraged to cooperate with all stakeholders, including regional and 
international consumer organizations, in addressing food safety issues, and 
consider their participation in national and international forums where policies 
with impact on food production, processing, distribution, storage and marketing 
are discussed. 

298 http://mbrojtjakonsumatorit.al/  
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More than 20 million persons worldwide are currently with irregular immigration status. 
Irregular immigrants try to lead a life in invisibility, without any contact with state agents to 
avoid expulsion. A significant number of them work in the host countries, albeit in violation 
of the employment legislation of the latter. Numerous reports indicate the abusive 
conditions of employment of irregular migrants, many of them are under-paid, or areoften 
subject ofdelayed payments, or not even paid at all. Regardless of the discriminatory 
treatment, migrants are generally reluctant to resort to state authorities,and/or courts by 
fear of expulsion. In those few cases that have made to the courts, it has been challenging 
for the courts to find a fair balance regarding the dichotomy between sovereign authority 
to control the borders and expel foreigners, and the right of the individual to enjoy labour 
related rights, including the right to fair remuneration for the work performed.  

This article explores the developments in international law and practice of international 
human rights tribunals regarding the balance between the state interest to manage 
migration and individual human rights. The first section of the article focuses on 
developments of international human rights law and immigration law on labour related 
rights. The second scrutinises the approach of several international human rights tribunals 
such as the European Court of Human Rights, Inter-American Court of Human Rights and 
the European Court of Justice. The article concludes with the finding that while states 
retain their inherent right to control the borders, both international law and the respective 
human rights tribunals lean towards the individual human rights regarding past (de facto) 
employment of irregular migrants.   

Key Works: labour relationship, immigration status, labour law, sovereignty, human rights 

Introduction 

There are around 244 million migrants worldwide, who generate around 400 billionUSD in 
remittances, which ishigher than the Australian GDP299. However, due to the restrictive 
immigration policies, a large number of population worldwide do not have legal permit to 
stay in countries of destination. It is estimated that 10-15% of migrants are undocumented, 
which ranges from 24-36 million persons.300 

 Irregular migration creates a tension between the rights of migrants as humans, 
and the authority of states to control the borders and manage migration. This tension is 
reinforced by international human rights law itself, which as it stands currently, does not 

299 www.un.org 
300www.iom.int 

 

                                                           



recognise a right of movement through international borders, but affirms the authority of 
states to expel aliens. Fear of expulsion has lead millions of undocumented migrants to live 
their life in invisibility, a situation that practically renders them rightless. Any claim for 
rights protection vis-à-vis the state would make the migrant visible and consequently 
subject of deportation.  

 Thus, even though it is widely accepted that migration benefit to the states (of the 
origin and destination) and the migrants themselves, statesstill hold strong their authority 
to control the movement of persons in international borders. More and more states are 
leaning towards restriction of migration. The treatment of migrantscontinues to be 
exclusively a matter of the legislation of the country of origin and that of destination.  

 This article does not address all the rights of migrants, but deals mainly with the 
labour-related rights of irregular migrants. It questions whether irregular migrants who 
have entered a de facto labour relationship, can exercise their rights, such as the right to 
remuneration for the work performed, the right to tradeunions, the right to social 
protection and security at work with the rights of undocumented migrants that have been 
involve in a labour relationship. It refers to the developments of international law and of 
the international tribunals on this matter. It finds that there is a trend towards recognizing 
the labor rights outside the context of migratory law. This does not mean that there is a 
right to work for irregular migrants, however, once the labour employment has been 
entered into, the migrants are eligible to enjoy their rights related with their employment, 
regardless of the migratory status.  

1. Developments in International Law on the Rights Labour Related Rights of 

Undocumented Migrants  

 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, European Convention on Human 
Rights and the Inter American Convention on Human Rights do not envisage a right to 
work. The right to work and labour related rights are stipulated in the socio-economic 
instruments such as International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and 
the (Revised) Social Charter.  
 In the framework of instruments that do not include a right to work, the labor 
related rights have been examined within the domain of the non-discrimination clause. 
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, European Convention of Human 
Rights and theInter-American Convention of Human Rights include a non-discrimination 
clause. ICCPR envisages the obligation of states to guarantee without discrimination the 
rights envisaged by the Covenant (article 2) and the right to equality and non-
discriminatory protection by law. Article 14 of the ECHR on non-discrimination also refers 
to rights provided by the Convention, thus, it is not independent. However, article 5 of 
Protocol 7 envisages equality and non-discrimination among spouses, while Article 1 
Protocol 12 of ECHR extends non-discrimination clause to all the laws.301Similarly, Article 1 
of ACHR envisages a non-discrimination clause for the rights recognized by the 
Convention. In addition, its article 24 extends the non-discrimination clause to the 

301The enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without discrimination on any ground 
such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
association with a national minority, property, birth or other status. 2 No one shall be discriminated 
against by any public authority on any ground such as those mentioned in paragraph 1.  

 

                                                           



protection of all laws. The principle of non-discrimination and equality are inter-connected 
with each other. 302 
 This article does not enter into the merits of the notion of non-discrimination and 
equality, but focuses on non-discrimination of undocumented migrants, in relation to 
labour related rights. Migratory status is not articulated as a basis for prohibition of 
discrimination.  However, in the case of a claim regarding a different treatment, the 
tribunals compare whether the difference is justified, and consequently, if it is legitimate 
(Comparator and Justification). Thus, in the case Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. the 
United Kingdom, ECtHR argued that the need to protect the labour market (by immigrant 
workers) could be a legitimate aim, but this statistical evidence is inconclusive and not 
likely to constitute a “very weighty reason” to justify such a differential treatment.303 Hence, 
for ECtHR not only there should be a reason, but the reason should be weighty.  
 Given that the human rights instruments do not refer specifically to the migrants 
(or undocumented migrants),several international conventions on migration law fill the 
gaps regarding this category of human beings. Thus, the ILO Convention C143 envisages 
that even though undocumented migrants do not have a right to work in the destination 
country, if they have already started the labour relationship, they have the right to benefit 
the remuneration for all the past employments. Similar provision can be found also in the 
International Covenant on the Rights of Migrants and Their Family Members. Thus, article 
25 of that Convention stipulates that State Parties shall take all appropriate measures to 
ensure that migrant workers are not deprived of any labour related rights due to irregularity of 
their stay or employment.  The two instruments are not ratified by countries of destination, 
thus their impact in protection of the labor related rights of undocumented migrants is not 
expected to be significant. Albania, as a country of origin, has ratified both the above 
migrant-related rights.  
 A new development is noted in the framework of the EU Law. More specifically, 
the adoption of the EU Directive against illegal employment of third country 
nationals 304envisages the right of undocumented migrants to benefit from the work 
performed, regardless of irregular status in the context of EU. The Directive refers also to 
other benefits related with de facto past employment such as the payment that should 
have been effected for social insurance or other related taxes.  
 As mentioned above, the instruments refer to equal protection of labour related 
rights, but they do not acknowledge neither a right to work, nor a right to residence. They 

302 Explanatory Report on the non-discrimination clause of the ECHR. While the equality principle 
does not appear explicitly in the text of either Article 14 of the Convention or Article 1 of this 
Protocol, it should be noted that the non-discrimination and equality principles are closely 
intertwined. For example, the principle of equality requires that equal situations are treated equally 
and unequal situations differently. Failure to do so will amount to discrimination unless an objective 
and reasonable justification exists (see paragraph 18 below). The Court, in its case-law under Article 
14, has already made reference to the "principle of equality of treatment" (see, for example, the 
Court’s judgment of 23 July 1968 in the "Belgian Linguistic" case, Series A, No. 6, paragraph 10) or to 
"equality of the sexes" (see, for example, the judgment of 28 May 1985 in the case of Abdulaziz, 
Cabales and Balkandali v. the United Kingdom, Series A, No. 94, paragraph 78).  

303 Explanatory report of Protocol 12 of ECHR.  
304Directive 2009/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 providing for 
minimum standards on sanctions and measures against employers of illegally staying third-country 
nationals.  

 

 

                                                           



do not dispute the right of the states todeport migrants. Once the migrant would lodge a 
claim, there is the risk of deportation by becoming visible to the state. In this framework, 
the EU Directive Against Illegal Employment (2009/52/EC) mentions that the states should 
identify the mechanisms for an effective process to receive the payment, in the sense that 
if the migrant would be subject of expulsion, states should establish effective procedures 
to enable the transfer of the payment that is due to the migrant. This requires 
establishment of structures to represent the migrant regarding the claim in the courts of 
other related administrative bodies. The Directive has been transposed in EU countries and 
it is expected to prevent illegal employment and provide access to those employed 
irregularly to mechanisms that enable effective opportunity to obtain the benefits for the 
work performed.  

2. Developments in the Jurisprudence of International Human Rights Tribunals 

In this section, I will focus in particular onthe case law of the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights and the European Convention on Human Rights. Human Rights Committee 
has not been seized with cases related to labour related rights, while the jurisprudence of 
the European Court of Justice has referred to the Directive 2009/52 against employment of 
illegally staying third country nationals only in one case.  

 IACTHR has taken a very powerful position regarding the rights of undocumented 
migrants in general, and the labour related rights in particular. Its Advisory opinion no.18 
on the rights of undocumented migrants refers to equality and non-discrimination as 
norms jus cogens. Thus, IACHR argued that: human rights must be respected and guaranteed 
by all states, on the basis of the principle of non-discrimination and equality, as principles found 
in numerous international human rights instruments. They ‘may be considered peremptory 
under the general international law, in as much as it applies to all States, whether or not 
they are party to a specific international treaty.305 IACHR argues that the principle of non-
discrimination and equality as jus conges must be applied also to migrants.  

 IACtHR has acknowledged the vulnerability of migrants in all dimensions of life, 
from limitations of access to public services to cultural and social prejudices, xenophobia 
and racism. Such inherent vulnerability, according to IACtHR must be associated with 
‘genuine and not merely formal access to justice in accessing public resources, subject of 
cultural prejudices, xenophobia, racism etc. For IACtHR, the regular situation of a person in 
a state is not a prerequisite for that state to respect and ensure the principle of equality 
and non-discrimination. The legitimate action of states against migrants that do not 
comply with the immigration laws should respect human rights. To put it differently, states 
must ensure the exercise and enjoyment of human rights to all persons who are in their 
territory, without discrimination owing to their regular or irregular residence. Any distinct 
treatment of undocumented migrants should be reasonable, objective, proportionate and 
should not harm human rights.  

Aware of the dichotomy between the right of the state to control the borders and manage 
migration and labour market, and the human rights of undocumented migrant, the Inter-
American Court argued that the right of the latter to manage migration should not affect 

305 Dembour ‘When humans become alien’ Oxford University Press, 2015, p.298.  

 

                                                           



the right of the migrant. Thus, the Court declared that states have the right to deny entry 
and/or work to an alien. However, once the labour relationship has been established, it 
activates labour related rights, independently from the migratory status. As a result, if an 
undocumented migrant has entered into an employment relationship, states have the 
rights entitled to all workers, irrespective of irregular status. The de facto employment 
relationship activates their rights. They possess labour rights and should not be 
discriminated against, due to their migratory status. This does not reduce, or diminish the 
right of the state to control migration. As the Inter-American Court argued, ‘in the exercise 
of their power to establish migratory policies, it is licit for States to establish measures relating 
to the entry, residence or departure of migrants who will be engaged as workers in a specific 
productive section of the state, provided this is in accordance with the measures to protect 
human rights of all persons and, in particular, the human rights of the workers’. With a 
powerful voice, the Court argued that it is not acceptable for states to tolerate 
employment of undocumented migrants, for economic benefit in specific sectors, in order 
to exploit them by denying all labour rights or access to tribunals to protect those rights.306 
States may grant or deny general work permits, or permits for certain specific work, but 
they must establish mechanisms to ensure that this is done without any discrimination.307 

 IACtHR highlights as rights related to employment relationship the following: 
prohibition of forced labour, prohibition and abolition of child labour, special care for 
women workers and the rights corresponding to freedom of association and to organise 
and join a trade union, collective negotiation, fair wages for work performed, social 
security, judicial and administrative guarantees, a working day of reasonable length with 
adequate working conditions (safety and health), rest and compensation.  

 As noted by Dembour, the influence of Judge Cancado Trindade is visible in this 
advisory opinion which explicitly refers to equality and non-discrimination as jus cogens 
and requires their applicability in employment relations regardless of the migratory status 
of the employee. The concurring opinion of judge Cancado Trindade is equally powerful, 
and from a clear pro-homine approach, reiterating the origin of the law from human 
conscience. He indicated that Advisory Opinion 18 deals with a mater that interests 
millions of human beings and of humanity as a whole: namely with the particular vulnerable 
situation of undocumented migrants who are being exploited all over the world. Such 
sentiment is shared by Judge Garcia Ramires and Judge Salgado Pesantes, who emphasise 

306[I]t is not admissible for a State of employment to protect its national production, in one or several 
sectors by encouraging or tolerating the employment of undocumented migrant workers, in order to 
exploit them, taking advantage of their condition of vulnerability in relation to the employer in the 
State or considering them an offer or cheaper labour, either by paying them lower wages, denying or 
limiting their enjoyment or exercise of one or more of their labour rights, or denying them the 
possibility of filing a complaint about the violation of their rights before the competent authority. P. 
300 

307 General Advisory 18. See also Dembour for a detailed analyses. The Workers have the right to 
engage in a work activity under decent, fair conditions and to receive remuneration that allows them 
and the members of their family to enjoy a decent standard of living in return for their labour. 
Likewise work, should be a means of realization and an opportunity for the worker to develop his 
aptitude, capacities and potential, and to realize his ambitions, in order to develop fully as a human 
being.  

 

                                                           



the extreme vulnerability of undocumented migrants and grave violations of their rights, 
which seriously affect their right to life.308This advisory opinion ‘shook’ the biasis that 
migratory status could be a justified reason for limitation of rights of migrants.  This is in 
particular the case for the labour related rights.  

 It should be noted that this advisory opinion is the result of a case examined by 
the American Supreme Court, namely the Hoffman Plastic vs. NRLB. In this case, Castro, a 
Mexican citizen, was working irregularly in USA, using the work permit of his friend. Once 
employed, he was involved in organisation of a trade union within the company. Due to 
this involvement, he was dismissed. Castrolodged a complain in the National Board of 
Labour Relations, whereby the Board found that his dismissal violated the Labour 
Legislation in USA. Hoffman Plastic Inc appealed, and the case ended in the American 
Supreme Court. The latter decided that to acknowledge the labor rights of irregular 
migrants is tovest legitimacy to the irregular migration. It argued that the labor relation 
should not have been entered at all since the beginning, hence it was void. Thus, the 
Supreme Court highlighted that there should not be any remedy for unlawful dismissal, 
related with trade union activities. This decision was subject of enormous criticism by 
human rights and migrants’ rights organizations, who feared its impact on violation of the 
rights of undocumented migrants in general. Mexico was highly concerned, given that 
there are around 11 million Mexican migrants working irregularly in USA. As a result, it 
lodged a request in the Inter-American Court for an advisory opinion on the rights of 
undocumented migrants.  

The advisory opinion was followed with a change in the approach of the American courts. 
More specifically, in the case Balbuena v. IDR reality LLC, the Appeal Court of New York 
decided that an undocumented migrant injured while at work, has the right to 
compensation and any other right that derives from labour relationship, similarly to any 
other worker. This principle was used in another case regarding three illegally employed 
workers injured in a work accident, who were granted compensation and covered by the 
medical insurance similarly to other legally employed workers. Further developments were 
noted in USA, in relation to mechanisms to claim rights in the courts without coming to the 
attention of the authorities regarding migratory status.In this way, the labor acts not only 
recognize the labor related rights for all workers (regardless of migratory status), but also 
establish effective mechanisms for the workers to claim what it is owned to them, without 
the fear of being subject of immediate expulsion.  

In the context of the European Court of Human Rights, the labour related rights of 
undocumented migrants have been examined in the framework of provisions against 
forced labour and/or robbery as well as personal liberty. Thus, in the case Siliadin v. 
France,309 the ECtHR found that Siliadin was in a situation of robbery and found France in 

308 Advisory Opinion 18. OC -18/2003 rejects the opinion suggesting there should be restrictions and 
reductions in the rights of the individual when he crosses the borders of his own country and moves 
abroad, as if this journey eroded his human conditions and took away a migrant’s dignity and 
therefore his rights and freedoms. Judge Salgado Pesantes: the condition of undocumented worker 
can never become grounds for not having access to justice and due process of law, for failing to 
receive earned salaries, for not having social security benefits and for being the object of various 
forms of abuse and arbitrariness.  

309No.733316/01, 2005.  

 

                                                           



violation of the European Convention on Human Rights as its legislation did not envisage 
any provision on forced labour, robbery or slavery. In these case, the applicant, Siliadin was 
a minor from Togo, who was sponsored by a French citizen to enter in France under the 
assumption that she would be able to study and legally reside in France. However, once in 
France she was used as a domestic worker, first for the lady who enabled her to enter in 
France, and later she was given to a couple, who had three children to care of. She worked 
every day for more than 15 hours per day, and was isolated. Even though she was 
promised that her status would be legalized, she was never provided with a work or 
residence permit. Her irregular status compromised her ability to leave the apartment of 
the couple where she worked in robbery- like conditions. This case is typical of the 
exploitation of irregular migrants. It is indicative of the vulnerable position of migrants, 
especially women and children in front of abusive employers. Given that she was a minor, 
Siliadin was provided with the work permit, and was subject of protection during the trial 
in France and was permanently legalized in the end of the process.  

 In another case, Ranstev v. Russia and Cyprus,310 the European Court of Human 
Rights examined how the immigration laws override the right of the individual to be free. 
In this case, the police authorities detained Ransteva without any legal basis and later 
assigned her to her sponsor, who, according to the law on immigration was 
responsible for her stay in Cyprus. The police officers did not consider her right to 
personal liberty, when placing her under the custody of her employer, who could 
(potentially) be also a trafficker. She was found dead the next day. The court found 
that the authorities had violated the right to personal liberty of the individual, 
which was the result of an approach that vests higher value to immigration law as 
compared to human rights.  

The practice of international human rights courts has been reflected in several decisions of 
the national courts of several countries which recognize the labour related rights of 
migrants regardless of their immigration status. Thus, in 2007, the Greek Supreme Court 
decided that  irregular migrants have the right to claim benefits regarding past 
employments, or related to unfair wage, or work performed as overtime. In this case, two 
Albanian immigrant workers lodged a claim regarding the unpaid salary for the work 
performed for a period of three years, when they were without legal residence. This 
decision marked an important milestone in protection of the rights of migrants in Greece, 
in particular for those involved in agriculture, who are often employed irregularly, without 
contract, and subject of abusive conditions.  

 The Dutch court also recognized the right of an immigrant who worked irregularly 
and suffered an accident while working in construction. The Dutch Court (of Harlem 
Disctrict) decided that the employer had the obligation to pay the expenses related with 
the hospitalization, to pay compensation for the partial disability, which was the result of 
the accident, and a specific sum for the damage and fear caused. It is expected that the 
transposition of the EU Directive against illegal employment will be followed with more 
cases where the courts would will re-affirm the labour related rights of undocumented 
migrants.  

310Application 25965/04, 2010.  

 

                                                           



Conclusions 

Employment is one of the main factors of migration. The lack of employment opportunities 
in the countries of origin and the need for cheap labour force in the countries of 
destination, force millions of persons to emigrate in order to find a work, often in abusive 
conditions due to their irregular status. Recognizing the social dimensions of migration 
and its impact for the economy of the host countries, international tribunals have treated 
labour relationship and the relevant labour rights outside the immigration law framework. 
Thus, by treating employment as falling into a distinct dimension from the operation of the 
immigration law, international tribunals have decided that the migratory status does not 
have any bearing on the enjoyment of the labour related rights of the employee. If an 
employment relationship has been started, regardless of the immigration status of the 
employee, it is regulated by the labour legislation and the labour related human rights. 
International tribunals have interpreted the principle of non-discrimination, asgoverning 
the employment relationship, in the sense that it does not allow any different treatment of 
the employees, on the basis of irregular status, in relation to remuneration for the work 
performed and any other benefit that derives from the employment relationship that has 
been entered into by the migrant. 
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Introduction 
 

Relying on the attraction of a country means studying the conditions for its grow. 
Foreign direct investments do not arrive on the sole basis of favorable taxation, but on many 
other factors. The virtuous circle triggered by foreign investments is also not obvious, 
depends on the role that all local actors can play, bringing valuable resources to national 
welfare. This is a challenge for all of Europe but above all for c e r t a i n  a r e a s  
f a l l i n g  w i t h i n  t h e  b o u n d a r i e s  o f  t h e  E U  C o h e s i o n  p o l i c y ,  a s  t h e  
R e g i o n s  o f  t h e  s o u t h  o f  I t a l y ,  o r  c o u n t r i e s  a c c e s s i n g  t h e  E U ,  s u c h  
a s  Albania.  

The concept is simple: strong tax incentives but not only; reduced and efficient 
bureaucracy, infrastructure, logistics, high specialization in key areas, from automobiles 
to food, new technologies.. and so on. Port areas such as Tangiers, airport areas such as 
Shannon, customs zones, urban free zones are all possible tools, depending on the 
industrial model that you want to attract. If Special Economic Zones (SEZs) are well 
conceived, they can boost economy and create new jobs, otherwise they can 
become small enclaves with only limited benefits for a few market operators and 
their import/export activities. 
 

General economic premises 

 
In a globalized economy, infrastructures play a vital role, perhaps more than in 

past years.  Investments on infrastructure over the next ten years are expected between 
$ 10,000 and $  15,000 billion. In some geographic areas, in particular, they will be 
striking: in the Middle East ($ 1.1 trillion in China and $ 700 billion in Saudi Arabia 
by 2020),  in Eastern European countries in Latin America and Africa. Another factor is 
the enormous availability of liquidity of "sovereign" funds. Countries so far exclusively 
active in the commodity sector will gain more influence on international markets, 
they will have a greater chance to prove stable and predictable, lower risks and provide a 
hospitable environment to investors. 

 Whoever is responsible for a country's economic strategy will thus need to 
answer a few questions, such as: why should a company establish here? Why a 
taxpayer, a family should decide to contribute here? Why should a talent decide to work 
here or a student decide to study here? Relying on a country's attractiveness means to 
provide persuasive answers to the questions above, taking into account that 
optimal conditions for attracting business can also be created in limited 

 



portions of the territory of a State or in limited entrepreneurial environments. It 
is enough to think that on average, in Albania, labor productivity is  50%  higher  in  
foreign-owned companies  than  in  domestic  companies. But,  above  all,  the presence 
of foreign companies on the ground strengthens the development of local skills, 
projecting them on a broader, global scale ("Global Supply Chain"). 

The New Pignone case in Italy is also rather emblematic:  bought by General 
Electric in 1994, today, it has turnover that exceeds 6 billion euros. It was before an 
extremely localized business, today 95% of i t s  turnover comes from export activities: 
The secret is creating a business friendly environment and this can occur within the 
premises of a multinational company or, better, on a confined portion of territory with 
all the infrastructure and services needed to compete worldwide. 

That’s why port areas, such as Tangier, airports such as Shannon, custom zones, 
urban zones can be a valuable tool. In the EU, free zones are at the crossroads among 
various European policies: custom policy, economic-social cohesion policy, fiscal policy 
and competition policy. But more benefits can be combined, as it happens in the case 
of custom zones within the meaning of EU Regulation 952/2013.   

 
Free Zones and t h e  State Aid Prohibition in the European Dimension 

 
Free zones are set up and often used to contribute to the development of 

otherwise disadvantaged areas. Even custom zones can be used to this end but the 
benefits granted by a custom zone do not fall within the scope of the State aid prohibition, 
according to EU Law. 

Conversely, other types of free zones generally conflict with arts. 107 and ff. of 
the TFUE. These rules are addressed directly to the Member States and they are 
conceived to avoid possible distortions of competition not attributable to market 
participants but to the political,  economic  and  administrative  choices  of  the  States  
themselves. Therefore,  European  legislation prohibits "state aids", meaning any 
advantage granted by the public authorities to help soften the burdens normally 
imposed on the company’s budget. Insofar as the aid is likely to interfere with trade 
among member States by distorting competition, it is incompatible with the common 
market, subject to the derogations provided for in art. 107, paragraphs 2 and 3. The 
definition adopted by par. 1 of art.107 EC is deliberately broad and generic, in order not 
to incur in excessively formal or restrictive interpretations. However, some key elements 
are readily available at first sight. In order to have a State aid, there must be: 1) public 
benefits: it does not matter if it is provided directly by public bodies or private bodies, 
provided that the aid is financed with public resources; (2)  aid  is  a  selective measure 
in favor of only some undertakings or some specific productions, not a general 
measure applicable to all undertakings; (3) the aid measure must distort or threaten to 
distort competition; (4) the aid must be capable of affecting trade between Member 
States. In the presence of such requirements, Art. Article 107 EC becomes fully applicable 
and State aid incompatible with the common market, although not expressly prohibited. 
Art. 107, par. 2 identifies derogations from the general prohibition of State aids for 
social benefits to consumers if they are granted without discrimination on the basis of 
products origin; in case of natural disasters or other exceptional occurrences; for aids 

 



justified by the division of Germany.. In these cases, the Commission only checks 
that the conditions of the rule are actually met. They may then be considered 
compatible with the common market in the light of Art. 107 para. 3: (a) aids intended to 
encourage the economic development of the regions where the standard of living is 
abnormally low or where there is a serious form of underemployment; (b)  aids  
intended  to  promote the  implementation of  an  important project of  common 
European interest or to remedy a serious disturbance in the economy of a Member 
State; (c) those intended to facilitate the  development of  certain activities or  of  
certain economic regions, provided that they do  not adversely affect trading 
conditions to an extent contrary to the common interest; Again: (d) aids intended to 
promote culture and heritage conservation, without affecting the conditions of trade 
and competition in the Community to an extent contrary to the common interest; (e) 
other categories of aid, determined by a Council decision, acting by a qualified majority 
on a proposal from the Commission.  

Thus, it is relatively clear that the relationship between t h e  E U  economic-social 
cohesion policy and t h e  E U  competition policy must find a proper balance of ends 
and interests. This balance limits the possibility of granting significant State aids only to those 
areas that fall within the Convergence objective of the EU Cohesion policy. In Italy, this 
coincides with the southern Regions. 

 
Europe, differentiated tax regimes and “ harmful tax competition" 

 
Most market operators, in Italy, point out the impossibility to compete on the level of 
taxation with other depressed areas of the European Union, especially in the East, 
which offer lasting and more favorable fiscal conditions. The European Union's 
opposition to the adoption of differentiated taxation within a single country, is in fact 
rather prejudicial to market growth and reveals a paradox:  the European single 
market, of 500 million people, is subject to very different fiscal taxation regimes, but 
tax decisions are not available to all. They can be taken at the central level of each 
member state and not by a single Region.  

Thus the corporate tax rate varies from 10% in Bulgaria, through 12.5% in Ireland, 
15% in the Baltic countries, 31.3% in Italy, 31% in Germany, etc. A country's tax system, 
although not a decisive factor, has a significant impact on the allocation of  
investments in  business.. A recent survey by the  American Chamber of  Commerce 
in  Italy concludes  that  US  investors  estimate  that  our  country  has  a  "strong  
competitive  disadvantage"  (58%  of respondents)  and  a  "competitive  disadvantage"  
(30%  of  respondents)  in  relation  to  other  European countries. The same 
interviews also give an even worse judgment on the efficiency and competence of 
public institutions while recognizing a strong innovative capacity of businesses. The 
deficit is in the public system, the tax is an essential component. Everything intuitively 
worsens if we narrow the focus on the south of Italy.. It should be remembered that 
Italy is at the bottom of the OECD countries' ranking as regards the ability to attract 
direct investments, while other EU member States play a fierce competition on taxation 

 



levels and public services. 
  Th e  e f f o r t s  m a d e  b y  t h e  E u r o p e a n  C o m m i s s i o n  t o  e l a b o r a t e  a  

Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) have still not led to any concrete 
results yet and this leads to a gradual, continuous growth of unfair tax competition. In 
this light, even more detrimental appears to be the EU orientation to consider as 
unlawful aids any possible tax-benefit measure adopted on a regional basis. The EU 
Commission sees this as a geographic aid, incompatible with the single market. This leads 
to a even greater paradox: a Sardinian and a Lombard company must have the same 
tax treatment while an Italian and an Irish company compete with different tax regimes.  

 
The case of Ireland 

 
Ireland is a comparable country, by population and size, with various Italian Regions and 
also with Albania. Even the economic and social situation thirty or forty years ago could 
be said to be largely comparable. In 1989, the per capita domestic product of the 
Republic of Ireland was 69% of the EU average; In 1997 it reached parity; In 2011 it was 
about 130%. True, the Celtic tiger has known, in recent years, the real estate crisis but 
today Irish economy is growing at a very fast pace while the south of Italy, after 
decades of a  p a l e  growth, lies today in full stagnation. The Irish success is often 
attributed to a  miraculous recipe: low tax, finance, etc. There is no doubt that the first 
modern industrial zone established in Shannon in 1959 and the favorable tax regime 
have contributed to the takeoff of Ireland. But there is also much more. Success was 
due to policies for effective and long-lasting development, including foreign policy. 
The Irish boom was also the combination of favorable conditions for investment and 
attraction of capital with education strategies agreements with social partners, wage 
control and the intervention of the European Structural Funds.  

The approach adopted was characterized by flexibility and pragmatism. Once a  
low-cost manufacturing site, todays Ireland has become a country capable of training 
highly specialized engineers and scientific researchers to become a world-renowned 
innovation center. The objective of attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) was 
combined with the promotion of local industry, converging fiscal policies, 
infrastructures, training and deregulation, but also distinct tools (incentives, advisory, 
information). Ireland is today, in the world, one of the most intensive foreign direct 
investment economies, pursued with the choice of courageous and determined 
development policies. It has been made by orienting foreign policy also  towards  
economic  goals. As  a  "small"  export  economy,  Ireland  has  relied  on  the  evolution  
of  the international context towards a global free trade environment and has made 
consistent choices. It joined the European Community, withdrew from the pound for 
the European Monetary System (EMS), adopted the euro, concluded major bilateral 
agreements with the United States. Each of these stages is marked by a renewed 
boom in investments. Success did not come by chance but is the result of a long and 
constant work.  

 

The Shannon Free Zone 

 

Shannon is considered the first modern industrial free zone. Tax experiences of 
existing customs free zones, as Panama, US, Hamburg inspired an evolution of the duty 
free regime established in the local airport since 1947. Shannon thus a hub of the 

 



transatlantic traffic in the post-jet era. From 1959 it was fully operational. The goal was 
the attraction of international capitals for investment in manufacturing activities and in 
services. Not only taxation benefits but also efficient bureaucracy and plenty of services 
for foreign investors.  

The story of the Shannon Free Zone is told in a book by Brian Callanan frequently 
cited,  that teaches a lot about local development policies. Besides customs 
advantages, Shannon provides tax exemptions especially on profits made from exports. 
The integrated range of business services is constantly enhanced. Industrial relations 
are clear and they tend to prevent conflicts.. Relations between the parties are very  
informal and  geared  to  problem solving.  
 

The Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in Poland 

 
Poland decided in 1994 the creation of 14 special economic zones, the first became 
operational in 1995. Establish originally for a period of twenty years, they have been 
extended to 2020 and recently until 2026. Each of the SEZs has a managing body 
specifically dedicated to it. At the end of 2014 the SEZs already employed about 250,000 
workers, with an increase of 40 thousand units compared to 2008. According to KPMG, 
the Polish SEZs are the most competitive among the Special Economic Zones and 
Free Zones located in Central Europe. They constantly attract the interest of investors 
over time (an average of 100 new permits per year). This has prompted the Polish 
government to extend for a further six years, the term of the particularly convenient 
regime of Special Zones.  
 

Technological areas of economic development in Albania 

 

According  to  the  law  n.54  /  2015 "Amendments to the law n.9789 of 19 July 2007 on 
the establishment and functioning of economic zones" the terms "free zones" or 
"industrial parks" have been replaced with the term "technological and economic 
development areas"(ZTSE). These areas are defined by Albanian Law as a separate 
territory, consisting of a limited area of land, buildings or other types of property, 
tailored for production, industrial development, trade, services. The area forms part of 
the custom territory of the Republic of Albania but differs from this territory on the 
base of tax and customs special arrangements.  The  ZTSE  can  be constructed, 
administered and managed by the State or by any legal entity in possession of the 
necessary licenses. The ZTSE are instituted by decision of the Council of Ministers, on 
proposal of the Minister of the economy. The selection of the ZTSE manager is 
performed according to the criteria and procedures laid down by Council of Ministers 
Decision # 64 of 22 July 2015..  

Within the ZTSE, all natural or legal persons ("Operators"), can perform their economic 
activities, including foreign natural and legal persons. The legislation concerning ZTSE is 
very favorable for investments and offers tangible incentives for business. The operator 
is entitled to deduct 50% from profit, for the first five years of its activities in the area; 20% 
of annual capital expenditures are recognized to the manager that invests in the area as 
deductible expenses, within three years from the date of commencement of works or 
within three years from the start of the economic activity in the area; real estate is tax 
exempted for a period of five years; tax on the transfer of real property titles is exempted; 
t he amounts paid by the employer to the employee and social security contributions 

 



are deducted at a rate of 150% of their value during the first year of activity, while in the 
following years, additional sums paid by the employer to the employee are deducted 
150% of their value.  
 

The recent Italian Reforms: The Law Decree no. 91/2017  

 

Special Economic Zones (in Italian, ZES) have been recently regulated in Italy by 
the Law Decree no. 91/2017. According to this piece of legislation, "ZES means a 
geographically limited and clearly identified area located within the boundaries of the 
State.. with a functional economic link with at least one port area with the characteristics 
set out in Regulation (EU) No 1315 of 11 December 2013 .. ". 

As is well known, the latter Regulation refers to Trans-European Network – 
Transport (TEN-T), which places the optimal development of the network on a two-tiered 
structure consisting of a comprehensive network, understood as a structure that allows the 
connectivity of all Union regions, and a core layer understood as that part of the 
strategically most important global network. 

Except for rare exceptions, the new legislation provides that each Italian Region 
may submit at most two proposals for the establishment of ZES "where there are several 
port areas that have the required characteristics" (Article 4, para 4-bis), meaning the core 
ports. In addition, the measures provided for in the abovementioned decree are intended 
only for "less developed and transitional regions, as identified by European legislation, 
eligible for derogations provided for in Article 107 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union". This further limits the number of recipients to the regions of southern 
Italy, including the islands. 

In any case, the Regional authorities have the power to identify the ZES and 
provide for its extension, vocational characteristics, in terms of production activities 
present or future, functional relations with the port and presence of additional 
infrastructures (airports, intermodal logistic hubs, districts parks, etc.). The southern 
Regions may seek for the establishment of a ZES, also in association with each other, and 
present a proposal to the Presidency of the Council of Ministers for the issuance of the final 
Decree establishing the ZES  (Article 4, c.5). 

Regions are therefore the main actors at least in the phase of the institution of 
ZES.. Once the institution is completed, however, the Region will lose its primacy to the 
benefit of the Managing Authority of the ZES, the Port Authority. 

It follows that Port Authorities will have a much wider ad compelling function: 
managing broad industrial areas that are connected with ports through infrastructural 
corridors of different types. Port Authorities are given very important powers, including 
that of regulating the birth, life and death of Companies established within the boundaries 
of the ZES. It is an extraordinary, new innovation that has recently been introduced in the 
Italian legal system whose implications are yet to be foreseen. One thing is sure: the model 
adopted by the Italian Government is quite unique. Therefore a good work of comparison 
with foreign experiences is more than welcome if we want to shed some light on the path 
to follow and correct possible problems. 
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Abstract 

The sales contract is one of the most important and most prevalent contracts in the civil 
service. This contract is sanctioned and regulated by the Civil Laws of the Civil Law and 
Common Law system while maintaining its main characteristics unchanged as defined in 
Roman law. Albanian legislation attaches particular importance to the sales contract. The 
Constitution of the Republic of Albania in Article 41 mentions it as one of the gaining 
ownership ways. "Property is acquired by donation, inheritance, purchase and any other 
classical order provided for in the Civil Code." The Civil Code in Article 164 stipulates that: 
"Ownership is acquired through a contract, without the need for delivery of the good". Our Civil 
Code defines the sales contract as a contract for the purpose of transferring the ownership 
of the goods or the transfer of a right against the payment of a price. When parties enter 
into an international sales transaction both parties need to perform their obligations. The 
buyer's duty to pay the contract price of the goods and the seller's duty to deliver goods in 
conformity with the contract constitute the primary obligations of the parties in this 
regard. In the light of this, the concept of conformity of goods plays a central role in 
international sale transactions and be the subject of many disputes between international 
traders. This paper will briefly examine the conformity rules of The United Nations 
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) and give an overview of 
sales contract.  

Characteristics of the sales contract 

The sales contract is a bilateral and inter vivos legal action. Basically, a contract 
unfolds when an offer by one party is accepted by the other party. The accepted offer 
should be without any qualification and be definite. An offer needs to be clear, definite, 
complete and final. It should be communicated to the offeree. The intention of the parties 
to a contract must be to create a legal relationship between them. Agreements of social 
nature, as they do not contemplate legal relationship, are not contracts. The contract 
would be void in case of mutual mistakes. When consent is obtained by unfair means, the 
contract would be voidable. 

From the definition of a sales contract, one of its key features emerges that 
includes it in the category of remunerated legal actions because each party benefits. The 
seller receives the price while the buyer gains the property of the good. A mere transfer of 
possession of the goods cannot be termed as sale. To constitute a contract of sale the seller 
must either transfer or agree to transfer the property in the goods to the buyer.  

The sales contract is the main contract, which means that it is able to exist on its 
own regardless of any other obligation between the parties. On the other hand, it is a two-
way contract, in which the parties have reciprocal mutual rights and obligations. It is a 
contractual contract because at the time of its connection the seller and the buyer know 

 



exactly their rights and duties. The sales contract is regulated by the Civil Code and 
consequently forms part of typical contracts and it is a consensual contract; it is related at 
the moment that the wills of the parties are proclaimed. The sales contract may be linked 
to any unambiguous manifestation of will, such as: writing, oral, etc. The contract for the 
sale of immovable property is done by a notary act, otherwise it is null and void. Legal 
formalities if any required for particular agreement such as registration, writing, they must 
be followed. Writing is essential in order to effect a sale, lease, mortgage, gift of immovable 
property etc. Registration is required in such cases and legal formalities in the relevant 
legislation should be strictly followed. 
 

The elements of the sales contract 

 

The contract, to be valid, must meet these conditions: the consent of the parties to 
enter into the contract, the lawful cause, the object forming the subject matter of the 
contract and its form required by law.311 These are the necessary conditions for linking and 
validation of the contract in general. The sales contract is called upon when the parties 
have agreed on all of its essential conditions.312 
 

Subjects 

 

The parties of the sales contract are the seller and the buyer. They may be private 
and / or legal persons. The parties must have full capacity to act at the moment of the 
contract conclusion. The right to enter into a contract is for persons who have reached the 
age of eighteen; married minors who have acquired full capacity to act even when the 
marriage has been terminated or declared invalid before they reach the age of eighteen. A 
juvenile who has not reached the age of fourteen years may perform acts of disposition 
suitable for his age and to be fulfilled, for example, purchase of school supplies, purchase 
of daily consumer items. Juveniles aged 14-18 years have the right to sell/buy the one they 
earn with their work313.The same assertion applies to persons who have been deprived or 
restricted by their ability to act by a court decision. 

Buyers in the sales contract are: private / public legal entities, natural persons with 
full capacity to act; juveniles and persons with limited capacity to act or lack the capacity to 
act represented in the contract award by their legal representatives. The Albanian Civil 
Code defines people who can not be buyers. 
"They can not buy either directly or through any third person or at auction: 

a) persons administering or storing foreign items on the basis of law or appointment by 
the state, items which they administer or preserve; 

b) the official persons who are charged to make sale with mandatory execution, the 
items they sell; 

c) judges, prosecutors, bailiffs, notaries and lawyers, items for which there are disputes 
before the court in which they are part or exercising their functions, except when they 
are joint owners over them."314 

 

 

311 Article 663 Law no. 7850, dated 29.07.1994 "Civil Code of the Republic of Albania" 
312  Ibid, Article 667 
313 Article 7 Law no. 7850, dated 29.07.1994 "Civil Code of the Republic of Albania" 
314 Ibid, Art. 709  

 

                                                           



Object 

Objectives of an agreement should be lawful. It must not be illegal or immoral or 
opposed to public policy. It is lawful unless it is forbidden by law. When the object of a 
contract is not lawful, the contract is void. The object of the sales contract, pursuant to 
Article 705 CC, are items or rights. The object of the sales contract may be any movable or 
immovable item that is part of the civil circulation or has a limited civil circulation. Article 
706 of the Civil Code stipulates that: "In the sale for the purpose of obtaining a thing or a right 
in the future, the acquisition of ownership shall be made as soon as the good or the right is 
accepted to be exaggerated. Unless the parties have agreed to terminate a suspensory contract, 
the sale is ineffective if the item is not admitted to existence." 
Ownership over the item is obtained at the time of the conclusion of the contract, without 
the need for its delivery315. For items that are determined by number, weight or mass, the 
item must be delivered. In this case the sales contract is a real contract. The contract relates 
to the moment of delivery of items determined in the genus. In the contract of sale with 
object objects determined in the genus the risk of losing the item on a random basis, due 
to force majeure, falls on the seller until, at the moment of delivery of the items to the 
buyer.316 In the contract of sale with object individually determined items the risk of the 
item's loss due to force majeure falls on the buyer. 
The object of the sales contract is the right such as: the right of use; the right to use the 
proceeds of the item, etc. 
  

Price 

The price is one of the essential conditions of the sales contract. The parties jointly 
agree for the price of the contract object. The price must meet certain conditions: 

a) The price must be expressed in cash, 
b) The price must be fair (pretension iustum).  
c) The price must be real, which implies that the price corresponds to the 

real value of the item, its qualities and the purpose for which it was 
created. 

d) The price must be determined or determinable. The price is determined 
when the parties have predicted its fixed value, the place of payment and 
the manner of its realization317. The price is considered definable when 
the parties have concluded their determination with any condition or 
with the expiry of a specified deadline. 

Article 707 of the Albanian Civil Code regulates the situation where the parties 
have not fixed the price and have not agreed on the manner of its determination. In 
this case it is presumed that the parties are referred to the price normally applied by 
the seller at the time of the conclusion of the contract.  

 

Conformity of the goods to the contract 

 
The issue of conformity of the goods to the contract has always played a central 

role in both national and international sales transactions. As mentioned before on this 

315 Article 164 Law no. 7850, dated 29.07.1994 "Civil Code of the Republic of Albania". 
316 Ardian Nuni, E Drejta Civile II (Pronësia), Tirana, 2010, p. 101 
317 Ib, p. 7 

 

                                                           



paper, the underlying reason pushing any buyer to conclude a sales contract is the will to 
receive a specific product in return for a given price; therefore the contract is nothing more 
than the means of regulating all the aspects of this transaction. The issue of conformity has 
not received a uniform regulation as the different national legislators have adopted their 
own approach to the concept.  

Article 35 of International Sale of Goods (hereafter “CISG”) 318, regulates the 
conformity of the goods to the contract. CISG is certainly one of the Convention’s most 
successful provisions and, as will be demonstrated below, has been reproduced by 
legislators worldwide when reforming the rules regulating the issue of conformity.Art. 35 
reads as follows: (1) The seller must deliver goods which are of the quantity, quality and 
description required by the contract and which are contained or packaged in the manner 
required by the contract. (2) Except where the parties have agreed otherwise, the goods do not 
conform with the contract unless they: a. are fit for the purposes for which goods of the same 
description would ordinarily be used; b. are fit for any particular purpose expressly or impliedly 
made known to the seller at the time of the conclusion of the contract, except where the 
circumstances show that the buyer did not rely, or that it was unreasonable for him to rely, on 
the seller's skill and judgment; c. possess the qualities of goods which the seller has held out to 
the buyer as a sample or model; d. are contained or packaged in the manner usual for such 
goods or, where there is no such manner, in a manner adequate to preserve and protect the 
goods. (3) The seller is not liable under subparagraphs (a) to (d) of the preceding paragraph for 
any lack of conformity of the goods if at the time of the conclusion of the contract the buyer 
knew or could not have been unaware of such lack of conformity.  

 
Article 35 is the sole provision within the CISG that regulates the seller’s obligation 

to deliver goods in conformity to the contract. The provision has a threefold function: it 
states the seller’s general obligation to deliver conforming goods, sets the criteria by which 
the goods are deemed to conform to the contract and, finally, provides for an exception to 
the seller’s liability. The conformity provision is divided in three distinct paragraphs. Article 
35(1) of the CISG deals with the “express” conformity obligation and imposes upon the 
seller the duty to deliver goods of the quantity, quality, and description and packaged in 
the way provided by the contract. Article 35(2) sets four “implied” conformity obligations, 
which apply only if not otherwise agreed. Lastly, article 35(3) regulates the conditions for 
the exclusion of the seller’s liability in the case of non-conforming delivery.  

When it comes to determining whether the seller has complied with its conformity 
obligations, Article 35(1) places primary importance on the agreement of the parties as 
expressed in the contract. Borrowing the words used in the Secretariat Commentary, “This 
provision recognizes that the overriding source for the standard of conformity is the contract 
between the parties.”319 Indeed, Article 35 rejects an “objective” notion of conformity and 
opts, as have other domestic legal systems,320 for the concept of “subjective” defect. Goods 

318 United Nations Convention on Contracts for International Sale of Goods, Apr. 11, 1980, U.N. Doc. 
A/Conf. 97/18 art. 35 
319 Secretariat Commentary on article 33 of the 1978 Draft (draft counterpart of CISG article 35), para. 
4. 
320 The reference is to the German, French and Swiss legal systems, which adopt a similar “subjective” 
approach to the conformity obligations. See also, P. Schlechtriem, Schuldrecht, Besonder Teil (Mohr 
siebeck, Tübingen, 2003), para. 33; Ben Abderrahmane, ‘La Conformitè des Merchandise dans la 
Convention du 11 Avril 1980 sur le Contrats de Vente Internationale de Merchandises’, DROIT ET 
PRATIQUE DU COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW AND PRACTICE (Paris) 15 

 

                                                           



are deemed to be conforming not when they meet abstract and objective standards, but 
rather when they correspond to the concrete description contained in the contractual 
agreement.321 Given the central role played by the contract, whenever the contractual 
provisions are unclear, serious doubts arise as to the extent of the conformity obligations. 
In those circumstances, in order to ascertain the characteristics the parties have agreed 
upon, the contract must be interpreted using the criteria set by Article 8 CISG. The 
conformity obligations, however, are not limited solely to what the contract expressly 
reports; the seller must also comply with the implied contractual requirements. Implied 
requirements may arise, for example, from practices established between the contracting 
parties or from a trade usage the parties were aware of and which is widely known in the 
trade industry. The importance of the implied conformity obligations was emphasized by a 
leading Austrian case decided in February 2003. The dispute dealt with the delivery of 
frozen fish and the Austrian Supreme Court recognized that, regardless of the contractual 
provisions, “where […] international business customs with respect to certain characteristics 
exist, these must be presented as a minimum of quality.”.322  

Under Article 35(1), conformity obligations arise solely from what is provided 
within the contract. What is left outside of the contract has not been agreed between the 
parties and, therefore, may not be considered as a source of legal obligations; however, not 

(1981) 551; H. Honsell, Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht – Besonder Teil (Stämpfli Verlag, Bern, 
2006), 74 
321 R. HYLAND in SCHLECTRIEM P. (ed.), Conformity of Goods to the Contract Under United Nations 
Sales Conventions and the Uniform Commercial Code, EINHEITLICHES KAUFRECHT UND NATIONALES 
OBLIGATIONENRECHT, 319 (Nomos, Baden-Baden, 1987). 
322 Oberster Gerichtshof, No. 2 Ob 48/02a, Austria, 27 February 2003, available at 
http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/030227a3.html ]. 
 
Conclusions 

In 1991, democracy and a market economy system were established in Albania. There was a 
need for new laws, which adapted to the new political, economic and social reality. Civil Code was 
passed by law no. 7850, dated 29.07.1994 and entered into force on 1 November 1994. It regulates 
the sales contract in Part V, Title II, Chapter I in Articles 705-756. From a comparative view, the 
Albanian legislation makes a similar adjustment of the contract of sales to the legislation of the 
continental system (mainly Italian and French legislation). Generally the feature of the sales contract, 
the rights and obligations of the parties have similar arrangements to the Civil Code of Zog, the LDS 
and the Civil Code of 1981. 

The sales contract has two parties: the seller and the buyer. It is a two-way contract with 
remuneration and is intended to transfer the ownership right from the seller to the buyer. 

The contract of sale with object of immovable property, registered movable property and 
rights is a consensual contract.  

One of the contract’s liabilities is the conformity of goods. CISG, as an international uniform 
sales law instrument, has showed its success via being ratified by several countries and governing the 
majority of international sales transactions. Article 35 of the Convention governs the seller’s 
obligations with respect to the “quantity, quality and description” as well as the packaging of the 
goods being sold. The basic rule in this area is stated in Article 35(1): the goods must conform to the 
requirements of the contract. In other words, the parties’ agreement defines the seller’s obligations 
concerning the quality (as well as the quantity and packaging) of the goods that are to be delivered 
under the contract. This is in keeping with a central principle of the Convention: the primacy of party 
autonomy in defining the legal rights and duties that arise from a contract of sale governed by the 
CISG. 

Default rules of non conformity of goods should also ensure predictability which allows 
parties without going to court to predict their possible rights and liabilities determined by the rules 
applicable to their contractual relationship. 

 

                                                                                                                                                        



directly binding, negotiations are fundamental when it comes to the interpretation of the 
contractual provisions. Indeed, in recalling the circumstances, which have to be kept in 
mind when determining both the intent of the parties or the understanding of a 
reasonable person, Article 8(3) expressly refers to the negotiations. It follows that 
statements and conduct during the pre-contractual phase will not per se create legal 
obligations but will aid the interpreter to better understand the extent of the latter. 

Although there are no limits to the ways the buyer can acquire the knowledge of 
the non-conformity, there are three situations which are considered the most likely to 
occur. In the first case, the buyer might discover the lack of conformity by carrying out an 
examination before the contract has been concluded. In the second case, the buyer will 
realize that the goods are defective as a result of something the seller told him. In the last 
case, the non-conformity can be implied by analyzing the circumstances of the specific 
case.  

Non-conformity rules should also be applied to ensure legal certainty concerning 
the interpretation and enforceability of the default rules.  In order to ensure legal certainty 
it is not sufficient to create a legal instrument since "even when outward uniformity is 
achieved...uniform application of the agreed rules is by no means guaranteed, as in 
practice different countries almost inevitably come to put different interpretations upon 
the same enacted words." 

According to CISG article 35/1: "The seller must deliver goods which are of the 
quantity... in the manner required by the contract." In this respect, CISG article 51 says that: 
"If the seller delivers only a part of the goods ..., articles 46 to 50 apply in respect of the part 
which is missing..." In this respect although the contract intended to be delivered as a 
whole but only a part of the goods delivered, the seller can use his right to cure for the 
missing part and the buyer can use his alternative rights; he may fix an additional period of 
time and claim specific performance for the missing part, claim substitute goods if the lack 
of conformity constitutes a fundamental breach, accept the goods and reduce the 
contracting price, claim damages, avoid the contract partially for the missing part or if the 
breach amounts to a fundamental breach of the contract he may avoid the contract 
entirely.  
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Abstract 

Possession is one of attributes of the owner who, in addition to the disposition 
and the power to deal with an item as one pleases, has a physical and factual relationship 
with the property. The possession exists even in cases where the possessor does not have a 
title for his possession, therefore it is sufficient to exist a physical and factual connection 
between the item and the individual, entitling him to defend possession against any other 
individual who violates it. 

One of the debates is if the “possession” can be included in the meaning of Article 1, 
Protocol 1 of the ECHR, and if the person that have the possessing of item, is entitled to 
claim economic interest when he is infringed and detached from the possession of the 
item. 

The aim of this paper is to analysis one of the important property right that is the 
“possession”, the procedural means to protect this right when the possessor has a 
legitimate title to possess it, but also in cases where the possessor does not have a 
legitimate possession title, therefore considering this as "property" in the sense of Article 1 
Protocol 1 of the ECHR. The legal analysis will be combined with internal jurisprudence and 
the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, which has brought innovation and 
expansion to the concept of property and wealth, including in these concepts even the 
“possession”. 

 Key words:  possession, property, economic interest, compensation  

I. Introduction 

The owner has the right to enjoy, possess, and dispose of a property. The right of 
ownership is guaranteed in the Albanian Constitution as well as under international and 
national legal instruments. A possessory interest on the other hand constitutes an interest 
enjoyed by a person who possesses a property, even when he does not have a legal title to 
it. The Albanian Civil Code provides some procedural measures for the protection of 
possession. According to Ulpianus: "ownership has nothing to do with possession", not 
only does the owner's share, but also the position of the possessor, especially regarding to 
the effects of his most favorable position in the ownership process. In this way, the 

 



possibility arises that after a certain period of time the possessor of a property can lawfully 
become its owner323.  

One of the issues that has been the object of debate among legal scholars is 
whether possession of a property can be equated to ownership. 

Although the legislation on this issue is unclear, decisions by both domestic and 
international courts have acknowledged that possession can qualify as "property", thus 
recognizing the possessor's right to be compensated in cases when the property can be 
expropriated for reasons of public interest. 

II. Defining the term "possession" 

The Albanian Civil Code defines possession as the effective domination of a 
person over an object and other real rights over it.324 By factual realization we understand 
that possession is a state or a relation of a person to the object, a factual situation, i.e. a 
factual power over the object that is manifested through the exercise of the right of 
ownership or of another real right over the property325. 

Despite the fact that possession is closely linked to ownership, it often happens 
that the possessor is not the legal owner of the object. In cases where the possessor has a 
title from the owner of the object, the possession is considered lawful, whereas in cases 
where the possessor does not have such a title, the possession is unlawful. 

In practice, there have been cases in which although the possessor does not enjoy 
a title of property, he is the "de facto owner" of the object, meaning that he behaves like 
the owner, has effective control over it but simply did not register the property in his name 
according to the registration procedures or does not have a title of ownership to prove the 
ownership. 

According to the doctrine, possession consists of two elements that are: 

a) corpus corporeal (material) 
b) Animus (soul / will ) or purpose to keep the object. 326 

 
Corpus refers to the material or objective element that consists of the material 

possession of the object by the possessor.327 In particular, the corpus indicates the tangible 
possession of something, physical control over the whole, including the right of use, joy, 
retention. The factual state of possession expresses the closest factual relation that may 
exist between a physical object and the person possessing it, implying a current physical 
control over the object. 

  The second element of possession is that of animus – namely the will to possess 
the object; although not mentioned in any of the legal provisions regulating the institution 

323 See Mandro.A, "The Roman Law", Emal 2007”,  p.288 
324 See article 304 of Civil Code  
325 See Shkurti.A, "Possession and Protection", Tirana 2015 
326 See Shkurti.A, "Possession and Protection", Tirana 2015 
327 See Mandro.A, "The Roman Law", Emal 2007, at p/ 289 

 

                                                           



of possession, it is explicitly referred to in Article 169 of the Albanian Civil Code which set 
out the process how a person can assume ownership.   

Thus, referring to the provisions governing the possession of the object, we 
conclude that the possession of the object arises when the two constituent elements -
corpus and animus- are present. This in turn means that the possessor can assert a 
possessory interest over an object only in case of confluence of the two constituent 
components,  that is the physical element manifested in the effective rule of the property 
and the psychological element manifested in the will of the possessor to possess the 
object (animus domino). In other words, these two elements must be fulfilled in a 
cumulative manner. 

III. Procedural Safeguards for the Protection of Possession   

The possessory interest, as we have argued above, is a right which is autonomous 
and distinct from the right of ownership. Nevertheless even the possessor has an 
entitlement to enjoy and use the property, as well as has access to various remedies to 
prevent the violation of his right to possession.   

The Albanian Civil Code provides for a series procedural means for the protection 
of possession, such as self-defense and property lawsuits328. 

a) Self-defense is a procedural means through which the possessor has the right to 
oppose immediately actions that serve to interrupt or deprive him of the possession of the 
object or of the real right. Alternatively, when the asset is taken forcibly or secretly, the 
possessor has the right to take it back straightway or while giving chase, but avoiding acts 
of violence that are not compatible with the circumstances of the event329. 

b) Lawsuit of the Possession is the main manner by which the possessor protects 
his possessions. The legislator has provided in Articles 312-315 of the Albanian Civil Code, 
two forms of property claims by which the possessor can realize the protection of his right 
of possession. The possessions lawsuits provided by the legislators for the protection of 
possession are: 

1) The possession claim for termination of the disturbance in possession 

The lawsuit for termination of the distribution in possession is provided in Article 312 of 
the Albanian Civil Code. This article states that: 

“The person who is disturbed in his possession of an asset, may request within six 
months the cessation of disturbance in possession and no repetition of it in the future” 
Violations of possession can relate to a violation of the object / state of possession 

or of the right of possession. Thus acts or conduct by third persons that materially affect 
the possession, e.g. when a person passes or makes constructions on another's land, 
collects or harvests fruits from the property and so on, constitute trespass and violate the 
fact of possession. In these conditions under Article 310 and following of the Albanian Civil 
Code, the possessor’s right to the enjoyment of his possession is violated. The violation of 
right to possession arises in cases where the acts or conduct of third parties impede the 

328 See Shkurti.A, "Possession and Protection", Tirana 2015 
329 See Article 310 of  Albanian Civil Code. 

 

                                                           



possessor in the exercise of his possessory interest, for example the prohibition imposed 
by a third party to the possessor towards building a fence on grounds that the third party 
has a servitude right consisting of the unfettered access to the property or the non-
payment of rent by the third party on grounds that he (the third party) is the owner of the 
property330.  

This lawsuit can be filed both by the owner of the object and by the possessor 
who does not have legal title to possess the object. In light of the framing of this lawsuit in 
the relevant provisions of the Albanian Civil Code, it appears that such a lawsuit can only 
be brought forward with a view to requesting the protection of the possession and not for 
the vindication of other real rights. Nevertheless, in doctrine it has also been argued that 
this lawsuit can also be filed with a view to asserting real rights over the property against 
any illegal violation committed by third parties331. 

Comparing the wording of the relevant article in relation to this lawsuit to that of 
the “Negating lawsuit” set out in Article 302 of the Albanian Civil Code, we see that this 
provision does not entitle the possessor to seek compensation for damages in cases where, 
due to illegal actions or omissions of third parties, the possessor’s property has been 
damaged.332 It is important that Article 302 be amended and provide the right to ask 
compensation, in cases where the claimant is not the owner but the possessor of the 
property.  

2) The possession claim for resettlement. 
The lawsuit for the restoration of possession 333  recognizes the right of the 

possessor, who has been unlawfully removed from his possession, to request his 
reinstatement there. It should be noted that the possessor who has taken the possession 
by force does not have standing to request such a measure. By the term “deprivation of 
possession”, the Albanian Civil Code refers to every action that causes the full or partial 
removal of the property from the control of the possessor. Disposal of the possessor may 
also be carried out by force or surreptitiously. Violent ejection consists of the commission 
of unlawful actions that aim at removing the possessor of the object against his will or 
forbid the free exercise of his possessory interest. Violence can be physical or 
psychological. Physical violence is carried out through the intimidation or menacing of the 
possessor. 334 

IV. Does a possessory be considered as “property” under the law and the 

meaning of Article 1 Protocol 1 of the ECHR?  

The Albanian Constitution recognizes and guarantees the right to property, which 
consists of three attributes namely the disposition, possession and enjoyment of an object. 
The dispute that has arisen is whether a possessory interest (that is not grounded on a 
legal title) may constitute "property" for the purposes of Article 41 of the Albanian 
Constitution and Article 1 Protocol 1 to the ECHR. 

The only case provided for in the Albanian Civil Code where a possessory interest to a 
property can be converted to ownership is when a person acts as an owner, possesses the 
property in a calm and uninterrupted manner and meets the statutory limitation period, 

330 See Shkurti.A, "Possession and Protection", Tirana 2015. 
331 See Nuni.A, "Ownership and Heritage Lessons", Tirana 2008, at p.554 
332 See Nuni.A, "Ownership and Heritage Lessons", Tirana 2008, at p.555 
333 See Article 313 of Albanian Civil Code 
334 See Shkurti.A, "Possession and Protection", Tirana 2015 

 

                                                           



namely 10  years when he has a legal tittle to possess and 20 years when he (the possessor) 
has no legal title to the property. 

In addition, cases have arisen in court practice where a person has built an object (e.g. a 
dwelling) on a third party’s land (that usually is the state property), exercised possession 
over it for a long time, has documentary evidence that certifies the possession of the object 
but is lacking a title of ownership. Such cases usually arise in the context of illegal 
constructions, in relation to which legal and sub-legal acts have been adopted, which have 
not always adequately addressed the phenomenon of illegal constructions.  

Usually, in cases of illegal construction, the possessor lacks title for ownership for the land 
on which the object (e.g. a house) has been built. As a result, the object is considered has 
having been built unlawfully and consequently, the possessor is not entitled to 
compensation in case of demolition of the object by the competent authorities. 

Regarding the question whether the possession of an object over a long period of 
time can be included in the concept of "property" and concomitantly whether the 
possessor has a right to compensation when his possession is terminated, the ECHR has 
stated that when these conditions are fulfilled, a possessory interest can be considered a 
property within the meaning of Article 1 Protocol 1 to the ECHR. 

In its judgment in the case of Oneryildiz v. Turkey, the ECHR stated that:335  

"127. […] It is sufficient in this connection for the Court to refer to the reasons set out above, 
which led it to conclude that the State authorities had tolerated the applicant’s actions (see 
paragraphs 105-06 above). Those reasons are plainly valid in the context of Article 1 of Protocol 
No. 1 and support the conclusion that the authorities also acknowledged de facto that the 
applicant and his close relatives had a proprietary interest in their dwelling and movable goods  

129. The Court considers that the applicant’s proprietary interest in his dwelling was of a 
sufficient nature and sufficiently recognized to constitute a substantive interest and hence a 
“possession” within the meaning of the rule laid down in the first sentence of Article 1 of 
Protocol No. 1, which provision is therefore applicable to this aspect of the complaint. 

135. In the present case there is no doubt that the causal link established between the gross 
negligence attributable to the State and the loss of human lives also applies to the engulfment 
of the applicant’s house. In the Court’s view, the resulting infringement amounts not to 
“interference” but to the breach of a positive obligation, since the State officials and authorities 
did not do everything within their power to protect the applicant’s proprietary interests. 

Registering a property by which a person becomes its owner is a legal transaction 
that grants that person the title of ownership. Although Albanian law does not extend 
protection to a person which has a possessory, as opposed to a proprietary, interest over a 
property, domestic courts have expanded the scope of the definition of property, by 
including the possession of an object, even in the case of absence of a legal title. 

In particular, the Albanian High Court, relying on the case law of the ECHR, has 
argued that: 

335 Judgment Oneryildiz v. Turkey [Grand Chamber], Application No. 4889/99, 30.11.2004. 
 

 

                                                           



"If the claimant has or did not complete the legal procedure for the registration of the property 
on his behalf, it considers that, even if the claimant does not consider himself a possessor, at 
least he enjoys the right to protect his proprietary interest within the meaning of Article 1 of the 
Protocol No. 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and 
to the jurisprudence (case law) of the European Court of Human Rights. 

In the light of the foregoing, it is concluded that, irrespective of whether the claimant has 
become a full owner of the property in question, he nevertheless has a substantial economic 
interest to protect, based on the legal possession of property in good faith 336". 

Possession is a factual relationship between a person and an object. Possession 
exists regardless of whether the possessor enjoys a right grounded in a legal title; thus a 
possessor who exercises control over a property, might have a proprietary interest over it 
even if he does not have a legal title to the property in question. Thus, even if the 
possessory interest is not premised on a legal title and hence does not constitute a fully-
fledged proprietary interest, this does not mean that the possessory interest can be 
infringed by others since there is a presumption that possession is based on a right until 
proven otherwise. In fact, even if the lack of a legal basis for a possessory interest is 
universally known, this fact could still not legitimize an arbitrary violation of the possessory 
interest.337 

In the light of the above, it can be argued that the mere factual situation of possession of a 
property by the claimant may grant him with the requisite legal standing to address the 
court and request protection of his possessory interest.338  

Moreover, if a person claims to have possession over an object which does not 
exist anymore because it has for example been destroyed by e.g. a natural disaster or by 
the action of a third party, then “(...) the law recognizes to the possessor of an object that 
does not exist anymore special legal remedies with a view to restoring the violated rights 
or ensuring compensation for any damages incurred by him.”339 

V. Conclusions 

Possession as an autonomous and distinct the right of ownership is provided in 
the Albanian Civil Code, endowing the possessor with the procedural means to protect this 
right. Although the Code has provided for the vindication and protection of this institution, 
in practice it has been proved that the level of legal protection afforded is not sufficient. 
Regardless of whether possession is based on a legal title on not, the possessor should be 
recognized as enjoying legal standing towards protecting his lawful interest that has a 
proprietary dimension, thus effectively guaranteeing the same level protection of 
protection in law as that enjoyed by legal owners of property. 

Referring to the practice of the domestic jurisprudence and that the European 
Court of Human Rights, legal amendments should be enacted with a view to including 

336  See Decision of the Civil College of the High Court no.104, dated  20.03.2014 
337  See Rustem Gjata, "Civil Law", Items and Ownership", Tirana 2007,  at p. 85 
338  See Decision of the Civil College of the Albanian Supreme Court No. 377, dated 13.06.2013 
339  See Decision of the Civil College of the Albanian Supreme Court No. 344, dated 26.06.2012 

 

                                                           



"possession" in the concept of property in order to guarantee the possessor the procedural 
means by which he will be able to assert his proprietary interests.  
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to present a theoretical treatment of one of the most 
fundamental principles of law that exists in all the modern systems, such as the principle of 
the contractual freedom. The contractual freedom is sanctioned in the current Civil Code, 
in the content of the Article 660 according to which: “The parties of the contract freely 
determine its content within the limits set out by the legislation in vigor”. This principle 
guides the contractual relations and above all, the commercial relations. 

Writing of contractual freedom is very complicated, as this freedom can be considered 
as a choice between the personal freedom and a higher control exercised by the 
government, but in the same time, it is necessary to pay special attention to the fact that 
based in this freedom the relations between the parties are disciplined in accordance with 
their will. The parties should be free to express their will because otherwise the contract 
would not be valid  

It is considered that the setting of the legal restrictions is dictated by the demands of 
society itself in terms of industrialization and automation of technical and technological 
processes. Pursuant and based on these requirements, it is almost necessary and 
indispensable to set reasonable restrictions to the contractual freedom in order to 
discipline the relations of the market and to guarantee a fair competition. 
 

Key words: contractual freedom, private autonomy, contract, principle. 
 
1.  Introduction. 

 
The contract is the most important source of obligations under the contracts law 

and one of the most important institutions of the civil law. The reason for entering into a 
contract is the achievement of a certain result among the contracting parties, which aims 
to create, to terminate or to change a particular legal relationship. 

The right to conclude a contract is considered as a fundamental right in our 
society, which has a role and a significant impact on the functioning of the market 
economy340. 

340 David N. Mayer, “Liberty to contract: rediscovering a lost constitutional right”, 2011, pg. 1-10. 

 

                                                           



Like the full compensation of damage, the fulfillment in nature of the obligation, 
the principle of regression, the presumption of guilt, the principle of reciprocity, etc., also 
the freedom of contract or autonomy of will is another principle of the right to obligations. 
The freedom of contract and autonomy of will are treated as synonyms, while other 
authors of autonomy of will are treated as the philosophical concept of contract freedom. 

The private autonomy, according to which the contractor's will is the basic 
condition of the existence of a contract, has come to light since the nineteenth century. 
This theory is connected with the will of autonomy in three main directions as following: 

In the philosophical aspect, which relies on Russo’s theory regarding the 
human as free from the nature. 
In the moral aspect, according to which every contract must meet the 
condition “where there is a contract, there is justice” 
In the economic aspect, according to which the autonomy of the will must 
coincide with the realization of economic interests, regarding assets or not. 
 

The private autonomy according to this theory is complete only in the cases in 
which are realized these aspects. 

According to the philosophers of the nineteenth century, the autonomy of will is 
understood as something above the law, something that has replaced the law. So, 
according to the representatives of this philosophy, it is considered that there is no higher 
justice than someone obliged to do something according to his own will. When they say 
contract, they say justice. From here, the concept of the individualist philosophy regarding 
contractual freedom, as well as the implementation and development of the contract is 
considered as utopian341. The binding force of the legal acts depended mainly on the will 
of the parties: The act has binding force because this has been the will of the parties342. 

The theory of private autonomy is in fact a doctrine according to which the 
binding force of legal acts depends primarily on the will of the parties; in this way the act 
has binding force because it was the will of the parties that created this act. 

With the development of capitalism and the ever-more and more free-lance 
property and monetary capital as a source of production in a free market economy, the 
individual aspect of the principle of private autonomy was developed. Different theorists 
think that the early theories of the private autonomy did not affect the development of the 
individual theory of private autonomy, but it was the economic factor that brought this 
necessity as the need to protect economic and individual rights vis-a-vis the state and 
thirds. 

It is quite complicated to speak about the contractual freedom because this freedom 
can be seen as a choice between the personal freedom and a greater control by the 
government, but at the same time it is necessary to pay particular attention to the fact that 
the relations between the parties are disciplined according to their will, only on the bases 

341 Aljadin S.Alijashani, “E Drejta e Detyrimeve”, Pjesa e Përgjithshme, Timegate, Prishtina, pg. 70. 
342 Gerard Legier, “E drejta Civile, Detyrimet”, Papirus, 2008, pg. 24. 

 

                                                           



of this freedom. The parties should be free to express the will because otherwise the 
contract is invalid343.  

In fact, the theory of private autonomy is in fact a doctrine according to which the 
binding force of legal acts depends primarily on the will of the parties; in this way the act 
has binding force because it was the will of the parties that has created this act344  

However, freedom of contract can instead be seen as a moral principle, according to 
which the justification for contractual obligations is found in the choice (‘will’) of the 
individuals party to the contract. A vision of freedom of contract is often expressed on 
continental Europe under the phrase ‘contractual autonomy’ or ‘the autonomy of the will’ 
and with obvious roots in he philosophy of Rousseau and Kant: this may be termed the 
‘voluntarist’ vision of freedom of contract345 . 

If autonomy of will is the philosophical concept of the contractual freedom, another 
important understanding of the contractual freedom is the one of the current discipline of 
the contractual relations and of the meaning of freedom in these relationships. 

The theory of the private autonomy lead us to the understanding of the three 
fundamental principles: Firstly, there is the principle of the contractual freedom, where the 
individual is free to contract, to choose the party and to determine the content of the 
contract. So we note that, according to this principle, the consent is one of the key 
elements in the contract’s formation. Secondly, there is the principle of the binding force of 
the contract, according to which the free will to be bound by a contract, is an indication of 
the manner in which the parties have agreed. Finally, this theory leads us to the principle of 
the relative effect of contracts or conventions, according to which the contract is stipulated 
only by the parties that express the desire to do so. No one can be held responsible for 
something he has not expressed his desire or will on346. 

The principle of freedom of contract is also a constitutional principle, having in its 
essence the freedom of stipulation, the freedom of content. According to the definition 
made in the Article 4 of the Constitution, the right constitutes the basis and limits of the 
state’s activity. The definition of this right in the Constitution and its protection through 
the direct application of constitutional norms does not mean that the parties, in their 
relation, should be bound by this principle.  

The freedom of contract has been recognized as a ‘general principle of civil law’ by 
the European Court of Justice347, has been seen as protected by article 16 of the EU Charter 
of Fundamental Rights (‘freedom to conduct business’) (EC Commission 2007) and has 
been set by the EU Commission as a fundamental point of reference for the future 
development of European contract law348. 

Furthermore, a starting-point in freedom of contract or ‘party autonomy’ is 
reflected both in EU private international law and in EU substantive law provisions which 
qualify its application in the interests of protecting ‘weaker parties’ (consumers) or which 

343 Ardian Nuni, Ilir Mustafaj, Asim Vokshi, “ E drejta e Detyrimeve 1”, Tirana, 2008. 
344 Gerard Legier, “E drejta Civile, Detyrimet”, Papirus, 2008, pg. 24. 
345 Tedoradze Irakli, “The Principle of Freedom of Contract”, Pre-Contractual, Obligations Legal Review 
English, EU and US Law, European Scientific Journal, February 2017, edition Vol.13, No.4, Pg. 63. 
346  Marie Laure Izorche, “La liberte Contractuelle”, page 654. 
347 Case C-240/97 Spain v European Commission (1999) E.C.R. I-6571 at para. 99 (common agricultural 
policy). 
348  ECCommission, Fisrt Annual Report on European Contract Law and the Revision of the Acquis 
Review Com. 2005, 456 final para.2.6.3. 

 

                                                           



otherwise prohibit an ‘abuse of freedom of contract’. These examples make clear that in EU 
law as in the Member States laws, freedom of contract is no more than a starting-point (if 
an important one), given the range of modern social and political considerations which 
require its qualification. So, while the subordinate nature of the ‘private law-making’ of 
contracting parties has long been clearly proclaimed in national legal traditions, the last 
half century has seen a considerable growth in the range of ‘public policy’ qualifications on 
freedom of contract, notably for the protection of consumers, tenants and employees349. 

The theory of private autonomy is considered as a subjective orientation of consensus 
and is totally subjected to parties’ discretion to produce juridical-civil effects. Based on 
these criteria of uniform qualification of civil contracts, contractual agreement becomes 
binding for the parties regardless of other objective factors such as the form taken by the 
agreement or the effective transmission of right based on it, or especially the recognition 
by the legislator of such case in quality of content of contract sanctioned by the positive 
law. 

In order to be considered as a source of law, the will must be conscientious and 
rational. The consent, as an element of exteriorization of will, must be vice-free and 
expressed in full knowledge of facts. The theory of consent vices reinforces the free 
character of will. Thus, in the absence of the free will, the legal meaning of this agreement 
do not exist, so it cannot create law. The real will expressed with the intention to generate 
legal effects is the only one creating law, the altered or putative will is considered not to 
have existed upon the occurrence of consent350. 

 
2.  Private Authonomy and Freedom of Contract in the Albanian legislation. 

 

The freedom of contract is one of the fundamental principles of the contractual 
right; a freedom that enables the parties in the obligation relation to enable the discipline 
of the juridical relations of obligation under their own free will.  

This fundamental principle is sanctioned in the current Civil Code, in the content 
of the Article 660 according to which: “The parties of the contract freely determine its 
content within the limits set out by the legislation in vigor”. 

Based on this provision we can see the freedom of contract, the autonomy of the 
parties’ will to determine the content of the contract, but also, we can see a kind of general 
restriction of this contractual freedom, a restriction imposed by the law. The intervention of 
the government is deemed necessary and indispensable in order to set reasonable limits 
on the contractual freedom aiming to regulate the market relations and the guarantee of 
the fair competition. In this context, it is also assessed by the public authorities in charge 
the assignment of the tariffs and prices for certain services, including the electricity, water 
supply services etc351.  

349 Tedoradze Irakli, “The Principle of Freedom of Contract”, Pre-Contractual, Obligations Legal Review 
English, EU and US Law, European Scientific Journal, February 2017, edition Vol.13, No.4, Pg. 63. 
350 Emilian Ciongaru, “Juridical Will in Contracts”, Challenges of the Knowledge Society, CKS 2015, 
Private law. 

351 Ilir Dhima,”Për kufizimin e lirisë kontraktore” , www.drejtësiashqiptare.com. 

 

                                                           



The principle of private autonomy applies and is realized especially in legal 
systems where private property, market laws and other elements that convey legal 
circulation prevail. The freedom to regulate the relations of the obligations consists of the 
freedom of the participants in the contract to bind or not to, the freedom to determine the 
content of the contract, the freedom to dispute disputes in a non-judicial manner, the 
freedom to determine the right to be enforced in the case of contracts with foreign 
elements, etc. 

The principle of the free will in contractual matter means the liberty to conclude 
contracts but not in the sense of a perfect free will, but in the sense of liberty conditioned 
by the social life and the legal norms. The word given by exteriorization of will in any 
contract represents the formation of the legal act, a fact leading to its definition as being 
the manifestation of will performed with the intention to produce legal effects, to create, 
modify or extinguish a judicial relationship and it contains three notions: it is a 
manifestation of will which must come from a conscientious person since it is a product of 
such person’s thought; the will must be manifested, namely exteriorized, so as to be 
efficacious from a juridical viewpoint; the manifestation of will is made to produce legal 
effects to create, modify or extinguish a certain juridical situation.  

This definition highlights the fact that the manifestation of will expressed to 
produce legal effects is the essence of the legal act, this will constituting the fundamental 
element of the legal act.  

The freedom of contract is not seen only in the aspect of the contract stipulation, 
its continuation but also in the modalities in which the parties want to resolve their 
disputes in the future. This because one of the main principles of contractual relations is 
freedom of choice, as the parties can choose: 

Whether or not you want to enter into a contract, so anyone is free to 
choose whether or not to enter into a legal relationship. 
The person with whom he / she will stipulate the contract, so, the 
counterparty of the contractual relationship. 
The content of the contract, its form and the modalities of execution. 
The modalities of the implementation or termination of the contract. 
 

As we have mentioned, the parties will has binding force and it is above the law. 
The contract content is freely defined by the contracting parties, and when it is 
determined, it has the value of the law for the parties. In case of a contract which is 
concluded between subjects of different nationalities, the subjects of the right can freely 
choose the legislation that will apply for their contract, and also the contracting parties are 
able to assign the competent court in case of dispute or conflicts between them. 

2.1.  Limitation of the principle of Freedom of Contract. 

 

Freedom of contract as an expression of autonomy of will, just as any other freedom, 
as long as it is exercised in an organized society in the state, can’t be a priori absolute and 
unlimited. It is generally accepted that contract freedom should be restricted due to public 
order and "good". 

One reason for limiting the principle of private autonomy is the rule of public order. 

 



Another limitation is the protection of the weaker party (by placing them in an almost 
equal position, through the provision of information, making available the same 
safeguards). 

Given that it is difficult to achieve the above conditions, the state intervenes through 
defense policies by limiting private autonomy to the individual interest of the weakest 
party in order to attain the realization of the principle of fairness and equality. 

 
Freedoms of contract in relation to the subjects of the right may be restricted as 

follows: 
in view of the choice of contracting party 
in terms of the content of the contract, through additional contracts 
in formal contracts through contract form, etc. 
 

When discussing the consequences of the private autonomy, one must say that 
everyone agrees that there must be individual will, but that will must also take into 
account the social interest and not be in contradiction with the legal order. Freedom of the 
individual must respect social rules because it is limited by these rules. 

The requirements related to the form or registration of contracts as well as the rules of 
invalidity of contracts, most of them being an image of public limitation of individual 
liberty, are tightly correlated and they are present in a large number of juridical norms. The 
general conditions regarding the form of contract establish the form that the consensus 
must have so as to be acknowledged by the public authority, regardless of parties’ will. In 
this case, even if the registration of a contract takes place after the conclusion of 
agreement related to the contractual clauses, the failure to make it shall lead to the nullity 
of contract from the viewpoint of the public authority and shall deprive the parties of the 
possibility to defend in court. The juridical consequence of parties’ failure to reach an 
agreement regarding all the essential clauses of contract differs from the consequences of 
the principle of formalism. Namely the failure to conclude a contract means its inexistence 
as a juridical fact generating civil rights and obligations352. 
 

3.  Principle of freedom of contract in the Common Law systems 

. 
The theory of freedom of will is at the core of the conceptualization of the contract 

in the Common Law legal systems. At the end of the 19th century, the UK judiciary system 
has supported the principle of freedom of contract as a generally applicable feature of the 
public policies. 

The Common Law system is based on the liberal ideal of the private autonomy. 
What the parties decide, based on their interests and the consequences of these decisions, 
is respected by the legal system even if this is not in line with the notions of justice and 
honesty. A judge of this system is very reluctant to interfere with the expectations that the 
parties have placed in the contract as its main task is to impose what the parties have 
agreed on in the contract and not to do justice based elsewhere. 

352 Emilian Ciongaru, “Juridical Will in Contracts”, Challenges of the Knowledge Society, CKS 2015, 
Private law. 

 

                                                           



The tradition of the customary law, also known as the tradition of the precedent, 
summarizes all the juridical thoughts in those states that base their legal system on the 
precedents, which are published and are the basis of the application of justice. 

The Common Law has been evolved in England since the XIth century and was 
subsequently adopted in the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and other 
countries under the British rule. We can mention, the England and the American law, as 
representatives of this system. According to English law, the parties are free to exercise 
their will. 

Compared to the European Union countries, the USA one has a wider space for 
the contractual freedom353. This is also due to the different legal tradition and the different 
functioning of the courts. This system recognizes the sanctity of the contract, which 
guarantees its safety, whereby the judge may intervene in the contractual terms 
established between the parties only in exceptional cases. The role of the judge is equal to 
that of an arbitrator who must ensure that the parties are acting according to the rules, 
under the terms of the contract. Consequently, judges have little discretion and they must 
recognize and give effect to the agreement reached by the parties. Meanwhile, in the case 
of lower-level judges, they have even more difficult job because they can’t avoid the 
principle of “stare decisis”. 

But even in this system, this lack of interference in the freedom of the parties and 
the passive attitude of the judge, with regard to the essence of the contract, has resulted in 
prejudice of the weaker party and in the implementation of unfair contracts, as the judges 
pay more attentions to the security and stability of the contract than to its fairness. 

This situation is also found in the English law, which does not consider the moral 
aspect of the contract and relates more to current situations created by the modality in 
which they were born. Thus, in English law there is no obligation to inform, nor the pre-
contractual liability, as far as the contract has not been concluded yet. 

The most notable difference between the Civil Law and the Common Law is that 
the Civil Law system is a codified system, while the Common Law is not established and 
based on codes but is largely based on the judicial practice354. The essence of this system is 
the fact that the previous judicial decisions, usually of the higher level courts, for a similar 
case, should be followed in future cases, so, the precedent must be respected. This 
principle is known as stare decisis and despite it is never been legitimized, it is considered 
compulsory by the courts that may decide to change it. The contracting parties define 
almost all the contractual terms and the courts tend to recognize the juridical power of 
everything sanctioned by the parties in the contract. 

The Common Law jurisdictions define the contract as an agreement where the 
consequences are equally binding to the participating parties355. In fact, in this legal family 
little importance has been given to the strict definition to the concepts of the contract law. 

353 http:/www.saflii.org/za/journals/DEJURE/2015/7.html 
354 According to Zimmermann there are “as many legal systems as there are national states”. R. 
Zimmermann” Savingny’s Legacy Legal History, Comparative Law, and the Emergence of a European 
Legal Science” LQR 580, 1996. 
355 Ervin Pupe, Cikël leksionesh për të drejtën private europiane, 2016, page 46. 

 

                                                           



The main focus is on the contractual promise transforming the contract structure in an 
extremely insignificant aspect. 

The Juridical systems in the Common Law try to determine the promises which 
have juridical power as well as the legal consequences that the promises bring to the 
parties of the contract. The notion of promise is defined by the doctrine and consists in the 
expression of the purpose to realize or not an action, in such manner to create the illusion 
that the promising party has a commitment against him356. 

The promise is closely related to the concept of consideration. According to the 
latter, an obligation (promise) exists only between two parties which have an economic 
relationship with each other, in accordance with the legal provisions. 

In order to enter into a contract, firstly it should be presented an offer, which must 
be accepted by the other party. The Common Law provisions provide a set of rules 
regarding the when, how and which offers can be accepted357. In the bilateral contracts, 
the general rule is that the bidder is the one who controls the situation, for the fact that the 
acceptance can only be made in the manner determined by the bidder, if the latter has 
made such a determination. Otherwise, the acceptance of the offer can be presented in 
one of the ways that found most appropriate by the party. Whereas, in the unilateral 
contract, the acceptance of an offer by the recipient can be also realized by means of 
concluding actions. 

Whereas, if we would talk about the interpretation of the contract and the rules 
that characterize it, we can say that in the Common Law system, the rules are very flexible 
and the purpose of the interpretation is closely related to the purpose of contractual right 
itself. The content of the contract shall be interpreted in such a way as to protect the 
reasonable expectations that the parties have for the contract and the party which is 
affected by this expectation has the right to reparation. 

The contract articles must be understood in their literal sense and in all its texts. 
The interpreter in this system is highly conditioned by the strict terminology used in the 
contract and the purpose of such a rule is in function of the fulfillment of the element of 
the parties’ predictability and their security in relation to the contract. The judge, in this 
system, interprets the contract and cannot fill the vacant spaces left by the parties in their 
contract, even if it would be reasonable to do so. 

Conclusion. 

In conclusion, the juridical will requires the entire society to keep their word given 
in contracts, the observance which any contract is governed by the principle of free will or 
also known as the principle of liberty of contracts, according to which the parties are free 
to conclude any convention, to establish any clause by mutual agreement, to modify or to 
extinguish any obligation. The principle of free will manifests, in terms of content, by 
consensualism meaning that the parties are free to adapt the contract pursuant to their 
juridical will necessary upon the conclusion of a legal act and which supposes the 
fulfillment of two conditions: the existence of a will and the juridical intentionality thereof.  

356 Same. 
357 Julian Hermida, “Convergence of civil law and common law contracts in the space field”, page 11. 

 

                                                           



According to the principle of consensualism, contracts may be validly concluded 
and produce legal effects by the simple consent of the parties, regardless of the form in 
which the consent is expressed. Based on the principle of free will, the parties create by 
themselves, exclusively by their will, the juridical norm meant to govern their juridical 
relationships agreed upon and mutually advantageous. 

Private autonomy is (and must be) based on a “will” theory of individual rights that 
understands rights as a means for protecting legally protected spheres of freedom of 
choice, and not only as a notion of rights serving objective “interests” or benefiting their 
bearers.  

The intervention of the government is deemed necessary and indispensable in 
order to set reasonable limits on the contractual freedom aiming to regulate the market 
relations and the guarantee of the fair competition. 

The contractual freedom, as part of economic freedom, is vital to the functioning 
of the market economy. On the other hand, the economic freedom (which also includes 
the contractual freedom) should be exercised in accordance with the principle of the social 
government and the general good. This means that the government can introduce 
positive measures in order to discipline and coordinate the contractual freedom. The 
purpose of this intervention, rather than limiting the contractual freedom, is to protect the 
interests of the contracting parties and to treat them equally. The absolute contractual 
freedom would exist and would be effective only if each of the contracting party would be 
economically and socially equal to others. 

In conclusion, contractual freedom was given to the parties to realize their personality, 
self-determination. If it does have the opposite effect we will be in front of unfair terms 
negotiated separately, so there is a need to limit itself. 

State law can and should create a minimum of mandatory conditions to be met in 
order to enter into a contract to ensure "order" and "balance" in society. Thus, contractual 
freedom is a relative freedom that includes certain necessary, important and also general 
constraints referring to the limits on capacity, consent, the cause of the legal act (purpose 
of termination of the act), public order and morality. 
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Abstract 

Lately, in the perspective of the interpretation raised by the European Court of Human 
Rights in its case law, it can be easily found the implication of the fundamentalrights in the 
private law issues and their affect in how private law conflicts may be solved. Though the 
ECtHR stands for the conflicts between private parties and the state, the new interpretation 
of ECHR Articles is found to be applied lato sensu in private conflicts as well. 
In this paper, it will be elaborated the influence of fundamental rights in drafting the 
private law norms as well as the new interpretation of different private law institutions 
through fundamental rights. Today, the question is not whether the fundamental rights 
affect private law, but how and in what extend do the fundamental rights affect private 
law.This paper consists mostly in the influence of fundamental rights in both contract law 
and labor law interpreted with current examples and case law. 
Inter alia, theinfluence of fundamental rights in private law is by its nature not astrictly 
national matter; but it is by definition a cross-border issue, related toglobalization in 
several ways. Fundamental rights may lead private law to new horizons andthey may 
provide incentives for more fair solutions in specific cases. They may alsofurnish tools for 
development of a more just society. 
 

Key words:  Rights, labor law, contract law, implications. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Private law, which is reflected in various civil relations that people enter to in the everyday 
life, is one of the most influenced legal fields form the specific conditions in a society where 
it is enacted to apply. The social relations between individuals in the society always have 
led to creating new norms that better regulate the current legal relations in a current place 
and time. Therefore, there are these current conditions in a specific society which help the 
legislators to adopt laws that better serve the legal environment where laws will be 
applied.                                            In their origin, the private law norms are regulated with the 
aim to be able to guarantee, protect and enforce fundamental rights of private individuals 
adequately. It is therefore establishedto regulatethe relationships and conflicts between 
private parties. Since every private law relation and conflict may, at most, have specific and 
unique circumstances of the facts, the private law norms have the burden to offer 

 



regulation to each of the different private law conflicts. One of the latest aspects that affect 
private law nowadays is the field of fundamental rights.  
The implication of fundamental rights in private law may be found in different aspects, 
starting with the moment of enacting norms that protect parties’ interests in a contract 
relationship, to the decision of the national civil courts or the ECtHR which take into 
account not only the formal regulations served by the private law norms but also the 
fundamental rights in a private law conflict. 
Meanwhile, in their origin the fundamental rights have always been regulated by general 
public norms. Referring to fundamental rights as the human rights, they have been 
embodied in different international human rights treaties or even reflected and 
implemented as constitutional rights. Given such a fact there is a distinct line between the 
public and private law. 
                                                                                                                                                       However, 
nowadays it can be easily traced the important implication of the fundamental rights in the 
private law issues and their affect in how private law conflicts may be solved. For this paper 
purposes there will be concrete references on the human rights especially as embodied in 
the articles of the European Convention of Human Rights, ECHR to analyze the implication 
of some of those rights in the private law; particularly in contract law and labor law.                                 
On the other hand, the European Court of Human Rights, ECtHR stands for the conflicts 
between private parties and the state. This is derived just from a simple literal 
interpretation of the Article 1, ECHR “The High Contracting Parties shall secure to everyone 
within their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in Section I of this Convention.” This 
raises positive and negative obligations to each member and contracting State. But the 
new interpretation of ECHR Articles is found to be applied lato sensu in private conflicts as 
well. With this new approach it can no longer constitute to an exception to the ECHR 
approach by prohibiting only public authorities from acting incompatibly with Convention 
rights [Dan Friedmann & Daphne Barak –Eres, 2003, p.131].  
The horizontal effect of fundamental rights in private law has raised debates among legal 
authors and practitioners whose nowadays’ question is not whether the fundamental 
rights affect private law, but how and in what extend do the fundamental rights affect 
private law [Trstenjak, Verica, Weingerl, Petra]. The analyzes and interpretations in this 
paper do not tend to give an answer to all the questions raised in years by the legal 
authors, rather than give a new perspective and new interpretations for some of the 
private law institutions and the very aim of this paper is to open new discussions in 
interpreting and also drafting private law norms especially in drafting contracts, with the 
view in fundamental rights. 

Inter alia, the implication of fundamental rights in the private law is effectively considered 
in the inter partes legal relation when concluding a contract or a labor relationship. The 
drafting of the contract as well as the protection provided by the respective laws (of 
contract and labor law) do not only consist in just a legal framework that has to regulate 
the form and the content of the contracts, but leads in the bottom line, to the protection of 
those parties’ fundamental rights. Moreover, whether the national courts are also direct or 
indirect affected by the protection of fundamental rights when adjudicating the civil law 
conflicts and if so, to what extend are they affected, it will be elaborated ut infra. 

 

 

 



2. FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS IN DIFFERENT PRIVATE LAW 

INSTITUTIONS– CASE LAW  

As it was introduced ut supra, the contract law and labor law are affected by the 
fundamental rights and at the very beginning this implication was first known by the 
German courts. One of the first cases that reflected the interaction between fundamental 
rights and specifically contract law is considered to be traced in the judgments of the 
German Federal Courts.  

The Bundesarbeitgericht – The Federal Labor Court, was the first to recognize an immediate 
effect of some of the constitutional rights on the employment contracts, which is traced to 
have happened in 1950s [Chantal Mak, 2007, p.1]. Furthermore, the 
Bundesverfassungsgericht – The Constitutional Court, also derived in the conclusion of the 
indirect influence of fundamental rights in private law general clauses[Lüthjudgment, 
BVerfG 15 January 1958].  
Moreover, this conclusion became finally more common when theconducted theory of 
indirect effect to fundamental rights and declared by the Bundesverfassungsgericht was 
generally accepted and applied [Canaris, 1984]. 
 
In our Civil Code there can also be traced implications of fundamental rights, which are 
reflected usually in the terms of good faith or morals as explicitly expressed by Article 674 
Civil Code of the Republic of Albania. Other parts where can be traced these implications 
arethe concepts of unlawfulness, negligence, good morals or good faith [Daniel Friedmann 
& Daphne Barak-Erez, 2001, p. 113].Private law thus offers several structures such as ‘open 
norms’ which may serve theinfluence of fundamental rights in the process of balancing of 
interests. 
 

2.1 THE SURETY CASE - BÜRGSCHAFT– IMPLICATIONS ON THE CONTRACT LAW 

 
Furthermore, another important example of the influence of fundamental rights on 
contract law is the German Bürgschaft case - The Surety case [BVerfG 19 October 1993]. This 
is one of the most discussed example cases in the German literature on the effects of 
fundamental rights in contract law. The circumstances of the case refer to a daughter who 
in 1982 at the age of 21 entered into a surety contract for her father’s credit towards a 
bank. The daughter was mostly unemployed or earned a very modest income and had no 
relevant professional experience. When her father could not pay his debts, she was held 
liable for million amount of money (160000 DM). The daughter became at that time a 
young unemployed mother. This meant that she would most likely not be able to free 
herself from this debt before the end of her life. The case must be seen against the 
background of the hard line of the Federal Court with regard to personal surety, according 
to which it upheld theprinciple of the binding character of a promise. The Federal Courtdid 
not relent inthis case either, as it upheld the unilaterally binding character of the surety 
[BGH 16 March 1989]. The German Constitutional Court, however, judged that the Federal 
Courthad with its decision violated Article 2, section 2 of the domestic law which 
guarantees the right to self-determination. This right includes the right to privateparty 
autonomy, which was, according to the German Constitutional Court, offended as 
thedaughter had not been able to decide freely about the closing as well as the content 
ofthe contract. In typical cases in which one of the contractual parties is in a 
structurallyweaker position and the consequences of the contract are very severe for that 
party, the domestic law requires according to the Constitutional Court that private 

 



lawprovides remedies. As a consequence, the Federal Court judged in a new decisionthat 
the surety was contrary to “good morals” and should thus be declared void [BGH (IX) 24 
February 1994].  
This case shows that private law can be substantially influenced by fundamentalrights 
within the domestic legal order. It is not only an illustration of this substantial effect but 
also of the influence of a Constitutional Court. 
 

2.2 WIEBKE BUSCH CASE – IMPLICATIONS ON THE LABOR LAW 

 
This case is another example of the influence of fundamental rights in private law, from 
another perspective; with the view of ECJ interpretation. 
The facts of the case consist in a German nurse who had taken parental leave for a period 
of three years. She had expressed the wish to return to work before the end of the parental 
leave period. Immediately after her employer had accepted to her return to work, the 
woman informed him of her pregnancy of seven months, and she announced that as she 
was entitled to maternity leave on full pay, she would take that period. The employer tried 
to reverse his agreement to the return to work on the basis of error and fraud. 
The European Court of Justice holds that the protection of the pregnant woman laid down 
in EU directives and enshrined in domestic legislation means that the woman was not 
obliged to notify her employer of her pregnancy [ECJ 27 February 2003]. Further, the Court 
holds that the directive does not permit an employer to revoke his consent to a female 
employee’s return to work before the end of a parental leave period on the ground of error 
as to the pregnancy of the employee under domestic law. 
This case illustrates the strong influence of EU law regarding equal treatment on private 
law issues. This shows that domestic rules on error may not, according to private law, be 
applied in the usual sense, but should be strictly interpreted according to the EU law. 
 

2.3 RIGHT TO PROPERTY –THE PYE CASE  

 
One of the most influenced parts of the private law is the part of regulating the right to 
property. Also guaranteed by the ECHR this right is regulated by the civil law norms exactly 
as a human right. Our Civil Code provides articles that prescribe the forms of exercising the 
right to property. The ECtHR jurisprudence is as well very wide in this regard. The right to 
property, in the economic aspect is an important right since it gives to the individuals the 
possibility to develop various other relationships with the basis of this right.  
The influence of fundamental rights in private law has first raised the question whether 
domestic regulation of ownership of land can be set aside with an appeal to Article 1 of the 
First Protocol of the ECHR. This question was elaborated in the case ofPye Ltd v United 
Kingdom. Pye had been deprived of his land by the operation of domestic rules (the Land 
Registration Act 1925 and the Limitation Act 1980) on adverse possession. Pye, who was a 
property developer, had bought land in 1975 and 1977.At that time the legal regime 
included the risk of losing the interest in the land after 12 years of adverse possession (this 
rule was abandoned in 2002). Pye had in 1983 agreed on a grazing license on behalf of his 
neighbor Graham. Graham tried to continue that agreement in 1984, but Pye refused, 
because he wanted to start building on the property soon. Graham’s attempts to contact 
Pye were not answered and Graham kept using the fields for his cattle. In 1997 Graham 
placed a ‘warning’ in the Land Registry that no longer Pye but Graham was entitled to the 
land. 

 



The House of Lords decided - reluctantly - that, according to the old Land Registration Act, 
Graham was entitled to the land [Pye v. Graham, 2003]. Pye brought the case before the 
European Court of Human Rights and in 2005 the Court decided, in the smallest possible 
majority, that United Kingdom law was not in line with Article 1 of the First Protocol of the 
ECHR, because it did not offer Pye any compensation for the deprivation of his property 
right [1 ECHR 15 November 2005]. 
Because of the fundamental character of the issue, the case was then brought before the 
Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights, which in 2007 ruled that the law 
on adverse possession was not in violation of Article 1 of the First Protocol of the ECHR, 
because the interference with Pye’s right should not be regarded as a deprivation of 
possession, in which case a compensation is mandatory, but should rather be considered 
as a ‘control of use’ of the land. The Court found that the result of the control of use by the 
Land Registration Act (the loss of property by Pye) did not upset the fair balance between 
the aim of the interference and the means employed [ECHR 30 August 2007]. 
These cases stress that, although the European Court of Human Rights appears in the end 
to be reluctant to interfere with domestic regulation of property of land, this area of 
domestic law, which could be considered at the heart of private law, is not ‘safe’ from the 
influence of the Court [A.J. van der Walt, 1995] They illustrate, therefore, not only that this 
area is not immune from the influence of fundamental rights but there is now willingness 
of the interference of the ECtHR with domestic law in this domain. 
 

3. THE EMPLOYEE RIGHTS IN THE LABOR LAW AND THE FUNDAMENTAL 

RIGHTS’ IMPLICATION 

 
The fundamental rights regarding the employee rights are as well reflected to implications 
in the labor law. Our Labor Code also engages in various articles to the protection of the 
employee rights. While there is the legislation that protects these individuals, there is also 
the ECtHR where it can be found different interpretations and perspectives of how 
fundamental rights implicate to this institution of private law. 
The rights of employees in the labor relations are not fundamentally included in human 
rights legislation. Often, the rights of the employee are classified as social rights, thus being 
excluded from the conventions on fundamental human rights [Macklem, 2005]. 
Specifically, the ECHR provides certain rights such as freedom of assembly, association, the 
right to trade unions, freedom of professional protection of trade union members [Article 
11, ECHR], but without including the employee's fundamental rights, leaving this discretion 
to the legislation of the EU. In this regard, one of the instruments is the European Social 
Charter. However, in its jurisprudence, the ECtHR has developed a technique known as the 
"integrated approach to interpretation" because it integrates social rights and labor rights 
into the ECHR. 
 
Initially, was appliedthe "Exclusive Approach" technique [Virginia Mantouvalou, 2013, p. 
4]. The ECtHR has traditionally been reluctant to protect the social elements associated 
with some of the provisions of the ECHR. Even though in the Airey case v. Ireland, the 
ECtHR held that there is no strict division between the ECHR and social rights, which can be 
protected simultaneously by other legal instruments, ECtHR has not been consistent. In 
Francine van Volsem v. Belgium was raised the question whether the disruption or threat 
of disruption of the applicant's electricity, which was depressed, with chronic respiratory 
problems, difficulties in finding a job, and was also responsible to care for an illness, 
constituted to a degradation or inhuman treatment according to the ECHR. The 

 



Commission after analyzing the admissibility of the complainant's application, concluded 
that even although in principle the aforementioned facts may raise allegations of breach of 
Article 3 of the ECHR there wasa lack of the minimum level of severity, which, inter alia, 
constituted a lack of effective harm to the applicant. Consequently, the alleged appeal was 
declared inadmissible. Judicial protection of a social minimum of human sentiment under 
the provisions of the ECHR was insecure, which was criticized by time scholars [Cassese, 
1991, p141]. 
 
The jurisprudence regarding the rights of employees presented some problems, but the 
ECtHR approach, as mentioned ut supra, has changed. The Convention explicitly defends 
only two labor rights: the right to engage and form a trade union organization to protect 
the interests of employees, and the prohibition of slavery and forced labor [Article 4, ECHR]. 
In its early jurisprudence, the ECtHR has repeatedly ruled that, if a right is classified as a 
social right and is protected by the Charter (ESC) or by another ILO instrument, this right 
should be excluded from the interpretation under ECHR. If the applicants lodged 
allegations for violation of Article 11 of the ECHR as this article, according to their 
interpretation, included the right to strike, the complaint was actually declared 
inadmissible[Schmidt and Dahlstrom v. Sweden 5589/72]. This happened because these 
rights were not interpreted as essential elements of Article 11. The Commission and the 
ECtHR had thus created "the ceiling effect ", where the ceiling in this analogy was 
considered the Charter and other instruments of the ILO[Scott, 1999, p. 638]. 
This approach was called the "exclusive approach" technique, as the ECtHR excluded social 
rights and labor rights from the scope of the Convention, arguing that these rights were 
protected by the European Social Charter. The two arguments that explain actually the 
application by the Court of this approach were; firstly, there was a definite division 
between civil and political rights on one hand and economic and social rights on the other, 
which was alsoembodied by the international human rights law in the second half of the 
XX-th century. And the second argument is the merely fact that international human rights 
law traditionally regulates the relationships created between the state and its individuals, 
while employment relationships are generally part of the private sphere. Notwithstanding 
this fact, both of these presumptions have changed, as did change the ECtHR's position on 
this regard. 
 
Due to new developments that contradict the two above arguments for justification of 
applying the exclusive approach to the ECHR interpretation, the ECtHR jurisprudence has 
changed. This is because civil and political rights cannot be separated from economic and 
social rights. And the other reason, because at the same time, the human rights protection 
law does not only apply to the state-individual vertical relationship, but it can also apply to 
private relations at the horizontal level. 
The practice applied by the ECtHR in its jurisprudence is that of an integrated approach. It 
is considered an integrated approach because it integrates certain social and economic 
rights into a civil and political document. This approach generally characterizes the work of 
the ILO and is considered as a natural approach to the rights of employees in the 
Convention [Leary, 1996, p.22 and 40]. This principle applied to the ECtHR means that 
certain social and labor elements are essential elements of the Convention, and as such 
should ex-factum enjoy legal protection under the Convention. 
 
In the labor rights protected by the Convention, the adoption of this integrated approach 
is in two main areas: first in the group of all decisions (ECtHR case law) on the collective 

 



rights guaranteed by Article 11 ECHR. Secondly, the jurisprudence of the Court includes the 
right of access to employment and the provision of appropriate working conditions, under 
the scope of Article 8 of the ECHR, the right to respect to private life, and Article 4, 
prohibition of slavery and forced labor. 
The first issue of labor rights where the ECtHR adopted the integrated interpretation is 
Wilson, the National Union of Journalists and others v. United Kingdom. This case 
concerned a collective complaint, at the conclusion of which it was decided that the 
United Kingdom was in violation of Article 11 of the ECHR. In the Sidabras and Dziautas 
case v. Lithuania, the Court reasoned a social right, as a right to work, under the scope of 
application of Article 8 ECHR which protects the right to respect to private life. In both 
cases, the court also analyzed the European Social Charter (ESC) or other ILO instruments. 
In addition, despite the explicit recognition of the right to work in an selected profession 
considered this as a fundamental right under EU legislation[Nold v. Commission, 1974, 
ECJ], the ECtHR appropriated such a right in the ECHR . The ECtHR has accomplished this by 
interpreting lato sensuthe Article 8 of the Convention in order to include in its scope the 
right to earn a living by pursuing the chosen profession, as an aspect of private life 
[Campagnano k. Italy (2009) 48 EHRR].  
Legislative or administrative measures whichin contrary to the principle of proportionality, 
have the effect of detaining or hindering an individual from pursuing a profession chosen 
by him within a Contracting State, may be interpreted for the purposes of Article 8 of the 
ECHR as constituting an interference with private life[ Wright v. Secretary of State for 
Health, 2009]. In this regard, to analyze whethera legitimate aim was impliedor whether 
the intervention was proportionate and necessary in a democratic society each case should 
be subject to this test provided for in Article 8/2 of the ECHR. 
In conclusion, the labor contracts as well as the labor law in general in each State should 
take into consideration ex ante the employee rights that are at stake. 
 

4. CONSLUSION REMARKS 

 
The concrete cases taken as examples in this paper have all derived from the civil law 
conflicts. The solution of the conflicts was found in the fundamental rights. What I consider 
to be important now is that in drafting private law norms there should always be, when 
possible a regulation ex ante of the conflicts with regard to the fundamental rights.  
Another important issue refers to the civil courts. There is no any explicit binding rule that 
the courts should take into consideration human rights when solving a civil dispute, but it 
is important that the fundamental rights and the ECtHR case law should be used as an 
inspiration for the conflicts at stake. They may serve as a source of solutions in the private 
law context, even if they may have not been formally adopted in national legal norms, still 
they represent principles that can be traced in the overall interpretation of law. 
The value of fundamental rights approach in the private law consists to a change of 
perspective on classical private law issues. Fundamentalrights thus primarily serve as a 
source of inspiration that can add new viewpointscivil law approach. This aspect 
presentsthe value of fundamental rights in private law, which can be said to consist in an 
enrichment of legal discourse in private law [Hans Nieuwenhuis, 2005, p. 8]. Fundamental 
rights may thus serve as a source of inspirationfor what is considered a just solution in 
society, as a signal of the seriousnessof a case in which human dignity is at stake [Jan Smits 
2005, p. 22]. 
The challenges are nowadays opened to all the subjects on private law, starting from the 
legislator, parties and their representatives when conducting a contract, lawyers when 

 



they lodge applications in the court in order to better protect their clients’ legal interests, 
as well as the civil courts when solving the disputes. Fundamental rights may lead private 
law to new horizons and they may provide incentives for more fair solutions in specific 
cases. They may also furnish tools for development of a more just society. 
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The challenge of pension policy reforms in Albania. 
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Social security refers to protection provided mainly by state and other actors, to its 

members against socials risks over which a person has no control. Social security policies 
are necessary in a welfare state and include short and long terms assistance. One of the 
most discussed branches of social security protection is the pension system. 

The pension system in Albania has undergone successive reforms since the 
beginning of the 1990s, and is aimed at improving the sustainability of the social security 
scheme. These reforms have been structural, parametric and crucial, and determined by a 
variety of factors such as globalization, demographic aging, changes in economic factors, 
and social change.  

This paper firstly aims to give a general overview on social security protection in 
Albania and then examines the evolution of the Albanian pension system, focusing mainly 
on problems and the latest developments of the compulsory old age pension insurance 
scheme.  It also reviews proposed reform options and discusses the challenges and 
opportunities faced by the reform. 

Key words:  pension systems, contributions, reform, social security law. 

Introduction to the Albanian Social Security System. 

In many parts of the world, social security systems have been under challenge. 
Some consider that the systems are too costly, and that they harm the process of economic 
growth and development. Others point to its deficiencies in the level of protection and the 
scope of coverage it provides, and argue that in times of increased unemployment and 
other forms of labour insecurity, social security is more needed than ever (“Issues, 
Challenges and Prospects,” 2001). 

 The objective of most welfare systems is to provide social protection, income 
security and health care. According to the International Labour Organisation (ILO), Social 
Security systems provide for basic income in cases of unemployment, illness and injury, old 
age retirement, invalidity, family responsibilities such as pregnancy and childcare, and loss 
of the family breadwinner. Such benefits are important not only for individual workers and 
their families but also for their communities as a whole. By providing health care, income 
security and social services, social security enhances productivity and contributes to the 
dignity and full realization of the individual (R. Silva, M. Humblet (Geneva, ILO, 2002).  

 
Social Security policies have a great social and economic effect in the whole 

society, and, hence, are part of each country's policies. Every state- depending on its 
historical, economic, social and cultural policy - has its own social protection model. Thus, 
states organize and administer their own Social Security System by national bodies 
according to their laws and regulations.On the other hand, in order to maximize the 
coverage with social protection and to coordinate the Social Security System, countries 
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(Republic of Albania as well) often participate in International Organizations,360or become 
members in International Agreements361 and Conventions362. Social Security Protection is 
also considered as a fundamental human right, and it is included in both article 22 and 
article 25(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.  

The main principles of all Social Security Programs in Albania, including Social 
Assistance and Health Care, are provided in Articles 52 and 55 of the Chapter IV of the 
Republic of Albania Constitution, named: Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and 
Freedoms. 

Analysing Article 52, we may conclude that the first paragraph provides for social 
insurance covered by the state, in special cases like old age or inability to work, which 
represents some of the main social risks. On the other hand, the second paragraph of 
Article 52, provides for social assistance, covered by the state in case citizens are unable to 
work and have no other means of  living (Baldassarre, A. p. 1 et seq, Vol XI).363 While, Article 
55, provides for healthcare and insurance. Both Articles promote, gender equality 
treatment. 
 Also, the Albanian Constitution stipulates that rules and regulations relating to 
these social objectives should be defined by specific laws. We may include, for instance, 
the Social Security Act, Health Care Insurance Act, Social Assistance Act, Labour Code, as 
well as numerous special social protection laws and normative acts. All of these acts 
collaborate with each other in order to cover and give a general protection for all the 
citizens or people that reside and work in Albania. 

Overview on public pension system in Albania and the main risks. 

The public pension system is not profitable, it includes the compulsory, voluntary 
and  supplementary pension scheme, as well as special pensions and social pensions.364 All 
of them are administrated by the Social Insurance Institute (SII),  which was created as an 
autonomous body by Council of Ministers Decision No. 249, dated 05.06.1992. The SII is 
responsible for collecting contributions, keeping records, and calculating pensions. The 
compulsory pension system is the main branch of the public pensions which fulfils the 
basic needs of vulnerable groups. It includes, old age, disability and survivors benefits. 
Thecompulsory old age pension system is part of Social Security Protection, and it is state 
managed (PAYG) with an element of redistribution.  

360For example: Republic of Albania was a member state of the International Labour Organisation 
(ILO) from 1920 to 1967 and is again member since 1991. Republic of Albania is part of International 
Social Security Association (ISSA) from 1992. Republic of Albania is part of Council of Europe since 
1995. 
361Ratified Agreements “On Social Security Protection” between: (Alb-Turkey, (L. No: 9066/2003)); 
(Alb. Belgium, (L. No: 35/2014));  (Alb - Macedonia, (L. No: 123/2015));  (Alb – Luxembourg, (L. No: 
42/2015)); (Alb – Hungary, (L. No: 151/2015)); (Alb – Germany, (L. No: 23/ 2016)); (Alb – Czech, (L. No: 
34/ 2016)). Also, efforts are being made to renew the 50 and 60 bilateral agreements with Republic of 
Bulgaria and Romania.   
362For example: Republic of Albania is a member of ILO Convention No. 102/1952 Social Security 
(Minimum Standards) with law no. 9442, date 16.11.2005.Albania has accepted parts II to IV and VIII 
to X which are in force from 18 January 2006. Also Republic of Albania is a member of “Maternity 
Protection Convention” No. 183, which is in force from 18 august 2004. 
363A similar provision is found also in the Italian Constitution. 
364Social Pension, firstly was implemented by the 2014 pension reform. 

 

                                                           



According the World Bank (1994), the public PAYG pension system was the most 
common pension system, mandatory for covered workers in many countries including 
high-income economies and middle income economies in the 1980s. The pay-as-you-go 
(PAYG) principle, means that the benefits for the current retirees are paid with the 
contributions from the current contributors. The main contributors to the social insurance 
fund are economically active population including employers, employees and self-
employed. The state contributes for special groups according article 9 of the Social 
Insurance Act, like: unemployed receiving unemployment benefit, persons receiving 
transitional payment, militaries under reform, underground workers, military industry 
workers, women retiring in relevant year.  

During the years, as the result of a variety of factors such as globalization, 
demographic changes, economic and social changes, the pension schemes are facing a 
number of risks depending upon their design. The main problems that affects the 
sustainability of the scheme and require special attention include the following factors: 

Firstly, the demographic change. On one hand the falling birth rates are about to 
increase, while on the other hand the number of elderly is also about to increase.   

Therefore, statistics of the INSTAT refer to low fertility rates. As the statistics shows, 
the number of births has decreased while the number of deaths in the recent decade has 
been more stable. Actually the longevity in Albania in 2016 was 80,1y for the females and 
77.0 y for males. 

 
 
Live births, deaths and natural increase 

 
Years Births Deaths Natural 

increase 
2012 35,473 20,870 14,603 
2013 35,750 20,442 15,308 
2014 35,760 20,656 15,104 
2015 32,715 22,418 10,297 
2016 31,733 21,388 10,345 

 
Source: INSTAT 2016 

 
According to the World Bank, Albania has a moderately young population, but a 

rapidly growing share of elderly. In 2010, the share of those 65 and older in the total 
population of Albania was 9.6 percent, well below the average for the ECA region of 12.1 
percent. However by 2050 Albania is expected to have 25% of its population aged 65 and 
older, which puts it well over the 2050 ECA average of 23.1%. Albania which has relatively 
large cohorts entering the labour force today will see these larger cohorts retiring by 2050, 
causing a significant increase in the number of elderly (World Bank, 2013).  

Moreover, the massive emigration of Albanians inherited from the years 1990 
ongoing, especially of the young people which are still active force of the labour market is 

 



still a challenge. This phenomena affects directly the considerable reduction of the 
contributors in the pension scheme. 

In addition, changes in the economy have developed several factors, which affect 
pension schemes, such as: unemployment and informal labour market which brinks 
negative effect to the pension system as the result of low participation of contributors and 
unsustainability of the pension scheme. As INSTAT (2017) refers the unemployment rate for 
the age group 15 +, increased from 2011 (14,0)  to 2014 (17,5) and as Albania is based on 
pay-as-you-go system, the ratio between the number of employed (contributors) and 
pensioners in crucial. 

Other inherent problems that plaied a negative role on the pension scheme 
include financial disability and high level of scheme deficit; early retirement as well as the 
broad number of public administration employees benefiting from the supplementary 
pension scheme; the low ratio between the average labour force; and the minimum level 
of life expectancy; the ratio between minimum and maximum pension amounts along with 
the contributor’s amount; the low level of the replacement rate; different treatments for 
rural and urban schemes; the low amount of pension benefit; and pension indexation 
(European Commission, 2008). 

As we mentioned above, under the influence of this factors many countries 
(including Albania) have implied ongoing reforms in order to provide for broader 
protection and strengthen the funded element, especially on the statutory public pillar of 
the pension system. These successive reforms have undergone since the beginning of the 
1990s, they also aimed at improving the sustainability of the social security scheme.The last 
intervention in Social Security Law appears in 2014, which went into effect on 1 January 
2015. The reform process is strongly supported by international organizations and donors 
such as the World Bank, the Council of Europe, ILO and UNDP (European Commission, 
2008). 

The World Bank in particular is very actively engaged in Albania, both in terms of 
offering financial and technical support and in supporting the Government in formulating 
policies. 

 
Main reform outlines. 

The previous most important reforms includes a structural one in 1993 and a 
parametric one in 2002. The 1993 reform is described as a structural intervention because it 
produced a comprehensive reorganization of the social insurance system within the 
conceptual framework of a modern market economy, while the parametric reform of 2002 
change key elements of the system such as contribution rates, retirement ages, or average 
benefits levels (World Bank Report 2007). 

From 2002-2014 the Social Security Act had several amendments, which reflect 
the problematic of the system and affect the sustainability of the scheme. According to the 
World Bank proposals the type of the reform that should follow the pension system, was 
brought in question. The improving incentives to contribute, based in the option of 
maintaining the same scheme according to PAYG principle and changing the parameters 
to give solutions to the above identified problematics, seem well suited for the future of 
our country.  

The reform of 2014, provides for a consistent package of legal measures which 
includes the strengthen of the contributory principle, and introduce more fairness to the 

 



system. Actually, the reform maintained the old age pension calculation formula from the 
old law, but changes its parameters. The improvements made in the pension formula, help 
to increase the level of pension benefits. The monthly compulsory old-age pension is 
composed of a basic amount and a supplement.  
 
P = SHB + SH 
 
P - Pension Formula 
SHB -  Basic Amount 
SH - Suplement. 
 

As Article 32 of Social Security Act provides, the basic amount is calculated as a 
proportion of the real insured period of a person to the law required insured period, this 
multiplied with the social pension. While the supplement is 1% per year of insurance 
multiplied with the average assessment basis the insured person achieved through 
contributions.  

The old age pension amount provide at least a minimum standard of living, which 
could not be lower than the Social Pension Amount. 

 
The reform also, removes the restriction provided before, that the maximal 

pension is twice of the minimal one, which helps in redistribution. Therefore, contributors 
with higher contributions paid would have higher pension benefits when they retire, 
which is more than previous maximal pensions. This mechanism not only strengthen the 
connection between paid contributions and pension amount, but also helps to convince 
the contributors who may pay contributions based on the minimum national level wage 
(ex.: self-employments), to pay contributions upon real declaration of wage in order to 
profit a higher pension when they retire. 

Contributory pensions generally help to maintain consumption in old age at a 
similar level as during the recipient's working life, but actually in Albania, according to the 
new implemented pension law, the concept of a Social Pension is also included. This kind 
of pension is noncontributory and aims to prevent older people from falling into poverty. 
Social pensions helps to protect the poor and the vulnerable population, as providing a 
benefit for resident citizens without income from old-age pensions. 

Due to the differences of the rural/urban pension scheme, the contribution that a 
self employed person in rural areas pays were lower than that of the self-employed in an 
urban area, so most self-employed people are registered as being self-employed in 
agriculture to pay lower contributions (European Commission, 2008). In response of this 
phenomenon, the reform provides for application of rules which tends to the unification of 
rural and urban pensions until complete reconciliation This will help to not only strengthen 
but also extend the contributory principle. 

Special attention was made to provide growth of incentives for working longer 
(Utet Giuridica, 2014), in order to provide a long term financial stabilizer of the Albanian old 
age compulsory pension system.In this context the reform included a gradual increase in 
the retirement age from 60/65 to 67 for both genders in 2056. Subsequently, starting from 
the year 2015 the retirement age for the females will increase by two months per year, 
while for the males starting from the year 2033 the retirement age will increase by one 
month per year. This gradual increase tends to equal retirement between men and women 

 



as a result of changing lifestyles, expectations and family structures. Common pensionable 
age, already exists in the United States, Canada, Germany, France and many other 
countries (Hennion, S. Le Barbier-Le Bris, Del Sol, M. 2013). 

In addition to the increase of the retirement age, a contributory requisite is also 
included, at last 15 years of paid contributions is needed. While a gradual increase of 
insurance period has been applied from 35 to 40. So, starting from the year 2015 the 
insurance period will increase by four months per year until 2030.  

Another measure intending to keep the contributors in the scheme for a long 
time, is discouraging early retirements and providing stimulus for longer employment. 
Both of them are introduced, so according article 33 of Social Security Act, if a pensioner is 
entitled to a pension, according the requisites of law, receives an additional benefit of 0.5 
percent of the pension amount each month that postpones the retirement date and 
continues to pay the contributions. While, if a beneficiary pensioner interrupts the pension 
benefits and continues to work and pay contributions, the beneficiary receives a 
supplement to the pension at the rate of 0.5 per cent for each interruption month.  

The minimum wage increment shall increase the pension amount too, actually the 
minimum wage is recently increased by The Council of Ministry Decision No. 399 dated 
03.05.2017 to 24,000 (twenty four thousand) ALL. Also, more strict indexation rules are 
implied, as a method to adjust pension benefits taking account the changes in the cost of 
living. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The description of the social security reforms adopted in Albania over the last 
decades are directly influenced by the economic, politics, demographic and social 
changes. The parametric reform of 2014, on the Social Security System goes in line with the 
economic development and the EU acquisition and ILO requirements. Its main objective is 
to establish a strategic social protection framework and ensure sustainability of the 
financial scheme. As was mentioned before, the reform has a good impact in the fund of 
pension scheme, other good results are expected to come in the future. 

Regardless, extension of social protection will require improved national financing 
through better collection of existing social security contributions, diminishing in this way 
the size of a shadow economy. 

Additionally, more attention to perverse incentives in the labour market should be 
given. In order to promote the extension of a work career, the labour market must improve 
labor conditions. In this way the number of contributors will grow, which will help in the 
sustainability of pension payments.Efforts are made, but still low pension increases remain 
a goal for the future. National Employment Service data show that during 2016 the number 
of unemployed registered jobseekers has decreased regarding the registration in 
professional training courses and in programmes of encouraging employment, 
respectively, with 42.6 % and 11.4 % (INSTAT, 2017).  

 
Also, even that there are the early effects of the reform, the statistics from ISS, 

show an  increase in the number of contributors due to the improved pension formula, 
which establishes a stronger link between the pension amount and the contributions paid.   

 

 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Data provided by ISS Statistical Book 2017 
 
A growing role for privately funded pensions, as a response to public PAYG 

pension difficulties should be applied. Even though the private pension system is 
regulated with the Act No. 7943, date 01.06.1995 “On Supplementary Pensions and Private 
Pension Institutes”, they are still considered young and still in a build up phase, as 
consequence a large part of people does not participate on them. The situation can 
improve with the establishment of a favourable environment for the investment of funds. 
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Abstract 

The Law no. 52/2016 has deeply reformed the legal framework onsavings and loan 
associations (SLA hereinafter) and their unions,operating in our country. The minimum 
number of membersto establish a SLA shall not be less than 50and, at the end of the 
second year of the SLA activity, and in the following years, the number of membersshould 
not be less than 200. Also, the minimum number of SLA to create aunion shall not be less 
than 5. The Albanian legislator has filled some gaps of the abrogated law, which created 
problems of interpreting the relation between the union and its members. In the past, the 
Tirana Court of the First Instance with the decision no. 10979, dated 10.11.2014,held that 
the union had no right to intervene in the SLAs member internal organization which was 
not a financial activity. The law no. 52/2016 hasnow clarified the competence of the union 
versus its members and it role of monitoring over the SLA's activities. Among others, the 
reform has reinforced the supervising and regulatory competences of the Bank of Albania 
over the SLAs and their unions. During the year 2016,different SLAs and their unions 
havebeen completely reorganizedcreating a consolidatedmarket.The aim of this paper is 
the analysis of thesenovelties and their impactin the Albanian market of the SLA and their 
unions. 
 
Keywords: saving loan associations, unions, organization, supervision 
 
 1. General overview on the savings loan associations and their unions 

operating in Albania 

 
 The Bank of Albania, in the annual supervision report of 2016, analyzed the 
structure of the SLAs and their unions which were completely reorganized, as a 
consequence of the new law365.Before the adoption of the law no. 52/2016 the SLA market 

365 69 SLAs which were members of the "Albanian Union SLA", due the process of merger by 
absorption have decided to be part of the SLA "FED invest". Meanwhile, other SLAs, part of the 
"Albanian Union SLA" decided to be divided and to create independent SLAs. Another example that 
can be mentioned is the merger of The "Union Jehona" and its 19 members establishing the new SLA 
"NewCredit". Also, the SLA "Alb-Progress" and "Perlat" continued to operate independently in the 
Albanian SLA market. The SLAs are mainly oriented on lending activities towards their members with 
about 80.06% and saving liquidities to the unions and banks with about 7.96%. The assets structure 
of the SLA and their unions consists on "investments" with about 49.85%, "sustainable assets" with 
about 24.01% and "transaction with the clients" with about 9.50%. At the end of 2016, the gross loan 
portfolio of the SLAs has reached only the 0,92% of the banking system. The Annual Supervision 
Report of 2016 of the Bank Of Albania in  
www.bankofalbania.org/web/Raporti_Vjetor_2016_7781_1.php, p. 56 

 

                                                           



was fragmented in a very large number of small SLAs, thus representing a challenge for an 
adequatesupervision. Their goal is to collect savings and to grant loans to their 
members.The Bank of Albania has the authority to supervise and to license the SLAs and 
their unions by approving rules and inspecting their activities. The minimum initial capital 
required for obtaining a license as a SLA and for exercising the activities shall be 5,000,000 
All366.Meanwhile, the initial capital required for obtaining a license as a union shall be 
20.000.000 ALL367.  
 In accordance with the law no. 53/2014 “On deposits insurance” as amended, and 
the Manual no. 4188, date 01.09.2016 "On Deposit Insurance for the Saving and Credit 
Associations" approved bythe Bank of Albania, the SLA shall also obtain an insurance 
certificate from the Deposits Insurance Agency,as a condition to be able to start 
itsactivity 368 . During the year 2016 the Deposits Insurance Agency accepted the 
membershiprequestsof only 5 SLAs in thedeposits insurance scheme. Meanwhile, the 
Department of Supervision has suspended procedure requested from 5 other SLAs, 
pending the fulfillment of the criteria369.   
 Under the Albanian legislation, the SLAs are legal persons370 but they are not 
commercial companies and the regime under the law no. 9901 date 14.04.2008 "On 
Entrepreneurs and Commercial Companies" will not find application for them.The different 
applicable regime between commercial companies and SLAs is supported by the article 4 
of the law no. 52/2016. The SLAs and their unions cooperate with their members, with the 
aim to provide them the facilities thatthey will not find, if they operate alone on the 
market. The ultimate goal of the SLA's members is not the profit or a lucrative return on 
their investments which is the characteristic of the shareholdersof commercial companies. 
The SLA'smembersachieve economic benefits in the form of cost saving.The profits of 
commercial companies are distributed among shareholders, in accordance with the 
invested capital. Meanwhile the profits of the SLAs can't be distributed to their members 
but is used to increase the activity of the SLAs. The SLA's members are the first customers 
of the association and they are not owner of the company as the shareholders. For these 
reasons, the contribution paid by each member of the SLA in not a participation in the 
company's capital, their rights in the general meeting are equal. Each member of the SLA 
has the right to vote regardless the amount of contribution paid or deposited to the SLA371. 
The function of a SLA is closer to an association rather than to a commercial company. For 
these reasons, despite in the Albanian language these organizations are named "Savings 
and Loan Companies", the legislator has been careful to clarify that these organizations are 
not commercial companies and their regime is based on the principle of membership, 
which is typical of the associations. The SLA's members are liable for the SLA's obligations 
up to theunpaid amount of contribution into its capital372. 
 The SLAs arefinancial institutions offering financial services in sectors of the 
market that banks do not prefer, because their members operate mainly in rural areas. The 

366 Article 5 paragraph 6, Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016, Approval of the Regulation "On licensing 
and activity of savings and loans associations and their unions".  
367 Article 19 paragraph 5, Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016, Approval of the Regulation "On 
licensing and activity of savings and loans associations and their unions". 
368 Idem, article 5, paragraph 4 also article 71 of the Law no. 52/2016; 
369The Annual Supervision Report of 2016 of the Bank Of Albania in 
www.bankofalbania.org/web/Raporti_Vjetor_2016_7781_1.php, p. 56 
370 Article  10, Law no. 52/2016; 
371 Article  22, idem; 
372 Article 5, idem; 

 

                                                           



SLAs are exempted from the profit tax373.The reason for this exemption is related with the 
goal of these associations, which is not the making of profit and sharing that among their 
members. The profit created during the SLAs activities serves to support the members 
during their activity. 
 The lawno. 52/2016 is not harmonized with any European Union directive or 
regulation. Despite that, the law is based onother countries' best practices and also taking 
into account the problems faced in practice during the application of the old regime374.  
 
 2. The savings and loan associations and their unions 

 

 The law no. 52/2016,the same as the abrogated law, regulates the right of the 
SLAs to create a union, as a voluntary organization, with the aim to improve theirinternal 
financial activities. Unlike the abrogated law that established that the minimum number of 
SLAs to create an union shall not be less than 3375, under the article 44 of the actual law, the 
minimum number of SLAs to create an union shall not be less than 5.But the most 
important noveltyregards the regulation of the relationship between the union and 
itsmembers. The Albanian legislator has filled some gaps of the abrogated law which in the 
past created problems of interpreting the relation between union and it members. The 
disputes were related to the following questions:  
 

1. Does the union have the right to interfere in the internal organization of it 
members by asking the invalidity of the decisions taken by the internal organs of 
the SLA?  
 

2. Does the union have the right to object inthe Courtthe decision of the SLA 
member to leave it?  
 

 To answer to these questions, we should briefly refer to the decision of 
theTiranaFirst InstanceCourt no. 10979, date 10.11.2014 and the doctrine's comment on 
this decision376. The subject matter of this dispute regards the union's request to invalidate 
the decision of the general meeting of the SLA member to leave the union. In its decision 
the Court established that under the article 32 of the Civil Procedure Code, the union, in 
the quality of the claimant, has no legitimate interest violated, and for these reasons, has 
no legitimation to request the declaration of invalidity of the SLA's decision to leave the 
union. Referring to the unifying decision of the Supreme Court no. 9, dated 09.03.2006, the 
claimant's request must correspond to what is required to obtain by the application of the 
law. The decision of a SLA to join or to leave aunion is a voluntary decision. Under the Law 
no. 8782/2001 this decision was not subject to the fulfillment of any prior condition. The 
Court clarified that the decisions of the SLA's bodies, such as the decisions of the general 
meeting or the decisions of the management board, even if they are taken in violation of 
the law or the statute,can't be objected by the union. These decisionsare acts that regulate 
the internal organization of the SLA and they aren’t connected with afinancial activities of 
it. For this reason, the decision of the SLA to leave the union can't be objected by the 

373 Article 107, idem; 
374Explanatory notes on the draft law "On Savings And Loan Associations And Their Unions"  in 
www.parlament.al/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/RELACION-SHOQERITE-E-KURSIM-KREDITIT.pdf 
375 Article 40 law No. 8682, date 03.05.2001 as amended; 
376A. Malltezi, Praktikë Gjyqësore Mbi Aspekte Të Veprimtarisë Tregtare in A. Malltezi, J. Rystemaj, A. 

Kromiçi,Gjykatat Shqiptare mbi Shoqëritë dhe Veprimtarinë Tregtare, Mediaprint, 2015, p. 350; 

 

                                                           



union, but only by the SLA's members and its internal bodies. Furthermore, even if the 
decision of the SLA to leave the union is taken clearly in the violation of the law or statute 
or is taken not by the competent authorities, again the union can't challenge this internal 
decision of the SLA, because it is not a violation of his legitimate interest. Both, the union 
and the SLA as a member of the union, are separate legal persons which exercise their 
activities independently from each other and the decision of the SLA to leave the union is 
in coherence with its needs and in conformity with the law no. 8782/2001377.   
 According to the doctrine, under the Law no. 8782/2001, the unions that 
wereestablished with the aim to ensure financing for their members neededto obtain 
license by the Bank of Albania and were subject of the specific rules approved by it. One of 
the most important activities of the union is the effort to find refinancing resources for its 
members. For these reasons, if the SLA considers that it has more opportunities to find the 
necessary funding alone, it can leave the union and decide to operate alone or to join 
another union, which better attempt to its needs.The decision of the Court is correct, when 
it held that the union has no legitimation to appeal the Court or to intervene in other ways 
intothe internal acts of the SLA. The decision to leave the union is a right of the SLA's 
members, and for these reasons, only its members are legitimated to challenge it. The 
decision of the SLA to leave the union is of an organizational nature and not of a financial 
one. The union has the right to sue against its members only for matters that deal with its 
competence versus its members. These competences are related with the right to control 
certain aspects of the financial performance of its memberswith the aim to ensure suitable 
financial situation and transparency. However, even with regard to the financial 
decisions,the union does not have the right to object all these acts in the Court. In every 
case, the union shall report to the Bank of Albania the financial infraction or the poor 
performance of the SLA as a member of it, in order to give to the Bank the opportunity to 
decidetheappropriate measures. The union has the right toaddress the Court only if the 
SLA member of it impeded, with actions or omissions, to achieve its legal function of 
supervision and reporting378.  
 The statements of the jurisprudence and doctrine seems that have been 
implemented in the provisions of the new law. The law no. 52/2016 has better specified the 
competences and duties of the unions versus their SLA members, underlining that the 
supervision regards the financial activities and also byfortifying the role and supervision of 
the Bank of Albania.  
 Another noveltyconcerns the right of the SLA to leave the union. Under the article 
15 paragraph 9 of the law no. 52/2016, the SLA that decides to leave the union must have 
financial sustainability and prove to have appropriate management bodies, which will 
preserve and improve the financial situation of it. On the other hand, the union shallnotify 
in advance to the Bank of Albania the SLA's decision to end the membership. The Bank of 
Albania shall warn the SLA on the effects of such a decision will spring up with the ending 
of the membership in the union.  
 The articles that regulate the unions and  the SLAmembersprovide that the union 
will exercise a monitory role on the SLAs, and for this reason,itmust create a unit 
responsible for monitoring and a credit committee379. These bodies were absent in the 
abrogated law. The structure and the employees of monitory unit shall obtain the approval 
of the Bank of Albania. The head of this unit is appointed by the administrative board and 

377 idem 354; 
378 idem, p 356; 
379 Article 46, paragraph 4, Law no. 52/2016; 

 

                                                           



shall obtain the approval of the Bank of Albania and he or shecannot be dismissed without 
the prior approval of the Bank of Albania380. Also, under the article 47 are clarified the 
actions that the union can take to fulfill its duty of supervision. 
 An important novelty regards the right of the union to order sanction to it 
members for the ascertained irregularities. The union shall inform the Bank of Albania for 
the undertaken sanctions within 15 days. On the other hand, the SLA has the rightto 
appeal to the Bank of Albania within 30 days from receiving the notification of the 
sanction. It's in the power of the Bank of Albania to decide on the sanctionwithin 30 days 
from the request 381. Thus, the new law, unlike the abrogated one, recognized an added 
role to the Bank of Albania to interfere to the internal organization of the union and to play 
an active role on the supervision of the union's members. 
 
 3. Other novelties of the Lawno. 52/2016"Onsavingsloan associations and 

their unions 

 
 Under the law no. 8782, dated 03.05.2001, the minimum number to establish a 
SLA was only 7382. Actually, the minimum number of members to establish a SLA shall not 
be less than 50 and at the end of the second year of a SLA's activity, and in the following 
years, the number of members should not be less than 200383. The increasednumberof 
members intendsto consolidate the SLA market for a better supervision by the Bank of 
Albania. The number of members has been distinctly increased and this measure brought 
the reorganization of the SLA market. The Bank of Albania supervises the application of 
article 8 of theLaw no. 52/2016 and if the number of members descends, it is in its 
competence to decide the next steps to take in accordance with the sanctions provided in 
this law. 
 There are important noveltieswith regard tothe articles that regulate the 
procedure ofacquiring and losing the membership384.Also, the new rules specify the terms 
and the procedures to implement in order to obtainall the information on the SLA's 
activities fulfilling in this way the principle of transparency. Under article 11, the SLA 
defines, as a rule, the membership criteria, which may be the exercise of an activity in the 
same geographical area or any other criteria based on a common interest. These criteria 
will not find application when a SLA applies to be part of a SLA's union. In accordance with 
article 12 of this law, the request for membership shall be submitted in writing to the SLA's 
administrator, who has the competence to decide if the applicant fulfills all the 
requisites385. Ifthe administrator rejects the membership request, the applicant should 
submit his request to the management board. The SLA shall hold a membership register 

380The head of the unit responsible for monitoring the SLAs shall fulfill the following criteria: a) 
possess a university degree, or he/she at least has completed postgraduate studies in high education 
institutions in economics; b) have at least 5 (five) years of experience in the banking sector and/or the 
financial one; c) have a high ethical and professional reputation; d) have sufficient and adequate 
experience in leading - at least 3 (three) years in the banking and/or financial system. Article 24 of 
theDecision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016Approval of the Regulation "On licensing and activity of savings 
and loans associations and their unions. 
381 Article 47, idem; 
382 Article 13 Law no. 8782/2001; 
383 Article 8, Law no. 52/2016; 
384 Articles 11-17,idem; 
385 This article changed the article 14 of the old law no. 8782, dated 03.05.2001 which established that 
the request for membership shall submitted in writing to the management board of the SLA. 

 

                                                           



which contains all the information regarding the members and the contribution paid. In 
accordance with the right to be informed, the administrator shall, inform,in writing, the 
member on the matters presented in his request, within 30 days. If the administrator 
refusesto give all the information asked,within 30 days the member should appeal to the 
management board within 30 days, from the date of its rejectionrequest. In case of another 
rejection from the management board, the member has the right toaddress the Court386. 
With the new provisions, a member shall leave voluntarily the SLA only if he has been 
member for at least 1 year387.  
 The Albanian legislator has revised the activities that the SLA and their unions 
shallexercise. Under article 34, the SLA shall have as primary purpose of its activity 
accepting deposits and granting loans to the members of the associations. With the 
approval of the Bank of Albania, the SLA may exercise one or more of the following 
financial activities: a) all payment and money transfer services; b) foreign exchange; c) 
financial leasing388. The law permits the SLAs to exercise financial activities which shall be 
determined withby-laws of the Bank of Albania389. Also the actual law clearly establishes 
the types of investments in which the SLAs and their unions may be involved390.  
 Regarding the capital of the SLA, the law no. 52/2016 establishes a detailed 
explanation of the capital voices391. In any case, the capital of SLAs or SLA's union should 
not be less than the capital needed the obtaining the license.The SLA shall notify the Bank 
of Albania within 30 days for: a) capital increase, as a consequence of individual 
contributions of each member and/or donator’s funds above ALL 100,000 (one hundred 
thousand); b) capital decrease above ALL 100,000 (one hundred thousand); c) changes in 
the organizational structure; d) opening or closing of SLA’s branches, or changes in their 
address; e) appointment of members of the management board, the administrator or 
members of the audit committee 392.  
 There are also amendments with regardtomember’s contribution to the SLA. The 
article 29 of the abrogated law established the right of the members to sell or purchase the 
contribution with previous authorization of the management board. The newlawdoes not 
foresee the right of the members to sell or purchase their contribution. Now it is regulated 
only the right of inheritancecontribution, but it is necessary to underline that the inheritor 
doesn't inherit the right of membership in the SLA393.The aim of this provision relates to 
the fact that the contribution is a member's asset and as such should be inherited in 
accordance with the civil law rules, guaranteeing this way the right of property.On the 
other hand, the membership concerns a personal right and for this reason is not 
inheritable394. 
 The corporate governance is in the focus of the actual law that clarifies the role 
and the competence of the governing bodies and also simplifies aspects of decision-

386 Article 13 Law no. 52/2016; 
387 Article 16, idem; 
388 Article 5, paragraph 2, Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016, Approval of the Regulation "On licensing 
and activity of savings and loans associations and their unions". 
389 Article 34 paragraph 4, Law no. 52/2016; 
390 Article 38, idem; 
391 Article 39, idem; 
392 Article 18, paragraph 2, Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016, Approval of the Regulation "On 
licensing and activity of savings and loans associations and their unions". 
393 Article 41, Law no. 52/2016; 
394Explanatory notes on the draft law "On Savings And Loan Associations And Their Unions"  in 
www.parlament.al/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/RELACION-SHOQERITE-E-KURSIM-KREDITIT.pdf; 

 

                                                           



making of the SLA's. Unlike the abrogated law, the extraordinary meeting is not regulated 
anymore and the articles of the law no. 52/2016 reorganize in a detailed manner the 
modalities for calling and the quorum of the ordinary meeting. Regarding the member's 
representation at the general meeting, the article 23 of the law no. 56/2016 has abrogated 
the limitation of representation of members only by other members of the SLA395,allowing 
a member of the SLA to be represented in the general meeting by a third person, with a 
written authorization. The general meeting takes valid decisions if more than half of the 
members are present, based on the principle 'one member one vote', regardless the 
contribution paid. If this quorum is not constituted, the assembly will be convened again 
the day after, regardless the number of participating members396. Also the legislator has 
provided that the general meeting takes valid decisions with 3/4 of votes of the participant 
members for the questions regardingthe amendment of the statute, increase and decrease 
of the capital, reorganization, transformation and voluntary liquidation of the SLA397. 
 In accordance with the principles of corporate governance under article 19 of the 
law no. 52/2016, the members of the management board, the administrator and the 
members of the audit committee shall, in cumulative manner, fulfillsome specific criterias. 
They must not have been responsible for caused bankruptcy of an entity that exercised 
commercial activities; they must not have been declared guilty by a penal Court; they must 
not have been subject to insolvency declaration or been punished by the Bank of Albania 
during the last 5 years. The Bank of Albania has large competences to determine additional 
criterias. In this context, the Bank of Albania has established that the chair of the 
management board and more than half of the members of the management board, as well 
as the administrator of the SLA, shall fulfill the additional criteria: a. possess a university 
degree; b. have a professional experience of no less than 3 years in the financial field; c. 
have a high ethical and professional reputation. In case of a union all the members of the 
management board and the administrator shall fulfill the criteria mentioned above. The 
other members of the management board of the SLA shall have a completed secondary 
education, have work experience of no less than 3 years and have a high ethical and 
professional reputation. Regarding the members of the audit committee, the Bank of 
Albania established that they shall possess a university degree in economy and have a high 
ethical and professional reputation. All the persons mentioned above may not exercise 
contemporarily a function in governing bodies in another SLA or SLA's union398. Also the 
conflict of interest and familial relation between the member of governing bodies and 
audit committee find a separate regulation under the law 52/2016399. 
 Unlike the previous law, the reorganization procedures of the SLA and their 
unions are regulated in detail by the law currently in force400. Also, the law No. 52/2016 
regulates specific articles for the voluntary and mandatory liquidation, according to the 
procedures applied for the banks of second level401. The Albanian legislator has filled the 
gaps of the previous law and avoidedin this way, the contradictory interpretations 
concerning the rules to apply. It should be emphasized the role of the Bank of Albania 

395 Article 19 of the law no. 8782, date 03.05.2001 as amended; 
396 Article 24, 22 Law no. 52/2016; 
397 Article 25, idem; 
398 Article 13 of the Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016, Approval of the Regulation "On licensing and 
activity of savings and loans associations and their unions". 
399 Article 33; 
400 Article 50 and following; 
401 Article 80 and following; 

 

                                                           



during the whole procedures of reorganization and liquidation, which actually is clearly 
defined and regulated. 
 
 4. The novelties regarding the supervision of the SLA and their unions 

 
 The law no. 52/2016 has clarifies the criterias that the SLAs and their unions shall 
fulfill to obtain the license.Also, the new rules havereorganized thesanction that the Bank 
of Albania can undertake during its supervision402. With regard to the acts that the SLAs 
and the unions shall submit to obtain the license, the Bank of Albania, following the 
procedures applied for the banks of second level, has provided for the SLAs to certify the 
source of the initial capital paid by the founding members403. The Bank of Albania shall 
decide within 3 months to accept or refuse the request for license404. If the SLA fulfills the 
criterias to obtain the license, this one is unlimited in time, non-transferable and 
inalienable405. The license issued by the Bank of Albania shall include the annex of the 
financial activities that the SLA is allowed to exercise406. The SLA shall notify the Bank of 
Albania within 30 days for: a) capital increase, as consequence of individual contributions 
of each member and/or donator's funds above 100.000 All; b) capital decrease above 
100,000 All; c) changes in the organizational structure d) opening or closing of SLA's 
branches, or changes in their address; e) appointment of members of the management 
board, the administrator or members of the audit committee407. The same rules find 
applicationalso tothe union which wants to obtain a license. In addition, theunion shall 
create the unit responsible for the SLAs monitoring.The SLA that applies for a license shall 
pay a commission of 10.000 lek at the Bank of Albania at the time of submitting the 
application meanwhile the union that applies for license shall pay a commission of 30.000 
lek. The commission paid can't be refunded even in case of refusal by the Bank of 
Albania408. 
 The law establishes in detail the violations and thecorresponding sanctions that 
the Bank of Albania applies against the SLA's and their unions409. These one may object the 
decision to the Governor, within 30 days from the date of notification of the sanction 
imposed by the Bank of Albania. At the end of the administrative process, the interested 
subject has the right to initiate a  judicial process, to the Administrative Court of Appeal410. 
In this way, the law applies for the SLAs and their unions the same procedures provided for 
the banks of the second level which object against the decision taken by the Bank of 
Albania.  
 
 

402 Article 60 and following of the Law no. 52/2016 and the Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016, 
Approval of the Regulation "On licensing and activity of savings and loans associations and their 
unions". 
403 Article 6 of the Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016 Approval of the Regulation "On licensing and 
activity of savings and loans associations and their unions". 
404 Article 7, idem; 
405 Article 70 Law no. 52/2016 and article 9 of the Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016 Approval of the 
Regulation "On licensing and activity of savings and loans associations and their unions". 
406 Article 9, idem; 
407 Article 18, idem; 
408 Article 11 and 21 of the Decision No. 104, dated 5.10.2016 Approval of the Regulation "On 
licensing and activity of savings and loans associations and their unions". 
409 Article 76 and following of the Law no. 52/2016. 
410 Article 80, idem. 

 

                                                           



 5. Conclusion 

 

 The development of the SLAs and their unions has highlighted the need for 
intervention by the Albanian legislator, in order to give answers to problems faced during 
the application of the old regime. For these reasons, the Albanian legislator, with the law 
no. 52/2016, intends to reorganize the main aspects of the SLA and their unions, with the 
aim to create appropriate conditions for granting loans for businesses of small dimensions. 
Therefore, the role and the intervention of the Bank of Albania is fundamental. The law no. 
52/2016 regulates prudently the Bank of Albania's supervision and the procedures that the 
SLAs and their unions have to follow when they objectto the sanctions of the Bank of 
Albania. Regarding the complaints procedure, the legislator has providedfor the SLAs and 
their unions, the same procedures that regulate the objection of the sanction given by the 
Bank of Albania against the banks of the second level, operating in our country. Another 
reform addressed by the new law regards the interrelated relationship between the unions 
and their members. The Law clearly specifies the monitoring and assistance role of the 
union on itsSLAmembers. In particular, the obligation of the unions to create a 
specificmonitoring body. The SLAs and their unions shall exercise only the financial 
services established in this law and in the license issuedby the Bank of Albaniaand obtain 
an insurance certificate by the Deposits Insurance Agency. The law and the bylaws of the 
Bank of Albania established the initial capital and the legal reserve that the SLAs and their 
unions shall fulfill, with the aim, to ensure financial stabilities for these entities. For these 
reasons, the law clarifies the measures that should be taken by the union and the Bank of 
Albania. The law no.52/2016 has simplified thedecision-making procedures and internal 
organization of the SLAs and their unions, in coherence with the principles of corporate 
governance and the rules that find application for the banks of the second level, with 
regards to the audition procedures of these entities and the procedures ofjoining or 
leaving the SLA. An important role have the new provisions of this law which have in their 
focus the reorganization and the liquidation procedures,and which were absent in the law 
no. 8782, dated 03.05.2001, avoiding this way the contradictory  interpretation on 
applicable rules.  
 The presence of the SLAs and their unions in the Albanian market is growing and 
the reform of this sector will serve to improve transparency in their organization and will 
increase the competition among them.  
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Abstract 

 
Mediation as one of alternative dispute resolution methods has been increasingly 
promoted in Albania as an effective way for resolving certain types of disputes. However, 
despite its promotion, it has resulted that the use of mediation in Albania has been very 
limited. Mainly for the purpose of increasing the use mediation,the Albanian legislator has 
recently proposed a draft law on amending the Law on Mediation, by introducing, inter 
alia, the notion of mandatory mediation. In the last decades, there have been many 
initiatives introducing different forms of mandatory mediation worldwide. But along with 
this, there has also been continuous debate and objections about mandatory mediation. 
The purpose of this paper is to address the concept and types of mandatory mediation and 
the rationale behind its introduction. It will also focus on the existingworldwide debate 
about mandatory mediation and will especially raise a few concerns aboutthe Albanian 
draft law proposal on some amendments of the Law on Mediation regarding mandatory 
mediation.  
 
Key Words: mandatory mediation, parties’ autonomy, access to justice, effectiveness  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Alternative Dispute Resolution refers to any method of dispute resolution that is not 
provided by the public justice system.411Nowadays ADR are increasingly being used. The 
increasing interest in using these methods is thought to have come as a result of 
dissatisfaction with the traditional, judicial system.412Among the main goals of ADR are the 
provision of such ways of avoiding the burden, cost and delay of the courts; fostering 
community involvement in dispute resolution processes; facilitating access to justice413 
and providing the most effective dispute resolution mechanisms.414Mediation is one of 

411 Costello, E. J. (2000). Weather and when to use Alternative Dispute Resolution, Alternative Dispute 
Resolution: The Litigator’s Handbook, edited by Nancy F. Atlas, Stephen K. Huber, E Wendy Trachte-
Huber, ABA Publishing, p. 18. 
412Fiadjoe A., (2004). Alternative Dispute Resolution, A developing World Perspective. London, Great 
Britain: Cavendish Publishing. 
413See Directive 2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council “On certain aspects of 
mediation in civil and commercial matters” which provides in its recitals that: “…(2)The principle of 
access to justice is fundamental and, with the view of facilitating better access to justice, the 
European Council…called for alternative, extra-judicial procedures to be created by the Member 
States. …(5) The objective securing better access to justice, …, should encompass access to judicial 
as well into extra-judicial dispute resolution methods.” 
414Applebey, G. (1993). An Overview of Alternative Dispute Resolution, in Alternative Dispute 
Resolution 27. C. Samson & J.McBride eds., p. 37 

 

                                                           



such ADR mechanisms. It is defined as a dispute resolution process in which an 
independent and impartial third party facilitates the dialogue between the parties in 
dispute to achieve a mutually acceptable resolution for their dispute.415The advantages 
associated with mediation generally are considered: being quick and cost effective, 
confidential, informal and flexible, preserving amicable and sustainable relationship 
between the parties, being under the control of the parties, offering creative ways of 
settling the disputes and offering the potential for greater party satisfaction at the 
outcome of the process.416Considering these many advantages, mediation popularity has 
been growing worldwide, including Albania.  

In Albania, in the last decade, there have been many initiatives for the purpose of 
increasing the effectiveness and use of mediation. These initiaves mainly consist in 
amendments or approval of new laws on mediation417 and projects carried out by different 
organizations.418However, despite its promotion, it has resulted that the use of mediation 
in Albania has been very limited. Therefore, one of the objectives of the strategy on the 
reform in the justice system419 is the increase of the use and of the quality of the mediation 
service, as well as professionalism and mediation has been recently submitted for approval 
to the Albanian parliament. Among others, the draft law introduces the notion of 
mandatory mediation.  

Considering that mandatory mediation is a newly introducedconcept in Albania, this 
paper aims at addressing the models of mandatory mediation and the rationale behind its 
introduction. It will also focus on the existing worldwide debate about mandatory 
mediation and will especially raise a few concerns regarding mandatory mediation as 
introduced by the Albanian draft law on some amendments of the Law on Mediation.  
 
 

II. MODELS OF MANDATORY MEDIATION AND RATIONALE BEHIND IT 

 

415On definitions of mediation see: Menkel-Meadow, Love, Schneider, Sternlight (2011). Dispute 
Resolution beyond the Adversarial Model. fq.223; Folberg, J., Taylor, A., (1984). Mediation: A 
Comprehensive Guide to Resolving Conflicts without Litigation, Sanfrancisco, Jossey-Bass Inc Pub.; 
Noone, M. (1996) Essential Legal Skills - Mediation, , London, UK: Cavendish Publishing; Kovach K. 
(2005). Mediation in Handbook of Dipute Resolution. Michael L. Moffitt & Roberst C. Bordone Eds. 
Jossey-Bass.  
416 Spencer, D., Brogan, M. (2006), Mediation Law and Practice, New York: Cambridge University Press, 
fq. 4.; Wissler, Roselle L. (1997). The effects of mandatory mediation: Empirical research on the 
experience of small claims and common pleas courts. Willamete Law Review. Vol [33:565], 566-571; 
Colloquy (1994). Clients driving increased use of alternative dispute resolution. Ill. Legal Times, 16; 
Holly A. Streeter-Schaefer, (2001) Note, A look at court mandated civil mediation. 49 Drake Law 
Review, 367-368; Haslev Keynes General NHS Trust [2004] 4 All ER925; Coben J., Thompson P. (2006) 
Disputing Irony: A systematic look at litigation about mediation. 11 Harv. Negot. L. Rev. 43; Directive 
2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council “On certain aspects of mediation in civil 
and commercial matters”, paragraph 6 of the recitals. 
417The laws regulating mediation in Albania after the years ’90 are: Law no. 8465, dated 11.03.1999 
“On mediation for the amicable settlement of disputes”; Law no. 9090, dated 26.6.2003 “On 
mediation”; Law no. 10385, dated 24.02.2011 “On mediation for the settlement of disputes”, 
amended. 
418 For instance see “Resolution of commercial disputes through mediation. The case of Albania” IFC, 
Tirana 2010, pp. 25-26. 
419 https://reformanedrejtesi.al/sites/default/files/draft_strategjia_versioni_shqip.pdf 

 

                                                           



 2.1 Models of mandatory mediation 

 Mandatory mediation has been used in many different forms. Professor Sanders420 
distinguishes between categorical and discretional approach, while Melissa Hanks421 adds 
to these approaches the quasi-compulsorymediation. It is considered as categorical the 
mandatory mediation approach that provides for automatic and compulsory referral of 
certain matters to mediation.Generally it is the legislation that requires the parties to 
undertake mediation as a prerequisite to commencing proceedings.422As regards to the 
categorical approach Professor Sander suggests that the law should always contain an opt-
out provision, allowing the parties to argue a case for exemption. 423 Whereas the 
discretionary approach, often referred as court-referred mediation, refers to those 
approaches in which the judges are given the authority to refer any case they deem 
appropriate to mediation with or without the parties consent.424 The third approach of 
mandatory mediation is the one described as quasi-compulsory mediation, in which 
although mediation is not mandated, it is effectively compelled through the potential for 
adverse costs orders if not undertaken prior to commencing proceedings.425 

 The actual law on mediation in force in Albania provides only for voluntary mediation. 
There is also a provision, Article 2 paragraph 4, which stipulates the obligation of the court 
to invite the parties to mediate in certain cases. Sometimes this provision is misinterpreted 
as providing for mandatory mediation. But that is not the case. The court is only obliged to 
inform the parties that their dispute is suitable for being settled through mediation and 
invite them to mediate. However it cannot order the parties to mediate those disputes, if 
theyare not willing to mediate. The mandatory mediation in Albania is only recently being 
introduced by the draft-law on some amendments on the law on mediation. It provides 
that mediation is mandatory when the law provides for the preliminary transfer of the case 
by the court, the prosecution office or an administrative body to a licensed and registered 
mediator.426 Further, in article 2 it is provided that for patrimonial disputes related to the 
right to property and co-ownership rights, partition of property claims, possession claims, 
negatory claims, claims for cessation of violation of possession, disputes arising out of non-
fulfillment of contractual obligations, and tort claims of less than 1,000,000 ALL, mediation 
is mandatory prior to the commencement of adjudication of the case.  

 Considering the above definitions it can be said that the approach followed by the 
Albanian draft-law on some amendments on the law on mediation is that of categorical 
mandatory mediation, as it the law which requires the parties to undertake mediation 
before the adjudication of their case. After having identified the model of mandatory 
mediation introduced by the Albanian draft-law on some amendments on the law on 
mediation, it is important to also analyze what are the reasons that led to the proposal of 
such an amendment.  

420 Sander F.E.A. (2007). Another view of mandatory mediation. Dispute Resolution Magazine. 16 
421 Hanks M. (2012). Perspectives on mandatory mediation. UNSW Law Journal. Vol 35(3). 931 
422 Ibid 
423 Sander, above Note 9, 16 
424 Hanks, above Note 10, 931; Queck D. (2010) Mandatory Mediation: An oxymoron? Examining the 
feasibility of implementing a court-mandated mediation program. Cardozo Journal of Conflict 
Resolution, Vol. 11:479, 481 
425 Hanks, above note 10, 931. 
426 Article 1/a (2) of the Draft Law “On some additions and amendments on the Law No.10385, dated 
24.02.2011 “On mediation for resolution of disputes””  

 

                                                           



 2.2    The rationale behind introduction of mandatory mediation 

 

Despite the different models of mandatory mediation followed by different legislators, 
the rationale behind their introduction is mainly the same. The need to increase awareness 
and the usage of mediation services is probably the most compelling reason for 
introducing mandatory mediation.427As Wissler has pointed out, mediation programs that 
depend on parties’ willingness to participate attract relatively few cases, which might be 
for different reasons, such as: (i) parties’ lack of familiarity with mediation; (ii) the lack of 
familiarity among attorneys whose recommendations and encouragement are key factors 
in their clients’ choice of process; and (iii) some parties’ and attorneys’ reluctance to 
express an interest in mediation out of fear that the other side might regard it as a sign of 
weakness.428The law rate of utilization of mediation is also evidenced as a reason for 
introducing mandatory mediation in the report accompanying the Albanian draft-law“On 
some additions and amendments on the Law No.10385, dated 24.02.2011 “On mediation 
for resolution of disputes””429And the reasons for that might also be those mentioned 
above. Individuals should be given the opportunity to experience the benefits of 
mediation, 430 therefore where the parties’ reticence towards mediation is due to 
unfamiliarity with or ignorance of the process, court-mandated mediation may be 
instrumental in helping them overcome their prejudices or lack of understanding.431 Also, 
mandating mediation allows counsel to circumvent the stigma of being misperceived as 
weak.432 

Further, it is said that mandatory mediation is intended to serve the public interest, as 
a case that is settled through mediation is one less case on the burgeoning court dockets, 
resolved with less time and the expense to both the parties and the judicial 
system.433Hence, by reducing the number of cases that go to trial, would permit courts to 
process cases more efficiently, conserve judicial resources, and allow judges to give more 
attention to cases requiring their expertise in resolving legal issues.434

 

427 Queck D. (2010) Mandatory Mediation: An oxymoron? Examining the feasibility of implementing a 
court-mandated mediation program. Cardozo Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 11:479, 484; See 
also the Report of the Draft Law “On some additions and amendments on the Law No.10385, dated 
24.02.2011 “On mediation for resolution of disputes”” p. 4 
428 Wissler, Roselle L.  (1997). The effects of mandatory mediation: Empirical research on the 
experience of small claims and common pleas courts. Willamete Law Review. Vol [33:565], 570-571 
429 Report of the Draft Law “On some additions and amendments on the Law No.10385, dated 
24.02.2011 “On mediation for resolution of disputes”” p. 4 
430 Frank E. A. Sander, H. William Allen & Debra Hensler. (1996). Judicial (Mis)use of ADR? A Debate. 27 
U. TOL. L. REV. 886  
431 Queck D. (2010) Mandatory Mediation: An oxymoron? Examining the feasibility of implementing a 
court-mandated mediation program. Cardozo Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 11:479, 483 
432 Kichaven J., Rothman D. (2003). Lawyers Speak Out on Justifying Court Mediation to Their Clients, 
21 ALTERNATIVES TO HIGH COST LITIG. 149, 166  
433 Victoria J. Haneman. (2011). The Inappropriate Imposition of Court-Ordered Mediation in Will 
Contests. 59 Clev. St. L. Rev. 521 available at 
http://engagedscholarship.csuohio.edu/clevstlrev/vol59/iss4/4 
434Carrie Menkel-Meadow.(1991). Pursuing Settlement in an Adversary Culture: A Tale of Innovation 
Co-opted or "The Law of ADR," 19 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 1, 8-10; Edward F. Shennan (1993). Court-
Mandated Alternative Dispute Resolution: What Form of Participation Should Be Required?.46 SMU L. 
REv. 2079,2081-83; See also Report of the Draft Law “On some additions and amendments on the Law 
No.10385, dated 24.02.2011 “On mediation for resolution of disputes”” p. 4 

 

                                                           



 However, despite these benefits that introduction of mandatory mediation may bring, 
there have always been concerns about mandatory mediation.  
 
III. THE EXISTING DEBATE OVER MANDATORY MEDIATION 

 
There are many concerns raised about mandatory mediation by critics. However, 

this paper will focus only on a few major ones, such as: (i) how mandatory mediation may 
impact the voluntary nature of mediation; (ii) how it may hinder access to justice; and (iii) 
how effective it may be.  
 

3.1 Mandatory mediation and voluntariness 

 

Mediation is a consensual process that relies on the willingness of the parties to the 
dispute. The main objection against mandatory mediation is that it impinges upon the 
parties’ self-determination and voluntariness, thus undermining the very essence of 
mediation.435It is said that voluntariness is eroded when a court strips from the parties the 
choice to participate.436However many authors make a distinction about the nature of 
consent in mediation. Jacqueline Nolan-Haley maintains that there are two forms of 
consent in mediation: ‘front-end participation consent’ and ‘back-end outcome 
consent”.437 A similar distinction is made by Dorcas Quek with regard to coercion ‘into’ and 
‘within’ mediation.438Thus, taking into account this distinction, some authorsargue that the 
parties may be told to attempt the process of mediation, but that is not tantamount to 
forcing them to settle in the mediation. They retain their freedom within the process. The 
coercion in mandatory mediation only relates torequiring that parties try to reach an 
agreementto resolve their dispute.439 But others also maintain that coercion into mediation 
can evolve into coercion to settle.440 

 
 
 
3.2 Mandatory mediation and access to justice 

 
 As to the other concern, some have argued that requiring mediation as a preliminary 
step to litigation may interfere with access to justice and, thus, constitutes a denial of due 
process.441 Also one court has held that: “To oblige unwilling parties to refer their disputes 

435 Queck D. (2010) Mandatory Mediation: An oxymoron? Examining the feasibility of implementing a 
court-mandated mediation program. Cardozo Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 11:479, 484; See 
also: Astor H, Chinkin C. (2002). Dispute Resolution in Australia. 2nd edn. LexisNexis Butterworths, 273 
436 Green, Cameron (2010) “ADR: Where did the 'alternative' go? Why mediation should not be a 
mandatory step in the litigation process,” ADR Bulletin: Vol. 12: No. 3, Article 2. Available at: 
http://epublications.bond.edu.au/adr/vol12/iss3/2 
437 Nolan-Haley  Jacqueline. (2009).  ‘Mediation Exceptionality’ 78 Fordham Law Review 1251 
438Queck D. (2010) Mandatory Mediation: An oxymoron? Examining the feasibility of implementing a 
court-mandated mediation program. Cardozo Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 11:479, 485 
439 Bullock Stephen G., Gallagher Linda Rose. (1997). Surveying the State of the Mediative Art: A Guide to 
Institutionalizing Mediation in Louisiana, 57 LA. L. REV. 885, 948   
t440Grillo Trina. (1991).The Mediation Alternative: Process Dangers for Women, 100 YALE L.J. 1545, 
1581; Katz Lucy V. (1993). Compulsory Alternative Dispute Resolution and Voluntarism: Two-Headed 
Monster or Two Sides of the Coin? J. DISP. RESOL. 1, 41. 
441 See Wissler, Roselle L.  (1997). The effects of mandatory mediation: Empirical research on the 
experience of small claims and common pleas courts. Willamete Law Review. Vol [33:565], 572 

 

                                                           



to mediation would be to impose an unacceptable obstruction on their right to access to 
courts.”442Several courts, however, have held that the right to due process is not violated if 
the mandatory program is nonbinding and creates no unreasonable obstacles to trial or 
undue pressures to settle, such as increased costs and delay, the disclosure of the 
mediator’s conclusions to the court or to the public or financial penalties for failing to 
accept a settlement.443 

The Court of Justice of European Union has also said its word on this issue. Thus, in the 
case of Livio Menini, Maria Antonia Rampanelli v Banco Popolare Societa Cooperativa444the 
CJEU held that mandatory mediation may be compatible with protecting the right of 
access to justice provided that the procedure: 

does not result in a decision that is binding on the parties;  
does not cause a substantial delay in the ability to commence legal proceedings 
(and suspends any limitation period); 
does not give rise to costs – or gives rise to very low costs – for the parties; 
can be accessed by means other than purely electronic means; and  
does not prevent interim measures being sought from a court in cases of urgency. 

 
 
 
 

442 Hasley v.Milton Keynes Gen. NHS Trust [2004] EWCA (Civ) 576 
443 Wissler, Roselle L.  (1997). The effects of mandatory mediation: Empirical research on the 
experience of small claims and common pleas courts. Willamete Law Review. Vol [33:565], 572; 
Broderick Raymond J., (1991);  Court-Annexed Compulsory Arbitration Is Providing Litigants with a 
Speedier and Less Expensive Alternative to the Traditional Courtroom Trial, 75 JUDICATURE 41, 44; 
Kaufman Irving R. (1990). Reform for a System in Crisis: Alternative Dispute Resolution in the Federal 
Courts, 59 FORDHAM L. REv. 1, 25-27  

444Menini and another v Banco Popolare Società Cooperativa (Case C-75/16)(14 June 2017) 
available at: 
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=187924&pageIndex=0&docla
ng=en&mode=req&dir=&occ=first&=1&cid=1047376 
“54. Nevertheless, it is settled case-law of the Court that fundamental rights do not constitute 
unfettered prerogatives and may be restricted, provided that the restrictions in fact correspond to 
objectives of general interest pursued by the measure in question and that they do not involve, with 
regard to the objectives pursued, a disproportionate and intolerable interference which infringes 
upon the very substance of the rights guaranteed (judgment of 18 March 2010, Alassini and Others, 
C-317/08 to C-320/08, EU:C:2010:146, paragraph 63 and the case-law cited). 
56. That said, as recital 45 of Directive 2013/11 in essence states, Member States are free to choose the 
means they deem appropriate for the purposes of ensuring that access to the judicial system is not 
hindered. The fact, first, that the outcome of the ADR procedure is not binding on the parties and, 
secondly, the fact that the limitation periods do not expire during such a procedure are two means 
which, amongst others, would be appropriate for the purposes of achieving that objective. 
61. Accordingly, the requirement for a mediation procedure as a condition for the admissibility of 
proceedings before the courts may prove compatible with the principle of effective judicial 
protection, provided that that procedure does not result in a decision which is binding on the parties, 
that it does not cause a substantial delay for the purposes of bringing legal proceedings, that it 
suspends the period for the time-barring of claims and that it does not give rise to costs — or gives 
rise to very low costs — for the parties, and only if electronic means are not the only means by which 
the settlement procedure may be accessed and interim measures are possible in exceptional cases 
where the urgency of the situation so requires (see, to that effect, judgment of 18 March 2010, Alassini 
and Others, C-317/08 to C-320/08, EU:C:2010:146, paragraph 67).” 

 

                                                           



3.3 Effectiveness of mandatory mediation 

 
Another concern about mandatory mediation is its effectiveness. Arguments against 

mandatory mediation often maintain that parties who are forced to mediate are unlikely to 
approach the process with a positive attitude.445It is also argued that mandatory mediation 
may cause the parties to disregard their initial goals.446It forces the parties to become 
settlement focused and in the process they lose sight of the merits of their case.447 Some 
commentators suggest that there is no point to mandatory mediation as long as it may 
make the parties attend the process, but not necessarily to participate.448 And as such, it 
just interposes another layer of expense for those parties who want to proceed to 
litigation, but are forced to suffer through the process.449But on the other hand, there is 
evidence indicating that parties who are forced to mediate usually participate 
effectively.450 

Having analyzed the main concerns about mandatory mediation, the question that 
remains is whether such concerns or other ones may exist in the Albanian scenario.  
 

IV.  CONCERNS ABOUT THE ALBANIAN DRAFT-LAWINTRODUCING MANDATORY 

ARBITRATION 

 

 Article 1/a (2) of the Draft Law “On some additions and amendments on the Law 
No.10385, dated 24.02.2011 “On mediation for resolution of disputes””provides that 
mediation is mandatory when the law provides for the preliminary transfer of the case by 
the court, the prosecution office or an administrative body to a licensed and registered 
mediator.Further, in article 2 of the draft-law it is provided that:“In Article 2, paragraph 4 c 
are made the following additions and amendments: c) For patrimonial disputes related to 
the right to property and co-ownership rights, partition of property claims, possession 
claims, negatory claims, claims for cessation of violation of possession, disputes arising out 
of non-fulfillment of contractual obligations, and tort claims of less than 1,000,000 ALL, 
mediation is mandatory prior to the commencement of adjudication of the case.” 
 

 The existing Article 2 paragraph 4 (c) of the Law No.10385, dated 24.02.2011 “On 
mediation for resolution of disputes”, provides that: 

“4. The court or the relevant state body, when being sized of a dispute in the area of 
civil, commercial, labor or family law, within the competencies provided for by law, is 

445Venus Paul (2004). Court directed compulsory mediation-attendance or participation? 15 
Australian Dispute Resolution Journal 29. 
446  Green, Cameron (2010) “ADR: Where did the 'alternative' go? Why mediation should not be a 
mandatory step in the litigation process,” ADR Bulletin: Vol. 12: No. 3, Article 2. Available at: 
http://epublications.bond.edu.au/adr/vol12/iss3/2 
447 Ingleby R. (1993). Court sponsored mediation: The case against mandatory participation. 56 The 
Modern Law Review 73.  
448 Green, Cameron (2010) “ADR: Where did the 'alternative' go? Why mediation should not be a 
mandatory step in the litigation process,” ADR Bulletin: Vol. 12: No. 3, Article 2. Available at: 
http://epublications.bond.edu.au/adr/vol12/iss3/2 
449 Haneman Victoria J.. (2011). The Inappropriate Imposition of Court-Ordered Mediation in Will 
Contests. 59 Clev. St. L. Rev. 521 available at 
http://engagedscholarship.csuohio.edu/clevstlrev/vol59/iss4/4 
450See Hanks M. (2012). Perspectives on mandatory mediation. UNSW Law Journal. Vol 35(3). 950 

 

                                                           



obliged to invite the parties to mediate, in particular, but without being limited to, the 
disputes: 
a) in civil and family matters, when the interests of minors are intertwined; 
b) in matters of reconciliation in the cases of divorce, provided by Article 134 of the 

Family Code; 
c) of patrimonial nature of a value up to 500,000 ALL, as well as for possession 

claims, negatory claims and claims for cessation of violation of possession.  
 
 Considering the above provisions, before analyzing whether the abovementioned 
concerns may exist in case of approval of mandatory mediation in Albania, there are three 
primary issues to be pointed out. First,the addition and amendment in the paragraph 4 (c) 
of Article 2 is not correct from the point of view of legislative technic. As it can be easily 
noticed, it is not correctly alignedor adapted with the first introductory sentence of the 
paragraph. Second, in author’s point of view, the definition of mandatory mediation is also 
not correct, as it should not be defined as including only the case when the court (or any 
other authority) transfers the case to mediation, but it should also include the cases in 
which the parties go to mediation before going to court, not because they want to, but 
because the law requires them to.This is logical as it would be time consuming and add the 
costs to the parties451 if they should first go to court for a case, which the court is going 
anyway refer to mediation. Third, the provisions of the draft law introducing mandatory 
mediation are still not very much in harmony with the provisions of the Albanian Code of 
Civil Procedure or other provisions of the same law. For example, in article 297 of the 
Albanian Code of Civil Procedure it is provided that: “The court decides to suspend the case 
when: dh) one of the parties submits a request for mediation and the court considers it 
reasonable”452, but it does not expressly provide for suspension when the court orders the 
parties to mediate in cases of mandatory mediation. Nor does the Law on Mediation 
provide for suspension in case of mandatory referral of the case from the court to 
mediation.453Also article 19 of the draft-law provides that: “2. The mediation procedure in 
civil and commercial matters ends within a deadline of up to 30 days from the decision of 
the court to suspend the trial due to the request of the parties to mediate.” But it does not 
provide for the application of the same time-limit in the case of suspension of the trial due 
to mandatory referral to mediation. 
 In addition to the above-raised concerns, the provisions of the draft law introducing 
mandatory mediation also leave room for concerns as to the right to access to justice and 
efficiency of mandatory mediation. Taking into account the criteria set by the CJEU in the 
case of Menini and other v Banco Popolare Societa Cooperativa454it is author’s opinion that 

451 The costs in this case would be the judicial fee paid at the time of filing the lawsuit. The recently 
approved law “On judicial fees and costs in the Republic of Albania” provides in article 6 that: “1. The 
court orders the return of half of the total judicial fee paid regularly in cases where: b) The case is 
settled by agreement between the parties.” In this provision is not explicitly provided for the 
settlement of disputes by mediation. However, even if it is interpreted as implicitly including 
settlement by mediation, the claimant will pay (lose) in any case half of the judicial fee.  
452 Thus this refers only to cases of voluntary mediation. Paragraph dh) of article 297 of the Albanian 
Code of Civil Procedure is a new provision which enters into force on 5 November 2017.  
453 Article 13 of the Law No.10385, dated 24.02.2011 “On mediation for resolution of disputes” 
provides that: “1. The court, in accordance with Articles 4, 25, 158 / a, 158 / b and 297 of the Civil 
Procedure Code, invites the parties to resolve by mediation the disputes, as provided for in Article 2, 
point 2 of this Law, and when the parties agree suspends case by appointing the parties a deadline 
consistent with the nature of the dispute.   
454 See Note 34 

 

                                                           



the provisions of the draft law introducing mandatory mediation may hamper access to 
justice as long as there is no provision stipulating the suspension of limitation periods 
when the parties commence mediation mandated by the law. In order to interrupt the 
limitation period, which in any case does not have the same effect as its suspension, the 
parties have to file the lawsuit with the court and then suspend the proceedings. 
Moreover, the draft-law provisions introducing mandatory mediation do not regulate 
whether the parties who are mandated to mediate can require interim measures when the 
urgency of the situation so requires. Article 297of the Albanian Code of Civil Procedure 
stipulates that no procedural actions can be taken during suspension.  
 Serious concerns also arise regarding the efficiency of mandatory mediation as it is 
proposed to be introduced in Albania, because the draft-law does not set any clear criteria 
to determine when the obligation to mediate is met. This may be a cause for a dispute on 
whether mediation is exhausted in order to proceed with the case in court. It may also 
make the partiessee mandatory mediation just as something that must be done in order to 
proceed in court, so that the court can be satisfied that the process has been exhausted.455 
 
 V. CONCLUSIONAND RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

This paper addressed that mandatory mediation exists in many different forms. 
However despite its form, the most compellingreason for its introduction is the same: the 
need to increase awareness and the usage of mediation service. It also addressed the main 
objections against mandatory mediation and by facing different opinions it evidenced 
that: (i) mandatory mediation does not necessarily impinge with voluntariness of 
mediation as the parties still retain the freedom within the process of mediation; (ii) access 
to justice is protected when certain guaranties are provided to the parties; and (iii) 
concerns as to effectiveness of mandatory mediation might be real, but there is also 
evidence to the contrary.  

The paper also pointed out many concerns with regard to the Albanian draft-law 
provisions introducing mandatory mediation, in response to which it is recommended that 
the Draft-Law “On some additions and amendments on the Law No.10385, dated 
24.02.2011 “On mediation for resolution of disputes”” should be revised before being 
submitted for approval to the parliament. It is further recommended that in any case 
mandatory mediation should be used only as a temporary expedient,456  until it reaches the 
objective of increasing the awareness of mediation in society, which can also be achieved 
by education of the professionals and the society.     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

455 Gibson G. (2005). Is mediation getting on the nose? Are the judges killing mediation? 7(6) ADR 
Bullentin 106 
456Frank E. A. Sander, H. William Allen & Debra Hensler. (1996). Judicial (Mis)use of ADR? A Debate. 27 
U. TOL. L. REV. 886 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Nowadays, observing the development that law and society have undergone, we can say 
that the issue of damage-causing is quite controversial. It is seen as a matter of legal 
importance as well as both economic one. The damage under Albanian law was developed 
thanks to the interpretation that courts have made in their decisions, especially the 
Supreme Court in its unifying decision where the true nature of the damage was 
determined, the manner of its defect and the determination of the damage. When a 
damage is caused, which comes as a result of human actions, a civil legal relationship 
arises. In this relationship a legal object is touched either morally or materially, and 
consequently the injured party must be placed before the responsibility. But in order to 
accomplish this, it is necessary to go through many phases to determine what is the 
damage, the fulfillment of the conditions, the way of calculating, the legitimization of the 
parties etc. This paper focuses on internal legislation and European private law, 
considering how to deal with non-pecuniary damage under Tort Law and the way it is 
compensated. 
 
Keywords:  non-contractual damage, compensation, private law, legislation, classification 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The aim of this paper is to explore how the concept of damage is interpreted. In 
fact, there is a lack of knowledge and understanding for the Community concept of 
damage, which is an example of judge made law built upon fragments of national 
jurisprudence. One should think that the ideal guideline to fairness should be to only 
award damages when the economic drawback of a Community act for the injured 
individual is greater than the drawback for the Community as a whole for paying the extra 
money. But then again, this is no exact measure. Above all, it must be welcomed that the 
action for damages has risen in significance from being an insignificant variation of the 
action for annulment to being recognized as a fundamental right and an independent 
form of action, which can be brought irrespective of the outcome of a simultaneous action 

 



for annulment or failure to act, save only in the case of attempted circumvention of those 
actions. 

Compensation of damage is to be considered a fundamental right. The European 
Court is quite willing to compensate the various kinds of non-material damage, with the 
possible exception of loss of profit, which the Court has been much more hesitant to 
recognize as an integral part of the concept of damage. There is now, however, sufficient 
authority in the case-law to verify that loss of profit can be claimed compensated, but it 
would be warmly welcomed if the Court would spell out some details as to the standard of 
proof in this field. The concept of damage was heavily influenced by the fact that initially 
the action for damages was to do with coal or steel undertakings and their financial losses. 
Admittedly, that was also the initial approach, but in the present interpretation of the 
concept of damage various kinds of personal anxiety and emotional harm, harm to image 
and reputation and losses flowing from the infliction of bodily harm are encompassed.  

The question of strict liability for special and unusual losses needs further 
recognition in Community Private law, as the current evasive statements from the Court 
leave too much to be guessed by claimants and legal scholars. The examination of factors, 
which will entail a reduction in the compensation, and thus delimit the concept of damage, 
showed an unfortunate uncertainty as regards the extent of replacement activity and a 
doubtful attitude towards losses, which have been passed on to consumers.  

2. The general meaning of non-pecuniary damage in European Tort Law 

The non-pecuniary damage provided in Article 625 of the Albanian Civil Code as a 
broad category and the inclusion of non-contractual damages refers to any kind of damage 
suffered by its violation, non-functional rights and interests that are part of human values 
and are not subject to direct market valuation. In essence, this provision recognizes the 
right to compensation for any non-pecuniary non-contractual damage, which is different 
from that of the property. The ordering of non-functional damage cases in paragraphs -a 
and -b does not intend to limit, but to regulate in an express manner the right of the 
respective compensation and the circle of subjects that enjoy the active legitimacy. 

Specifically, Article 625 provides: "a person who incur a disadvantage, other than that of 
the property, has the right to seek reward when: 
 
a) Has suffered a health impairment or is damaged in his personality; 
b) The memory of a dead man is insulted and is sought by his/her spouse with whom 
he/she has lived until the day of death or from his closeness to the second degree, except 
when the insult was committed when the deceased was alive and the right to 
compensation for damaging the breach done to him/her, was recognized. 
The right provided in the preceding paragraph is not inherited.” 
 
From the interpretation of Art. 625, we may say that it refers to the main types of moral 
damage: 
 
a) damage caused by damage to health 
b) damage resulting from the violation of honor and personality 
c) the damage resulting from insulting the figure of a dead person 
 

 



 
 

With regard to the terminology used in the European Tort Law, this type of 
damage is called non-property loss. But this term is not universal, often it is found in terms 
of non-material loss, moral damage, health damage. They are not exactly interchangeable 
as terms, but they all express a basic idea that exists in every system of European countries. 
This basis is related to the fact that certain issues will be considered worthy of 
compensation, although they are not related to a monetary loss and cannot be 
scientifically assessed or referring to the market. Any part of the body loss or the violation 
of freedom and privacy, are considered as a detriment to the optics of the law despite the 
economic damages that may arise. When it comes to death and personal injury, such 
damages are usually associated with a loss of money, such as lost income or medical 
expenses, amounts that can be up to € 500,000 in some systems. If the complaint is made 
for a violation of freedom or of a personal right, the violation exists when they are violated 
and if these do not exist there is no sanction for illegal action. As the reward of a damage is 
seen or its fulfillment takes far more than compensation. In these cases, it is difficult to find 
similarities between different legal systems. According to the European Law on violations, 
taking into account the purpose of the defense, a breach of an interest may justify the 
reimbursement of non-pecuniary damage. This is the case, particularly when the victim has 
suffered personal injury; or violations of human dignity, liberty or other personality rights. 
Non-pecuniary damage may be the subject of compensation for persons who have a close 
connection with the victim and suffer a fatal and serious suffering from the damage 
sustained. Generally, in assessing such damages, account should be taken of the gravity of 
the situation, the duration of the consequences and the consequences. The extent of the 
offense is taken into account when it significantly contributed to the deterioration of the 
victim's situation. In the case of personal injury, non-pecuniary damage corresponds to the 
suffering of the victim and his bodily or health injuries. In assessing the damage that the 
same damages are given the same amount, so its evaluation becomes objectively. 

Various kinds of non-material damage have also been recognized as recoverable 
damage, and thus they will be considered as a part of the damage used by the Court. The 
value of the non-material damage is naturally determined and considered in a different 
way from in the case of material damage. However, in BAI Case ECJ ruled that the plaintiff 
will still have to prove that the damage is “actual”, “certain”, and “quantifiable” and cannot, 
in principle, confine itself to pleading the wrongful nature of a Community institution’s 
conduct. In order to maintain a systematic order, the cases of non-material damage were 
divided into two categories; those which involve non-physical (mental) harm such as; 
emotional harm and harm to the image and reputation - and those which concern physical 
(bodily) harm in settled opinion of the Court.  

According to art. 340 TFEU, as a rule "the non-contractual liability, the Union shall 
fix, in accordance with the general principles common to the laws of the Member States, the 
damage caused by its institutions or by its servants in the performance of their duties." (Militaru, 
2011) However, if the Union is a party to a dispute, and it is not expressly provided for in 
the treaty jurisdiction to resolve this dispute by the Court of Justice the power to resolve 
the dispute in the court of the Member State concerned (Article 274 TFEU ). Which means 
that in matters of action for compensation for damage to the EU Court of Justice has 
jurisdiction exceptional aspect TFEU expressly stated "a party of the Union does not remove 
national courts in disputes that, except where the Treaties jurisdiction is conferred on the Court 
"(274 TFEU). An action for damages must be brought within five years, running from the 

 



production of injurious act, or from the date the damage, if they occurred after that injury. 
You also need to distinguish between direct and indirect tort Union. In the first case, the 
Union legal personality manifests itself in relationships with third parties through its 
institutions, namely “Union is represented by the institutions under their administrative 
autonomy, in matters relating to their operation"(Article 335 TFEU). This means that the 
damage caused by these institutions in the exercise of functions (skills), are caused by the 
Union and therefore involve direct tort (Cruceru Popescu, 2008). 

3. CONDITIONS FOR COMPENSATION 

1. Loss must be certain 

The fact that a loss can only be claimed compensated if it is held to be “certain” 
carries the meaning that a hypothetical loss or a mere risk of a future loss is insufficient. In 
Feram457 the ECJ observed dryly that at the most it was ”a future damage, which can 
neither be assessed at this point nor even regarded as certain to occur”. However, in 
Kampffmeyer II458  the Court held that it is possible to institute an action for damages in 
respect of “imminent damage foreseeable with sufficient certainty even if the damage 
cannot yet be precisely assessed”. The Court has held that a loss must be actual, concrete 
and real. 

2. Loss must be specific 

For the loss to be recoverable, it must concern the applicant in a specific and 
individual way. The underlying thought is that the nature of compensation is to offset an 
unlawful inequality endured by one legal person but not other persons in a comparable 
situation. If, however, the inequality affects all individuals in a given sector, they will not 
suffer in relation to each other, and as such there is no need for compensation. 

       3.  Loss must be proved  

The claimant must produce evidence of the existence and size of the loss. According to Art. 
45 RoPECJ the Court will decide which measures of inquiry that it considers appropriate by 
means of an order setting out the facts to be proved. So far its willingness to admit 
evidence has been rather restrictive. To quote Advocate General Trabucchi from his 
opinion to Roquette: “To claim compensation for injury it is not enough to show that it was 
likely; it is also necessary to demonstrate that it was actually sustained”459. The evaluation of 
the existence of damage carried out by the CFI must therefore be accepted by the ECJ on 
appeal. Also, CFI alone may assess the most appropriate compensation. 

     The value of the nonmaterial damage is naturally determined differently than in the case 
of material damage, but the applicant will still have to prove that the damage is “actual”, 
“certain”, and “quantifiable”. In order to maintain a strict systematism, the cases of non-
material damage should be divided into two categories; those which involve mental harm 
and those which concern bodily harm, both of which categories can be subdivided into 
whether there exists an employment relation or not (third parties).  

457 Case 23/59 Feram I v. High Authority [1959] ECR 245 

458  Cases 5, 7, & 13-24/66 Kampffmeyer I v. Commission [1967] ECR 245   

459 Case 26/74 Roquette Frères v. Commission [1976] ECR 677 

 

                                                           



4. DAMAGE CAUSATION RESPONSIBILITY UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL EUROPEAN 

PRIVATE LAW DIRECTIVE 

Special rules for certain violations are set out in Articles 5-9 of the Rome II Regulation. The 
respective breaches are the responsibility of connecting to extraterrestrial damage, 
product, dishonest competition, environmental damage, intellectual property violation 
and industrial actions (Göran L: 1985) 

4.1 Product liability 

According to the Regulation, the law applicable to a non-contractual obligation 
arising out of damage caused by a product shall be:  

(a) the law of the country in which the person sustaining the damage had his or 
her habitual residence when the damage occurred, if the product was marketed in that 
country; or, failing that,  

(b) the law of the country in which the product was acquired, if the product was 
marketed in that country; or, failing that,  

(c) the law of the country in which the damage occurred, if the product was 
marketed in that country.  

However, the law applicable shall be the law of the country in which the person 
claimed to be liable is habitually resident if he or she could not reasonably foresee the 
marketing of the product, or a product of the same type, in the country the law of which is 
applicable under (a), (b) or (c).  

Where it is clear from all the circumstances of the case that the tort/delict is 
manifestly more closely connected with a country other than that indicated in paragraph 1, 
the law of that other country shall apply. A manifestly closer connection with another 
country might be based in particular on a pre-existing relationship between the parties, 
such as a contract, that is closely connected with the tort/delict in question. 

According to Art.6 of the Directive 85/374/EEC, a product is defective when it does 
not provide the safety which a person is entitled to expect, taking all circumstances into 
account, including: 

 
(a)  the presentation of the product; 
(b)  the use to which it could reasonably be expected that the product would be put; 
(c)  the time when the product was put into circulation. 
 

A product shall not be considered defective for the sole reason that a better 
product is subsequently put into circulation. The producer shall not be liable as a result of 
this Directive if he proves: 

 
(a)  that he did not put the product into circulation; or 
(b)  that, having regard to the circumstances, it is probable that the defect which caused 

 



the damage did not exist at the time when the product was put into circulation by him or 
that this defect came into being afterwards; or 
(c)  that the product was neither manufactured by him for sale or any form of distribution 
for economic purpose nor manufactured or distributed by him in the course of his 
business; or 
(d)  that the defect is due to compliance of the product with mandatory regulations issued 
by the public authorities; or 
(e)  that the state of scientific and technical knowledge at the time when he put the 
product into circulation was not such as to enable the existence of the defect to be 
discovered; or 
(f)  in the case of a manufacturer of a component, that the defect is attributable to the 
design of the product in which the component has been fitted or to the instructions given 
by the manufacturer of the product. 

Without prejudice to the provisions of national law concerning the right of 
contribution or recourse, the liability of the producer shall not be reduced when the 
damage is caused both by a defect in product and by the act or omission of a third party. In 
addition, the liability of the producer may be reduced or disallowed when, having regard 
to all the circumstances, the damage is caused both by a defect in the product and by the 
fault of the injured person or any person for whom the injured person is responsible. The 
liability of the producer may not, in relation to the injured person, be limited or excluded 
by a provision limiting his liability or exempting him from liability. 

In contrast to Directive 85/374, Article 5 of the Regulation is silent regarding the 
character of the defendants for which he applies. It is clear that Article 5 does not apply to 
claims against a current user or holder of a product at the time of the incident from which 
the claim arises. Similarly, it does not extend to claims against the employer of the person, 
or anyone else who is indirectly liable for his behavior as a user or possessor. Accordingly, 
Article 5 applies to claims against a producer or producer of a finished product or of a 
crude material used or a component introduced into a product.460 It also extends to claims 
against an importer or a supplier a product, or against other persons, such as the 
disinfectant, the repairer, involved in the commercial chain of preparation or distribution of 
the product461. 

  Somehow, in the same logic, art.9 provides that 'damage' means: 

(a)  damage caused by death or by personal injuries; 
(b)  damage to, or destruction of, any item of property other than the defective 
product itself, with a lower threshold of 500 ECU, provided that the item of 
property: 
(i)  is of a type ordinarily intended for private use or consumption, and 
(ii)  was used by the injured person mainly for his own private use or 
consumption. 

460 COM(2003)427 - Law applicable to non-contractual obligations ("ROME II"), Art. 3(1) of Council 
Directive 85/374/EEC of 25 July 1985 on the approximation of the laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions of the Member States concerning liability for defective products. 

461 Convention of 2 October 1973 on the Law Applicable to Products Liability 

 

                                                           



On contrary, Art. 2(b) of Convention of 2 October 1973 on the Law Applicable to 
Products Liability provides that the word "damage" shall mean injury to the person or 
damage to property as well as economic loss; however, damage to the product itself and 
the consequential economic loss shall be excluded unless associated with other damage. 

4.2 Environmental damage 

 

Article 7 of the Rome II Regulation establishes a special rule for violations "arising 
from damages to persons or property as a result of environmental damage". Paragraph 24 
provides the definition of "environmental damage", referring to the unfavorable changes 
of one of the natural resources, such as water, land and air, damage to a function 
performed by such a source for the benefit of one of the natural or public sources, or 
damage to variability among living organisms. 

Under Article 7, the law applicable to a potential violation as a result of 
environmental damage or damage caused to persons or property as a result of such 
damage is the law established pursuant to Article 4 (1), unless the the person claiming 
compensation for the damage bases his claim on the law of the place where the damage 
occurred. This is essentially an alternative reference rule in favor of the domestic law or the 
law of the defendant's conduct, whichever is the most favorable for the plaintiff. But, the 
plaintiff must choose between the two laws. In any case, the normal rules provided for by 
Article 4 (2) and (3) giving priority to the law of common residence or the law of a closer 
relation are excluded. Concerning the justification for Article 7, paragraph 25 refers to 
Article 174 of the EC Treaty, which provides that there should be a high level of protection 
based on the preventive principle, the principle priority for corrective action at source and 
principles that the polluter pays. It claims that this fully justifies the use of the principle of 
discrimination in favor of the person who causes the harm. 

 
4.3 Industrial disputes 

 

Article 9 of the Regulation specifies that the law of the place where the act was 
committed or was taken is the applicable law to an offense concerning the liability of a 
person in the capacity of a worker or an employer or organizations that represent their 
professional interests, for pending or committed damages caused by a strike. 

Recital 27 explains that the exact concept of industrial action, such as strike or 
lock-out, differs from one Member State to a Member State and is governed by the 
domestic rules of each Member State. Recital 28 adds that the specific strike rule in Article 9 
does not affect the conditions associated with the exercise of such an action in accordance 
with national law and gives rise to a bias on the legal status of trade unions or 
representative organizations of workers provided in the law of Member States 

 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

 
The concept of a non-contractual obligation varies from one Member State to 

another. Therefore, for the purposes of the Rome II Regulation non-contractual obligation 
should be understood as an autonomous concept. The conflict of flaw rules set out in this 
Regulation should also cover non-contractual obligations arising out of strict liability. 

Compensation for damages shall be set, at the choosing of the one who was 
wronged, in accordance with the negative economic consequences, including lost profits 
that the harmed party has suffered and the benefits obtained by the infringer’s illicit use. In 

 



the case of moral damage, its compensation will proceed, not yet proven the existence of 
economic damage.  

Damage compensation is a broad concept for whom are made many 
interpretations, which will certainly promote the action for damages as a useful and indeed 
fundamental right.  

The value of the lump sum compensations, which the Court is willing to grant in 
such cases, is varying a lot from case to case, and the need for the Court to make a 
statement on a clear guideline would be very useful.  

In our opinion, more attention should to paid to the current 
willingness/unwillingness to grant compensation for violations of administrative rules, 
which exist to guarantee the lawfulness and correctness of the European Union acts.  

As mentioned, the question of strict liability for special and unusual losses needs 
further recognition in Community law, as the current evasive statements from the Court 
leave too much to be guessed by claimants and legal scholars.  

To conclude, the examination of factors, which will entail a reduction in the 
compensation, and thus delimit the concept of damage, showed an unfortunate 
uncertainty as regards the extent of replacement activity and a doubtful attitude towards 
losses, which have been passed on to consumers. It also showed a disappointing 
unwillingness to operate with more incremental deductions due to applicant’s own fault. 
Failure to do so ultimately infringes the obligation to adapt the compensation to the 
individual merits of the case. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN PRIVATE LAW 

By Enea Sheqi* 

Abstract 

Traditionally, human rights theory has limited its application to public law, respectively the 
relationships between  individuals and state institutions. The widespread adoption of 
human rights acts and concepts in national and international law has created a major issue 
regarding the potential influence of human rights on private relations. Now, all private law 
studies refer to the fade and weakening of the distinction between public and private law, 
a topic that can revolutionize private law. Nowadays, new approaches are being 
introduced that try to broaden the implementation of human rights in the private sphere, 
avoiding abuses that may arise during the establishment of civil law links or violations 
resulting from the autonomy of will or the freedom of contracts . However, in the context 
of private law, fundamental human rights have new meanings and need to be balanced 
with each other with a proportionality test. Contemporary civil codes have built several 
gateways to these greetings, such as: principles of Good faith (Bona fides) and good morale 
(Bona mores). Finding among these issues is Albania, with a relatively new constitution, 
which does not specify the place that these rights belong to the private law and the way of 
their application. In order to answer many questions about how they apply, the European 
judiciary practices, and the problems that the application of human rights to private law 
will bring, the following commentary will address in this basic concept,that is already 
known as "the constitutionalization of private law". 
 

Key Words:  Human rights, Private Law, Implementation of Human rights, 
Constitutionalization of private law. 

1. Inclusion of human rights in private law. 

Private law is an ensenble of legal norms regulating relationships between private 
parties(legal persons or physical persons), based on the principle of equality between 
them. Part of private law are property law, inheritance law, family law, obligations and torts 
law, author’s law, industrial property etc. Private law norms are largely charitable and have 
autonomy for their willingness to meet their interests and their economic goals.462 

Western legal culture is based on the distinction between public law and private law.463The 
great distinction of the right from Ulpianus into private and public law, nowadays is 
doubtful everywhere. Their relationship is getting tighter by bringing them closer and 
bringing a combination of them. Private law has faded, compared to public law and has 
lost immunity compared to it. The division under the protected interest, where the private 
interest is protected by the private law, by placing them in equal positions and the public 
interest is protected by public domain which has the supremacy, is broken due to the 
protection of human rights. 

* Student in MsC Civil Law, Faculty of Law, University of Tirana. E-mail: enea.sheqi@yahoo.com 
462ArdianNuni“ Civil law, General Part” Tirana, 2012, p.17-18. 
463J. Beatson, "'Public' and 'Private' in Administrative Law" ,1987, Law Q. Rev. 34.p.103. 

 

                                                           



Human rights are well known and are part of international treaties and conventions. The 
puzzle for many is how human rights can have any application in the fields of private law, 
such as contract and tort.464For a long time, private law was considered immune to 
fundamental human rights.465 Controversial developments are increasingly common in 
Europe in recent years: the role of human rights, which is thought to be a tool for 
protecting individual rights against state arbitrariness, is no longer limited to these 
relationships. 

Private relations in which the state is not a party,have gradually begun to lose their 
immunity to the influence dictated by the rights contained in the Constitution and other 
human rights instruments. Already, almost all private law studies refer to the weakening of 
the distinction between public and private law, and in particular the paradoxical 
relationship between the branch of law dominated by individual autonomy and economic 
freedom on the one hand and the obligations for equal treatment and respect for 
fundamental rights in all aspects of human life on the other. 

 The declining role of the state and the relevant privatizations of those entities, that 
provide public services, have increased the power of some people over others, thus 
increasing the possibility of violating human rights in horizontal relations between entities, 
traditionally regulated by the principle of equality before the law, and removed from 
constitutional law or the protection of fundamental rights.466 

Fundamental rights can influence on private relations in several different ways, not only 
dependent on the field of the law (contracts, tort or property) and who  is  applying  
fundamental  rights  (the  legislator  or  the court),  but  also on  the method  of  
reasoning.467 

The issue today is not how fundamental rights can be applied in private law, but how 
fundamental rights and private law relate to each other. 

 

2. Methods of applying the human rights in private law. 

Fundamental rights can be a source of a “just society” among private parties.For the 
application of human rights in private law, the world doctrine has recognized several ways 
of applying it. When private law gives expression to human rights, it does not create a 
special system of human rights in private law; there are not two human rights systems, that 
of private law and that of public law. There is one human rights system.468There are three 
models proposed for a possible impact of human rights into private law. 

 

464http://www.magrath.co.uk/is-human-rights-law 
465Olha O. Cherednychenko ”Fundamental rights and private law: A relationship of subordination or 
complementarity?”Utrecht Law review,  Volume 3, Issue 2 (December) 2007, p.1. 
466 Nada Dollani “Modern Developments of Civil Law - Protection of Human Rights and their impact in 
Private Law” Lecturing Cycle, p.1-2. 
467Jan M.Smits “Private law and fundamental rights: a sceptical view”Boston, 2006, p.6. 
468AharonBarak ”Constitutional Human Rights and Private Law“Yale Law School Legal Scholarship 
Repository,1996,p. 237-238. 

 

                                                           



a) Direct application model 

One of the main models is the direct application (horizontal) of human rights defined in 
the constitution directly. The direct application model is problematic. According to this 
model, human rights are not only to guarantee the protection of the individual from the 
government and arbitrary decisions of the state, but also to protect parties from parties, 
that is private to private relations.469This theory in order to exist, the direct application of 
the human rights should be explicitly laid down in the Constitution. Accordingly, the idea 
of direct horizontal effect implies that a private party has, in his action against another 
privateparty, a claim or a defence which is directly based on a constitutional right which 
overrides an otherwise applicable rule of private law. 470The direct application model 
ignores private law. It decrees relief directly from the constitutional right, by way of rules of 
relief which are outside of the private law. It creates a type of "constitutional private law" 
which exists alongside regular private law.471 

   One of the legal systems that has accepted this theory is Israel, but the most specific case 
of direct human rights application is Switzerland. 

Switzerland applies direct human rights according to the German model, a model which 
was used before the Luth case. The application model in Switzerland is called “Drittwirkung 
der Grundrecht”. Drittwirkung means impact on the third part where the first part is the 
government, the second are the persons in the constitutional part, and the third part is 
every other private part other than the two.472 The Doctrine of Drittwirkung recognizes that 
human rights are applied both in the vertical model, i.e between government and 
individuals, as well as in the horizontal pattern between private parties. The aim is that the 
subjects not only protect themselves against state arbitrariness, but the effects of human 
rights also create protection to other subjects of private law, to other parties. Now, most of 
the areas of private law have included human rights, even using them as general 
principles. 

Germany is the state in which the doctrine of Drittwirkung was formed, but in Germany the 
debate is very wide because many of the theorists of law have come up against the 
Drittwirkung stream. Even in some decisions the courts have used the direct and indirect 
model. 

b) Non-aplicattion model 

The other theory proposed consists in the fact that human rights can not be applied in 
private law, because they are only applicable to the state, thus to the protection of parties 
from the state. According to this theory, human rights can not be applied either directly or 
indirectly. But this theory is questioned, because only the vertical effect of fundamental 
rights in a vertical relationship between the state and it’s citizens is not enough to protect 
these citizens from the private violations of their fundamental rights. 

Canada is one of the states that has not recognized and acknowledged the impact of 
human rights on private law. According to the Canadian Supreme court in the Dolphin 

469Aharon Barak,supra note 7, at p.225. 
470Olha O. Cherednychenko, supra note 4, at  p.5. 
471Aharon Barak,supra note 7,at p.260 
472Aharon Barak,supra note 7,at p.248 

 

                                                           



Delivery case 473 , human rights apply only to the vertical model, namely to protect 
individuals against government and the state. Thus, human rights can not be applied 
either vertically or horizontally. 

c) Indirect application model 

The third theory of applying fundamental human rights to private law is a middle one 
between the two theories above. Thus, the application of human rights in private law is 
accepted, but this application is indirect. This position was also supported by German law 
in the decisions of the German Federal Constitutional Court which has recognized the 
indirect influence of constitutional rights in private law (mittelbareDrittwirkung). 

 According to this model, the individual’s constitutional rights apply directly vis-à-vis the 
state and indirectly vis-à-vis an individual. This indirect application is based on the 
assumption that each of the individual’s constitutional rights vis-à-vis the state have an 
objective value aspect which is projected itself onto all of the law’s branches. This means 
that the individual’s rights vis-à-vis the state to dignity, freedom, privacy and property 
express objective values (but not rights) which shape the relationships between individuals 
within private law.  These values are used for the interpretation of the private law, to 
complete lacunae in it or to develop it. To the extent that, the existing private law limits 
"negative" constitutional right of the individual vis-à-vis the state, such as law (statute or 
the common law) is constitutional only if it is proportional. To the extent that such existing 
law does not protect proportionally the "positive" individual right vis-à-vis the state, the 
state must develop the private law to make it proportional.474 

Indirect effect of human rights on private relations is made through the interpretation of 
applicable general open legal standards such as good faith, reasonableness and fairness 
and due care. Indirect effect also could be made through legislation that implements 
human rights that applying private relations. These may be standards of a various nature 
that resulting a specific application of human rights in private relations, such as the 
protection of ownership, privacy and the principle of equality.475 

In Germany, the model of indirect application of human rights has been developed and 
this issue has today’s dimensions. The development came as a result of the jurisprudence 
of the German Constitutional Federal Court. The German case Lüth476 revolutionized the 
constitutional law theory on fundamental rights and their role in private law. According to 
this case the interpretation of private law should comply with the public law of the 
Constitution. Also fundamental rights are an objective system of values wich must apply in 
all legislative acts and enforced in all court decisions. The values enshrined in the 
Constitution are the same for the whole legal order and therefore should be honoured 
both in a public law relationship between an individual and the state and in a private law 
relationship between individuals477.In another case, German Constitutional Federal Court 
discussed the role of the state and the protection of human rights by the state, leading to 
the abolition of a commercial provision by the German Commercial Code by increasing its 

473Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, Local 580 v. Dolphin Delivery Ltd,1986. 
474Aharon Barak, supra note 7, at p.273-274. 
475Tom Barkhuysen&Michiel Van Emmerik”Constitutionalisation of private law: The European 
Convention on Human Rights perspective”,2006, p. 46. 
476BVerfG 15 January 1958BVerfGE 7, (Lüth). 
477Olha O. Cherednychenko,supra note 4, at page 4. 

 

                                                           



role and the obligations to protect the rights of individuals. This was 
Handelsvertreter's478case. In this case the court defined the complimentary role of the 
fundamental rights in their effect on the private law. Another revolutionary case 
wasBürgschaf479case which balanced the autonomy of will with the fundamental rights of 
individuals. According to the Court, in cases where a ‘structural inequality in bargaining 
power’ has led to a contract which is exceptionally one rous for the weaker party, the 
private law courts are obliged to protect the constitutional right to private autonomy of 
this party by intervening within the framework of the general clauses(good faith or good 
moral clasues).480 

Italy also has accepted the method of indirect application of fundamental human rights. 
Other examples are Spain and Japan.Thusstatesthat allow the inclusion of human rights in 
their private law according to this theory are on the rise. 

Among these theories of course there are conflicts in the way of application, but they can, 
and may co-ordinate with each other. Undoubtedly, each of them presents its advantages 
and disadvantages, but their application and the ways they have been accepted by 
traditions and legal systems is justified. The problem of applying human rights to private 
law has affected many states and legal traditions. The “laissez-faire” approach is not 
indisputable and does not necessarily mean that it has always existed. The role of 
fundamental human rights is accepted, this includes the fact that they are viewed as an 
order of values by including them in general principles. 

The human rights application model is a model applied especially in countries that have 
supported the Common Law system. England and the United States represent the best 
model. Common law human rights are applied both to the state and to private parties. 
Judicial litigation based on “stare decis” and precedent has made that many issues to be 
seen case by case. The court is a state body and the application of this approach stems 
from the development of court practice of the courts and the creation of precedent by the 
judge. In this way, the state manages to protect human rights in the relations with the state 
itself and within the private parties. Thus, the court gains enough legislative power without 
making a division of the law. 

According to United States of America law, the legal framework of private law may be 
affected by the judge to establish equality between the parties. So this model that is 
applied into Common Law places may be called as an “judiciary” model, but still are some 
questions and skeptical views  to determine as a separate theory. 

3. The Constitutionalization of Private Law in Albania. 

Albania in her history has been influenced by many families and legal traditions, and our 
constitution is relatively new. Also the legal practice in favor of these attitudes is new and 
many of the problems can not be solved. There are many topics that must be subject of 
discussion to global change. For example, what is the role of human rights in private law? 
Do basic rights apply only to the legislative and executive power, or do courts have to 
enforce constitutional rights? Is it subject to the private right of the Constitution, or just 

478BVerfG 7 February 1990, BVerfGE 81, (Handelsvertreter) 
479BVerfG 19 October 1993, BVerfGE 89, (Bürgschaft). 
480Olha O. Cherednychenko, supra note 4, at p.7 

 

                                                           



public law should be subject to it? Do constitutional provisions apply between individuals, 
or only in disputes between individuals and the state? Canfundamental rights provide 
sufficient guidance ex ante to influence the be haviour of private parties? What does their 
influence imply for the certainty for private law parties?481 
All these issues certainly need solutions, and there needs to be an approximation to other 
states that have accepted this spirit in such a way that legal certainty exists as a principle in 
the rule of law. Human rights are a set of values and general principles, a set of objectives 
that need to be maintained and developed in order to protect individuals and provide 
them with security. 
In the Albanian law, private law is an autonomous, inclusive, normative, self-adaptive, the 
general lines of which are outlined in the Civil Code.482In recent years it has tried to give a 
solution to these issues in Albania. This is noted in some provisions of the civil code, 
provisions that tend to incorporate human rights into private law.  
In cases where a noticeable inequality in the position of the parties has led to the 
conclusion of a contract, which is particularly disadvantageous to the weakpartie, civil 
courts are obliged to intervene on the basis of the general provisions of the Civil Code. The 
principles referred are the principles of good faith and good morals as two of the keyes 
principles guiding the spirit of this code and may leave room for the inclusion of human 
rights in private law in Albania.  
Refering to this case, we can talk about the tendency towards, what is now called 
"constitutionalization of private law".Constitutionalisation  is  usually  refered  to  as  the  
increasing  influence  of  fundamental rights in the fields of contracts, tort and property. 
Family law is often left out because family  law  is characterised by a high  level  of public 
policy considerations that make it difficult to compare it to other areas of private law where 
private autonomy  is  much  more  important. 483What is behind this term, is the idea that 
private law itself is not a closed system for regulating private relations but it is dependent 
on the system of values of constitutional rights and this has made the traditional division in 
public law and private sector to be more controversial than ever. Fundamental rights are 
first to protect a citizen against (vis-à-vis)the state, but, as envisaged in the Constitution, 
they also include an objective level of values that apply as a matter of constitutional law 
across the legal system. From the indirect effect theory of the constitutional rights in 
private law, we go indirectly to the theory of direct effect.484 
   In this way it should be expected to see how this sensitive issue will develop in Albanian 
legal practice in order to explain proper methods and legal tools that are indispensable to 
incorporate these rights in Albanian private law. 
 

4. Issues related to the impact of human rights on private law. 
 
The extent of the fundamental rights in the relations between private parties, especially 
their use as means of state intervention in the field of contract law, poses a threat to 
private autonomy and contract freedom, limiting in this way the individual to his election 
and autonomy. 
The economic freedom (freedom of contract) itself is one of the constitutional principles, 
and the inclusion of human rights would in itself doubt this principle by presenting it as 

481S.D.Linderbergh“ Fundamental rights inprivate law , Anchors or goals in a globalizing legal order?” 
Rotterdam Institute of Private Law,2010,  pg.2. 
482ArdianNuni,supra note 1,at p.17-18. 
483Jan M.Smits, supra note 6,atp.2. 
484Nada Dollani,supra note 5 at p.3-4. 

 

                                                           



one of the major problems of applying human rights in private law.The principle of 
freedom of contracts and the freedom to choose a contractual partner represents 
recognition in private law that liberty of the individual is of the utmost importance.485 This 
will be questioned in the image that the balance between autonomy of will and 
fundamental human rights can be achieved.  
The influence of fundamental rights is in particular apparent in case of onerous, one-sided, 
contracts. Fundamental rights like freedom of contract and human dignity can  then be 
used to regard such a contract as non-binding upon the weaker party. Freedom of contract 
itself can be seen as a fundamental right, even when it is not contained in a national 
constitution, but it is widely accepted  that this right is limited by other fundamental rights 
such as freedom of speech, freedom of religion or  bodily  integrity486 
In short, the proposal for using fundamental rights to determine the rules governing 
private relationships breaks down the traditional legal demarcation between the rules of 
public law, which govern the relation between the citizen and the state, and the rules of 
private law, which regulate private relations between citizens and business associations.487 
Good faith  is an objective value which reflects the proper balance between conflicting 
values which determine the minimum level for the proper conduct of contractual 
negotiations. This principle could be applied to import fundamental rights in private 
relations. For example it is well known that pre-contractual negotiations to conclude a 
contract should be in accordance with the principle of good faith. If this principle is not 
applied, private parties will face contractual liability(culpa in contrahendo). Good faith is a 
general clause, which is dynamic and could be implemented in different ways. This 
principle could be used for interpretation of legal norms or provisions, to fulfill legal norms 
or to correct them. 
The equality principle is a constitutional principle and must be used in private law. When a 
contract has visible inequalitys the judge must intervene to fix the consequences of the 
contract. This principle is used to balance the rights of parties and their economic interests. 
Next to the principle of the equality is the principle of the anti-discrimination. The equality 
and anti-discrimination are linked and they can not stand without each other. The freedom 
to discriminate in private law interfere with the human rights. However private law has not 
contained rules for this principle and in specific cases to apply this principle it is refered to 
the good faith principle.  
Sceptical views argue that human rights can not be applied in private law because them do 
not bound private parties and do not offer enough guidance because its difficult to define 
wich human right prevails to another human right. Even if there is a lot of scepticysm 
human rights are added values to private law to achieve a just society and respect human 
dignity. 
In some jurisdictions, courts would gain great power and would even take part in 
legislative power.488 Here we mention Germany's case where the constitutional court has 
gained enormous power. This would create an infinite case which needs interpretation and 
the role of national courts in relation to the constitutional one would fade. Perhaps the 
legal security itself could be disputed with the many changes that could be attributed to 
certain pieces of legislation. 

485http://www.magrath.co.uk/is-human-rights-law 
486Jan M.Smits, supra note 6,at  p.2-3. 
487Hugh Collins “On the (In)compatibility of Human Rights Discourse and Private Law” LSE Law, 
Society and Economy Working Papers, 7/2012, p.12. 
488Nada Dollani,supra note 5 at p.3-4. 

 

                                                           



 
5. European Convention of Human Rights influence in private law and 

Arbitration. 

 
Human rights are fundamental rights defined in many treaties and one of the most 
fundamental convents is the European Convention on Human Rights. This convention has 
estabilishedhuman rights system that is essential to all European countries. The European 
states that have ratified this convention are under obligation to respect the rights 
contained in the Convention. This goes for all government powers: judge, legislatorand 
administration and they will be liable under international law if they fail tocomply with this 
obligation to guarantee the result.489 
The case law of the Strasbourg Court shows that ECHR has influence in private relations. 
The ECHR requires incorporation into national law, it does not prescribe how the rights 
contained in the Convention should be implemented. The sole purpose, after all, is to 
attain a result that conforms with the ECHR. That means that these rights may be 
applieddirectly, but also indirect application through the interpretation of open 
standardslike good faith and reasonableness and fairness or the interpretation of 
generallyapplicable rights and principles could be sufficient as well.490 
Article 1 of the ECHR imposes an obligation on states to secure the protected rights and 
freedoms. National courts have a duty to protect the observance of convention rights by 
national law, so that any decision of anational court must be compliant with those rights.491 
The state has the obligation to implement the convention and the private relations, so the 
convention is given an impact on the horizontal plane. 
The caseX and Y v. Netherlands492also maintain the same attitudestrengthening the doctrine 
that states need to secure everybody’s rights and freedoms provided in ECHR. 
States are obliged as well as duty because if they do not enforce these rights then 
individuals have a more grievance remedy on their side. In this way, state civil courts must 
and often interpret private law under the auspices of the ECHR. 
In some cases according to the practice of the European Court of Human Rights  for the 
implementation of the convention in private relations  may also need a positive 
intervention from the state and the state can not stay passive, this is defined in Airey v. 
Irelandcase.493 
Pla and Puncernau v Andorra,494is a case that shows the influence of ECHR in the private 
law. In this case Article 8(respect for family life) was in conjuction with Article 14 
(prohibition of discrimination) of ECHR. According to the national courtsthe will to deprive 
an adopted children, or a children born out of wedlocks did not contradict with the 
principle of anti-discrimination.The European Court of Human Rights even though were 
divided into tight voting and with a lot of critics assumed that were a violation of Article 14 
of ECHR, enforcing so the principle of non discrimination in private law.Also the court of 
Strasboug defined the obligation of the state to protect the rights that are defined in this 
Convention, but also the obligation of national court to solve this cases in accordance   

489Tom Barkhuysen&Michiel Van Emmerik, supra note 14,atp.47. 
490Tom Barkhuysen&Michiel Van Emmerik, supra note 14,atp.48. 
491 D. Spielmann, ‘The European Convention on Human Rights: The European Court of Human Rights’ 
in D. Oliver and J. Fedtke (eds), Human Rights and the Private Sphere: A Comparative Study (London: 
Routledge, 2007),p.427. 
492X and Y v. Netherlands, judgment of 26 March 1985. 
493Airey v. Ireland, judgment of 9 October 1979. 
494Pla and Puncernau v Andorra,judgment of 6 May 2003. 

 

                                                           



with the fundamental rights of ECHR. 
We argued above that the ECHR has an impact on private relations between individuals. 
But this convention has also made it possible for the parties and the possibility of 
derogating from human rights, so that the parties agree with them to renounce certain 
rights. The practice of the Strasbourg court has shown the conditions under which these 
rights may be waived and to illustrate this is the case of arbitration as a method for settling 
disputes of a civil character 
Arbitration is one of the new methods to avoid court settlement of a private conflict with 
property character. By this method, they can choose the applicable law, the procedure, the 
arbitrators to judge the law, the language of the process, etc.   Leaving in the hand of the 
parties  many of the procedural rules that are enforceable in judicial law, raises the 
question of whether human rights have an influence on arbitration.   
The European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) has a far- reaching impact on private 
law.495In this convention, an esenble set of standards are defined to determine which are 
the rights and how,when,and how much they apply. 
There are very few provisions of the ECHR which are of relevance for arbitration. Some of 
these provisions are article 1, article 6, Protocol No 1 to the ECHR (Art. 1 on the protection 
of property). The most significant is Art. 6(1) ECHR. This provision enumerates procedural 
rights courts must comply with to preserve a certain standard of justice and contains an 
implied right of access to justice.496 
The right to a fair trial(due procces)497is a fundament right defined in this convention, as a 
right which includes several rights such as: the right to a public process, the right of access 
to the court, the right of trial within a reasonable deadline for a fair and impartial trial, 
etc.   In this Convention, the right to abandonment some of this rightsvoluntarily is 
recognized, but is considered to be accepted and in accordance with Article 6 of the 
Convention, it must fulfill certain conditions.498   
These conditions are cumulative and are defined in the case“Souvaniemi against Finland”499 
and are as follows: 
 
a) The abolition of the right to address the judiciary must be voluntary;  
b) The removal from this right is made as far as is permissible;  
c) The removal must be in a clear and express way; 
d) Removing a minimum guarantee is required in proportion to its cost.500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

495http://www.magrath.co.uk/is-human-rights-law 
496Juan Carlos Landrove  “European convention on human rights impact on consensual arbitration” 
Schulthess 2006, p.76. 
497 Article 6 of ECHR 
498Flutura Kola Tafaj, SilvanaÇinari, “Alternative Dispute Resolutions” Albas, 2015, p.181-182. 
499OsmoSouvaniemi and others against Finland, No. 31737/96, 23/02/1999. 
500Flutura Kola Tafaj, SilvanaÇinari, supra note 37, at p.182-185. 

 

                                                           



6. Conclusions and recomandations. 

 
In conclusion we can say that human rights have their influence on private law. This 
influence has made that the distinctions in two dimensions of the right to fade, thus giving 
human rights a complimentary role in their implementation alongside private law. In this 
way, private parties will protect these rights both vertically and horizontally. 
Methods of applying human rights vary from one state to another in the sphere of legal 
systems. In my opinion, the best way to apply these rights is the indirect method, referring 
to well-known principles of good faith, equality and anti-discrimination, good morale etc. 
By this method it is possible to evacuate sceptical voices that say that human rights replace 
private rights and limit their freedom. 
The ECHR has an increasing role in private law and will soon have more influence on its 
interpretation in accordance with its impact on private law. Arbitration is one of the areas 
where the practice of the Strasbourg court has influenced and has determined the 
conditions by derogating human rights, thus giving a cognitive role to the implementation 
of these rights in private law. 
Albanian practice in favor of the impact of human rights on private law is very poor and will 
soon face this problem. The best way to tackle this problem is to borrow the right methods 
from other countries that have given the cognitive power of these rights to private law. 
The principle of trust will serve as a bridge for the enforcement of human rights in private 
law. 
Their implementation in private law brings a series of problems, as the court gains great 
power by intervening in the private relations of the private parties and even in other cases 
gaining legislative power. The contractual freedom of the private parties will be 
significantly limited, thus affecting the principle of the autonomy of will. 
Enforcement of human rights in private law is indispensable to protect these fundamental 
freedoms and universal rights, by achieving what is called "just society". Private law can 
only be interpreted in the spirit of these rights, but it can not in any way be interfered with 
by public law and those rights. What is needed immediately, is to find the right methods 
and legal remedies necessary for their implementation in private law. Obviously, this issue 
poses a significant challenge for many legal systems and we have to look at how court 
practice will be developed in this matter. 
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Next year will start negotiations and bilateral agreements for Albania's final accession to 
the European Treaty and between the various problems that arise are those of the so-
called adjustment Regulatory. 
Among them, health, safety and security legislation for workers in business is a major 
concern. 
Therefore, we will look at the strategic framework developed by the European Union on 
this subject, pointing out that the risks to workers' health and safety are similar across the 
Community, albeit distinct by product category. the E.U. is required to play a specific role, 
both in assisting the Member States in dealing more effectively with the difficulties that 
arise in this field and guaranteeing uniform conditions across the European Union. 
This role is also explicitly recognized by the Treaty, which confers on the Union a shared 
competence to encourage cooperation between Member States and to adopt directives 
laying down minimum requirements for the improvement of the working environment in 
order to protect the health and safety of security of the employees of the Community. 
For the E.U., it is a priority to ensure a healthy and safe working environment for workers 
currently employed in companies belonging to the countries of the Community: it is a 
strategic goal of the European Commission, as is apparent from the Communication no. 
2014/332, and represents the most important goal for the theme to be achieved by 2020. 
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1. Introduction and context: health and safety at work in the E.U. 

 
As is well known, as the health and safety risks of workers substantially similar throughout 
the Community, albeit distinct by product category, the Union is called upon to play a 
specific role, both to help the twenty-eight Member States Facilitate more effectively the 
difficulties that arise in the field, and to ensure equal conditions throughout the EU. 
This role is explicitly recognized by the Treaty [1], which confers on the Union a shared 
competence to encourage cooperation between Member States and to adopt directives 
laying down minimum requirements for the improvement of the working environment in 
order to protect the health and safety of workers in the Community. 
For the European Union, it is a priority to ensure a healthy and safe working environment 
for workers currently employed in companies in the EU countries: it is a strategic goal of 
the Commission, as is the Communication No. 2014/332 , which is the last in chronological 
order to deal with matter. 
Over the last forty years, EU action on health and safety at work has been part of a strategic 
framework that basically includes two basic elements: 
- a large EU legislative body dealing with the most important professional risks and 
providing common definitions, structures and rules that are adapted by Member States to 
different national circumstances; 
- a series of multi-annual action programs between 1978 and 2002, followed by European 
strategies (2002-06 and 2007-12) to identify common priorities and objectives, provide a 
framework for coordinating policies national and promote a holistic approach to the 
culture of prevention. It is no coincidence that, as a result of the strategy for the period 
2007-12, nowadays, twenty-seven Member States have national strategies. 
Preventing risks and working to make the workplace safer and healthier is considered 
essential not only to improve the quality and working conditions but also to promote the 
competitiveness of businesses: in fact, keeping workers healthy they have positive, direct 
and measurable effects on productivity, but also contribute to improving the sustainability 
of social security systems. And, as a result, it has a positive impact on the trade balance of 
individual states. 
However, it is well-known that, in order to allow workers to work longer, it is essential to 
prevent serious accidents or occupational diseases and promote health throughout the 
working life, starting with the first employment. This also helps to counteract the effects of 
aging in the long term, in line with the objectives of the '' Europe 2020 '' strategy for 
sustainable and inclusive growth [2]. 
In particular, the E.U. employment orientation has focused on improving the quality of 
work: not surprisingly, the employment package has highlighted the fact that an 
improvement in working conditions is positively reflected in productivity and 
competitiveness. [3] 
A security investment thus ends up contributing to the well-being of workers and means 
efficiency in terms of costs [4]. According to recent estimates, investment in this sector is 
likely to generate high rates of return, comprised within a range of 1.29 to 2.89 (with an 
average of 2.2) [5]. 
The evaluation results of the 2007- 12 security strategy have confirmed the value of a 
strategic action framework of the EU OSH; also show strong support from stakeholders to 
maintain a strategic approach at EU level [6]. 
The assessment shows that there is a need to review some of the objectives, priorities and 
working methods in order to adapt the EU's strategic framework to the evolution of 
working patterns and new and emerging risks. 

 



In fact, the Commission carried out, four years ago, an online public consultation [7] 
requesting the opinion of stakeholders on the implementation of the previous strategy, 
OSH and how to proceed. The responses confirmed the need to continue in this area with 
coordination at EU level and provided useful suggestions on the content of a new strategic 
framework. 
According to the vast majority of responses, more should be done to reduce the 
administrative burden and the cost of compliance with small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs). In most of the responses, it was also stated that these objectives should 
be pursued by maintaining a high level of compliance with the principles of safety and 
health at work regardless of the size of the business. 
In the Commission took into account the substantial input enabling the launch of a 
strategic initiative, in particular the contributions received by the European Parliament its 
proposal for a strategic framework on health and safety at work for the 2014-20 period [8], 
by the Advisory Committee on Safety and Health at Work (CCSS) [9] and by the Senior 
Labor Inspectors Committee (CARIP) [10]. 
In addition, in order to complete the consultation process, the Commission organized a 
conference on "working conditions" [11], which brought together key stakeholders, with 
the aim to discuss the key challenges and priorities on how to improve health and safety at 
work. 
The implementation of this strategic framework is parallel to the ex post evaluation of EU 
legislation on SSL. This assessment is laid down in the framework Directive 89/391 / EEC 
and is included in the Commission's Program for the Adequacy and Regulatory 
Effectiveness (REFIT) [12]. For this reason, in the light of the fundamental importance of this 
exercise, the current strategic framework will be revised to take full account of the results 
of the evaluation and review of the Europe 2020 strategy. 
The communication number 332 in essence sets out key strategic objectives and a series of 
actions to promoting health and safety of workers, identifying the problems to be solved 
and the great challenges of the future. 
 

2. Progress and problems to be solved 

 
E.U.-wide progress in health and safety at work over the last twenty-five or thirty years is 
essentially attributable to regulatory acts and global strategic actions that have been 
adopted and implemented over time by the Union, Member States and interested parties. 
In the field of health and safety at work most of the legislative and not-legislative initiatives 
envisaged by the EU's strategy for the past five years (2007-2012) have been implemented 
satisfactorily. 
One can therefore say that the E.U. strategy has provided a common framework for 
coordination and a common perspective: twenty-eight Member States now have a 
national SSL strategy tailored to the national context and key priority areas. 
National and E.U. awareness-raising initiatives have contributed to the strengthening of a 
culture of risk prevention: in fact, between 2007 and 2011, in the territory of the 
Community, it was possible to reduce the rate of incidence of accidents involving an 
absence of more than three days [13]. 
According to a recent Euro-barometer survey [14], a large majority of respondents (around 
85%) said they were satisfied with the health and safety conditions of the current job, and 
more than three-quarters of workers (77 %) claim that workplace health and safety 
information and / or training courses are available on their workplace. 

 



The evaluation of the strategy in the previous period examined therefore confirmed that 
the implementation of the EU strategy was overall effective and that its main objectives 
were achieved. The EU strategy in practice has helped to improve the implementation of 
SSL legislation. However, implementation continues to be a challenge, especially for SMEs, 
which have difficulty in meeting certain regulatory requirements. 
Gaps have also been noted, particularly with regard to the effects on individual businesses 
at the local level, especially SMEs. While government authorities actively participated in the 
implementation of the strategy, it was more difficult to involve other EU partners, 
particularly national social partners. The collection of statistical data and the development 
of monitoring tools have proved insufficient. In particular, the evaluation of the Strategy 
2007- 12 has highlighted the need to address more effectively the impact of specific 
preventive actions of individual companies (in particular SMEs), the SSL interaction with 
the environment and chemicals and the effective prevention of occupational illness and 
work-related illness. 
Despite the significant reduction in the number of injuries and progress made in the field 
of prevention, health and safety at work in the EU need further improvements. 
As a matter of fact, more than four thousand people die each year in the Member States 
because of accidents at work and more than three million workers are subjected to serious 
accidents at work followed by a three-day absence from work [15] . 
Conversely: 24.2% of workers believe that their health and safety are at risk because of their 
work, while 25% said that work has a negative effect on their health [16]. 
The high costs associated with work-related illnesses are unacceptable: in Germany, for 
example, 460 million days of absence per disease per year result in an estimated loss of 
productivity of 3.1% of GDP [17] . 
Even social security costs due to illness or injury are still too high [18]. 
In order to further improve the health and safety of workers, as provided by the Treaty 
(Articles 153 and 156), it is appropriate that the Commission should adopt adequate 
capacity for policy measures in collaboration with the Member States. The economic and 
social benefits of health and safety policies at work are well documented: positive 
repercussions on growth, greater productivity, reduced accidents and lower incidence of 
serious illness. However, when taking action, account should be taken of the costs for 
businesses. 
 

3. The E.U. objectives in this area 

 

The situation described in the previous paragraph illustrates the fundamental situations 
that are common to all twenty-eight Union countries and which require further strategic 
initiatives. 
Europe 2020 here has seen the development of a strategy based on a number of situations 
to be improved. 
First objective is to make law enforcement more efficient by Member States, in particular 
by strengthening the capacity of micro-enterprises and small businesses to put in place 
effective and efficient risk prevention measures. 
There are several approaches to implementing SSL legislation in practice in the Member 
States. This applies in particular to the extent to which the requirements are respected in 
private companies and public bodies, in the various economic sectors and in companies of 
different sizes. 
Indeed, in most cases, the scope and effectiveness of SSL management are a particular 
challenge for micro-enterprises and small businesses. Smaller companies still tend to 

 



comply with national and EU standards to a lesser extent and have lower levels of SSL 
management than large companies [19]. 
The reasons for this situation are many and vary from the difficulties inherent in meeting 
the regulatory and administrative provisions, often due to the lack of specific skills directly 
available, the lack of awareness of the obligations, the lack of guidance and the 
shortcomings that are being implemented. In relative terms, regulatory compliance costs 
are also higher for SMEs. 
The Commission and the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA) drew 
up in 2007 practical guides and materials on best practices to help P. M. The. to implement 
the measures in the field of S. S. L.: the online interactive tool for risk assessment (OiRA) [20] 
developed by the Agency EU-OSHA is an important contribution to help SMEs to fulfill 
legal obligations regarding OHS. However, there is a need for more focused efforts both at 
EU and national level. Policy makers should consider the special circumstances and 
limitations that are facing micro and small enterprises when they establish and implement 
regulatory measures on S. S. L. and take into account the fact that the obligations arising 
from legislation S. S. L. can not be met in the same way by large companies and small 
businesses and they do not have the same cost in proportion to them. 
To take account of the situation of micro and small businesses, it is necessary to use 
simpler and more efficient solutions to ensure effective protection of the health and safety 
of workers in all workplaces, regardless of the size of the business. This implies simplifying 
legislation where appropriate and providing tailor-made guidance and support to micro-
enterprises and small businesses to facilitate their risk assessment. 
Second Goal: Improving work-related disease prevention by addressing current, emerging 
and emerging risks. 
Occupational illnesses, including those caused by or aggravated by bad working 
conditions, are heavily weighted on workers, businesses and social security systems [21]. 
According to the latest available estimates of the International Labour Organization (ILO), 
[22] in 2008 s i have occurred in the countries of the U. And. a total of 159,500 cases of fatal 
disease linked to work, who has cancer and is in first place among the causes of death (as 
many as 95,500 cases). 
It is estimated that a percentage of between 4% and 8.5% of all cases of cancer is 
attributable to exposure at the workplace. Chemical-related deaths accounted for almost 
half of all deaths related to work. 
Significant efforts have been made to prevent occupational diseases and new or emerging 
hazards: the E.U. chemicals legislation has been promulgated with the aim of ensuring a 
high level of protection of human health and the environment (REACH [23] and CLP [24]) 
and to limit exposure to electromagnetic fields. At the same time, non-legislative initiatives 
such as the dissemination of information, the exchange of good practices and the launch 
of pan-European awareness raising campaigns by OSHA [25] have been adopted. 
Given the urgency of the challenge, it is obvious to continue to pay special attention to the 
diseases caused by asbestos, cancer, lung diseases, skin diseases, asthma and other chronic 
diseases. To effectively prevent work-related illness, however, it is necessary to predict the 
potential adverse effects of new technologies on workers' health and safety. 
Changes in the organization of work determined by the development of information 
technologies, in particular the possibility of being constantly connected, open huge 
possibilities for flexible and interactive work processes. There is also a shift in workforce 
diversity, reflected in new ways of working and in new atypical contractual arrangements, 
as well as increased fluctuation due to the shorter duration of contracts, especially for 
young workers. According to a recent Euro-barometer survey, however, workers consider 

 



stress as one of the main work-related risks (53%), followed by ergonomic risks (repetitive 
movements or tired or painful positions, 28%) and lifting, carrying or moving weights on a 
daily basis (24%). Particular attention should be paid to the consequences of changes in 
the organization of work under physical and psychological aspects. In particular, women 
may face peculiar risks such as musculoskeletal disorders or certain types of cancer, due to 
the nature of some of the work done by majority of female staff [26]. 
Third goal: to cope with demographic change. 
The EU population is aging: the number of people aged 60 or over in the EU increases by 
more than two million units a year. Of course, the active population, whose share of older 
workers is growing, is growing older than that of young workers. According to the Eurostat 
population projections (Europop 2010), an active population aged 55-64 is expected to 
increase by about 16% by 2030. 
The Commission's White Paper on retirement asks for the extension of working life in order 
to maintain adequate and sustainable pension systems: this requires adequate working 
conditions [27], as good health and safety of workers are indispensable for a sustainable 
working life and an active and healthy aging, especially in the light of the average age 
increase in life. It is therefore necessary to guarantee more and more diversified workforce 
a healthy and secure environment throughout the working life: to achieve this, it is 
essential to promote a culture of prevention. 
It is well known that achieving the length of working life depends to a large extent on 
proper adaptation of workplaces and work organization, including working time, 
workplace accessibility, and site interventions specially designed for older workers. 
Workers' placement throughout life should also be improved in order to take account of 
the evolution of their abilities as a result of aging. 
Reintegration and retraining measures are also needed to allow rapid return to work after 
an accident or illness, in order to avoid the permanent exclusion of workers from the labor 
market. 
Finally, it must be said that it is fundamental to identify and discourage underwater labor, 
sometimes not only damaging to the economy, but also particularly dangerous for 
workers: in this respect inspections, while always focusing on compliance with legal 
obligations , should provide support and be targeted at specific risks. There are nearly 
twenty thousand labor inspectors in the EU countries, approximately one for every nine 
thousand workers, who fall under the jurisdiction of national labor inspectorates [28], who 
carry on average one and a half million inspections each year [29]. 
 

4. E.U. instruments: 

 
A. Legislation 

 
The legislation is very valid demonstrated in equipping the EU with a common set of 
definitions, standards, prevention methods and tools in the area of health and safety at 
work, therefore, is useful to all, and twenty-eight participating countries. It is absolutely 
essential that the EU and its Member States have a legislative framework on health and 
safety at work to ensure a high level of protection for workers and equal conditions for all 
businesses, regardless of size, location and the business sector. In fact, it has been 
demonstrated that the fulfillment of the legal obligations and enforcement measures 
adopted by the control bodies, including labor inspectorates, remain key factors for the 
management of occupational safety and health in most establishments [ 30]. But given the 
variety of situations - with regard to the size of the companies and the diversity of the 

 



workforce - as well as the need to adopt targeted and effective strategic measures, it is 
appropriate to use non-legislative tools such as comparative analysis , identification and 
exchange of good practices, awareness raising campaigns, the promulgation of optional 
rules and the use of easy-to-use IT tools. 
So that, the Commission will continue to monitor the implementation by Member States of 
legislation on health and safety at work, in order to ensure proper compliance. 
It is clear that the results of the ongoing assessment of EU SSL legislation will help to define 
future Commission initiatives. 
 

B. European Union Funds 

 
To date, there are thirteen EU Member States using the European Social Fund (ESF) to 
improve their national health and safety policies at work. Member States are encouraged 
to use the ESF and other European structural and investment funds to finance initiatives to 
protect health and safety at work. For the 2014-20 programming period, ESF funding will 
be available to support actions to promote, inter alia, sustainability, quality of employment 
and social inclusion, in particular through: 
- the investment priorities on the so-called "Adaptation of workers, enterprises and 
entrepreneurs to change" through the development and implementation of innovative 
ways of organizing work and more productive, including aspects of health and safety at 
work, training, education programs, the integration of good practices, etc .; 
 
- the extension of healthy working life through the development and implementation of 
measures to promote a healthy environment and psychological well-being at work. This 
theme can be addressed in the context of investment priorities on "active and healthy 
aging"; 
- support for the recruitment and return of people suffering from chronic or rare diseases, 
with disabilities or with psychological disorders, through integrated pathways that 
combine various forms of employability measures such as personalized support, 
counseling and counseling services orientation, access to general and vocational 
education and training and access to certain services, in particular health and social 
services; 
- the development and implementation of measures to promote healthy lifestyles and to 
address the determinants of occupational and / or environmental health (such as, for 
example, exposure to toxic or tobacco smoke in environments), which can cause illnesses 
including cancer; 
- support for awareness raising / training activities for labor inspectors in order to improve 
their knowledge, skills and administrative capacity in relation to health and safety issues at 
work; 
 
- support for training activities by small and medium-sized enterprises as regards the 
implementation of OIRA and other IT tools in all Member States. 
Obviously the new program-EU Framework for Research and Innovation ( '' Horizon 2020 '') 
[31] should provide financial opportunities to address the social challenges of health, 
demographic change and well-being. Among the intervention areas are: understanding of 
health; aging and illness; improving active and healthy aging; effective promotion of 
health; prophylaxis; and preparation and control. These aspects reflect the need for a 
"translational" approach and integrated with the challenges, which includes support for 
both medium and long term research and short-term innovation activities. 

 



Regions have been suggested to identify ICT-based innovation for active and healthy 
aging as one of the key areas of specialization for the European Regional Development 
Fund (ERDF) funds. 
Connections and synergies with the European Innovation Partnership on Active and 
Healthy Aging and with the (second) Active Assisted Living Program open up further 
opportunities for funding and market development. 
 

   C.  Social Dialogue 

 
In accordance with the provisions of the Treaty, the EU's social partners play an important 
role in the development and implementation of health and safety policies at work and the 
promotion of a healthy and secure environment in Europe. The EU social partners have 
demonstrated the ability to find answers that take account of both the interests of workers 
and businesses and have directly contributed to the implementation of EU strategies in 
this area. Agreements between the EU's social partners (the multisectoral agreement on 
crystalline silica and sectoral agreements on the use of sharp or sharp tools in the health 
sector and working conditions in the maritime sector), implemented autonomously or 
through legislation [36], and other social partners 'initiatives have a direct impact on 
workers' health and safety. 
The Commission, therefore, will continue to support the work of the EU social partners and 
their national affiliates in relation to policies concerning health and safety at work as part 
of their autonomous work programs.  
It calls on the social dialogue committees to assess the most effective ways to reach micro 
and small businesses and to develop innovative solutions in the field of health and safety 
at work. The EU's social partners are also invited to contribute to the ongoing assessment 
of the EU legislative acquist: in fact, there is a need to improve synergies between the 
contributions of the EU social dialogue at multi-sectoral or sectoral level and the 
implementation of priorities EU strategy on health and safety at work, in full respect of the 
autonomy of the social partners. In this sense, it is essential to empower the social partners 
from the current EU strategic framework, including by involving them in the design and 
implementation of specific EU, national, local and on-the-job initiatives. The tripartite 
Advisory Committee on Safety and Health at Work and the structures of the European 
Social Dialogue should play a key role in this area. 
The success of any SSL policy depends to a large extent on the effectiveness of the 
channels of communication and the tools used to reach the various stakeholders, policy 
makers and workers themselves. 
Means of communication such as the Internet, online applications and social networks 
provide a range of possible tools that need to be further explored. These instruments can 
be more effective than traditional approaches in reaching out to young workers. During 
the implementation of the legislation on health and safety at work, the Commission will 
encourage greater involvement of stakeholders, including social partners, experts in health 
and safety, representatives of small and micro enterprises and professional associations. 
EU-OSHA Agency plays a key role, as it collects and disseminates information regarding 
SSL, facilitates the exchange of best practices and processes of awareness campaigns, thus 
contributing to a more effective implementation of policies on health and safety at work at 
EU level. The realization by the Agency of EU-OSHA, of a database on good practices in 
health and safety in the workplace contribute to better implementation of policy in this 
area by companies. EU-OSHA Agency will continue to carry out pan-European campaigns 

 



to raise awareness on the issue of health and safety at work, also using the social media to 
get a better interaction. 
 

C. Synergies with other strategic sectors 

 
Public policies in other sectors can help improve the working environment. It should more 
actively examine potential synergies with policies on health and safety at work. 
In this respect, the key-areas are: 
Education: raising awareness to the issue of health and safety at work begins at school. It 
not by chance has been recommended to take greater account of issues relating to health 
and safety in the school curriculum (especially in vocational training courses) and to 
promote better health and psychological well-being [32]. There are some pilot projects 
successfully been tested [33], the results of which, however, should be disseminated better. 
They must of course continue to be positive actions of an informative nature, those in 
training, both targeted at entrepreneurs. 
Research: research priorities in health and safety at work, focus on the impact of aging 
populations, globalization, new technologies and disability and occupational diseases and 
work-related were defined. It should better disseminate the results of such research and 
take into greater account when drawing up policies. Public health: This field is a need for 
better coordination between policy makers, so that they can develop the guidelines and 
existing programs and can give rise to synergies. It is important that key stakeholders (end 
users, public authorities, industry) cooperate within the framework of the joint health and 
mental well-being and the European Partnership for the 'Aging Innovation active and 
healthy aging [34]. This will improve the conditions of diffusion of innovation and 
investment in innovation. 
Environment: you should try to increase the complementarity and coherence between the 
environmental policy and the protection of workers, because the workplace can be 
considered a micro-environment that may experience a similar exposure to hazardous 
substances, albeit at levels different and specific determinants. 
Industrial policy: simple solutions, such as guidelines to prevent accidents or warnings 
about exposure to vibration, can help SMEs to protect health and safety at work in a more 
efficient manner from the point of view of costs, as they would not need to resort to the 
feedback of industry experts. Efforts should be made to increase the coherence and 
creating synergies between industrial policy and the protection of workers policy, 
especially with regard to chemicals. 
Equality: the policy on health and safety at work can help to combat discrimination and 
promote equal opportunities in EU policies, in particular by promoting the correct 
application of Directive 2000/78 / EC [35] on the protection of health and safety at work of 
persons with disabilities and of Directive 2006/54 / EC [36] which prohibits less favorable 
treatment of women in the workplace due to pregnancy or maternity. 
 

E. The strategic framework on health and safety at work 

 

Assuming the commonality of the foregoing comments, it must be said that 
communication num. 332 of 2014 defines a framework for action, cooperation and 
exchange of good practices in the field of health and safety at work (for the four years that 
will end in 2020) which is being implemented with the active cooperation of the national 
authorities and social partners. Indeed, the Commission intended to give rise to an open 
debate with key stakeholders in the relevant fora about the opinions and proposals 

 



contained in this communication and involve, where appropriate, in implementing 
interventions: in this sense are of particular importance, as recognized by the EU itself, the 
various opinions received on the subject from the social partners, as well as by specialized 
committees (such as the CCSS and the CARIP) and the agency OSHA. 
 

F. The Italian entrepreneurship event in Albania 

 

The management's strategic decision to operate in states where the level of social 
protection is very low, sometimes nonexistent the almost becomes very strong, the logic of 
a system that tends to the realization of reduced profit margins on individual product , to 
point to the great numbers of new markets in the world, generating forms of competition 
not only among enterprises but even among P AESI [37] and fueling social dumping, the 
result that the greater or lesser suitability of the different legal systems for businesses. 
As it turns out, the European law sources have, albeit within a more intense incisiveness on 
Member States' national legal systems and are more you granted an area of specific 
destination, thanks to the monitoring mechanisms of treaty law , and so far the problems 
are minor. 
At now, the Albanian workers of the italian companies is applied to a right of private cross-
border work , somewhat weakened because of some of his national aspects peculiar (the 
Labor Code of Tirana) . A new labor law "iffy " accompanies, therefore, unable to proceed or 
to review, circulatory mode of businesses with regard to the economic and productive 
activities across borders and within a regulatory competition between different economic 
systems. 
An attempt to reconcile economic freedom and rights of individuals was launched by the 
European commission promoting the so-called " flexicurity " but s and on one side there is 
the protection of workers in the "European" system, from the point of view - as is known - 
the protection of workers' rights comes from ordinament national. Therefore in Countries 
(like Albania) that are home to outsourced production, the low protection of workers is 
sadly obvious and their very little known rights.            
Indeed, when competition is no longer limited to having companies as subjects but States 
with their legal systems, national governments have to deal with for the Incidental costs 
ivenza of their economies. Why is there an increase in inequality, the deterioration in 
employment levels, the increasing casualization of contracts  of   work, the blocking of real 
wages and the weakening of union power and the means of self-defense group, not 
sufficiently adapted to the size of the global concerns that the world of work.        
In these conditions it is useful to put the spotlight on the Italian case and its outsourced 
companies. In addition to the EU countries, the Italian business has also moved to the 
countries facing the Adriatic, such as Albania. Albania is the country with a per capita 
income among the lowest in Europe, whereas the average monthly income of a worker in 
the sector manufacturing is approximately 200-250 euro [38].      
The availability of significant mining natural resources, including chromium, nickel, copper, 
oil and coal, as well as deposits of bauxite and phosphates, or even marine notch facilities 
in Vlora and along the South coast, a favorable geographical position combined with the 
economic costs regime, they have made Albania a basis for the relocation of some 
production processes, especially for Italians entrepreneurs, given the daily transport links 
by air and by sea with Italy, from Durres and Vlora to the ports of Trieste, Ancona, Bari and 
Brindisi that provides fast and seamless flow of goods. The development of the advanced 
tertiary services sector may however also count on new Albanian graduates trained in the 

 



Italian and European universities with advanced knowledge of English and Italian, as well 
as on graduates at universities in Tirana and other Albanian cities. 
In Albania's particularly since the early 2000s, the presence of foreign entrepreneurs 
(especially Italian) has become increasingly important and has become one of the 
elements that distinguish the development of the Albanian economy. It is a growing 
phenomenon, especially in services, to which is added the presence of some 
manufacturing sectors with high labor intensity. It is also creating an environment 
favorable to business creation for new industrial technologies and tertiary services, 
especially in developing areas: Internet Service Provider ISP, new European radio television 
technology DVB Digital Video Broadcasting ; Computer programming online Outsourcing, 
Open Source Software development for several software platforms, website development, 
and advanced digital economy; engineering applied mathematics research and 
development for new technologies and ICT communications; or companies outsourcing 
dedicated to the assembly of personal computer and accessories related to new hardware 
technologies satellite TV market. 
Within the E.U., Italy Rap has a member who has strong into erected to Albania 
international promotion and the consolidation of its journey convergence to the European 
Union, also for the reason and relevant is extremely , within the Italo-Albanian relations, the 
economic component. In this sense, we focus on the presence of Italians in Albania and 
entrepreneurs on trade relations between Italy and Albania, by analyzing the links between 
commercial interdependence and internationalization. 
The study involved the administration of a questionnaire through a field survey specifically 
made in the first half of 2016. Were interviewed 125 individuals, representing 10% of assets 
operating in the district of Tirana. The sample was constructed so weighted (according to 
the number of separate enterprises in 14 productive sectors) based on administrative data 
provided by ' Albanian National Licensing Center , which, compared to other sources, it can 
monitor all active companies, even those of smaller dimensions. 
Among the many aspects investigated, particular emphasis is given to the interaction of 
entrepreneurs with the territory, with vendors, with employees, the community of origin. 
They have analyzed the reasons behind the choice of the country of eagles , the willingness 
or not to return to Italy, the difficulties and, on the contrary, the opportunities of doing 
business in the country of the Eagles.  
The survey found that the problems are not many, in fact as much as 31.5% of respondents 
indicate that you have not encountered any obstacle. An analysis of past working 
conditions, emerges as more than half of respondents (71.2%) before coming to Albania 
was a trader in Italy, and 10.4% was still busy. As for the relocation processes in part or all of 
the production from Italy to Albania, especially in the wake of the economic crisis, such 
enterprises in 40.8% of cases are new activities while 28.0% is the result of a process partial 
relocation of production phases, and 31.2%   instead it closed its business by taking 
advantage of a series of facilitation not only in terms of lower labor costs but also lower 
operating costs. In addition to the difficulties related to unfair competition, 56.1% of the 
sample indicates the excessive corruption, unfortunately still present and worrying in 
Albania, as you point out, again, the difficulties related to the availability of skilled workers. 
An analysis by sector shows a situation quite varied although there is, in general, a 
concentration in the field of business services (21.6%), followed by wholesale trade (15.2%) 
and personal services (12.8%); Good also the percentage of those who have started a 
business in the field of telecommunications (12.0%). 
The survey , therefore, it is clear that the Italian Entrepreneurship is a very interesting 
dimension of the new interchange phenomena, because it is an important factor for 

 



growth and at the same time, allows you to capture those aspects of change that signal 
new project size life and work, thus allowing to go beyond the vision of an Albania-Italy 
relationship as between the country '' donor '' and country '' receiver '' . 
Even to the point of view of the entrepreneurs interviewed, it is seen that it is an excellent 
opportunity for social advancement, satisfaction of their expectations and their 
investments, professional and personal growth. But this opportunity, if only left to operate 
of spontaneous mechanisms, risks, even in this case, to be read only by the strongest 
parties, with their individual resources and inserted into relational networks can provide 
various kinds of support.  
They need concrete action on the part of the Italian State, in order to help entrepreneurs 
fully fit in neglected areas, such as strategic ones for the Albanian development, consistent 
with the presumed positive returns for the welfare of the Italian nation as well as the 
Albanian State. Finally the innovative elements and, at the same time, the critical issues 
that have emerged will be useful to outline Italy's position that, in the large European 
scenario where all countries have attempted to respond to immigration and integration by 
formulating specific social projects from their peculiar political culture, is facing more and 
more this theme and may perhaps give an original response, useful to the rest of Europe, 
drawing with intelligence to its particular country's heritage has always been open to grasp 
the evolution of society and the potential for economic development and political 
leadership. social integration by formulating specific projects from their peculiar political 
culture, is facing more and more this theme and may perhaps give an original response, 
even useful to the rest of Europe, drawing with intelligence to its particular country's 
heritage has always been open to grasp the evolution of society and the potential for 
economic development and political leadership. Social integration by formulating specific 
projects from their peculiar political culture, is facing more and more this theme and may 
perhaps give an original response, even useful to the rest of Europe, drawing with 
intelligence to its particular country's heritage has always been open to grasp the 
evolution of society and the potential for economic development and political leadership. 
Essentially, the 'Italian ( which , for its part has the merit of having exported the n Albania 
the work culture) economically must now better placed in an increasingly competitive 
market, looking to Albania as a land of strategic importance for the stability of the entire 
Balkan area. Only through intensive mutual economic exchange, political, social and 
cultural, and especially by improving security conditions, in both countries (and their 
populations) will reap the maximum benefits and can thrive a view to co-development . 
In addition, under the profile more closely social, waiting for a full-ingress of Albania in the 
EU, just Italians entrepreneurs must guarantee an acceptable level of safety of workers , 
trying to combine properly the Community requirements with the current work of the 
Albanian culture. 
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Campaign 2007-08 Agency EU-OSHA "The Healthy Workplace Initiative" (Initiative for a 
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the Framework Program for Research and Innovation (2014-20) Horizon 2020 COM (2011) 
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[31] In case of implementation through legislation, the Commission performs a preliminary 
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and the cost-benefit analysis, as appropriate. 
[32] OECD (2012), Sick on the Job? Myths and Realities about Mental Health and Work, 
Mental Health and Work. 
[33] The integration or "mainstreaming" of health and safety at work in education and 
training is essential to developing a prevention culture by teaching children and young 
people to live and work in safe conditions. To that end the EU-OSHA Agency provides a 
wealth of information regarding best practices in this area. 
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23. 
[37] The principle of lex loci laboris which determines the application (also second when 
required by the law of the State of the 1980 Rome Convention) in which the work takes 
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On this point, see: M. Magnani, the law applicable to international working relationships 
between law and collective agreements, QDLRI 1998, pp. 73 et seq. 
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Abstract 

 
The purpose of this paper is to address the characteristics of NPOs, focusing on 

their legal point of view according Albanian legislation and also, the Italian legislation. 
Non-profit organizations are private legal persons, to which the law has given the quality 
of the particular law subject. Therefore, they enjoy legal personality and are subject to a 
wide range of rights and obligations. The Albanian Constitution places them as subjects of 
fundamental rights and freedoms with the quality of legal persons. Non-profit 
organizations have legal capacity and ability to act, ie the ability to acquire the rights and 
legal obligations which are performed in the name and on behalf of legal acts permitted by 
the act of establishment, law or statute as well as responding personally to the property 
they own. Their classification, based on the right, is the same in Italian and Albanian 
legislation, referring to the respective rights and obligations that the law recognizes them. 

 
Keywords:  NPOs, private legal persons, history, characteristics, analisis 
 
Introduction 

 

The term "non-profit organization" came into use in 1945 due to the need UN had 
to distinguish in its Charter between participation rights for specialized intergovernmental 
agencies and those for private international organizations. In the UN, almost all types of 
private bodies can be recognized as NGOs.They should be independent of government 
control, not seeking to challenge governments as a political party or a close focus on 
human rights. Their structures vary considerably: with improved communication, more 
local-level groups, referred to as core organizations or community-based organizations, 
they have become active nationally or even globally.  

Galgano defines legal entities, including NPOs as a particular species of the same 
type, where the type is the person, while the species is the natural person and the legal 
person501. According to him, a legal person means a reference center of legal relations that 
corresponds to a collective organization of people, whereas according to Kelsen502 they are 
a personification of the legal norms content, without having a special existence from their 
rights and obligations. 
Non-profit organizations are treated by Albanian legislation as private collective 
formations, involving associations, foundations and centers whose activity is 
independently developed by the state, and exercising any economic or non-economic 
activity, provided that their income or assets, if any, to be used only for the achievement of 
the goals set out in the statute. 

501 Galgano, F.,’’ E drejta private 1 ‘’, Luarasi,  Tirana 2003, pp. 28 
502 Kelzen, H.,’’ General Theory of Law and State’’, Cambridge, UK, 1945 

 

                                                           



Historical development of non-profit organizations in Albania 

 
The history of the first Albanian state is closely related to the existence of non-

profit organizations, previously called non-governmental organizations. Since National 
Renaissance period and later, many associations have been active in the country and 
abroad. In this period, nothing else can be said about their patriotic function, their role of 
strengthening national conscience. Later, around the 30s of the twentieth century, cultural 
and sports associations, as well as charity clubs were added. During the totalitarian regime 
established in Albania after the Second World War, impossible ideological and political 
circumstances were created for their existence. As the political, social and economic 
changes occurred after the 1990s, the creation of nonprofit organizations as an internal 
need of society was necessary. 

There were several factors, both internal and external, subjective and objective, 
that supported this process: 

1. Primary factors that incited the process of democratization of Albanian society, 
already accustomed to the dictation of the state and the lack of existence of 
independent groups, were the movements of human rights groupings, youth, 
women, intellectuals and persecuted policy. The Albanian Helsinki Committee 
would represent the first model of an Albanian non-governmental organization, a 
proof that the Albanian society was rapidly orienting towards democratic 
development. 

2. Another factor was the need of citizens to undertake free and independent 
initiatives for their benefit and the community. 

 
Characteristics of non-profit organizations in Albania 

 
There are many non-profit organizations operating in our country, which possess 

a number of characteristics as follows: 
1. Organizational unity, which means that they have a certain organizational 

structure formed on the basis of legal provisions, reflected in the founding acts 
and their statutes; 

2. Property independence; certain monetary means necessary for the realization of 
their activity, as well; 

3. Independent property liability, which means they respond to third parties with 
their property. 

 
Classification of non-profit organizations 
Classification according to their mode of organization 

 
Based on Article 10 of the Law "On Non-Profit Organizations", they are divided into: 
Non-Profit Organization with membership 

These organizations are established with the free will of natural or legal persons, where the 
minimum number of founding members is five natural persons, or at least two legal 
persons. This group includes associations, which are open-ended collective formations, 
which means that every member has the right to leave a non-profit organization for any 
motive, or new members have the right to become part of her first adherence. However, 
these new members have no right to negotiate with the name or to change the 
association. Likewise, the charter of the association may provide rules on the liability of the 

 



leaving member in respect of the obligations and responsibilities of the non-profit 
organization vis-à-vis third parties up to the moment of his leaving. Regarding the 
organization, the highest governing body is the General Meeting or the Assembly of all its 
members. This body also elects other governing bodies that respond to it. The highest 
decision-making body meets with the participation of more than half of its members and 
decides with most of those who are present503. 
 

Non-profit organization without membership 
This classification includes organizations that are created by one or more persons, or by a 
testamentary act. Part of this group are foundations and centers, as legal entities with a 
closed structure. Unlike the associations, the participation of other persons leads to the 
change of the creation act. The governing bodies in this type are different, as the highest 
governing body is the Board of Directors, which can not have more than three members, 
unless the statute provides otherwise. Decision making is the same as non-profit 
organizations with membership. 
The law defines the center as a non-member legal entity that has as its object the 
performance of services and the realization of projects for the purposes of interest and for 
the good of the public, and with income funds secured by law. It is not allowed to carry out 
lucrative activities and it is created by a notary act.  

Based on the definition that the law gives to the center, it turns out that even 
among non-profit organizations there are differences: 

Funding is of prime importance to the foundation, whereas assets centers are of 
the second importance, as the main element is the organizational one.  
The center is created only inter vivos, unlike the foundation, which is also created 
mortis causa, because usually the people who create the center do not have their 
wealth to destine to the realization of the goal in the good and in the public 
interest504. It can also be created by a single person with a notarial act, unlike the 
foundation. 

 

Classification of non-profit organizations according to the law 

Domestic non-profit organization 

 

Domestic non-profit organizations are organizations that are established, 
recognized and registered as such under Albanian law. These organizations can establish 
their branches at the center or any other administrative-territorial unit of the country; 
branches that do not constitute a particular legal entity but are part of the organization. 
They have the right to establish their branches, affiliates, etc., outside the territory of 
Albania. 

 
Foreign non-profit organization 

 

Non-profit foreign organizations are those organizations established, recognized 
and registered as such under the law of a foreign state. These organizations are allowed to 
exercise one or several activities in the Albanian territory, as long as their activity does not 
conflict with domestic legislation or the Constitution. Foreign NPOs are allowed to exercise 
their activity through the establishment of the registration of a branch or a new non-profit 

503 Article 11 of the Law "On Non-Profit Organizations", dated 07.05.2011 
504 Nuni, A.,’’ E Drejta Civile’’, TiranA 2009, p. 218 

 

                                                           



organization under Albanian law505 . The activity of these organizations may be permanent 
or temporary. In the latter case, they only receive the consent of a state body exercising 
activity in the same field or in a similar field to foreign non-profit organizations, unless 
otherwise provided in the agreement. The decision on temporary activity, which lasts no 
more than thirty continuous days, is issued by the relevant body no later than one month 
from the date of the application submission. In pursuit of this activity, non-profit 
organizations have all legal convenience and legal obligations, such as domestic ones, 
unless otherwise provided in the agreement. 
 

Church entities as legal persons under Italian Law 

Typology of church entities 

 

Church authorities can be classified into central entities, which are attributed to 
the legal personality under the Arrangement between the Catholic Church and the Italian 
Republic, 1929; Local bodies; gathering rooms, which care for the administration of Church 
property and their maintenance; churches, which are open to the public worship and also, 
are equipped with sufficient means to maintain them; temples, which are holy places; 
religious associations and believers. 
 
Representation of Church Entities 

 

The legal representation of the entity is determined not only by the internal norms 
of different entities but also by the canon law’s norms. Persons who represent the 
ecclesiastical office are universally recognized by universal law or their respective statutes, 
such as the Bishop, the Parson or the Rector. 

 
Non-church activity of churches 

 

Church authorities can engage in activities in the field of assistance, charity, education and 
education. Like legal entities, entities can exercise financial activity, not turning it into 
purpose by itself. This financial activity will serve for the realization of the religious or cult 
purpose, which implies a more equitable distribution of funds that the entity itself owns. 
 
Foundations of the cult 

 

The cult foundations are legal entities characterized by the existence of a wealth, 
which is destined for a specific purpose of "cult." Such foundations can be recognized as 
personalities of the right if they are proven to enjoy the means to achieve the objectives 
and respond to the religious needs of the population. All foundational norms of 
ecclesiastical institutions are applied to foundations of worship, with the specificity that 
they can obtain recognition as juridical persons, as the foundations of the cult created by 
ecclesiastical authorities and those created by private subjects. Among other things, the 
framework of fundraising activity is limited. Thus, cult foundations are intended to 
promote spiritual culture, clergy composition, missionary goals, or Christian education. 

505Article 29, Law No. 8788, dated 7.5.2011 "On Non-Profit Organizations", Republic of Albania 

 

                                                           



Church Foundations with the purpose of assistance, charity, education, and education can 
not be recognized as private legal persons506. 

 
Domestic and foreign juridical persons 

 

Foreign legal persons, especially in the past, created two fundamental problems 
related to the criterion of determining citizenship and their legal arrangement. With regard 
to the first criterion, the doctrine has given different opinions. One of these opinions is 
shared by legal persons at home and abroad based on the headquarters of the legal 
person. Another theory emerges, according to which the legal person has the citizenship 
of the state in which it is founded, in the social reality of which it is created. It is evident 
that this orientation has also been applied in the current normative framework. Article 25.1 
of Law no. 218 dated 31 May 1995 of the Italian State, specifies that: "Societies, associations, 
foundations and any other public or private entity shall be governed by the law of the State in 
whose territory the proceeding has been initiated. However, Italian law will apply if the 
headquarters of the administration is located in Italy or if the main object of these entities is in 
Italy. " As far as foreign entities are concerned, they possess all civil rights attributed to 
them and national entities on the basis of reciprocity and when not otherwise provided in 
specific laws. Consequently, a foreign legal person enjoys the same rights as the Italian 
legal person. It will also have full legal capacity to operate in Italy, just like an Italian entity. 

By making a comparative view between legal persons in Albania and those in Italy, 
we can say that Italian law makes a broader classification of them, including in the group of 
non-profit organizations a larger number of subjects, which are not recognized by 
Albanian legislation as a nonprofit organization. As far as non-profit organizations are 
concerned, their classification is the same, including the same rights enjoyed by foreign 
and domestic legal entities. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
Non-profit organizations are entities of the right, in their position as private legal 

persons. 
They represent private collective formations, including associations, foundations 

and centers whose activity is carried out independently of the state, and exercise any 
economic or non-economic activity, provided that their income or assets, if any, to be used 
only for the goals achievement set out in the statute. 

Non-profit organizations have legal capacity and ability to act, therefore they 
possess the ability to acquire rights and legal obligations under the law of the foundation, 
law or statute by means of legal actions. 

Today, about 1500 organizations, mainly associations, are registered in Albania, to 
which the law recognizes the right of establishment and participation, their independence 
from the state and a number of other rights, including the right of union or the division’s 
rights, by establishing the relevant restrictions. 

Non-profit organizations are a special subject of the right, which enjoy rights and 
obligations, also disclosed in their role in society. 

Non-profit organizations in Albanian legislation are classified according to their 
organization and on the basis of the right. Namely, the law, based on these criteria, 

506 Loffredo,’F., “Le persone giuridiche e le personi senza personalita’ giuridicha’’ , Varese, Italy  2010, 
p. 35 

 

                                                           



classifies them in non-profit organizations with membership and without membership 
(foundations and centers), as well as domestic and foreign ones. The latter law recognizes 
the same rights as domestic ones. This classification, based on the right, is the same in 
Italian law, referring to the respective rights and obligations that the law recognizes them. 

Non-profit organizations are distinguished among others for their role in 
protecting constitutional rights. They are one of the subjects that can put the 
Constitutional Court in motion not only for the protection of their interests, but also for an 
abstract legal rule control on issues related to their own interests. 

I would recommend to have a broader definition of NPOs in Albanian legislation, 
taking into account some criteria that may be considered such as the right to control the 
entity, but not the property and also, the use of realized profits in order to be reinvested in 
improving the quality and dimensions of the activity, allowing more to realize the social 
purpose of the statute. 
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Abstract  

 
Family law is part of our everyday life and influences it. It is strictly related to the local 
customs, the social conditions, the ethics and the tradition of law and as consequence it 
changes and evolves over time.  

Regarding our legislation, after the entry in force of the current Family Code, the attention 
is focused to the property relations between spouses. Respectively, the title III of the 
second part of Family Code is completely dedicated and governs the family patrimonial 
relations. The rules concerning the patrimonial relations between spouses have been 
drafted under the influence of other legal traditions, such as French and Italian legislation.   

According to Family Code the matrimonial agreement is a contract by means of which only 
the patrimonial relations between the spouses can be disciplined, but it does not include 
property relations between more uxorio cohabitants.  

Despite it has passed more than a decade from the entry in force of the Family Code, we 
notice that in our country a few spouses choose the contractual property regime. However, 
official statistical data regarding matrimonial agreements do not exist.  

In these circumstances, this paper aims to emphasize the importance of the matrimonial 
agreement, the elements that cannot be included in it, as well as the motives why the 
possibility to choose a matrimonial property regime different from the legal one, is little 
applicable in practice. 

 
Key words: Family Code, matrimonial property regime, private autonomy, matrimonial 
agreement, spouses. 
 

1. Introduction 

 
From the moment partners are legally married, some rights and duties arise between them. 
Some of these rights and duties are related to personal relations between spouses and 
others are related to patrimonial ones. The matrimonial property regime constitutes one of 
the consequences of marriage. First and foremost, our legislation aims to the equality of 
spouses which is a commonly acknowledged principle throughout European jurisdictions 
by introducing rules which better live up to the goal of equal rights and equal 
opportunities. This is an indisputable and very important principle. In addition to equality 
between spouses, there are other principles of fundamental importance in this area of the 

 



law such as solidarity between family members, fairness, protection of the weaker spouse, 
the autonomy of the spouses, etc.  
Actually, the third title of the second part of Family Code is focused and governs family 
patrimonial relations. This signifies an increasing interest of law researchers and law 
drafters on patrimonial relations. The interest about patrimonial relationships between 
spouses is a consequence of other countries legislations and their influence on our 
legislation. The statistical evidence, such that it exists, points to the increasing number of 
matrimonial property agreements being made across Europe. (Family Law and Culture in 
Europe. Developments, Challenges and Opportunities, 2014) There are no statistics 
regarding our country. 
According to the Family Code there are two alternatives regarding matrimonial property 
regime; the contractual regime (community of property and separation of property 
regime) and the default regime (community of property regime). Spouses have the 
possibility to choose a combination of these regimes, so they can apply different 
matrimonial property regimes to different type of properties. The community regime can 
be considered as a direct consequence of marriage, to be applied ex lege, in absence of a 
matrimonial agreement.  
The matrimonial agreement constitutes the general rule. The community regime is applied 
if the spouses haven’t signed a matrimonial agreement or the matrimonial agreement they 
have signed is null or void. The spouses have the possibility to restrict the agreement to 
certain parts. In such a situation, the default regime will apply to that part of property that 
is not regulated by the matrimonial agreement. This is the case of a partially contractual 
and partially legal patrimonial regime. 
The matrimonial agreements represent the legal transaction by means of which the future 
spouses or the spouses, create the matrimonial property regime, modify or extinguish the 
matrimonial property regime in force during marriage. (Omari, 2008) Since the contract is 
nothing more than an agreement between parties, we can say that the matrimonial 
agreement is the contract by means of which spouses chooses a property regime different 
from the legal one. By signing a matrimonial agreement, the spouses do not only choose 
the patrimonial regime but they define its content, too. Spouses themselves are the ones 
that define what will happen to the patrimony they will gain during their marriage, 
deciding to whom it will belong, who will manage it, etc.  
The validity conditions of the matrimonial agreement are governed by a combination of 
Civil Code general provisions and as well as the special provisions provided by the Family 
Code. The provisions of the Family Code have priority over the provisions of the Civil Code. 
According to the article 663 of the Civil Code, the necessary conditions for the stipulation 
of the contract are: the consent, the cause, the object and the form.  
 

2. Spouses private autonomy 

 

From a functional point of view, matrimonial agreement constitutes an alternative that 
aims to discipline family property relations differently from the way the law does. In our 
opinion, the legislator’s purpose is greater focused on the spouses’ autonomy. Despite this, 
the legislator cannot avoid or permit the abuse with the good faith of each of the spouses 
as well as with the good faith of the third persons. Since it is possible for each spouse to 
stipulate a matrimonial agreement for deceiving one another or deceiving third persons, 
the Family Code defines that the matrimonial agreement is a formal contract. The notary 
form of the act is necessary not only for validity purposes, but also for the probative effects. 
The agreement must be in writing, dated and signed by both spouses. The notary should 

 



ensure that each spouse understands the legal consequences of the matrimonial property 
agreement and that they both freely consent to it. The consent can be expressed 
personally by the spouses or by their legal representatives. Consequently, we can say that 
the stipulation of the matrimonial contract is not a legal transaction of a strictly personal 
nature.  
Regarding the effect of the matrimonial agreement against third parties in good faith and 
their protection, it is required that the agreement should be formally registered. The 
matrimonial agreement, has to be registered in the marriages register of the Civil Status 
Office, in the Real Estates Registration Office, in case it includes real estates, as well as in the 
commercial register, if commercial activities are included in this contract. This is by no 
means an universal solution. The article 69, 2nd paragraph of the Family Code prescribes 
the obligation of the notaries to register the matrimonial agreements. The lack of 
registration is not a condition for the validity of the matrimonial agreement in the relations 
between spouses. As consequence, for them the contractual regime will be applied. The 
effects of the registration are related to the third parts in good faith. On one hand, if the 
third parts are deemed to know about the matrimonial agreement, they will be bound by 
its terms. On the other hand, if the contract is not registered, the spouses will be 
considered married under the default regime by the third parties.  

The matrimonial agreement can be stipulated before or during marriage. According to the 
Family Code, there is no fundamental distinction between pre matrimonial and post 
matrimonial agreements. The future spouses choose their matrimonial property regime 
when they stipulate the matrimonial agreement before the marriage. In case the contract is 
stipulated during their marriage, the spouses can modify their matrimonial property 
regime or change it for another. It is impossible to modify the matrimonial property regime 
until two years of the previous regime have not past. 

Related to the effects that the contract will have towards the third parties, there is a 
difference between pre matrimonial agreement and matrimonial one. In case of a pre 
matrimonial agreement, both for spouses and third parties, the effects of the matrimonial 
agreement start in the moment spouses enter into marriage. While, in the second case, the 
effects for spouses start from the moment of the stipulation of the contract and the effects 
for the third parties will start three months after the registration of the matrimonial 
agreement.  

Spouses can choose, modify or change a property regime for all their property or restrict it 
to certain assets, for example, to their immovable property. Also, they can choose to 
restrict their matrimonial agreement to a limited period of time. The Family Code has no 
provisions regarding the fact if spouses can define a fix period of duration for their 
matrimonial agreement. Despite this, in case the matrimonial agreement has a time period 
clause, this period cannot be less then two years. We recall that the change of the 
matrimonial regime or the modification of some aspects of it cannot be realized before at 
least two years from the previous regime have past.  

A matrimonial agreement can contain clauses for the discipline of the spouses incomes, 
investments, gifts and the modalities in which those will be divided in case of divorce. The 
contract may, also, contain the obligation for the spouse guilty for the divorce to pay a 
certain amount to the other spouse. This obligation can be considered in opposition to the 
institute of marriage, as it promotes the divorce, because for some spouses it can be seen 
as a way of benefit. 

It seems right in general that spouses and potential spouses should be able to determine 
their property relationship for themselves. (Family Law and Culture in Europe. 

 



Developments, Challenges and Opportunities, 2014) The freedom to make marital 
property agreements is reflected in  various international instruments, for example, the 
1978 Hague Convention on the law applicable to matrimonial property regimes, the 
Council of Europe’s Resolution (78) on Equality of Spouses in Civil Law, the Convention 
between Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden on Issues of Private and 
International Law concerning Marriage (revised in 2006), and the French German 
Agreement on the Establishment of an Optional Matrimonial Property Regime 2010. 
(Family Law and Culture in Europe. Developments, Challenges and Opportunities, 2014) 

 

3. Limits of spouses private autonomy 

 

The possibility for the spouses to regulate their property relations by a matrimonial 
agreement is a current legislation novelty. Despite this, according to the Family Code, 
some limits have to be respected by future spouses, in case of a pre matrimonial 
agreement, or by spouses, in case the contract is stipulated during marriage. 

Spouses can stipulate a matrimonial agreement, only if they are both at least 18 years old. 
This means that the minor age spouse, in case he or she has entered into marriage, cannot 
stipulate a matrimonial agreement. This prohibition is governed by the article 70 of the 
Family Code. In the circumstances where, at least, one of the spouses is a minor, they will 
be under the default regime. In our opinion, the scope of the legislator is related to the 
principle of the protection of the best interest of the child, as it has been considered the 
fact that a minor has not reached the necessary maturity needed to enter into a legal 
transaction, such as a matrimonial agreement. Because of this prevision, it seems that the 
legislator is contradicting itself. It allows the minor to enter into marriage (in case he has an 
authorization from the court) and consequently, to assume all the rights and duties 
deriving from marriage, on one hand but, on the other hand, it does not allow the minor 
age spouse to choose the matrimonial property regime. It means that the minor age 
spouse has the necessary physical and psychical maturity to get married, to assume the 
rights and duties arising from the marriage, but he has not the maturity to define by means 
of a contract the matrimonial property relations.  

Some questions arise. Which of the rights and duties arising from marriage are more 
important, the ones of personal nature or those of patrimonial one? Is it right to consider 
patrimonial relations between spouses the main consequence of marriage, according to 
the previsions of the Family Code? We agree that the scope of the legislator is the 
protection of the best interest of the child. But, which interests are we talking about, in this 
situation, is it about personal interests or patrimonial ones? Do we have any guarantee that 
the provisions of the Family Code regarding the legal regime offer more protection to the 
spouses than a contractual regime? At contrary, in our opinion, the matrimonial agreement 
may be a more appropriate remedy to the protection of the best interest of the minor age 
spouse. As far as the matrimonial agreement, is not a contract of a strictly personal nature, 
the minor’s age spouse interests may be represented by a legal representative. According 
to the articles 234 and 236 of the Family Code, “The parents, together, perform the 
administration of the wealth of the child. In general the actions beyond the limits of normal 
administration of every wealth of a child can be realized only if required by the interests of 
the child and under authorization of the court of residence of the child”. So, despite the 
fact that the child cannot personally perform legal actions regarding extraordinary 
administration, those actions can be realized by the parents after the authorization of the 
court.  

 



In our opinion, as the stipulation of the matrimonial agreement is an extraordinary 
administration legal action and it has not a strictly personal nature, the interests of the 
minor age spouse may be represented by the parents or by the legal representative and 
afterwards this agreement can be submitted to the control of the court.   

As we mentioned above, spouses have equal legal position. From the moment they enter 
into marriage, they undertake the same rights and obligations. In any case, it is not 
accepted an agreement which affects the principle of equality between spouses. 
Consequently, the agreement according to which spouses are not on equal terms is null. 
No one of the spouses can enjoy a superior position in front of the other spouse. If a 
matrimonial agreement is stipulated in favor of one of the spouses, thereby damaging the 
interests of the other, the contract shall be deemed invalid.  Therefore, it cannot be 
accepted an agreement where one of the spouses enjoys more rights or less obligations 
than the other spouse. The problem is that it will be rare for the parties to be in a 
reasonably equal position. Pre-marriage agreements are typically used where one party is 
far richer than the other. 
The content of the matrimonial agreement is limited to the arrangement of patrimonial 
relations between spouses. Personal relations between them cannot be included in the 
contract. But, as far as patrimonial relations are concerned, the matrimonial contract has 
some limitations. It is worthy to mention the fact that these rights and obligations, as well 
as those of a personal nature, cannot be avoid through the matrimonial agreement. 

According to the article 67 of the Family Code the spouses cannot avoid the rights and 
duties deriving to them from the marriage, as well as parental responsibility and the rules 
of legal administration and custody. The rights and obligations arising from marriage are 
disciplined in the Title II of the Family Code. We can mention here, the obligation of loyalty, 
the moral and material assistance and cooperation in the family’s interest, the right to the 
surname, the obligations towards children, the obligation to live together, the obligation 
of common residence etc. Consequently, the matrimonial agreement can govern the 
modalities of exercising these obligations, but not their avoidance. 

Returning to the discussion above, we think that the Albanian legislator, regarding to the 
personal relations and the impossibility to discipline them in the matrimonial agreement is 
traditionalist. It is not explicitly provided in the code such an obstacle, maybe, because of 
the legislator conviction that is inconceivable the possibility for the spouses to arrange by 
means of a contract the personal relations between them. At contrary, spouses can decide 
about patrimonial relations in the respect of the limits defined by the legislation and 
always considering the primary interest of the family. 

It is allowed for spouses to decide together the way to fulfill the rights and duties arising 
out from the marriage. We can mention here the agreement regarding the place of 
residence or the surname they will bear during marriage. But, these cannot be part of the 
matrimonial agreement. 

Despite all above, as time goes by, society evolves and consequently, the law changes and 
evolves, too. Years ago, it was not allowed the cohabitation outside marriage, and the 
marriage was considered eternal.  Nowadays, cohabitation between unmarried partners is 
considered one of the alternatives of creating a family, and the number of divorces is 
growing. Consequently, we cannot exclude the possibility that in the future even the rights 
and obligations of a personal nature, or at least a part of them, can be part of the 
matrimonial agreement.  

 



Another aspect that need to be analyzed is the relation between parents and their 
children. This relation, cannot be part of the matrimonial agreement. This solution is rooted 
in the constitutional principle of the best interest of the child. The situation of the child is 
very delicate, and requires special care and attention. That is why the intervention and 
control of the State in cases involving minor-related actions is greater. 

Last, by means of matrimonial agreement, spouses cannot give up the rights they have not 
gained yet, such as the maintenance obligation, the quality of the heir, etc. 

 

4. The matrimonial agreement in the Albanian society 

 

The request of one of the partners to stipulate a matrimonial agreement may be seen from 
the other spouse as a lack of faith? This can happen, especially, in cases one of the partners 
realizes a greater income than the other one, and as a consequence the relationship 
between them is based on economic benefits. 
The institute of marriage is very important. According to the article 53 of the Constitution 
of the Republic of Albania, marriage and family enjoy the special protection of the state. 
Generally, the persons who decide to get married are mainly based on mutual affection 
and feeling. But, there are also exceptions, it may happen that the persons get married in 
order to ensure benefits such as citizenship, economic benefits, etc. 
Despite this, in our opinion, the matrimonial agreement should not be seen as mistrust 
between the partners. We must be aware and accept the fact that the law guarantees the 
moral and legal equality between spouses, but this guarantee cannot be intended as an 
economic equality between them. We are all equal in front of the law and enjoy the same 
rights and obligations despite of the wealth we possess. 
It is our conviction that the public opinion represent another “barrier” for the lack of 
success of the matrimonial agreement in the Albanian society. Despite the fact that the 
matrimonial agreement is governed by the Family Code since 2003 as an alternative of 
legal regime, in the society the contract is still not accepted. The majority of the population 
is not familiar to the fact  that spouses can have separate properties, an option this offered 
by the matrimonial agreement. 
Also, we cannot overlook the fact that a good part of the population is unaware of the 
existence of this possibility provided by our Family Code. Not everyone is a lawyer, or not 
everyone considers the opportunity to head to a lawyers’ office to get information on the 
consequences that marriage has on the spouses property. In our opinion, the information 
through various means of communication such as television, radio, newspapers or internet 
can positively influence on the understanding first and then in the acceptance of this 
alternative. 
 
Conclusions 

 
Autonomy, involves a claim that individuals should be allowed to make decisions for 
themselves on choosing the matrimonial property regime and these decisions should be 
respected by others, unless the decision involves harming someone else. So understood, 
autonomy is one of the most important rights an individual has. Without autonomy we 
cannot choose how to exercise our other rights and they become worthless or, even worse, 
tools that others can use against us. This paper explores the importance of autonomy in 
matrimonial property regime.  

 



In our opinion, the matrimonial agreement is an important aspect of the matrimonial 
property regime, it means that husband and wife are free to decide for themselves the 
terms of their own partnership. 
We think that the reason why the legislator should give weight to a matrimonial 
agreement is that there should be respect for individual autonomy. The legislator should 
accord respect to the decision of a married couple as to the manner in which their financial 
affairs should be regulated.   
In this paper, we have attempted to analyze and interpret a part of the current legislation 
that disciplines the matrimonial agreement. Despite the fact that the Family Code is in 
force since fourteen years, we notice that few albanian spouses choose to discipline with 
an agreement the patrimonial regime to be applied during their marriage.  
The matrimonial agreement is a remedy by means of which only the patrimonial relations 
between the spouses can be disciplined. 
From the above, we conclude that the spouses cannot avoid the rights and obligations 
deriving from marriage, but they can choose the separation of property regime or other 
alternatives, as contractual regimes. By means of the matrimonial agreement the spouses 
decide to whom will belong the goods gained during the marriage as well as the 
modalities of the administration.   
The patrimonial relations between spouses are as important as the personal ones, despite 
the fact that this last ones have a numeric superiority.  
Spouses cannot discipline the personal relations between them by means of a contract. 
The matrimonial agreement cannot be seen as a lack of faith between partners as the 
moral and juridical equality between the spouses cannot be translated in economical 
equality. On the other hand, there is no reason to be seen with skepticism by the public 
opinion. The majority of the population does not conceive of the fact that spouses have 
separate properties. This derives perhaps from the fact that the persons have few 
knowledge, or nothing at all, regarding this alternative offered by the Family Code.  
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Abstract 

 

The law “For the protection from discrimination” guarantees the protection from 
discrimination in the employment field. The amendments to the Labour Code, which 
entered into force in June 2015, provide in a more detailed manner the concepts and the 
mechanisms to guarantee the respect of the equality and antidiscrimination principle in 
this field.     
This article aims to identify specific amendments of the Labour Code in the perspective of 
the approximation with the international documents, European Directives, and the 
Albanian legislation. It is necessary to analyze the legal provisions of the Code which 
contribute to a safe and secure workspace and to a treatment with dignity. The 
mechanisms for the protection of discrimination and the burden of proof are very 
important concepts to be elaborated. The article takes into consideration the analysis of 
legal provisions and jurisprudence of the institutions and the courts. 
 The article brings analytical conclusions. The amendments: provide an extension of the list 
of grounds for prohibiting discrimination; the reversed burden of proof in cases of 
discrimination, the equal treatment in terms of employment and salary, provide forms of 
discrimination. The paper suggests that actors in the employment field should become 
more responsible towards a full implementation of the new amendments to the Labour 
Code. 
Key words: equal treatment in the employment, burden of proof, protection from 
discrimination.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

Economic, social and cultural rights are those human rights relating to the workplace, 
social security, family life, participation in cultural life, and access to housing, food, water, 
health care and education (Office of the United Nations Commissioner for Human Rights). 
As such, it is important to respect the equality and nondiscrimination in exercising the 
right to work and to the profession.  

Based in the studies and statistics we can say that there is often inequality and 
discrimination in the field of employment. Progress to achieve equal pay for equal work 
and work of equal value has stagnated with a gender pay gap of around 16% in the EU, of 
which only 6% can be explained by structural factors. Gender based discrimination in 
remuneration is sadly prevalent, leading to increasingly unequal economic outcomes for 
women throughout the lifespan, undermining efforts at achieving the equal economic 
independence and participation of women, and preventing women in Europe from 
fulfilling their true potential on the labor market(EQUINET, 2016, pg.11). INSTAT reports on 
a page inequality between men and women referring to different professions, but also to 
employed or registered jobseekers. So, in 2016 there are 1163 persons as labour force (608 

 



male/555 female); 1043 as employed(548 male/495 female); 120 as registered 
jobseekers(60/60). The Commissioner for Protection from Discrimination dealt a lot of 
discrimination in employment (2016: 59 complaints, 2015: 55 complaints, 2014: 69 
complaints, 2013: 55 complaints).  

There are a lot of international documents that provides and guarantees this right. The 
States Parties to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
undertake to guarantee that the rights enunciated in the Convenant will be exercised 
without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or 
other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status(article 2/2). 
Meanwhile, the Article 3 of the Convenant provides that “The States Parties undertake to 
ensure the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural 
rights set forth in the present Covenant”. The Convenant provides in detail the right to work 
(article 6), the right for a fair wages, safe and healthy working conditions, to be promoted 
in his employment to an appropriate higher level (article 7), the right of everyone to form 
trade unions and join the trade union of his choice, subject only to the rules of the 
organization concerned, for the promotion and protection of his economic and social 
interests(article 8). Other documents of United Nation provide for the equality and 
nondiscrimination in the field of employment as The Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Discrimination against Women (article 11). 

The article 14 of European Convention of Human Rights provide for the principle of 
nondiscrimination but only for the realization of the rights provided by the Convention 
and its Additional Protocols(OSBE/ODIHR,  2000). 

The European Social Charter guarantees a strong protection for employees as the right to 
work(article 1); the right to just conditions of work (article 2); the right to safe and healthy 
working conditions (article 3); the right to a fair remuneration(article 4); the right to 
organise(article 5); the right of children and young persons to protection(article 7). 

The European Union Charter Of Fundamental Rights in Article 15 provide for the right of 
everyone “to engage in work and to pursue a freely chosen or accepted occupation”. Every 
citizen of the Union has the freedom to seek employment, to work, to exercise the right of 
establishment and to provide services in any Member State. Nationals of third countries 
who are authorised to work in the territories of the Member States are entitled to working 
conditions equivalent to those of citizens of the Union”. 

The European Union instituations have adopted two important Directives regarding the 
equality and nondiscrimination in employment:  

Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 “Establishing a general 
framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation”. 

Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council 2006/54/KE of 5 July 2006 
“On the implementation of the principle of equal opportunities and equal treatment of 
men and women in matters of employment and occupation”. 

 

The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has clarified the concept of equal pay in 
its comprehensive and important case law. The Court has held on several occasions that 
determining equal value involves comparing the work of a female and a male worker by 

 



reference to the demands made on them in carrying out their tasks. The skills, effort and 
responsibility required, the work undertaken, and the nature of the tasks involved are 
relevant.  The case law is summarized in the preamble of Directive 2006/54/EC(EQUINET, 
2016,pg. 12). 

The guarantee for individual rights is one of the principle conditions of the liberal model of 
constitutionalism. The Albanian Constitution contains a special chapter on human rights, 
including the right to work and profession (article 49), in accordance with the evolution of 
this concept of constitutionalism (Anastasi, 2009, pg 79-80). Also, Article 18 of the 
Constitution provides for equality and non-discrimination in the exercise of fundamental 
human rights. The Constitution guarantees the right of employees to unite freely in labor 
organizations for the defense of their workrelated interests”. This fundamental law, for the 
first time provides for the trade union pluralism(Omari; Anastasi, 2010, pg.188-191). 

The Law “On protection from discrimination” contains a special chapter for the protection 
of discrimination in the employment field. The law prohibites discrimination regarding:  

• treatment of employees in the workplace, including their treatment when setting 
or changing working conditions, rewards, benefits and working 
environment,treatment related to vocational training or during disciplinary 
proceedings or in connection with dismissal or termination of employment 
contract; 

• membership in trade unions and the opportunity to benefit from the facilities 
provided by this membership; 

• prohibition of any kind of concern, including sexual harassment, by the employer 
against an employee or a job seeker or between employees; 

• implementation of special and temporary measures, based on the reasons 
mentioned in article 1 of this law, in order to accelerate the equality in the field of 
employment.  

I. Important approximation between the Law on Protection from 

Discrimination and the provisions of the Labour Code 

There is a significant approximation with the LMD regarding the prohibition of 
discrimination in the exercise of the right to employment and the profession: 

 
• In exercising the right to employment and occupation, it is prohibited any form of 

discrimination, as foreseen in this Code and in the particular legislation on the 
protection against discrimination. 

• There is an expansion of the prohibited grounds of discrimination, providing 
explicitly also: the livelihood with HIV/ AIDS, union or affiliation in Trade Union 
organizations. The Law "On Protection from Discrimination" (LPD), in Article 1, 
regulates the implementation and respect of the principle of equality in 
connection with gender, race, colour, ethnicity, language, gender identity, sexual 
orientation, political, religious or philosophical beliefs, economic, education or 
social situation, pregnancy, parentage, parental responsibility, age, family or 
marital condition, civil status, residence, health status, genetic  predispositions, 
restricted ability, affiliation with a particular group or for any other grounds. As 

 



such, there is an open list of grounds based in wich the law guarantee the victims 
from the discriminatory behaviour. 

• There is a prediction in accordance with the LPD in cases when different treatment 
is not considered discrimination, based on the existence of a legitimate and 
objective reason. 

• There is a detailed regulation as regards the prohibition of discrimination in the 
exercise of the right to work and profession, starting from the announcement of 
the criteria to the termination of the labor contract.  

• These amendments pay special attention to the treatment and ensuring 
conditions for employment of persons with special needs, anticipating the 
obligation of employers to take temporary positive measures. The denial of 
reasonable accommodation by the employer constitutes discrimination. 

• It has foreseen the right of appeal, according to the procedures provided by the 
LPD. 

• An important change is the inversion of the burden of proof in handling cases of 
alleged discrimination.  

• It provides explicitly for the protection against moral and sexual harassment in 
labor relations, by imposing the employer to release legal provisions for the 
prohibition of this form of discrimination and take preventive measures. 

• Victimization of the employee who denounces for being a victim of discrimination 
is prohibited. 

• It is positive the detailed forecasting on equal treatment at work, whether in terms 
of employment and wages.  

 
II. The mechanisms for protection against discrimination in employment 

The right for the protection form discriminatory behaviors according to this law is not 
restricted only to the institution of Commissioner. Every employee has the right to 
complain to the employer, to the Commissioner for Protection from Discrimination or in 
court, if he believes that he has suffered discrimination. This provision does not limit the 
right to complain to special institutions created at various sectors of employment (article 
15). 

a.  The Commissioner for Protection from Discrimination.  

The Law "On Protection from Discrimination" (LPD) has foreseen the establishment of the 
Commissioner for Protection from Discrimination as an institution that "provides effective 
protection from discrimination and any other form of conduct that incites discrimination" 
(article 21, paragraph 1). The Commissioner is independent in the exercise of its duties and 
is subject only to the Constitution and law (article 22).  

Equality bodies make a particular, additional, and unique contribution to the protection 
and fulfilment of economic and social rights. The implementation of equal treatment 
legislation makes a direct contribution to the protection of economic and social rights. This 
is evident in the extensive legal action by equality bodies in taking, supporting or hearing 
and mediating claims of discrimination in relation to employment, equal pay, and labour 
market programmes and in relation to public services or publicly funded services in areas 
such as housing, education, and health (EQUINET, 2015 pg.7). 

 

 



Commissioner’s Powers 

• Examines complaints from subjects and conducts administrative investigations 
after the receipt of credible information about a violation of this law; 

• to encourage the principle of equality and non-discrimination, especially by 
sensitising and informing on these issues; to monitor and carry out surveys in 
connection with discrimination; to publish reports and make recommendations 
about any kind of issue related to discrimination; 

• to make recommendations by proposing the approval of new legislation or the 
amendment or reform of the existing legislation; 

• at the request of the court examining the case, to set out a written opinion on any 
kind of issue related to discrimination; to represent a complainant in the judicial 
organs in civil cases, with his approval in compliance with point 3 of article 34 of 
this law. 

The employee has been working as an accountant for a private company, “P Sh” l.l.c, from 
18.04.2012. A fixed term contract had been signed then between E.H., as the employee of 
“P Sh” l.l.c, valid until 02.07.2013. The complainant claims that the Albanian representative 
of the company initially communicated to her that upon expiry of her contract on 
02.07.2013, there would be no renewal of contract.  This meant that E.H would be out of 
work just two days after her due date and that she would still be in the maternity hospital, 
which caused her great distress and worsened her health situation. Later, in May 2013, the 
company officially communicated to E.H. that her contract would not be renewed once the 
term specified in the contract had expired, so after 02.07.2013. At the time, E.H. was still on 
maternity leave, after a very difficult delivery, which led to both mother and baby suffering 
poor health as a result. The CPD found discrimination on grounds of gender and temporary 
inability at work against E. H., from the private company, “P Sh” l.l.c and recommended to 
take all the necessary measures by the administrator of the company for the recognition of 
all employees in there, with Law no. 10 221, dated 04.02.2010 "On protection from 
discrimination" and to post a copy of this law in the internal environment of the company. 

Since the amendments of Labour Code into in force the Commissioner for Protection from 
Discrimination dealt with 57 complaints in the employment field (complainants 29 men 
and 28 women).  Regarding the claimed grounds: 26 politic beliefs, 6 health status, 5 
education situation, 4 gender, 2 affiliation with a particular group, family condition, 
economic situation, etnicity, any other grounds, 1 age, residence, parental responsibility, 
disability, birthplace, civil status, pregnancy. CPD took 44 decisions, among which 12 are 
discrimination decisions (3 politic beliefs and civil status; 1 disability; 1 health status; 6 
politic beliefs and 1 gender). It is important to emphasize that a complainant has claimed 
more than one cause in the appeal or more than one reason for handling the complaint 
has been found. 

b. Other ways of appeal 

The employer is obliged to implement and protect the principle of equality and non-
discrimination, to respond effectively to complaints of the employers  on alleged 
discrimination, to take disciplinary measures for the protection of employees from 
discrimination, to raise awareness on this law (article 13). 

 



The law foresees the right to appeal judicially. This right is not conditioned by the 
obligation to exhaust the administrative appeal before the Commissioner (article 34, pika2) 
nor the obligation to notify the Commissioner before submitting a lawsuit for 
discrimination in the court (article 36, paragraph 2). Since the amendments of Labour Code 
into in force, CPD participated in 23 judicial proceedings, of which: in 15 the claimants  
referred to the Court for finding discrimination and compensation for the damage caused. 
Meanwhile, in 8 proceedings the CPD was the respondent party. 
 

III. Burden of proof 

The cases of discrimination have shifted the burden of proof from the complainant to the 
respondent party. But this shift is not absolute. It can be considered discrimination even 
when there are no victims identified. 

The treatment is discriminatory if there is no reasonable and objective argument and 
should be considered the purpose and effect of actions and also the ruling principles in a 
democratic society. The difficulty to prove the discriminatory behavior increases if one 
refers to indirect discrimination. 

A discrimination case requires: 

 when the complainant is in the same situation with other subjects; 

 the complainant was treated differently from the other ones; 

 different treatment is due to the affiliation to a particular community. 

Because of this, it is seen reasonable and necessary to distribute/reverse the burden of 
proof between the complainant and the subject to whom the complaint is made. 

This means that:  

First, it is the complainant that bring facts based on which the equality body may assume 
that there has been discrimination;  

Second, thereafter the subject against whom the complaint was submitted should prove 
that equal treatment did not occur based on one of the protected grounds of 
discrimination provided by anti-discrimination law.  

At the judicial process the burden of proof shifts to the defendant, evidently. 

The shift of the burden of proof has been expressed through before the 
adoption of anti-discrimination law at the Labour Code. In the Labor 
Code, article 115, paragraph 3 (Equality in pay between the sexes) 
provides that "when the employee presents serious information, which 
imply the existence of the discrimination, the employer is obliged to 
prove the contrary. Also, Article 105 / a, paragraph 2 (protection of the 
employment of women) provides that "in cases of termination of the 
employment contract by the employer, when the woman is working 
during pregnancy or returned to work after childbirth, according to 

 



Article 30 of this Code, the employer must prove that the reason for 
dismissal was not the pregnancy or childbirth ". 

The amendments of Labour Code provides that "In all the complaints procedures, followed 
according to paragraph 9 of this article, if the complainant or plaintiff presents facts from 
which it may be claimed that has been discriminated against in the exercise of the right to 
employment and occupation, the person against whom the complaint or the defendant is 
obligated to prove that the principle of equal treatment is not infringed".  

The Law “On protection from discrimination” did not foresee such a possibility, but 
addresses the institution in the use of the Administrative Code, which contains a special 
provision that foresees the burden of proof on discrimination issues in relation to public 
administration. The amendments of Labour Code extends this obligation to employment 
relationships in the private sector. We emphasize here that CPD deals with the issues of 
discrimination in this sector. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Wareness of employees and employers with the Law "On protection from 
discrimination" and the amendments of Labor Code, aimed at increasing the 
addressing of discrimination cases in employment. 

Training of all actors and unification of practices in dealing with discrimination 
issues in employment.   
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Abstract 
 

Problems encountered in working relations during judicial practice,whether in central or 
local institutions in our country,it is an important reason and motivation to tackle this 
subject and to request a more detailed interpretation of that part of the labor legislation, 
which covers. 
In this paper, termination of employment contract of indefinite duration, will be treated in 
two perspectives: in the regular and irregular solution.It is intended to identify the basic 
elements necessary to be respected in the case of a regular and legal conclusion of the 
employment relationship, which are the procedure, deadline and motive for termination of 
employment relationship, are also analyzed, job-solving solutions promptly with justified 
and unjustified reasons, both by the employer and the employee.The aim is to highlight 
the concrete causes that are taken into account by the court to qualify the termination of 
the employment relationship in one of the abovementioned forms. 
In this paper are treated and analyzed two types of employment termination:the 
employment relationship in the case of a solution without reasonable cause and the 
termination of the contract at an inadequate time (disability report, military service, 
fulfillment of a legal obligation, maternity leave, etc.).Abuse problems have been 
addressed,which have emerged from the practice regarding legal consequences in the 
case of such a solution,while the termination of the employment relationship at an 
inadequate time will specify the innovations that have brought about the changes made in 
this provision. 
 
Keywords:  Working relationship, indefinite duration, Labor Code, employee. 

Introduction 

Termination of the contract under the provisions of the Labor Code of the Republic of 

Albania 

The duration of a contract indicates the continuation of a working relationship thus 
stability, and equally sets out the rules, to be followed in case of the termination. 
Termination of the employment relationship is governed by Chapter 14 of the Labor Code. 
The Labor Code provides that the employment relationship ends with the termination of 

 



the employment contract time, or even its interruption. The contract of indefinite duration 
ends when it is decided by one party and the notice deadline has expired.507 As in the case 
of both a term and a non-term contract, the contract can be solved reasonably, respecting 
the procedure foreseen by the cases of the termination of the contract with reason, as well 
as the procedure of this solution. Firstly, it is envisaged that the notice of termination of the 
contract will be respected, ranging from two weeks to three months, depending on the 
particular situations provided for in Article 143 of the Labor Code508 and a reasoning 
process and explanation of the situation. The Code provides for the termination of 
employment relationships in justified situations for "reasonable" or "justified". Article 146 
of the Labor Code provides for situations that are considered as reasonable causes, but also 
for situations considered as unjustified causes of termination of the employment contract. 
Article 146 provides for such as, for example, when it is done for inseparable reasons from 
the personality of the employee such as race, color, sex, age, civil status, etc ..., or the 
membership of the employee in unions created under the law or when there are claims 
arising from the contract, etc. 

Although not very clear, the Labor Code provides a general definition of the institute of 
"justified situations" Thus, Article 153 as justified reasons justifies serious circumstances 
that do not allow, in accordance with the principle of good faith, the person who has 
terminated the contract, the continuation of the employment relationship or the cases 
where "the employee breaches the contractual obligations by an easily guilty repeatedly, 
despite written notice from the employer " The meaning of "serious circumstances" or 
"easy repeat faults" the parties have to interpret as appropriate, is the court under Article 
153, which decides whether or not such justified reasons exist for the termination of the 
contract. If the termination of the contract results in non-compliance with the foreseen 
procedures or for justified reasons, the employee has the right to file a lawsuit against the 
employer within 180 days from the date of termination of the notice. The Code provides 
that the termination of the contract without justifiable reasons is void. The employer who 
has terminated the contract by failing to observe the notice deadlines should pay as a rule 
the compensation of a page of 2 months. 509  The termination without reasonable / 
justifiable reasons brings compensation up to one year of salary. The Code also provides 
that "for employees in public administration, where there is a final court decision for return 
to the previous place of work, the employer, ie the public administration body, is obliged 
to enforce this decision”. 

 

507Article 141 of the Labor Code 
508Article 143 of the Labor Code 
1) After the probationary period, to terminate the contract for an indefinite period, the parties 

must respect a notice period of one month during the first year of work, from two months to 
two to five years of three months work for more than five years of work. 

2) These terms may be amended by written agreement or in the collective labor contract. The 
employee has completed up to six months of work, the notice period may not be less than two 
weeks. The notice period for the termination of the contract shall be extended, as the case may 
be, by the end of the month the same rule shall apply when the notice of termination is 
suspended during the period of disability for work, chores or vacations given by the employer. 

3) When one of the parties terminates the contract without respecting the term of notice, the 
solution as a contract solution with immediate effect. 

509Article 153 of the Labor Code. 

 

                                                           



A. TERMINATION OF CONTRACT WITH INDEFINITE DURATION 

In the Article 141 of the Labor Code explicitly states that: " an indefinite duration contract 
ends if one of the parties terminates the notification deadline”. From this content of the 
above article it appears that, in order to have a lawful solution to the employment contract, 
must be fulfilled two conditions, which are: 

1. The will for solution of the contracting parties 
2. Termination of the notice deadline. 

In this context, the right to terminate the employment contract belongs both to employees 
and to employers at different times or at the same time. The practice of this right 
guaranteed by law by one party may not and should not affect the interests of the other 
party.510 

The contract of indefinite duration by its very meaning is an expression of free will. The 
parties agree with each other on all its terms. In essence, this contract requires as a 
necessary condition not to determine the term of its termination. By the very nature of the 
work and based on the will of the parties, the contract is concluded without a certain 
timeframe. Generally, contracts without a fixed term are the most common and most 
commonly used today in the employment relationship practice. The Labor Code provides 
that, if the parties do not expressly stipulate in the contract its duration, then by the very 
meaning of the provision, this contract shall be considered as a contract of indefinite 
duration. Both parties, both the employer and the employee, have the right to settle by 
agreement of the employment contract. The termination of the contract of indefinite 
duration requires the fulfillment of two conditions to be regular: 

1. Termination at the initiative of one party (employer or employee). 
2. Termination of the notice deadline. 

So, for the termination of the employment contract, besides the initiative of each of the 
contracting parties, the notice period for the solution should be completed. This means 
that the contract does not end when the notice is given but when the notice deadline has 
not expired, the employment relationship continues on a regular basis. Both of these 
conditions should be cumulative, so that the termination of the employment relationship 
is regular. However, exceptionally, the employer enjoys the right to immediately suspend 
the employee from work but with the obligation to pay the salary until the end of the 
notice period. Dismissal can only be communicated in writing. The form, as an essential 
requirement of validity, is an indication of social significance that has the dismissal, which 
in turn has particularly serious consequences for the employee511. 

a. The employment contract termination during probation 

From a terminological point of view, the probationary period is closely related to the work 
relationship already started between the contracting parties. Approving a test time (3 
months) serves as mutual proof of trust between the employer and the employee. In the 
absence of such an agreement, the probationary period shall not last more than the first 
three months of the employment relationship. Any kind of agreement, which envisages a 

510Prof. Dr. Kudret Çela, Labor Law, 2010 edition, p. 410.411. 
511Prof. Dr. Kudret Çela, Prof. dr. Dr. Paskal Hoxhi, Comparative Labor Law, p. 65. 

 

                                                           



longer deadline than the one that determines the legal provision, is considered null and 
void. As a result of this agreement worthlessness, will be the legal provision that it will be 
worth512. The probationary time is only once applicable and can not be repeated several 
times in the same employee. Under the principle of trust, the employer can only test one 
employee once. If the employer gets the same employee on probation for the second time, 
then we are dealing with a violation of Article 142 paragraph 1, which limits the 
probationary time to three months. This means that in the fourth month irrespective of the 
employer's wish, we are in a contract of indefinite duration, which is performed according 
to articles 143, 144, etc of the Labor Code. The employer can test and dismiss some 
employees one at a time during the trial, always respecting the five-day notice deadline513. 
From a legal point of view this is not forbidden. The employer should have the opportunity 
to try some employees until they find the right person for the job. This fact constitutes the 
meaning of Article 142 of the Labor Code. But in economic terms this approach is cost-
effective, because the employer is always obliged to spend some time on the formation of 
employees who do not work for a long time. For any kind of employment relationship, the 
probationary agreement, even if the provision is not explicitly written (as opposed to 
Article 150 of the Labor Code), must be made in writing. By written agreement between 
the parties or by collective agreement, the probationary period may be written in less than 
three months, or be definitively removed. On the other hand, given the nature of 
performing the same work, the legislator has excluded the application of this test as a 
prerequisite to conclude the final contract. 

In this sense, rights and duties of the parties, which guarantees that period working 
relationship (probationary period) shall not apply. The concept used in the provision 
"Performing the same job" should be understood in practice for recruiting an employee 
from an employer, not for the first time, but of an employee who has been in the same job 
and in the same employer so continuous or intermittent. If one of the parties terminates 
the employment contract without a fixed duration during the probation period, but 
without respecting a given notice deadline, the settlement will be considered valid but 
immediate. If one of the parties terminates the employment contract without a fixed 
duration during the probation period, but without respecting a given notice deadline, the 
settlement will be considered valid but immediate. 

b. Regular settlement ( dadline, procedure, motive) 

The employment relationship is by its nature is a legal relationship (continuous) obligation. 
Article 419 of the Civil Code clearly defines the meaning of this relationship514. Based on 
this content, the juridical relationship of work essentially takes on the same meaning, but 
because of its legal-personal character it has some features, as compared to other legal 
relationships of the obligation (Article 422 of the Civil Code). This correctness, under Article 
12 of the Labor Code, represents the obligation of the employee to provide his service and 
the obligation of the employer to pay for this service. However, for its resolution, the same 
reasons exist for solving, as for all other legal obligations. Furthermore, Article 21 of the 
Labor Code clarifies: "Any change to the Contract shall be made only by agreement of the 

512Prof. Dr. Kudret Çela, Labor Law, Publication 2010, p. 464, 465. 
513Article 150 of the Labor Code. 
514Article 419 Civil Code "A legal relationship by which a person is obliged to give or perform a certain 
act for the benefit of another person who also has the right to request to be given something or is 
carried out or not performed " 

 

                                                           



parties". Depending on this concept, the law has defined two ways of termination of the 
contract, which are: 

 
 

 
The legal requirements of the Labor Code, which should be respected in order to classify 
the choice of employment contract as regular are: 

1. Deadline 
2. Procedure 
3. Motive 
 
1. Term of termination of employment contract 

The notice period is an important element, which is taken into consideration by the court 
in resolving a conflict involving a labor contractor. The deadline is considered by law, one 
of the major standards guaranteeing the right of indemnity. In Article 143 of the Labor 
Code it is noted that to resolve the employment contract for an indefinite period, the 
parties must respect a notice period of one month during the first year of work for two 
months during the term of two to five years of work and of three months with more than 
five years of work. It should be emphasized that these deadlines are not preclusive, they 
can be amended by written agreement or in the collective labor contract. When one of the 
parties terminates the contract without respecting the notice deadline, the settlement is 
treated as a contract termination with immediate effect. So, from what was explained 
above, we reach the conclusion that failure to respect the notice period under the 
conditions, which are sanctioned in Article 143 of the Labor Code, the guilty party will be 
charged with the obligation to indemnify. 

2. The procedure of termination of the employment contract by the employer (Article 

144 of the Labor Code). 

Article 144 sets out the procedure for the termination of the employment contract. The 
procedure of termination of the employment contract constitutes an obligatory obligation 
to be implemented by the employee. After the changes made to this provision by Law no. 
9125, dated 29.07.2003, the procedure for the termination of the employment contract has 
undergone some changes in several aspects. Thus, the consequences in the event of its 
disrespect are no longer related to the invalidity resolved but to the sanction of payment 
of compensation by the employer. On the other hand, the burden of proof to prove 
compliance with the procedure, already belongs to the employer. The other change is 
related to setting maximum deadlines along with the mandatory minimum requirements 
to be respected, otherwise the solution is irregular. All these changes were made as a 
necessity to improve the working relationship, and to protect the highest interests of 
employers and employees. The spirit of the implementation of this procedure is in line with 
Convention no. 158 of the ONP "On the Prohibition of Employment on the Employer's 
Initiative", Articles 8, 9, of this Law ((not ratified by our country). The procedure of 
termination of the employment contract by the employer starts with the written notice 
(first notification) to the employee on the decision that the employer has for him, defined 
on the employment relationship. This announcement must be made at least 72 hours 
before the date set for the meeting between the parties.The value of this announcement 

 



like any unilateral declaration created for a certain destination, to bring legal effects 
should: arrive at the consignee (employee) when he (employee) becomes aware of it or 
when, according to the rules of trust, he / she is able to become aware, but because of 
rejection or negligence (not receiving a letter within the deadlines set by the PTT) has not 
done so.  

After three days of announcement the employer meets the employee (second step). At the 
meeting, although the employer may declare that it intends to dismiss the employee, we 
are not dealing with an absolute final decision, otherwise the conversation would not 
make sense anymore. At this stage of negotiation, the employment relationship continues 
to produce effects515. During the conversation, the employer submits to the employee the 
reasons for the decision envisaged to be taken and gives him the opportunity to express, 
defend or clarify misunderstandings which may have been the cause of such decision-
making. from the meeting with the employer, there are two obligations to be respected by 
the employer: 

- To provide arguments, the reasons for which he intends to terminate the contract. 

- Consider the arguments of the employee. 

The third paragraph of the provision stipulates that the termination of the contract must 
be notified in writing by the employer within a minimum period of one week (the third 
step). This procedure applies even in cases of immediate termination of the contract. The 
employer who does not respect the procedure defined by law, is obliged to indemnify the 
employee with 2 months salary, which is added to the other indemnities he may receive. 

Setting the maximum deadline for announcement of contract termination, aims to protect 
the employee, as before the changes to the provision, this deadline was open and 
employers could in practice be abusive widely. The content of the written notice is at the 
discretion of the employer, but it is sufficient for the confidentiality principle to become 
clear that the contract is settled. Only after this (final) notice in writing is made the 
discharge. It is up to the employer to prove that the procedure established by Article 144 
has been respected.516 The termination has effects if its formal part is respected even one 
week after the meeting. 
Formality (written notice) is needed to the employee as an important evidence before the 
court and brings legal effects to the contracting parties. Even in this case, the written 
notice has value because it reaches the consignee on the given day, according to the rules. 
It is exactly this day of the arrival of the notice, the date that marks the beginning of the 
deadline for notification of contract award, according to article 143 of the Labor Code. The 
procedure for resolving the employment contract is the same even in cases of immediate 
resolution (Article 144, paragraph 4), ie without observing the notice deadline. Given the 
justified reason or cause, the employer can at any time terminate the employment contract 
with the employee, but must at least respect the above mentioned procedure, which also 
means the minimum and maximum terms that this procedure requires. 
 
 
 

515Droit du travali, G.L.Caen, J. Pelisier, A. Supiat, p.232-233. 
516Prof. Dr. Kudret Çela, Labor Law, Publication 2010, p. 416. 

 

                                                           



3.  Motives (causes) of the regular termination of the employment contract. 

 

The third element, for setting as regular the termination of the employment contract, are 
the motives. Each party may terminate the contract for any reason. According to Albanian 
legislation, for the termination to be regular, it is sufficient for the procedure and the 
deadline for the announcement to be respected. It is not necessary for the employer to 
have a legitimate cause to settle the contract. Thus, the employer is free to terminate the 
contract for reasons such as restructuring, reorganization, job cuts, inconsistency of the 
employee's character with the required characteristics, lack of proper quality etc. So I 
emphasize that the employer can settle the contract on a regular basis for reasons that do 
not concern any employee fault. Thus our liberal spirit and the principle of contractual 
freedom prevail in our legislation. However, this rule has an important exception, as set out 
in Article 146. The employer may terminate the employment contract for any reason, 
except for abusive (unreasonable) causes counted in full and only in Article 146. All the 
causes, not counted in Article 146, are regular motives for solving the contract. As a 
conclusion, the termination is correct if the articles on the procedure and the notice 
deadline are respected even if the motive has been abused. Find the opportunity to say 
that we are dealing with justifiable cause only in cases where the parties fail to comply with 
the notice deadline517 
 

c. Immediate termination of the employment contract (Articles 143, 153-155 of the 

Labor Code) 

 
The meaning of the immediate termination of the employment contract is closely related 
to the classification of fixed-term contracts or indefinite term. In contracts whose duration 
is of a fixed duration, we would be before unilateral resolution, when one of the parties 
settles it before the end of its termination. In the case of contracts of indefinite duration, 
based on Article 143 point 4 of the Labor Code, we would have a solution with immediate 
effect of the contract when one of the parties resolves the contract without respecting the 
term of the notification of the termination of the contract, whether this term provided by 
the agreement of the parties. In all the above cases when the contract is solved by the 
employer, the settlement procedure must be respected, except in the case of immediate 
resolution by him for justified cause. Immediate termination of the employment contract 
can be done both by the employer and the employee for justified or unjustified reasons. 
Article 153, paragraph 1, provides for the principle, the way, how to immediately terminate 
the contract, before the expiration of the term specified in the contract or before the 
expiration of the term of notice in indefinite contracts, when there are justified reasons. 
The meaning of the justified reasons is given in Article 153, points 2 and 3. The justified 
cause is the breach of the contract with a slight, repeated blame. we remind you that in 
this case it is worth the written or spoken warning that can be proved. There must be a 
direct cause-effect relationship, between violation and dismissal. 
 
 
 
 

517The difference between the regular cause, the unreasonable (abusive) cause and the justifiable 
cause is not clear from jurisprudence. 

 

                                                           



d. The termination of the contract in inappropriate time (article 147 of the Labor 

Code) 

 

According to this article, the employer can not terminate the contract when, under the 
legislation, the employee performs military service,, receives a temporary payment at work 
from the employer or health service for a period of up to one year and when the employee 
is on vacation by the employer518. When the dissolution is realized before the employee is 
called to military service, is temporarily unable to work or is on vacation and the notice 
deadline has not ended, this time limit shall be suspended for the period of military service, 
temporary disability or leave provided by the employer and resumes after the end of this 
period. Performing a certain job is a task that, to be accomplished, necessarily requires 
professional skills and is a condition for every employer. It is related to all the 
circumstances in which the employee is susceptible, since he represents a subjective 
quality. Among these circumstances, some may be conducive to continuing with the 
outcomes of an activity in the enterprise, others may not. In the first, we can mention the 
recognition of some foreign languages, specialization in certain sectors, exchange of 
experiences with employees of the same level, in other countries etc. In the second 
alignment is inability to work, permanent physical or mental injuries, lack of material 
incentives, etc. From this broad category of circumstances, the legislator has separated 
those, which constitute special periods for the employee and affect the employer. The 
causes of this situation are directly related to the employee and his rights. As unsuitable 
times, three circumstances are foreseen: 
1) Performing military service. 
2) Temporary work disability519. 
3) Holidays allowed by the employer. 
 
e.  Termination without reasonable causes of the employment contract (article 146 of 

the Labor Code). 

 
This form of contract settlement by the employer relates to several causes which are 
specific to their type. Termination is considered without reasonable cause if it is done only 
for one of the cases provided for in Article 146 of the Labor Code. Any other case of 
settlement in practice can not be considered as without reasonable cause. From the used 
terminology seems to be that the justified cause and the unjustified (reasonably) cause are 
similar, but in reality they are two very different terms between them and the essential 
distinction is made in relation to the content. the term "justified cause" means a cause that 
allows for an immediate resolution, which is forbidden in principle. So a cause justifying a 
prohibited solution contrary to Article 143 of the Labor Code. The first point of the 
provision gives only the negative meaning of the solution "without reasonable cause". 
Article 146 of the Labor Code introduces the exclusion of the principle of any motive. In 
content it protects the employee and exclude the possibility of abuse. The cases of Article 
146 of the Labor Code are the only and can not be claimed. So, as a conclusion, we can say 
that the rule is that the employer can terminate the employment contract for any reason. 
Exclusion of the principle is only for the cases provided for in Article 146 of the Labor Code. 
In paragraph 1 of this article, the 180 day deadline has a preclusive nature and this nature 
seems to be related to the abusive motive, which is subject to this term: If the employee is 

518Tirana District Court Decision no. 1544, dated 10.04.1997. 
519"Practical cases", Tirana 1997, p.40 

 

                                                           



fired because he is black, of various nationalities, is old or any other case provided for in 
this Article.520 His right to appeal to the court is finally extinguished with the passage of six 
months. So it seems that this time is sufficient for the realization of the right, and if the 
employee is not objectively aware of the motive, but discovers it later, the law reinstates 
the right to appeal to the court for another period of one month. 

g.  Compensation for seniority (Article 145 of the Labor Code) 

One of the consequences of the termination of the employment contract by the employer 
is also the obligation of the last one to reward the employee the employee for seniority. 
This reward is an undeniable right to the employee if he meets the conditions, which 
require legal provisions. Essential conditions to legitimize this research are: 

 

 

Both conditions are compulsory, which means that both conditions must be fulfilled at the 
same time so that the employee benefits from this right. If these two conditions are not 
met, or even one of them, then this provision can not be applied and no cause or other 
claim by the employee to make it applicable may not work. Exceptions are only cases of 
immediate resolution, for justified reasons. Therefore, the two conditions that must be met 
in order that the employee does not benefit from the right to remuneration for senior work 
are: 

 

 

These two conditions must be met together in order for the employee to lose the right 
recognized by the provision. Reward for seniority is at least as much as a 15-day salary over 
each working year. 

When, the salary is different during the employment relationship, the reward is calculated 
over the salary average of the previous year and is indexed.  Compensation for seniority 

is added to the reward, given in case of termination of the contract with no reasonable 
causes. 

h. Immediate termination of the employment contract by the employee 

 

Immediate termination of the employment contract by the employee in the chapter on 
termination of the employment relationship is dealt with in two directions; in the 
immediate and unjustified immediate solution. In the case of termination of the 
employment relationship by the employee, the employee is financially liable to the 
employer. 
The employee terminates the contract when: 

 
 

520Article 416, paragraph 1 of the Labor Code. 

 

                                                           



The two above mentioned conditions are closely related to the nonexistence of a 
reasonable cause. The legislator has not required as a condition that the abandonment of 
work or its inception be related to a certain period of time after which the solution will be 
considered as justified. Would be enough for the employer even during the day should be 
aware of the fact that the employee does not come to work, or will not ever begin that 
work, to qualify as a solution without cause. The classic cases of non-compilation of work 
by the employee, would be the cases when the parties after they have been contracted 
through a written contract for all its terms and verbally set the date of commencement of 
work, it would be considered the case of dismissal by not fulfilling the employee's 
obligations arising from it, without a legitimate cause and without disclosing the employer. 
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Abstract 

 Doctors and the medical staff of the hospital are expected to provide the 
necessary medical care for the patient, avoiding causing any harm, as a result of 
negligence, carelessness or irresponsible attitude. At the same time, the patient has the 
constitutional right to receive medical attention.  
 The relationship between patient and doctor or the hospital is a sort of contractual 
relationship, as a result, the violation of the duties that are expected from the doctor is 
considered a source of civil liability. In the case, the doctor or the hospital will be held to 
compensate all the damages caused to the patient, pecuniary and non-pecuniary loss, 
except the emergency care situations. In order to obtain the compensation of the damages 
is necessarily a causal link between the medical treatment and the bodily injury suffered by 
the patient. Moreover, the treatment has to be a fault of the doctor, a violation of his duty 
of care.  
 One of the most important duties of the doctor is to inform the patient regarding 
all the risks of the medical intervention and to obtain the patient’s informed consent 
before the treatment that is an expression of the principle of bodily self-determination. 
  
Key words 

Medical negligence, pecuniary and non-pecuniary loss, informed consent, civil liability 

1.  AN INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 

 
The phenomenon of complaints and disputes related to medical malpractice has 

recorded a remarkable growth over the last decade in all European countries, East 
European countries included. Different countries offer different solutions, in most of them 
is to notice the lack of a specific discipline to regulate the phenomenon. Consequently, the 
disputes on the civil liability for medical malpractices have demonstrated different 
solutions and the lack of a uniform jurisprudence.  

 The thematic object of this elaboration is the civil liability of the physician related 
to the negligent behavior, like wrong diagnosis, the omission of the necessary 
investigations in verifying diagnose, medical negligence in the execution of the treatment 
and other violations of the duty of care, with particular regard to the violation of the duty 
of disclosure.  

In the first place, it is necessary to study the nature of the civil liability for medical 
malpractice in some European countries, such as Italy, France, Germany and England and 
the solutions that they offer to protect the patient’s rights. 

The civil liability for medical malpractice presents different standards for different 
European Countries, even though there is an essential element in common in all the 
European countries: the informed consent to the medical field is an essential principle of 

 



protecting the human rights, with specific regard to the right of bodily self-determination. 
This principle makes up a standard for all the European countries. The second element in 
common is the need to guarantee full compensation for the damages suffered by the 
patient.  

 
2. THE NATURE OF THE MEDICAL CIVIL LIABILITY AND DUTIES OF THE 

PHYSICIAN 

 

One of the most problematic topics on this research is the definition of the 
nature of the medical liability. In fact, a good number of questions are related to the 
contractual or extra-contractual nature of this liability. For this purpose, we have to 
distinguish the case when the physician and the patient have stipulated a contract for cure 
between them, in this case, there is no doubt for the contractual nature of the civil liability. 
Meanwhile, when the patient chose a public or private structure for his cure, the 
acceptance of the patient by the hospital is considered a kind of contractual relationship 
between the hospital and the patient521. For this reason, it is necessary to note that the 
hospital, in this case, assumes the contractual obligation to conduct diagnostic or 
therapeutic activities. In the meantime, the doctor is not part of this contractual 
relationship and his liability is to consider a kind of extra-contractual or tort liability 522. 
Subsequently, he has not a direct obligation toward the patient, but taking in 
consideration his contract with the public or private structure, he is responsible for the 
hospital. However, there are other contradictory opinions related to this topic. Another 
elaboration affirms that for the damages caused to the patient from the diagnostic or 
therapeutic activities as a result of negligent behavior are responsible the doctor and the 
hospital and this liability is a contractual one.  
 First of all, we have to consider that the civil liability of the physician toward the 
patient may result from a plurality of sources. On the basis of the doctrine and 
jurisprudence the medical liability is a category of professional responsibility, because it 
consists in the conduct of a professional activity, characterized by the specific of 
diagnostic, prevention, surgery and other treatment activities in the body of a patient, 
aimed at the cure or the improvement of the health523. The duties of the doctor consist in 
the duty of a qualified diligence, according to the technical and professional rules and the 
medical art rules, which have the scope of limiting the risks of the medical treatment524. 
According to those characteristics, the jurisprudence and doctrine often consider it as an 
obligation of the result525 which requires the physician to achieve the promised result at any 
cost.  

Therefore a medical negligent behavior is considered the violation of the duty of 
a qualified diligence that is necessary for the medical field, which means that the doctor 

521 Cass., Sez. Un.,  9 marzo 1965, n. 375. DE MATTEIS R. (1995). La responsabilità medica. Un 
sottosistema della responsabilità civile. Padova: Cedam, p. 3. 
522 ZENO-ZENOVICH V. (2008). Una commedia degli errori? La responsabilità medica fra illecito e 
inadempimento. Riv. dir. civ., 3, p. 297. 
523 See BOILĂ L. R. (March 2013). Medical liability in the context of the civil liability “crisis”. Postmodern 
Opening, IV, p. 32. Retrieved from www.postmodernopening.com. 
524 SARDELLA I. (2012). La diligenza professionale nella pratica medica. Riv. it. med. leg. p. 375.  
525 DI PIRRO M. (2013). Responsabilità del medico: tutela civile, penale e profili deontologici, Napoli: 
Edizioni giuridiche Simone, p. 31.; MACREZ F. G. (June 2011). Medical malpractice and compensation in 
France: Part 1: the French rules of medical liability since the patient’s rights law of March 4, 2002. Chiago-
Kent Law Review, p. 1105. 

 

                                                           



should have the adequate preparation, the appropriate technical notions of the activity 
that he conducts and he must utilize the adequate instruments. The degree of diligence is 
related to the degree of specialization of the physician, because standing to the decisions 
of the Italian Court of Cassation (Corte di Cassazione), it is required a different kind of 
diligence for different degrees of specialization526.  

The most remarkable branch of the medical liability is not the civil liability for 
medical negligence or medical fault, but the medical civil liability in the cases when the 
treatment is correctly applied and there is no medical fault in the execution of the 
treatment, however, the patient has not been informed correctly. There some countries in 
the European Union that base the compensation for the patient on the “no-fault” system. 
As a result, the physician causes a “damage” to the patient because he deprives the patient 
of the opportunity to escape the risks that eventually realized, the so-called “loss of 
chance”. In accordance with the French Cour de Cassation, the patient that did not receive 
the complete and necessary information suffers a moral distress for which the patient 
should be compensated527. The duty to inform correctly the patient before the treatment 
or the duty of disclosure consists of information about the diagnosis, the various 
investigations, treatments or preventive measures that are proposed, their usefulness, their 
degree of urgency, their consequences, the frequent or serious risks that could be 
reasonably anticipated, the likely consequences of refusal and other possible solutions528. 
The mere fact that the intervention is medically necessary does not exclude the duty of 
disclosure. 

The duty of disclosure represents one of the duties of the physician; it is a juridical 
and ethical obligation. The lack of the informed consent or an invalid informed consent, 
invalid because of the insufficient or inadequate information given to the patient in 
medicine is a source of civil liability for the negative consequences of the treatment that 
are not consented by the patient before the treatment529. The absence of the previous 
informed consent in some cases has been considered a gross violation of the duties of the 
doctor and often the Italian jurisprudence has considered it sufficient to determine the 
medical civil liability independently from the presence of the medical fault during the 
treatment530, therefore independently from the damages caused to the patient531. This 
affirmation has a simple logic, the patient needs to know all the details of the treatment, 
risks, and benefits included since informed consent represents a juridical and ethical 
obligation in the medical field. The same opinion was affirmed by the French Court of 
Cassation. 

 
3.  SOME ASPECTS OF CIVIL LIABILITY FOR MEDICAL MALPRACTICE IN SOME 

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

 

 

526 Cass. Civ., Sez. III, 13 aprile 2007, n. 8826. P. RESCINGNO (2008), Giur. it. 1, p. 83.  
527 Cass. le civ., 3 June 2010, Bull. civ. I, No. 573. 
528 CONVERSO R. (2011). Il consenso informato. Malpractice medica, prerogative della persona, voci 
emergenti della responsabilità, Trattato dei nuovi danni, 2, Padova: Cedam, p. 602. 
529 FIORI A., MARCHETTI D. (2009). Medicina legale della responsabilità medica. Nuovi profili, Vol. III, 
Milano, p. 252.  
530 QUADRI E. (26.6.1999). Il rischio in medicina oggi e la responsabilità professionale. Atti del Convegno 
di Studi della Federazione Nazionale degli Ordini dei Medici Chirurghi e degli Odontoiatri. (2000). Milano. 
p. 137.  
531 Appello di Milano, 2 maggio 1995. Foro it. (1996). I. p. 1418.  

 

                                                           



3.1.  Italy  

 

 Italy is one of the countries with the highest number of claims related to medical 
malpractice among all the other European countries. In this system, the civil liability of the 
physician is a consequence of an illicit conduct such as negligence, imprudence, and 
ineptitude in the cure of the patient. The duties of the physician consist in: “scrupulous 
attention and adequate medical preparation”532 and the duty of disclosure. The Italian case 
law has figured out that the civil liability of the physician is a contractual one. In more than 
one decision the Italian Court of Cassation had reaffirmed that the civil liability of both 
physician and hospital, declaring that this liability has contractual nature533. 
 According to the Italian Court of Cassation (Corte di Cassazione), the therapeutic 
and surgical treatment need to be previously consented by the patient. The violation of 
this ethical and juridical obligation means the breach of “the obligation to behave according 
to good faith in the conduct of negotiations and the formation of the contract (article 1337 
Italian Civil Code)” 534, setting up a pre-contractual liability hypothesis. The idea was 
confirmed by the Italian Court of Cassation in 1999, with the decision no. 589, 22 January 
1999 535 . According to the Italian jurisprudence, the duty of information before the 
treatment is considered as a duty of the parts to behave the good faith in the conduct of 
the negotiations (Article 1337 Italian Civil Code) and in the execution of the contract 
(Article 1375 Italian Civil Code)536.   
 The legal and ethical practice of the informed consent has an important purpose: 
to protect the fundamental rights of the patient. The lack of the adequate information or 
the violation of the right to informed consent is considered a violation of freedom of 
contract (article 1321 Italian Civil Code) and private autonomy (article 1322 Italian Civil 
Code) and also a violation of the personal freedom and psycho-physical integrity based on 
the articles 2, 13, 32 of the Italian Constitution. Consequently, the patient has the right to 
be indemnified for pecuniary, non – pecuniary damages (article 2059 Italian Civil Code) and 
biological damages based on article 2043 Italian Civil Code. 
 In another recent decision related to civil liability for medical malpractice, the 
Court of Cassation has figured out that the doctor has the legal obligation to inform 
adequately the patient about the risks of treatment, otherwise the doctor will be obliged to 
compensate all the damages related to the predictable complications and risks, 
complications that if known by the patient would not have been accepted537. According to 
the Italian doctrine and jurisprudence, the violation of the duty of disclosure is considered 
a violation of the right to health care 538  and violation of the right of bodily self-

532 Cass., Civ., Sez. III, 12 agosto 1995, n. 8845.  
533 Cass., Sez. Un., 11 gennaio 2008, n. 577.  
534 Cass., Sez. III  Civ, 25 novembre 1994, n. 10014. Foro it. (1995). I. col. 2914.; Cass., 8 agosto 1985, n. 
4394. Foro it. (1986). I. p. 121. 
535 Cass., Sez. III Civ, 22 gennaio 1999, n. 589.  
536 BILANCETTI M. (2003). Le conseguenze di rilevanza penale e civile del consenso invalido. Il consenso 
informato: un continente ancora da esplorare? Riv. it. med. leg. V, p. 945. 
537 Cass., Sez. III, 9 febbraio 2010, n. 2847. Resp. civ.  prev. (2010), IV, p. 781; Cass., Sez. III Civ., 30 marzo 
2011, n. 7237.  
538 Cass., Sez. III Civ., 30 luglio 2004, n. 14638. 

 

                                                           



determination539. In many cases, it is considered a source of civil liability independently 
from the medical negligence or from the damages caused to the patient540. 
 In March 2017 the Italian Parliament has approved the law on the theme of 
medical professional liability541, which has tried to provide some criteria for civil liability of 
the physician and the hospital. According to this law, the civil liability of the physician for 
the medical fault is to be considered on the basis of the article 2043 of the Italian Civil 
Code, which provides extra-contractual liability, the civil liability for the damages caused 
by fault, between persons which does not have a contractual relationship between them. 
At the same time, the law provides that the physician which have a conduct conform the 
recommendations provided by the guidelines, publicized as provided by law, is not liable 
for the damages caused to the patient, except the case when the clinical situation of the 
patient is different and needs a different conduct from the guidelines. In absence of the 
guidelines, the physician had to respect the good-clinical care practices. 
 

3.2.  France 

 
In France heath is considered a matter of public policy and the Social Security 

takes care of all health costs, even though it does not fully cover these expenses, but there 
are provided by law uniform rates and tariff references542.  

From 1936, the French jurisprudence is based on an essential principle on the 
basis of which the doctor has the obligation to take care of the patient according to 
science and conscience543 - this corresponds to the medical diligent behavior. The principle 
has been affirmed with the arrêt Mercier decision544 on 1936 and is followed often by the 
French jurisprudence. In accordance with the French jurisprudence, the doctor is 
responsible when the patient has proved that the medical conduct has been different from 
the duty of diligent behavior and as consequence of the medical behavior the patient has 
been damaged. Sometimes the jurisprudence has elaborated the concept of faute vitruelle 
– the presumption of guilt545. In this case the patient had to prove only the fact that the 
damage has been caused by the medication, meanwhile, the doctor has to prove that his 
activity was diligent and that he had followed the medical rules546. According to this 
affirmation, the surgeon thus has the obligation to repair the damage caused to his patient 

539 Cass., Civ., Sez. III, 5 luglio 2017, n. 16503.; Cass. Civ., Sez. III, 20 maggio 2016, n. 10414.; Cass. Civ., 
Sez. III, 12 giugno 2015, n. 12205. 
540 Cass., Civ., Sez. III, 13 febbraio 2015, n. 2854.; Cass. 09.02.2010, n. 2847. Giust. Civ. Mass. (2010), p. 2.  
541 Legge 8 marzo 2017, n. 24, “Disposizioni in materia di sicurezza delle cure e della persona assistita, 
nonché in materia di responsabilità professionale degli esercenti le professioni sanitarie” 
(17G00041) (GU Serie Generale n.64 del 17-03-2017).  
 
542 MACREZ F. G. (June 2011), p. 1093.   
543 ZAMBRANO V. (2014). Responsabilità medica e prospettiva comparatistica: regole semplici per una 
realtà complessa. ALEO S. – DE MATTEIS R. – VDECCHIO G. (A cura di) La responsabilità in ambito 
sanitario, Torino: Cedam, p. 187.  
544 Arrêt Mercier, 20 mai 1936. Dallos (1936). Jur. p. 88, note E. P., Rapp. Joserand, concl. Matter.  
545 Conseil d’Etat 9 déc. 1988, Cohen, Lebon, p. 431.; “Le chirurgien a ainsi une obligation de sécurité à 
réparer le dommage causé à son patient par un acte chirurgical nécessaire au traitement, même en 
absence de faute, lorsque le dommage est sans rapport avec l’état antérieur du patient ni avec l’évolution 
prévisible de cet état”. C.A. de Paris, 15 janvier 1999, Smatt cl Rahilou. Dalloz (1999). IR, p. 124.  
546 LAMBERT – FAIVRE. (1993). Le droit du domage corporel. Dalloz, n. 596. 

 

                                                           



by a surgical procedure necessary for the treatment, even in the absence of fault547, when 
the damage is unrelated to the patient's previous state. 
 Regarding the duty of disclosure in France till 1998 the case law had figured out 
that the physician has the duty to inform the patient about the normal and foreseeable 
risks, but not the exceptional risks. The Cour de Cassation had declared that the duty of 
disclosure "is rooted in the requirement to respect the constitutional principle of safeguarding 
the human person."548 However, after 1998 the duty of information was extended to all the 
inconveniences that may arise from the treatment, including the exceptional risks549. The 
same statement was adopted by the Conseil d’État which had deliberated that the lack of 
information related to the serious but exceptional risks determines the responsibility of the 
public structure, except the cases when the damage is a consequence of the evolution of 
the pathology that affects the patient550. The patient has the right to be informed of the 
exceptional risks even if the possibility of their verification is very rare.  
 On 4 March 2002, was approved the law 2002-303, “relative aux droits des 
malades et à la qualité du systéme de santé” (the Patients' Rights Law) which has unified 
medical malpractice liability rules, regardless of the actors involved-public or private551. 
Those principles are implemented in the code of public health. This law appointed all the 
principles of the responsibility for medical staff and health institutions and has reaffirmed 
the “no-fault” system for some kinds of damages such as nosocomial infections, Hepatitis C 
virus contamination in blood transfusions, damage caused by urgent medical therapies 
and compulsory vaccination. In order to manage claims for damages, was set up a fund for 
medical accident compensation (Oniam). Before this law, the medical liability for medical 
malpractice was considered on the basis of contractual and tort law, but with the new law, 
this liability is considered a “legal regime” that is neither contractual nor the tort. 
 
3.3.  Germany 

 In Germany, the medical malpractice law is based on civil code provisions for 
liability arising from contract552 and torts553. The claims related to medical malpractice, 
mostly consist in a wrong diagnosis, wrong medication, lack of disclosure and 
unauthorized treatment554. The damages to the German system are awarded on the basis 
of the civil code on indemnifying for pain and suffering555. The civil liability system in 
Germany is based on fault, medical negligent behavior as a violation of the duty of care 
that the physician had assumed contractually. Consequently, the physician’s conduct 
should be in compliance with the scientific knowledge required by the medical science. In 
any case, it had to be proved the medical distorted behavior and the causal link556. In case 

547 C.A. Lyon, 1er ch. 13 avril 2000. 
548 Cass. le civ., Oct. 9, 2001, Bull. civ. 1, No. 249 ("dans 1'exigence du respect du principe constitutionnel 
de sauvegarde de la dignité de la personne humaine"). 
549 Cass. Civ. 1er, 7 Octubre 1998. Bulletin civil, I, n. 291. 
550 Conseil d’État, 9 avril 1993, Recuil Lebon, 1009, p. 127.  
551 Loi 2002-303 du 4 mars 2002 Relative aux droits des malades et à la qualité du systéme de santé. 
552 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [BGB], repromulgated Jan. 2, 2002, BGBl I at 42, as amended, § 280. 
553 BGB, § 823. 
554 DEUTSCH E. & SPICKHOFF A. (2008). MEDIZINRECHT, (129-35). Berlin.  
555 PALMER E. (2009). Medical malpractice liability. Retrieved from 
https://www.loc.gov/law/help/medical-malpractice-liability/germany.php#t9. 
556 Di “hohe Wahscheinlichkeit” at OGH, 16 April 2013 -10 Ob 13/13d; OGH 14 November 2012 -7 ob 
162/12t; OGH 2 August 2012 – 4 Ob 67/12z; OGH 22 June 2011 – 2 Ob 97/11w. 

 

                                                           



of injuries caused by the medical product, such as drugs, the German law offers the 
possibility of compensation independently from fault557. 
 The violation of the duty of disclosure is considered a violation of the contract 
established between the patient and the physician. In this experience the jurisprudence 
has recognized that the physician has the duty to inform adequately the patient of all the 
risks of the treatment, alternative treatments included. The information should be simple 
and in a language that the patient can understand, giving him time to reflect and choose 
properly. For this reason, the signature of the standard prepared documents is not 
considered an appropriate way to inform the patient for the medical treatment558. The 
signature is only a proof of the doctor that the informed consent has been received. 
 On 26 February 2013 in Germany become effective the Patient Law, which had 
enforced the rights of the patient. One of the topics relates to the medical liability for the 
error in obtaining the patient informed consent, which is an independent source of 
liability.  
 
3.4.  England  

 

 The medical civil liability in England is based on the law of tort, with a specific look 
upon medical negligence, including all negligent acts or omissions of the medical staff, 
such as doctors, nurses, and clinicians559. In this case, the negligent behavior of the medical 
staff is considered a violation of the duty of care. The National Health Service is liable for 
the negligent health care and it “accepts full financial liability where negligent harm has 
occurred, and not seek to recover costs from the healthcare professional involved”560. An 
important indicator in the theme of medical responsibility is the verification of the medical 
behavior according to the Medical Expert Opinion561, constantly recalled by the UK judges 
and considered a gold standard rule for all the medical staff, therefore all the medical staff 
should act respecting those standards otherwise their conduct will be judged not 
diligent562.  
 At the same time, the Guidelines of the royal college of medicine represent an 
important document for the physicians, but the conduct in respect to the guidelines will 
not exclude the medical civil or criminal liability. The same affirmation comes from the 
decisions of the Italian Court of Cassation where the medical behavior in respect with the 
guidelines should not be considered a determining factor in establishing the medical 
irresponsibility.  

557 See STAUCH M. S. (June 2011). Medical malpractice and compensation in Germany. Chicago-Kent law 
Review, vol. 86, p. 1145.  
558 The same considerations come from the Italian Supreme Court: Cass. Civ., Sez. III, 4 febbraio 2016, 
n. 2177.    
559 Medical liability: Canada, England and Wales, Germany and India (2009), The Law library of 
Congress. Retrieved from: https://www.loc.gov/law/help/medical-malpractice-liability/medical-
liability.pdf. 
560 Department of Health, NHS indemnity arrangements for handling clinical negligence claims 
against NHS staff (hereafter NHS indemnity arrangements), HSG (96)48, 1996. Retrieved from: 
http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsand 
statistics/Lettersandcirculars/Healthserviceguidelines/DH_4018270.)  
561 STONE C. (2011). From Bolam to Bolitho: Unraveling medical protectionism. Retrieved from: 
www.medicalandlegal.co.uk. 
562 Smith v. Southhampton University Hospital NHS (2007) EWCA Civ. 387; Oakes v. Neinger &Ors (2008) 
EWHC 548.  

 

                                                           



 In the case Afshar563 the omission of the information related to the risks of the 
treatment, even if the probability of verification of risks was very low, was considered a 
violation of the medical duty of care564. In the case, the surgery was performed correctly, 
but the lack of communication about the risks related to the surgery was considered the 
cause of the damage, without giving to the patient the possibility to bodily self-
determination. The compensation for the damages in England is based on the medical 
fault, there is not recognized a “no-fault” system, such as in other European countries.  
 In England, the National Health System Litigation Authority is the institution 
which deals with the coverage of medical liability, for this reason, all the physicians 
subscribe to the NHSLA. This body handles claims, providing compensation and defending 
healthcare staff in the case of unsubstantiated or pretending compensation claims. 
  

4. CIVIL LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES CAUSED AT THE PATIENT: THE BURDEN OF PROOF 

 

 Most of the European countries have in common the principle of precaution that 
obligates the physician to prove that he had informed the patient of all the risks of the 
treatment. In this case, the physicians use prepared documents that contain the 
information provided which should be signed by the patient, in order to prove that they 
have informed the patient correctly. The information should be clear and exhaustive 
referred to the typical and exceptional risks. 
 In many cases, the deficiency in the informed consent is considered a violation of 
the duty of information that determines the medical liability or the liability of the medical 
staff, independently from the medical fault on the execution of the treatment. In this case, 
“damage” is considered the lack of the information that had deprived the patient of 
choosing the best treatment. 
  Regarding this particular point in Germany, the physician is responsible every 
time that the patient hasn’t been informed correctly, even when the damage caused to the 
patient is a kind of risk different from the risks that the patient should know565. The 
treatment without the patient informed consent signifies that the doctor has acted illegally 
and for this reason had to suffer the consequences of his attitude. The case law in Germany 
has deliberated that the information given to the patient is strictly related to the consent is 
an expression of the right to bodily self-determination, as a result, they recognize the right 
of the patient to the compensation of the damages every time that the information isn’t 
correct or in the situations of lack of information. 
 This is considered a rule for Belgium, France, Holland, Portugal, and Italy when the 
medical treatment without the informed consent of the patient represents an act of 
violence. In Austria, Holland, and Germany the physician is responsible even if the risks that 
he hadn’t communicated with the patient are not verified. Even though there is an 
antagonistic jurisprudence on this topic. Differently from England when lack of information 
related to the exceptional risks isn’t subject to informed consent and is not considered a 
breach of duty, therefore the doctor is not responsible for the lack of information. 
 In order to obtain a full compensation for the damages suffered, the patient had 
to bear the burden of proof, which means that the patient had to provide evidence of the 
damages caused by the medical negligent behavior and the causal link between the 

563 Chester v. Afshar (2004) UKHL 41. 
564 HOFFMAN L. (2005) Causation. Law Quarterly Rev, p. 252. 
565 ZAMBRANO V. (2014). p. 232.  

 

                                                           



damage566 and the medical fault, negligent conduct or omission. The compensation of the 
damages, pecuniary or non-pecuniary damages is based on the principles of civil liability. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

  
 From what we have seen during this research the medical civil liability presents 
many difficulties concerning the nature of the civil liability and an increased number of 
claims in all the European countries. Although the different solutions offered by the 
European countries, there are some common principles: the physician should have a 
diligent behavior, a qualified diligence according to the technical and professional rules 
and medical art rules in the cure of the patient. Furthermore, he has the duty of disclosure 
which is a juridical and ethical obligation in the medical field. The violation of the medical 
duties is a source of civil liability for the physician and the whole medical staff of the 
hospital for the damages caused to the patient. 
 The absence of the previous informed consent to many European countries is 
considered a gross violation of the duties of the physician and sufficient to determine the 
medical civil liability. In this case, “damage” is considered the lack of the information that 
had deprived the patient of choosing the best treatment “loss of chance”, bearing in mind 
that the legal and ethical practice of the informed consent has an important purpose: to 
protect the fundamental rights of the patient. However, the compensation is predictable 
only when those chances are irretrievably lost567, not when the damage hasn’t been caused 
or when there are possibilities of success568. In the judicial process is necessary that the loss 
of chance is causally related to the medical, not diligent behavior or medical malpractice. 
 In conclusion, is difficult to determine which system is better, the “no-fault” or the 
“fault” system, but it is necessary to specify that in the “no-fault” system, the compensation 
of the damages independently from the medical fault opens many difficulties, such as the 
absence of any negligence or medical fault, a kind of objective responsibility, with the 
doubt that this system doesn’t defend better the patient’s rights. 
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Adoption is an institute and social service that takes place in a certain cultural, economic, 
social and political context.  Adoption is a legal measure and form for child protection, and 
not a contract or agreement. 
Adoption is in itself a complex process that deals with a specific administrative and legal 
regulation.   
The purpose of this work is to treat the institute of adoption in the context of domestic and 
international legislation, such as the Convention of the Rights of Children and the Hague 
Convention for the protection of children and cooperation for international adoptions, of 
1993. 
This study will treat in a synthetized manner the following: 
i-historic development of international adoption  
ii- domestic context and legal references of adoption  
iii- international context and international instruments of adoption  
iv- characteristics of adoption  
v-legal conditions of adoption. 
 
Historic development of domestic adoption  

 
Adoption is a process whereby a person assumes the parenting of another, usually a child, 
from that person's biological or legal parent or parents, and, in so doing, permanently 
transfers all rights and responsibilities, along with filiation, from the biological parent or 
parents.  Adoption creates a legal relationship between the adoptee and the adopter.  The 
adopter is a person or persons who, through adoption take a child having or not a family, 
and treat him/her as ‘a child of their own’. 
 
Adoption and its characteristics  

 
The concept of adoption has two meanings in the family law.  First, by adoption we mean a 
legal act that serves as a source for the legal relationship parent-child. Second, by adoption 
we mean a legal relationship that is created as a consequence of adoption.  With a legal 
act, we mean the action that an adult, the adopter, with his/her free will by respecting legal 
conditions and procedures, undertakes to take in and raise a child as his/her won child, a 
minor person that was born from other individuals. 
Some of adoption characteristics are: 

 
Our current legislation equals the status of biologic child 
with that of adopted child. 
The adoptee, as a consequence of adoption, cuts every 
legal relationship with the family of origin. 
Adoption shall always be on the highest interest of the 
adopted child. 

 



Adoption is irrevocable. 
Adoption is a solemt legal act. 

 
Adoption as a legal act  

 
Adoption is a legal act that is characterized by the exhange of wills of its subjects.  When 
such exhange of wills takes place, a legal relationship is created; the one between the 
adopter and the adoptee, and in occation, between the adoptee and original family.  In 
order for the process of adoption to be legal, parties should give their consent.  Apart from 
the consent of the parties, the law provides for the consent of the state authorities as well.  
Adoption is an institute in the realm of the private law, but it also constitutes an public 
interest, because though the adoption, the civil status of the persons involved is changed. 
 
Adoption represents a legal nature sui generis. Adoption as a legal act is very complex; it 
involves a civil legal act (the express of the will between the parties); an action that 
represents an administrative act (approval by the Albanian Committee on Adoption), as 
well as an action that constitutes an procedural act (a court decision). 
 
Legal  conditions that should be met to make an adoption  

 
Conditions for adoption: 
 
1. Age of the adoptee. From the interpretation of the legal provision, it results that the 
maximum age of the child to be adopted is below the age of 18 years old. The Family Code 
does not provide for the adoption of an adult child.  This is so, because the main reason for 
child adoption is to make a family for a child who does not have one, and to give the child 
the opportunity to be raised and educated like other children with normal families. 
 
2. Opinion and consent of the adoptee. When the child is of 10 years old, the adoption 
is done only after the authorities have taken the consent of the child.  This is a very key 
condition, the lack of which makes the adoption procedure nul.  Also, the Adoption 
Committee apart from taking the child’s consent, makes sure that the child is advised on 
the consequences of the adoption and that the decision of the child is totally free and not 
influenced by other means such as any payment or compensation. When the child is of 12 
years old, he should give his consent before the Adoption Committee and not only his 
opinion. 
3. The status of the child as adoptable.The status of the child is a fundamental 
precondtition, the fulfillment of which warrants for the adoptin procedure to commence.  
The Adoption Committee includes in its list of children for adoption only after a final court 
decision has been issued, and for those children who are under care and there is a court 
decision granting the right for adoption. 
 
Conditions for the adopters. 
 

i. The ability to adopt.  Adoption can be made by one or two parents, or by a 
single person. The testing period gives the biological parents the opportunity 
to reflect on the consequences of their decision, on the conditions of their 

 



new reality, as well as for the Adoption Committee to test the relationship 
between the adoptee and the adopter(s). 

ii. Avoidance of the testing period. The law provides for the forfeiture of the 
testing period in case they already had the child under their custody for a 
period of more that three months and it is proved that this relationship has 
been effective. 

iii. The differnece in the age of the adoptee and adopter.  The Family Code provides 
that the age difference between the adoptee and the adopter should be at 
least 18 years.  This age difference, can be however 15 years in case that the 
child is adopted by the spouse of one of his parents. The purpose of this 
difference in age, is to try to create preconditions of a normal or similar 
relationship with the relationship of the adoptee with his/her biological 
parents. 

iv. The highest interst of the child.  Is a fundamental principle and guides the 
whole process of adoption.  No other interest, cannot take precedence or 
equal the highest interest of the child.  Even though, in the real live, the 
interest of the adopting parents sometimes seems to take precendence, 
legaly it should be the other way round. 

v. Persons who cannot adopt. According to the Family Code, persons who cannot 
adopt are: persons suffering from phsycical illnesses or are retardedmentally; 
persons who have been stripped of the right of parenthood by a court 
decision; persons who suffer from such illness that might pose danger to the 
child, and persons who do not guarantee that hey can fulfill conditions to 
ensure a normal rising up of the child, decent education, etc.  

vi. Consent of other parties, part in the process.  If the child who is going to be 
adopted has biological parents, their consent is a must,  if the child has lost 
both parents, or they are incapable of expressing their free will, or they are 
stripped off their parenting responsibilities, it is the court that gives the final 
consent.  If the adopter is married, he/she should also get the consent of 
his/her spouse. Such a consent, is given before a court of law. 

vii. Court decision.  The court, before making a decision, shall see whether the 
legal preconditions have been met, and if all efforts have been made to return 
the child to his/her biological parents.  If the adopter, during or after the test-
period refuses tu return the child, parents may file with the court, which in 
turn can decide whether it is in the interest of the child to be returned to the 
biological parents. 

viii. Abandoned children.  A minor that is under the care of a person or institution, 
can be declared as abandoned if his/her biological parents have clearly not 
shown any interest for at least one year, before the filing of hte request to 
declare the child as abandoned.  When the minor has been sheltered since 
his/her bithr in an institution, the period of one year is narrowed to three 
months.  If the biological parents give their written consent for their child’s 
adoption, and the child is under the care of such institutions, the period shall 
be 6 months. 

ix. Effects of adoption.  Adoption produces effences from the time a court 
decision takes final form, rendering the process as irrevocable.  After the 
adoption, the rights of the child with regard to the biological family cease to 
exist.  The adoptee takes the family name of the adopter(s) 

 

 



International adoption in Albania –national legal framework 
 
International adoption is relgulated though the Family Code, and law. No. 9695, 
datd19.3.2007 ‘For adoption procedures and the Albanian Adoption Committee’, law no. 
8624, datd15.6.2000 “For ratification of the Hague Convention-For the Protection of 
children and cooperation for adoption in out of the country”, law no. 9443, 
dated16.11.2005, “For the adherence of the Republic of Albania in the international 
convention for jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition implementation and cooperation 
with relation to the parent responsibilities and measures for the protection of children”, 
law no. 9446, dated24.11.2005, “for the adherence of the Republic of Albania in the 
international convention for the civil aspects of international child abduction” 
 
Family Code  

 

International adoption is not allowed by the Family Code if: 
Adoption is not recognized in the resident country of the adopter(s); 
There is reason to believe that such adoption will cause grave consequences for 
the adoptee; 
The adoptee does not enjoy the same rights in the country of adoption as in 
Albania. 

 
The law on the adoption procedures and the Albanian Adoption Committee regulates the 
activity of international adoption.  The purpose of the law is to ensure the protection of the 
child, thought a permanent placement of the child into an adopting family; 

Ensuring that the highest interests of the child are rightly protected and 
safeguarded; 
Creation of a cooperating system, both inside and outside of Albania, for taking 
measures to ensure effective protections against failure of adoption, abduction, 
selling or trafficking of children; 
Ensuring the cooperation of domestic and internationalsl institutions for the 
smooth process of familiarization after the adoption. 

 
In the case of internaitonal adoptions, its is neccessary to get the approval of the Adoption 
Committee(administrative act). In such cases, the Committee cooperates with the 
authorities of the receiving countryin order to esure that the adoption is done in 
accordance with the laws and to make sure that the interests of the adoptee are 
safeguarded.  Internatinal adoption is done in conformity with the procedures set out in 
this law.  Foreign citizens can approach the national Committee on Adoption only through 
their respective authroites.  Foreign citizens who are residents of Albania for at least two 
years, may approach the Committee directly, only if their domestic legislation allows 
adoptions. 

Whereas, the Albanian citizens residing out of the country can approach directly the 
Adoption Committe on the condition that the decision of the Albanian national court to be 
recognized by their country of residence.  This rule is applicable even for Albanian citizens 
who have married a foreign national, or a stateless person. 

In the instance where the adoptee or the adopter is a foreign national, the law provides 
that a child who is a foreign national residing in Albania as abandoned, there is an 

 



emergent neccesity for internvetion, the applicable law is that of Albania.  In the case of an 
Albanian national who wants to adopt a child who is a foreign national, the criteria of the 
Family Code, other legislation in power as well as the law of the country of origin of the 
child shall be met.  In this instance, the procedure is carried out by the Albanan Committee 
on Adoption. 

An Albanian citizen who has a second citizenship and resides in another country, wants to 
adopt a child who is Albanian citizens, the adopter should observe the legal requirements 
of his/her country of permanent residency. 

This law also provides for the adoption of children who are refugees.  In this instance, the 
procedure is same as international adoption.  The adoption of a refugee child cannot be 
made if: 

There is reasonable hope that the child might be able to join his/her biological 
family; in respect to the highest interest of the child, if there are less than two 
years from the time the child has been granted asylum; 
It is against the best interest of the child. 
There are chances for a dignified and foreseable future for the child to be returned 
in the country of origin and if the conditions of the country of the origin are better 
than conditions in the country of residence of the potential adopter.. 

For international adoptions that are made in Albania, the Steering Committee of the 
Adoption Committe verifies: 

The validity of the documents of the addopting applicants; 
Approval by foreign authorities of the suitability of the applicants; 
Complete and correct documentations of the applicacnts; 
Compatibility of the Albanian domestic law with the laws of the 
adopter’s country; 
Cooperation with the authorities of the receiving country. 

All these preconditions enable intenrational adoption to be carried out in the best interests 
of the child and make it possible for the international adoption to be carried our in respect 
of national and international legislation in power.  In the international adoption, apart from 
the documentation required for domestic adoption, the Committee sends the court a 
document showing that the child could not be adopted in Albania for a period of three 
months, as well as certification that the child will enjoy the same rights in the receiving 
country as in Albania and that the adoption is irreversible. 

This law also provides for the recognition of adoption in other countries.  According to the 
law, an adoption made in another country by Albanian adopters, will produce legal 
consequences in the Republic of Albania if the court observes that in the documents issued 
by the Committee there is evidence that the criteria of the Hague Convention have been 
fully met. 

 

 



Regional Conventions  

 

The European Convention on the child adoption of1967. The implementation of national 
and international adoption of minors has meet with criticism in its efforts to its aim to 
ensure a unification of the national laws and other issues relating to the identity of the 
adoptees. 
Inter-American convention on the conflict of laws relating to adoption of minors, 1984.As 
with the European Convention, this treaty deals mostly with the aspects of the 
international private law and very little with the direct rights of children. 
 

The Hague Convention  

 

The Hague Convention can be characterized as an agreement on the neccesary procedures 
among the nations who chose to promote international adoption; it aims to establish a 
common practice of international adoption by, first, by strengthening of the childrens 
rights that are subject of international adoption, secondly by establishing cooperation 
menchanisms in this area, and thirdly by recognizing only those international adoptions 
that comply with the criterai of this this Convention. The Convention represetns a step 
forward in an importan issue: ‘by recognizing that international adoption may offer the 
advantage of a permanent family for a child, when  such a family has not been identified 
and foud in the country of origin’. This seems to give a precedence to the international 
adoption, as compared to the national adoption. 
 
Real situation of domestic and internaitional adoption in Albania  

 

Adoption of one or more children in Albania has been regarded for a long time as a 
‘luxurious affair’. But, this situation has tremendously evolved positively in recent decades. 
This is evidenced through the data given by the Albanian Committee on Adoptions, which 
indicates that the number of Albanians in and out of the country who seek to adopt 
children has increased progressively. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In Albania, the labor relations landscape has changed widely in recent years, 

under the influence of economic development. The need to comply with international 
standards has contributed to the improvement and enforcement of the labor law, whereas 
market formalization advances have provided an important impetus to the regulation of 
individual and collective labor relations. Striking the right balance between the 
fundamental rights of parties in a labor relationship and labor market flexibility is essential, 
as these are indispensable ingredients for healthy economic and social development.  
Collective agreements and individual labor contracts have become an important source of 
law. Disputes related to negotiation, implementation, interpretation or modification of 
labor contracts are subject to judicial and/or extrajudicial resolution. 

In order to ensure social peace and relieve the court caseload from the burden of 
labor disputes, alternative mechanisms for resolving these disputes have been established. 
The term “alternative dispute resolution” refers to steps taken by disputing parties or their 
representatives to resort to innovative ways, other than judicial, to dispute resolution that 
include bargaining, conciliation, mediation and certain arbitration processes. The motives 
behind alternative ways of dispute resolution are to diminish the court caseload, reduce 
unnecessary costs and delays to the parties; provide for ease and flexibility; and increase 
effectiveness. In any case, the parties to a dispute have the right to choose the most 
appropriate and effective way to resolve their disputes prior to taking them to the court; 
however, under certain circumstances, the court may be the most appropriate way. These 
mechanisms are aimed at preventing collective labor disputes from escalating into strikes 
by providing quick solutions to the dispute, acceptable to all the parties concerned. 

 
  
 
 
 

 

 



1.  Resolution of collective disputes  

 
 Chapter XVII of the Labor Code contains definitions of mediation, conciliation and 
arbitration. Beginning with a definition of collective dispute, and detailing the notions of 
mediation, conciliation and arbitration throughout its provisions, it can be concluded these 
are instruments to be used in the resolution of collective labor disputes. 
 Article 188 provides the definition of collective dispute: 
"Collective dispute means any disagreement between some employees, one or several trade 
union organizations on the one hand and one or more employers or one or several employers' 
organizations on the other." 
 Collective labor disputes occur during the implementation of juridical collective 
labor relations. These disputes may arise in relation to various issues under collective 
contracts (such as employment conditions, minimum wage in the enterprise, professional 
training of employees, etc.). In the case of collective disputes, the Labor Code recognizes as 
parties to the resolution process a group of employees or the trade union 
organization/organizations on the one hand; and the employer/employers or the 
employers' organization on the other. 
 In collective disputes, the identification of their type often has important 
implications on the choice of method to solve them. Whenever there is a valid collective 
agreement in force, it may always contain provisions defining the mechanism to be 
resorted to by the parries in the event a dispute arises between them. However, no matter 
what the type, in the event of a collective dispute, apart from court proceedings and other 
types of litigation, there are basically three resolutions options available: mediation, 
conciliation and arbitration. All three of these alternatives involve a third party and it is 
specifically the extent to which intervention happens, which distinguishes one option from 
the other. 
 Articles 188-196 of the Labor Code envisage mediation, conciliation and arbitration 
as dispute resolution recourses, before the parties turn to the court. The Code provides for 
two dispute resolution systems: the state system and the private system. The state system 
takes precedence in mediation and conciliation cases. The organization and powers of the 
bodies delivering mediation and conciliation services are laid down by the law; whereas 
the private system is referred to only in Article 195, as a choice made by the parties, 
provided that this choice is specifically mentioned in the collective contract. The code does 
provide details on the private system, but the legislation in this area is already quite 
evolved, and the parties are free to opt for the choice they believe is better suited to steer 
their disputing stands, including mediators as specified by Law no. 10385, dated 24.2.2011 
“On dispute resolution through mediation”, as amended. 
 Arbitration is a private dispute settlement system, where parties are free to choose 
arbiters. Under the Code, in order to assist the parties, the ministry responsible for labor 
affairs publishes arbiter roster, but in no case does it induce parties to choose from it. 
 

2. Mediation 
 
 The Labor Code mentions mediation in articles 188/a and 192; however it does not 
provide the definition of mediation. In legal literature, such definitions contain 
specifications like “quick”, “flexible”, “efficient”, "collaborative not confrontational" and 
"consensus-oriented policies." Mediation is defined as the process in which parties to a 
collective labor dispute, the employer and the labor union, invite a neutral third party, the 
mediator, to help them settle the dispute/disputes between them. The mediator has no 

 



power to make decisions on the dispute between the parties, but with special negotiating 
techniques and skills, encourages the parties and helps find a mutually acceptable solution 
and accept it out of their free will. 
"Mediator" defines: 
"The mediator is appointed by the minister responsible for labor affairs or he/she assigns an 
entity under his dependence within the public administration system, to mediate the 
dispute."569 
 The mediation process is envisaged as one of the mandatory stages that parties 
have to pass in the path to resolving collective disputes. The mediator is appointed by the 
minister responsible for labor relations, or by the administrative body authorized by him, 
e.g. National Employment Service/Competent Employment Office, etc., within the public 
administration, i.e., one of the structures under its subordination primarily dealing with 
labor relations. 
 Article 191 of the Labor Code, "Material Competence" stipulates that a mediator is 
involved in all collective labor disputes. If the parties are bound by a valid collective 
contract, providing for a satisfactory conciliation procedure, mediation may be considered 
as exhausted and announced as an unnecessary phase in the dispute resolution process. 
Paragraph 2 of article 191 of the Code establishes the possibility of resorting to a mediator 
even in cases of disputes related to the interpretation or application of the law (rights 
disputes). But if the parties decide to turn to the court or to an arbitration tribunal, 
mediation may be waived.  
 Furthermore, Article 192 of the Labor Code details the mediation procedure: 
"1) a mediator may be engaged by submission of a written request by one of the disputing 
parties to the minister responsible for labor affairs to the State Labor Inspectorate. 
2) In the case of collective disputes, the mediator should intervene without delay to help the 
parties find a solution in good faith. 
3) The mediation procedure is mandatory and lasts for up to 10 days. " 
 In order to launch the mediation process, one of the concerned parties must 
submit a request to the minister responsible for labor affairs or to the State Labor 
Inspectorate. A concerned party may be a trade union organization or 
employer/employers’ organization. 
 The Minister responsible for labor relations, or the State Labor Inspectorate, 
depending on the location of the collective dispute (i.e., whether the dispute takes place to 
a certain district/region or beyond one district/region) appoints a mediator to help the 
parties find a solution in good faith. The mediation procedure is mandatory and lasts for up 
to 10 days. Setting a deadline for this procedure aims at resolving the collective 
disagreement as quickly as possible. The essence of the mediation procedure under this 
article is the engagement of a mediator without delay and resolution of the dispute in 
good faith. 
The National Mediation Network has been established and placed under the Labor Ministry 
by the Minister responsible for Labor Relations,570decree nr. 204, dated 24.10.2014. The 
National Mediation Network consists of officers of the directorates responsible for labor 
relations and employees charged with labor relations at Regional Directorates of the 
National Employment Service or the Local Office of the National Employment Service.  

569Article 188/a of the Labor Code 
570Decree nr. 204, dated 24.10.2014 

 

                                                           



 Instruction of the minister responsible for labor relations 571  describes the 
procedures to be followed by the mediation network in resolving collective labor disputes. 
Upon the request of one of the concerned parties to the Regional Directorate of the Local 
Office of the National Employment Service, a mediator is appointed by the 
directorate/office.  
 If a request is submitted to the directorate responsible for labor relations in the 
relevant ministry, the director of this directorate directly engages the mediation structures 
at the regional or local office, under whose territorial jurisdiction the request falls. Should 
the dispute be at central level, the director of the department responsible for labor 
relations in the ministry, engages the mediators of this directorate for resolving the 
dispute. However, he may engage these mediators even when the dispute involves 
enterprises or enterprise systems with large numbers of employees; when the dispute fall 
under more than one local territorial jurisdiction; or carries  special economic significance. 
 In each case, the mediator has the duty to: 
-  make sure that the parties have the free will to find solutions in good faith; 
- guarantee a confidential process and maintain the confidentiality of the 

negotiations conducted between the parties, relevant facts and their referrals and 
not use them outside the mediation session; 

-  act impartially in dealing with the parties and ensure dignified talks during 
mediation sessions; 

-  ask the parties in advance for any documentation necessary to deal with the 
dispute; 
-  disclose the dispute of interest, if any, in dealing with the relevant case. 
 Following the disclosure of the dispute of interest, if the mediator is not accepted 
by the parties, then mediation is performed by the nearest regional or local employment 
directorate. 
 Upon completion of the 10-day mediation term, the mediator reports in writing to 
the directorate responsible for labor relations in the ministry, which then informs the 
minister about the mediation outcome. It should be borne in mind that the dispute 
resolution formula offered by the mediator is not binding on the parties. The parties may 
accept the resolution option provided by the mediator or refuse it. Rejection by the parties 
of the formula proposed by the mediator means that this first stage of the dispute 
resolution process has failed, so the mediator from this moment should declare the failure 
as a condition for the next state in the conciliation procedure. These details should be 
recorded in a special report drafted in each case. 
 When mediation is finalized with the resolution of the dispute and the parties 
have signed an agreement, a copy of the agreement together with the relevant report 
(mediation report) is filed with the directorate responsible for labor relations in the 
ministry. 
 

3. Conciliation  

 

Articles 189, 190, 191 and 193 of the Labor Code deal with conciliation as a means 
of resolving collective labor disputes. The code does not provide a definition of 
conciliation, but legal literature stipulates that, Conciliation is the process in which an 

571Instruction no. 15, dated 24.10.2014 "On the Organization and Functioning of the National Mediation 
Network" 

 

                                                           



independent third party assists the parties to a dispute to reach an acceptable solution to 
this dispute.”572 

Conciliation may be described as a process in which an independent third party 
manages the discussions of the parties in dispute with one-another, to produce a rational 
and regular review of the issues that caused the dispute. The objective is for the parties to 
consider all possibilities towards mutual acceptance of the outcome at the conclusion of 
the conciliation process. 

The Labor Code stipulates that conciliation is the procedure that takes place if the 
mediation procedure fails, therefore, conciliation is the second step in resolving collective 
labor disputes. The conciliation procedure is conducted by the National Conciliation 
Offices. 

Article 189 of the Code establishes that a conciliation Office is established in each 
region; whereas the National Conciliation Office is set up under the ministry responsible for 
labor relations in Tirana. These offices are established by order of the minister responsible 
for labor relations with staff members representing all the three parties, employees, 
employers and the state. Conciliation offices consist of 2 members representing the 
biggest trade union organizations and 2 members representing the most renowned 
employers' organizations, and one member representing the state, and who is normally an 
employ of the regional employment office of the department responsible for labor 
relations in the relevant ministry. Conciliation Offices conduct their activity free of charge 
and in accordance with the provisions of the Council of Ministers' decision, while office 
members are paid for their activity. 

Article 190 of the Labor Code specifies the territorial jurisdiction of the 
Conciliation Office. The conciliation office at district/regional level is responsible for solving 
disputes arising in the region where it is located, while the National Conciliation Office is 
responsible for resolving disputes spread over more than one region, i.e.,  in cases of the 
dispute spreading over a wider territory. Despite the territorial extent, given the 
importance and complexity of the issues /issues under certain disputes, the minister 
responsible for labor relations may decide to place it for deliberation by the National 
Office. Despite its premises in Tirana, the National Conciliation Office, may hold meeting/s 
outside Tirana, depending on the dispute that is being solved. 

Article 191 of the Code, “Material Competence” stipulates that the Conciliation 
Office may be engaged in type of collective disputes. Paragraph 2 of this Article establishes 
the possibility of engaging the conciliation office even in the cases of disputes related to 
the interpretation or application of the law (rights disputes), which are in principle resolved 
by a civil court or an arbitration court. But if the parties decide to turn to the court or 
Arbitration Court, the conciliation office may renounce the conciliation procedure. 

If a collective dispute extends to two or more trade union organizations or 
employers' organizations, the central conciliation office may be engaged in the resolution 
of such disputes (Article 193, paragraph 3). 

The conciliation procedure is set out in Article 193 of the Code. Conciliation 
Offices are engaged only in cases when the mediation procedure fails upon expiration of 
the designated 10 day deadline. Upon receiving a notification on mediation failure, the 
minister responsible for labor relations or an entity authorized by him, shall engage the 
relevant conciliation office depending on the territorial extent, importance and complexity 
of the dispute (i.e., the Regional/Local Conciliation Office or the National Conciliation 
Office). The procedure followed at this stage is again a genuinely administrative procedure, 

572Labor Dispute Resolution Systems: Guideline for Improved Performance, ILO, 2013 

 

                                                           



in which parties are invited to file their dispute, and at the same time any relevant 
information and documents supporting their claims and clarifying their positions. The 
office may choose to hear any of the concerned parties. The parties have the obligation to 
appear at the hearing session and to participate in the debates by presenting the 
information requested by the office. Upon the reasoned request of one of the parties, the 
documents submitted by that party may be reviewed only by the Office Chair. 
Subsequently, the Chair may advice the members of the Conciliation Office of the fact to 
the extent deemed appropriate. The conciliation office acts to the sole benefit and interest 
of both sides to the dispute. 

The Conciliation Office presents the parties with a conciliation proposal, which 
may become public provided that both parties agree. Parties may be assisted by any 
person of their choice. The conciliation procedure is mandatory and lasts for up to 10 days. 
Other procedural rules are set by the head of the conciliation office. 

The Decision of the Council of Ministers no. 436, dated 17.5.2017 "On the 
procedure of conciliation and remuneration of the members of the state conciliation 
offices" details the procedures to be followed by the state conciliation office. Conciliation 
offices for collective dispute conciliation operate at regional level and are premised at the 
Regional Employment Directorate.573 The minister responsible for labor relations or an 
administrative body authorized by him, notifies the Conciliation Office within three days 
from the failure of the mediation process. 

Should the sides to a dispute come to reconcile their stances as a result of the 
conciliatory efforts by the conciliation office, an agreement is signed which takes over the 
power of collective bargaining, and becomes binding on the parties. In the absence of a 
direct agreement between the parties during conciliation sessions, the Conciliation Office 
has the duty to propose a conciliatory formulae.  

The Conciliation Office has the duty to propose a conciliatory resolution even if 
one of the parties, for no justifiable reason, does not appear in dispute resolution hearings. 
Conciliation is proposed following hearing of the present party and collection of all the 
necessary information. If a conciliation proposal cannot be made without hearing the 
absent party, the conciliation office has the right to decide to summon the parties to 
another session within 10 (ten) days. If the member of the conciliation office has a conflict 
of interest in the examination of the dispute, this particular member has no right to 
participate in the conciliation procedure. Criteria detailing conflict of interest are set forth 
in the Rules of Procedure of the Conciliation Office. 

Members of the Conciliation Office take a vote on the conciliation proposal and a 
decision is made by a majority vote of the participating members and, in the event of a tie 
vote, the vote of the chair is decisive. The conciliation office produces a proposal 
document signed by the members and the head of the conciliation office, which 
subsequently presented to the parties. 

The Chair of the Conciliation Office notifies the parties in writing of the proposed 
conciliation option and asks them to declare in writing, within 4 (four) working days, 
whether they accept or reject this proposal. If the parties accept and sign the conciliation 
proposal, this document assumes the power of a collective contract and the parties are 
bound to abide by it. In the event of a refusal of the conciliation proposal by one of the 
parties, within 3 (three) business days from the date of receipt of the response from the 

573DCM no. 436, dated 17.5.2017 "On the procedure of reconciliation and remuneration of the members of 
the state reconciliation offices". 
 

 

                                                           



refusing party, the chairman of the conciliation office shall declare in writing the failure of 
the conciliation procedure, and shall notify the parties accordingly.  

A particular case of using the conciliation procedure is when it is used to solve a 
dispute over the recognition of the mostly representative trade union 
organization/organizations. In this case, the conciliation procedure is engaged at the 
request of the interested party directly without going through the mediation process. 
Article 164 of the Labor Code stipulates that if the employer, the employers' organization 
or trade union organizations object to the proof of union representations (notary 
certificate on the number of members), they must file a complaint with the district 
conciliation office (should the collective bargaining agreement fall within the boundaries 
of a district/region) or the National Conciliation Office (should the collective bargaining 
agreement extend to more than one district). This appeal must be filed within two weeks 
from the date of submission of the notarial certification (the notary certifies the number of 
members of the trade union organization). The Conciliation Office reviews all the evidence 
and decides on the representativeness of the trade union organization and announces it 
within two weeks from the date of its initial meeting. The employer or the employers' 
organization may not accept the decision of the conciliation office, but if they accept it, the 
representation of the organization or trade union organizations may not be challenged 
over the next two years, starting from the date of the award decision by the conciliation 
office.  

Also, according to Article 165 of the Labor Code, bargaining negotiations over 
collective contract conclusions are compulsory; however, there is no obligation to enter 
into a labor contract.  Consequently, it is only natural for the parties not to agree on all the 
requirements of collective contracts in all cases. It is a legal obligation of the parties that, 
should they fail to agree and conclude the contract, upon the expiration of the 30-day 
timeline, none of them may use the right to strike without first engaging the mediation 
office, conciliation office, and, whenever they agree to do so, they may even engage the 
Arbitration Court. 

 
4. Arbitration  

 

Articles 194 and 196 of the Labor Code deal with arbitration. This Code does not 
provide a definition of arbitration; however a definition of arbitration is given by the Code 
of Civil Procedure. According to Article 401 of the Code of Civil Procedure, "arbitration 
procedure" means any procedure of court system on arbitration, whether or not 
conducted by a permanent arbitration institution.  

Article 194 of the Labor Code, "Arbitration Court" stipulates that in the event the 
conciliation process fails in the conciliation office, too, the parties may jointly address the 
arbitration tribunal. The arbitration procedure is not mandatory, but should be followed 
only if the parties have previously agreed to pursue dispute resolution through a court of 
arbitration. This is a case of voluntary arbitration. The choice of arbitrators is done by 
agreement between the parties. They freely choose one or three arbitrators. To assist and 
advise the parties, the ministry responsible for labor relations, compiles a list of arbitrators. 
However, this arbitrators list is not mandatory for the parties to a dispute. Like the 
Conciliation Office, the Arbitration Court conducts processes based on documents and 
information, but it also conduct deliberation sessions, where parties are summon to submit 
their arguments and objections. 

The arbitration process should be completed within 3 weeks from the date of 
registering the case. At the conclusion of this process the Arbitration Court shall make a 

 



decision based on the rules provided for in the Code of Civil Procedure. This decision is an 
executive title and may challenge as per the steps envisaged by the Code of Civil 
Procedure.574Arbitrators are paid by the disputing parties. .  
 Article 170 (paragraphs 1 and 2) of the Labor Code stipulates that the parties may 
decide to enter into a collective contract a clause to the effect of turning to the Court of 
Arbitration in the event of a breach of contractual obligations. Consequently, the 
Arbitration Court determines the liability of the guilty party to indemnify the damaged 
party. 
 Article 196 of the Labor Code states that, following the failure of mediation and 
conciliation procedures, disputes over issues in services of crucial importance, due to their 
importance on national security, public order and public health, are definitively and 
mandatorily resolved through a Court of Arbitration in what constitutes a case of 
mandatory arbitration. Disputes are resolved by the arbitration court, by three arbitrators 
selected by agreement between the parties. If the parties do not agree on the arbitrators, 
they are elected by lot from a list of arbitrators registered with the court within 5 days from 
the submission of the request by one of the parties. The anticipation of a procedure that 
necessarily ensures the selection of arbitrators, as well as a deadline within which this 
process is to be completed, guarantees the resolution of disputes reliably, impartially and 
in a short time, in services of crucial/vital importance. Hence, arbitration is the last resource 
through which disputes in the crucial services system are resolved. 
 Article 195 of the Labor Code provides for special regimes which may be envisaged 
in a collective contract for the settlement of disputes between the parties. Thus, parties 
with a collective contract may choose a mediation office, a conciliation office or an 
arbitration court to resolve disputes, other than the bodies provided for in this Code, as 
well as in the acts issued by the minister responsible for labor relations. If there is such a 
provision in the contract, the mediator and the state conciliation office provided by this 
Code are not considered the competent bodies for resolving disputes between these 
parties. However, it may happen that even though the parties have provided for a 
mediation office, a conciliation office or a certain arbitrator, these may not be available at 
the time the dispute between these parties arises. Under these circumstances, the 
mediator or the state conciliation offices as provided in this Code may be engaged for 
dispute resolution. In this case, the parties may refer to the mediators specified in Law no. 
10385 "On Mediation Dispute Resolution", as amended. The content and definitions of this 
law are explained in the paragraph "Individual Dispute Resolution." 
 

5. Collective bargaining 

Collective bargaining is a normative source of dispute resolution. The Labor Code 
envisages collective bargaining as a way to resolve disputes between employees and 
employers. Employees and employers can jointly strive to resolve their disputes and reach 
a common understanding, without allowing for disagreements between them to escalate 
into formal disputes. The difference in interests makes negotiations and bargaining 
necessary, while common interests provide the impetus for reaching compromises and 
agreements. Article 33/1 of the Labor Code stipulates employers’ obligation to consult with 
and inform their employees/employee organizations on a regular basis (at least once a 
year) on issues pertaining to the company's current and future activities, the economic 
situation and the state of the art of labor relations. Consultations and exchanges between 
employees and employers should be aimed at reaching agreements acceptable by both 

574Within 30 days at the judicial district court where the employer’s business seat is established. 

 

                                                           



parties. Consultations are conducted within appropriate timeframes, methods and content, 
with the participation of the appropriate representation level by the parties, in order to 
enable employee representatives to meet with the employer and receive input and 
response together with the relevant reasons about employee demands/requests. Thus, the 
Code envisages the efforts of the parties themselves to reach an initial solution through 
collective bargaining prior to the government’s intervention to reach a consensus. 
Therefore, Article 148 of the Labor Code "Collective dismissal" (paragraphs 2, 3 and 4) 
stipulates that when the employer plans to launch  collective dismissal from work, he/she 
must notify in writing the trade union organization known to represent the employees. In 
the absence of an employee organization, the employer notifies his/her employees by 
displaying in a visible manner at the workplace. The notice must, in particular, contain the 
reasons for dismissal, the number of employees to be dismissed, the number of employees 
to maintain employment, and the time over which redundancies will be made. The 
employer shall submit a copy of this notice to the minister responsible for labor relations. 
The employer has the obligation to consult with the trade union organization, known to 
represent employees, in order to reach an agreement. In the absence a workers’ union, the 
employer allows the employees to take part in bargaining. Negotiations/bargaining are 
conducted as a way to avoid or reduce collective redundancies and mitigate their 
consequences. They take place over a period no less than 30 days, except when the 
employer agrees to a longer period. The employer notifies in writing the ministry 
responsible for labor relations on the conclusion of bargaining and sends a copy of this 
notice to the concerned party. If the parties fail to compromise, the ministry responsible for 
labor relations helps them reach an agreement within 30 days from the date of notification 
mentioned above. Although the ministry responsible for labor relations may not prevent 
collective redundancies and dismissal, it can, however, help the parties reach an 
agreement to minimize the effects of collective dismissal. 

The Labor Code provides for collective bargaining as an effective instrument towards 
successful collective agreements acceptable by the parties. In this sense, the ultimate goal 
of collective bargaining is to reach a compromise between original employee demands 
and alternative proposals made by employers. As a result, collective bargaining should aim 
to create a working environment through negotiations and avoid disputes. 

Article 163 of the Code stipulates that any representation trade union organization, 
created under the law, may require an employer or employer organization to start 
negotiations on the conclusion of a collective bargaining agreement at 
enterprise/enterprises or branch level, in favor of one or more trades. Several trade union 
organizations may exercise this right together. Trade union organizations have the right to 
seek information on all issues related to the negotiations. The information should be 
provided within one calendar week from the day of request, unless the parties or their 
representatives agree to a different timeline. 

Requests for launching bargaining on the conclusion of a collective contract is made in 
writing. The request is accompanied by a copy of the statute of the organization, or the 
requesting trade union organizations, as well as the necessary documentation about their 
representation powers in the enterprise/enterprises or branch. The employer who receives 
a request for launching bargaining, has the duty to publicize the request, by visibly 
displaying it, within two weeks at the enterprise premises. If the request is made at branch 
level, it should be displayed in all the enterprises and branches. Organizations or trade 
union organizations requesting the launching of collective bargaining should make sure 
that it is duly published.  

 



Collective bargaining is also important because it provides an opportunity for the 
recognition of the trade union/unions with the broadest-based representation; however 
this issue is dealt with in the afore-going paragraphs.  

The Code also provides for the set-up and functioning of the National Labor Council 
and the Regional Tripartite Consultative Council (Article 200 and 200/1). These councils 
consist of representatives of employers' organizations, trade union organizations and 
government authorities. They consider matters of common concern to employers' 
organizations and trade union organizations in order to reach acceptable solutions to the 
parties at national and regional level. In this way, they provide the necessary conditions for 
social dialogue particularly with regard to the drafting and implementation of labor 
legislation, amendments to the Labor Code and formulation of by-laws. Among other 
things, the councils take particular care of such issues as observance of national policies; 
consultation with employment authorities; implementation of vocational training 
programs; employee protection policies; hygiene and technical safety measures; 
production management; welfare, economic and social development programs; and 
adherence to the norms and standards set by the International Labor Organization. 

 
6. Strike as a recourse to dispute resolution 

 

Constitution guarantees the right of employee to strike to ensure fair labor 
relations.575 However, the state guarantees the exercise of this right, provided that the 
strike is undertaken solely on issues related to labor relations. Paragraph 2 of the same 
article stipulates that this right may be restricted by law in the case of certain categories of 
employees who provide and carry out indispensable services to the society. 

Article 197 and its paragraphs of the Labor Code detail the right to strike. 
The Code does not contain a definition of the terms “strike;" However, in view of 

the provisions under the above mentioned article, "strike" is the way of behavior and 
action adopted by the employees to stop work, as a way of putting pressure on the 
employer to improve their economic situation, working conditions and generally to 
change/amend the provisions laid down in the individual or collective contracts. 

The Code stipulates that only unions have the right to organize and launch a strike 
(Article 197/1). The right to strike, however, is a subjective right, therefore, participation in 
strikes is voluntary and no one is obliged to participate against his/her will and cannot be 
discriminated against, punished or constrained to participate or not participate (Article 
197/2, paragraph 3 and 4).  Article 197/3 defines the conditions for the strike to be lawful. 
Strikes may be staged by trade unions with juridical personality or any other subject with 
accession to a trade union organization with juridical personality. The existence of a 
dispute or disputes between the employer and the trade union, which serves as the basis 
for launching the strike, should be initially handled through bargaining on working 
conditions and/or their improvement. Should discussions on signing a collective labor 
agreement, or relevant amendments to a collective agreement, come to a dead end in 
which solutions proposed or the demands made by one of the parties create a serious 
problem to the other party and are therefore rejected. A strike is staged for purposes of 
signing or implementing a collective labor contract, should there be one. It can also be 
staged to gain other concessions not covered by the contract, but granted by the relevant 

575Article 51, paragraph 1, Constitution of the Republic of Albania 
 

 

                                                           



laws, except in cases when the contract obliges absolute peace between the employee and 
employer. 

The strike should not come to conflict with the legislation in force. 
The important thing for purposes of establishing strike lawfulness is the prior use 

of alternative dispute resolution instruments. In order for the strike to be legitimate, 
employers' unions or employers’ organizations should have previously used mediation and 
conciliation procedure. Should mediation and conciliation fail, strikes can subsequently be 
staged. The strike is thus the ultimate legal tool for workers' direct response, under the 
aegis of trade unions, to resolve a dispute. Furthermore, even when a strike has been 
staged, the Code underlines the importance of negotiations to resolving a dispute. During 
the strike, the parties must make efforts, through negotiations, to reach consensus and 
sign an agreement (Article 197, paragraph 5). 

In accordance with the constitutional provision for provision of indispensable 
services to the society during the strike period, Article 197/5 stipulates the prohibition of 
strikes in those activities that are classified as services of vital importance to the society; 
whereas Article 197/6 stipulates that the right to strike in certain important sectors to the 
fulfillment of the basic needs of the population, may be exercised only following the 
provision of minimum services. In sectors which represent vital services to the society, the 
code accords primacy to the use of arbitration, as the only way to resolve disputes. 

Article 197/4 specifies specific situations when the right to strike may not be used 
or if a strike has been staged, it has to be terminated. These cases include natural disasters, 
war states, emergency situations, and cases when the freedom of elections is at stake. 
These conditions that may aggravate the situation further should a strike be staged are 
specifically listed by the Labor Code. 

The Code also recognizes solidarity strikes and a general strike, and names the 
requirements for them to fulfill the conditions of legality. 

Legislation does not provide for cases of unlawfulness of strikes. Employees need 
to be careful before they stage a strike if they are not members to a trade union. This is an 
element that may render their strike illegal and they may be held liable for having caused 
damages to the employer (Article 197/9). Any strike may be considered illegal if the 
organizers do not abide by the criteria laid down by the legislation, as described above, as 
per purpose, subject matter, mediation procedures, conciliation, minimum services and 
vital services. If any of these elements is violated the strikes, on-going or ended, may be 
declared illegal. The court alone may designate a strike as unlawful. The strike ends when 
the parties reach an agreement or when the union/unions, staging it, decide to terminate it 
(article 197/10). 

Article 35 of Law no. 152/2013 "On the Civil Servant" as amended," stipulates that 
a civil servant has the right to strike, unless otherwise provided by law. In any case, the 
right to strike is not allowed in the area of essential state service activities such as transport, 
public television, water supply, gas and electricity, prison administration, justice system 
administration, national defense services, emergency health services, food supply services 
and air traffic control services. These restrictions go hand in hand with those set forth in the 
Labor Code for employees whose work relations are governed by this Code. 
 
Conclussiong and recommendations  

 
The arbitration mechanism should be fully regulated by the Labor Code, without 

having to refer to the Civil Procedure Code. The arbitration provisions should be exhaustive 
and not allow for speculations.  

 



 
The Labor Code provides that the ministry responsible for labor relations assists 

the parties deciding to enter an arbitration procedure by making available a list of 
arbitrators (Article 194, paragraph 1). The Code does not specify the criteria for selection of 
arbitrators: for being public administration employees, private legal entities, possessed of 
certain qualifications in the field of arbitration, etc. Neither does the Code oblige the issue 
of a sub legal act to regulate this issue, thus substantiating the need for legal amendments. 

 
Special importance should be attached to further approximation of labor 

legislation with ILO conventions and recommendations, and the adoption of the best 
international practice and experience, without prejudice to creating new mechanisms 
other than the traditional ones in alternative labor disputes resolution. 

 
With regard to mediation, the Labor Code stipulates that, in order to initiate a 

mediator, the interested party must file a request with the Minister responsible for labor 
relations or the State Labor Inspectorate. At the same time, Instruction no. 15, dated 
24.10.2014 "On the Organization and Functioning of the State Mediation Network o", 
Paragraph 2, s stipulates that a mediator is engaged by the respective Director of the 
Regional Directorate of the National Employment Service or the Director of Local Office of 
National Employment Service, with which the interested party has placed a request. As can 
be seen, there is a contradiction between these two legal acts, since the Code designates 
the National Labor inspectorate as the institution which the parties may turn to; whereas 
the Minister's Decree directs them to the National Employment Service. This contradiction 
should addressed. 
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Land  is one of the main categories of immovable property and as such the legal regulation 
of land relations always  has been of particular importance. The  90-s brought important 
economical, political and social changes in Albania.  These changes led to important legal 
reforms on land regime. 

In this paper we intend to give a general overview of the reforms undertaken on the legal 
regulation of land  relations as a result of the political and social economic changes that 
Albania  encountered after the 90s, evidencing both the positive and negative 
consequences that brought  the implementation of  legal reforms on the legal regime of 
land in Albania. 

At last we will give relevant suggestions on legal solutions for several legal problems 
encountered as a result of the land reforms implementation. 

Key words: land, reform, regime, immovable property. 

ASPECTS OF LAND REFORMS IN ALBANIA 

Economic, political and social trasformation in Albania after 90-s led to important legal 
reforms, with special interest in the regulation of land legal relations.The legal reforms 
stared with the adoption of the 1991 Law "On the Main Constitutional Provisions",  a law 
that sanction the establishment of a new economic system, capitalist system. The basis for 
this system is the development of a free market economy and the promotion of free 
initiative, unlike the former socialist system which was based on the centralized economy 
and the concentration of production tools in the hands of the state. This law paved the way 
for further legal reforms that would sanction the development of a market economy, 
recognition of private ownership, expansion and its special protection.  

Legal reforms related to the legal regime of land is an important aspect of these reforms, as 
one of the main means of production necessary for the development of the free market 
economy. These reforms were  focus on three main objectives: 

1. Redistribution of land property right form state to  private entities known as the 
process of land privatization. 

2. Recognition,  restitution or compensation of the land property right in favor 
expropriated subjects during the period 44-90. 

 



1. Consolidation of property and other real property rights on land to ensure 
sustainability and security of ground affairs. Therefore the so-called legalization 
process is treated, as process which aims to formalize the informal situation 
created as a result of the construction of illegal buildings. 
 

2. The Process of Land Privatization  

The basic act upon which was based the legal framework of the agricultural land 
privatization process of was  Law No. 7501, dated 18.07.1991 "On land", a debated law for 
the positive and negative consequences in the legal regime of agricultural land. In its 
constituent elements, it resembles the agrarian reform of 45-s. Despite the good purpose, 
the law was considered a communist law due to the features that characterized the 
process. 

- First, the application of the principle "the land belongs to the one who works" . 
The law didn’t took  into consideration the rights of the former landowners who 
were unjustly deprived of land in the previous period. 

- Second, the privatization of agricultural land without compensation. 

The allocation of agricultural  land in favor of agricultural households resident in the village 
free of  charge  had two main purposes: 

- economic recovery of agricultural families, 
- orientation towards the development of a free market economy. 

However, the reality in practice was not as optimistic as the forecast. Among the many 
problems one of the agricultural land process of privatization, was that of the uncultivated 
land. In  the begining of 90 s¸ agricultural households largely left the land due to 
emigration  or the  lack of effective state subsidies for agricultural development,  affecting 
directly in the country's economic indicators. 

In 2010, there was an attempt by the Albanian lawmaker to find a legal solution regarding 
the phenomenon of uncultivated agricultural land and consequently the development of 
agricultural activity. Law no. 10 263, dated 8.4.2010 "On the use of uncultivated agricultural 
land” defines the legal procedure for their use in favor of third parties that show interest in 
land cultivation. The process is carried out by local government organs, while legitimate 
land owners or possessors do not have any access to the land possession procedure or 
even have the right to grant their consent to land possession. Thus, through this 
administrative procedure, legitimate owners are deprived of the right to possess the land 
and can never exercise it unless they decide to cultivate it. In my opinion, there is a 
violation of the property right which provide special protection in the constitutional 
provisions. 

The application of differentiated fiscal policies for land classified as non-cultivated land 
could be a better legal solution to this phenomenon. They would motivate legitimate  
owners to work or rent  the  agricultural land in their property. 

The law 7501 on land has been criticized as a law that brought some negative 
consequences as: 

 



- Reduction of agricultural development indicators. The large fragmentation of 
agricultural land succeeded in reducing output in production, giving direct 
negative effects to agricultural development indicators. 

- Numerous social conflicts between benefiting entities (agricultural households) 
over land boundaries. In northern areas it is reported that the land division to the 
former land borders was made according to the country's custom, thus passing 
conflicts between family members. 

- Problems related to the registration of agricultural land in ZRPP. 
- Inequality of treatment of agricultural households in the north and south of the 

country. 

On the other hand, during the process of privatization of agricultural land, the property 
rights of the previous owners were not taken into account, for the land that had been 
unfairly taken  in the period 44-90. Although subsequent by-laws  tried to support the 
property interests of former owners of agricultural land, they could not establish a fair 
balance between the interests of these social categories. And of course this aspect of the 
process will have its negative effects in the coming years. 

3. The process on Restitution and Compensation of Property 

In 1993, another important process, started as part of the land reforms, the process of 
property restitution and compensation. This process brought several amendments in the 
legal regulation of land relations. 

The process aimed at the restitution of urban, immovable property, which had been 
expropriated, nationalized or confiscated prior to 29 November 1944. In the impossibility 
of restoring the original property, it provided for the grant of compensation. 

Two legal acts, Law No. 7698, and Law No. 7699 of 1993 "On Restitution and Compensation 
of Property”, were the first legal basis through which started the process of recognizing the 
property rights for former owners expropriated as a result of expropriations, 
nationalization or confiscation in the period 44-90, as well as restitution of property or their 
compensation in the impossibility of restitution of original property. In  its beginnings, the 
process is characterized by restrictions related to the land restitution  or compensation, as 
well as restrictions in compensation forms such as compensation for state bonds and 
compensation in urban or tourist area. 

In the spirit of the provisions of the 1998 Constitution, in 2004 have been adopted the new 
law no. 9235, dated 29 July 2004 “On the restitution and compensation of property”. The 
2004 Property Act as amended marked several novelties as: 

- Restitution and compensation without restriction of immovable property 
(accept agricultural land). 

- Compensation on the basis of the property’s market value. 
- Provision for 6 forms of compensation . 
- Restitution of certain categories of land that the previous legislation had 

excluded from the process by expanding the possibilities of  restitution or 
compensation. 

 



- Reform of the procedure and property restitution and compensation 
institutions in order to minimize the abuses or process bureaucracies. 
(Replacement of Committees by  Agency for Restitution and 
Compensation of Properties). 

Despite the optimistic completion of the process within a short period of time, many 
problems accompanied the process and delays related to the implementation of the 
process have made that process, to date hasn’t completed. 

The process of restitution and compensation of property has been a very debatable 
process. In  the context of the review of the constitutionality of the legislation after its entry 
into force, the Constitutional Court has been called upon, on several occasions, to rule on 
whether some of the 2004 Property Act provisions were compatible with the 
Constitution. 576In same of cases the Constitutional Court repealed as incompatible with 
the Constitution a number of the 2004 Property Act provisions. 

Among the many problems related to the process one of them was the issue of non-
enforcement of final administrative decisions awarding the restitution or 
compensation of properties, as a result of which Albania was fined in a number of 
considerable decisions of the Strasbourg court. 

By 2014, there were about 413 claims filed by expropriated subjects against the Albanian 
state who alleged had been a breach of Article 6/1, articles 13 and of article 1 of Protocol 
no 1 to the Human Rights Convention. In most cases, the Strasbourg court has been 
expressed in favor of these subjects by imposing significant penalties for the Albanian 
state. Presently there are around 400 files under review. 

By 2015, it was estimated that, according to the decisions given the total amount of fines 
has gone in the value of 37 million Euros, which has increased in the years to come. 

577In its decision of 6 June 2012 concerning the supervision of the execution of this Court’s 
judgments, at its 1144th meeting, the Committee of Ministers, inter alia, “took note of the 
elaboration by the Albanian authorities of a draft strategy on property rights.” It further 
insisted that the Albanian authorities should make concrete progress in order to: 

Establish a list of final judicial and administrative decisions recognizing, restituting 
and compensating property rights to former owners. This list should contain 
information about property status, location, restituting  land  and compensation 
forms, 
finalize the land value map,  
Adopt an action plan for the execution of decisions that recognize, restitute and 
compensate the property, strategic, structural, budgetary and legal measures and 
thought-out procedures. 

576 See contitutional Court Decision no.26 dated 2.11.2005,  CCD no36, dated 15.10.2007, 
CCD  no. 3, dated 02.02.2009 

 
577 See case of Manushaqe Puto and others V Albania 

 

                                                           



Adopt an efficient mechanism for the execution of all final, administrative and 
judicial decisions that recognize, reimburse, and offset the property of former 
owners. 
Calculate the cost of the execution of decisions in order to be able to define the 
resources needed. 
Execute the decisions at issue. 

The action plan provided the steps to be undertaken in order of the implementation of the 
above measures as: 

Institutional reform 
Inventory of properties set for compensation  
Legislative reforms  in order to find an effective mechanism for restitution or 
compensation of property 
Completion of initial property registration 
Institutional coordination 

In the framework of legislative reforms the Law No 9235 of 2004 "On Restitution and 
Compensation of Property" as amended, was repealed by the law no. 133/2015 "On the 
treatment of property and the completion of the compensation of property ". The law aims 
at completing the treatment process by recognizing and compensating  the property of 
subjects whose property have been expropriated, nationalized or confiscated under legal 
and sub legal acts, criminal court decisions or taken in any unfair way by the communist 
state since 29.11 .1944, regulating a fair compensation of property and execution of final 
compensation decisions as well as the completion of the compensation process within the 
time limits established through the compensation fund. 

The law establish variety of resources in order to complete the process as quickly and 
efficiently as possible such as: 

New property valuation methodology and process. The novelty consists in the 
assessment of the land according to the market value at the moment of financial 
evaluation, but in the cadastral item that the land had at the time of expropriation. 
It is thought that this provision would significantly reduce the financial cost of the 
compensation process. 
Reform of property restitution institutions. The replacement of the Agency of 
property restitution and compensation by the Property Treatment Agency aim to 
a better institutional coordination on behalf of the completion of the process.  
A novelty is also a provision on the review of special claims for financial 
compensation as a legal solution to reduce the financial compensation for the 
entity's compensation due to a compromise finding between expropriated 
subjects and the state, for a faster compensation in favor of expropriated entities 
but in a lesser extent than the prescribed financial compensation measure. 
The 3 year deadline set for completion of the process as well as the guarantee of 
compliance with this deadline is another novelty of the law. The law has provided 
that if after the expiration of the 3-year term, ATP has not handled the claim, the 
subject has the right to request a review of the claim at the court of first instance 
according to legal definitions. 

 



 

 

4. The process of legalization 

The process of legalization of illegal constructions is a process that is treated as an 
important part of the legal regime of land, to date, still in process. The  phenomenon of the 
illegal contractions started  after the 90s due to the uncontrolled movement of the 
population, taking the size of a social phenomenon that required a fast legal disposal. Two 
were the alternatives. The demolition of illegal constructions that would entail social 
conflicts but also the legal claim of the violation of the right to housing the subjects, or the 
formalization of the informal situation created. Faced with these alternatives, the Albanian 
legislator chose legal formalization of two informal situations, the transfer of the 
ownership right over the construction parcel in favor of the unauthorized building 
possessor and the legalization of the construction erected without a construction permit. 

Law No. 9209, dated 23.03.2004 "On the Legalization of Additions to Buildings"was the first 
act which aimed at legalize finished constructions or carbines with a larger surface of the 
project approved by the decision of the CTR of the local government, followed by Law No. 
9304 dated 28.10.2004 "On the Legalization and Urbanization of Informal Areas" which 
aimed at legalization of the illegal construction in informal areas. These acts were repealed 
by Law No. 9482, dated 03.04.2006 "On Legalization of Urbanization and Integration of 
Illegal contructions". In May 2014, the law was amended on order to face the  the problems 
that have emerged during the inplementation of the process with the aim of giving a final 
solution of this social phenomenon entitle as product of Albanian reality. 

The process faced its own problems, during its implementation as well as its positive 
aspects on property relations over immovable properties. The  adopted legislation protects 
the interests of the holders of illegal constructions that had been built mainly on occupied 
lands (in a large number of cases on privately owned land), affecting directly the property 
interests of the legitimate owners, whether those who provided the property rights from 
the privatization process of land (agricultural land) or entities that were recognized these 
rights from property restitution and compensation institutions. Once again these subjects 
had lost their property right over their property, thus creating uncertainty of property 
relations over immovable property. Since the law contains a number of provisions 
regarding the fair remuneration of entities against the expropriation, carried out in the 
name of the legalization process, these projections have other financial costs at the 
expense of the state budget and directly to the Albanian taxpayers, because according to 
forecasts, the prospectors of illegal constructions cover a very small value of this cost. the 
Constitutional Court has been called upon, to rule on whether the 2006 law “On the 
Legalization and Urbanization of Informal Areas provisions were compatible with the 
Constitution. On behalf of the public interest, the court assessed it in accordance with the 
constitutional provisions. 

Itch of the reforms despite the positive effects has had its own negative effects on land 
registration. As long as these processes are in contradiction with each other, it will not be 
possible to give a final settlement to the case of registration of  immovable property. 

 



For these reasons, we suggest the necessity to revise the legislation that regulates each of 
the processes. For example, the establishtment of a single agency that include ALUZNI,  
ATP and ZRPP agencies is provided as a legal solution due to the institutional coordination 
of the mentioned processes. The establishment  of the agency has also  its own dilemmas 
among which is its budget. Given that ATP is the responsible agency for the provision of 
financial compensation to the expropriated entities, the main budget fund will go in this 
direction, reducing budgets available to other processes. However, it is a serious effort to 
establish the sustainability of property-related land affairs, one of the most delicate issues 
for the Albanian state. 
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Developments in the field of reproductive medicine have reached the stage where there 
are a variety of different treatment options available to infertile couples to choose. 
Unfortunately, because of specific health conditions, sometimes the couple's ability to 
choose is very limited; and despite the variety of existing options, there is only one possible 
way to become a parent of a genetically related child with at least one of them. Their last 
resort is surrogacy. 
Surrogacy can be defined as an assisted reproduction technique, where a woman (a 
substitute mother) carries a child for another couple (target parent) on the basis of an 
agreement made before she becomes pregnant, according to which she transfers the child 
care to the target parents or immediately after the birth.578 Surrogacy was subject to public 
debates in the middle of 80’s through the cases of Baby Cotton in United Kingdom and Baby 
M in the United States.579 
Surrogacy is as old as human history.580 The first infertile couple in history are Abraham and 
Sara and the first surrogate mother known is Hgar, their maid, who gave birth to a child in 
around 1910 B.C. (Gen. 16.1-15). Although Abraham was 86 years old at that time, he was 
still capable of conceiving a child. Sarah could not give birth to a baby and for that reason 
she offered to her husband, her servant Agar, to give birth to a baby. The method used was 
copulation/sexual relations. Ishmael was the first child in history registered, who was born 
as a result of a traditional surrogacy. The second and third births of surrogacy known, have 
occurred in Sumerian-Mesopotamia in the middle of eighteenth century B.C in the family 
of Jacob, the grandson of Abraham. Rachel, the wife of Jacob, the father of the twelve 
tribes of Israel, unable to have children, sent her husband to her servant Bilah's tent. It was 
understood that the child born from this union belonged to Jacob and Rachel.581 
The literal definition of the term 'surrogate' is 'substitute'. The term “surrogate” stems from 
Latin language surrogatus, which means to be assigned to act in place of someone. 
Surrogacy is an agreement between a woman and a couple/person, in order to give birth 
and deliver a child. A surrogate mother is that woman who carried and gives birth to a 

578Trimmings,  Katarina,  Beaumont, Paul. 2011. “International Surrogacy Arrangements: an Urgent 
Need for Legal Regulation at the International Level”. Journal Of Private International Law, 7, 3,p.627. 
579Ibid. 
580 Ashley Kate, “History of Surrogate Motherhood”: http://www.ezinearticles.com 
581 Barbara S. Parish, “Test Tube on Trial: Let California Blaze the Trail to the Legitimation of 
Surrogacy” p.9 :http://heinonline.org. 

 

                                                           



child for someone else, usually for a couple facing fertility issues. Once the child is born, the 
surrogate mother delivers him/her to the persons, who have authorized her.  
Surrogacy is a relationship in which a woman carries and gives birth to a child for a person 
or couple who subsequently adopts him/her or takes over the child's legal custody; it is 
otherwise referred to as authorized motherhood. The advancement of science in assisted 
reproduction techniques (ART) has afforded opportunities for the person or couple who 
wants to give birth to a child connected genetically with them. Single, infertile or childless 
people, who, only a few years ago, would not have imagined the possibility of paternity, 
can now become parents. However, ART's miracle, although it is a historic moment in the 
development of modern science, faces the greatest challenge at the regulatory level. 
Surrogacy is described in different methods in emotive terms, such as “rent of mother’s 
abdomen”582 or on the other hand as "gift of love" or “gift of life", depending on certain 
views. However, surrogacy is a “significant source of legal, moral and ethical debate ". 
Surrogacy agreement is a contract by which a woman (surrogate mother) agreed to have a 
child- either altruistically, against a payment- for a third party (single parent or a couple 
referred to as target parents), waiving the child at the moment of birth. It may be realized 
either by means of a donor or not (in the former case, either by involving both partners in 
implanting the embryo or through donation from the fertile partner of the couple).  
The international surrogacy agreement is that agreement where target parents, surrogate 
mother or donor have their usual residence or nationality in different states. Such 
agreements have been highly developed in recent decades, first because of the evolution 
of "family concept" - which has changed from traditional heterosexual married couples to 
single parents, legal formalization of extramarital affairs or same –sex couple relationships 
and secondly, because of the expansion of the international movement of persons as a 
result of globalization. Even in those cases where couples cannot give birth to their own 
children, they still have the opportunity to become parents through surrogacy, which is an 
alternative to adoption. 
It is very likely that surrogacy agreements will continue to increase in the next years as a 
result of globalization and changes within family structure.  
Surrogacy has become a matter of international concern as it creates uncertainty about the 
child's origin and consequently brings difficulties for all parties concerned in the surrogacy 
agreement (the child, the target parent and the substitute).583 
In the countries that neither prohibit surrogacy, nor have any express provisions on it, the 
general rule of determination of legal parents shall apply, specifically, in general the 
woman who gives birth to a child is the legal mother of the child “in conformity with law” 
(based on the principle of “mater semper certa est”) and father is presumed to be the 
husband of that woman. As regards the fathers, law traditionally presumes that a man 
married to a woman is the lawful father of her child.  It should be stressed that the value of 
such presumption is declining due to the  appearance of ADN testing, which enables the 
determination of paternity with a certainty of over ninety nine per cent, as well as due to 
increase of extramarital births. The wide use of Assisted Reproduction Techniques (ART) 
has also made the states expand the presumption of paternity by giving the consent of the 
married father for treatment (medication) that his wife is subjected to. In the United 
Kingdom, such an extension continues to be further applied to informal (civil) partnerships 

582 G Lloyd, ‘Birth rights and wrongs’, Courier Mail, 6 March 1996, p. 17. If surrogacy does not offer its 
genetic material for the child, the process is described as “abdomen on rent".  
583 There are also other main political concerns, which are less obvious: for instance, gender equality 
issues, issues of reproductive freedom, exploitation, health policy) 

 

                                                           



of lesbian couples, which means that the female partner of the delivering/fertile mother, 
will be recognized as the legal parent of child, based on her consent for treatment. 
In States where parties informally use surrogacy, the child ends up under the care of 
someone with whom he has no legal connection. This creates a number of difficulties in 
defining parental responsibility, the right to alimony and inheritance laws. 
In order to resolve these situations, in some member states584 the courts have used 
adoption or other measures of family law for surrogacy agreements (e.g. parental orders), 
while others have refused to do so, based on public policies.585 
Similar difficulties also arise in case when the parties go (move) to a state where surrogacy 
agreements are permitted and/or procedures in that country are simple and where rules 
on legal parenting in these two states (the state where surrogacy is realized and the state 
of their residence) are incompatible. For instance, in some states586, the target mother may 
be automatically considered as legal mother, while in most of other countries the legal 
mother is the one who has given birth. In such cases, the target parents who wish that 
parental rights acquired in the state of birth, be known in the state where they live, should 
begin a process from the outset in the state of their residence. There are no legal remedies 
by which the parties who move abroad, may ensure that parental rights acquired in a state, 
be recognized in their country of usual residence.587  Such difficulties may arise in relation 
to the paternity, as well as for the recognition of both parents of the same sex.  Some states 
have addressed these difficulties through judicial reviews and/or publication of the 
preventive governmental instructions588, while others have refused to do so. 

Case law of the European court of human rights on surrogacy 

The European Court of Human Rights has recently shown that the best interests of the 
child, covered by article 8 of the Convention, should prevail and provide solutions in the 
case of cross-border surrogacy, helping to evolve national positions. 

Mennesson and Labassee:589 

Both cases of Mennesson and Labassee deal with a child born in the United States and with 
married heterosexual French couples through surrogacy agreements with American 
surrogate mothers.  In both cases, the children were genetically linked with the ordering 
father, but not with the ordering mother, as the conception of children was made possible 
through the use of eggs by an anonymous donor. In both cases, the ordering parents were 
recognized as legal parent by decision by US courts and birth certificates were issued, 
where they were registered as children's legal parents. Upon their return to France, French 
authorities refused to recognize birth certificates for children that had been released in the 
US. The applicants in the subsequent human rights procedures were the children 

584 Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Italy, Ireland, Norway, Sweden and United Kingdom. 
585 France  
586 Ukraine, Russia , California 
587 BruSSELS II bis,  IT IS NOT APPLIED FOR THE DETERMINATION OR CHALLENGE AGAINST A PARENT-
CHILD RELATIONSHIP (ARTICLE 1.3a). IT IS NOT APPLIED TO DETERMINE PARENTING, BECAUSE THIS IS 
AN ISSUE  OTHER THAN THE AWARD OF PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY AND NEITHER WITH ISSUES 
RELATED TO THE STATUS OF PERSONS '. 
588BelgIUM, IRELAND AND UNITED KINGDOM. 
589Mennesson v. France (E. Ct. H. R. No. 65192/11) AND Labassee v. France (E. Ct. H. R. No. 65941/11). 

 

                                                           



themselves, along with their ordering parents from France. In France, both altruistic and 
commercial forms of surrogacy are considered in contravention to public order. The French 
state refused to register the birth of children in the French Civil Registry, preventing them 
from the acquisition of French citizenship and not recognizing the family legal relationship 
between children and ordering parents. Even though children were allowed to live in 
France with the ordering parents, who were social parents of the children (taking care of 
them), no legal relationship between them could be recognized in France. Due to this 
refusal to register child births in the civil registry, the complainants claimed that their 
rights, specifically article 8 of the ECHR, were violated, defining the right to private life and 
the right to family life. In this regard, they emphasized the duty of French state to take 
decisions about children in accordance with its obligations under the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC). They argued that children lacked the 
recognition of their status within family, which has a “domino effect”, in the meaning that 
as a result thereof, they are conferred an inferior status in the French law of inheritance 
(parents could not inherit) and could not be enrolled at school or stay in France after they 
attained legal age. The applicants believed that refusal by French authorities, to recognize 
as legal parents the ordering parents, affected “children’s interests”. On its side, the French 
state justified its legislation, which prohibits all forms of surrogacy, arguing that in this way 
it prevents the “trade” of human body and due to protection of the highest interests of the 
child (based on the state perception). The French government deemed necessary the 
prohibition of the recognition of legal paternity of (target) fathers as this would prejudice 
the rights and duties enshrined by Civil Code. 
The European Court of Human Rights found that, despite the fact that there was 
'interference', there was no 'violation' of the right to family life for all applicants within the 
scope of Article 8 of the ECHR. The practical difficulties experienced by applicants are not 
considered insurmountable and furthermore, the Court confirmed that the French State 
enjoyed wide discretion in this regard. As such, children had been able to live with the 
ordering parents immediately after their birth and the fact that they were not capable 
under French law to acquire French citizenship did not mean that their family life with the 
ordering parents had been violated ( without any reason). 
However, with regard to the right to respect the private life of children under the same 
article (article 8) of the ECHR, ECtHR ruled that there had been a violation. The importance 
that the court attached to the rights of children born through surrogacy agreements is 
quite interesting. As such, ECtHR stated that nationality is an aspect of one's identity, which 
also means the identity of children in the present case; therefore children are faced with 
considerable insecurity in their (daily) life because of their inability to have French 
citizenship. This is likely to adversely affect the formation of their identity. In addition, the 
Court rejected the French state's position on inheritance law, because in practice children 
would be able to inherit from the ordering parents only as third persons, unlike other 
children. Focusing on the aspect of individual identity, ECtHR refers to children's rights 
under UN CRC. Accordingly, the lack of a "bondage" created under French law would mean 
that formation of the child's identity and their right to preserve their identity (article 8 of 
the CRC) meant that they were left in a situation considered incompatible with their 
"higher interest". Given these consequences, France had violated the right to respect for 
private life. 
ECtHR continued to state that the French Court of Cassation had found that the inability to 
register child birth certificates in the French register of births, marriages and deaths did not 
infringe their right to respect for privacy or family life, or the highest interests of the child, 

 



while not depriving them of the legal-parental relationships recognized under California 
law, nor prevented them from living in France with the ordering parents. 
Although the Court acknowledged that a State may prevent or discourage its nationals 
from going abroad to benefit from assisted reproduction methods that are forbidden 
within its territory, it found that the effects of non-recognition under French law of parent-
child legal rights between children "conceived in that way" and "target" parents (ordering 
parents) affect not only the parents. On the contrary, as the Court stressed, they also affect 
the children themselves who are born, as their right to respect for their private life is largely 
affected. 
As ECtHR suggests, the right to private life of children in this context implies that 'everyone' 
should be able to create the 'substance' of their identity and that this identity includes 
parent-child legal relationship and citizenship. France, by "blocking" both the recognition 
and the establishment of legal relationship of children with the biological father has 
exceeded the allowed limits of the freedom of action. By maintaining this position, the 
Court ascertained where the state's "freedom of action" toward the protection of public 
order, can be limited. 
 
INTERNATIONAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

 
The nature of parental recognition issues in international surrogacy agreements exceeds 
the influence of a particular state. It requires a multilateral response. This need was 
accepted by many states and encouraged the work of the Permanent Bureau (hereinafter 
referred to as Bureau) of the Hague Conference on the Private International Law to conduct 
in 2011 a study on issues related to the status of children in international surrogacy 
agreements.590 The present study analyzed the capacity of existing instruments to deal 
with present and future issues in this field, however, it concluded that there is a need of a 
special comprehensive instrument in that regard.591 
One of the documents that may potentially regulate international surrogacy is the Hague 
Convention on Inter-country Adoption of 1993 (hereinafter referred to as the Convention 
of  1993).592However, many authors have agreed with the Bureau that this is not a proper 
solution.593 The adoption and surrogacy concepts are of a different nature. 594Surrogacy is a 
form of the realization of the adult’s right to reproduction and adoption is rather seen as 
the realization of the child’s right to have a family. Therefore, “some fundamental 
requirements of the Convention of  1993 can merely not be applied in cases of 
international surrogacy.595 
Above all, it is the issue of the moment of parents’ consent to waiver from their parental 
rights. It is a customary practice that parents agree (if necessary) to adopt their child after 
his/her birth. However, in most of the cases of surrogacy, the surrogate mother and her 

590Preliminary Paper no.1 1  M a r c h  “Private International Law Issues Surrounding the Status of  
Children, Including Issues Arising from International Surrogacy Arrangements.” 
591Ibid, paragraphs 43-54. 
592Convention for the Protection of Children and Cooperation regarding the Inter-Country Adoption. 
29 May1993.  :http://www.hcch.net/upload/conventions/txt33en.pdf 
593Shih Tina, Lin. 2013. "Born Lost: Stateless Children in International Surrogacy Arrangements. 
"Cardozo Journal of International & Comparative Law 21, no.2.p. 568. 
594Preliminary Document No 10 of March 2012 for the attention of the Council of April 2012  on 
General Affairs and Policy of the Conference ‘A Preliminary Report on Issues Arising from 
International Surrogacy Arrangements’, p. 29. 
595Ibid. p.21 

 

                                                           



spouse technically agree to assign their parental rights once they enter into surrogacy 
agreement, even when they are required to give their formal consent on the child’s birth. 
Another logical issue arises from the requirement of article 29 of the Convention of 1993 to 
remove the option of contact between the biological parents and the persons, who wish to 
adopt as a guarantee of their previous free and full consent596. This requirement cannot be 
met in surrogacy cases because the agreement itself is a form of contact, not to mention 
the need to participate in medical treatment. 
Another guarantee to prevent any influence on the biological parental consent is 
stipulated by article 4.c (3) of the 1993 Convention. It prohibits such consent be 
encouraged by any form of compensation, particularly financial one. While this rule is 
consistent with the surrogacy of many countries that allow this practice solely on an 
altruistic basis, it is clearly contrary to the commercial surrogacy agreements that are still 
very common in many states. 
In the context of the international surrogacy there is no room for the principle of 
subsidiarity applied in the inter-country adoption procedure, requiring the authorities to 
firstly consider the option of placement of the child in the country of origin.597 The 
authorities cannot have any power over the choice of parties to the private agreement, 
especially in the surrogacy agreement. 
Finally, the adoption process presupposes that all future parents should be subject to a 
number of inspections and be declared admissible and eligible for adoption before they 
are accepted.598There is a wide discussion about the fact if preliminary inspections should 
be conducted regarding the target parents.  Why should they be controlled before their 
biological child is conceived and hence, to treat differently the fertile couples in their 
decision on reproduction? How can a balance be achieved between the target parents for 
the respect of private life and family life and the well-being of future child? This is in the 
hands of state to decide. The United Kingdom, for example, has chosen to apply the 
presumption favoring the right of target parents to reproduction and only after the child’s 
birth. In case of any disputes, the focus will be shifted to the child’s highest interest. 
Considering the fact that this issue is highly disputable in surrogacy regulations, the 
Convention of 1993 in that part will not be apt to be applied. 
The examples provided are some of the obvious reasons for which the 1993 Convention is 
not appropriate to resolve the difficulties of international surrogacy. The drafting process 
should also take into account all the ongoing work in this area. Attention should be paid to 
the activity of the International Commission on Civil Status due to its mandate in civil 
status matters. 
Every regional initiative of the Council of Europe and European Union will be of high value 
in the process of formulation of a multilateral agreement. Based on the 1975 European 
Convention on the Legal Status of Children born out of Wedlock, the Council of Europe has 
been concerned about the legal status of children.599 In 2010, the Committee on Family 
Rights Experts drafted a Recommendation on the rights and legal status of children and 

596 There are two exceptions from this rule: in cases of in-family adoption and where the contact is 
authorized by a competent authority and is realized under conditions specified by it. See article 29 of 
the 1993 Convention. 
597Convention for Protection of Children and Cooperation regarding Inter-Country Adoption. 29 May 
1993. Article 4 (b). 
598 Ibid, article 17. 
5991975 European Convention on the Legal Status of Children Born Out of Wedlock. CETS No.: 085. 
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/085.htm 

 

                                                           



parental responsibilities. 600 This document presents a set of specific rules on parenting for 
assisted medical reproduction techniques, but does not envisage surrogacy between 
them. This document is now under review at the Committee of Ministers that is 
considering its approval. Therefore, the current need to regulate the recognition of legal 
parenting is still governed by a separate document. 
EU has long recognized the need for harmonization of the rules of conflict of law through 
the mutual recognition of civil law documents.601This principle is already applied to EU 
regulations-Brussels I 602and II bis603. Although the most recent regulation covers issues of 
parental responsibility, it is not applicable for parenting recognition issues in our interest. 
Rules on legal parenting change significantly between the EU Member States 604 as their 
approaches to surrogacy change605. Therefore, without a consensus level on these theories, 
it will be very difficult to establish the principle of mutual recognition in the area of cross-
border surrogacy. At the same time, it should be noted that the purpose of such an 
initiative will be mutual recognition of decisions and / or acts that determine parenting in 
surrogacy cases and not recognition of surrogacy agreements (their applicability). In her 
study, Professor Velina Todorova fairly stated that: "Cross-border surrogacy is not an EU 
phenomenon, but a global phenomenon, so the issue of establishing common standards 
should be discussed from a much broader perspective - according to the international 
convention of private law."606 
Surrogacy opponents are skeptical of the positive effect of its international regulation. 
They argue that higher encouragement of international surrogacy agreements may have 
“undesirable consequences”. 607 However, neither the underestimation of such 
phenomenon is a response. Its prohibition would only worsen the issue and shift the 
practice to black market. 
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ABSTRACT 

Factoring is a commercial- financial activity which consists mainly of strong acquisition by 
a legal person named factor, from producers of goods and services, the receivables that 
they have on their customers. Factoring operation is essentially a transfer of commercial 
receivables from a holder to a factor to commit to recovery them and guarantee such 
operations even if temporary or permanent insolvency of the debtor, retaining for this a 
commission. Factoring is a commercial credit contract, involving a specialized company in 
the collection of bills called factor and a company providing products or services called 
adherent. With factoring, companies engaged in commercial transactions also benefits 
that can focus on business development through the expansion of production and sales, 
while factor deals with tracking cash and evidence conducted by factoring invoices. 
Factoring contract is an atypical contract. As a special form of contracts it presents some 
features that we have not previously encountered in other types of contracts but is similar 
in some respects also in other contracts. In this paper, the author will analyze the factoring 
contract based on the regulation made by law no. 9630 dated 30.10.2006, also dealt with 
the factoring contract history in England and the United States of America where we find 
its strands. Finally, this paper will give an overview of the types of factoring to come to 
conclusions. 

Keywords: factoring, legislation, development, characteristics. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Factoring is used in developed and developing countries around the world. In 
some developed economies such as the United States, its importance as a primary source 
of working capital finance tends to be concentrated in selected industries. In other 
developed economies, its importance as a primary source of working capital appears to be 
much more widespread. 

Factoring in the legal theory implies a contract in which one party (the factor) 
agrees to take over (outstanding, short-term) receivables of the (client), on the way it 
collects them, in his own name and for its own account, and to client immediately or 
before deadline pays equivalent value of receivables and under certain conditions ensures 
payment, and the customer agrees to pay factor for this appropriate compensation. 
Although factoring contract is a widespread practice in the business, legally he is not 

 



sufficiently processed, nor are the grades of its content unique.608 Relations between factor 
and the client are regulated by the factoring contract in which the “client obliges to offer for 
sale all his short-term receivables to factor from the contract for the delivery of goods or services 
prior to maturity and to pay the factoring fee, and the factor undertakes to take the offers, in 
principle of underwriting risk of billing from client’s debtors, by which generally he manages the 
clients receivables”609. In all formal contracts factoring client agrees that its receivables 
against the debtor’s transfers to the factor. This transfer of some forms of factoring contract 
is explicitly called assignment (cession), while in others simply states that the client “cedes” 
to factor in case he buys them. 

The global pattern of factoring suggests that it may have an advantage compared 
to other types of lending, such as loans collateralized by fixed assets, under certain 
conditions. Factoring is quite distinct from traditional forms of commercial lending where 
credit is primarily underwritten based on the creditworthiness of the seller rather than the 
value of the seller’s underlying assets. In a traditional lending relationship, the lender looks 
to collateral only as a secondary source of repayment. The primary source of repayment is 
the seller itself and its viability as an ongoing entity. 

The development of factoring concept in various developed countries of the 
world has led to some consensus towards defining the term. Factoring can broadly be 
defined as an arrangement in which receivables arising out of sale of goods/ services are 
sold to the factor as a result of which the title to the goods/services represented by the said 
receivables passes on to the factor.  
 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF FACTORING   

Factoring is the purchase of other debts or financial instrument by which finances 
business entity on the basis of the future receivables that have arised from sales of goods 
and services in the domestic or international market for a fee610. Factoring is not a loan and 
there is no further liability on the balance sheet of a business entity, although it allows 
financing of the current capital611.  

Some of its tracks are located in the Roman Empire and some traces are from 
ancient civilization of Mesopotamia, during the region of King Hammurabi. A first name for 
the buyer of goods in contracts (agents and factors) appears in the 15th century in trade 
settlements organized by European traders in the colonial countries where merchandise is 
bought up. It was a primitive type of factoring, which initially took the form of commission 
sales because buyers-factors, guarantee their customers that goods will pay ultimate 
customer or would pay merchandise in advance. As a special form of financing factoring is 
developed in the late 19th century in Anglo-American history.  

Through its historical development factoring took on different forms and adapting 
to global changes, the needs of participants in the factoring business, generally economic 

608Gorenc, Vilim. 2007a. Faktoring: Pravnanarav, specificnosti, forfeit [Factoring: The legal nature, 
specificity, forfait]. Pravoiporezi 16 (8): 3– 9. 
609Ibid, p. 129 
610Ivanovic, Sasa, SuzanaBaresa, and Sinisa Bogdan. 2011. Factoring: Alternative model of financing. 
UTMS Journal of Economics 2 (2),p. 190 
611Klapper, Leora. 2005. The Role of Factoring for Financing Small and Medium Enterprises. World 
Bank Policy Research Working Paper 3593. NW: World Bank. 

 

                                                           



and political situations and circumstances, thus resulting in different kinds and types of 
factoring applied in business practice.  

CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONTRACT 

Factoring is a financial service, a new contract by which the supplier sells a 
specialized entity that is the client account credit factor that exists at the time of the sale or 
is subsequently created with a particular discount value. This is a contract concluded 
between professionals. This contract can be charged with insurance. As such, the law 
mentions: the deposit, the security burden, the pledge and the other remedies provided by 
law612. Also, this is a term contract due to the fact that it cannot always continue but its 
deadline is set by the parties or in other cases it lasts until all the credits have been repaid. 
It is usually a long term contract. 

Another feature of it is that it is subject to fiscal treatment, which means it is 
subject to taxation. This is also enshrined in the European Union Directive 613 which 
stipulates who will be transactions excluded from VAT. It clearly states that factoring and 
debt collection are not part of the exemptions, so they will be subject to value added tax. 
The European Court of Justice has also come to the same conclusion, saying that in 
interpreting transactions that would be exempted from VAT, we must be careful and we 
should look at the transaction in an expansive way. It should be seen whether this 
transaction meets the essential requirements and has the characteristics of services that 
are exempted from VAT. After analyzing this way then we can conclude whether the 
service in question is provided by the directive or not614. 

The term” factoring” has been defined in various countries in different ways due to 
non-availability of any uniform codified law. The study group appointed by International 
Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT)615, Rome during 1988 recommended 
the definition of factoring as under: “Factoring means an arrangement between a factor and 
his client which includes at least two of the following services to be provided by the factor: 

1. Finance 
2. Maintenance of accounts 
3. Collection of debts 
4. Protection against credit risks”. 

The above definition, however, applies only to factoring in relation to supply of goods and 
services in respect of the following:  

1. To trade or professional debtors 
2. Across national boundaries 
3. When notice of assignment has been given to the debtors. 

 
CONDITIONS 

 

Like any other contract, the factoring contract must also meet the conditions to be 
valid. According to Albanian Civil Code these conditions are: 

612Art.15, Law no. 9630, dated 30.10.2006, "On Factoring". 
613Directive (77/388/EEC), Art. 13B(d)3, C-175/09 ECJ, available at  
http://www.dklex.ee/uploads/Tax_law_EC/Tax_law_EC_part_07_Directive%2077_388_EEC.pdf 
614C-175/09 ECJ 
615See UNIDROIT website http://www.unidroit.org/english/implement/i-88-f.htm#NR11 

 

                                                           



Consent of the party assuming the obligation 
The lawful cause 
The object that forms the subject matter of the contract 
Form 

If we refer to the first condition, ie the consent of the party assuming the 
obligation, then we will refer to the factor. So, to have the factoring contract link, the factor 
and the supplier must express their consent and willingness to conclude the contract. In 
this contract there are three parties, so the debtor should receive the notification for 
entering into this contract. However, the announcement of the debtor will be analyzed 
extensively below. 

The cause, as a legal concept, matters only to those kinds of legal actions in which 
the autonomy of the parties will can affect the consequences of legal action. Since this type 
of contract is specifically regulated by the legislator, the existence and legitimacy of the 
legislator, the existence and legality of the cause is, in principle, positively revalued by the 
law, but it remains to be assessed even if the concrete content of a particular contract 
considered legitimate or not. As a factor in the factoring contract is the payment of debtor 
credits by the factor. 

The object of the contract is the obligation to give something, to perform or not a 
certain action616. Also the Civil Code explicitly stipulates that the contract object must be 
possible, lawful, determinable or that may be determined. In the factoring contract the 
object is the sale of customer account credits, which exist at that time or will be created 
later. 

The contract form may be required by law or for the validity of the contract or for 
its validity. Article 2 of the Law "On factoring" states that the factoring contract is called 
that written contract, so we see that for this type of contract, such a contract requires 
written form. In my opinion, if not done in writing then the contract is invalid. This also 
comes from the spirit of the law because in its Article 2 we must have all the conditions so 
that the factoring contract is called valid and one of them is the form. 

 
THE OBJECT AND THE MECHANISM OF THE CONTRACT 

 

When we talked about the terms of contracts validity, we said that the facility is 
one of the conditions that must be met in order to have a valid contract. But everyone 
understands the object and what is it in the factoring contract. The object means the 
behavior and obligation that the parties will have in a contract, which means that the 
object will be an act or omission that the parties are bound to perform each other. The 
Albanian Civil Code states that the object forming the subject matter of the contract must 
meet the following conditions: 
It must be: 
1. possible 
2. legitimate 
3. definable or must be assigned 
 

When we say that an object must be possible, we will mainly understand its 
material potential, namely its objective and legal ability, which means that the object 
should enjoy legal protection and not be excluded from civilian circulation. 

616Nuni, Ardian, Mustafaj, Ilir, Vokshi, Asim. E drejta e detyrimeve ,pjesa e përgjithshme, p.52 

 

                                                           



By the lawfulness of the object we will understand that this object should not 
explicitly be considered by law as unlawful. It refers to the legal possibility of the object. 

In order for the object to be defined means that at the conclusion of the contract, 
it must have all the necessary characteristics to be able to individualize it. While with a 
definable object we will understand that in its connection are set conditions under which 
the content of the obligation will be determined later or will depend on the nature of the 
obligation.Factoring business is generated by credit sales in the normal course business. 
The main function of factor is realization of sales. Once the transaction takes place, the role 
of factor step in to realize the sales/collect receivables. The mechanism of factoring is 
summed up as below:  

i. An agreement is entered into between the selling firm and the firm. The 
agreement provides the basis and the scope understanding reached 
between the two for rendering factor service. 

ii. The sales documents should contain the instructions to make payment 
directly to the factor who is assigned the job of collection of receivables.  

iii.  When the payment is received by the factor, the account of the firm is 
credited by the factor after deducting its fees, charges, interest etc. as 
agreed. 

iv. The factor may provide advance finance to the selling firm conditions of 
the agreement so require. 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

The term” factoring” has been defined in various countries in different ways due to 
non-availability of any uniform codified law.  

The development of factoring concept in various developed countries of the 
world has led to some consensus towards defining the term.  

Factoring can broadly be defined as an arrangement in which receivables arising 
out of sale of goods/ services are sold to the “factor” as a result of which the title to the 
goods/services represented by the said receivables passes on to the factor.  

Factoring contract is a relatively new contract in Albania.  

Factoring is explicitly linked to the value of a supplier’s accounts receivable and 
receivables are sold, rather than collateralized, and factored receivables are not part of the 
estate of a bankrupt firm.  

Factoring may allow a high-risk supplier to transfer its credit risk to higher quality 
buyers.  

Some advantages of factoring include:  

No time wasted on comprehensive loan applications 
Better cash flow and quicker access to working capital 
Better financial standing, creditworthiness, and solvency 
Even a start-up or young company can obtain financing quickly 

 



We come to the conclusion that only in recent years we have had a legal 
prediction and judicial practice does not yet exist. But, this cannot be said about this 
contract in other countries since its origins in England or America are early.  

With recent developments in the market economy and with the development of 
various businesses, the factoring contract is experiencing a rapid development.  

Through this contract, customers return unpaid bills to immediate capital to pay 
their debts, to streamline cash flow, expand their business, or even benefit from new 
business opportunities. These are the advantages that only the factoring contract offers 
you. 
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1.  General Background. 

Before the Rome II regulation was passed, the main point of controversy raised both in the 
national and in the European context was whether a special private international law 
regulation of product liability was needed at all. At European level, especially the European 
Parliament favored the extension of a flexible general tort law rule to conflict of law cases 
concerning product liability. Similarly, the Groupe Europeen de droit international prive 
(GEDIP), a transnational expert group that in 1998 submitted a proposal for a European 
convection on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations to the European 
Commission, chose not to include a special rule on product liability in its proposal. 
However, the European legislature finally decided to address the international specificities 
of product liability by adopting a special rule that is now contained in Article 5 of the Rome 
II regulation. The European Commission in particular had always favored a special rule for 
product liability claims. The first draft of May 2002 contained a rather complex system of 
cumulative and alternative connecting factors, similar to that of the Hague Convection. The 
Commission proposal  

However, the European legislature finally decided to address the international specificities 
of product liability by adopting a special rule that is now contained in article 5 Rome II 
Regulation.617 The European Commission in particular had always favored a special rule for 
product liability claims. The first draft of May 2002 contained a rather complex system of 
cumulative and alternative connecting factors, similar to that of the Hague Convention.618 
The Commission’s proposal of July 2003, however, reduced the complexity by introducing 
only two steps of possible connecting factors:619 (1) The law of the country of the habitual 
residence of the person sustaining the damage unless the product was not marketed there 
with consent of the person claimed to be liable and, failing that, (2) the law of the country 
of the habitual residence of the person claimed to be liable. The amended proposal of 

617 For a detailed outline of the legislative history cf. Huber/Illmer, Yb. PIL 2007,  pg. 31-37. 
618 Cf. Illmer, Art. 5 Rom II Regulation, in Rome II Regulation –Pocket Commentary (Huber ed., 2011), 
para. 1; Plender/Wilderspin, European Private International Law, para. 19-009. 
619 For details on the proposal and its background cf. Plender/Wilderspin, European Private 
International Law para. 19-012. 

 

                                                           



February 2006 did not substantially modify this solution.620 Remarkably, the rule eventually 
adopted, which is based on the Common Position of the Council621 differs strongly from 
the simpler and more straightforward draft version contained in the Commission 
proposal.622 Indeed, Article 5 lays down a rather complex regulation of product liability. In 
conjunction with Articles 4(2) and 14 Rome II Regulation, it establishes a seven-step 
cascade system of connecting factors to determine the applicable law.623 Although less 
than in the first draft version, Article 5 displays parallels to the system of connecting factors 
contained in the 1973 Hague Product Liability Convention,624which will continue to apply 
in those few member States that have ratified it. 625 However, important differences 
between the Convention and Article 5 continue to exist since the connection factors are 
given different weight.626 Therefor, a unified conflict of laws regulation for product liability 
still does not exist in Europe.627Nonetheless, the cascade system of Article 5, though 
complex, is still simpler than that of the Hague Convention.628 

The large number of controversial and widely diverging compromise proposals submitted 
in the drafting process629 reflects the high level of diversification of the conflict of laws rules 
on product liability, which were in force in different Member States of the 
EU.630KadnerGraziano has identified up to six different types of conflict of law rules on 
product liability.631 Article 5, however, has no predecessor in the international private law 
of any EU Member State.632 Against this background, it is not surprising that the version 
eventually enacted has been the subject of criticism,which focuses on three lines of 
arguments. First, it is often noted that Article 5 in unnecessarily complex, as simpler and 
more straightforward but similarly fair rule would have been available.633 Secondly, the 

620 Cf. Commisiion Amended Proposal, Art.6.Cf. in the literature Plender/ Wilderspin, European Private 
International Law, para. 19-014. 
621 Common Position (EC) No 22/2006. 
622 Cf. Commission initial proposal, Art.4.See also: Palao Moreno, Product liability: jurisdiction and 
applicable law in cross-border cases in the European Union, ERA Forum (2010) 11, 45, 54 etseq: Illmer, 
Art. 5 Rom II Regulation, in Pocket Commentary, para.6. 
623 Cf. G. Wagner, Die NeueRomII- Verordung, IPRax 2008. Similar also Huber/Illmer, Yb.PIL 2007,31,39, 
who misses the applicable law then sub-rule 5(1) (a)-(c) fail to apply.  
624 Articles 4-7 of the Convention on the Law Applicable to Products Liability of 2 Oct.1973 entered 
into force on 1 Oct.1977; cf. Dickinson, The Rome II Regulation: The Law Applicable to Non-
Contractual Obligations (Dickinson ed., 2008), para.5.02. 
625The Member States that have ratified the Convention are Finland, France, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Spain and Croatia.  
626 Cf. von Hein, Zeup 2009, 6,26; Junker, Reformbedarf der Rom II- Verordnung, RIW 2010. 
627 Cf. Rudolf, InterationalesProdukthaftungsrechtnach der Rom II- Verordnung, WBI 2009. Thorn, Art. 
5 Rom II Regulation, in Palandt, para.2; Palao Moreno, ERA Forum (2010). 
628 Cf. Nishtani, The Rome II Regulation from Japanese Point of View, Yb. PIL 2007. Palao Moreno, 
Product Liability: jurisdiction and applicable law in cross-border cases in the European Union, ERA 
Forum (2010); Rudolf, WBI 2009. 
629 Cf. Dickinson, The Rome II Regulation, para.5. 
630CfWurmnest, Art. 5 Rome II Regulation, in juris PK BGB ( 6th ed. 2012), para.3. 
631Cf, KadnerGraziano, Das auf die Produkt hafting anwendbareRecht- EuropaischerRechtszustand 
und aktuelleVorschlage der europaischenKommission und des EuropaischenParlaments. 
632 ibid 
633 This point has been made most prominently by the Commission, see COM (2006). See, similarly 
,Spickhoff, Die Produkt hafting imEuropaischenKollins-und Zivilverfahrensrecht, in Die 
richtigeOrdnung- FsKropholler (Baetge, von Hein and von Hindeneds, 2008); G. Wagner Iprax 

 

                                                           



fairness of the cascade system of connecting factors contained in Article 5 has been the 
object of criticism.634 In this regard, different and partly contradictory positions have been 
taken. Finally, the unclear language of Article 5 has been plausibly criticized.635 Indeed, the 
open texture of the rule may be expected to cause a considerable degree of legal 
uncertainty in the coming years, until the CJEU has the opportunity to clarify its 
interpretation.636 

 According to Recital 20, Article 5 aims at “fairly spreading the risks inherent in a modern 
high-technology society, protecting consumer’s health, stimulating innovation, securing 
undistorted competition and facilitating trade”.637 To achieve these objectives, the creation 
of a cascade system of connecting factors, together with a foreseeability clause, is 
supposed to constitute a balanced solution. More generally, though rather idealistically, 
the Commission’s proposal emphasizes the objective is the foreseeability of the applicable 
law to enable propagated to facilitate amicable settlements between insurers, which are 
common in the area of product liability claims.638 Despite these rather idealistic goals 
formulated by the Commission, Article 5 appears to be difficult and not fully convincing 
compromise between the supporters of a high level of consumer protection and the lobby 
of the industry: Whereas it is certainly in the interest of the consumer to be protected by he 
law of his or her habitual residence (Article 5 (1) lit. a), this principle needs to be limited in 
the light of the legitimate interest od the producer to foresee and insure potential 
damages.639 This is particularly true in a world of increased mobility of goods and persons. 
The solution adopted n Article 5 is not convincing in this respect as, the occurrence of 
damage being unforeseeable, it remains also coincidental where the damage is caused and 
in which country the damaged person lives.640 

In terms of structure, Article 5 consists of two paragraphs. After referring to Article 4(2), 
according to which the law of the common habitual residence of both parties prevails, 
Article 5(1) lays down a cascade system of connecting factors for product liability claims. 
Then, Article 5(2) repeats exactly the wording of Article 4(3), according to which the law of 
the country to which the individual case has a manifestly closer connection is applicable 
with priority. In sum, Article 5 only derogates, as lexspecialis, from the general rule on torts 

2008,1,7; Junker, Art. 5 Rom II Regulation, in MunchenerKommentarzum BGB Vol. 10 (Habersack, 
Sacker and Rixerckereds, 5th ed.2010), para.10 ibid.  
634 Cf. Symeonides, Rome II: A Centrist Critique , The Contribution of Rome II Regulation to the 
Communitarsation of Private International Law,para.19-064. 
635 Cf. Kozyris, Rome II: Tort Conflicts on the Right Track!.A postscript to SymeonSymeonidespara.5.05; 
von Hein, European Private International Law, para.19-065. 
636 However, some authors view the rule overall as quite successful. Cfe.g, KadnerGraziano, RabelsZ 
73 (2009), 1, 39. 
637 Recital 20 Rome II Regulation reads: “The conflict of law rule in matters of product liability should 
meet the objectives of fairly spreading the risks inherent in a moderns high technology society, 
protecting consumers” health, stimulatingthe innovation, securing undistorted competition and 
facilitating trade. The other elements of the cascade are triggered if the product was not marketed in 
that Product Liability. 
638 Cf. COM(2006), 83 final, 5-6; ofner, Die Rom II- Verordnung- NeuesInternationalesPrivatrecht fur 
ausservertraglicheschuldverhaltnisse in der euopaischen Union, 2008, 13,17. 
639 Cf. Junker, Art 5 Rom II Regulation, in Kurzkommentar, para. 4; ibid., RIW 2010,257,265; Neumayr, 
para.1. 
640 Cf. Junker, Art.5 Rom II Regulation, in MunchnerKommentar, para.2. 

 

                                                                                                                                                        



contained in Article 4(1) but leaves the provisions of Article 4(2) and 4(3) applicable.641 
Therefore, it would have been technically preferable to refer to both these provisions 
instead of referring only to one and repeating the other. 

 

2. Scope of Application  

In order to qualify under Article 5, “ a non-contractual obligation arising out of 5 damage” 
needs to be “caused by a product”. Therefore, the terms “non- contractual obligation”, 
“damage” and “product” need to be defined in a first step. It may be anticipated that, in 
order to do justice to the ratio of the norm, it will be necessary to interpret the clause” 
“damage caused by a product” very narrowly. As to the personal scope of application, the 
range of persons whose liability may be invoked will need to be limited.  

2.1 Non- contractual Obligation. 
 
Strict and Fault-Based Liability. According to general EU law methodology, the term “non- 
contractual obligation” is to be understood as an autonomous concept, independent of 
the analogues concept of non-contractual obligation contained in the national law of EU 
Member States. It needs to be construed as a broad concept, including both non-
contractual obligations arising out of fault-based liability and non-contractual obligations 
arising out of strict liability.642 Although the concept of non-contractual obligation may, 
according to Article 1(1), be even wider under the Rome II Regulation, other non-
contractual obligations are not relevant in the context of Article 5.643 Also direct redress 
claims (action direct) of the seller against previous sellers in the supply chain should be 
qualified as non-contractual obligations, irrespective of whether they are characterized as 
contractual or non-contractual obligations under national law.644 This view has been taken 
by the CJEU in Handte645 in the context of what is now Article 5 No.3 brussels I Regulation. 
The same solution should be adopted under the Rome Regulations.646 
 
3. Obligation Arising Out of Damage.  

 

The term “damage” needs to be understood, as defined in Article 2(1), as any consequence 
arising out of tort/delict, unjust enrichment, negotiorumgestio or culpa in contrahendo. 
This broad formula clearly includes not only material and immaterial but also 
consequential losses. Read together with article 2(3) (b), the term also extends to 
prospective damage that has not yet occurred but is likely to occur in the future.647 

641 Cf. Huber/Illmer,  Yb, Pil 2007, 31,39. 
642 Cf. Recital (11) Rome II Regulation.  
643That Art.5 Rome II Regulation shall apply to all fault-based and strict claims based on product 
liability has also been clarified by the Commission in COM 2003, 427 final, 15. Cf. Spickhoff, in 
Wurmnest, Art.5 Rome II Regulation, in juris PK BGB, para. 8; Huber/Illmer, Yb.IPL 2007, 31, 37. 
644 Cf. Illmer, Art.5 Rom II Regulation, in Pocket Commentary, para.11 Dutta, Der 
EuropaischeLetztverkauferregresbeigrenzuberschreitendenAbsatzkettenimBinnenmarkt 3, 30 et seq. 
645 CJEU Case C-26/91 JakobHandte& Co 
646 Cf. Illmer, Art. 5 Rom II Regulations, in Pocket Commentary, para.11 Der 
EuropaischeLetztverkauferregresbeigrenzuberschreitendenAbsatzkettenimBinnenmarkt, 30 seq. 
647 For more details. 

 

                                                           



Against this background, the term ”damage” in the meaning of Article 5 must not be 
confused with he definition of damage used in Article 9 Directive 85/374 EEC (Product 
Liability Directive), wich uses the term much more narrowly.648 The Commisiion, in its 
Explanatory Memorandum of the proposal of the Rome II Regulation, has also clarified this 
by stating that the scope of application of what has now become Article 5 is broader than 
that of the Product Liability Directive.649 
 
3.1 Product.  

 

The term “Product” is not defined in the Rome II Regulation. However, in its Explanatory 
Memorandum to the Regulation proposal, the Commission refers to Article 2 Product 
Liability Directive (Directive 85/374/EEC as amended by Directive 1999/34/EC). 650 This 
provision defines “product” as including all movables, even if incorporated into another 
movable or into an immovable, as well as electricity.651 
The term “product” in the sense of Article 2 Product Liability Directive should therefore be 
understood in a broad way. It includes not only industrial and medical products but 
extends to agriculture products in the sense of Article 38 TFEU (Ex-Article 32 EC) as well as 
to other raw materials, human organs652 and blood.653 Even computer programs, which are 
downloaded from the internet and which may not, therefore, be regarded as movables, 
constitute products in the meaning of Article 2 Product Liability Directive,654 as long as 
these are not individually developed for one single costumer. Finally, it needs to be kept in 
mind that a product remains a product in the meaning of Article 2 Product Liability 
Directive even when it is incorporated in a computer.655 It is, however, irrelevant whether 
the product is a standardized mass produced item or an individually manufactured 
product.656 Finally, given the similar objectives of both instruments, the interpretation of 
Article 2 Product Liability Directive should be deemed in line with Article 2 lit. a Hague 
Product Liability Convention, even though the wording of the former is somewhat 
narrower. 
Even though the final version of Article 5 Rome II Regulation differs radically from the 
Commission’s proposal, and an identical term contained in two different EU instruments 
must not necessarily have the same meaning, the term “product” in Article 5 should be 
interpreted along the lines of Article 2 Product Liability Directive. This is so for three 
reasons. First, according to settled CJEU case law, the interpretation of a term used in a 
directive may be adapted to another European instrument if both instruments have similar 

648 Cf. Dickinson, The Rome II Regulation, para. 5.07 et seq. 
649 COM (2003), 427 final,13. 
650COM(2003), 427 final, 13. Art.2 of Directive 85/374/EEC has been completely replaced by Directive 
1999/34/EC. Originally primary agriculture products were excluded from scope of application. 
651 Art.2 Directive 85/374/EEC; For the purpose of this Directive, “product” means all movables even if 
incorporated into another movable or into immovable. “Product” includes electricity. 
652CJEU Case C-203/99 Veedfald v. Arhus Amtskommune. 
653High Court, A and others v.The National blood Authority and others, (2001) All E.R (D) 298 
(England). 
654 Cf. G. Wagner, 2 ProdHaftg, in MunchenerKommentarzum BGB Vol.5 (Habersack, Sacker and 
Rixeckereds, 5th ed. 2009). 
655For detailed information on the meaning of “product” in the Product Liability Directive. 
656 Cf. Junker, Art 5 Rom II Regulation, in MunchenerKommentar, para.13. This has, however been 
argued by Hartley, ICLQ 57 (2008). 

 

                                                           



or even common legislative purpose.657 Regarding the purpose of the Product Liability 
Directive and Article 5, no meaningful difference may be found. 
Secondly, an analogous interpretation of identical terms contained in different legislative 
instruments conforms to the general goal of the Commission to develop a more coherent 
Eu private law.658 In this regard, too, the Product Liability Directive and Article 5 may 
certainly be viewed as complementary. Finally, the legislative materials do not contain any 
indication to the effect that the meaning of term “product” in the final version of the Rome 
II Regulation underwent a change as compared to the Commission’s proposal, which 
explicitly refers to the Product Liability Directive.659  This interpretation has been confirmed 
by a majority of authors.660 
As an important restriction, it should be emphasized that the term ”product” only refers to 
products that have been commercialized or marketed in some way. In the Product Liability 
Directive, this requirement may be inferred from its objectives and standing case law. In 
the Rome II Regulation, the same requirement may be deduced from Article 5(1) sub-rules 
(a)-(c) and sentence 2, which refer to a product marketed in a certain country, which 
presupposes commercial activity.661 More generally, this result may also be derived from 
Recital 20, as the objective of fairly spreading the risks inherent in a modern high-
technology society in only relevant in the case of commercialized products.  
 
3.2 Limitation of the Formula “Damage Caused by a Product”.  

 

As another limitation, the formula “damage caused by a product” also needs to be 
interpreted in a narrow way, in order to do justice to the indicated legislative purpose of a 
fair spreading of risks.662 Indeed, understanding the clause literally would lead to absurd 
results as products are often the cause of damage in one way or another. Article 5 thus 
would not only cover all damages caused by a car in a traffic accident but also the damage 
caused by a knife or pistol, which are used by a criminal to hurt another person. As a 
consequence, Article 5 would apply in most cases, and the general tort law connection 
contained in Article 4 would play a subordinated role only. Therefore, the formula “damage 
caused by a product” needs to be restricted to damage caused by a specific legally relevant 
attribute of a product that in most cases renders it defective. However, contrary to the 
prevailing opinion in legal literature,663a general limitation of the formula “damage caused 
by a product” as contained in the Rome II Regulation to “damage caused by a defective 
product”, which might be inferred from some language versions, would fall too short. The 
expression “defective product” was used in the Commission’s proposal but removed in the 
legislative process.664 
 

657 Cf. CJEU Case 102/86 Apple and Pear Development v. Commissioners of Customs and Excise. 
658 For the goal of a more consistent EU body of private law, cf.European Parliament legislative 
resolution first reading, Parliament doc. P6 TA (2005). 
659 Cf. Huber/Illmer, Yb. Pil 2007. 
660 This is also the predominant position I the lit cf. e.gPalaoMoreno , ERA Forum (2010) 
661Ut supra 
662 Cf. Recital 20 Rome II Regulation. 
663The same result is reached by von Hein, Zeup 2009, 6, 26. Rudolf, WBI 2009, European Private 
International Law. 
664 Only the Spanish and Portuguese text version left the term “defective product” in the headline but 
removed it from the text of the Article as well. 

 

                                                           



As a result, Article 5 covers not only claims based on liability for defective products in the 
meaning of Article 6 Product Liability Directive but extends to claims based on liability for 
inherently dangerous products, such as tobacco products or asbestos. 665  Moreover, 
damage caused by a product due to the producer’s failure to provide adequate warnings 
and/or instructions on its use is also covered by Article 5. In all these cases, the claim may 
be based on the fact that the damage was caused by a specific legally relevant attribute of 
the product, namely the defectiveness, the inherent danger or the lack of adequate 
warnings and/or instructions, which may be viewed as integral parts of the product. The 
same is true in cases in which a product does not display certain quality and/or safety 
features that are reasonably necessary for the purpose for which it is reasonably used. 
 
Applying these principles to the above-mentioned example of a traffic accident, the 
distinction between Article 4 and 5 depends on the question of whether the damage was 
caused by an attribute of the product or by the negligence of the driver. If the accident was 
caused by brake fluid of bad quality, the ensuing claim may be based on Article 5. The 
same holds true for a claim based on a construction fault of the car. However, if the 
accident is due to the car driver falling asleep, the damage was caused by his negligent 
personal conduct and not by legally relevant physical attribute of the car. Therefore, the 
general tort law connection contained in Article 4 will apply. Direct redress claims (action 
direct) against previous sellers in the supply chain, which are recognized by some 
European legal systems666 qualify as damage caused by a product”  in the sense of Article 5 
as well.667 
 
3.3 The Injured Person. 

 

The scope of application of Article 5 Rome II Regulation is by no means limited to 
consumers. It applies to every natural or juridical person who claims to have incurred 
damages caused by a certain attribute of a product. However, the right to compensation 
under the national substantive law applicable according to the rules of Article 5 might be 
limited to consumers. Moreover, Article 5 applies irrespective of whether the injured 
person has acquired the product, is a user of the product or a so0called bystander-that is, a 
third party who suffered damages by chance.668 This may, however, be problematic if the 
law of the country where the product was acquired applies according to Article 5(1) (b), as 
bystanders are not normally connected to the place of acquisition of the good. 669 
Therefore, Article 5(1)(b) should not be applied in this case. 
 
The Person Claimed to be Liable. Even though the wording of Article 5 does not limit the 
group of persons who can be claimed to be liable, the ratio of the Article seems to require a 
restriction to persons involved in the process of production and marketing of the 

665 For the opposite view, see Wurmnest, Art 5, Rome II Regulation, in juris PK BGB, para. 8; Junker, 
Art.5 Rom II Regulation, in MunchenerKommentar. 
666 For details see: ebers/Jansseen/Meyer, Comparative Report, in European Perspective on Producers 
Liability . 
667 Cf. Sendmeyer, direct Producers, Liabiliy and sellers, Right of Redress in Private International Law, 
in European Perspectives on Producers, Liability. 
668 Cf. Wurmnest, Art.5 Rome II Regulation, in juris PK BGB, para. 9; Junker Art.5 Rom II Regulation, in 
MunchenerKommentar, para. 17; von Hein, Zeup 2009. 
669 Cf. Heiss/Loacker, Die Vergemeinschaftung des 
Kollisionsrechtsderausvertraglichenschuldverhaltnissedurch Rom II, JBI 2007.  

 

                                                           



product.670 Indirectly, the Commission’s comment in its Explanatory Memorandum to the 
proposal also supports that view: 
The expression “person claimed to be liable” does not necessarily mean the manufacturer 
of a finished product; it might also be the producer of a component or commodity, or even 
an intermediary or a retailer. Anybody who imports a product into the Community is 
considered in certain conditions to be responsible for the safety of the products in the 
same way as the producer. This comment illustrates that the Commission considered 
mainly the producers as addressees of Article 5 but wanted to extend its personal scope of 
application to other persons involved in the marketing process as well. Therefore, the 
term”producer” was intentionally not used in the text of the proposal. Moreover, the goal 
of Article 5 of ‘fairly spreading the risks inherent in a modern high-technology society, 
protecting consumers” health, stimulating innovation, securing undistorted competition 
and marketing of a product. As the objectives of the provision have not changes since the 
Commission’s proposal, the comment of the Commission still applies to the final version of 
Article 5 as well. 
 

3.4 Damage to the Product Itself.  

Whereas at the level of substantive law, most national product liability laws and the 
Product Liability Directive are limited to consequential damages to persons or other 
property only, the conflict rule of Article 5 should be extended to damage to the product 
itself and consequential pure economic losses caused by specific legally relevant attribute 
of the product. Typically, such damages are caused by defective components of the 
product. Several reasons support the conclusion of including these damages within the 
scope of Article 5. First, the wording of the provision does not exclude this. More 
importantly, as damage to the product itself is typically closely related o consequential of 
laws seems to be justified. Finally, the interpretation of Article 5 suggested here would best 
accommodate the current plans of the European Commission to establish a direct liability 
claim under European law covering damage to the product itself. These plans, which to 
date seem to be heavily opposed by industry lobbies, aim at rendering tort law remedies 
more effective to the benefit of Article 5 should take them into account. As mentioned, the 
Rome II Regulation establishes a seven-step cascade system of connecting factors to 
accommodate product liability claims. This complex system is not contained in one single 
provision but results from the interplay of Article 4,5 and 14. 

As the first step in the cascade system, if the parties chose the applicable law within the 
limits of Article 14671 this choice will prevail over any objective connection as laid down in 
Articles 4 and 5. In this context, it should be noted that a choice of law “shall be expressed 
or demonstrated with reasonable certainty by the circumstances of the case”. An implicit or 
even only “fictitious choice of law” in favor of the lexfori, based on the sole fact that the 
parties have advanced arguments related to that law in front of the court, as it seems to 
have been common in product liability cases in the past, is not, therefore, possible under 
the Rome II Regulation. If no such choice is present, article 5(1) determines the applicable 
law as long as there is no manifestly closer connection to the law of another country 

670 Cf. Palao Moreno, ERA Forum (2010); contrary view, Huber/Illmer, yb. Pil 2007, 31,38;Junker, Art 5 
Rom II Regulation, in MunchenerKommentar, para 19, Wurmnest, Art 5 Rome II Regulation, in juris PK 
BGB, para 9. 
671Landbrecht, Rechtswahl ex ante und das Deliktsstatutnachdem europanischenKollisionsrecht (Rom 
I und Rom II), RIW 2010. 

 

                                                           



pursuant to Article 5(2). As this provision repeats exactly the wording of Article 4(3), its 
scope of application will, in the absence of an indication to the contrary, in general be the 
same as that of Article 4(3). 672 

In most cases the objective connection contained in Article 5(1) determines the applicable 
law. Thus, as the second step in the cascade system, Article 5(1) refers to Article 4(2), which 
states that if the two parties have a common habitual residence, the law of that country 
shall be applicable. If this is not the case, three connecting factors need to be applied 
consecutively (step three to five in the cascade system). These are the habitual residence of 
the person sustaining the damage, the place where the product was acquired and the 
place where the damage occurred. All three connecting factors presuppose that the 
product was marketed in the respective country and that the person claimed to be liable 
could have reasonably foreseen that the product or a product of the same type was 
marketed in that country. If none of these conditions is fulfilled, as step six in the cascade 
system a subsidiary connection eventually applies according to which the applicable law 
shall be that of the country in which the person claimed to be liable is habitually resident 
(Article 5(1) sentence 2). As step seven in the cascade system, the objective connection 
factors just expounded do not apply if the case has manifestly closer connection to the law 
of another State (Article 5(2)).  

Whereas the structure of the cascade system is relatively complex, it has been submitted 
that its practical application might turn out to be far easier. This argument draws on an 
analogy to the US system of conflict rules on product liability. Though this contains a 
similar foreseeability defense as the one laid down in Article 5(2), the law of the country in 
which the injured person had his habitual residence is argued to apply in most cases.673 
Indeed, this result also follows from the first two connections of Article 5- that is, Article 
4(2) and Article 5(1) (a). According to this reasoning, the other steps of the cascade system 
are expected to be used on an infrequent basis only.674In our view, this analogy to US 
system is not necessarily persuasive in the European context. Here, it might happen more 
often that both parties do not have their habitual residence (Article 5(1) (a)). It seems to be 
more probable that products in the US are marketed nationwide than that products are 
marketed in every EU Member State. Thus, it appears likely that citizens from, say, 
Luxemburg, the Netherlands or Finland buy a product in another EU Member State that 
was never marketed in their home countries. Moreover, in the case of identical products, 
the plaintiff bears the burden of proof that such a product has actually been marketed in 
hic home country. 675 It is not sufficient for him to prove that the product has been 
marketed in the European Union.676 Therefore, it appears likely that all connecting factors 
of the seven-step-cascade system and single key issues such as the question of when a 
product is marketed in a certain country will be relevant in practice.  

4. Conclusions 

Some see the Rome II Regulation as a missed opportunity, failing to address numerous 
issues in its Article 4. Habitual residence is left undefined regarding natural persons; the 

672 Cf. G. Wagner, Iprax, 2008. 
673 Cf. Symeonides, Yb, Pil 9 (2007). 
674 Cf. Symeonides, Am, J. Comp. L. 56 (2008). 
675 Cf. Spickhoff, in FS Kropholler, 671,682. 
676 See ut supra 

 

                                                           



concept of manifestly more closely connected appears to be insufficiently flexible; the 
concept of damage is not defined appropriately; few of the concepts have been given an 
autonomous meaning, leaving most of them in the ambivalent situation where the 
autonomy is neither confirmed nor denied. The flaws are many and they are easy to spot – 
how they should be resolved is not as easy. 

While lex loci damni manifests itself satisfactorily in this Regulation, there are still some 
problematic situations which are left inadequately resolved, such as where the causer of 
the event giving rise to the damage is unaware of damage caused in other Member States. 
As suggested by Koziol and Thiede, an exception to the main rule of lex loci damni, would 
lead to the Regulation not having the same negative impact on foresee ability. The 
instrument acknowledges the principles of Bier, Dumez and Marinari, broadening their 
application into the choice-of-law field and increasing their legitimacy. 

Issues will be solved first and foremost by reference to the travaux préparatoires of the 
Regulation, secondly by analogy to the much similar rules contained in the Rome 
Convention and the Brussels Convention and their respective successors. It is observed 
that measures to codify certain concepts, such as habitual residence for natural persons, 
are largely absent, and one can but wonder why the institutions of the EU did not take this 
initiative more than they did. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY LAW CHALLENGES 

Malvin Kacaj 

Griselda Guma 

Introduction  

 

Social security is a social system established to carry economic protection for all subjects as 
they are affected by social events such as: old age, sickness, accidents at work and 
occupational diseases, maternity, loss of breadwinner and unemployment. 
 
This system is closely connected with the life of every economically active person. In this 
system, social and political pressure groups have always their arguments about their rights. 
In order to have an adequate system, at any time the government should take into account 
all the concerns and demands of interest groups, it should listen and contribute to further 
improvement of these concerns in respect to the rights of participants, in order not only to 
meet the minimum standards set in the Convention No. 102 "On minimal standards", but 
also to improve the conditions offered by this system beyond these standards. 
 
The social security system in our country is based on Law No. 7703 date 11.05.1993 as 
amended, on Social insurances of the Republic of Albania. This law regulates relations in the 
field of social insurance. The general system of social insurance consists of: compulsory 
insurance, volunteer, supplementary and special state pensions.677  
 
Referring to the above provision, we note, that this law offers to its citizens 4 contribution 
schemes. Each contribution scheme contains special features, which are related closely with 
participating entities and the type of benefit. 
 
The purpose of the social security system is social protection of subjects. In order for this 
system to achieve better protection for subjects, it should attempt to extend uniform 
protection on all economically active citizens.  
 
Uniform legal and economic protection, is considered social justice. Namely, the 
construction of this system on 4 contribution schemes, accomplishes in the best its purpose.  
It is because, the contribution pillars are created on different professional levels affecting 
different levels of society, economically active or not. These schemes contain different 
criterias, in terms of the subjects’ field of activity, the type of social risks and the extent of 
the benefit. 
 
The social security system in our country is governed on public way, and any entity 
contributing to this system is obliged to pay contributions based on rate of gross salary. As a 

677 Section 1. Part I, the "Social Insurance Law" No. 7703, date 11.05.1993, as amended. 

 

                                                           



result of these contributions each subject shall have the right for "defined benefit" (DB). This 
means that each entity contributing to this system would benefit defined incomes, meaning; 
Minimum and maximum pension ceiling limit. 
 
Another characteristic of how the funding of this system is: it is that the calculation of 
benefit formulas based on employee salaries, years of service, for any current contributor 
finances current retirees’ benefits. In the insurance literature this system is otherwise known 
pay as you go system. 
 
As per above, we can say that the functioning of the component parts of the social security 
system, relies mainly on contribution rates, shed by subjects participating in this system. 
 
The challenges of obligatory contribution schemes  

Social security schemes are considered as an element that has transformed radically 
ordinary human life. It is because these schemes, help individual as he loses any revenues 
due to; old age, accident, ill health, unemployment or deathby contributing so the individual 
should not be fully affected by poverty. 
 
On the way towards this transformation, social security schemes are intended as the first 
pillars of security, which are operated and replace the income during the period as the 
income of the individual are disrupted or minimized as a consequence of unemployment, 
sickness, disability, accident at work and occupational disease, old age. 
 
Social security schemes, is the restructuring of the system based on social risk. This means 
that each branch of the scheme represents a particular hazard. The scheme is structured in 
such a way, for several reasons: 
 
Firstly: Due to organization of services in terms of society when it is affected by social risk. 
By doing social sharing of risks, then it would be easier granting of benefits accordingly.  
 
Secondly: Due to control in respect of social insurance fund management, against 
beneficiaries. 
 
Thirdly, to the effect of policy planning that could be undertaken to increase the efficiency 
of the social security system operating in the country in terms of beneficiaries 678 .  
 
To make clear the purpose of this paper we will explain concisely the compulsory 
contributions scheme as well as the challenges the scheme is facing. 
 
Compulsory insurance scheme; 
 
Compulsory insurance scheme of the social security system is the first and of outmost 
importance part of this system. 
This scheme files the largest number of contributors either those working in the public sector 
or those working in the private sector or self-employed.  

678 The scheme defines: The extent of Contribuition to cover with social insurance, 
eligibility and benefit extents against any social risk. 

 

                                                           



This scheme includes all types of urban and rural contributions. So we see that contributions 
are the main and most important element of compulsory scheme for the social insurance 
system. The fact that our social insurance system operates under a system of defined benefit 
(DB), where the contributions of current employees, coveres the payments to nowadays 
beneficiaries, makes this a very important element of the mandatory scheme, as well as for 
the entire system as a whole. 
 
All subject participants in this scheme make contributions to a minimal and maximal level 
and benefit from all five branches of social insurance which are: Pensions Branch, illnes 
branch, maternity branch, branch of occupational accidents and occupational diseases and  
unemploymentbranch. 
 
As per above we understand that the contribution is the most important element for this 
scheme’s existence, but also for the entire social security system. Obviously there is a 
concern that all participants in the scheme who pay compulsory contributions to the scheme 
requires durability and greater benefits not only at the end of the employment relationship 
but also when hit by social events.,  
 
This is comprehensible, because the incomes deriving from work are always greater than the 
incomes from the social security system. For this reason, the participants in this system 
always remain concerned about the sustainability along with increased incomes derived 
from it. 
 
Regarding sustainability, it should be noted that it is closely connected with the history of the 
system, economic level, job vacancies, and demographic changes and of course with political 
and economic reforms on the social security system.  
As for the equalization of benefits this system offers in connection to wage labor, it remains 
a challenge that relates to the economy and demography but also with the funding formula 
for social security contributions fund. 
 
Our social insurance system during the entire period of its existence has gone through 
historic, economic, demographic challenges, which infrequently have caused considerable 
damage to the system. 
 
If we refer to the history of the social insurance system in our country, with no doubt we can 
say that the system has a positive history. 
During socialism ruling era, the social security system functioned as a system with planned 
contributions and benefits. Participants in this system did not pay direct contributions from 
the salary. Contributions were planned to be covered by the state budget for all categories 
of employees. Also, besides the amount of contributions the state budget planed all social 
security spendings. 
 
But another problem in this period of time were the two schemes - way the system was 
organized: 1 - State enterprises, individuals scheme 2- Scheme for members of agricultural 
cooperatives 
 
Problems inherited from this period were: 
 

1- Society mentality:  

 



 
A society used to enjoy just the salary with no other worry and fully discharged from the 
responsibility to think on how to be covered when affected by social events had it very 
difficult to change this mentality and became a personal contributor for such problems 
which until yesterday had not been the focus of their concern.  
 
As a consequence of this mentality with the expansion of labor relations, lack of control, 
many subjects who worked in the private sector or as self-employed, shown no desire/ will, 
toward the social security system for protection from social events. Unfortunately referring 
to the current conditions we see that this phenomenon is decreasing, and dispite that it 
continues to exist today. 
 

2- Members of agricultural cooperatives  

 
Members of agricultural cooperatives, were organized in a separate scheme and the 
number of employees in them was very big, around 166 thousand.  
 
The benefits scheme for this category was very small. With the change of the system, this 
group of subjects that were insured in 1974, in order to benefit retirement pension should 
have 20-year membership in cooperatives. The new system of social security which 
entered in force in 1993, faced with the problem of providing 166 thousand persons age 
pension. However, measures of pension had a very big difference compared to the 
standard of living and the amount of pension obtained from individuals working in state 
owned enterprises/ companies. 
 
To mitigate discrimination between these categories, the state is faced with another major 
challenge which is the approximation of the amount of pensions between village and city.  
 
This challenge which was implemented gradually in order to level the village retirement 
fee with the city minimum pension fee was followed by a high financial cost.  
 
Financial costs achieved due to the extent of discrimination between urban and rural 
pension, cannot be achived by contributions from current employees or self-employed, 
because the the number of contributors to this category for a long period, almost was in-
existent due to the merger of agricultural cooperatives and consequently the political and 
economic changes. 
 
Referring to mitigation policies undertaken by the state for this group of subjects, such as 
reduction of the contribution rate and the increase of the amount of pension, again not 
diminish the problems this scheme has.  
 
Even nowadays where a considerable period of time has passed with the implementation 
of the new law on social security and easing policies, the situation still is problematic. 
  
Current contributors self-employed in agriculture with their direct contributions cover only 
18.7%679  of pension costs. This situation is alarming while the rest of expenditure is 
covered by state subsidies.  

679 Information provided by Insituti i Sigurimeve Shoqërore (Social Security Institute). 

 

                                                           



 
But, even though the state intervenes through subsidy again, the direct contribution rate 
plus state subsidy, covers only 66% of the costs680. 

3- Economic Challenges  

 

The economy also plays a huge impact on the emergence, development and 
modernization of the social security system. Referring to economic relations in production, 
during socialism ruling, the concept of social insurance, contributory schemes has not 
been known681. This concept began to emerge gradually, at any stage of development of 
the economy until nowadays. When we say that the economy plays a significant role in the 
development of social security system, without fear we can say that in countries with a 
developed economy, the social security systems, are financially strong, the field of 
insurance coverage is wider, the benefits are greater, and the inclusion of new events as 
social risks happens earlier than in non-developed countries. 

Economic condition is interpreted as a negative cause due to GDP, in other national 
reports; reference is made to the bad situation in the international market. It is important 
to note that "the development of social security spending should make peace with economic 
development". 
 
An important element is economic challenge which consists of multiple features of bad 
drafting macroeconomic PAYG scheme in existing systems, which create negative incentive 
effects. DB systems, supports benefits only in the last year of income. Also the calculation 
of benefits in order to measure the pension to be within the ceiling set by law, results in 
the failure to assess additional years of work to the extent that it should. It also creates 
incentives for benefits based on income collected in recent years. 
 

Other examples are systems that provide benefits that are not connected by the current 
retirement age. There are strong evidences that show the effects of bad incentives 
exercised by such systems which have shifted their real age pension at quite early ages, 
thus contributing to the financial pressures on PAYG systems.682 

In Germany, the early retirement constitutes almost 25 per cent of the old-age pension 
budget, corresponding to almost five percentage points of the contributions scale. 683 
Negative incentives to labor demand are an important reason to make contributions to 
reflect closer to retirement benefits ("equivalence" or "insurance principle"). This will 
minimize the tax character of contributions. In ideal conditions, a pension system fully 
equivalent with an internal yields rate of equal return of a reasonable capital, tailored to 
risk, there are no tax feature. On the other hand, the violation of the principle of 
equivalence, providing relatively low rates of return, and the lack of credibility increase the 

680 Information provided by Insituti i Sigurimeve Shoqërore (Social Security Institute). 
681 In this period the state preached the principle of a free fees and taxes state. This mentality has not 
faded even today. Many individuals because of nostalgia for that system could not be aware for the 
necessity to pay the contributions 

  
682 See Gruber & Wise 1999. 

683
 See Börsch-Supan, Kohnz & Schnabel (2003); Börsch-Supan Schnabel, Kohnz, & he Mastrobuoni 

 

                                                           



tax character of contributions, and thus the distortions of the labor market. In the same 
way, the flexibility in the choice of date for retiring and removing income tests minimize 
distortions in choices between work and leisure and as a result, should also minimize tax 
distortions nature. 
Inflation is considered another challenge to the compulsory scheme of social insurance. 
Also introduction of market mechanisms in the previous commanded (centralized) economy 
is seen as another threat to social security systems in a state, while the inclusion of market-
oriented reforms is considered a risk in some other countries. The economic problem is a 
crucial factor for the existence of social security system, and as such, each state makes its 
continuous efforts and takes various measures to deal with the economic problem. Weak 
economic growth and high unemployment rate. Pose an immediate goal of economic policy, 
as a condition to ensure that the economic base should support social security systems in 
general, and pension systems, in particular. 
 
If at least a share of the pension contributions are perceived as distortionary tax, 
demographic and macroeconomic challenges will interact with each other through add tax 
(wedge), which introduce pension contributions between total labor costs paid by 
employers, and net income received by the employee.  
 
Germany is an excellent example of a country where the aging of the population and 
macroeconomic weakness merge to create serious economic problems. Germany has the 
lowest rate of economic growth of all countries of the European Union (EU). At the same 
time, Germany has highest costs of labor (total compensation for working hours) in EU.684  
 
A large part of the opinion for the current German pension reform is guided by the 
conviction that the purpose of a larger growth requires a greater employment and greater 
employment requires at least stabilization - or better yet, decrease the tax held in salary 
and contributions in the form of taxes. 
 
However, the stabilization or reduction of the level of contribution requires lowering costs. 
This can be done by pushtponing the retirement age or reducing pension benefits. Both 
reforms’ strategies cut many of existing demands. It would be an illusion that required 
steps for the structural reform to be seen as a “win-win” situation (where both sides win). 
Neither lowering the replacement rate nor increasing the retirement age is not popular 
measures. To minimize the negative coalitions against reform, employers must therefore 
be able to choose in a more elastic way between two unpopular options. Many people, 
especially in Europe, see the pension systems as a social achievement that should be 
protected, regardless of how much has changed the demographic and macroeconomic 
environment. Consequently, there should be a change in paradigm in order to shift from 
what the people want to ask, in what can be funded. This requires a change in the rhetoric 
of our pension systems; it also requires a transparent statement of expenditure of current 
systems that support this rhetoric. 
 
The social security challenge of administrative organization and management is an element 
which should dedicate a great importance in terms of the economic situation of the social 
security system. The fight against fraud, abuse and efforts to improve control procedures is 
a very important element for this system. 

684 See IW2003 

 

                                                           



 

In our country the economic transition oriented towards a market economy, brought major 
changes in the administrative structure of social security. Need to set up administrative 
institutions financially responsible has become a major challenge in the range of changes 
implemented. 

The challenge of transferring economic freedoms.  

This move is very evident in the European economic area (Eurozone). In this area, efforts 
are being made to strengthen the social security system based on the fundamental 
principles of EU law such as: Same competition and fair benefits, free movement of goods 
and services. Regarding the implementation of these principles there is a growing interest 
of the Commission of the European Communities and the Council of Europe in law 
enforcement for the implementation of these economic freedoms in the area of national 
social security schemes. Our country is being prepared to step into such a stage. This is a 
very important moment for the mandatory contributory scheme. It is a moment that 
requires attention from insurance experts. 

Demographic challenges 
 
Demographic processes affect significantly not only the current state of the social security 
system, but also its perspective. In many countries, the demographic situation is 
considered as one of the most important problems faced by social security systems. To 
avoid the problems that come as a result of demographic changes, contribution binding 
scheme should attempt not only implementation, but also excess Contributions’ Fund.  
One of the most important demographic problems which has a direct impact on this 
scheme is the aging of the population. 
 
Population aging is a europeanwide issue. As a consequence of this phenomenon states 
are obliged, to review intermittently the age structure of the population by age in order to 
reasses social security schemes. The composition of today's population ages is conditioned 
on the level and trend of actual births, those that are planned in the future and the number 
of deaths in the past. Demographic change consists of two distinct components: the decline 
of fertility and increasing life expectancy. 
 
The decline of fertility is most evident in Europe and came as something without 
precedence in history and in many countries as an unexpected phenomenon following 
somewhat unexpected boom in births in the late '50s and early '60s. In developing 
countries, fertility decline has been less abrupt, but continues to be steady and sharp.  
 
Increased century longevity comes to a great extent due to the progress of medical 
technology. Having an unchanged retirement age or even decreasing, increasing life 
expectancy has led to a great expansion of pension systems. 
 
Coping with these two demographic developments requires two strategies. To handle the 
sudden collapse of fertility, due to the passage from fertility boom into fertility decline, 
seems inevitable the replacement low rate (replacement rate) for many of those born in 
those years and at the same time, increase private investment prefinanced funding, to 
replace a part of the PAYG pension. On the other hand, the increasing life expectancy is 

 



treated in the most natural way from the increasing of the labor lifetime, ie, from an old 
age retirement. If the number of the elderly population grows, in comparison with the total 
number of active population, consequently there will be an increase of the costs of 
mandatory scheme for payment of pensions and other necessary services to their 
benefit685. 
In our country, the fertility rate is projected that by 2:27 in the base year will be 2:07 at the 
end of 2075686. Life expectancy for men (women) from 71.9 (76.6) in 2005 will be 79.0 (85.2) 
as defined by the end of 2075. Based on these results, we conclude that the apparent 
fertility rate will be decreasing and life expectancy will be growing. This result is an 
indication for the need to take measures concerning the sustainability of the social security 
system. 
 
Informal labor market (black work market)  

 
The phenomenon of the informal labor market (black work market) is very common 
nowadays, not only in Albania but also in other developed countries. Nonpayment of social 
security contributions and their partial hiding, are phenomenon that occur in those 
countries with low economy. These two phenomena must be seen as an element of danger 
to the insurance scheme, the fact that they continue to be present, means that it is not 
doing enough.  
 
As a consequence of the existence of the informal market, the negative consequences will 
be drawn both in terms of the existence of the social security system, and in terms of 
individuals who avoid them687. This is because all those people who avoid the payment of 
the contribution will be uncertain about their future, when hit by social event688. 

Political Challenges.  

 
Any party that comes to power designs a social program for the implementation of 
favorable social policies and in particular, how will succor the development of the Social 
Security system, integral schemes and beneficiary entities. 

Oftenly, on the eve of the election campaign, there is a small movement of the pension 
measure, but, although small, it is a reflection of the influence of politcs on the scheme. 
The citizens always choose a mechanical solution. They tend to support that political force, 
which promises a more developed social policy and protects the interests of a broad range 
of subjects, be they workers or pensioners. But what should be noted about the impact of 
the policy in terms of the scheme is that all mitigation policies towards individuals should 
be studied and run in longterm. These policies should not be taken for competition 

685  When talking to other nevecessary services it is meant to: expenses for guardian care costs 
through care institutions, etc 

686 Longevity assumption is approximately the same assumptions developed in cooperation with 
experts of the Branch of Statistical Services, Financial & Actuarial of ILO in Geneva, under the project 
“Modelling Long Term Pension Schemes”.  
687 

 By hiding the work individuals do not make contributions to the insurance scheme. While the 
consequences in the expenses column remains the same. Individuals who perform black work, 
benefit from the support column (assistance). Therefore we say that black work is a phenomenon 
very dangereous for the insurance scheme  
688  By social events we understand (included are): Sickness, old-age, unemployment 

 

                                                           



purposes. If such a thing would happen, then the one who will be hurt by this are 
individuals. Political parties are not the only determining factor affecting the development 
of social security system. An important role is played by the policies and cooperation 
between professional organizations and labor organizations, to discuss issues related to 
social care and the financial resources. Can not neglect to mention the major role played 
by representatives of professional groups (unions), where the main aim of these groups is 
the identification and reduction of problems with socio-economic character, which affects 
our society. Considering important their participation in this system, they take initiatives 
and make proposals, through which tend to directly affect the improvement of the 
functioning of this system689.  

In conclusion, we can say that the social security system to achieve better the protection 
coverage for its subjects faces significant challenges such that affect or not the success of 
the system. Demographics, specifically the aging of the population makes financial 
pressure on pension systems, requiring incovenient cuts in benefits and duration of 
retirement.  
 
Macroeconomic growth and employment problems are exacerbated by pension systems if 
and when pension contributions are perceived as distortionary taxes. Reform policy may 
lack credibility, just as basic PAYG systems, which have lost their credibility. It is necessary 
to improve a host of bad perception at the macroeconomic level in order to minimize the 
effects of negative stimuli. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

689 Among major initiatives can be mentioned: The right of disabled people to be excluded from the 
scope of the tax. The right of the disabled to reduce the price of oil.. 
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Abstract 

 
After the fall of communism regime, Albania, gradually shifted market policy from a state 
centralised economy toward a market economy. The challenges were enormous due to the 
absence of a clear legal framework and the lack of institutional building capacities. Several 
International and Regional Organization started to provide financial and technical 
assistance in reviving the legal framework in compliance with international standards. The 
prospect of membership given in 1999 for the Western Balkan countries and the 
confirmation in Thessaloniki in 2003 upon these countries tailored with the fulfilmentof the 
accession criteria, laid down the opportunity of these countries to adjust their domestic 
legal system in compliance with EU acquis. This paper aims to analysehow and to what 
extent Albanian competition law has been adjusted with EU acquis in this field as a result of 
EU conditionality policyinduced in pre-accession stage. The paper is structured as follow. 
The first part provides a historical background of political and economic relations between 
Albania and EU, followed by an overview of the main mechanisms used by the EU to affect 
changes through conditionality in Albanian legal system and competition policy 
specifically (second part). Then, the third part assess how competition law has changed as 
a result of EU pressure. A special attention will be given on the development of i) legal 
framework of competition law and ii) institution building in Albania as one of the main 
instruments for ensuring functioning of a market economy. Finally, the paper ends with a 
conclusion arguing that due to long time waiting to open negotiation of EU acquis, 
Albanian institutional and legal framework in competition law has been generally adjusted 
with EU competition law. 
 
Keywords: Europeanization; EU acquis; competition law; approximation; assessment 
 
1. Introduction 

 
After the fall of communism regime, Albania, gradually shifted market policy from a state 
centralised economy toward a market economy. The challenges were enormous due to the 
absence of a clear legal framework and the lack of institutional building capacities. Several 
International and Regional Organization started to provide financial and technical 
assistance in reviving the legal framework in compliance with international standards. The 
prospect of membership given in 1999 for the Western Balkan countries and the 

 



confirmation in Thessaloniki in 2003 upon these countries tailored with the fulfilment of 
the accession criteria, laid down the opportunity of these countries to adjust their domestic 
legal system in compliance with EU acquis.  
The accession criteria - commonly referred as Copenhagen criteria - were introduced in the 
European Council in June 1993. In this summit, European Council stipulated that ‘accession 
will take place as soon as an associated country is able to assume the obligations of 
membership by satisfying the economic and political conditions required’.690In exchange, 
the EU provided the perspective of membership tailored with financial aid - CARDS; IPA I 
and IPA II - for candidate countries in order to support their efforts to enhance reforms.  
This paper aims to analyses how and to what extent Albanian competition law has been 
adjusted with EU acquis in this field as a result of EU conditionality policy induced in pre-
accession stage. It follows a “top – down” approach through which EU political, social and 
economic dynamics become an increasingly important part of domestic arrangements. 
Accordingly, through Europeanization as an independent variable, Albanian national legal 
system has changed as a result of EU pressure induced through conditionality. 
Methodology used in this paper is doctrinal research. Doctrinal research has been defined 
as ‘research which provides a systematic exposition of the rules governing a particular legal 
category, analyses the relationship between rules, explains areas of difficulty and, perhaps, 
predicts future development’691 In other word, doctrinal research focuses on reading and 
analysing of legislation, case law, secondary sources, textbooks, and periodicals. Legal gap 
analyses technique has been adopted to assess to what extent Albanian competition law 
has been approximated. 
The paper is structured as follow. The first part provides a historical background of political 
and economic relations between Albania and EU, followed by an overview of the main 
mechanisms used by the EU to affect changes through conditionality in Albanian legal 
system and competition policy specifically (second part). Then, the third part assess how 
competition law has changed as a result of EU pressure. A special attention will be given on 
the development of i) legal framework of competition law and ii) institution building in 
Albania as one of the main instruments for ensuring functioning of a market economy. 
Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion arguing that due to long time waiting to open 
negotiation of EU acquis, Albanian institutional and legal framework in competition law 
has been generally adjusted with EU competition law. 
 
2. Historical and political relations between Albania and EU 

 

For Albania, the return to Europe and transition toward democracy has been no easy. Since 
the fall of Communist regime, joining Euro-Atlantic Structures (EU and NATO) has been the 
main foreign policy for the Albanian government, with the aim to a) support 
transformation towards an open market and the liberal norms characterising EU and b) 
free themselves from the soviet influence on security issues and reinforcing the idea of 
membership to NATO as a prerequisite for joining to the EU.692 Diplomatic relations 

690 European Council, ‘Conclusion of the Presidency’ (SN 180 / 1 / 93 Rev 1, 21 – 22 June 1993), part 7A 
(iii). 

691 Terry Hutchinson, Researching and Writing in Law (Lawbook Co 2006) 7. 
692 Jeffrey Simon and Joshua Spero, ‘Security Issues: NATO and Beyond’ in Sharon L. Wolchik and Jane 
L. Curry (eds), Central and East European Politics: From Communism to Democracy (2nd edition, Rowman 
& Littlefield Publishers, INC 2011) 150 – 151. 

 

                                                           



between EU and Albania were resumed on May 11th, 1992, with the signing of the Trade 
and Cooperation Agreement, which entered into force on December 1st, 1992.693 This 
agreement allowed Albania to become eligible for profiting under the EU PHARE 
programme.694 For the period 1991 – 2000, Albania profited roughly €1 055 million from 
this programme. 695 During period, Albania was included in the General System of 
Preferences, which represented a regime of trade preferences, that the EU was offering to 
the countries with which it had contractual relations. This represented a big step toward 
reconstructing the Albanian economy that coincided with the reforms made in that period 
by Albanian government.696 

The assistance provided by the EU between 1992 and 1996 proved successful for the 
Albanian economy. It had the highest GDP per person in the Western Balkans (WB) and was 
the only country in the WB not affected by any inter-ethnic conflict. At the beginning of 
1995, Albania officially asked for the opening of negotiations for an accession agreement 
with the EU. An assessment by the Commission in June 1995 took place on subjects such as 
free trade in goods and services, establishments and capital movement. The Commission 
concluded that ‘a “classical” Europe Agreement could not be envisaged’.697 One year later, 
on 29/30th January 1996, the General Affairs Council invited the Commission to compile a 
draft proposal agreement on strengthening the relations with the EU that would constitute 
an important step towards association. As the Commission started working on draft 
directives, a contested election in 1996 followed by collapse of pyramid schemes in 1997 
resulted negatively on Albania – EU relations698.In other words, the period 1992 – 1999 was 
characterised by no clear commitment of EU membership and by minimum harmonisation 
of Albanian legislation with the requirement of the Agreement signed in 1992 on the trade 
and business matters.  

The Kosovo crisis was a turning point for the WB countries including Albania. In 1999 a new 
comprehensive strategy was launched (namely the Stabilisation and Association Process - 
SAP), with the aim of promoting security and stability and offering the prospect of 
membership. Due to internal political instability, the opening of negotiation to sign a 
bilateral agreement was delayed until 31st January 2003, where the president of 
Commission, Romano Prodi, launched the official negotiations of the bilateral agreement 
(Stabilisation and Association Agreement – SAA).  

From the opening of negotiations in 2003, the Albanian government has stated its priority 
is joining the EU. Fulfilment of the so-called EU accession criteria has been so difficult. The 
tangible results in carrying out key reforms asked by Brussels, open the green light for the 
signing process of the SAA. The SAA entered into force on 1st April 2009 after ratification 

693 Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Republic of Albania, on trade 
and Commercial and Economic Cooperation [1992] OJ L 343/0002. 
694 Arta Ibrahimi, Integrimi I Ballkanit Perëndimor në UE / Integration of the Western Balkans in the EU 
(Logos – A 2009) 135. 
695 Commission, ‘Report from the Commission to the Council on the work of the EU/Albania High 
Level Steering Group, in preparation for the negotiation of a Stabilisation and Association Agreement 
with Albania’ COM (2001) 300 final, 39. 
696 Robert Bideleux and Ian Jeffries, the Balkans: A Post – Communist History (Routledge 2007) 43. 
697 Commission, ’Commission Report on the feasibility of negotiating a Stabilisation and Association 
Agreement with Albania’ COM (1999) 599 final, 5. 
698 Mirela Bogdani and John Loughlin, Albania and the European Union: the Tumultuous Journey 
towards Integration and Accession (I.B. TAURIS) 116. 

 

                                                           



by the Albanian Parliament (June 2006) and EU member states. Meanwhile, the enthusiasm 
for the ratification process was followed by the submission of the application for gaining 
candidate status by the Albanian Prime Minister SaliBerisha on 28th April 2009. On 16th 
November 2009, based on the enlargement procedure laid down in the article 49 TEU699 
read jointly with article 2 TEU,700 the European Council requested the Commission to 
submit its opinion on the Albanian application.  

After preparing its opinion, the Commission suggested that despite the progress achieved, 
opening the negotiation process would be conditional once Albania respected the 
Copenhagen Criteria. The Commission laid down key priorities that Albania had to fulfil 12 
priorities in order to get the candidate status which would enable opening the negotiation 
process.701It is clear that from wording of Commission Opinion, that meeting the key 
priorities is the only way to get candidate status and to open accession negotiations. The 
European Commission elegantly avoided the conclusion that Albania had failed to comply 
with the Copenhagen criteria. 702 Meeting these priorities (which can be divided into 
political and technical ones) was a comprehensive process that required engagement of 
political and social actors and public institutions by contributing in democratic 
transformation.703 

Finally, after political polarization that characterized Albania 2010 – 2012, on July 1, 2013 
Albania got the candidate status, upon the positive recommendations of the Commission 
on October 2012. From 2013, opening the negotiations for the EU acquis has been in the 
priority agenda of the government but has been undermined by internal issues such as: 
justice reform, high level of corruption and organized crime.  

3. Setting the theoretical framework: Definition and mechanism of Europeanization 

 

Since 1990s, the interest of the researchers dealing with EU studies has shifted from 
political integration to the impact that EU has on the domestic polity, politics and policy of 
member states, candidate countries and countries without an explicit membership 

699 Consolidate Version of Treaty of the European Union [2010] OJ C83/53, art 49 TEU states: ‘Any 
European State which respects the values referred to in Article 2 and is committed to promoting 
them may apply to become a member of the Union. […]’. 
700 Consolidate Version of Treaty of the European Union [2010] OJ C83/53, art 2 TEU states: ‘the Union 
is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law 
and respect for human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities. These values 
are common to the Member States in a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, 
justice, solidarity and equality between women and men prevail.’ 

701 Commission, ‘Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council: 
Commission Opinion on Albania’s Application for membership of the European Union’ COM (2010) 
680 final, 11-12. 
702 Antoinette Primatarova and Johanna Deimel, ‘Bridge over Troubled Waters? The role of the 
Internationals in Albania’ (Center for Liberal Strategies 2012) 36. 
703 EMA, ’12 Key Priorities for Albania: Where do we stand?’ (Policy Brief, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung & 
Open Society Foundation 2011) 9. 

 

                                                           



perspective.704 This impact is known as Europeanization and represent a distinct research 
area in the EU studies. 

Europeanization is an essentially contested concept among academician due to its use in 
different policies and changes brought. 705 In general, literature published on 
Europeanization may be treated either as a dependent variable or an independent variable 
and can be categorized in three groups as a: bottom – up approach; top – down approach 
and two way process. First, Europeanization has been defined as a process of European 
integration and institution building at EU level. Accordingly, it is a bottom-up process 
through which national political, social and economic forces create new European 
institutions and governance structures.706 Second, Europeanization means the impact of 
the EU on domestic policy, politics and polity structures.707 It is a top-down process 
through which EU political, social and economic dynamics become an increasingly 
important part of domestic arrangements. Third, Europeanization is a two- way process: 
member states are not only passive recipients of pressure from the EU, but they also try to 
project national policy preferences upward to EU level.708 
Considering both three approaches on Europeanization, in this article Europeanization has 
been understood as a top – down process through construction, diffusion and 
institutionalization of rules, procedures and policy in the domestic polity, policy and/or 
politics of member states or candidate countries. Accordingly, through Europeanization as 
an independent variable, Albanian national legal system changes as a result of EU pressure 
induced through conditionality. After Thessaloniki Summit in 2003, when EU’s leaders 
promised that Western Balkans countries ‘will become an integral part of the EU, once they 
meet the established criteria’709, conditionality became a fashion word denoting changes 

704 Ulrich Sedelmeier, ‘Europeanization’ in Erik Jones, Anand Menon and Stephen Weatherill (eds), The 
Oxford Handbook of the European Union (OUP 2014) 825. 
705 Johan P Olsen, ‘The Many Faces of Europeanization’, [2002] Journal of Common Market 
Studies,921–952; Tanja A Börzel and Thomas Risse, (2003) ‘Conceptualizing the Domestic Impact of 
Europe’ in Kevin. Featherstone & Claudio M Radaelli (eds), The Politics of Europeanization (OUP 2003) 
57–80; Claudio M Radaelli, ‘The Europeanization of Public Policy’ in Kevin Featherstone and Claudio 
M Radaelli (eds) The Politics of Europeanization (OUP 2003) 30; Andrea Lenschow, ‘Europeanisation of 
public policy’, in Jeremy Richardson (ed.) European Union: power and policy-making (3rdedn, Oxford: 
Routledge 2006) 55–71  

706 Thomas Risse, et al, (2001) ‘Europeanization and Domestic Change: Introduction’ Maria Green 
Cowles, James A Caporaso and Thomas Risse (eds.), Transforming Europe: Europeanization and 
Domestic Change (Cornell University Press 2001) 1- 20  

707 Robert Ladrecht, ‘Europeanization of Domestic Politics and Institutions: The Case of France’ [1994] 
Journal of Common Market Studies 69; Adrienne Héritier, et al,Differential Europe: New Opportunities 
and Restrictions for Member-State Policies (Rowman& Littlefield 2001); Claudio M Radaelli, ‘The 
Europeanization of Public Policy’ in Kevin Featherstone and Claudio M Radaelli (eds) The Politics of 
Europeanization (OUP 2003) 30) 

708Simon Bulmer and Martin Burch, ‘The Europeanization of Central Government: the UK and 
Germany in historical Institutionalist Perspective’ in Gerald Schneider and Mark Aspinwall (eds) The 
Rules of Integration: Institutional Approaches to the Study of Europe (Policy Research Unit Series, 
Manchester University Press 2001) 73 -98. 

709 Council of the European Union, Thessaloniki European Council 19 and 20 June 2003 Presidency 
Conclusions (Brussels, 1 October 2003).  

 

                                                           



in the Western Balkan countries.Kubicek defines EU conditionality as ‘the linking of 
perceived benefits (e.g. political support, economic aid, membership in an organisation) to 
the fulfilment of a certain programme, in this case the advancement of democratic 
principles and institutions in a “target” state)710 and aims to enhance democratic reforms, 
market economy, good governance and legal approximation, with the final aim of 
reaching EU standards and being admitted into EU.  

Henceforth, in order to happen Europeanization, EU should have in its disposal various 
mechanism and instruments that causes changes on domestic level. Among mechanism 
identified and studied by academics,711 the most notable are those developed by Heather 
Grabbe. In her book,Grabbe identifies five mechanisms that EU had in it disposal to exert its 
influence on CEECs. Mechanisms identified are as follow: a) models – provision of 
legislative and institutional template; b) money – aid and technical assistance; c) 
benchmarking and monitoring; d) advice and twining and e) gate-keeping.712 Drawing on 
Grabbes’ mechanism, this paper will be limited only on the role of the first mechanism 
models – provision of legislative and institutional template – that creates direct adjustment 
pressure on Albania legal system with specific reference on Albanian competition law. 
More precisely, the following section deals with: a) the changes occurred in Albanian 
domestic legal and institutional framework with specific reference to competition law as a 
result of top – down approach of EU induced in accession process. 

4. Convergence of Albanian competition law with EU Competition acquis 

 
a) The Europeanization of Albanian Competition law 

 
Until 1990s, Albanian economy, due to communist ideology, was centrally planned 
economy characterized by ‘a high degree of economic concentration, a state of collective 
ownership, absence of an effective price mechanism, lack of administrative autonomy for 
economic entities, and an insufficient framework setting up transparent and common 
rules’.713 In this situation, in order to address abovementioned problems, in 1995, Albania 
enacted the first competition law which paved the institutionalization of competition 
policy. 714  For the time, the law was entirely an innovation because it came in an 
environment where business competed with each other without legally justifying their 
action.715 As Eriona and KestrinKatro emphasizes in their study, the law was based on “the 

710 Paul J Kubicek, ‘International Norms, the European Union, and Democratization: Tentative Theory 
and Evidence’ in Paul J Kubicek (ed), The European Union and Democratization (Routledge 2003) 7. 
711 Christoph Knill and Dirk Lehmkuhl, ‘How Europe Matters. Different Mechanism of Europeanization’ 
(European Integration Online Papers, 1999) < http://eiop.or.at/eiop/pdf/1999-007.pdf> accessed 
1October 2017; Alfio Cerami, ‘Europeanization and Social Policy in Central and Eastern Europe’ in 
François Bafoil and Timm Beichelt (eds.) Européanisation. D'Ouest en Est. Coll. Logiques Politiques 
(L'Harmattan 2008) 137-168. 
712 Heather Grabbe, The EU’s Transformative Power: Europeanization through Conditionality in Central 
and Eastern Europe (Palgrave Macmillian 2006) 75 -76. 
713 Ahmet Mancellari, ‘Competition Policy in Albania’ in SlavicaPenev and Andreja Marusic (eds), 
Competition Policy in Western Balkan Countries (Westminster Foundation for Democracy 2013) 45. 
714 Law No. 8044, date 7.12.1995, ‘For Competition’ [1995] OJ Special Edition.  
715 Eriona Katro and Kestrin Katro, ‘Analysis on the recent Amendments of the Albanian Law on 
Competition protection in Albania’ [2012] IJMC 83. 

 

                                                           



need to create a market”.716 Henceforth, the purpose of the law was the protection of the 
market in a transition economy. Inter alia,the Law 8044/1995 addressed issues regarding: 
monopolies, prohibition of dominant positions in the market; criminal acts against 
consumers; a list of exemptions from the articles related to contracts and agreement which 
disturb the competitions; responsible institution for the protection of competition and 
fines for companies or individuals that infringe the provisions on competition. 
From 1995 until 2003, despite shortfalls the law remained in force.In 2002, the EU 
Stabilisation and Association Report for Albania concluded that “the development of 
competition policy in Albania remains at an early stage despite the existence of basic 
legislation since 1995. Implementation is weak, due in particular to the clearly insufficient 
resources devoted to this area. [Although the law provides for establishment of an 
independent Competition Office, this structure does not yet exist and competition issues 
are dealt by the Department of Economic Competition within the Albanian Ministry of 
Economy.]This department remains poorly staffed and, as a result, enforcement of the law 
is extremely limited”.717 Similarly, the Albanian Competition Department recognized the 
following major weaknesses of the competition structure in Albania: (i) lack of an 
appropriate legal framework; (ii) lack of an independent institution; (iii) lack of sufficient 
and qualified staff; (iv) lack of financial resources in conducting surveys for market data 
collection. 718 
 
Once the prospective of membership was reassured in Thessaloniki summit (2003), a new 
law was drafted in compliance with essential elements of EU competition rules. The Law 
9121/2003 ‘On Competition Protection’719 repealed previous law 8044/1995. The initiative 
taken by the Albanian Competition Department was supported by the Deutsche 
Gesellschaft fur technischeZusammenarbeit(GTZ). Pursuant to obligation laid down in the 
accession criteria (Copenhagen criteria) and draft model of SAA introduced for negotiation, 
the Law 9121/2003 aimed to improve the legal and institutional framework for 
competition in Albania and ensure proper implementation of competition policy. 
Compared to Law 8044/1995 several novelties were introduced with regard to the scope of 
prohibited agreement, abuse of dominant position, concentration and establishment of a 
new independent competition authority with appropriate enforcement powers. 720 
Generally, the Law 9121/2003 was fully compatible with Articles 101-102 TFEU and with 
most important secondary legislation and Commissions’ guidelines. In the table 1 is shown 

716 Eriona Katro and Kestrin Katro, ‘Analysis on the recent Amendments of the Albanian Law on 
Competition protection in Albania’ [2012] IJMC 83, 83. 
717 EU Commission’s Stabilisation and Association Report of April 4, 2002, COM (2002) 163, 24.  

718 Irena Dajkovic, ‘Competing to Reform: An Analyses of the New Competition Law in Albania’ 
(Comment) [2004] ECLR 734, 735-736. 
719 Law no 9121, ‘For Competition Protection’ [2003] OJ 71 amended with Law no. 9499, ‘For some 
changes on the law no 9121 date 28. 07. 2003 ‘For Competition Protection’ [2006] OJ 37; Law no 
9584, ‘For Wages, Remuneration and Structure of Independent Constitutional Institutions and other 
Independent Institutions, established by Law’ [2006] OJ 84 and Law no 10 317, ‘For some additions 
and changes in the law no 9121 date 28. 07. 2003 ‘For Competition Protection’ [2010] OJ 135. 

720For more legal analyze see: Eriona Katro and Kestrin Katro, ‘Analysis on the recent Amendments of 
the Albanian Law on Competition protection in Albania’ [2012] IJMC 83; Irena Dajkovic, ‘Competing 
to Reform: An Analyses of the New Competition Law in Albania’ (Comment) [2004] ECLR 734; Ahmet 
Mancellari, ‘Competition Policy in Albania’ in SlavicaPenev and Andreja Marusic (eds), Competition 
Policy in Western Balkan Countries (Westminster Foundation for Democracy 2013). 

 

                                                           



the compliance of Law 9121/2003 with EU rules where the level of approximation is full. 
 

 

Table 1:  Compliance of Law 9121/2003 ‘On Competition Protection’ with the EU 
competition Acquis 

    
No 

EU Acquis Albanian legislation 

1 Articles 101-102 TFEU Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

2 Regulation (EC) No 1/2003  Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

3 Regulation (EC) No 773/2004  Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

4 
Commission Notice on the handling of complaints by 
the Commission under Articles 81 and 82 of the EC 
Treaty 

Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

5 
Commission Notice on the definition of relevant 
market for the purposes of Community competition 
law 

Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

6 Commission Notice on Immunity from fines and 
reduction of fines in cartel  

Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

7 Guidelines on the method of setting fines imposed 
pursuant to Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation No 1/2003 

Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

8 

Commission Notice on agreements of minor 
importance which do not appreciably restrict 
competition under Article 81(1) of the Treaty 
establishing the European Community (de minimis) 

Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

9 Regulation (EC) No 139/2004  Law No.9121, dated 28.07.2003, “On 
Competition Protection” 

 

Source: Authors’ own calculation based on ACA website. 

In 2006, the Law 9121/2003‘On Competition Protection’ was amended not as a result of EU 
conditionality. The amendment occurred are merely related with the minor changes with 
regard to criteria to be elected as member of Competition Commission (article 20/c) and 
irreconcilability and release of members of Competition Commission (article 22/3/c).  

With the entry into force of SAA in 2009, the adjustment of domestic legal system became 
an obligation for Albanian government priority (article 70 SAA – approximation of laws). 
Signed between Albanian and the EU and its member’s states as well ex parte, the SAA 
constitutes a cornerstone of the Stabilisation and Association Process introduced to deal 
with post conflict countries of the Western Balkan and to bring these more closer to EU 

 



with the final aim their membership.721 The SAA falls under mix agreement (art 217 TFEU) 
and it covers wide range areas from political dialogue to regional cooperation and for 
freedom of movements to areas of cooperation in home and justice affairs.722 According to 
article 70 of the SAA ‘The Parties recognise the importance of the approximation of 
Albania's existing legislation to that of the Community and of its effective implementation. 
Albania shall endeavour to ensure that its existing laws and future legislation shall be 
gradually made compatible with the Community acquis. Albania shall ensure that existing 
and future legislation shall be properly implemented and enforced’.723 

Articles 71 and 72 of the SAA stipulate the effects of Europeanization on Albanian 
competition policy because provides the legal base of approximation and implementation 
of competition acquis. Article 71 of the SAA is structured in 8 paragraphs. The first 
paragraph considers as incompatible with the SAA: a) all agreements between 
undertakings, decisions of Associations and concerted practice which restrict or distort 
competition; b) abuse of dominant position and c) any state aid which distort competition. 
According to second paragraph, any practice contrary to article 71 of the SAA, have to be 
assessed on the basis of criteria arising from the EU rules, more particularly, article 81, 82, 
86 and 87 TEC (respectively article 101, 102, 106 and 107 TFEU). Moreover, paragraphs 3-4 
foreseen the establishment of operationally independent body to implement objectives of 
EU competitions rules. Whereas article 72 of the SAA underlines the obligation of Albania 
government to apply the rules and principles of TFEU on public undertakings and 
undertaking to which special and exclusive rights have been granted. Through these 
articles, EU is exerting its influence to Europeanize Albanian legal system and more 
particularly, in our case, Albanian competition law and policy. In other words, ability to take 
on the obligation to approximate existing and future competition laws and ensuring their 
implementation constitute a leverage by the EU in the pre accession period to exert its 
influence Albania. 

Considering the obligations steamed from SAA provisions and their effects in Albanian 
legal system pursuant to articles 122 and 123 of Albanian Constitution as last amended 
(2016), a new Law 10317/2010 was enacted by amending Law 9121/2003 ‘On Competition 
Protection’(hereafter Law 9121/2003 as amended). The Law 9121/2003 as amended is 
structured in 7 parts. The first part entitled ‘General Provisions’ deals with the scope of the 
law, its applicability and definitions of most important terms. The second part deals with 
prohibited agreements; the abuse with market dominance and control of concentrations. 
The third part entitled ‘Competition Authority and Administrative Procedures’ laid down 
the organization and functioning of competition authority; general administrative 
procedures; procedures on agreements and abuse of dominant position; procedures on 
concentration. Part four, five, six and seven arrange respectively, the following issues: civil 
procedures; cooperation with other institutions; administrative violations and sanctions 
and transitionary provisions.  

721 Commission of the European Communities, ‘Communication from the Commission to the Council 
and the European Parliament on the Stabilization and Association process for Countries of South – 
Eastern Europe’ COM (1999) 235 final. 
722Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Communities and their Member 
States, of the one part, and the Republic of Albania, of the other part – Protocols – Declaration [2009] 
OJ L 107/166, art 1. 
723 ibid, art 70. 

 

                                                           



The 2010 amendment have further adjusted Albanian competition law making the law 
more understandable in compliance European competition legislation. As Eriona and 
KestrinKatro have pointed out, the primary purpose of such evolution relates to the 
development of Albanian internal market and then integration in the European 
market.724The Law 9121/2003 as amended, is generally in line with the essential elements 
of the EU competition acquis.Articles 101 and 102 have been fully transposed in the Law 
9121/2003 as amended. In additional, several “guidelines” and “notices” have been 
enacted by Albanian Competition Authority to guarantee further alignment of Albanian 
competition law with EU secondary legislation (see table 3) or Commissions’ soft law (see 
table 4). 

Table 3:  Compliance of Law 9121/2003 as amended in with the EU Regulation on 
competition Law (2009 – 2016) 

No EU Acquis Albanian legislation 

1 Regulation (EC) Nr. 139/2004 Regulation “On the concentration procedures” 

2 Regulation (EC) No139/2004  Regulation “On implementation of the procedures of 
concentrations between undertakings” 

3 Regulation (EC) No 1/2003  Regulation “On investigative procedures of the Albanian 
Competition Authority” 

4 Regulation (EC) No 772/2004  Regulation “On categories of technology transfer agreements” 

5 Regulation (EU) No 1217/2010  Regulation “On exemptions of the categories of research and 
development agreements” 

6 Regulation (EU) No 1218/2010  Regulation “On exemptions of the categories of specialisation 
agreements” 

7 Regulation (EU) No 330/2010  Regulation “On the categories of vertical agreements and 
concerted practices”  

8 Regulation (EU) No 461/2010  Regulation “On categories of agreements in the motor vehicle 
sector”  

9 Regulation (EU) No 267/2010  Regulation “On categories of agreements in the insurance 
sector”  

10 Regulation (EC) No 487/2009  Regulation “On categories of agreements and concerted 
practices in the air transport sector” 

11 Regulation (EC) No 622/2008 Regulation “On settlement procedures” 

Source: Authors’ own calculation based on ACA website. 

 

 

724 Eriona Katro and Kestrin Katro, ‘Analysis on the recent Amendments of the Albanian Law on 
Competition protection in Albania’ [2012] IJMC 83, 87 – 88. 

 

                                                           



 

 

Table 4: Compliance of Law 9121/2003 as amended in with the EU soft law issued by 
Commission for competition Law (2009 – 2016) 

No EU Acquis Albanian legislation 

1 Commission Notice on Immunity from fines and reduction of 
fines in cartel cases  Regulation “On fines and leniency” 

2 Guideline on the method of setting fines imposed pursuant 
to Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation No 1/2003 

Regulation “On fines and leniency” 

3 
Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers under 
the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings; 

Guideline “On the assessment of 
horizontal mergers between 
undertakings” 

4 
Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers 
under the Council Regulation on the control of 
concentrations between undertakings; 

Guideline “On the assessment of non-
horizontal mergers and conglomerate 
mergers between undertakings” 

5 Commission notice - Guidelines on Vertical Restraints Guideline “On the assessment of 
vertical restraints agreements”  

6 

Commission Notice on agreements of minor importance 
which do not appreciably restrict competition under Article 
81(1) of the Treaty establishing the European Community (de 
minimis) 

Regulation “On agreements of minor 
importance, de minimis” 

7 
Commission Consolidated Jurisdictional Notice under Council 
Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings” (2008/C 95/01); 

Guideline “On control of 
concentrations” 

8 
Guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on 
the Functioning of the European Union to horizontal co-
operation agreements 

Guideline “On the assessment of 
horizontal agreements”   

9 

Communication from the Commission — Guidance on the 
Commission's enforcement priorities in applying Article 82 of 
the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant 
undertakings  

 Guideline “On the enforcement of 
articles 8 and 9 of Law 9121, dated 
28.07.2003, “On Competition 
Protection 

10 Commission notice - Guidelines on Vertical Restraints  Guideline “On the assessment of 
vertical restrains”  

11 
Commission notice on remedies acceptable under Council 
Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 and under Commission 
Regulation (EC) No 802/2004  

Guideline regarding remedies   

12 ECN Leniency programe Leniency programe 

13 Commission Notice on simplified procedure for treatment of 
certain concentrations under Regulation 139/2004 

Guideline "On the simplified 
procedure in cases of concentrations"  

 

 



 

 

b) Institutional framework 

 

Besides the impact on normative aspects, the Europeanization process has induced 
changes as well with regard to the institutional framework responsible for enforcing 
competition. The impact on the institutional framework can be manifested in three 
aspects: a) independence of competition authority; b) the role of competition authority in 
the market by identification and detecting measure with purpose to restore competition 
and c) the role of competition authority in furthering the approximation process. 

Firstly, Europeanization process has increased independency of competition authority. Law 
8044/1995 foresaw the establishment of the Department of Economic Competition 
responsible for the implementation of the law. The Department of Economic Competition 
was part of the Ministry of Trade and Economic Cooperation. According to the Law 
9121/2003 as amended, the Competition Authority is public entity and independent in the 
performance of its tasks, which aims the protecting fair and effective competition in the 
market place (art 18/1). The Competition Authority is composed by the Commission which 
is a decision taking body and the Secretariat as the administrative and investigating body.  

The Competition Commission is a collegial body, whose member are appointed by the 
Parliament in accordance with criteria laid down in article 20 and 22 of the Law 9121/2003 
as amended. The duties and competences of the Commission are outlined in the article 24 
of the Law 9121/2003 as amended. Accordingly, The Commission is vested with the 
following powers:a) outlining the national competition policy responsible and issuing issue 
regulation and guidelines necessary for the protection of competition; b) supervising the 
work of the Secretariat in the application of the provisions of this Law and submitting an 
annual report of the Authority to the Parliament within the first three months of the 
consequent year; c) giving opinions upon Parliament’s Commission request on issues 
related to the competition and the legislation regarding this field and giving evaluations 
and recommendations to central and local administration and other public institutions and 
private entities; d) taking decisions on the basis of the Law; e) representing the Authority, 
within and abroad the country, in relationships with other and homologue institutions. 
Whereas, the Secretariat of the Competition Authority is the administrative body whose 
officials detain the status of the civil servants and are entrusted by law to the 
administrative investigations according the Code of Administrative Procedures (art 27 Law 
9121/2003 as amended). According to article 28 Law 9121/2003 as amended, the 
Secretariat shall have the following responsibilities: 
 

 
a) monitorize and analyze the conditions on the market to the extent 
necessary for the development of free and effective competition;  
b) conduct investigations in compliance with the procedures of Code of 
Administrative Procedures, this Law and other legislation in force; 
c) compile and submit investigation reports to the Commission for 
decision-taking  
d) ensure publishing the decisions taken, by-laws issued according to this 
Law, and also the annual report of the Authority;  

 



e) follow and supervise the implementation of the decisions taken by the 
Commission.  

 

Secondly,since its establishment, the Competition Commission has made significant 
progress in terms of performance of law enforcement decisions. As can be seen from the 
table 3, the role of Competition Commission as regulatory institutions in a competitive 
market has been increased by intervened in many sectors of economy where anti-
competitive practices have been identified and detected. Furthermore, the Competition 
Commission has encouraged discussions and made recommendation to the public 
institution. 

Table 3:  Statistical Data on Competition Commission Decision 

Year 

0

4 

0

5 

0

6 

0

7 

0

8 

0

9 

1

0 

1

1 

1

2 

1

3 

1

4 

1

5 16 

Concentrations 2 4 9 
1
1 8 6 

1
0 9 

1
3 8 

1
1 12 

Abuse of Dominant position 1 1 1 3 2 2 3 3 5 

Prohibited Agreement 3 2 2 2 2 1 7 6 7 

Exempted Agreement 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 

Regulations and Guidelines 6 2 4 4 2 7 6 5 3 2 3 5 

Recommendations to public 
institutions 1 3 1 2 5 

1
0 5 5 5 1 4 

1
1 12 

Fines 1 1 5 2 2 1 7 2 2 0 0 

Interim Measure 1 0 1 0 

Conditions and Obligations 1 2 1 

other decisions 4 
1
2 9 6 7 

1
2 

1
1 

1
8 

2
4 

2
2 

1
4 

1
5 6 

Source:ACA, ‘Annual Report’ (ACA 2016) 70. 

Finally, the increasing role of Competition Authority with appropriate competences has 
increased further adjustment of Albanian competition law with EU standards.The 
Competition Authority has continued the process of the approximation of legislation with 
the EU competition acquis, aiming to achieve full transposition. This is evident in the huge 
number of “guidelines” and “notices” issued by the Commission that are transposed in the 
Albanian legal system. According to table 3 and 4, 19 Commissions’ “guidelines” and 
“notices” have been fully transposed from 2003 – 2016. 

 



Conclusion 
After the fall of communism regime, transition for Albania toward a market economy has 
been associated with drastic legislation. The challenges were enormous due lack of 
competition culture, informal market and absence of a clear legal and institutional 
framework. However, the prospect of membership tailored with a bilateral agreement have 
induced changes in Albanian legal system by obligating Albania to take approximate 
domestic legislation in compliance with EU acquis.Due to this obligation, the impact of 
Europeanization in the competition law is evident in: a) completion of legislation basis in 
line with EUacquis and b) establishing an institutional authority with appropriate powers 
to ensure enforcement. In conclusion, despite long time waiting to open negotiation of EU 
acquis, Albanian institutional and legal framework in competition law has been generally 
adjusted with EU competition law and negotiation team will face no problem regarding 
the approximation of competition law.  
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   The tendency to use IP rights in Company law to protect products and services has given 
to this field of law a lot of attention due to the millions this industry is worth. Setting patent 
rights on inventions, or trademarks on specific products it doesn’t seem that much of a 
problem nowadays for companies that know well how to protect what they produce or 
deliver to the public, nevertheless this attention has always been way smaller for what we 
might protect as individuals  as traditional knowledge. 

We sure know how well branding works for big companies but somehow we still remain 
quite scared to use them on a local governed aspect, tradition-potential, local know-how, 
geographical indications, industrial designs, copyright etc. All of the above mentioned can 
boost the economy of a country if used with a well thought strategy. Trademarks could be 
established on traditional clothing ex. “Xhubleta”725 and be traded worldwide as an original 
Albanian Brand. Geographical indications and Appellations of Origin could be established 
in Albanian products such as “Mishavin”726 cheese, certain fruits and crops, animal breeds 
in order to give a boost to the economy and meet EU Trade standards. All of the above 
mentioned are the finest tool of marketing the Country’s best assets but what is it that is 
missing? 

We recently do have a rich legal framework727, but lack systems of inclusion so that these 
potential tools do not turn into monopoly rights. My paper will analyze some of the top 
factors of having successful Albanian products in the international markets.  

1. Geographical Indications.  

Darjeeling tea, Parmigiano cheese, Bordeaux wine, Kobe meat, Idaho potatoes, Jamaica 
Blue Mountain, and Tequila are just some of the most popular Geographic Indications 

725 Traditional Albanian clothing that dates to 4000 Years, with very sophisticated materials and 
working techniques of the aesthetic, cultural and wealth sense, bringing antiquity enriched with 
symbolic figures. Example: “The COWICHAN” mark distinguishes “clothing, namely sweaters, vests, 
ponchos, hats, toques, mittens, scarves, socks and slippers” 
726Mishavin is a special kind of cheese produced in the North of Albania, Example: 
ParmiggianoReggiano 
727Law No. 17/2017  për disa ndryshime dhe shtesa në ligjin nr. 9947, datë 7.7.2008, “Për Pronësinë 
Industriale”, të ndryshuar 

 

                                                           



(GIs)728. GIs are linked to unique products that embody the rich culture and history that in 
the development of trade constitute the essence of marketing. They can also be billions of 
dollars in profitable businesses and known as any international brand. However, so far, we 
have known little about these unique forms of intellectual and cultural property and their 
entire potential to provide a sustainable competitive tool for remote regions of developing 
countries as well729. 

Most of us know and use many products that represent GI but are not yet aware of their 
entire  qualities. All are registered geographic indications (GIs), sometimes referred to as 
originals, which represent a very successful form of differentiation and competitive 
advantage in today's markets. GIs are a unique expression of the local agro-ecological and 
cultural features that have been appreciated and protected in many countries around the 
world. There are currently more than 10,000 Protected Geographic Indications or GIs in the 
world with an estimated market value of more than $ 50 billion730. Many tires are renowned 
names like Bordeaux wine and Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese. However, many are less 
known and often unprotected. 

About 90% of GIs come from 30 OECD countries, while the rest are geographic Indicators 
of 160 other developing countries. GIs are now increasingly perceived as a good 
opportunity for many countries that have unique physical and cultural qualities that can be 
translated as the distinctive feature of product differentiation. These physical and cultural 
assets constitute the basic characteristics of the values on which the GI is built. 

A GI signals a connection not only between a product and its country of origin but also 
with the unique production methods and distinctive qualities731. The high credibility that 
consumers perceive in the special values of these products makes them so famous and it is 
not surprising that these products have a considerable reputation all over the world. 

To make a universally accepted definition of a GI, it would be difficult because of the 
different systems that have framed this intellectual property tool but in a generalized idea 
we would have this definition: 

     "A Geographic Indication identifies a product/service originating in a given territory or 
region in which the main characteristics that make this service/ product, particular and its 
reputation are entirely related to that region and its geographical origin and/or human or 
natural factors there. " 

According to this definition, we can understand that geographical indications can protect a 
variety of products and their originality depending on a set of factors that differentiate 
them from each other.If we take the definition of the WTO we will notice a number of facts 
to be met in the registration requirements of a geographic indication. 

728 European Commission., CHAFEA, Guide to Geographical Indications. June 10. 2009.  
729Geographical Indications, Page 23, para.1 
730Geographical indications - Trade - European Commission, 
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/accessing-markets/intellectual-property/geographical-indications/ 

731 

 

                                                           



1. “A Geographical Indication  identifies a good originating in the territory of a Member, or 
a region or locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or other characteristic 
of the good is essentially attributable to its geographical origin732”. 

2. which "originates in a particular territory or region" in this sense the designated territory 
shall be any geographically limited area in which the product is produced which is required 
to be attributed to this protection. 

3. "the reputation it has is entirely related to this region and its geographical origin ..." 

In this definition we will look at some factors that are crucial to the qualification as a 
product protected with a geographic indications, starting from the characteristics that 
make this product particularly related to the territory. According to the French system, 
"terroir" 733 represents all environmental factors that affect the phenotype of a crop, 
including unique environmental contexts, agricultural practices, and the specific habitat of 
growing crops. Together, these contextual features are said to have a character734. 

4. "and/or human or natural factors there." In this sense, the definition extends the field of 
identification to the human factor, which represents the mode of distribution, culture, 
tradition in production, etc. 

Any product which has some particular characteristics that are related to a particular 
territory and these characteristics affect its quality and particularity would be appropriate 
to be applied to a Geographical Indication.Furthermore, there is also a Definition for 
Appellations of Origin that appears inseparable from the geographical indications 
regarding the manner in which they are treated, but in fact, the Apellations of Origin are an 
subcategory of GI and as such tend to change to a few points. 

2.  Background 

One of the first systems used to protect a product related to its origin was used in France in 
the twentieth century known as Appellation d'Origine Contrôlée (AOC) . Items that meet 
geographic origin and quality standards can be approved by a government-issued stamp 
that acts as an official certification of origin and product standards for the consumer. Swiss 
Gruyere cheese and a variety of French ones are perfect examples of a 'designation of 
origin'. 

But the use of GIs dates back to pre-Bible times, as has been learned from the discovery of 
data showing the existence of Naxos Wine, Sicilian Honey in the fourth century BC, 
followed by Iberian ham in the age of Augustus Caesar and more late Bordeaux wines, 
Provoke olive oils, and 18th-century Russian leather735. 

Mostly these geographic names were used for the wine, whose tradition of the 
denomination is very old. Old references are found in the Bible, mentioning Samaria's wine, 

732WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) 
733“terroir”, the complete natural environment in which a particular wine is produced, including 
factors such as the soil, topography, and climate. 
734Tanzer, Stephen. “What is terroir?”StephenTanzer’sWinophilia. 
735 Food and Territories “ALTER 2006” Baeza (Jaén), Spain, October 18th – 21st, 2006 

 

                                                           



Carmel's wine, Jezreel's wine736, or Helbon's wine737. This denomination tradition continued 
throughout Antiquity and the Middle Ages, though without officially sanctioned rules. 
Historically, the world's first exclusive (protected) vineyard area was introduced in Chianti, 
Italy in 1716 and the first wine classification system in Tokaj-Hegyalja, Hungary, in 1730738. 

3. Why Are Geographical Indications Important? 

  GIs are perceived as a wide range of options that go beyond the economy and beyond 
the interests of their producers in origin. Fully in line with commercial standards, GIs 
provide specific product-related information. From the customer's point of view, GIs signal 
important features that may not be clear or visible at first glance. For example, consumers 
cannot easily determine the qualities of a wine, or its production process, or whether a 
cheese is made according to a traditional method739.  

Consumers clearly have a pronounced interest. A consumer survey in the United States in 
2005 noted that 72% of respondents are interested in geographic features such as lands 
and how it affects the taste and quality of the food740. Another EU study, showed about 
20,000 consumers that purchase government-approved products as GI revealed that the 
primary motivation for buying 37% of respondents was the origin guarantee, while 35% 
was the expected quality, 31% was the special country from which the product and 
production method came, and 16% was the tradition741. Moreover, 51% of respondents 
(statistically equivalent to about 180 million people in the EU) were willing to pay between 
10% and 20% more for a GI than for a similar product not known as GI. Survey results on 
the willingness to pay can not necessarily be translated to the customers currently paying 
on the market so they should be interpreted with caution, but these prove the general 
perceptions that consumers prefer or pay more for many GIs. 

GIs can reduce the asymmetry of information between the producer and the consumer 
and thus secure a public benefit by improving market transparency and reducing the 
problems associated with the protection of the consumer742. This also serves as one of the 
most important reasons for the legal protection of GIs. For manufacturers, GI conveys 
unique features that allow them to distinguish their products and differentiate themselves 
from a lot of similar products traded predominantly at roughly the same price. GIs can also 
provide a protection measure for the intellectual or cultural property of a product group 
that comes from one country and as such can contribute to a unique form of competitive 
advantage. 

For rural areas, GIs can provide a part of the physical and conceptual structure for affirming 
and evaluating the unique socio-cultural and agroecological characteristics of a given 
region. They also tend to have positive effects in terms of improving the reputation of a 

736Geoffrey W. Bromiley, International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, Wm. B. Eerdmans., 1995. 
737Ezekiel 27:18 Damascus was your merchant for the multitude of your handiworks, by reason of the 
multitude of all kinds of riches, with the wine of Helbon, and white wool 
738Chianti Classico - celebrating 300 years: 1716 - 2016. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
http://www.wineguy.co.nz/index.php/81-all-about-wine/959-celebrating-300-years 
739B, R., & S, A. K. (2017). Fundamentals of Intellectual Property Rights: For Students, Industrialist and 
Patent Lawyers. 
740DeCarlo, Pirog and Franck 2005 
741 See Berenguer 2004 for a report on the study 
742Josling 2006b, and Sylvander and Allaire 2007 

 

                                                           



region, the impact of other products in the region and the promotion of tourism. While 
agri-markets and agribusiness are increasingly facing massive global product policies and 
policies driven by a high demand for production, GIs can provide the necessary framework 
for changing these balances from quantity to quality. 

These regions and their residents have benefited from significant economic development 
by increasing profits from exploiting their natural resources and creating a solid form of 
competitive advantage. Many GIs have a relatively large importance, especially in the 
global market. While a total of 167 countries are now defending GI as a form of intellectual 
property while also protecting registration processes there are still emerging countries 
where such IP systems are relatively new and need much to be established. 

GIs can be the organizing principle or the center of regional and local development 
initiatives. For example, in recent years, the European Union has exploited the GIs 
marketing potential as the most important element of its agriculture and rural 
development strategy by expanding the number of products that have a recognized GI 
status. Today, around 6,000 GIs are known only in the EU and the European Commission 
claims that the strategy has been met with considerable success. 

4. EU Registraion for non-member countries 

Yes, GIs that are protected in their country of origin can secure EU registration. The 
procedure varies depending on the product. 

What is the procedure for third countries to register GI for agricultural products and food 
products, in this case, Albania? 

EU regulations on GIs (Regulation 510/2006 on agricultural products and foodstuffs, 
Regulation 1234/2007 on wines and Regulation 110/2008 on spirits) provide for the 
registration of goods of another origin than those of the EU. For products outside the EU to 
be examined for protection as GIs and within the EU the applicant must submit his 
application to the Commission of European Communities located in Brussels or through 
the competent authority of the third country in question. Applications from third countries 
should contain the four required elements for EU applications743: 

the name and address of the requesting group; the "Specification", which consists 
of the documents listed in Article 4 (2) of Regulation 510/2006; andA single 
document specifying the key points of the specification as indicated in the Article 
(3) (c) also an evidence that the name in question is protected in the country of 
origin. 

All documents sent to the Commission must be in one of the official languages of the 
European Union institutions or accompanied by a certified translation into one of those 
languages. It should be noted that some products of third countries usually are wines and 
spirits protected in the EU as a result of bilateral agreements or ad hoc decisions. This is the 

7432006a. Registration in the EU of Geographical Indications and Designations of Origin Procedures 
Applicable for Groups and Individuals Outside the EU. Council Regulation (EC) No 510/2006 of 20 
March 2006 on the protection of geographical indications and designations of origin for agricultural 
products and foodstuffs, Version: 3 April 2006. AGRI 
 

 

                                                           



case of the Napa Valley (USA) and Vale dos viñedos (Brazil) for wines and Tennessee 
Whiskey (USA), "Bourbon Whiskey" (USA), "Tequila" and "Mezcal" (Mexico) for alcoholics. 

This figure shows the path followed in order to register in the EU as a GI: 

Fig.1 

     
744 

The demand for high-quality food products has grown in recent years due to consumers' 
interest in food safety, health, and the environment. They consume a wider range of 
products than before but also are more concerned about quality. Meanwhile, the source of 
food becomes more distant both geographically and culturally, consumers tend to relate 
to agriculture and the place where their food comes. Whether it is within or outside the 
country. 

Local products that are guaranteed to come from a specific area and are made in a special 
way are a way to build trust in consumers. Food can carry values and connect 
manufacturers of a certain origin to consumers. This relationship simply does not exist with 
other products such as shoes or clothes - where the emotional connection between the 
consumer and the product can be as strong, but it is the owner of the brand or patentee, 
but rarely with the workers who have made the product and either their region. 

But to demonstrate the quality of food and safety, communication of this information is 
crucial. Food Information Labels can help stimulate market incentives and highlight 

744 European Commission,2009 

 

                                                           



product attributes that may be desirable for specific markets, conveying relevant customer 
information in a simple way. 

 

5. How does the European Market react to such products and what does that 

mean for Albania? 

The EU consumer demand for quality and origin is clear, in a 2005 survey with 25,000 
people most of them think that these issues are of major importance to European 
consumers. Moreover, according to a European Commission survey, almost half of 
European respondents claimed to be willing to pay a price to guarantee the origin of the 
product. 

EU Survey Statistics: 
y guarantee; 56% watch GI 

as a guarantee for the country and the way of production; 17% link GIwith the tradition. 
They were also willing to pay more for a certain product: 

-approved products 
8% were willing to pay up to 20% additional for government-approved products 

-approved products. 
 

6. Rural Development 

 

A number of studies show how Geographical Indications can contribute to the 
development of rural areas.  

Linking the added value of a given product from origin to the geographic location, the 
economic, social and environmental benefits derived from the product and its production 
cannot be delocalized. This includes: 

/or increasing domestic incomes and local employment at various stages 
of the production process (production, processing, distribution). 

-related jobs and related activities so that local people stay and live in the 
production area. 

ng the environment and biodiversity, as far as it is related to the product. 

landscape, favorable habitats for biodiversity and land conservation. 
processing systems and recipes. 

 

gastronomy. 
However, registering a product as GI does not guarantee success or automatic 
development for the region. For GIs to contribute to development, the specific scheme of 
their organization and management should be carefully designed to ensure economic, 
social and environmental sustainability. That said, it would not be discouraging to initiate 
such an initiative, but would require caution in dealing with this wealth and the way it was 
administered. 
 

7. Form of organization of the GI 

 



Geographical Indications are collective instruments: they describe a product produced by 
many manufacturers and are usually managed or owned by a collective group. Both GIs 
and trademark registration systems should also be open to obtaining an application from a 
single applicant, but the system should take care to ensure that a single unit can not 
deprive other producers and users of the legitimate use of the GI or indication of source. 

Creating a group can be a vital step for the development of a GI and can function in a 
number of ways by contributing to the best functioning of: 

tandard production and product quality assurance; Product marketing and its 
representation for consumers and authorities;  Protection of the product name; Co-
ordination between producers; Development of other activities. about the product. 

What kind of structure could be best of use in Albania? 

There are different ways to create inclusive systems that includes a number of actors: 

recognized by the Albanian legislation 745), a specific group of producers who come 
together to create GCC, local community (eg village), Municipality / regional authority, 
marketing board or commodity exchange, product processors, dealers and distributors (eg 
persons selling consumer products), informal association or sole operator. Lack of 
knowledge been a major problem in establishing the use of Geographical Indications but 
even with the right training it is difficult for farmers to work as sole units since the amount 
of land or product they produce is smaller as a individuals. That’s why it is a crucial step to 
make efforts in educating farmers to accept one of the aforementioned ways in order for 
this cooperation to be functional.  

By working together to develop and apply a GI, it is vital to develop a system that allows all 
actors to be involved, with each of them being able to implement a project. Different 
studies have shown that in undeveloped societies the use of GI has been misled by 
monopolistic ideas which have excluded most of other units from the production chain. It 
is thus why implementing a right use of GIs will require a great engagement of the 
community, but also the government, central and local governments to allow all 
stakeholders to have their views heard and taken into account. This is also a potential 
problem for the application in Albania, but several applications in the DPPI for registering 
of GIs have been successful under the structure of Agricultural society’s, such as  
Association of Agricultural Cooperation (Shoqëria e BashkëpunimitBujqësor (SHBB) 
"ReçiProdhimtar-Malësi e Madhe" )which have applied for the production of Chesnut 
Honey of Malesia e Madhe, or Association of Chesnut Producers of Tropoja (Shoqata e 
prodhuesvetëgështenjësdhemjaltittëgështenjësnëTropojë)746. 
 

8. GIs for Albania. Identification of products 

 

Albania is a very rich country with natural resources and especially in agricultural terms 
due to fertile soils and large undeveloped spaces in this sector. Agriculture is a key factor in 
economic growth despite being based on old or not developed technology. Normally, this 

745Ligji nr.38/2012per “Shoqerite e bashkepunimit bujqesor”  
746 DPPI  

 

                                                           



backwardness has left our country for a long time outside the EU market and our products 
excluded from competition in the region as well. This is mainly attributed to misguided 
policies, but with a good strategy especially in the field of geographical indicators, we can 
turn all our attention to agriculture. Today we have completely left aside our attention the 
advantages of the country as one of the last exotic regions of Europe. As such I would 
qualify: 

- The Mediterranean climate that characterizes Albania makes it pervasive to the 
development of agriculture and the preservation of a wide variety of agricultural products 
throughout the year. 

- Albania has large areas of land that are very suitable for the 
development of agriculture  

- this would be related to a variety of factors such as production 
methods, special traditions from the North to the South 

- The delayed development and the domestic agricultural tendencies 
in Albania will seriously damage what our country can pursue when negotiating with the 
EU. Each candidate country will have to adjust and fill some quotas at the time of entry into 
the EU, quotas that will limit the amount and types of products that a country with 
production capacity can trade in the EU. This figure always depends on the figures that will 
present this site until the start of these negotiations. So, if Albania counts today 50 farms of 
potato production, in the coming years this number will be reduced depending on what 
the Common market needs and in proportion to the quotients of other member countries. 
The bigger the number of our production and exports, the more we will have to be 
involved in the common market at the moment of membership. We are still in time to 
review a long-term priority in the field of agriculture because a country like Albania with  
has no industrial development should turn its attention to the main potential; agriculture. 
All of these factors favor Albania in the development of geographical indications and 
further on I will continue to elaborate on Albanian product cases which I recommend to be 
considered with priority to register as a geographical indication and further organization of 
the production structure. 
 
Mishavin- is a typical traditional type of cheese which is made in the Kelmendi Alps. 
Similiar to the case of Parmiggiano, the Mishavin has tried to get some sort of protection 
by the Slow food Movement but still this is not legally binding to anything. Having this 
product traded abroad under the protection of a GeographicalIndication would enable 
further development to the whole area as it would give a boost to tourism related to the 
production of this type of cheese. 
 
Xhubleta- Putting a Trademark on this famous Albanian traditional outfit would mean a lot 
to the ethnography business and our patrimony considering how much history and value a 
garment could bear. Local producers and users of this traditional outfit could modernize 
the concept of the Xhubleta and be able to use it as a first class Albanian Brand.  

Silk Worm of the North- Cultivation of the silk worm continues to be preserved as a 
tradition in some areas of the North of the country, especially in the Shkodra region. Once, 
Albanian Silk was the most famous and favored in terms of beautiful and expensive gifts in 
the aristocratic families of Venice, Ragusa and beyond throughout Europe. Still today, 
women in the north of the country continue to preserve the tradition by taking care of the 
cultivation of silkworms in their own courtyards, using it for the creation of silk-
embroidered fabrics but also for export. In recent years, the export of silk yarn from Albania 

 



exceeded 21 thousand small silk cocoons. The reputation it’s not missing, as well as the 
traditional way of production. Establishing a GI with a consortium of producers would 
make the production and trading of this product much more beneficial.  
Reishi Mushroom of Puka-The discovery of this rare mushroom, called the 'mushroom of 
eternity' in the dense forests of Iballa, has turned all the attention to Puka. This fungus is 
not edible but highly required by the pharmaceutical industry and is expected to turn into 
a major source of income for the county residents by being traded as a GI since it would 
assure the rare quality. Their economic value is very high. They are not edible in their full 
form and their taste is bitter. It is very important to mention that this type of fungus does 
not grow anywhere and it requires a suitable soil and woods to grow. That’s why the 
forests of Iballa are special because of their rare biodiversity and natural growth. 
 
Gentiana of Malesia e Madhe- GentianaLutea L or otherwise called Sanze or Shtar is an 
autochthonous Albanian plant, bearing the name of the king of the Illyrians Gentius. This 
plant reaches a length of up to 1.5 m, with broad leaves and yellow flowers, and grows in 
well-drained soil, on the limestone slopes of subalpine areas of 800-2000 m above sea 
level. This plant is widely used in the area of Malesia e Madhe. It it mostly used for 
medicinal purposes.  
 
Butrint Mussels- Mussels will mark the future of the Albanian seafood industry. The export 
of these products is expected to turn Butrint into the heart of mussel production all over 
Europe. Production in Butrint Lagoon is a multi-year tradition, while locals consider the 
lagoon as the ideal place for mussels production not only in terms of water temperature 
but also in the right salt level. The lagoon is supplied with fresh water from the rivers 
flowing through it and is connected to the sea via a narrow waterway known as the Vivari 
Channel. Can you imagine them being sold all over Europe as an Albanian Brand? 
The Trout of Pogradec (King of the Lake)- The Pogradec Trout is not only unique in 
Albania but also in the world. It is not only distinguished for it’s taste which is entirely 
different from all the varieties of wild fish of the lake and the sea, but also for its nutritional 
values for the body. Unfortunately, in recent years, the trout fish breed is an endangered 
species, due to illegal hunting which continues uninterrupted even when these fish are in 
reproduction. A few years ago, the prestigious magazine "National Geographic" wrote an 
article and raised the concern that this trout, one of the oldest and rarest marine species in 
the world, is towards complete extinction.  
 

Mulberry Rakia of Drenova- This particular type of mulberry, although found in other 
areas in Albania, is not as ancient as in Drenove of Korça. It is believed that the Roman 
emperors brought this fruit to the area but there are no data on how long it is being 
cultivated. What brings this fruit to being an original product is Mulberry Rakia which is still 
handmade by the inhabitants of this area and the flavor differs from any other Rakia. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper addresses the problems of the mining law seen from the point of view of private 
operators in the mining market. 
The purpose of this paper is to highlight legal and bureaucratic obstacles and ambiguities 
with the aim of improving them through legal interventions. 
This will serve the development of the mining market in Albania and a sustainable use of 
this field. 
Issues addressed and legal issues have been identified during the activity of private entities 
that exercise activity and are subject to mining legislation in Albania. 
The mining right is distinct and independent of the right of ownership over land. Based on 
the annual plan of mining areas, subjects apply for mining licenses. Observance of the 
fulfillment of legal criteria in continuity is a condition for maintaining a mining permit. The 
problem remains the respect of legal procedures as a guarantee for private entities that 
engage in mining activities. 
In conclusion, there is a non-cooperative approach of state structures. This is due to the 
lack of compliance with the standards and the way of handling the problems in the mining 
field by keeping away companies that investment and can give a sustainable and 
prolonged development in time to our economy. 
It is recommended to simplify bureaucratic control procedures by competent structures 
and reports by private entities avoiding forms based on the punishment of these entities. 

 



Introduction 

 

Currently in the Republic of Albania, the scope of the mining activity is regulated by Law no. 
10304, dated 15.7.2010, as amended by Law No. 9/2013 and Law no. 134/2014. 
The Ministry responsible for mining activities is the Ministry of Energy and Industry, which 
has already changed its name to the Ministry of Infrastructure and Energy. 
Mining activities shall be considered the activity of exploration, research, exploitation, 
processing, closure, conservation and rehabilitation of the mining environment. 
  
Some general aspects of mining legislation 

 

The mining right is distinct and independent from the ownership right over land. If the 
land on which one of the mining activities is state owned then the competent state 
structure can enter into direct agreement with the holder of the mining permit based on 
the prices determined by the Council of Ministers. The advantage lies in the fact that an 
agreement can be reached in a faster time without being subject to competitive 
procedures for leasing land or emphyteusis. 
The competent ministry compiles an annual program setting out the mining areas. This 
division takes place in competitive mining areas and open mining areas. In competitive 
mining areas, entities wishing to possess mining rights over them must be subject to the 
competition procedures. While in open areas, the winning subjects will be based on the 
principle: "First in time, the first in rights". Also in certain areas, the state may grant mining 
rights based on a concession agreement which must be passed by law. 
The principle that state structures designate an area as competitive or open area relate to 
the existence or the amount of information in a given area, the interest and the economic 
viability of the mineral and / or the products derived from that mineral situated in that area, 
the objectives of the country's economic development and territorial planning. While in 
areas where there is no geological information or when the information is incomplete and 
more exploration activity is required then the area is projected for an exploration permit 
and based on the requirements of the subjects on time. 
Mining activities by type are exploration, exploitation and a combination of both. 
Mining permits are provided in areas with different surfaces and with different deadlines 
based on the type of mineral and based on the type of permit. Not getting into the details, 
as the purpose of this paper is not such, the principle followed by the mining legislation is: 

 

Exploration Permit 

 

For exploration permits, the term is up to three years, with a right of a two-year extension, 
each postponement of 1 year. While the area allowed to exercise the relevant mining 
rights, such asc onstruction site construction, drilling equipment, excavation, etc., is 
maximum not more than 100 square kilometer. The possessor of the permit certainly 
needs to have the technical and financial capacities that are first checked by the 
responsible structure that in this case is the Albanian Geological Service. But control 
continues throughout the period of the permit with 3- month reporting of the mining 
entities to the competent state structure regarding the realization of investments, works 
carried out according to the approved program prior to granting the permit, and so on. 
At the end of the first year of the exploration permit, if the subject does not leave the area 
of the permit, then is obliged to pay the state a value of 150,000 ALL per square kilometer. 
The aim is for mining entities not to "feel" at ease when they get a mining area for 
exploration but to make most efforts to reach the exploration of the relevant minerals, 
potentially turning them into exploitation permits. So if they do not find something that 
has an economic interest, then they are forced to leave the area because they will have to 
pay for the next year. 
 



 Exploitation Permit 

 

For exploitation permits, the deadline is up to 25 years, with the right to extend the 
deadline only once for 10 years. If the holder of an exploitation permit presents an 
important investment project for the area and if the state has such interest in that area, it 
may be negotiated for a concession agreement under the relevant law which must be 
approved by the Assembly. The maximum permissible area for exploitation permits is 10 
square kilometer. So it is clearly seen the great difference between the nature of an 
exploitation permit and the considerable investment needed in this case to increase the 
processing capacities of the respective minerals. Here, too, we have a responsible structure 
that verifies the fulfillment of the conditions for the applicant and the control of the permit 
conditions during its legal validity in time. In the exploitation permits the competent 
structure is the National Agency of Natural Resources. 
 
Suspension of Mining Permits 

 
Suspension of mining permits under Article 46 of the Mining Law lists in its point 1 all cases 
when the head of the responsible structure acts to start the suspension procedure due to 
non fulfillment of the legal criteria during the legal validity of the respective permit. 
According to points 3 and 4 of Article 46 of the Mining Law we note that within 10 days 
from the ascertainment of the cause of the suspension, the head of the responsible 
structure should be expressed by decision. And also the act of ascertainment should be 
immediately notified to the subject with the description of the reason for the suspension. In 
case the entity submits an appeal against the administrative measure by the Minister, the 
Minister establishes the appeal unit. Against the decision of this unit as above mentioned, 
the complaining party may file a complaint in the competent administrative court. 
In practice, problems of implementation of this procedure are noticed. The procedure itself 
is a guarantee for the mining entities. 
 
Suspension at the request of the mining entity itself 

 

Article 18 of the Mining Law providing the obligations of the owners of a mining 
exploitation permit, which among others it is provided the obligation to notify 90 days 
before if the subject seeks to suspend the mining activity. In this case, the mining license 
owner should provide detailed information on the reasons for the suspension of the 
activity. If the Minister considers the arguments to be reasonable and agrees to the request 
for suspension, the mining entity shall get back the annual guarantee for the realization of 
the investment. 
In practice this procedure does not apply by illegally penalizing mining entities. In the case 
when the mining entity was approved to suspend the mining activity then it would be 
unnecessary for this subject to apply by the obligations of the mining legislation for the 
aspects of the activity of mining activity. The case is when the subject is required to submit 
a 3 month report, submission of the annual work plan report, when it is known that the 
mining subject has already approved the suspension of the activity. It has even happened 
to the extent that non delivery within legal deadlines serves to initiate procedures for the 
revocation of the permit. Another element of the activity is also the timely deposit of the 
financial guarantee on the realization of the investments. 
If we make a logical interpretation of this provision we see that the lawmaker has linked the 
moment of suspension of the mining activity with the return of the annual guarantee of the 
realization of the investment with the reason that the subject is not exercising activity and 
consequently is not making profits. This results that the guarantee loses its purpose since 
there is nothing to be guaranteed since no provision of the law provides for deadlines or 
periods after which the permit automatically restarts its effectiveness without previously 

 



expressing or acting the only competent body that is the Minister competent in the mining 
field. 
 
Revocation  of  Mining Permits 

 

Revocation of mining permits is provided for in Article 47 of the Mining Law. Cases of 
revocation are expressly provided in this article and are summarized when there are 
disrespect of legal provisions regarding the term of deposit of financial guarantees 
regarding the environmental rehabilitation and the realization of a minimum working 
program. Even in this case legal changes have foreseen an "almost judicial" procedure in 
such cases. If the mining entity submits arguments and evidence that contradict the 
reasons for initiating the revocation procedure then the Minister ceases the revocation 
procedure. It is worth mentioning the fact that such a procedure has encountered 
problems to be implemented in practice due to the fact that the administration has not 
adequately absorbed this new procedure. This is clearly if we consider the old procedure 
(before the entry into force of Law No. 134/2014). Prior to the change, the procedure was 
purely formal and at the moment when the proposal for revocation of the mining permits 
came from the responsible structures, the Minister issued a revocation decision within 30 
days. 
 
Automatic revocation  of  mining  permits 

 

A mining subject when it fails to comply with the legal requirements which primarily relate 
to delivering of financial guarantees at the outset, within 30 days of the receipt of the 
respective permit, it is considered that the permit has been automatically revoked. Given a 
general comparison with the concepts of civil law, we note that we can consider this 
situation before a case of invalidation of legal action. And when this invalidity is determined 
and put into motion the competent decision-making bodies, it is considered that the legal 
action did not exist and the consequence is the situation when the parties go back to the 
initial situation. 
In parallel with this situation, the competent bodies for the control of mining entities carry 
out inspections and refer to the competent ministry (the Ministry of Infrastructure and 
Energy) for decision-making on each case. From the viewpoint of mining entities, how will 
the case be considered when the subject has not submitted the necessary financial 
guarantees within the legal deadline and continues its work also subject to periodic 
controls and reporting of the respective responsible structures depending on the mining 
permit. It should not be interpreted as we are in a case of rehabilitation over time? The law 
does not imply this in fact. And even the administration can act according to law definition 
after a relatively long time when the mining entity has already carried out a part of the 
investment under the program and has reported to the responsible structures in relation to 
the performance of its activity. 
The is a great impact of this legal regulation in private law. Consider the fact that a mining 
entity operates in accordance with the approved work program and successfully completes 
the entire work volume. After the annual inspection by the responsible structures, it is 
concluded that the work was carried out for the first year. At this moment, the subject, 
based on the newly achieved success, enters into an agreement for the alienation of mining 
activity. Given the fact that mining entities operating in Albania are companies owned by 
foreign companies, we must take into account the fact that the share purchase agreements 
are concluded based on the legislation of foreign states. The problem is that the 
effectiveness of automatic revocation is not desirable. The solution is that the automatic 
revocation should take place within a short period of time or if it passes a sufficient time (for 
example 1 year) then it will not be applied anymore because it affects the safety and 
sustainability of the mining entities in relation to the associates and the transactions of 
commercial nature. 

 



Problems related to land ownership 
The holding company of a relevant mining permit has the legal right to enter to the 
allowed area determined by exact coordinates of the permit and carry out the respective 
activity by bringing machinery and constructing the necessary facilities to support the 
mining activity. 
In many cases in practice, these mining entities encounter physical difficulties and 
obstacles by persons who possess the land surfaces part of the allowed mining zone and do 
not possess a property certificate. This fact rises a serious problem in the progress of the 
works carried out by the mining entities. It may occur several times even under the threat of 
"possessing residents" for not allowing mining entities to these immovable property claimed 
by them. The first impact is directed to the employees of these mining entities, who are 
largely experienced foreign nationals, which will abandon their work and rejecting the 
investment they have made until that moment. 
The main problem is the lack of anticipation from the legislation in force for these cases. 
The law provides that the right of ownership over land is separate and independent from 
the mining right. But mining entities have the right to propose agreements with the 
landowners and if the agreement is not reached within 30 days of the proposal then they 
have the right to address the case to the competent court, which is Tirana Civil Court. But 
what will happen in the case where the land on which the area defined in the mining 
permit is owned by no one, but there are only claims by residents regarding the rights on 
this land? They are not called owners under the laws of the Albanian State and 
consequently are not considered as subject entitled to enter into an agreement into the 
scope of the mining legislation. 
A question arises as to why the state issues mining permits in territories whose property 
remains unresolved and frozen for many years? 
A practical solution would be to create a task force which will have competencies to 
propose to the relevant structures that will identify the legal and practical status of the 
designated mining areas in the annual plan drafted by the competent Ministry. And if there 
are problems like "land without owners", but with such contenders, the procedure should be 
started immediately for their verification and the practical solution of the case. If the state 
considers that the interests of residents are of the same importance to the interests of 
mining companies then they can treat these persons with the status of the landowner and 
give a financial reward to them by equalizing the status of the owner. 
 
Legal  security in the legal changes in the mining field of the Republic of Albania 

regarding the aspect of the constitutionality of Law no. 134/2014 

On 28 October 2014, it was published in the Official Gazette no. 165 year 2014 
amendments and additions to Law no. 10304 dated 15.07.2010 "On the Mining Sector in 
the Republic of Albania" through the Law No.134 / 2014. The last provision of this law 
provides for its entry into force 15 days after its publication in the Official Gazette. So Law 
134/2014 entered into force on November 12, 2014. 
According to the laws of the Republic of Albania, the deadline for which the subjects set 
forth in Article 134 of the Constitution have the right to put into motion the Constitutional 
Court for the abrogation of a general power rule such as the law in this case is 3 years from 
entry into power. 
The problem with Law 134/2014 lies in the fact that in its Article 19, point 3, which 
corresponds to Article 31 Financial Guarantees for the realization of the investment of Law 
no. 10304 dated 15.07.2010 "On the Mining Sector in the Republic of Albania", the 
assessment base and thereturning moment of the financial guarantee for the realization of 
the investment for the mining entities possessing a license for use under the laws of the 
Republic of Albania has been changed. 
I am introducing paragraph 3 of Article 31 as unaltered as follows: 
 

 



Article 31 paragraph 3: 

 

“3. The financial guarantee for the realization of the investment is calculated in monetary 
value and is returned to the holder of the exploitation permit after the realization of the 
investment in time periods according to the provisions of this law. It is deposited after 
obtaining the mining permit of exploitation, annually, on the effective date of granting 
the permit. Its value is calculated at 10 percent of the annual investment value, as 
defined in the development project of the mining activity respective in each mining 
exploitation permit" 

With the entry into force ofLaw no. 134/2014 Article 31 paragraph 3 is as follows: 

"3. The financial guarantee for the realization of the investment is calculated in monetary 
value and is returned to the holder of the use permit after the realization of the investment, 
according to the provisions of this law. The guarantee is deposited within 20 calendar days 
after receiving the mining license and its validity must be up to 60 days from the end of 

the investment period. Its value is calculated at 10 percent of the maximum annual 

investment value, as defined in the mining activity developmentprojectfor each mining 
exploitation permit. " 

THE ASSESMENT BASE 

Before the amendment the financial guarantee value was 10% of the annual investment 

value under the mining development project, after the amendment it is 10% of the 

maximum annual investment valueunder the mining development project. 

THE RETURNING MOMENT 

Before the amendment the annual financial guarantee from the name itself) was carried out 
each year according to the measure of the plan fulfilled by the mining entity, it is now 
returned at the end of the investment period according to the development program of 
the mining activity. 

So the mining entities are put before the fact that the financial guarantee is no longer on 
an annual basis, but will be whole and calculated on the maximum annual investment 
under the mining development project. 

This means for mining entities to find huge amount of funds in such a fast time, taking 
consideration that it was potentially non foreseeable to predict this in the beginning when 
they applied for a mining license. 
1 Arguments regarding the constitutionally ofLaw no. 134/2014 
 
 Public Interest 

 

The protection of the public interest is not explained and is not understood by changing 
the assessment base of the financial guarantee value and the returning moment. Why this 
change should happened and where is reflected the need of the state to make this change? 
 
 Proportionality 

It is associated with the above principle in a consentaneous and complementary manner. 
This principle obliges the legislator that in any legal amendment to be proportionate to the 
situation that has dictated it. So what is the necessity of the state that represents the public 
interest to undertake this change? And in what moment has the previous rule of 
calculation and the returning moment of the financial guarantee, brought by the 
respective legislative initiative, failed? 
 

 



 Violation of the right of ownership 

According to the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights and the Albanian 
Constitutional Court, the permits obtained by the state bodies are in the domain of the 
ownership right and consequently any violation of them would be equal to the violation of 
the right of ownership. This amendment entered into force by law on 12 November 2014 
and became effective in practice on 31 October 2015 faces entities that hold a exploitation 
permit with a revocation procedure if they do not provide for a 39-day period financial 
means necessary to update the financial guarantee and to revise their financial plans by 
recalculating that this guarantee will be returned at the end of the investment period and 
not after a calendar year as previously anticipated. It should be considered that an 
investment may take 3, 4 or more years to be accomplished, and this is a major change of 
rules in this sector. 

Legal Security 

Without wanting to abuse with this principle and considering that the legislature body in 
the Republic of Albania, which is the Parliament, needs to be adapted to the needs of 
society for change and should therefore reflect in its acts the necessary changes so that 
society develops healthier in its footsteps. Given the above arguments, I think we have a 
violation of this principle. Mining entities, owners of an exploitation permit, at the time 
they applied for the permit, have submitted to the competent state bodies a set of 
documents proving their ability to handle the relevant works and investments involving in 
such a permit. At this stage mining entities also make their financial calculations. With 
these legal amendments by Law no. 134/2014 already the rules change and mining entities 
are put in front of two possibilities. Or they should leave their activity in the Republic of 
Albania or find a fast financing option that goes beyond their long-term plans in the 
industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The right to strike  

Avenir Peka, Attorney 

Silence never worn rights. They are not handed down from above; they 

are forced by pressure form below - Roger Baldwin 

Summary 

The purpose of this study is to present a general view of the strike as an institution, based not 
only on the historical evolution, but also with regard to the legal definitions, with a focus on our 
country, given the short history of the right to strike in Albania.  

Throughout the years, the number of achievable objectives has evolved, widened and developed 
gradually. The right to strike was born and developed as a means of workers to realized their 
objectives, only after the fall of communism and the establishment of a democratic form of 
governance.  It was adopted based on the well established and best practices.  This study, deals 
with the right to strike by focusing of the following elements:  

i-Legal recognition of the right to strike as provided in the Labor Code; initially in Law no. 7961, 
dated 12.07.1995, “The Labor Code in the Republic of Albania”, as amended, which for the first 
time provided for the definition of the general strike, as a new form of strike, which had not been 
previously established in the body of law that regulated work relations; and further advanced 
through the adoption of the new labor code with the Law no. 136/2015, ‘For some changes and 
additions in the Law no. 7961’.  A specialreference is made to the international conventions, 
mostly the Conventions and Recommendations of the International Labor Organization (ILO).   

ii- In parallel with the legal analysis of the strike, I treat the right to strike as a concept, as well as 
the kinds of strikes; the evolution of the collective strikes as well as negotiations. 

iii-An important element in this study is the organization and the role of strikes as an organized 
mechanism  to protect the rights of workers/employees.  

iv-Also, since there are certain legal limitations to the right of strike, we note that there are 
certain sanctions to the abuse of the right to strike.  It is noteworthy to mention that there is no 
universal consensus as to what and when a strike is legitimate, as we see different approaches in 
different European Union countries. 

What is a strike? 

Strikes are a means or form that puts the employees against the employers.  There are 
several factors that determine the forms of strikes: organizing in unions, the level of 
economic developement of the country and the form of government as well as other socio-
economic factors.  Even though strikes are part of the modern body of laws that started to 
be legalized with the birth of the capitalist form of ecenomy and government in the 18-th 
century, similar tools wiht the strikes have existed long before in the middle ages. 

The first form ofstrike is considered to be the first strike by the end of the 20-th dynasty of 
Farao Ramses VI in the ancient Egypt, around 1152 b.c. which was carried out by 
handicraftsmen who abandoned their work for not having been paid, and the Egyptian 
authorities were forced to only to pay them, but increase their salary as well. 

 



To some histrorians, it were plebeians who invented the concept of strikes in history.Their 
strikes came as a result of having their friends serve the state in the legions and wars, and 
who were turned into slaves consequnetly. 

As a concept, strike comes from the English language and means ‘stopping of sailing’ as a 
means to soften tensions. 

The word ‘strike’ has several meanings, such as strike as a vital aim, strike as a means to 
solve problems or collective disagreements in the labor rights as well as a vital social right.  

Initially, strikes were considered an illegal means to solve collective worker disagreements 
and for a long time there were penal responsibilities attached to its manifestation. 

With the recognition of the right to union organization and the recognition of the collective 
agreements, the penal responsibilities were abolished and strikes ceased to be regarded as 
civic problem. 

A strike is usually held to address workers’ complaints.  Strikes became common during the 
industrial revolution, where work in factories and mines became important. In the majority 
of countries, strikes were initially considered illegal, and this was so because of the 
influence of the owners in government and government affairs. The majority of western 
countries legalized strikes in part around the end of the 19-th century and beginning of the 
20-th century. 

The history of strikes in Albania 

During the communist regime, Albania did not recognize the right to strike and it not 
enshrined in the body of laws until the fall of the system in 1991, which consequently 
brought about legal changes that affected the right to strike. 

After the change of the political system, a Decree was issued regarding the right to strike 
‘On the right to strike”. Because the Decree was drafted in a haste, it presented several 
important legal and democratic flaws.But, the Decree itself contained several important 
elements such as the right ot strike, the types of organization, responsibilities and 
conditions. 

Later on, in 1993, more complete law was approved that provided for the right to strike, 
the Law no. 7692, which was an addition to the Law no. 7491 “On the main constitutional 
provisions,” under the chapter “Fundamental human rights and freedoms“. This law 
sanctioned the ‘right to strike’, article 30, which incuded all the fundamental elements such 
as the right of workers to have better working conditions, salary, working hours, and other 
benefits, that could not be legally limited. 

The newly approved Constitution of 1998, in its IV-th chapter called ‘Freedoms and 
economic, social and cultural rights” enshrined the right to strike.  Article 51 of the 
Constitution provides for the right to strike as:”the right of the employees to strike 
pertaining to their working conditions are guarateed.  Certain limitations might be 
imposed in order to ensure neccessary services to the community”. 
The right to strike is recognized in the Constitution as a tool of the employees to realize 
their objectives.  Article 50 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania provided for 
guarantees in the organization and protection of the rights of employees, by stating: 
‘employees have the right to freely join union organizations in order to protect their 
working interests’. 

The correlation between two legal norms, Article 50 and Article 51 of the Constitution is 
upheld by the current legal doctrine.  The need of the unions to announce strikes and/or 

 



legitimacy of the strikes attest to this correlation between these two legal norms. 

The problem of the determination of the legal nature of the strike, as an object of the right, 
as recognized by Article 51 of the Constitution is simplified by regarding the strike as a 
behavior, simply as a legal fact. 

For a relatively long time, a principle has been consolidated, according to which the 
implementation of the legal dispositions of the strike brings legitimizes it.  Therefore, it 
belongs to the greater category of public rights that are connected with freedom.  The 
enshrining of this principle in our Constitution, presents a great achievement. 
 
The right to strike, according to International Labor Organization 

 

The International Labor Organization represents one of the first international institutions 
regarding legal regulation of the labor relations.  This organization was founded after the 
First World War, with the Treaty of Versailles, as an institution of the League of Nations. 
Later, it was changed and modified in 1945-1946 within the framework of the newly 
founded United Nations Organization. Its main objective is the international promotion of 
the improvement of working conditions of employees, through the implementations of 
distinct international agreements. 

Among the ILO conventions that are connected to the right to strike is Convention no. 87 
‘Convention on the Freedoms of Association and protection of the right to organize’’ 
approved in San Francisco in 1948, and addresses the right to organize in unions vis a vie 
the state.  Convention no. 98 ‘Right to organize and collective bargaining”, addresses the 
principle of union freedom vis a vie private parties.  It determines that the workers enjoy 
protection against any discriminating anti-union act from the side of the employer.  
Convention no. 117 ‘On Social policy’ obliges the participating countries to remove any 
kind of discrimination of the workers based on their union registration. 
 

In 1952, the Committee on the Right to Organize determined that the right to strike is a 
fundamental right of the unions.  Also, in 1959, the Committee of Experts determined that 
prohibition of strikes consitution a limitation to the activity of unions. 

Strikes are considered a collective right that is exercised by a group of employees who 
decide to stop working until their legitimate demands have been met. 

The right to strike vis a vie other European institutions 

The Convention ‘On the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms’ (of1950). Its 
Article 11 defines the obligation of the countries who have ratified it, to recognize the right 
to organization, including the right to create unions and to partake in unions in order to 
protect their rights and interests. The exercise of the above rights cannon be subject to 
other limitations apart from those determined by law, which in itself constitute necessary 
measure for protection of national security, public security and order, protection of order 
and prevention of crimes, for the protection of health as well as human rights and 
freedoms of others. 

The European Social Charter not only sanctions the principle of the freedom of union 
associations, but at the same time recognizes the right of collective contracts, but also the 
right to self defense. This last guarantee is of particular importance, as is represents the first 
legal act to sanction it. 

The Charter of Fundamental Social Rights, which represents an action plan with a great 
social, economic and political alue. Article 14 of this Charter recognizes to both employees 

 



and employers positive and negative union freedom. Article 15 recognizes the right of 
collective contract and obliges states to promote it in an European level, by removing 
various existing legal obstacles.  Article 16 recognizes the right to strike, but at the same 
time allows for the national legislation to impose certain restrictions and limitations. 
 

Subjects of the right to strike 

Unions are entities that enjoy the right to strike in order to fulfill their economic and social 
demands in accordance with the Code.They may have local or regional organization. Local 
unions are less autonomous because their scope of activity is local, and have a limited 
territorial jurisdiction. The level of local autonomy varies from place to place, in time as well 
as from union to union. In many countries, local unions are connected to national unions 
and this better serves their effective administration, organization, coordination of collective 
bargaining and at the same time it ensures a certain degree of decentralization.  National 
unions in most of the countries are established at a certain moment of union developement 
as the main body for the collective protection of workers in a certain industry or 
professional sector. 

Participation in unions and strikes must be voluntary and no one can be forced to take part 
against his or her will. 
Any action involving violation or discrimination against workers, because of participation 
or non-participation in a strike is prohibited.During a strike, parties should make efforts 
through talks to achieve an anderstanding and settle through an agereement. 

Article 197/1 of the Labor Code provides for subjects that have the right to strike, and it 
explicitly provides for unions as the only subjects who have the right to proclaim and 
organize a strike. A strike is called off when there is an agreement, or when the union that 
has announced it decides for its termination. 

Article 197/2 –Protection of the right to work and writ to strike 

1. The exercise of force to stop a legitimate right of workers is prohibited. 

2. Employee’s organizations can may undertake peaceful actions, in order to convince 
employees to take part in a strike, without violating their right not to take part if they so 
wish. 

3. The employer is prohibited from replacing the workers while they are on a strike, 
with workers who have not been as such at the time of the strike announcement and are 
not allowed to hire other workers after such announcement. 
 
Characteristics of strikes 

 

International legal instruments provide for certain conditions in organizing a strike.  Some 
of the conditions are: 

a) Obligation of advance notification  

b) Obligation to seek amicable solution, mediation, and arbitration procedures for 
work disagreements as a perquisite for announcing a strike, by ensuring that actions are 
suitable, neutral, quick and that the parties are willing to take part at any stage. 

c) The obligation to ensure a certain quorum in order to ensure an agreement with a 
certain majority. 

 



d) Obligation to take decisions with regard to the strike through a secret ballot. 

e) Adoption of certain measures to ensure security conditions and prevention of 
accidents.Establishment of a minimal service in certain cases. 

f) Guarantees of freedom to work for workers not participating in a strike. 
 

According to the Labor Code, a strike should: 

1. Be organized by an union that enjoys the status of a legal personality, or that is part of 
such a personality.Its aim should be to achieve a collective contract, if there is such 
contract, fulfillment of demands that are not regulated by such contracts, with exception 
to certain instances. 

2. Not be in violation with the law. 
Limitations on the right to strike 

The right to strike is not an absolute right, but it might be prohibited or limited in certain 
situations as well as for specific professions.International and domestic labor legislation 
allow the limitation or prohibition of strike regarding certain public services employees. 
 
The Labor Code provides for situation where strikes might be prohibited or limited.  There 
are three main situations: 

a) Special Situation 
i. Natural desasters; 
ii. State of war; 
iii. Extraordinary situation  
iv. Cases where the freedom of elections is impaired. 

b) Vital services  
i. Neccesary health and hospital services; 

ii. Water supply; 
iii. Supply of electric power; 
iv. Air trafic control; 
v. Fire protection;  

vi. Services in the prison 
system  

c) Minimal services  
i. Services, lack of which endangers live, security and health of all or 

part of the population 
ii. Services that are not vital in the narrow sense, but the longetivity of of 

the disruption time of such services impairs normal conditions of the 
population. 

iii. Vital services.  A minimal service might serve as an alternative where 
prohibition or limitation of the strike is not warranted. 
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Abstract 

The meeting points or fusion channels of public/private law use in some 
development related contracts represent a particular view to generate ideas on the 
perspective for both legal attitudes in Albania, particular in this time. 

From the government development sector practitioner observation point, as myself, some 
snap shots of these “meeting points”/”fusion channels” will be presented in development 
related contracts as (services, goods, works) those coming out from public procurement, 
partnership agreements/contracts for local/regional development, financing contracts or 
the PPP contracts  

Some “crashes” and “synergies” patterns of such “meeting points” between the two 
regimes (public/private law) will be analyzed, aiming at ideas on what should be the 
prevailing trends to be considered as the best regime to dominate their regulation when it 
comes to such contracts and their related procedures/processes, or the effective balance 
between the two laws so that different type of interests protected from the them, are in the 
right equilibrium in such contracts, so as for them to be a tool of fostering good business 
relations or the growth potential they entail as an object of their regulation.  

Such might identify some of the challenges/perspectives of such law(s) for the near future 
or influence doctrine thinking for better law interpretation, in applicable practice. 

Another prospective would be to evaluate either such laws/contracts are under “pressure” 
to change due to the current phase, trends and influencers derived from the current state 
of country development, or upcoming expected development drivers for change as 
regional development and cooperation, integration, technological transformation of 
services etc.  

Key words: development related contracts, drivers for change (in law & contract), and 
private law perspective  

Introduction 

Governments have certainly contracted with the private sector for centuries. Since 
the beginning of the civilization, there has been a distinction between what is public and 

what is private. Not only this, but there have also been “tensions” between these two 
directions of the law.  

The framework of the private law, generally speaking, lays in all legal relations created 
between different parties, individuals or companies, governments etc. Private law itself can 
be seen as facilitating processes where the relation is not unidirectional or fixed a priori, but 
rather involves fluctuating interaction between parties in order to achieve flexibility to new 
and rapidly changing circumstances. This demands an extension of the traditional notion of 

 



private law as not just a system of rules and decisions, but also a practice of a diversity of 
influences and drivers for improvements and changes from events and/or the role of 
lawmaking agencies, courts and private actors. 747  

Private law relationships – whether in trade, businesses, personal life, or otherwise – may 
involve a number of parties in different jurisdictions and may be governed by several sets of 
state and non-state rules, codes of conduct or other relevant practices.  

Nowadays, as the development processes are of another level, to mention globalization, 
but also a few other ones in a changing world, due to the influences of drivers for change, 
the relationship between the two regimes regulating such process and actors interaction in 
a changing world and economy is of another dimension too, sometimes creating “conflicts” 
and sometimes aiming and creating the best synergies for the peoples’ welfare and 
economies.   

On a legal perspective, these relations between different types of parties under the two 
regimes are indeed subject of legal arrangements, so that different types of interests find 
their equilibrium, while in interactive realities or complex types of transactions to be 
regulated by the law and or contract. In terms of development, government and its 
agencies, falling under the public law, and the regulations of public administrative law, 
have make efforts over time to be agile and to improve legislation, to adopt to new 
challenges or embrace the new market opportunities or derived from influences coming 
from private law perspective.   

In the context of Albania, development processes overall and in specific sectors, are quite 
intensive. Albania is, at the moment, still under a high urbanization rate, massive 
infrastructure under developing phase, restructuring of economy and consolidation of 
public or private market players. Migration, knowledge transfer, modernization and other 
processes which derive from or lead to development, have been also incentives for the 
state to intervene in legislation regulating development and related relationships and 
transactions.  

 

From the other hand, EU integration process is a significant driver for change in legal 
discipline, but not only. It is necessary that Albania harmonizes its legal framework, with 
rules and regulation of EU (the so-called Acquis Communautaire). This means that either in 
public sphere or private law changes might occur and interaction between regimes will 
continue to find the path to stabilization as being reformed. 

In this development context, changes and new development factors impacting current 
state of country, have influenced creating “synergies” and offering new “models of 

development”, with partnerships between state and private sector, regional cooperation, 
growth of economic standards deriving from new models for Albania, promoting from the 
other side the necessity of rules of collaboration, partnership and agreements between 
state, government agencies, and private subjects.  

At this point, the legal frameworks to regulate such relations (naming contract as a tool of 
setting such relationships) reacts to promote the synergies and ties between aspects of 
public law – which “stands in the side” of state – and the private law – which “stands in the 
side of private subjects”, too. 

747 The responsiveness of private law in times of globalization/Tilburg Institute of Private Law – 
Research Programme 2014-2018 

 

                                                           



In a nutshell, contracts are viewed as a tool to regulate the relationship between parties, 
which create rights and duties for the parties. This classic regulation in Albania, comes 
firstly, but not limited, through the Civil Code.  

In an overall interpretation of its articles748, private (civil) contracts are defined as legal 
actions through which parties create, develop or end a legal relation. For a contract, to be 
considered legitimate it has to contain necessary elements such are the subjects (parties); 
the object; the free will of the parties; exchange of the will of parties and the creation of 
legal effects. 

Contracts used in development transactions find regulation under two different regimes, 
mentioned above. Generally, the types of contracts where at least one of the parties is a 
public entity are considered to be public contracts.749 Accordingly, a civil law contract finds 
regulation on the Civil Code. Nevertheless, whether under public law or civil/private law 
contracts of the two different regimes come to a meeting point: they create; they modify 

or end a specific legal relation. That’s in common, but there are differences too, if you 
look comparatively on elements as for e.g in the case of the expression of the free will, 
which when the party is a public entity is regulated under public law, while when the party 
is private more statutory regulations may apply or free will could be expressed under no 
binding proceeding procedures of articulating or conformity whatsoever.  

Contracts could be a typical example of conjunctions between public and private 

approaches, as healthy examples of creating “synergies”, but also “crashes” between two 
different regimes.  

The classical case might evolve around a relationship/transaction where one party is public 
and the other one is private; they either work in partnership (PPP agreements, SPVs etc) or 
they are the buyer and the seller, the service provider and the service receiver, or the 
developer and the contractor to deliver civil works or services, under it. The process they 
enter into such contracts, to be public or private, and the contract itself or the contract 
implementation phase, are regulated under the regime ruling over each party’s activity; 
though the contract itself is regulated under the Civil Code either the parties are 
public/private or private, those processes from the other side are regulated from rules 
which defer according to the party, public or private. Thus, coming from differing rules 
processes to, the contract itself might rule a relationship where parties should comply with 
differing rules of entrance or contract implementation/administration. 

But the cases in each the two parties are private parties (companies), but because one party 
is a state owned company, thus regulated, to a certain extend, under the public law too, 
besides the commercial law, are interesting too. State companies do have commercial 
objectives and act as private party, yet they have public interest vesture too (as KESH etc.), 
thus public law regime has influences on the contracts they enter with a private party too. 
Those cases are regarded as private contracts, with indirect public law interference in 
regulating the process to enter the contract too. 

In some cases, the rules under which parties create a partnership/contractual relation are 
specifically regulated as in the case of PPP law, but in other cases one regime refers to the 
other one e.g., as per the applicable legislation public contracts are regulated from private 
law. So, for one to create the whole picture of how such contract is drafted and executed, 
one should navigate by cross reading and interpretation, from public to private rules 
governing the contract. In case of ambiguities, overlapping or gaps of regulations under 

748 See article 659 and of of the Civil Code of Republic of Albania 
749 See article 6, of the Code of Administrative Procedure of the Republic of Albania, as amended with 
the law no.44/2015 

 

                                                           



the two regimes, “crashes” in contract execution, and questions on which is the applicable 
or prevailing rule would be arising. Conflict might arise, in various parties, being driven 
more from the ambiguity of the two regimes co-existing than the will of parties or failure to 
comply with contractual obligations. 

In this context, we will present a short overview of such fusion of regimes, synergies or 
“crashes” and the drivers to change, improve regulations or present new one, for: a. the 
partnership case, where the way regimes apply in the creation of partnership are regulated 
by the law (PPP contract(s) b. a case in which the process to enter a public, but regulated 
from the private law, contract has an influence on such relation (as the public procurement 
process to enter a public contract, but regulated under the private contract law, too) c. 
some type of emerging trends which drive need for improvement or new legislation in, 
another model of public and private partnership and financing of development. 

These type of contracts, indicate us how public regime influences private regime - and vice 
versa – by mutually adapting to the actual trends and transformation, through the 
establishment and acceptance of new legal arrangements. 

a) Public Private Partnership contract(s), a tool to partnership in development 

A PPP is a partnership between the public sector and the private sector for the purpose of 
delivering a project or a service traditionally provided by the public sector.  

PPP Contracts typically fall first of all under the administrative law umbrella and the Parties 
will have to take into account administrative law principles which apply to contractual 
relations. 

PPPs recognize that both parties have certain advantages relative to the other, in the 
performance of specific tasks. By allowing each sector to do what it does best, public 
services and infrastructure can be provided in the most economically efficient manner750 . 

Under PPP arrangements, private sector contractors become long term providers of 
services rather than simply upfront asset builders, combining the responsibilities of 
designing, building, operating and possibly financing assets in order to deliver the services 
needed by the public sector. 

As a result, central and local government agencies become increasingly involved as 
regulators and focus resources on service planning, performance monitoring and contract 
management rather than on the direct management and delivery of services.  

In Albania, the PPP law introduced in 2013751 and amended in 2015, is considered to 
provide a consistent legal framework for concessions across sectors. Several units share 
procurement and policy related responsibilities, while  the Public Procurement Agency 
oversees projects and promotes legislation and capacity building.  

The result is that the public mission is delivered through the private sector.752 The aim is the 
public mission, which means that the prevailing trend is the public regime. Nevertheless, 

750 European Commission, Directorate – General Regional Policy “Guidelines for successful public-
private partnerships”, pg. 16, March 2003: see also 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/ppp_en.pdf 
751 See Law 125/2013, On Concessions and Public Private Partnerships 
752 European Commission, Directorate – General Regional Policy “Guidelines for successful public-
private partnerships”, pg. 17, March 2003: see also 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/ppp_en.pdf 

 

                                                           



one of the parties is a private subject, which needs “protection” under private law, in case of 
conflict.   

The question is how to balance private interest in this point vis-à-vis public interest, which 
in fact is the aim of the contract itself? 

The new law “On concessions and public private partnership” provides with legal 
regulation and a clear view for concession contracts and public private partnership 
contracts, this way, contracts from procurement, contracts on concession and contracts on 
public-private partnership are clearly regulated by a public law regime. 

If we see a concrete example of a PPP contract and specific elements of it, big differences 
from the a usual private contracts, in their classic meaning, will be noticed: so questions 
might arise as wither a party is free to enter a contract, can one party freely choose the 
other one; can parties freely settle the price, based on economic best value principle, can 
the parties freely change the price or not, can the parties freely decide on time to deliver 
works or services or concession of rights.  

Those answers would have been “yes” if we accept that contract is regulated under Civil 
Code, but apparently the law “limits” one of the parties – the public one -  respect its 
regulations, thus could the private party bring a request under the private law regulations 
against the other party? (e.g. increase of the price of the contract above the procurement 
limit fund, or extension of the time to contract execution etc.). In case of disagreements 
those are brought to courts and prevailing regimes would be questioned in cases of 
differences of the two regulations. 

In fact, in case of the PPP contract vs. principles of contract under the private law: the 
object in the contract, is specified to be the realizing of public works or offering public 
services – this means that the object is specified and regulated by the law; one of the 
parties is always the state, represented by a specific public entity; the “free” will of parties to 
enter the contract is quite limited under the rules of the public entity acting party as the law 
itself gives specific regulation for the position of such a party. So, the private party might 
“give up” from right under its regulation and accept the public party regulation limitations, 
or the court should rule over the prevailing legislation.  

There is an attempt to balance the private party interest too of course: the concessioner, 
which is generally a private subject, has the right to utilize works and/or public services, 
which are realized from the concessioner, during the contract, with the main aim extraction 
of economic benefits, considering the concessioner takes considerable operational risks of 
contracts. But still, complexity of regulations governing the contract, might induce into a 
risk of failure to comply or due to uncertainty of the prevailing norm, when it comes to 
differences in interpretation, this might generate a high cost for risk sharing or risk 
mitigation and might affect the contractual stability. 

There are reasons to believe that the legislation (public vs. private) should approximate 
more in the case of such partnership, as relationships become quite difficult to be 
governed, when a lot of public laws simultaneously apply (e.g. PPP law, public procurement 
law on the process to enter a PPP contract, public finance management laws when it comes 
to financing and reporting, the law of the sector e.g. transport regulations if a port is the 
project under PPP etc.) in conjunction to private law (Civil Code) over the same issues as the 
free will to enter a contract, price, contract duration etc.  

In case of complex projects with a number of transactions, a bigger number of contracts 
might create a grid of interactions under different relationships where the big number of 
applicable laws might act as a “risk multiplier”.  

 



One way of mitigating this might be to, instead of entering a partnership for work or service 
delivery under a concession contract or a number of those sequential, parties might create 
sustainable partnership by using devices as joint companies or SPVs (special purpose 
vehicles); parties are shareholders of their joint venture, they regulate their joint activity 
under commercial legislation,  company and corporate governance rules, this might avoid 
one by one relations (contract by contract per each transaction or project) and the 
complexity of related contracts. 

In this regards, our PPP regulation might be improved to stimulate and regulate the 
creation of such joint companies and SPVs instead; the PPP law doesn’t elaborate those 
sufficiently, and this generates a passive position to select to use them instead of one to 
one relations contracts. 

Nevertheless public private partnership can be regulated through contracts with different 
structures, according to the specific needs of the contracting authorities and private 
partners, in accordance with the specifications of concrete projects. So, there is a variety of 
choices to better serve to the end interest of the parties. 
 
This looks like a similarity or a meeting point with the private contracts regulated under the 
Civil Code, as regards to similar- the general principle of contractual freedom-, basically 
stating that parties are free to regulate their contractual relation (understood as the type of 
contract they choose to enter into), within the limits of the law.  
  

b) Deriving from Procurement Process Contract(s), a tool for supply of work for 

development infrastructure and services  

 
When a public entity is paying for goods, service or civil works from public funding sources, 
the process to enter a contract (selecting the private provider of goods, services or 
conducting the public works) is public procurement. 

Contracts coming out of public procurement, herein under called the “procurement 
contracts”, are an example of a public contract, but which fall under the influence and 
regulation of private law too. 

In these cases, in principle, public entities enter into a provisioned relation with private 
subjects - known as bidders (not in a partnership as the above case with PPP contracts), 
under a contract which is regarded from the legislation to be public, but yet the contract 
itself rather than the process to enter the contract, is regulated under the private law too.   

In legal terms, procurement contracts, are contracts between two parties, one of which, 
contracted by the other, has to offer the work or the services, as provided by the Law no. 
9643 on Public Procurement (amended).  Article 3 of this Law, gives the definitions of terms 
used in it, where it defines Public contracts as contracts with reward concluded through 
written communication correspondence, between one or more economic operators and 
one or more contracting authorities, with the object of realizing works, supply of goods and 
services.  

These “Contracting Authorities”, as provided with by the Law, article 3/14, are organs, 
which fall under the provision of this Law, including constitutional institutions, other 
central institutions, local government units, organizations created form more than one of 
these authorities or public organs, 753 financed mainly by the state, regional or local 
authorities or from other public organs or administrated by them, with administrative, 
managerial or monitoring boards where more of the half of its members are appointed by 

753 Law no. 9643, 20.11.2006 (amended) “On public procurement”, article 14 

 

                                                           



the state.754 These contracting authorities, which under an interpretation of the definition 
given by the law, are in principal, public bodies, conclude public contracts on civil works, 
services and goods, get in a relation with an economic operator – the bidders.  

The economic operator is not a public subject. In a strict review of the law, in fact it there is 
no any limitation on this. The law defines economic operators755 as contractors, suppliers 
and services providers, without any distinction between them. It also gives definition of 
contractors, suppliers and services providers756 as every physical, legal person or public 
entity or group of persons and/or group of such bodies, which offer in a market, provides 
with for works, supplies of goods or services: hereby economic operators might be subjects 
which fall under public law, but also under private law.   

On the other hand, it doesn’t mean that the contracting authorities are necessarily public 
institutions for example, in Albania, the Electricity Distribution Operator (OSHEE), which for 
2016, has been the contracting authority, with amongst the highest value of tendered funs 
contracting authority757, is in fact a Joint Stock Company, regulated by the commercial law, 
and rules which fall under private law. The findings on contract procurement in Albania, 
show that the main contract authorities are central institutions (including other depended 
institutions/agencies), with e bigger number of bidding procedures in a year758, while the 
state owned companies (as OSHEE) stays in a smaller number of procedures, but higher 
bided values. 

So if we follow this logic, we can have a public contract, regulated by the public law (see 
above the article of Administrative Procedural Code) between two private subjects, which 
are regulated under the private law.  

Type of contracts that derive from law on public procurement – as a law regulating a public 
sphere- find regulation in Civil Code of the Republic of Albania as well, where it is provided 
the mandated contract, as a contract whereby one party binds himself to accomplish one 
or more legal transactions for the account of the other party.759 In this case, exactly as in the 
case of procurement contract, the mandatory is obliged to do the works and the legal 
actions for which he is obliged in accordance to the instructions of the principal760 – which 
in the parallel case respectively are the economic operator and the contracting authority.  

Although it looks like these contracts are similarly the same, they fall under very different 
regulations. The same can be said for other type of contracts, regulated under the Civil Law 
such are i.e. sale contracts (which is a typical case for procurement, too) but in the case of 
procurement, besides the regulation in the Civil Code, it has to also fulfill specific 
requirements provided with by the law on procurement.  

Even though the parties are concluding a private contract, the price and the period of time 
this contract shall be concluded, is also specified, differently from what the Civil Code 
regulates it..   

The outcome of the procurement process in terms of main elements of the contracts as for 
e.g. the price is of specific interest, given that it is strongly related to the economic sphere – 
civil works, goods and services for public entities or infrastructure, and a balance between 
public interest and private interest should be “strictly” maintained.  

754 Idem 
755 See article 3/13 of the Law no. 9643, 20.11.2006 (amended) “On public procurement” 
756 Idem article 3/12 
757 Public Procurement Agency Report data for 2016  
758 Idem  
759 See article 913, Civil Code of Republic of Albania  
760 Idem, article 916  

 

                                                           



In cases of misbalance, breach of obligations or conflict is generated and parties refer cases 
to courts, where such mix of regimes represent a challenge to prevailing regulation.  

Just to bring an example related to price: the procurement law provides for the price 
coming out from the bid of the winning offer, should not be changed or altered; 
exceptionally an addition to the main contract (negotiation procedure) can result to an 
increase of up to 20%, for unpredictable cases. In this case, if during the contract 
implementation period the market price e.g. for inputs, is increased and the contractor’s 
costs subsequently increased too, such change is a contractor’s risk, with no right to 
compensation. To the contrary, if referred to the Civil Code, as per article 862, if the price in 
the market is increased or decreased above 1/10 of the contract general price, the paying 
party has the right to change by increasing or decreasing the contract general price. This 
difference in the position of price change during a contract/project life cycle is often a 
subject of conflict in civil works contracts, where the private contractor demands for price 
increase, entitled to the private applicable legislation, while the public party is not entitled 
to give it, by the public applicable legislation. Such “crash” between the two regimes, is a 
strong driver for changing either one, so as to avoid conflicts between the parties, which 
become subject to court rulings, as this has a strong impact on the public interest to deliver 
the public infrastructure work timely and qualitatively. 

Another example related to additional work volumes/contractual price increase: in the 
decision number 2681, dated 15.11.2012, the Court of Appeal of Republic of Albania, has 
ruled over in favor of  the public procurement regime prevailing. According to article 3 of 
the “Law on Public Procurement”, it is explicitly provided that…" This law applies to all 
public procurements ...”, whereas article 4 of the law (the law in force at the time of the 
conclusion of the contract) provides that only an international agreement in which our 
state is a party may have priority over this law, while "in all other cases, public procurement 
should be carried over according to this law ". Under the interpretation of the law "On 
Public Procurement", in the present case, the volumes claimed as "additional volumes" by 
the plaintiff are not contracted volumes, and consequently the procedure provided with in 
the special law as well as the procedure provided with in the contract of the parties 
themselves was applicable... 

These conjunctions creating “crashes” between the two regimes, lead to legal insecurities 
and legal conflicts of rules and questions of which regime shall be applied. 

Because of the “insecurities” they also may lead on a number of cases and overloads of civil 
courts. These might be cases to explore on legislations to be better harmonized, so drivers 
for legislation change and improvement. 

c) Some examples of emerging trends, driving change in law(s) 

c.1 Business Improvement Districts – new examples of PPP as development contracts 

– Albania’s Case 

Given that public-private partnership is a very wide term, which cannot be limited only in 
concessions’ contracts, a very interesting example, which fall under the concept of PPP are 
the so called Business Improvement Districts.  

In a general concept, BIDs can be defined as an area within which businesses are required 
to pay an additional contribution(or levy) in order to fund projects within the district's 

 



boundaries, 761 so to create a public area “governed” by private owners, authorized by the 
state to operate in that area.  

So BIDs are defined areas in which businesses come with an agreement with local 
authorities (generally the Municipalities), in similar like form of public private partnership 
agreements/contracts. Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), did emerge in Canada.762 To 
be precise, the first BID emerged in a suburban commercial district in Toronto when the 
Bloor-Jane Runnymede Improvement Area, now known as Bloor West Village, was 
established in 1970. Facing competition from nearby malls, local businesses and public 
bodies in the district drew together plans for a business district financed by a mandatory 
levy on property owners in the district (Hoyt 2006).  

BIDs subsequently spread across parts of Canada and into the United States, first emerging 
Stateside in New Orleans in 1975. Although a recent and accurate count of BID in North 
America does not exist, it is generally believed that several hundred have emerged 
subsequently in the United States and Canada. By June 2013, New York City alone had 67 
BIDs while Toronto had 74.  

BIDs have also emerged in a number of countries in Europe as in the region as the UK, and 
subsequently emerging in Germany, Ireland and the Netherlands763, but also in the region 
namely in Serbia, Albania etc., but also  

In fact, Albania is ranked among countries where BIDs have emerged, but this concept is 
still quite new in Albanian state rules and laws. Nevertheless BID areas practice in Albania 
offers a number of examples as development processes evolved, in the form of a new 
model of public private partnership. Such tangible examples are the Grand Bazaar of Tirana, 
the Old Bazaar in the city of Korça, that in Kruja etc. These areas can be considered almost 
typical BIDs by operation and practice, where different business have agreed somehow 
with each-other to contribute to a model of business district to generate their business 
individually and in the area concept, while there is now specific regulation to this space 
management concept yet or a type of a partnership between state and private and related 
tools to it as contracts, statutes etc.  

Actually, , there is an initiative from state institutions  to adopt a new legislation which 
regulates specifically these BIDs, as forms of public private partnership But natural 
questions come along too, at this point. 

Regarded as PPPs, why not to use the actual legal framework in Albania, given that, 
practically the BIDs have been operating, without causing any legal dispute or without any 
need for further regulation?  

Can a private organism, created by an agreement, have the right to administrate public 
funds under space management models of PPPs?  

Can these type of BID PPP agreements between public bodies and private bodies, be used 
as alternative instruments, for e.g. municipalities to draft policies for such areas, or for other 
relevant reasons? 

This new emerging trend would set legal discipline at least discussing around the need to 
change the regulations, by answering these questions or concluding that current or new 
legislation might adapt to it. 

761 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_improvement_district 
762 See https://research.northumbria.ac.uk/urbanfutures/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Business-
Improvement-Districts-in-the-UK-WP.pdf pg.15 
763 Idem 

 

                                                           



c.2 Financing development, new ways 

There are several ways of financing development and public infrastructure, which might be 
explored from practice of other countries or models and could set a discussion on 
applicability; such and the fact that private financing market has increased and offers 
funding unexplored opportunities in Albania (through e.g. banks and or equity) might be a 
driver for change and improvement in the legislation too. Such forms include project 
financing, forfeit or availability payment.  

Similar to other countries legislation, our private/public legislation and the PPP one could 
somehow be refined to elaborate more on these forms and to foster new and healthier 
partnerships not only between public entities and works/service/goods suppliers, but 
involving the financing institutions too. Staying at short prospects, some of the forms under 
exploration phase in Albania (and Kosovo for e.g.) for financing development are the 

following. 

Project financing contracts 

Project financing is a long term method of financing, large infrastructure and industrial 
projects based on the projected cash flow of the finished projects rather than the investors’ 
own finances. Project finance structures usually involve a number of equity investors as well 
as a syndicate of banks who will provide loans to the project. Project finance is usually used 
to projects such are infrastructure projects, oil and gas exploration projects, sport stadia etc.   

This Model typically involves the following main actors: 

1. Ownership arrangements2. Input sales arrangements 
3. Sponsors 
4. Procuring Authority/Government 
5. Lenders 
 
Only projects with sufficient business volume can balance this type of investment in a 
feasible way. 

Forfeiting as a way of financing and related contracts 

The term “forfeit” comes from export finance, whereby Forfeiting refers to a PPP contract 
(either works and/or services contracts) in which a private contractor, after signing a PPP 
contract with the Public Authority (PA) and/or a Municipality, enters into a Forfeiting 
contract with the Financial Institution (FI). Under this specific type of PPP contract, the 
private contractor sells his claims of payment for construction or both construction and 
operation works, depending on the PPP contractual scope with the PA, to the FI (the 
financing entity of those claims). Thus, the FI becomes the creditor against the PA, who is 
required to pay the debt service covering unitary payments to the FI over the operational 
period of the PPP project, as determined in the Forfeiting contract (see next chart).764 

Forfeiting as a model has become attractive in Germany because of existing limitations to 
long-term borrowing based on Section 489 of the German Civil Code.  Accordingly, the FIs 
typically bear the re-financing risk of loans that are longer than 10 years; In addition, the 
actual implementation of Forfeiting is facilitated by the German Banking Act, 19 which 
provides for the possibility to modify the debtor-creditor relationship. 765 

764 Report on “Forfeiting as an alternative Financing Option to Public Private Partnership in Albania”, 
pg.4, Bad Homburg, XS-AXIS Consulting, June 2016 
765 Idem pg.5-6 

 

                                                           



It is important to bear in mind that a 20-year Forfeiting model in Germany has a cost rate of 
borrowing plus a surcharge on borrowing of 1,5- 1,7%, which reflects that the financing 
conditions are close to municipal financing conditions.766 

Quite often protagonists argue that Forfeiting is not a true PPP because major risks remain 
with the PA. 

Availability payment as a way of financing and related contracts 

 Infrastructure Projects in core sectors are widely recognized as enablers of economic 
growth and prosperity. 

These projects actually are financed by three main stakeholders: 

a. Government Budget – supported by the National Budget and is interested to provide 
high quality and readily infrastructure, for economic growth and social inclusion 

b. Private Investors – through public-private partnership models, usually provided through 
financial intermediaries, aiming to gain sufficient return on investment and stable 
investment environment 

c. Donors (International Organizations) – as another additional source of international 
public finance, with focus on sustainable development objectives and international 
standards 

Given Albania's limited fiscal space for major infrastructure investment, there is high 
interest across the Government in innovative financing. There are various opportunities to 
create additional fiscal space by tapping alternative sources of financing by involving 
private players to speed up the delivery of major public projects via PPPs. 

PFPs  

Private Finance Projects (PFPs) are contractual arrangements between the public and 
private sectors which use private finance to realize public programs. In this model usually 
building contractors, facilities managers and service providers typically form a consortium 
and take shares in a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) which signs the contract with the public 
authority. The SPV, which retains ownership of the building, finances its construction by 
borrowing (usually 85–90%) and owners’ equity (10–15%). The PFI model has two main 
features: 

a. use of private, mainly debt finance; and 

b. the bundling of construction, maintenance and sometimes other services into long-term 
“whole life” contracts under which private sector contractors are responsible for the 
construction and functioning of public buildings over many years, in return for annual 
payments by public authorities. 

Smooth operation of such models of financing/contract between public and private in 
Albania might need crafting of legislation and operational practice too. It might take a 
whole new article to elaborate on this distinguished topic, so in this article we will limit to 
just arise the interest around it. 

 

 

766 Idem 

 

                                                           



c.3 Intra-relations and partnership 

“Public partnership” is quite interesting and important in the development processes in a 
country, as relations between public entities, and their benefits under different 
development agreements/contracts. 

. In the case of Albania, in the Law 139/2015 “On Local Governance” it is provided with 
that767, two different units can conclude an agreement between them, in order to fulfill 
their responsibilities and offering specific services for the mutual welfare.  

Beside this law, since 2015, there is a decision of Council of Ministers of Albania, which 
establishes new regional agencies, the mission of which is the promotion of a mutual policy 
of integrated investments and joint development projects. Agencies should also foster the 
creation of private public partnership for the development regions. 

Local Action Groups, under EU Policy are an interesting example of partnership in 
development. LAGs offer example of PPP where people or associations of people, public 
institutions and economic players and private enterprises get in a partnership together. So 
LAGs are organization with different start up history and different legal statuses (in cases 
regarded as neither public administration nor private sector) 768 , With the tasks of 
identifying and implementing a local development strategy, making decision about the 
allocation of its financial resources and managing them 769 ,, particularly in rural 
development. LAGs find regulation under laws on non-governmental organization, given 
that they have to be registered as so and to represent at least ten people in a rural territory.  

Even in Albania, there might be an interest to refine the regulation onn LAGS operation, 
particularly in the light of EU programs and integration processes ahead. 
By concluding, either “synergies” or “crashes” generated from the meeting points of the 
two regimes or the emerging trends under the current state of the country development, as 
shortly briefed above, might be good drivers for change leading in improvement of current 
legislation or introduction of new one.  

The role of us as scholars and writing this article is to drive attention to it and signal a 
chance for such legislation change processes to start by analyzing the need of it and better 
ways of facing this challenge. Conclusions might, fairly enough, come afterwards, not taken 
for granted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

767 See chapter V, law no.139/2015 “On local governance” 
768 Please refer to https://enrd.ec.europa.eu/sites/enrd/files/assets/pdf/leader-tool-kit/4_slides-The-
partnership-approach.pdf 
769 Please refer to http://www.elard.eu/en_GB/the-local-action-group 
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NEGOTIATING WITHIN A SINGLE LAW FRAMEWORK?  

THE DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPEAN SOFT LAW AND THE APPROACH OF THE 

EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE. 

Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the recent developments in 
European contract soft law concerning the precontractual liability during the negotiations. 
Private international law allows the parties to choose which law shall govern their contract 
and at the same time lays down rules to determine which law shall apply if the parties have 
not made a choice. But, when it comes to negotiating, the applicable law may become 
somehow confusing, since parties, while negotiating, are more interested in the economic 
benefit of the possible deal, and they postpone the legal arrangements. In order to protect 
the parties, the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL) and the Draft Common Frame of 
Reference (DCFR) serve as a statement of principles that underlie the private law of all 
member states of EU. Under these principles parties should negotiate in accordance with 
good faith, fair dealing and under the principle of confidentiality. Furthermore, European 
Court of Justice distinguished two cases of precontractual liability during negotiations, 
depending on the free will of the parties to undertake responsibilities and obligations. 
UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, amended in 2016, expresses 
the countinuos need to harmonize and uniformize the principles of contract law in order to 
guide the international legal and business communities.  

Key words: negotiation, precontractual liability, PECL, DFCR, UNIDROIT 

Introduction 

Agreement between the parties is essential to the formation of a contract because a 
contract places legal obligations on both parties. The parties must both know what they are 
agreeing to. In general, the first step in reaching an agreement is the making of an offer. 
The offer must be clear and precise. It must be clear that the offeror (i.e. the person making 
the offer) intended for his statement to constitute an offer, which, if accepted by the 
offeree, would constitute a binding agreement. This means that the offer must be 
sufficiently certain and capable of being binding on the offeror. On the other hand, when 
considering the offer, the offeree has a number of options. Firstly, they may accept the 
terms offered and there will be an agreement between the parties. In this case, the 
acceptance must mirror the offer. Secondly, they can reject the offer or allow it to lapse. 
Thirdly, they can make a counter- offer or see if the offeror will accept different terms.  

Strictly seeing the offer and the acceptance in negotioating as described above, it seems 
somehow impossible in practice to have this kind of classic agreement. In business, parties 
will seek to contract on their own standard terms. This is because they have drafted these 
terms in their own interests. One party sends its own standard terms to another party to 
contract on and the second party sends back their own standard terms.  

 



These formal steps are completed by other elements being presents. Whether there will be 
a contract will also depend on consideration, capacity and the intention to create legal 
relations770. In order for them to be measured and evaluated by the Court, European Union, 
has permanently tried to rule this area, especially in contracts between parties in different 
jurisdictions771. Private international law, allows the parties, broadly speaking, to choose 
wich law shall govern their contract and lays down rules to determine which law shall apply 
if the parties have not made a choise772. That is only a partial solution of the problem. One 
of the parties will have to find out about a foreign legal system and the same party may 
suspect that the other party may derive some advantage from working under its “own” law. 
The duty to negotiate in good faith, as I will treat below, is one of the main principles that 
should follow the behavior of the parties. In 1942 the Italian Civil Code became the first to 
codify the requirement of good faith during pre-contractual negotiations773. The French, 
Belgium and Luxembourg civil codes have not established such a requirement774, although 
in Belgium and France the courts recognise the existence of a general principle of good 
faith governing the pre-contractual phase. The Portuguese775, Greek776 and Albanin777 civil 
codes also recognise the requirement of good faith during the pre-contractual phase.  
German law is a little more specific and does not use the terminology of good faith. 
However, it recognises the existence of a special type of relationship, similar to contractual 
relations, which gives rise to certain rights and obligations778. It seems that “lex marcatoria” 
may avoid this problem. But the question is, what principles of commercial law are 
internationally accepted? Do we have a modern lex marcatoria to refer to?  

The Principles of European Contract Law (PECL) 

The Lando-Commission has become one of the most noted 'non-governmental' unification 
projects within private law. For more than twenty years an ever growing number of legal 
academics drawn from all the Member States of the European Community has been 
working on behalf of this project, elaborating common European principles of contract law 
('The Principles of European Contract Law', PECL)779. Differences between the legal systems 

770 Monhagan N. , Monhagan C. , (2013), Beginning Contract Law, pg. 8; 
771 The first effort was made with “The Vienna Convention On The International Sale Of Goods”, signed 
11 April 1980, entry into force 1 January 1988; 
772 Regulation (EC) No 593/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council, 17 June 2008, “On the 
law applicable to contractual obligations” (Rome I), article 11,12, (retrieved from: http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32008R0593&from=EN);  
Regulation (EC) No 864/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council, 11 July 2007, “On the law 
applicable to non-contractual obligations (Rome II), article 11, 12, (retrieved from: http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32007R0864&from=EN);  
Law no. 10 428, date 2.6.2011, “For private international law”, article 45, 46 of the law. 
773 Article 1337 of the Italian Civil Code: “Le parti, nello svolgimento delle trattative e nella formazione 
del contratto, devono comportarsi secondo buona fede” (1366,1375, 2208); 
774 Exposé des motifs. Validité du contrat – Consentement (art. 1108 à 1115-1) », in Avant-projet de 
réforme du droit des obligations (Articles 1101 à 1386 du Code civil) et du droit de la prescription 
(Articles 2234 à 2281 du Code civil), p. 20; 
775 Article 227 of the Portuguese Civil Code; 
776 Article 197 of the Greek Civil Code; 
777 Article 674 of the Albanina Civil Code; 
778Article 311 of the BGB provides that: “An obligation relationship with duties under 241 paragraph 2 
also arises from: 1. the opening of contractual negotiations (…)”.Article 241 paragraph 2 provides 
that: “The obligation relationship can, according to its content, oblige each party to have regard to 
the rights, legal entitlements and interests of the other party”. Translation from the annex of 
Markesinis B.S, Unberath H., Johnston A., The German Law of Contract. A comparative Treatise, op. 
cit.p. 896; 
779 The Principles Of European Contract Law, 2002, (Parts I, II, and III), retrieved from: 
http://www.transnational.deusto.es/emttl/documentos/Principles%20of%20European%20Contract%
20Law.pdf); 

 

                                                           



of the European Member States give rise to transaction costs for businessmen. From this 
geographic/economic point of view, trading under the laws of one country seems more 
attractive than exporting goods under foreign and usually less familiar laws780. Thus, in 
order to complete a common market without frontiers, one must eliminate such obstacles 
to cross-border contracts, created by differing national rules of contract law. 

The Principles of European Contract Law present a uniform 'infrastructure' for the 
contractual relationships of parties doing business. They provide a set of rules detached 
from national legal systems and thus facilitating cross-border trade within Europe. 

The principle of freedom of contract, is the main principle affecting oll the stages of the 
formation of a contract. Article 1:102 states that parties are free to enter into a contract and 
to determine its contents, subject to the requirements of good faith and fair dealing, and 
the mandatory rules established by these Principles. This article also recognizes that the 
parties may exclude the application of any of the Principles or derogate from or vary their 
effects, except as otherwise provided by these Principles. The principle of good faith is 
mandatory. Article 1: 201 states that parties must act in accordance with good faith and fair 
dealing. They can not exclude or limit this duty during negotiations.  

Liability during negotiations lays out in two situations.  

Firstly, article 2:301, Negotiations Contrary to Good Faith, states that parties are free to 
negotiate and they are not liable if the agreement has not been reached. However, a party 
who has negotiated or broken off negotiations contrary to good faith and fair dealing is 
liable for the losses caused to the other party. This article also explaines what does constitute 
a breach of that principle. It is contrary to good faith and fair dealing, in particular, for a 
party to enter into or continue negotiations with no real intention of reaching an agreement 
with the other party. Parties to a business agreement are presumed to have intended to 
create legal relations781. It belongs to each party to prove and argue that there was no 
intention to contract. The bona fide (good faith) principle requires party’s reciprocal, 
including their duty to inform and collaborate. It serves to defend the party’s interest so that 
it would not engage in irrelevant negotiations or improper and dishonest conduct which 
would jeopardise the normal development of the agreement. However, the Principles do 
not deal with the issue of a possible pre-contractual obligation of information imposed 
upon the parties. Article 4.106 and article 4.107 punish the giving of incorrect information 
during the formation of the contract as well as a fraudulous non-disclosure of information. 
Good faith principle demands the parties during the precontractual stages to avoid 
damaging their mutual interest. So, good faith requires more than just honesty 782 or 
reasonableness; as it also requires affirmative acts and fair dealing. Whether in such cases 
the court should allow justice to prevail will depend, inter alia, upon the extent to which 
certainty and predictability in contractual relationships would suffer by allowing justice to 
prevail783. 

780 Riedl K. , (2000), The Work of the Lando-Commission from an Alternative Viewpoint, published in 
European Review of Private Law, retrieved from: 
https://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/text/peclintro.html;  
781 Monhagan N. , Monhagan C. (2013), Beginning Contract Law, pg. 40; 
782 Mantese G., (1997), Still keeping the faith: the duty of good faith revisted, 76 Mich. B.J. 1190, 1190. 
783 Busch D, Hondius E. H , Van Kooten H. J, Schelhaas H. N, Schrama W. M, (2002), The Principles of 
European Contract Law and Dutch Law:A Commentary, pg.48, retrieved from: 
https://books.google.al/books?id=fV1Ae0-
t488C&pg=PA5&lpg=PA5&dq=Principles+of+European+Contract+Law+(I,+II,+III).+Prepared+by+Co
mmision+on+European+Contract+Law+,+Edited+by+Ole+Lando,+Hugh+Beale,+Kluwer+Law+Inter
nation,+(The+Hague:+2002)&source=bl&ots=o5i34MFJ2u&sig=iZEx_NZGzjw5FBfT6hS0_33XGL0&hl=
en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiMquqdht_WAhVhDZoKHbwUDIwQ6AEIOzAE#v=onepage&q&f=false);  

 

                                                           



Breach of fiduciary duty in the precontractual stage will make the offending party 
responsible for all the immediate and direct damages caused as result. The debt owed as 
result of the damage caused will include the interest lost together with the actual damage 
caused. It will also include expenses incurred during the negotiations and loss caused from 
missed opportunities to enter into an agreement with other parties in more favorable and 
profitable conditions. It will not however include lost profit suffered due to not accepting 
other offers to enter a contract784. It will be assessed not on the basis of the earnings lost as 
result of non completion of the contract but only losses which were suffered from 
timewasting negotiations. 

Same rules are applied even for any person who with a party's assent was involved in 
making a contract, or who was entrusted with performance by a party or performed with its 
assent: (a) knew or foresaw a fact, or ought to have known or foreseen it; or (b) acted 
intentionally or with gross negligence, or not in accordance with good faith and fair 
dealing, this knowledge, foresight or behaviour is imputed to the party itself (article 1:305 
of PECL). 

Secondly, article 2:302, Breach of Confidentiality, states that if confidential information is 
given by one party in the course of negotiations, the other party is under a duty not to 
disclose that information or use it for its own purposes whether or not a contract is 
subsequently concluded. The remedy for breach of this duty may include compensation for 
loss suffered and restitution of the benefit received by the other party. 

Parties in general are not under the duty of confidentiality. So parties, when entering into 
negotiations for the conclusion of a contract, are normally under no obligation to treat the 
information they have exchanged as confidential. In other words, since a party is normally 
free to decide which facts relevant to the transaction under negotiation to disclose, such 
information is as a rule to be considered non-confidential, i.e. information which the other 
party may either disclose to third persons or use for purposes of its own. While for 
confidential information the situation is different. A party may have an interest in certain 
information given to the other party not being divulged or used for purposes other than 
those for which it was given. As long as that party expressly declares that such information 
is to be considered confidential, the situation is clear, for by receiving the information the 
other party implicitly agrees to treat it as confidential. The only problem which may arise is 
that if the period during which the other party is not to disclose the information is too long, 
this might contravene the applicable laws prohibiting restrictive trade practices. Yet even in 
the absence of such an express declaration the receiving party may be under a duty of 
confidentiality. This is the case where, in view of the particular nature of the information or 
the professional qualifications of the parties, it would be contrary to the general principle of 
good faith and fair dealing for the receiving party to disclose it, or to use it for its own 
purposes after the breaking off of negotiations. 

The breach of confidentiality implies liability in damages. The amount of damages 
recoverable may vary, depending on whether or not the parties entered into a special 
agreement for the non-disclosure of the information. Even if the injured party has not 
suffered any loss, it may be entitled to recover from the non-performing party the benefit 
the latter received by disclosing the information to third persons or by using it for its own 
purposes. If necessary, for example when the information has not yet been disclosed or has 
been disclosed only partially, the injured party may also seek an injunction in accordance 
with the applicable law785. 

784 Principles of European Contract Law (I, II, III). Prepared by Commision on European Contract Law , 
Edited by Ole Lando, Hugh Beale, Kluwer Law Internation, (The Hague: 2002)191; 
785 http://www.unilex.info/instrument.cfm?pid=2&do=comment&pos=29;  

 

                                                           



The Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR) 

This draft represents an academic, not a politically authorised text which originates in an 
initiative of European legal scholars. It amounts to the compression into rule form of 
decades of independent research and co-operation by academics with expertise in private 
law, comparative law and European Community law. DCFR was presented as a possible 
model for an actual or ‘political’ Common Frame of Reference (CFR). The DCFR contains 
‘principles, definitions and model rules’786. Article 3:301 contains the freedom to negotiate 
and not to be liable for failure to reach an agreement. Freedom to negotiate and to break 
off means that a person is free to decide whether or not to enter into negotiations and 
whether or not to conclude a contract. A person may enter into negotiations even though 
he is uncertain as to whether a contract will result. A person may break off the negotiations, 
and does not have to disclose why they were broken off. This freedom is qualified by the 
duty to negotiate in accordance with good faith and fair dealing and not to break off 
negotiations contrary to good faith and fair dealing. The duty may not be excluded or 
limited by contract. Entering into negotiations, continuing negotioatins and breaking off 
the negotiations contrary to good faith and fair dealing make the party liable for damaging 
the other party. A person, and especially a professional, who enters into negotiations 
knowing that they will never result in a contract may be held liable to the other party if the 
other, in negotiating in vain, incurred significant costs. He may also be liable for continuing 
negotiations after he has decided not to conclude the contract. Liability in this case may be 
based on misrepresentation believe that the party intended to conclude a contract (such 
misrepresentation may give rise to a right to damages under non-contractual liability 
arising out of damage caused to another) or it may also be imposed because a party gave 
promises during the negotiations. The losses for which the person who acted contrary to 
good faith and fair dealing is liable include expenses incurred, work done and loss on 
transactions made in reliance of the expected contract. In some cases loss of opportunities 
may also be compensated. However, the aggrieved party cannot claim to be put into the 
position in which that party would have been if the contract had been duly concluded and 
if the obligations under it had been duly performed. 

DFRC also accepts the liability caused by “breach of confidentiality” and it gives a clear 
definition of what does constitute a “confidential information”. Article 3:302 states that if 
confidential information is given by one party in the course of negotiations, the other party 
is under a duty not to disclose that information or use it for that party’s own purposes 
whether or not a contract is subsequently concluded. “Confidential information” means 
information which, either from its nature or the circumstances in which it was obtained, the 
party receiving the information knows or could reasonably be expected to know is 
confidential to the other party. In that case, the party who reasonably anticipates a breach 
of the duty, has the possibility to obtain a court order prohibiting it and the party who is in 
breach of the duty is liable for any loss caused to the other party by the breach and may be 
ordered to pay over to the other party any benefit obtained by the breach. In relation to 
breach of confidentiality prevention is often more important than the recovery of damages. 
It is recommended that this kind of remedy be treated as in cases of infringement of other 
intellectual property rights. 

 

 

786 Principles, Definitions and Model Rules of European Private Law Draft Common Frame of Reference 
(DCFR) Prepared by the Study Group on a European Civil Code and the Research Group on EC Private 
Law (Acquis Group),  retrieved from: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/contract/files/european-private-
law_en.pdf; 

 

                                                           



UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts 

The UNIDROIT principles represents a long history of constant efforts. In 1971, a small 
Steering Committee, composed of professors, representing the civil law, the common law 
and the socialist systems, was set up with the task of conducting preliminary inquiries into 
the feasibility of a project which will elaborate the “Principles of International Commercial 
Contracts”. It was not until 1980, however, that a special Working Group was constituted for 
the purpose of preparing the various draft chapters of the Principles. The Group, which 
included representatives of all the major legal systems of the world, was composed of 
leading experts in the field of contract law and international trade law. Most of them were 
academics, some high ranking judges or civil servants, who all sat in a personal capacity. 
Since then, the UNIDROIT Principles are intended to provide a system of rules especially 
tailored to the needs of international commercial transactions and they also embody what 
are perceived to be the best solutions, even if still not yet generally adopted787. The first 
edition was available in 1994, the second one in 2004 and the third in 2010. Now, we have 
the possibility to learn and comment from the fourth edition, published in 2016. The nature 
of these principles is that of a restatement of global general contract law and their function 
is that of a global background law788. 

The duty to negotiate under the principle of good faith and fair dealing is also stated in 
UNDROIT principles, but this time from another perspective, under the notion of bad faith. 
It enables the text to give a clearer idea of the prohibited behaviour. Good faith is in this 
case, defined negatively, by its opposite. It is bad faith, in particular, for a party to enter into 
or continue negotiations when intending not to reach an agreement with the other party. 
Article 2.1.15, Negotiations in bad faith, states that a party who negotiates or breaks off 
negotiations in bad faith is liable for the losses caused to the other party. In other words, 
the aggrieved party may recover the expenses incurred in the negotiations and may also be 
compensated for the lost opportunity to conclude another contract with a third person (so-
called reliance or negative interest), but may generally not recover the profit which would 
have resulted had the original contract been concluded (so-called expectation or positive 
interest). UNIDROIT principles recommend that parties should agree upon negotiating in 
good faith. Especially in the case of a complex long-term contract, parties who agree on a 
duty to negotiate in good faith may wish to define further that duty in light of the nature of 
the contract and its commercial context. UNIDROIT principles does also treat the duty of 
confidentiality. In the absence of an expressed declaration of this duty, the receiving party 
may be under a duty of confidentiality. This is the case where, in view of the particular 
nature of the information or the professional qualifications of the parties, it would be 
contrary to the general principle of good faith and fair dealing for the receiving party to 
disclose it, or to use it for its own purposes after the breaking off of negotiations.  

UNIDROIT priciples suggest that the amount of damages recoverable may vary, depending 
on whether or not the parties entered into a special agreement for the non-disclosure of 
the information. In any case, even if the injured party has not suffered any loss, it may be 
entitled to recover from the non-performing party the benefit the latter received by 
disclosing the information to third persons or by using it for its own purposes. 

 

 

787 UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, 2016, retrieved from: 
http://www.unidroit.org/instruments/commercial-contracts/unidroit-principles-2016;); 
788 Michaels R., (2014), The UNIDROIT Principles as global background law, pg.2, retrieved from: 
http://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=6058&context=faculty_scholarship;)  
 

 

                                                           



The approach of the European Court of Justice 

Good faith and fair dealing during negotiations seem to be at the very heart of European 
institutions. If the term “good faith” is not always used explicitly, that of fairness - no doubt 
because of its more objective connotation- is fundamental in Community law. It represents 
the “emergence of moral values”789 in the Community system: “if freedom of economic 
operators is the sine qua non condition of a market economy, it cannot however be 
unlimited. […] the ECJ points out that the freedom of action on the part of economic 
operators can be measured by the awareness of their responsibility in the working of 
market forces: the duty of loyalty must govern the behaviour of undertakings and 
ultimately benefit the consumers”. The judge will only refrain from punishing the 
impairment to the free movement of goods if the measures taken are justified by “the 
effectiveness of fiscal supervision, the protection of public health, the fairness of 
commercial transactions, and the defence of the consumer”790. Fairness also appears as a 
principle regulating free competition: “any obstacle to the freedom to undertake, which 
belongs to all undertakings, created by one of them, creates an imbalance for its own profit 
and constitutes unfair conduct as it is detrimental to the entire community. The notions of 
unfair competition and abuse of dominant position, considerably developed throughout 
Community case law, are part of this trend. Even when the term “good faith” is not explicitly 
used, the word “fairness” occasionally appears in secondary legislation (...) Since 1997, 
Directive 97/7/EC of 20th May 1997791 on the protection of consumers in respect of distance 
contracts sets out in its article 4.2 the requirement that the consumer should be provided 
with information prior to the conclusion of the contract. It is specified, in this respect that 
the information, “the commercial purpose of which must be made clear, shall be provided 
in a clear and comprehensible manner, in any way appropriate to the means of distance 
communication used, with due regard, in particular, to the principles of good faith in 
commercial transactions. Nowadays, the number of Directives that regulate the rights of 
the parties during negotiations, has increased. 

Cases before European Court of Justice with regard to preliminary liability are related with 
article 5 (3) of the Brussels Convention, considered as special jurisdiction under the concept 
of tort, delict or quasi-delict. One of the most famous cases was Fonderie Officine 
Meccaniche Tacconi SpA and Heinrich Wagner Sinto Maschinenfabrik GmbH (HWS)792. The 
court stated that,  in circumstances characterised by the absence of obligations freely 
assumed by one party towards another on the occasion of negotiations with a view to the 
formation of a contract and by a possible breach of rules of law, in particular the rule which 
requires the parties to act in good faith in such negotiations, an action founded on the pre-
contractual liability of the defendant is a matter relating to tort, delict or quasi-delict within 
the meaning of Article 5, point (3), of the 1968 Brussels Convention. This decision leads to 
two distinguished cases of precontractual liability.  The first one occurs when one party has 
freely assumed the absence of obligations during negotiations, in this case the liability is a 
matter relating to tort, delict or quasi-delict, and the second one, occurs when one party do 
freely assume obligations towards the other party during negotiations, which constitutes a 
liability which have a contractual nature.  

789 ECJ, 22 March 1994, Commission v. Spain, C-375/92: Rec. 1994, I, p. 923; Europe, May 1994, comm. 
D. Simon no. 184;  
790 ECJ, 28 February 1979, Rewe Zentral A.G., Rec. 1979, p. 469, paragraph no. 8, p. 662; 
791 Directive 97/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 20 May 1997, 
On the protection of consumers in respect of distance contracts, retrieved from: http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-  ontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31997L0007&from=en;  
792 ECJ, 17 September 2002, Fonderie Officine Meccaniche Tacconi SpA vs. Heinrich Wagner Sinto 
Maschinenfabrik GmbH(HWS), retrieved from: 
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/showPdf.jsf?text=&docid=47666&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&
dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=757032;  

 

                                                           



However, since the Tacconi case, different interpretations have been made to the concept 
of the negotiations and the limits of good faith and fair dealing, which make it possible to 
have a new decision making from me ECJ in any other case presented before the court, 
since even the Regulation EC, no. 864/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council, 
of 11 July 2007, “On the law applicable to non-contractual obligations”, recommends 
another approach which is not related with tort, delict or quasi-delict793. 

Conclusions 

European Union, has permanently tried to rule the area of contract law, especially in 
contracts between parties in different jurisdictions, since free and safe exchange, stay at the 
very core of European Union itself. The idea of an European Civil Code has conducted 
different groups and academics in finding manners of resolving the problem of differences 
in contracting in general, including negotiating, which may become difficult due to lack of 
information, orientation and knowledge. PECL, DCFR and UNIDROIT Principles of 
International Commercial Contracts, have a crucial importance in specifying a particular 
internationally agreed set of rules that can represent a balance between the different 
systems, as the law to conduct their contract. 

Negotiation has become easier, since good faith and fair dealing are recognized not only by 
the member states in their domestic legislation, but they are prescribed in every European 
act or document in the contract law area. European Court of Justice has accepted that 
breach of this principles leads to precontractual liability. 

From my perspective, further sectoral harmonization measures will be adopted by the 
European Union in years to come, with the aim of creating a similar legal language.   
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THE PRINCIPLE OF FREEDOM OF CONTRACT AND GOOD 

FAITH. THEIR ROLE IN PRE-CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY. 

Hysen SALIKO 

ABSTRACT 

The principle of freedom of contract is very important in every legal system. It 
refers to the freedom of the parties to conclude a contract on the basis of their free will 
under the conditions accepted by them themselves, within the limits provided for by law. 
This principle is expressed in all modern civil codes, among others also in Article 660 of 
the Albanian Civil Code. In its function is the principle of the parties' confidence in the 
process of entering into a contract, where the Civil Code states that the parties during the 
negotiation of the drafting of the contract should behave in good faith to each other 
(Article 674/1). But, what if a party behaves badly during the contract bargaining by 
presenting inaccurate information or dragging the negotiations? Does this mean that the 
parties have to hold civil responsibility in such a case and if so, what kind of responsibility 
will it be? Some states acknowledge the civil responsibility of the parties during the 
negotiations (contract negotiations) and call it pre-contractual liability.  

It has its roots in Roman law, where it was applied for dolus in contrasendo: in 
some decisions it was accepted the responsibility raised under a contract if the contract 
had not yet come into existence. Pre-contractual liability is provided in legislations of the 
countries like France, Germany, Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands, etc. In the following, the 
paper aims to answer the questions raised above regarding the applicability of pre-
contractual liability in Albania, addressing the issues in comparison with some Western 
countries, the main representative of the common law and civil law system. 

Keywords: pre-contractual liability, freedom of contract, good faith, EU, Albanian 
legislation 

Introduction 

Good faith has rapidly become a key argument in European contract law and it’s 
role is foremost in modern contractual and civil obligations. Incitement for the 
introduction of such a principle has come from the current of good faith that flows 
throughout the civil legal systems of the Member States of the EU and is increasingly 
likely to become a part of English law. In particular, since the implementation of 
European Directives such as the Directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts, every 
legal system within the European Union now faces the practical challenge of coming to 
terms with a general notion of good faith.In light of the debate currently unfolding at a 
European level, concerned primarily with the possi bility of introducing the concept itself 
in drafting the Constitution of the European Community; the reader will attempt, by way 
of conclusion, to ascertain if there is a real, genuine necessity for a harmonisation of the 
concept of good faith in contract law. 

 It is the scope of this paper to analyse the impact of this principle in its 
application to different jurisdictions, mostly the Albanian, the Italian and the German. The 
analysis will be developed focusing on key differences arising from doctrines of contract 
law such as pre-contractual liability, interpretation and performance of contract. 

 

 

 



 
Provision of pre-contractual liability in the Albanian Civil Code 

The typical example of pre-contractual liability is that of the bid made by fax. Let 
we assume that the other party accepts the contract's conclusion and returns the 
response. Due to a defect in the provider's fax machine, the answer does not arrive at all 
or it does not arrive in time. Should the provider keep legal responsability while the 
recipient has given a positive answer? According to the Civil Code, the response is 
dependent on the provider's wish, because when the receipt is sent in time, but has 
reached the proposer with delay and he does not want to be bound by it, he must 
immediately notify the recipient ( article 667/3). The provision does not state whether the 
delay is caused by the fault of the bidding party, the receiving party or for reasons 
independent of their will.  

The Civil Code of Albania stipulates that the parties, during the negotiation of 
the drafting of the contract, should be in good faith to one another. The party who knew 
or ought to know the cause of the invalidity of the contract and did not disclose it to the 
other party is obliged to reimburse the damage suffered by the latter because he 
believed without fault in the contract's validity (Art. 674). From a literal interpretation of 
the provision it turns out that the party is responsible for the damage caused to the 
contract since it is related (in bad faith) which is absolutely void. But the absolutely 
invalid contract produces ex tunc effects, it is presumed to have never existed. Therefore, 
the damage caused in this case is non-contractual damage.  

The party that knew the cause of the invalidity of the contract is responsible for 
the contractual liability. This case differs from that of damage caused by a contract 
related to concluding actions, where Article 669 provides that the party implementing 
the obligation must immediately notify the other party for the commencement of the 
contract execution, otherwise it is obliged to reimburse the damage. Under the current 
Civil Code there is no provision for the parties to negotiate on fraudulent conditions, 
incorrect information or inaccurate information, and therefore no such claim can be 
brought before the Albanian courts. 

EU Principles 

The role of modern statutes, European Contract Law influence and EU Directives 
has altered the traditional perception and wider practice of good faith. As far as the 
European Union is concerned, it must be noted that the Principles of European Contract 
Law impose a duty of good faith in the formation, performance and enforcement of the 
parties’ duties under a contract.  

Article 1:201 provides that “(i) Each party must act in accordance with good faith 
and fair dealing. (ii) The parties may not exclude or limit this duty.” The UNIDROIT Principles of 
International Commercial Contracts ( Unidroit, 1994) have a similar provision to article 1:201. 
As a corollary of good faith, article 1:202 of the Principles of European Contract Law imposes 
on each party “a duty to co-operate in order to give full effect to the contract”. These 
Principles do not have the binding force of either national law or international treaties or 
conventions, they aim to achieve a modern European lex mercatoria an d to help bring 
harmonisation of general contract law within the European Union. 

Italian legislation 

Under Italian law, since negotiations are purely preparatory, they cannot 
themselves impose any obligation to conclude a contract. Similarly partial agreements on 
particular points with a view to forming a contract, are not binding. Only the final 
agreement covering all aspects of the case gives rise to a contract and makes it binding 

 



 
on the parties. Nevertheless, though it is true that the negotiations do not impose any 
duty to conclude the contract, it is also true that “the parties, in the conduct of negotiations 
and the formation of contract, shall conduct themselves according to good faith”. Good faith 
in this case has to be intended as ‘loyal behaviour’ which entails the liability of the 
reasonable man. The Italian Civil Code of 1942 was the first code to contain a specific 
provision on pre-contractual good faith. A breach of that duty of reasonable behaviour 
gives rise to the so-called precontractual liability or culpa in contrahendo, so-called to be 
distinguishable from contractual liability which arises in cases of breach of contract 
already concluded. 

As mentioned above, in Italian legislation, Art 1337 of the Civil Code794, which 
states that “the parties, in the conduct of negotiations and the formation of the contract, 
shall behave according to good faith”, contains an express provision that imposes a duty 
on each party to deal in good faith both during contract negotiations and during the 
contract drafting stage. Any party engaging in unfair behaviour faces the risk of incurring 
pre-contractual liability. Such a responsibility to behave in good faith does not safeguard 
the interests underlying the fulfilment of the contract, rather, it safeguards fair dealing 
during negotiations and the party’s right to not engage in negotiations that might prove 
futile due to the other contracting party’s lack of good faith or their lack of a genuine 
intent to conclude the contract.795Good faith does not imply a specific kind of formally 
pre-determined behaviour. It is, therefore, understood as an open term. The content of 
good faith cannot be established a priori, but depends on the circumstances of the 
specific case and must be specified by judges and courts.796 Since the entry into force of 
the current Italian Civil Code in 1942, Art 1337 has been systematically interpreted in a 
narrow fashion. Although the provision envisages an open rule, the majority of courts do 
not allow Art 1337 to perform such an intense and general role, allowing liability for 
damages to arise out of this legal norm only in the following two cases:  

1) where a party breaks off negotiations without a valid reason (so-called 
‘unjustified withdrawal’), when negotiations have reached such a stage that the other 
party may reasonably expect that a contract will be concluded;  

2) where a party, aware of the existence of grounds for invalidity of the contract, 
fails to inform the other party as provided for under Art 1338 of the Civil Code.797 

In Italian case law pre-contractual liability is traditionally subject to a dual 
limitation: a) absence of liability when a valid contract is concluded, and  

b) compensation only for costs and earnings lost during negotiations. 

The boundaries limiting the imposition of pre-contractual liability have been significantly 
reduced, especially through the application of the first of these limitations. Under the 
traditional view followed by Italian case law when a valid contract is concluded, pre-
contractual liability is therefore precluded.Such a statement also holds true when 

794 Art 1337 of the Italian Civil Code, entitled “negotiations and precontractual liability”. Available at: 
https://www.trans-lex.org/601300/_/italian-codice-civile/ 
795Corte di Cassazione 24 April 2012 no 6526, Danno e Responsabilità, 799 (2012) 
796M.W. Hesselink, ‘The concept of good faith’, in A.S. Hartkamp, E.H. Hondius et al eds, Towards a 
European Civil Code, Boston and London: Kluwer Law International, 2004, 474; H.B. Schäfer and H.C. 
Aksoy, ‘Good Faith’, in A. Marciano and G.B. Ramello eds, Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, New 
York: Springer, 2015, 1-8. 
797F. Benatti, ‘Responsabilità precontrattuale, I) Diritto civile’ Enciclopedia giuridica, Rome: Treccani, 
1991, XXVII, 7; G. D’Amico, La responsabilità precontrattuale, in V. Roppo ed, Rimedi, V, 2, Trattato 
del contratto Roppo, Milan: Giuffrè, 2006, 983.  

 

                                                           



 
misconduct engaged in by one party has led the other party to enter into a contract with 
disadvantageous terms to which, under normal circumstances, she or he would not have 
agreed. When negotiations result in the formation of a valid contract, any unfair 
behaviour by the parties is considered to be absorbed and can no longer lead to pre-
contractual liability, with the result that a victim of unfairness is deprived of any specific 
legal protection.798 The outcomes of this interpretation are especially evident with regard 
to duties of information: a lack of information is irrelevant unless it entails a defect of 
consent, such as fraud or error. Some specific examples are revealing: the Corte di 
Cassazione has held that there was no pre-contractual liability where799,  

a) a seller failed to inform a foreign buyer of the need for an import license, 

b) a seller failed to inform the purchaser that no building work could be carried 
out on a piece of land sold in the contract, and 

c) used cars were sold without any notification that they originated from a 
foreign market. 

In all these cases, the lack of the disclosure of the information from one party to the other 
was not an impediment to consent, and was, therefore, deemed to entail no 
precontractual liability. 

 Italian legislation provides also liability on the public contracts. Since the 
principle of public entity liability has been established, case law has increasingly 
broadened the scope of pre-contractual liability in the field of the public 
administration.800 The courts currently identify two different cases for liability resulting 
from the award of public contracts: 

a) Liability for the adoption of unlawful provisions.  

In determining this kind of liability, courts are required to rule on the legitimacy of the 
administrative acts. This judgment refers to the legality of any aspect of an administrative 
decision and the liability is considered to be of an extracontractual nature. The judgment 
upholding contract validity safeguards the legitimate interest of the private party and 
may result in the annulment of decisions involving the ground of illegality801. 

b) Liability for the adoption of unfair behaviour, identified regardless of the 
lawfulness of the administrative action. The judgment on the issue of liability enables the 
administrative courts to evaluate the overall behaviour of the public administration 
during the competitive bidding procedure for public contracts, in order to establish 
whether the public administration has fulfilled or failed to fulfil its duties of fairness and 
of good faith. If any improper behaviour during negotiations is ascertained and if all the 
elements for liability are present, a judgment requiring the contracting entity to 

798Corte di Cassazione 25 July 2006 no 16937 n 7 above; Corte di Cassazione 14 February 2001 no 
2080, Nuova giurisprudenza civile commentata, II, 311 (2002). 
799T. Febbrajo, Good Faith and Pre-Contractual Liability in Italy: Recent Developments in the 
Interpretation of Article 1337 of the Italian Civil Code 2016 
8003 Consiglio di Stato 8 September 2010 no 6489; Consiglio di Stato 28 May 2010 no 3393; 
Consiglio di Stato 8 October 2008 no 4947, all available at www.giustizia-amministra tiva.it  
801Consiglio di Stato 27 June 2013 no 3521, available at http://www.diritto.it/docs/358 29-
responsabilit-della-pubblica-amministrazione-da-provvedimento-illegittimo  (last visited 29 
September 2017)  

 

                                                           



 
compensate the damages incurred by private parties under Art 1337 of the Italian Civil 
Code may result.802 

German legislation 

In Germany, contractual obligations are subject to the standard of good faith. It 
is linked with the notion of Treu und Glauben and is set forth in Art. 242 of the 
Bürgherliches Gesetzbuch (BGB) which sets forth in general terms that the debtor is 
bound to perform according to the requirements of good faith, taking into consideration 
general practice in commerce. Whittaker and Zimmermann explain this notion thus: 
“Treue…signifies faithfulness, loyalty, fidelity, reliability; Glaube means belief in the sense 
of faith or reliance. The combination of ‘Treu und Glauben’ is sometimes seen to 
transcend the sum of its component and is widely understood as a conceptual entity. It 
suggests a standard of honest, loyal and considerate behaviour, of acting with due regard 
for the interests of the other party, and it implies and comprises the protection of a 
reasonable reliance. Thus is not a legal rule with specific requirements that have to 
checked but may be called an open norm. Its content cannot be established in an 
abstract manner but takes shape only by the way in which it is applied803. The provision 
had a profound effect on the development of German contract law by the courts who 
created a number of obligations to ensure a loyal performance of a contract such as a 
duty of the parties to cooperate, to protect each other’s interests and to give information.  

French legislation  

In France also, according to article 1134, para. 3 of the French Civil Code, 
contracts must be performed in good faith. Though the French courts have not given the 
notion of bonne foi the same importance as the German courts, similar results were 
obtained by the application of a general theory of abus de droit which was developed at 
the end of the 19th century and was based on good faith. Performance of contracts in 
good faith has been interpreted by French jurists as implying two duties on the 
contracting parties (i) a duty to act loyally  and (ii) a duty to cooperate.  

Swiss legislation 

In Switzerland, according to article 2 of the Swiss Civil Code, every person is 
bound to exercise his rights and fulfil his obligations in respect of the principle of good 
faith. Moreover, according to article 3, bona fides is presumed whenever the existence of 
a right has been expressly made to depend on the observance of good faith.  

COCLUSIONS 

The concept of good faith is a real argument for actual debate.  

Its significance has been considered since the earliest ages of humanity and has 
been developed and enriched throughout the reception of different cultures and 
necessities. 

The principle sees its origins in very primitive human communities. The status of 
being a member of any human group involving obligations, and membership of even the 

802Corte di Cassazione 03 July 2014 no 15260, Urbanistica e appalti, 1181 (2014); Consiglio di Stato 
10 December 2015 no 5611, available at www.giustizia-amministrativa.it.  
803See Whittaker and Zimmermann, Good Faith in European Contract Law, Cambridge Un. Press, 
2000, pp.18-30 https://www.diritto.it/archivio/1/20772.pdf 

 

                                                           



 
earliest groups must have necessitated rules of performance upon the members of those 
groups. 

The role of modern statutes, European Contract Law influence and EU Directives 
has altered the traditional perception and wider practice of good faith. As far as the 
European Union is concerned, it must be noted that the Principles of European Contract 
Law impose a duty of good faith in the formation, performance and enforcement of the 
parties’ duties under a contract. 

Under Italian law good faith plays an important role, indeed one of the most 
pertinent positions amongst the civil law regimes such that it is considered a 
fundamental pillar of the system.  

Moreover, according to the approach traditionally followed by Italian courts, the 
conclusion of a valid contract precludes any pre-contractual liability.  

A well-established principle states that in cases of pre-contractual liability, the 
guilty party is only obliged to compensate the other party fortheir so-called negative 
interest, namely for costs incurred during negotiations and for lost opportunities for 
income. 

As recent developments have made clear, in contrast to traditionally-held rules, 
the material scope of pre-contractual liability is not limited to cases of unjustified 
termination of negotiations or to conclusions of a voidable contract.  

Pre-contractual liability also attaches when the contract is valid but 
‘disadvantageous’ for a party as a result of the other party’s behaviour during 
negotiations which is not in good faith and when there is ‘delay’ in conclusion of the 
contract.  

The Albanian legislation, as well the other legal systems still has a long way to go 
to ensure that the rules regulating the pre-contractual liability fully comply with 
European principles. 
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Abstract 

The Agency's contract as a commercial contractoccupies a considerable place in the 
Albanian legislation, especially in the conditions of the market economy in which our 
country is located, and therefore it is worth analysed and treated in a special way. 

The distribution of products and the flow of material goods in general are realized by 
occasional meetings between the bidder and the consumer. Often these meetings are 
not incidental, but stimulated by the intervention of the entities, which develops in the 
market the promotion function by contacting the consumer. The entrepeuners of 
production or resale often create within them an organization to promote or to boost 
sales made by their special subordinates, such as merchant agents, travel agents, and 
others. 

Referring to the recent amendments to the Civil Code which are made in 2013, the 
lawmakers in Albania have reflected a total change in the agency contract. This change is 
not from the consent of the contract but mostly from the structuring and clarification of 
this type of contract. 

 This change of legislation ensures the approximation of our legislation with the 
legislation of other more developed countries, in accordance with economic 
development in Albania. 

 
Key words: Agency Contract, agent, exclusivity, area, non-competition agreement. 
 
1.  A brief historical development of Agency Contract. 

 

        The agency contract has been developed in commercial practice by the beginnig 
of the 19th century. While, a complete legal adjustment of this contract has been found 
in the last century. Different countries, at different times, have been part of the trade 
legislation. 

In common law, this contract occupied an important place, as it could be said that in 
1933, the agency was ranked second on the list of the American Legal Institute804. 

In the Romano-Germanic family, specifically in the Italian state, the first definition for 
this conctract was given in the draft law “On the Italian Trademark Code” of 1920. In this 
draft law was defined the meaning of the agent. It was provided that the agent might be 
whether an Italian or a foreign, and it is such as person who is personally charged to 
advertise cases in a particular area or province and to transmit suggestions to the person 
who pays it805. Arrangements between the ordering party and the commercial agent in 
this state were governed by collective contracts until the 1930s, before the agency 
contract was regulated by the Civil Code in 1942. Only in 1942 the agency contract was 
specifically regulated in Code Civil Italian. 

Social, economic and political developments in Albania after the 90s brought with 
them a number of changes in the legal field and in the country's legislation. Of course, 
the changes were desirable because they needed to adapt to the new conditions that our 

804  American Law and Economics Review, Rasmusen Eric, Vol. 6, nr.2, pg. 369 
805Article 22, Progetto preliminare per il nuovo codice di commercio del 1920, pg. 140 

 

                                                           



 
country faced. It was necessary to prepare for special arrangements in the field of civil 
law. 

In this context, the adoption of the Civil Code 1994 brought a number of new civil 
law institutes, including the agency contract, which had not been foreseen by the Civil 
Code of 1929, regarding the conditions of that period. 

The agency contract didn’t exist during the time period in which the Civil Code of 
1981 operated. We note that in this period of time was dominant the centralized 
economy, which did not allow private entities to exercise their activity. This consequently 
it would be meaningless and unenforceable prediction of this contract in the code. 

In the Civil Code of 1994, the agency contract is governed by articles 950 to 961. The 
agency contract is part of the new group of contracts, wich means that its beginnings 
was in1994, when it was introduced for the first time in Code Civil. In September 2013, 
the agency contract suffered what we might call its improvement in organization and 
prediction in the civil code, but without much change in content. 

 

2.  General analysis of changes to civil code for agency contract. 

 

Pursuant to Law no. 121 dated 18/04/2013 from Chapter XIII concerning the Agency 
Contract, the Albanian lawmaker has made changes almost throughout the relevant 
chapter. These changes were first dictated by the present legal vacuum in some of the 
articles of this chapter, which are related to the rights and obligations of the parties, 
which, as will be shown below, have disciplined them, based on the orientations of 
General part of the Civil Code, as well as in the experiences of foreign legislation, mainly 
of Western European countries. 

Excluding only the content of Article 950 of the Civil Code, which concerns the 
subject of the agency contract, all other articles of this chapter have been changed by 
improving and specifying the position of both parties: the Ordering party and the 
Trademark Agent in connection and with enforcement of the respective contract. Exactly 
it is foreseen that: 

While in the previous code (Article 951) the orderer could reconcile two agents in the 
same area, in the new law he is allowedto contract only with a commercial agent. 
Regarding the previous law agents acted in the same field of activity, but currently the 
contracted agent acts on a group of customers in the same field, in accordance with the 
new law. 

Upon repealing Articles 952 and 953, the lawmaker replaced Article 952 with the 
rights and obligations of the parties provided for in Article 954 of the previous code. 
These rights and obligations of the parties in the new law are more specific. In the first 
paragraph of this article the lawmaker has defined the obligations of the commercial 
agent, while in the second paragraph he has specified the order of the orderer in detail. 

 With new provisions, the legislator has defined the relevant chapters, making it 
simpler and more understandable. Thus, while in the previous provisions the commercial 
agent's remuneration was not concrete, in Article 953 this reward is also specified for the 
fact on which the reward is based in cases when it is not specified in the relevant 
contract. The dealer's remuneration continues with more detailed assignments and 
definitions in articles 955 and 956 of the code. 

In the new law is also presented a new provision such as the “Guarantee 
Agreement”806 signed by the commercial agent, which makes the agency contract a 
generally applicable twofold legal action. 

What makes it distinct in relation to the previous provisions, the head of the contract 
of the agency is what we mentioned above, and in the visual aspect it is divided into 

806Article 961, Civil Code. 

 

                                                           



 
chapters. This makes it easier to be use by interested persons such as lawyers, advocates 
and in particular fromthe Albanian courts. 

 
3.  Overview of Agency Contract 

 

Based on the Article 950 of the Civil Code, one party of the agency contract 
undertakes with an irrevocable and rewarding obligation, to enter into contracts in a 
particular area for the account of the other party. 

Each party has the right to receive from the other party a copy of the contract signed 
by it. The parties to this contract are called the agent and the orderer. 

The object of the agency contract is the actions and services performed by a person 
on behalf of another person. The agency contract is distinguished for its commercial 
character. This is evident from the content of Article 952 of the Civil Code and former 
Article 953, regarding the obligations of the parties. It is understood that the agent's 
rights and obligations in the agency contract are economic, organizational and 
autonomous, taking over all the risks that arise during the work. This relates to a stable 
relationship of cooperation and is finalized in the fulfillment of the duty (the conclusion 
of a trade agreement), in which legal effects lie on the latter.807 

The description of the characteristics of the contract form, the type and other 
elements of it are defined in the legislation of each country, but also in the judicial 
decisions, which extend or complement the normative framework. 

Thus, in the Italian Civil Code, the definition of an agency contract is given in Article 
1742, according to which one party undertakes to advertise, on behalf of the other party, 
against the remuneration and to bind the trusts to a designated area. Each party has the 
right to hold a copy of the contract, with the signature of each party.808 As we can see, 
from the definitions given in the Civil Code, both in Albanian and Italian, the agency 
contract consists of entering into a contract between the two parties, whereby one party 
undertakes to enter into a contract against a remuneration in a given area, for the 
account of the other party. So this is a reward contract, where the parties are the prospect 
and the agent.809 

The agent, who does not represent the orderer, is obliged to limit his activity solely 
to finding buyers, entering into a contract with them, and at the beginning of the 
attempts, remaining foreign until the conclusion of the contract, verified only between 
the ordering party and client when consensus is reached. As a result, the seller is 
responsible for damages caused to the buyer, which means that the advertising of the 
products which are going to be sold, defines the main obligation that falls on the agent. 

The concept of the agency is inherited from commercial laws and has a substantial 
and practical significance in the development of a business. The agency's study is part of 
studying the various rules of a business and especially in its management, in which legal 
effects are of crucial importance. 

 
3.1 The elements of the Agency Contract. 

 Reward 

 
The reward is an essential element of the agency contract. The reward is the amount 

of money that the payer owes to the agent for the third-party contracts. In Article 950, 
where the termination of this contract is awarded is stated, one party undertakes on a 
continuous and reward basis to enter into a contract in a particular area on behalf of the 

807 Careers in Advertising & Public Relations Wetfeet Insider Guide, 2005, Edition, pg.4 
808 Codice Civile, art. 1742. 
809Cassano, Giuseppe – “I contratti di distribuzione, agenzia, mediazione, promozione finanziaria, 
concessione di vendita, franchaising: figure classiche e new economy”, 2006, pg. 270. 

 

                                                           



 
other party.810 So it looks like the place where the reward is, as an essential element of 
this contract. Being an essential element of this contract, with the new trade reward 
agent changes, is devoted to a more specific and well-defined article than before the 
changes. In the new Article 953 it is stated that in the absence of any agreement between 
the parties on the matter, the commercial agent has the right of recompense that the 
merchant agents assigned to the contracts forming the object of his agency contract 
usually benefit from the place where he exercises his activity. If such a customary practice 
does not exist, the commercial agent should be entitled to a reasonable remuneration, 
taking into account all aspects of the contract. An agent's remuneration shall be 
considered as the payment elements he / she benefits and which vary according to the 
number or value of the commercial transactions. In the absence of such custom, the 
commercial agent has the right to a reasonable remuneration, which takes into account 
all the elements pertaining to the action. 

 
Area 

 
The concept of the designated area, in which the agent will develop his activity, has 

been subject to doctrinal debate. It was discussed to designate the area as an essential 
element to consider as an element in the agency contract or to represent an element in 
the contract but not very important to it.811 

For practical reasons, territorial restriction is needed and the field in which the agent 
should act in the interest of the proponent and in a sustainable manner should be 
individualized. It is not in the interest of the agent to operate in the same area and for the 
same object where other agents can act as the presence of many agents increases 
competition and this makes it harder for him to work. 

The Civil Code states expressly that the agent must act in a particular area. With a 
given area we mean a geographical area or a territory whose boundaries are defined in 
the contract.812 But with a certain area will be equated an area of economic activity or 
trade set aside in a contract within which services may and should be performed and to 
associate the respective contracts that will be subject to the foreseen objects or actions. 

International doctrine does not qualify the area as an essential element. In the 
Community Directives related to the agency contract, the agent is defined by not making 
any reference and without limiting the area of its activity.813 It has been noted among 
other facts that the lack of an element of the area element can be compensated by 
considering it as such all over the world, ie an indefinite space. However, I think the 
agency contract should have a certain area in which the agent should act, for the sole 
reason that the agents are as efficient and productive in their work, as it is defined in 
Albanian legislation this rule. This is further strengthened by the 2013 amendments, 
where exaggeration is envisaged, under which it is stated that the ordering party may not 
have simultaneously more than one agent in the same area or for the same customer 
group and for the same field of activity.814 And the same thing applies to the agent in his 
relationship with some orderers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

810Ex- article 956, Civil Code. 
811Trabucchi, Alberto,“Instituzioni di diritto civile”,Padova, Cedon, 2004, pg. 830 
812Semini (Tutulani), Mariana, “E drejta e detyrimeve dhe kontratave”, Pjesa e posaçme, pg. 136. 
813Trabucchi, Alberto, “Instituzioni di diritto civile”, Padova, Cedon, 2004, pg. 831 
814Article 951, Civil Code. 

 

                                                           



 
Promotion 

 
In the agency contract, the agent carries out an economic, organizational and 

autonomous activity, taking over all the risks that are characteristic of a working 
relationship.815 

These kinds of definitions are noted both in legal provisions and judicial decisions. 
An agent who does not represent the orderer, he has a limited activity solely such as 
finding buyers, as well as entering into contracts with them and to enter into 
negotiations. In any case, the agent is obligated to stay foreign until the termination of 
the contract, which will are verified only at the moment of meeting between the 
customer and the clients; as a consequence the seller is only liable for damages caused to 
buyers, which are caused by the agent, only if he was aware of them. Promotion, 
therefore, is the essential obligation of the agent, but for which he should bear his 
responsibilities.816 

 
Stability or sustainability 

 
Sustainability is an essential and characteristic element of an agency contract that 

brings some predetermined obligations, not just a single obligation or issue, but a 
number of obligations that can be realized at a certain time and area, in the interest of 
the customer.817 

Therefore, this is a very important element from the legal point of view in this 
contract, contributing to its distinction from a similarly similar institute, such as a 
mediation contract or a proxy sale. 

In fact, only in a stable relationship, characterized not by a coincidence of the 
fulfillment of the contract, can satisfy the needs of both parties and in particular those of 
the prospect, who having a sporadic cooperation with the agent but sustainable, can 
achieve the required economic revolutions. 

 
3.2. The Content of agency contract. 

 
The rights and obligations of the agent 

 
One of the agent's rights is exclusivity. Exclusivity means that the ordering party can 

not have simultaneously more than one agent in the same area or for the same customer 
group and for the same area of activity. Also, the agent can not simultaneously handle, in 
the same area or for the same customer group and in the same field, the contracts of 
several undertakings in competition between them. 

Exclusivity is also envisaged in the provisions of the Italian Civil Code, as an agent's 
right, specifically in Article 1743. Under this article, the exclusive agent's right is closely 
related to the concept of the area. In the sphere of duty of the agent it involves fulfilling 
its obligations consistently and profitable. It is necessary that the area is exclusive to the 
agent only and that he does not sell products in competition with those of the orderer. 
Once the area has been defined, changes that may be made to the contract do not 
constitute an optional object for the parties, but should be applied by them.818 

As we see the exclusivity in the meaning of Albanian civil code is wider, because 
under this obligation is not only related to the concept of the area, but also the groups of 
clients or the field of activity. 

815Ricketts, Martin, “The Economics of business Enterprise”, Third edition, Edward Edgar, 2002, pg. 
110. 
816Trabucchi, Alberto, “Instituzioni di diritto civile”, Padova, Cedon, 2004, pg. 824 
817Corte di Cassazione, Italia, no. 58, 14.01.1985. 
818Trabucchi, Alberto, “Instituzioni di diritto civile”, Padova, Cedon, 2004, pg. 830. 

 

                                                           



 
Exclusivity, according to international jurisprudence doctrine and practice, 

constitutes a natural element (ie inherited from the nature of the contract) and not 
essential (essential, defined in the basic terms of the contract) and as such is derogatory 
from the parties. 

 

An agent acting on behalf of more than one orderer 

 

It is a common practice for the agent, who in function of the autonomy he owns, 
develops his activity on the account of more than one orderer. So he can be contracted 
with some orderers. But there are times when the agent is obliged to act on behalf of just 
one orderer and in such cases it is foreseen in the collective agreement, as an exclusive 
agent.819 

According to the doctrine, the development of activity on behalf of a single orderer 
may result as a clause introduced by a particular type of contract, from the effective 
development of its own, without requiring the need for a special agreement that causes 
real obligations. Consequently, to qualify as an exclusive or sole agent, it is necessary to 
observe effective and concrete reporting arrangements between the agent and the 
ordering party.820 

 
The obligation to sign an agreement that restricts the competition. 

 

In the Albanian Civil Code, this obligation is foreseen in Article 960, which is provided 
as follows: “An agreement that foresees a restriction on the professional activities of a 
commercial agent after termination of the contract is called a non-competition clause”. 

The non-competition agreement is valid when it is signed in the writing form. It must 
belong to a geographic area or group of trusted merchant clients, as well as the type of 
contract for which the commercial agent was represented under the agency contract. 

 The non-competition clause is valid for a period not longer than 2 years from the 
date of termination of the contract. " 

 Thus, the agent is obliged, until two years after the agency contract has been 
resolved, not to compete with the orderer by performing services for the account of 
other orderers. This restriction can also be made for only a certain geographical area or 
for a client area that was not specified in the agency contract. This measure is taken, 
taking into account the status and position of the agent who, for his own function and 
service, has been aware of the economic data of the customer, his clientele, the prices, 
the markets, the supplier’s strategies, and so on. 

Even Italian legislation, article 1751 of the Civil Code, provides for a restriction of 
competition for a term of two years after the termination of the contract. 

 
Right to a reward 

According to Article 953 of the Civil Code, "In the absence of any agreement between 
the parties on the matter, the commercial agent shall be entitled to the remuneration 
that the merchant , assigned to the contracts forming the object of his agency contract, 
usually benefit from the place where he exercises his activitite”. If such a customary 
practice does not exist, the commercial agent must be entitled to a reasonable 
remuneration, taking into account all aspects of the contract. " 

The current provisions of the Albanian Civil Code821 provide that: "A commercial 
agent shall not be entitled to remuneration if it is owed to the foregoing commercial 

819Same. 
820Cassano, Giuseppe, “I contratti di distribuzione, agenzia, mediazione, promozione finanziaria, 
concessione di vendita, franchaising: figure classiche e new economy”, 2006, pg. 213. 
 
821 Article 954 Civil Code. 

 

                                                           



 
agent, unless it is apparent from the circumstances that the reward is fair to be shared 
between the trading agents. Unlike the previous provisions which provided that the 
commercial agent has no right to repay the agency's expenses, while the Italian civil code 
provides for the opposite822. In addition to the remuneration that the payer is obliged to 
pay to the agent (as an essential element of the contract), there are also some special 
cases. 

As a rule, remuneration is taken in the form of money, so the agent for a contract 
with third parties and for the accuracy of his work, receives money in monetary value. If 
the agent's remuneration is not composed only of money in monetary value, then it can 
be taken in another form. 

In Italian legislation is determined the agent's remuneration in percentage. However, 
there are times when the reward is not set in percentage, in cases where, for example, is 
determined through a fixed amount for each sales.823 

 

The obligation to fulfill the obligation assumed 

 

The agent must fulfill the task assigned. According to Article 952 of the Civil Code, 
the agent during exercising his activity must take care of the orderer interests and he 
must act in a correct and trustful manner to fulfill his obligations. He should endeavor: to 
negotiate how and when to conclude the contracts for which he is charged, to notify the 
customer about any necessary information he has and to apply his instructions within the 
limits of reason. On the other hand, the contract of the Agency as a form of mutual legal 
action also foresees the obligations of the orderer, who based on the mutual obligations, 
obliges the orderer to act with correctness and trust in order to perform duties. 
Regarding this duties can be mentionated such as: making available to the trade agent all 
the necessary documents relating to the contracts, the information necessary for the 
performance of the contracts and other information relating to the time-limits for the 
performance of the contracts. 

Unlike the previous provisions of the Civil Code, where the tasks of the contractors 
were general and not clearly defined, by requiring the parties to address each case to the 
court for settlement, the current legislation has more clearly defined these duties either 
by the measure of remuneration, as well as those cases when the right to receive it no 
longer exists 824. However, this does not mean that with this content of the agency 
Contract provisions to the Civil Code, no dispute may arise between the parties. This 
would be logical and unacceptable. 

Despite the improvements made to the provisions of Articles 952 and 954 of the Civil 
Code, from these articles may raise the hypothesis of the inability of the agent to fulfill 
the contract. This inability may be temporary or partial. In this way, we can say that, at the 
moment of impossibility of fulfilling the obligations by the agent part, we have 
suspension of the relationship, which discharges the agent from liability because of his 
impossibility, but at the same time it becomes absolutely impossible and it cannot be 
discussed anymore about fulfilling the contract. 

 

Obligation for information 
 

Article 952 of the Civil Code has stipulated that “the agent must fulfill the duty 
charged in accordance with the instructions received and he must give the ordering 
party information concerning such as: the market conditions in the designated area, the 
property status of the potential clients and any other useful information to evaluate the 

822 Article 956 Civil Code. 
823Cassano, Giuseppe, “I contratti di distribuzione, agenzia, mediazione, promozione finanziaria, 
concessione di vendita, franchaising: figure classiche e new economy”, 2006, pg. 272 
824Article 955, Civil Code. 

 

                                                           



 
convenience of special agreements”. According to this article, it is seen that the agent is 
obliged to inform the ordering party for any information that is in interest to the ordering 
party. 

Regarding the obligation to provide information, the Italian Civil Code provides two 
moments: The first moment refers to the obligation of the agent to inform the ordering 
party about the market situation in the area where he is active. The second moment 
concludes the obligation to provide specific information such as the completion of a 
targeted work.825 The first obligation is the consequence of the durable character that the 
agency contract must have. This is an obligation not only limited to the ultimate goal of 
the contract, but it must meet within a certain time, engaging and compelling the agent 
in constant and constant search to find not only powerful clients but also ways to variety 
of commodity advertising. 

Therefore, the agent's actions must consist in the performance of the contract and 
the collection of in-formation, through which it is possible to obtain a complete market 
framework in which the agent will act and which may lead to the discovery of the 
movements of the competitors and anticipate the client's exigencies and desires. 

 
 The rights and obligations of the orderer 

 
In addition to the obligations of the agent, since this is a two-way contract, the other 

party has its contractual and legal obligations. These obligations include: 
 

Obligation to give the agent information 

 

Pursuant to Article 952 (b), second paragraph of the Civil Code provides that “the 
ordering party is obliged to provide the agent with all the information necessaryto carry 
out the actions assigned to him. The necessary information includes the data relating to 
the volume forecast of the contracts that will be significantly lower than the one that the 
merchant would normally expect. Also, the necessary information includes timelines 
regarding the acceptance, rejection or non-execution of a contract that the merchant has 
provided for the ordering party. 

The documentation must also include an account extract for the remuneration 
attributable to the agent. This documentation must be delivered to the agent no later 
than the last day of the first, following the treble for which the reward for the merchant is 
due.826 

The customer must give timely reply if he or she will accept or reject the offers 
submitted by the agent. 

 

Reward Obligation 

 

The ordering party is obliged to reward the agent for the mediations he performs; a 
remuneration which is taken only after the full assignment has been completed. If the 
agreement or contract is partially fulfilled, then the reward will be partial in relation to 
this fulfillment. 

The orderer is obliged to reward the agent for the deals that have been concluded, 
but which have been resolved later, when their relationship was derived by the agent's 
activity. In the previous provisions of the Civil Code it was foreseen that “when the 
agreement is not executed for the fault of the client, then he is obliged to pay the agent, 
despite that his activity has not come to fruition”. 

825Article 1746, Italian Civil Code. 
826Article 956, Civil Kode, Semini, Mariana, “ E Drejta e detyrimeve dhe kontratave”, Pjesa e 
posaçme”, pg. 137 

 

                                                           



 
Civil Code sets out cases where the ordering party is obliged to pay the agent:827 
- When the contract is concluded as a result of its action; 
- If the contract was completed by a third, which he had previously acquired as a 

customer for contracts of the same type; 
- Whether he has an exclusive right to a particular geographical area or a customer 

group and the contract is concluded with a customer belonging to this area and / or this 
group. 

The amount of remuneration in favor of the agent at the end of the contract may not 
be greater than the annual remuneration received from him, calculated as an average of 
the awards earned by the agent in the last five years. When the contract is concluded for 
a term of less than five years then the average of the bonuses earned for the duration of 
the contract will be made. The customer is not obligated to pay a ransom to the agent in 
these cases: 

- when the contract is awarded due to a default that has come as a result of the bad 
work of the agent 

- when the agent has passed a third person's rights and obligations arising from the 
agency's contract. 

 
4. Term of Agency Contract. 

 

The deadline is an element of the agency's contract. In the contract the parties agree 
and set the deadline for the agent to carry out his activity. The Agency may be bound by 
or without term (Article 957 of the Civil Code). Article 957 of the Code stipulates that 
“when a fixed-term agency contract continues to be applying even after the expiration of 
the term, it becomes a contract of indefinite duration”. When the contract has been 
concluded without any term, each party has the right to withdraw from it, provided that 
it notifies the other party in advance within a reasonable time. The Civil Code does not 
foresee any prior legal notice, but it has set some deadlines. The notice period may not 
be shorter than one month in the first year of the contract term, not less than two months 
in the second year of the contract, and so on until the sixth year and which should be no 
less than six months.828 So when the contract is over six years, the notice deadline for 
withdrawal of each party remains at least six months. The parties to the agreement may 
set pre-deadlines longer than the legal ones, but they may never set shorter deadlines 
than the legal deadlines mentioned above and shorter deadlines than those provided for 
in the agreement with the agent. 

As can be seen in our legislation, the agency contract can be a fixed term contract or 
indefinite term. Looking at the Italian legislation, we see that the agency contract there is 
defined as a term contract in which its fulfillment for a certain period of time is an 
essential condition for which the contract can be considered as a response to the model 
of developed in a doctrinal way and can be considered appropriate for the production of 
its effects. 

In a ruling by the Cassation Court of Italy, regarding the term of the agency contract 
it is stated that in this type of contract, the deadline constitutes a key, non-accessory part 
of the contract by which the executions of each party are determined. 

More specifically, Article 1750 of the Italian Civil Code829 sets out three moments of 
agency contract regarding the deadline: that of the indefinite term, the one with a fixed 
term and the moment of the contract with a defined and extended duration. In addition, 
the EEC Directive no. 653.86 and the draft no. 303/91, in order to achieve a better 
allocation of the de qua case in relation to such a convention, referring to the deadline 
and the issues of the agency contract resolution have brought to mind the internal 

827 Article 954, Civil Code. 
828Semini, Mariana, “ E Drejta e detyrimeve dhe kontratave”, Pjesa e posaçme”, pg. 137. 
829 Corte di Cassazione, no. 10834, dt. 17/12/1994 

 

                                                           



 
system, thus emphasizing that in such a case, the regulation will be made by domestic 
law. 

As a conclusion we can say that the contract of the agency is a fixed-term contract, 
otherwise it becomes a contract of indefinite term and the parties can give it away at any 
time, normally respecting the deadlines. In cases where the contract continues even after 
the deadline, its term may be extended for an indefinite period or not. 

Whereas, according to community law, the issue of the term of the agency contract is 
usually governed by the domestic law of the states. 

 

Conclusions. 

The agency's contract for the character of the trade that characterizes it plays an 
important economic and social role in the country. This is closely related to the fact that 
the party that undertakes to sell the goods or services possesses, apart from the means 
necessary to enforce the obligation, also special features related to intellectual and 
organizational skills. This contract is part of the group of bilateral contracts where the 
porter is on one side and the agent on the other. The nature of this contract determines 
in some way and its scope. The development of the agency relationship is conditioned by 
several factors, among which we can mention a country's territory, socio-economic, 
political development, and so on. 

For these reasons, in Albania this relationship has not reached that development in 
the other industrialized countries, for the very conditions in which our country is situated. 

The practice of other countries has shown that various problems arise in relation to 
this relationship, as there have been similar figures to that of the agent and there is a 
problem which provisions will apply in each case. I think that modeling a country in 
which this conundrum has a widespread development, such as Italy, can precede these 
problems that may arise in the future in our practice. 

The conditions and development of the country dictate the development in the 
years to come. Given that the country is still in the economic transition phase and many 
branches of the economy are in development, such as different businesses, tourism, the 
public sector, etc. with the development of these branches, of course, the agent's figure 
and the agency's contract will also be developed. The development of these branches is 
also conditioned by the fact that Albania is in the Stabilization and Association phase and 
where the state is taking a series of reforms within the framework and for the purpose of 
obtaining candidate status and membership in the European Union. Eco-nomia will take 
a different direction and market conditions will change, the exchange of goods and 
services will increase, thus the agency contract will be developed and will find more 
ground for the agency contract as one of the most important with a commercial and 
more prospective character. 
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FREEDOM OF CONTRACT AS A BASIC PRINCIPLE OF PRIVATE 

INTERNATIONAL LAW. 

PhD. Candidate Malvin KAÇAJ 

ABSTRACT 

This paper is aimed to give a general overview of freedom of contract principle 
and its application in EU legislation and in Albania. The concept of "freedom of cantract", 
which is understood as the ability of any person, party to the contract or not, to interact 
through a contract, has gained significantly an increasing importance. Given the value of 
this legal concept, where it appears as a subjective civil right and fundamental freedom, 
the legal protection of contractual freedom may be greater or less due to two limitations 
in the exercise of this right. Contractual freedom is virtually seen as "the freedom to be 
bound" of another person by means of a legal instrument, contract or an agreement that 
will create obligations for parties which at first sight may seem paradoxical, caused by 
two mostly contradictory terms: freedom from one side and being forced on the other 
side. Freedom should have a postulate that is a foundation and this can only be the 
autonomy of will. Autonomy of will means freedom of contract.Freedom of contract has 
been recognised as a general principle of Civil Law by the European Court of Justice in 
several cases and it is a principle which has been seen provided and protected by article 
16 of the European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights and has been set by the EU 
Commission as a fundamental point of reference for the future development of European 
contract law. Furthermore, freedom of contract is reflected both in European Union 
private international law and in EU substantive law provisions. Its application is 
interpreted in the interests of protecting “weaker parties” and prohibit an abuse of 
freedom of contract. 

Keywords: freedom of contract, private law, international private law, EU. 

THE NOTION OF FREEDOM OF CONTRACT 

Freedom of contract is the doctrine which states that people have the right to 
legally bind them. It is a judicial concept which holds that contracts are based on mutual 
agreement and free choice. Therefore, contracts are not be hampered by external control 
such as governmental interference. This is the principle which supports that people are 
able to fashion their relations by private agreements, when opposed to the assigned 
roles of the feudal system.Freedom of contract embraces two closely connected, but two 
different concepts: 

Firstly, it indicates that contracts were based on mutual agreement.  

Secondly, it emphasizes that the creation of a contract was the result of a free 
choice unhampered by external control including the government or the legislature. 

The Principles of European Contract Law state that this freedom is subject to the 
requirements of good faith, fair dealing and the mandatory rules established under the 
Principles. Accordingly, the law has intervened to guide parties as to which terms they 
can contract on to effectively balance the inequality in their bargaining power, and 
ensure optimum protection for the consumer who, most times, has limited expertise in 
the field.Electronic contracts are no different, as they are subject to laws designed to 
ensure protection of the consumer. Significantly, the law imposes additional protection, 

 



 
beyond what obtains under traditional paper contracts, particularly for the consumer 
who elects to buy goods he has not inspected.These protective measures are contained 
mainly in the European Union legislative initiatives. In EU law, freedom of contract is no 
more than a starting-point (if an important one), given the range of modern social and 
political considerations which require its qualification (Whittaker, 2014) So, while the 
subordinate nature of the private law-making of contracting parties has long been clearly 
proclaimed in national legal traditions, the last half century or so has seen a considerable 
growth in the range of public policy qualifications on freedom of contract, notably for the 
protection of consumers, tenants and employees. Freedom of contract can be seen as an 
economic principle on which markets of all kinds are to be based. Seen in this light, the 
law’s role in establishing or supporting freedom of contract lies in ensuring that legal and 
commercial institutions are so set up as to support a free and open market and, more 
specifically, the role of contract law is primarily to support and facilitate market 
transactions: this may be termed the market vision of freedom of contract (Ranouil, 1990). 
On the other hand, freedom of contract can instead be seen as a moral principle, 
according to which the justification for contractual obligations is found in the will of the 
individuals party to the contract, a vision of freedom of contract often expressed on 
continental Europe under the phrase contractual autonomy or the autonomy of the will 
and with obvious roots in the philosophy of Rousseau and Kant: this may be termed the 
voluntarist vision of freedom of contract (Ranouil, 1990). The relationship between these 
different visions of freedom of contract is not straightforward either in the national laws 
of European Member States nor in EU law. So, rather than modern European laws fully 
reflecting one or other vision of the role of the law in relation to contracts (whether the 
general law or contract law properly so-called), these visions exist in tension within the 
laws, though to different extents in different substantive areas and in different national 
laws. So, while in some situations, these two visions of freedom of contract lead to the 
same approach to a particular legal issue, in other situations they lead to very different 
approaches, different rules and different substantive results.  

DEVELOPMENT AND RESTRICTION OF THE FREEDOM OF CONTRACT PRINCIPLE 

The history of contractual will is, at the same time, the history of the concepts 
regarding contractual freedom, in other words is the history of the principle of 
contractual freedom. The forming of the contract requires manifesting an agreement of 
will between at least to participants whom, according to contractual freedom, must be 
able to choose each other and once the contract is completed, contractual freedoms is 
continued in determining the terms of the contract and its execution. The essence of 
contractual freedom with regards to determining the contents of the contract and its 
effects consists of that, abiding by the limitations set forth in the Civil Code, upholding 
public order, good morals, restrictions on the object and cause, the parties may set the 
terms of the contract in accordance to the interests they pursue, thereby binding it 
entirely. The parties may pursue a common interest or goal, especially in multilateral 
contracts, but they will never make-up a unique or common will. The wills of the parties 
concur in a single point: when the parties agree to generate a juridical rapport, which is 
to say rights and obligation, as by the contract all parties aim to achieve a result. The 
contract cannot function correctly and justly unless these building elements are modeled 
to the principle of contractual solidarism, when upon, a contract is a conciliation of the 
interests of the parties and a partnership in which each of the parties is bound to realize 
their purpose, underlining the fact that a contract is not merely made for oneself but to 
materialize goals.  

According to the principle of contractual freedom, the parties are free to enter 
into any contracts and determine the contents thereof within the bounds imposed by the 

 



 
law, public order, and good morals. As such, contractual freedom can only be brought to 
bear in a legal framework, and by respecting reasonable limits imposed for the 
safeguarding of legitimate public and private interests; if exercised outside this frame, 
with no bounds any freedom loses its legitimacy and tends to turn to anarchy. Therefore, 
the parties are free to choose the person with which they will enter into agreement and 
to set the content of the contract place of execution, currency of payment…etc. In older 
civil law doctrine this principle was thus synthesized (Cosma, 1969): “As a matter of 
principle, the parties are free to enter or to abstain from entering into juridical acts, they may 
choose their counterparties freely, may by mutual agreement determine the object of the 
contact and the terms and effects thereof, they may modify them or terminate them, may 
adopt or reject in full or in part the patterns set forth by law (so called named acts), they may 
merge elements of these typical documents or create new acts unforeseen by the law, they 
may express their consent in the form of their own choosing, the juridical will having the same 
effectiveness whether openly or silently expressed, as sometimes silence itself may cause 
juridical effects”. 

The principle of contractual freedom also induces the freedom to negotiate and 
absence of liability in the event of not completing the contract. The omnipotence of 
contractual freedom explains that the parties undergo a series of “saccades” in the 
process of forming the contract. If they are free to bind themselves to the terms of the 
final agreement, the parties are just as free to set forth, in the contract, the means to 
“sever” the legal bond that blossoms between them (Goicovici, 2008) .  

Of course, this principle has its own limitations. Thus, the dispositions that make 
up the “economic public order” affect the freedom to contract in varied way such as:  

by forbidding any contracts pertaining to a determined object that is thus 
removed from trade;  
forbidding the use of terms deemed abusive; 
imposing on one of the parties obligations to complete certain formalities 
before treating with its partners;  
making it mandatory to agree to contracts with any and all who manifest a will 
towards such; by modulating the content of the contract by either determining 
the duration in authoritarian fashion or setting limits that one cannot 
exceed…etc (Farjat, 1965) 

Other restraints are brought to the parties’ freedom in establishing the contents of 
the contracts or choosing the form for its validity. This is the case with contracts of 
adhesion, that have a pre-established content and are encountered more and more in 
our lives (i.e. in insurance, transport relations, retail telephone services, banking, etc). The 
content of these contracts is the exclusive work of one of the parties, the stronger party, 
which thereby effectively imposes its terms. 

Rights restrictions based on servitude have a long history dating from pre-
Renaissance cultures, including, notably, the Roman civil code (Berman, 1993), and 
ancient Greek law. In ancient Greek law, freedom of contract was a foundational principle 
of their society (Versteeg, 2010). The doctrine of freedom of contract was so strong at 
Athens that it was possible to contract out of the protection of the law, or to agree that a 
contract should take precedence over law, or to expect a court of law to uphold a 
contract which is publicly admitted to have constituted a conspiracy to commit an 
unlawful act. Even with this strong concept of the legal supremacy of contract, in ancient 
times slaves lacked any rights, including, of course, the right to contract. 

 



 
As mentioned in the Albanian law, contractual freedom may only be limited by law, 

which means that contractual freedom, just like any other freedom in the field of civil law, 
as long as it is exercised in an organized society in the state, cannot a priori be absolute 
and unlimited. A typical limitation of this freedom are the so-called adhesion contracts. If 
in Common Law generally there are many contractual freedoms and will of autonomy, so 
we do not see the legal framework, in Civil Law on the other hand there is a legal 
framework. Albanian legislation in Article 660 of the Civil Code sanctions the principle of 
contractual freedom and at the same time its limitation within the limits set forth in the 
law is somewhere in the middle. The will of the parties influences the kind of contract, 
but not the kind of procure for the perfection of the contract.In national law and in 
unified rules, the rules of contractual freedom are, without exception, limited by legal 
provisions, moral rules or good doctrine rules. The constraints of contractual freedom 
limitation are frequent and numerous, but participants, despite these limitations must 
find this freedom and thus realize their interests in the flow of goods and services. 

FREEDOM OF CONTRACT APPLICATION IN THE EU PRIVATE LAW 

The modern laws controlling the effectiveness of unfair contract terms can be 
seen differently according to the different visions of freedom of contract. So, these laws 
can be seen as qualifications on freedom of contract in the interests of public policy or 
contractual justice. In addition, these modern laws can be seen as justified by the low 
quality or even lack of consent of one of the contracting parties, particularly where the 
term in question forms part of a standard form used by the other party in the course of 
business: the control of unfair terms does not qualify the party’s contractual autonomy, it 
seeks to protect it. Furthermore, sometimes the same vision of freedom of contract can 
lead to different approaches here. Freedom of contract can justify legal intervention. 
However, in the view of some scholars830, the fundamental duality of vision of the 
principle of freedom of contract (market and voluntarist) can also be seen in EU law itself. 
The market vision can easily be seen in the most fundamental aspects of the law (notably, 
the fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty which are concerned to establish 
and to promote the internal market) and references to the needs of the internal market 
are prominent in EU secondary legislation governing contracts, reflecting the 
competences on which it is based. However, on turning to the substance of a good deal 
of the same legislation, we find a clear concern with the quality of consent of contracting 
parties. This is particularly striking in the consumer acquis831. The law governing the 
question of agreement of terms does allow the courts to evaluate the surprising and/or 
onerous nature of a particular term, with the important exception of a contractual 
instrument in signed writing. On the other hand, on turning to the provisions of the 
Directive itself, these combine a concern with the substantive effect of a term allegedly 
unfair with a concern as to whether or not it is plain and intelligible. The requirement of 
the with the transparency of contract terms reflects a concern with the quality of consent 
of a consumer to the particular term, even where it has not been individually negotiated.  

A concern with the need for predictability and certainty as to the law applicable 
to a dispute for the proper functioning of the market is also found in the Rome II 

830Simon Whittaker, Professor of European Comparative Law, University of Oxford 
831 So, for example, the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Directive of 1993 starts by justifying its 
enactment by reference to ‘the aim of progressively establishing the internal market’ and that: the 
laws of Member States relating to the terms of contract between the seller of goods or supplier of 
services, on the one hand, and the consumer of them, on the other hand, show many disparities, 
with the result that the national markets for the sale of goods and services to consumers differ from 
each other and that distortions of competition may arise amongst the sellers and suppliers, notably 
when they sell and supply in other Member States. 

 

                                                           



 
Regulation832 on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations. Meanwhile, Recital 11 
of the Rome I Regulation explains that: The parties’ freedom to choose the applicable law 
should be one of the cornerstones of the system of conflict-of-law rules in matters of 
contractual obligations. Article 3(1) then states that: “A contract shall be governed by the 
law chosen by the parties. The choice shall be made expressly or clearly demonstrated by the 
terms of the contract or the circumstances of the case. By their choice the parties can select 
the law applicable to the whole or to part only of the contract.” This provision is cast in the 
language of choice and is often viewed in terms of giving expression to the parties’ 
autonomy of the will. 

On the other hand, as is very well-known, the Rome I Regulation puts in place 
importance qualifications on the effectiveness of the contracting parties’ choice.  

First, it allows only the choice of a ‘State law’ as the applicable law, though it 
allows the possibility of non-State law being incorporated as the terms of a contract.  

Secondly, the Rome I Regulation is not restricted to determining the law 
applicable to cross-border contracts but it specifies that:“Where all other elements relevant 
to the situation at the time of the choice are located in a country other than the country 
whose law has been chosen, the choice of the parties shall not prejudice the application of 
provisions of the law of that other country which cannot be derogated from by agreement.”833 

EU substantive contract law and EU private international law recognise the 
importance of freedom of contract both in the sense of the facilitation of private 
transactions in the market and in the sense of giving effect to the choices of individuals. 
However, they also recognise that the law may need to override the parties’ choice on 
grounds of policy. Generally, the law should give effect to party choice; but sometimes 
the law should not give parties the option. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Freedom of contract is a fundamental principle of European private law. It is also 
implicitly recognized as a general principle of European Community Law. An open 
market economy with free competition, which the Treaty aims to implement, can only be 
achieved if contractual freedom in connection with a system ensuring effective 
competition within the internal market is guaranteed.  

Directly applied in private law, it might endanger the market economy as the 
foundation of the European Union. 

Most people never consider the importance of the right to contract, which is 
essentially the ability to gain and dispose of possessions and services, alter legal 
relationships, and act with some guaranty as to future obligations and rights. 

EU substantive contract law and EU private international law recognise the 
importance of freedom of contract both in the sense of the facilitation of private 
transactions in the market and in the sense of giving effect to the choices of individuals. 

832 Regulation (EC) 864/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 July 2007 on the 
law applicable to non-contractual obligations (‘Rome II’) (the ‘Rome II Regulation’), recital 6. 
833 Rome I Regulation, art. 3(3). 

 

                                                           



 
In national law and in unified rules, the rules of contractual freedom are, without 

exception, limited by legal provisions, moral rules or good doctrine rules. The constraints 
of contractual freedom limitation are frequent and numerous, but participants, despite 
these limitations must find this freedom and thus realize their interests in the flow of 
goods and services. 

EU private international law seeks to restrict freedom of choice to the 
commercial context and to where the quality of consent of the contracting parties is 
likely to be high. 

In Albanian legislation, concretely in Article 660 of the Civil Code is sanctioned 
the principle of contractual freedom on the one hand, and in the other hand are provided 
its limitation within the limits provided by law. The will of the parties affects the type of 
contract, but not the type of procedure for perfecting the contract. 

The freedom of contract presented in this article firstly helps to understand the 
fundamental structure of the contract law. Secondly, it can help to understand case by 
case and ex post contractual court control, especially when it is not enough. As an 
example we can mention is distorted markets, housing space, food products, energy, 
loans, and so on. Fictitious markets for these goods are basically distorted in the sense 
that law and competition cannot impose a competitive structure on them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Uniform and international interpretation of the United Nations Convention on Contracts 
for the International Sale of Goods of 1980 (CISG), and of all the substantive uniform law 
instruments prepared by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 
(UNCITRAL) in general, is certainly an ideal goal. This ideal goal, however, is difficult to 
achieve for many reasons, particularly because there is not a unique court with 
superpowers over the states to dictate how that uniform interpretation of any of the 
single provisions of a Convention or a Model Law should be. That is why the method 
chosen by UNCITRAL, comparative judicial interpretation by compiling decisions of the 
UNCITRAL texts in a digest, seems to be one of the key elements to the future success of 
the legal texts drafted by UNCITRAL834. 
 
In 1988, UNCITRAL chose the method of compiling decisions under the name of CLOUT 
(Case Law on UNCITRAL Texts)835, a system by which the abstract of the court’s reasoning 
is provided in the six official languages of the United Nations (UN). The CLOUT system has 
proven to be very successful, particularly with regard to the CISG, which is the text that 
has the highest number of decisions rendered by courts and arbitral tribunals. More 
importantly, the courts are becoming aware of its utility and are using the CLOUT system 
as an important tool in their reasoning. 
 
Since the origins of CLOUT, the system has also been reinforced by other means. First, by 
providing the full text of the decision in its original language something that is being 
done precisely for the first time with regard to the 1985 UNCITRAL Model Law on 
International Commercial Arbitration (MAL), and has not yet been undertaken in the field 
of the Sale of Goods Convention, probably because this job is being done quite 
successfully by the autonomous network on the CISG. 836  This is a very important 
development of the system because at times, to rely solely on the abstract is not 
sufficient for the reader to form a better understanding of the facts and the legal 
reasoning made by the courts. The ideal outcome of this system, which is not at all 
practicable due to budgetary reasons, would be to have the decisions translated into the 
official languages of the UN. Second, the CLOUT system has been significantly reinforced 

834 See Albert Jan van den Berg, The New York Convention: Its Intended Effects, Its Interpretation, 
Salient Problem Areas, in ASA SPECIAL SERIES NO. 9 at 26 (1996). This publication is a collection of 
reports and materials delivered at the Swiss Arbitration Association (ASA) Conference held in Zürich 
on February 2, 1996. Van den Berg states, in relation to the New York Convention, that the “method 
of comparative judicial interpretation is one of the keys to the Convention’s success in practice.” 
835 The work on the sale of goods began earlier than the work on arbitration, which began at the 
35th Session of UNCITRAL in 2002. See also Uniform Interpretation of UNCITRAL Texts: Sample Digest 
of Case Law on the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration (1985), UNCITRAL, 
37th Sess., U.N. Doc. A/CN.9/563 (2004). 
836 See Electronic Library on International Trade Law and the CISG, at http://www.cisg.law .pace.edu. 
The efforts of Professor Albert H. Kritzer of the Institute of International Commercial Law of the Pace 
University School of Law have to be recognized 

 

                                                           



 
by the elaboration of the Digest. The Digest on the CISG has already been published,837 
and UNCITRAL is preparing to launch the Digest on the Model Law on International 
Commercial Arbitration in the near future.838 The Digest is the perfect couple for CLOUT. 
As the number of cases compiled in CLOUT was increasing, the system was becoming 
more complex and difficult to handle, so the idea of a compilation like the Digest 
presented several advantages—mainly, that it is an organization, method or system of 
cases that will help courts and arbitrators to identify issues and the decisions  made by 
other courts or arbitral tribunals around the world. This will help to harmonize the results 
achieved by other courts or arbitral tribunals, or to be more poetic, “to see the light in a 
field full of trees.” One of the most important features of the Digest is its neutral 
presentation of the reasoning of the courts without taking a position in favor of or 
against it. The Digest should remain this way, mainly for the role and nature of UNCITRAL. 
Other initiatives, such as those that would provide a solution when a controversy among 
courts or arbitral tribunals is detected, should be left to other institutions.839 Article 29 of 
the Digest cites a total of twelve decisions: eight CLOUT decisions (CLOUT Case Nos. 5, 86, 
94, 120, 153, 176, 332, and 413)840 and four other decisions not yet included in CLOUT at 
the time the Digest was published.841 
 
II. ARTICLE 29: MODIFICATION OF THE CONTRACT 

 
Article 29(1) states the general rule that, “[a] contract may be modified or terminated by 
the mere agreement of the parties.”842 Therefore, neither the common law requirement 

837 UNCITRAL Digest of Case Law on the United Nations Convention on the International Sale of 
Goods, U.N. Doc. A/CN.9/SER.C/Digest/CISG (2004), available at http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/ 
case_law/digests/cisg.html [hereinafter Digest on the CISG]. See also Introduction to the Digest of 
Case Law on the United Nations Sales Convention, UNCITRAL, 37th Sess., U.N. Doc. A/CN.9/562 (2004) 
(providing information about the structure and purpose of the Digest on the CISG). From the 
mentioned document, it is clear that UNCITRAL desires to update the digest periodically. In this 
way, the system would be flexible, updated and workable. 
838 So far, the Digest on the MAL is in the form of a draft. The draft has been officially presented to 
the public at a conference in Cologne, Germany held March 3-4, 2005, entitled, Conference Officially 
Presenting the Draft Digest on the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration. The 
conference was organized by The Law Centre for European and International Cooperation (R.I.Z.), in 
conjunction with UNCITRAL and the German Institution of Arbitration (DIS). The section on 
“Recognition and Enforcement” was chaired by Dr. Pierre Karrer (Rapporteur) and Miss Corinne 
Montineri from UNCITRAL (Discussant). A program of this Conference can be found at 
http://master.fsjura.unikoeln.  
de/gerdtest/riz/webserver/php/module.php/veranstaltungsdownload.php?id=125. Thanks go out 
to the organizers for the invitation and for the initiative to analyze and discuss this splendid work of 
UNCITRAL. Also, the effort of UNCITRAL to achieve the maximum uniformity of its texts should be 
recognized. 
839 In this regard, I should mention the project of the Institute of International Commercial Law of 
the Pace University School of Law to complete the Digest on the CISG, not only in the way already 
mentioned, but also by referring to the status quo of the issues among scholars. This author would 
like to thank Professors Albert H. Kritzer and Sieg Eiselen for providing a copy of the draft of Article 
29 of the Digest of the CISG. See also Digest on the CISG, supra note 4, at art. 29, available at 
http://www.cisg .law.pace.edu/cisg/text/anno-art-29.html#ucd. 
840 Id. 
841 Id. 
842 CISG art. 29(1). See also UNIDROIT Principles on International Commercial Contracts art. 3.2 
(2004) (“[a] contract is concluded, modified or terminated by the mere agreement of the parties, 
without any further requirement”) [hereinafter UNIDROIT Principles]; U.C.C. § 2-209(1) (1998). But 
see THE ICC MODEL INTERNATIONAL SALE CONTRACT: MANUFACTURED GOODS INTENDED FOR 
RESALE (ICC Doc. 470-9/16, 1997), whose Article 1.5 states that any modification of the contract 
must be in writing. However, it also states the estoppel principle as an exception in a similar fashion 
to Article 29(2) of the CISG. 

 

                                                           



 
of the need for consideration in order for the contract to be modified,843 nor the cause 
requirement derived from civil law systems, are required under CISG.844 The general rule 
coordinates with the provision of Article 11.845 Article 29(2) deals with the existence in the 
written contract of what are referred to under common law systems as “No Oral 
Modification” clauses (NOM clauses), which do not allow for the modification of the 
contract unless that modification is made in writing.846 However, the second sentence of 
Article 29(2) states that the NOM clause is ineffective if a party, by his conduct, has not 
acted in accordance with that clause and the other party has relied on his conduct.847 
Article 29(2) states: “A contract in writing which contains a provision requiring any 
modification or termination by agreement to be in writing may not be otherwise 
modified or terminated by agreement. However, a party may be precluded by his 
conduct from asserting such a provision to the extent that the other party has relied on 
that conduct” .848 
 
III. ARTICLE 29(1) CISG: MODIFICATION BY THE MERE AGREEMENT OF THE PARTIES 

 
Article 29 applies to both modification (i.e., variations or alterations in the contracts) and 
termination of the contract (i.e., avoidance of the contract).849 In applying Article 29, the 
CISG is indifferent as to whether one party obtains an advantage over the other as the 
result of the contract modification (e.g., a better price without a modification of the 
quantity and vice versa,850 an agreement as to a respite in payment,851 or an agreement 
regarding the outstanding claims852). Also, it is indifferent as to whether the modification 
is made in the same contract or in a different instrument that complements it (e.g., the 
giving of a bill of exchange by which the due date for paying the purchase price was 
postponed until the maturity date of the bill of exchange, 853or by concluding a “New 
Agreement” that constitutes the modification of the payments under the contract of 
sale854). As previously stated, it is enough under the Convention for a modification or 
termination of the contract to have the mere agreement of the parties,855 either orally, in  

843 See Digest on the CISG, supra note 4, at art. 29 (citing the Secretariat Commentary on Article 27 
of the 1978 Draft Convention on CISG). 
844 See also UNIDROIT Principles, supra note 9, at cmt. 2 
845 Digest on the CISG, supra note 4, at art. 11, available at http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/ 
text/e-text-11.html. CISG art. 11. 
846 Digest on the CISG, supra note 4, at art. 29. 
847 Id. CISG art. 29(2). 
848 Id. 
849 CLOUT Case No. 422 [Oberster Gerichtshof, Austria, 29 June 1999], available at http:// 
cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/990629a3.html. 
850 See Secretariat Commentary on Article 27 of the 1978 Draft [draft counterpart to CISG Article 29], 
No. 3, available at http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/text/secomm/secomm-29.html 
851 CLOUT Case No. 331 [Handelsgericht des Kantons Zürich, Switzerland, 10 Feb. 1999], available at 
http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/990210s1.html. Although it does not refer to Article 29 of the 
CISG, it held that, “[t]he agreement of a respite in payment and its effects are governed by the 
CISG.” Id. § IV(2)(d). 
852 Bezirksgericht Sissach, Switzerland, 5 Nov. 1998, available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/ 
cases/981105s1.html. 
853 CLOUT Case No. 5 [Landgericht Hamburg, Germany, 26 Sept. 1990], available at http:// 
cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/900926g1.html 
854 Oberlandesgericht Karlsruhe, Germany, 10 Dec. 2003, available at http://cisgw3.law 
.pace.edu/cases/031210g1.html. 
855 Raw Materials Inc. v. Manfred Forberich GmbH & Co., No. 03 C 1154, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12510 
(N.D. Ill. July 6, 2004); Tribunale di Padova, Italy, 31 Mar. 2004, available at http://cisgw3.law 
.pace.edu/cases/040331i3.html; Bezirksgericht Sissach, supra note 19. 

 

                                                           



 
writing, by acts, or even by silence or inaction.856Therefore, the rules on consent of the 
CISG (offer and acceptance rules, Articles 14-24) apply to the modification and 
termination of the contract.857 Also, the general rules on interpretation of the contract 
apply to the modification and termination (Article 8),858 as well as the rules as regard to 
the form (Articles 11, 12 and 96).859 The same rules under the formation of the contract 
apply (Article 18(1)) to the application of silence or inaction as acceptance. Therefore, 
mere silence or inaction does not by itself amount to an acceptance.860 As an exception, 
in certain circumstances the silence or inaction of the addressee of an offer to modify or 
terminate the contract would amount to an acceptance.861 
 
There is abundant case law with regard to the practice of sending letters of 
confirmation, 862  either when a contract has been orally concluded and it is later 
confirmed by the so-called letter of confirmation,863 or when there is an oral modification 
which is confirmed by a letter.864 However, the Digest does not refer to this issue in Article 
29, but mainly in Article 9. It is thus advisable that there is a cross reference to the 
provisions of the Digest in which the letters of confirmation are dealt with. Perhaps more 
preferable, since letters of confirmation involve other provisions of the CISG such as 
Article 7, is that the Digest on Article 29 contain an explanation of this issue. The case law 
shows that silence or inaction is considered an acceptance when a letter of 
confirmation,865 which contains modifications, is sent after an oral conclusion or an oral 
modification of the contract. In these kinds of situations, it has been found that a duty to 

856 CLOUT Case No. 422 [Oberster Gerichtshof, Austria, 29 June 1999], available at http:// 
cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/990629a3.html. 
857 See Digest on the CISG, supra note 4, at No. 3 & n.3 (citing CLOUT Case Nos. 120, 153 and 332). 
See also MARIA DEL PILAR PERALES VISCASILLAS, LA FORMACIÓN DEL CONTRATO DE 
COMPRAVENTA INTERNACIONAL DE MERCADERÍAS (Tirant Lo Blanch ed., 1996). See also CLOUT 
Case No. 5, supra note 20 
858 See Digest on the CISG, supra note 4, at No. 4. 
859 See Digest on the CISG, supra note 4, at No. 5; Larry A. DiMatteo et al., The Interpretive Turn in 
International Sales Law: An Analysis of Fifteen Years of CISG Jurisprudence, 34 NW. J. INT’L L. & BUS. 
299, 331 (2004). 
860 See CLOUT Case No. 395 [Tribunal Supremo, Spain, 28 Jan. 2000], available at http:// 
cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/000128s4.html (after the conclusion of the contract, one of the parties 
tried to modify the price, but that offer to modify the contract was never accepted, and thus the 
Court concluded that no modification was agreed upon by the parties); CLOUT Case No. 332 
[Obergericht des Kantons Basel-Landschaft, Switzerland, 5 Oct. 1999], available at 
http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/991005s1.html (where the Court was unable to find that the 
parties agreed on the modification of the contract and did not consider that the seller’s silence 
amounted to an acceptance). 
861 See CLOUT Case No. 193 [Handelsgericht des Kantons Zürich, Switzerland, 10 July 1996], 
available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/960710s1.html; CLOUT Case No. 120 
[Oberlandesgerciht Köln, Germany, 22 Feb. 1994] 
862 In the author’s opinion, there is no gap in the CISG, and thus the effect of a letter of confirmation 
upon contract formation or modification is governed by the CISG. See also Martin Schmidt- Kessel, 
in COMMENTARY ON THE UN CONVENTION ON THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS (CISG) art. 9, 
No. 22 (Peter Schlechtriem & Ingeborg Schwenzer eds., 2005) [hereinafter COMMENTARY] 
863 But see Primer Tribunal Colegiado en Materia Civil del Primer Circuito, Mexico, 10 Mar. 2005, 
available at http://www.uc3m.es/uc3m/dpto/PR/dppr03/cisg/mexic5.htm. In the author’s opinion, 
this decision is erroneous, where the Court did not acknowledge the oral conclusion of the contract 
which was later confirmed, but considered the letter of confirmation to be an offer which was 
rejected and thus no contract was deemed to be concluded 
864 See Bezirksgericht Sissach, supra note 19. 
865 See UNIDROIT Principles, supra note 9, art. 2.1.12; PRINCIPLES OF EUROPEAN CONTRACT LAW, 
PARTS I AND II art. 2.210 (Hugh Beale & Ole Lando eds., 2000). See also Maria del Pilar Perales 
Viscasillas, Tratamiento Jurídico de las Cartas de Confirmación en la Convención de Viena de 1980 
Sobre Compraventa Internacional de Mercaderías, 13 REVISTA JURÍDICA DEL PERÚ 241-62 (1997). 

 

                                                           



 
object exists by an application of the good faith principle,866 or that a usage exists 
between the parties. 
 
Regarding the usage of trade, the courts refer to the German, Swiss and Austrian 
commercial letters of confirmation usage867 whereby between businessmen, the silence 
or inaction of the recipient of a commercial letter of confirmation (Kaufmanisches 
Besttigunsschreiben), which contains modifications of a previous oral contract, is deemed 
to be an acceptance. As it is clear from the case law, the usage only applies if the 
conditions of Article 9(2) are met, specifically, when both parties belong to a legal system 
in which that trade usage is recognized. 868  As an exception from the above, the 
introduction of modifications on forum selection clauses in invoices have been 
considered to require express assent. 869  This seems to be in accordance with the 
Secretariat Commentary on Article 27 of the 1978 CISG Draft: “A proposal to modify the 
terms of an existing contract by including additional or different terms in a confirmation 
or invoice should be distinguished from a reply to an offer which purports to be an 
acceptance but which contains additional or different terms. This latter situation is 
governed by article 17.”870 
 
The Digest does not refer to the issue of whether Article 29 covers situations in which the 
contract of sale is terminated and it is followed by a new contract (novation). Article 29 
deals with both the modification and termination of the contract. This means that it deals 
with the variation of one or some of the elements of the contract without implying the 
total termination of the contract, but rather a mere modification of its content, and also 
with the total termination of the contract, being indifferent as to whether this 
termination implies the extinction of the contract or the conclusion of a new contract.871 
In the latter situation, the CISG would not apply if the conditions for its applicability are 
not met. For example, if there is a change in the object or in the parties, that falls out of 
the field of the application of the CISG.872 The termination of the contract followed by the 
conclusion of a new one has been considered by one case, however, as a matter not 
governed by the CISG, and thus the domestic law conditions of consent apply to 
determine whether the novation of the contract is valid. 873  With regard to the 

866 See Bezirksgericht Sissach, supra note 19. In a contract for the sale of textiles between a buyer 
(Switzerland) and a seller (Germany), the Court considered that the oral modification of the 
contract, a payment agreement regarding the outstanding claims, that was followed by a letter was 
accepted by the seller’s silence in an application of the good faith principle. Implied in Hof van 
Beroep Gent, supra  note 28. 
867 It also exists in Denmark and Poland according to Schmidt-Kessel, in COMMENTARY, supra note 
29, art. 9 n.24, who also expressed doubts about the existence of such a usage in Austria. 
868 See CLOUT Case No. 95 [Zivilgericht Basel-Stadt, Switzerland, 21 Dec. 1992]. In the case, the seller 
was from Austria and the buyer from Switzerland. The Court considered the value of the 
commercial letters of confirmation under Article 9 CISG 
869 Chateau des Charmes Wines Ltd. v. Sabaté USA Inc., 328 F.3d 528 (9th Cir. 2003). In this case, the 
Court considered a case in which a Canadian winery buyer agreed orally with a U.S. seller the 
purchase of 1.2 million corks. 
870 Secretariat Commentary, supra note 17 
871 Novación modificativa and novación extintiva under Código Civil (C.C.) art. 1224 (Spain). 
872 See CLOUT Case No. 47 [Landericht Aachen, Germany, 14 May 1993] (applied the CISG even 
though the parties reached a settlement agreement). See also Schlectriem, in COMMENTARY, supra 
note 29, art. 29 n.3. 
873 CLOUT Case No. 303 [Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce, Case No. 
7331, 1994], published in 6 ICC INTERNATIONAL COURT OF ARBITRATION BULLETIN 73-76 (1995), 
also published in 122 JOURNAL DU DROIT INTERNATIONAL 1001-09 (1995) (note of Dominique 
Hascher). 

 

                                                           



 
consequences of the termination of the contract, Article 81 is applicable by analogy.874 
The decision of the U.S. District Court in Shuttle Packaging System v. Tsonakis 875 is 
interesting, as it interprets a non-competition agreement included 
 
in a contract of sale, that was further developed in an independent agreement, in 
accordance with the rules of interpretation of the Convention (Article 8, rejecting the 
application of the parol evidence rule) and modification of the contract (Article 29, 
considering that there is no need for a consideration). 
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Abstract 

 

The use of gender as a factor for calculating insurance premiums has long been a cherished 
working tool for the insurance industry, allowing underwriters to classify risk cheaply and 
efficiently. Having enjoyed an exception to the equality legislation of the European Union, 
however, such practices have now been rendered unlawful through the European Court of 
Justice, leaving all EU Member States forced to alter national legislation to give effect to this 
change. This article will attempt to examine the legal framework relating to these practices 
and critically analyse the ECJ ruling. Highlighting the difficulty in balancing the principle of 
equality with commercial considerations, the implications of the ruling will be considered in 
light of its likely impact on both the industry and consumers. Notwithstanding the importance 
of equality, it will be argued that the decision did not fully appreciate the peculiar nature of 
the insurance industry and that the ban might introduce uncertainties in the market for which 
the consumer might ultimately pay the price. 
 
Keywords: Insurance Premiums, Insurance Contracts, European Union, Test-Achats, 
Gender Discrimination, Risk Classification, Equality 
 

1.  Introduction. 

 

It goes without saying that insurers owe their existence to the ability to charge premiums 
high enough to cover the insurance claims whilst continuing to maintain a competitive 
rate in the private market, revealing a great need for accurate calculations of the risks 
involved.876 In order for an underwriter to calculate such risks as accurately as possible, a 
great variety of factors which are thought to have an impact on this risk needs to be 
taken into account. This reasoning is perhaps best portrayed through section 18(1) of the 
Marine Insurance Act 1906, which states the duty of the insured to disclose every material 
circumstance known to him, a material circumstance being one which ‘would influence 
the judgment of a prudent insurer in fixing the premium, or determining whether he will 
take the risk’.877 Within this simple premise lie inherent difficulties, springing out of the 
tension between financial considerations on one hand and the emerging importance of 
fundamental rights and the principle of equality on the other. Should an insurer, when 
deciding whether to take a risk or fixing a premium, be able to take into account personal 
characteristics of the individual seeking insurance? It has traditionally been permissible to 
use certain factors such as sex 878 and disability 879  in the UK where this has been 

876 Oxera ‘The use of gender in insurance pricing: analysing the impact of a potential ban on the use 
of gender as a rating factor’ (2010) ABI Research Paper No. 24, 9 
http://www.oxera.com/Oxera/media/Oxera/The-useof- 
gender-in-insurance-pricing.pdf?ext=.pdf accessed 2 August 2013. 
877 Marine Insurance Act s 18(2). 
878 Sex Discrimination Act 1975. 
879 Disability Discrimination Act 1995. 

 

                                                           



 
objectively justified, a position largely reflected in the Equality Act 2010.880 However, 
recent developments in European Union law have outlawed the further use of sex as a 
factor for calculating insurance risks where this results in a difference in premiums and 
benefits between women and men. Whilst Directive 2004/113/EC implementing the 
principle of equal treatment between men and women in the access to and supply of 
goods and services (hereinafter called ‘the Gender Directive’) generally prohibited the 
use of sex as a factor for calculating premiums and benefits where this resulted in a 
difference in individuals’ premiums and benefits,881 the insurance industry benefitted 
from an exemption from the general rule as entrenched in Article 5(2) of the same 
Directive.882 This allowed for Member States to take action prior to 21 December 2007 to 
‘permit proportionate differences in individuals' premiums and benefits where the use of 
sex is a determining factor in the assessment of risk based on relevant and accurate 
actuarial and statistical data’.883 However, in Association belge des Consommateurs Test-
Achats ASBL, v Conseil des ministres884 (hereinafter called ‘Test-Achats’), the European Court 
of Justice struck down this exception owing to its incompatibility with article 6(2) of the 
Treaty of the European Union which incorporated the Charter of Fundamental Rights into 
European Union law (hereinafter called ‘the Charter’). More specifically, the exception was 
held to be incompatible with the principles of non-discrimination and equality 
guaranteed respectively by Articles 21 and 23 of the Charter. This resulted in the 
prohibition of the use of sex as a risk factor prior to the end of 2012. 
 
In February 2014, the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority could 
report that the majority of the Member States, including the United Kingdom, had 
complied with this deadline by adapting national legislation on insurance, equal 
treatment or both, leaving a few to implement the changes at a later stage.885 Whilst 
three Member States had yet to finalise new legislation, two of the EEA Member States 
had indicated their intention to adapt their national legislation on a voluntary basis.886 
The law now stands in flux, with the new changes brought about by the ruling in Test-
Achats being implemented throughout the European Union. Prima facie, removing 
discriminatory insurance practices might seem like a desirable policy which is worthy of 
the time and efforts of the European Court of Justice. Seen in the context of a world 
which has a historical record of oppressing specific groups thought to be the weaker links 
of society and which is increasingly trying to rectify these mistakes of the past, the trend 
of implementing anti-discrimination policies has been applauded. However, under the 
surface is a greater debate as to whether the elimination of the relevancy of gender in the 
specific context of insurance is proper and reasonable at all. Perhaps not surprisingly, the 
insurance industry has raised concerns about the newly implemented changes. The main 
concern is that the prohibition on the use of gender classifications does not come 

880 See e.g. Equality Act 2010, Sch 3, part 5. 
881 Council Directive 2004/113/EC implementing the principle of equal treatment between men and 
women in 
the access to and supply of goods and services [2004] OJ L373/37, article 5(1). 
882 ibid, Article 5(2). 
883 Council Directive 2004/113/EC implementing the principle of equal treatment between men and 
women in the 
access to and supply of goods and services [2004] OJ L373/37, Article 5(2). 
884 Case C-236/09 Association belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des 
ministers [2012] 
1 WLR 1933. 
885 EIOPA, ‘Report on the implementation of the Test Achats ruling into national legislation’ (2014) 
CCPFI-13/091, 
4 https://eiopa.europa.eu/fileadmin/tx_dam/files/publications/reports/8.2._EIOPA-CCPFI-13- 
091_Test_Achats_rev2.pdf accessed 1 November 2013. 
886 ibid. 

 

                                                           



 
without a cost which is likely to be shared between both consumers and insurance 
companies. Further, the changes raise even more politically loaded questions relating to 
how far the state should go to intervene in the regulation of private insurance markets. Is 
sex discrimination within the insurance business a big enough problem to justify state 
intervention, or is the problem one of minor relevancy, making the insurance industry 
itself better equipped to determine which classifications were to be used or not? With the 
aim of assessing whether the changes implemented by the Test-Achats decision 
represent a positive or negative development within the context of insurance, the second 
chapter of this article will first attempt to provide guidance into the legal framework in 
the European Union. Further, attention will be brought to the Test-Achats ruling itself and 
the guidelines issued by the European Commission relating to the ruling. The third 
chapter will attempt to critically analyse the reception of the ruling. Particular focus will 
be placed on the implications the decision might have for the insurance industry and 
consumers. Further, the possibility of the decision triggering the rise of challenges known 
to the insurance industry such as adverse selection and moral hazard will be considered, 
along with any political implications. Finally, the chapter will question the basis for 
continuing down the same road of protecting against discrimination. The forth chapter 
will conclude, and it will be argued that being only two years into the changes, the full 
implications of the Test-Achats judgment are yet to reveal themselves. However, 
ultimately, this search for equality within the insurance industry is likely to come with a 
cost which will have to be paid by consumers all over Europe. Whilst it is appreciated that 
discrimination is not a problem to be taken lightly, it will be suggested that the particular 
features of insurance make it perhaps an unsuitable arena for changes so rapidly and 
radically implemented as done through Test-Achats. 
 
II. Developments in the law relating to sex discrimination in the calculation of 

insurance risks. 

 
2.1  The Charter of Fundamental Rights. 

 

Whilst initially being outside the scope of the European project with the early focus on 
‘the establishment of common bases for economic development’ 887  in the Treaty 
Establishing the European Coal and Steel Community, the European Court of Justice 
slowly began to realise that issues of fundamental rights ought to be accommodated at a 
European level. This became particularly apparent in the Solange litigation888 where the 
German Constitutional Court initially refused to accept the supremacy of Community 
law889 but later altered its approach due to increased cognisance of such rights in the 
developing case law of the Court of Justice.890 With these decisions, a need to include 
fundamental human rights as a part of community law in order to preserve the integrity 
of the principles of both human rights and supremacy was revealed. The ultimate 
expression of the dedication of the European Union to individual fundamental rights was 
made in 2000 with the proclamation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union. The Charter received binding legal status equivalent to that of the 
Treaties with the Lisbon reforms in 2009 with article 6(1) of the Treaty of the European 
Union now stating that ‘[t]he Union recognises the rights, freedoms and principles set out 

887 Treaty Establishing the European Coal and Steel Community [1951] 261 UNTS 140, preamble. 
888 Internationale Handelsgesellschaft mbH v Einfuhr und Vorratstelle für Getreide und Futtermittel 
[1974] 2 CMLR 
540 (Solange I) and Re Wünsche Handelsgesellschaft [1987] 3 CMLR 225 (Solange II) 
889 Internationale Handelsgesellschaft mbH v Einfuhr und Vorratstelle für Getreide und Futtermittel 
[1974] 2 CMLR 
540, 549. 
890 Re Wünsche Handelsgesellschaft [1987] 3 CMLR 225, 265. 

 

                                                           



 
in the Charter of Fundamental Rights […] which shall have the same legal value as the 
Treaties’,891 setting the scene for an even more powerful protection of individual rights 
within the Union. The principle of non-discrimination is contained in article 21(1) of the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights, stating that ‘[a]ny discrimination based on any ground 
such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or 
belief, political or any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth, 
disability, age or sexual orientation shall be prohibited.’892 From this broad and ambitious 
ambit one can detect an idealistic provision attempting to set more of a principle rather 
than convey any direct protection. Further rights designed to combat sex discrimination 
more specifically can be found in article 23(1) which stipulates that ‘[e]quality between 
women and men must be ensured in all areas, including employment, work and pay,’893 
also standing shy of providing any practical guidelines as to how this is to be achieved. 
Thus it is clear that directives might be able to perform such a stronger practical role 
when it comes to the implementation of the fundamental rights. 
 
2.2  Directive 2004/113/EC – the Gender Directive. 

 
Having its basis in article 19(1) of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union, 
which states that the council ‘acting unanimously in accordance with a special legislative 
procedure and 
after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament, may take appropriate action to 
combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, 
age or sexual orientation’,894 the so called Gender Directive895 was adopted in 2004. The 
aim was to address gender based discrimination in relation to the access to and supply of 
goods and services. The Directive radically widened the ambit of protection against 
discrimination, being the first directive to address sex discrimination which did not relate 
to employment.896 Article 1 provides that the purpose of the Directive is ‘to lay down a 
framework for combating discrimination based on sex in access to and supply of goods 
and services, with a view to putting into effect in the member states the principle of 
equal treatment between men and women’.897 The definition of ‘equal treatment’ is 
further contained in Article 4(1) as including the prohibition of both direct and indirect 
discrimination based on sex.898 However, an exception referred to as ‘actuarial factors’ 
which could be found in article 5 of the Gender Directive had left a potential loophole for 
insurance. 
 
Article 5(1) provides that ‘Member States shall ensure that in all new contracts concluded 
after 21 December 2007 at the latest, the use of sex as a factor in the calculation of 
premiums and benefits for the purposes of insurance and related financial services shall 

891 Consolidated Version of the Treaty of European Union [2010] OJ C83/01, Article 6(1). 
892 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union [2010] OJ C83/02, Article 21(1). 
893 ibid, Article 23(1). 
894 Consolidated version of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union [2012] OJ C 326, art 
19(1). 
895 For a fuller account of the Directive see E C di Torella, ‘The Goods and Services Directive: 
Limitations 
and Opportunities’ (2005) 13(3) Fem LS 337. 
896 P Watson, ‘Equality between Europe’s Citizens: Where Does the Union Now Stand’ (2012) 35(5) 
Fordham Int’l 
LJ 1426, 1458. 
897 Council Directive 2004/113/EC implementing the principle of equal treatment between men and 
women in 
the access to and supply of goods and services [2004] OJ L373/37, Article 1. 
898 ibid, Article 4(1). 

 

                                                           



 
not result in differences between individuals’ premiums and benefits’.899 This would 
appear to bring insurance within the ambit of the Directive along the same lines as the 
general supply of goods and services. However, after extensive lobbying by the insurance 
industry,900 a qualification to article 5(1) was included by article 5(2) which directs that 
‘member states may decide before 21 December 2007 to permit proportionate 
differences in individuals’ premiums and benefits where sex is a determining factor in the 
assessment of risk based on relevant and accurate actuarial and statistical data’.901 Whilst 
it will be seen that the rationale behind this provision has proved to be very controversial, 
the provision has also been criticised as being an example of bad drafting. This is 
particularly apparent through a comparison of recital 18 of the Directive, which suggests 
that ‘the use of sex as an actuarial factor should not result in differences in individuals' 
premiums and benefits’,902 with article 5(1) which excludes the word ‘actuarial’ from the 
wording of the provision, causing unnecessary confusion as to the true intention of the 
Directive. Additionally, the very idea that the legislative body of the European Union 
attempts to place limits on the nondiscrimination principle within a directive designed to 
combat discrimination has been questioned.903 Notwithstanding the criticisms, article 
5(2) seemingly permitted insurance companies based in the member states to continue 
taking into account sex as a matter in making insurance calculations. Therefore there was 
scope in Union law for allowing the continuation of using sex as a factor in risk 
assessment for insurance purposes after the implementation of the Gender Directive. 
 
2.3  The Test-Achats Ruling904. 

 
Contesting the validity of a Belgian provision which made use of the derogation in article 
5(2) 905  the Belgian consumer association Test-Achats brought proceedings in the 
Constitutional Court of Belgium together with two private individuals, claiming that the 
Belgian law should be struck down based on it being incompatible with the principle of 
equality.906 The Court, finding the fundamental issue to be the validity of article 5(2) of 
the Directive, referred the question to the European Court of Justice for a preliminary 
ruling. Thus it was left to the Court of Justice to decide whether article 5(2) of the 
Directive was compatible with the principle of equality as laid down in article 6(3) of the 
Treaty of the European Union. In a rather brief judgment, the European Court of Justice 
chose to follow the Advocate General’s opinion, leaving out important arguments of 
great relevance. Therefore, the Advocate General’s opinion is a better starting point for 
understanding the arguments of the Court of Justice in favour of holding article 5(2) of 
the Directive to be invalid. 

899 ibid, Article 5(1). 
900 G James, ‘Test-Achats – what are the implications of the ruling?’ (2011) 122 BILAJ 5, 5 
901 Council Directive 2004/113/EC implementing the principle of equal treatment between men and 
women in the 
access to and supply of goods and services [2004] OJ L373/37, Article 5(2). 
902 ibid, recital 18. 
903 N Reich, ‘Non-Discrimination and the Many Faces of Private Law in the Union – Some Thoughts 
After the Test- 
Achats Judgment’ [2011] Eur J Risk Reg 283, 287. 
904 Case C-236/09 Association belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des 
ministers 
[2012] 1 WLR 1933. 
905 Law of 21 December 2007, amending the Law of 10 May 2007 as referred to in Case C-236/09 
Association belge 
des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des ministers [2012] 1 WLR 1933. 
906 Case C-236/09 Association belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des 
ministers 
[2012] 1 WLR 1933. 

 

                                                           



 
 
Advocate General Juliane Kokott delivered a rather powerful opinion in Test-Achats’ 
favour,907 relying, inter alia, on the pension scheme cases of Neath908 and Coloroll,909 as 
authority for “the 
conclusion that the prohibition of discrimination on the grounds of sex under European 
Union law precludes differences between men and women which are purely statistical 
from being taken into consideration with regard to insurance risks”.910 Through the 
emphasis on the respect for fundamental rights as a condition for the lawfulness of the 
actions of the European Union, the scene was set for a formalistic interpretation of article 
5(2), measuring it against the provisions of the EU Treaties and the Charter alone rather 
than taking any wider context into account. In fact, the Advocate General expressly 
stated that ‘[p]urely financial considerations, such as the danger of an increase in 
premiums for a proportion of the insured persons [...], do not in any event constitute a 
material reason which would make discrimination on grounds of sex permissible’.911 This 
became particularly apparent at the point where she recognised that ‘[d]ifferences in 
treatment between the sexes may of course be justified in particular circumstances’912 
but that this was only to be applied in limited circumstances which could be carefully 
justified and that there was no room for arbitrary exceptions,913 making it clear that any 
financial considerations fell far below this high standard. Stating the importance of the 
principle of equal treatment as being developed by the case law of the Court of Justice in 
cases such as the Defrenne cases,914 any argument with the intention to play down this 
importance was defeated. Whilst it had been argued that the Council had discretion to 
adjust the anti-discriminatory measures they sought to introduce, the Advocate General 
made it clear that where the Council had in fact exercised its discretion to introduce such 
measures the measures taken had to be able to withstand the scrutiny of European Union 
law of higher ranking, such as the Treaties.915 Thus, the discretion of the Council was in no 
way ‘boundless’.916 
 
Through making it clear that the principle of equal treatment required comparable 
situations not to be treated differently and different situations not to be treated alike,917 
Advocate General Kokott further considered ‘whether the situations men and women 
find themselves with regard to insurance services may differ in a way that is legally 
significant’.918 As the calculation of risk within the insurance business undoubtedly is a 

907 Case C-236/09 Association belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des 
ministers 
[2012] 1 WLR 1933, opinion of AG Kokott. 
908 Case C-152/91 Neath v Hugh Steeper Ltd [1995] ICR 158, [1993] ECR I-6935, para 24. 
909 Case C-200/91 Coloroll Pension Trustees Ltd v Russell [1995] ICR 179, [1994] ECR I-4389, para 73. 
910 Case C-236/09 Association belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des 
ministers 
[2012] 1 WLR 1933, opinion of AG Kokott, p 1949. 
911 Case C-236/09 Association belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des 
ministers 
[2012] 1 WLR 1933, opinion of AG Kokott, p 1950. 
912 ibid, p 1945. 
913 ibid. 
914 Case 43/75 Defrenne v Sabena [1976] ICR 547, [1976] ECR 455 para 12 and Case 149/77 Defrenne v 
Sabena (No 
2) [1978] ECR 1365, paras 26 and 27. 
915 Case C-236/09 Association belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des 
ministers 
[2012] 1 WLR 1933, opinion of AG Kokott, p 1945. 
916 ibid, p 1947. 
917 ibid, p 1946. 
918 ibid. 

 

                                                           



 
difficult and complex task, reliance on prognoses of risk which tend to be based on group 
examinations instead of individual examinations of the risk are common. Consequently, it 
was thought that it should not be possible to rely upon such group examinations in 
relation to the calculations of insurance risks. Having already eliminated the main 
biological factor through the statement in article 5(3) of the Directive to the effect that 
costs relating to pregnancy or maternity could not be brought under the exception in 
article 5(2), it was made clear that the group examinations permissible under article 5(2) 
only followed statistical and not biological associations with a sex.919 With the social 
changes eliminating the traditional role models, it was in the Advocate General’s opinion 
that risks traditionally associated stronger with one sex no longer existed as to make such 
differentiation viable in the context of insurance.920 Kokott recognised that it was easy to 
make recourse to sex as a substitute criterion for other more relevant factors, but that the 
complexity of making more accurate calculations could not justify the insurance 
exception in article 5(2).921 However, she acknowledged that insurance companies might 
need time to make adjustment to their way of calculating risks, recommending a 
transitional period.922 With the European Court of Justice following the recommendations 
given in her opinion, article 5(2) of the Directive was held invalid with effect as of 21 
December 2012, reinforcing the power of the Court and the practical importance of the 
Charter as the principal instrument in the fight against discrimination within the 
European Union.923 
 
2.4  The Commission Guidelines. 

 

Subsequent to the ruling, the European Commission issued Guidelines on the application of 
Council Directive 2004/113/EC to insurance, in the light of the judgment of the Court of Justice of 
the European Union in Case C-236/09 (Test-Achats).924 Although these are not legally binding,925 
they provide a useful instruction for confused member states in the light of the radical ruling given 
by the ECJ. The Commission highlighted that as article 5(2) had been struck down, 
article 5(1) was to be applied, without derogation, when the transitional period had ended.926 Thus 
the law applicable for new contracts of insurance concluded after this date is that ‘[m]ember states 
shall ensure that in all new contracts concluded after 21 December 2007 at the latest, the use of sex 
as a factor in the calculation of premiums and benefits for the purposes of insurance and related 

919 Case C-236/09 Association belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL and others v Conseil des 
ministers 
[2012] 1 WLR 1933, opinion of AG Kokott, p 1948. 
920 ibid, p 1950. 
921 ibid. 
922 ibid, p 1953. 
923 A Peripoli, ‘Case Comment: Is the ECJ finally putting the Charter to work?’ (2012) 128 LQR 212, 
215-216. 
924 Commission, ‘Guidelines on the application of Council Directive 2004/113/EC to insurance, in the 
light of the 
judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Union in Case C-236/09 (Test-Achats)’ C 11/01 
(2012). 
925 Whilst this is not explicitly mentioned in the guidelines themselves academic literature points to 
this very fact, see e.g. G De Baere and E Goessens, “Gender Differentiation in Insurance Contracts 
after the judgment in Case C- 236/09, Association Belge Des Consommateurs Test-Achats ASBL v 
Conseil Des Ministres” [2011-2012] 18 Colum J Eur L 339, 352 and C Finney, M Everiss and S Ixer, 
‘Guidance on sex in insurance: the UK and the European Commission issue their views on Test-
Achats’ (2012) 124 BILAJ 78, 79. 
926 Commission, ‘Guidelines on the application of Council Directive 2004/113/EC to insurance, in the 
light of the 
judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Union in Case C-236/09 (Test-Achats)’ C 11/01 
(2012), para 6. 

 

                                                           



 
financial services shall not result in differences in individuals’ premiums and benefits.’927 Further, 
the Commission emphasised the need to distinguish between new and existing insurance 
contracts for this purpose, stating that only new contracts would be subject to the changes to the 
law as to avoid readjusting the market too sudden.928 However, any amendments to existing 
contracts requiring new consent of all the parties, and this consent being given after the expiry of 
the transitional period, would bring the contract within the ambit of the new rules,929 but leaving 
out any automatic renewals, premium adjustments, top-up policies on the existing terms or mere 
transfers from one insurance provider to another.930 Additionally, any use of gender as a factor for 
calculating insurance risks is still permissible as long as it does not lead to differentiation at an 
individual level, permitting the continued use of such information for internal risk assessment, 
reinsurance pricing and for marketing and advertising purposes.931Although gender differences no 
longer can result in differing insurance premiums and benefits, other physiological factors which 
are not prone to statistical existence only can still be considered, and thus still making it possible, 
inter alia, to take into account a family history of breast cancer even though this is typically more 
relevant for women. It also remains possible, in the view of the Commission, to buy gender specific 
insurance products such as cover for uterus or prostate cancer. Despite the apparent harshness of 
the Test-Achats ruling, it is clear that the Commission guidelines show clear restrictions to its 
potential far-reaching range. Further limitations are also found in part 2.3 of the guidelines where it 
is stressed that the ruling only strikes down the derogation in the Gender Directive and prohibits 
the use of sex as a factor where the situations of men and women are comparable. Accordingly, the 
ruling does not impact the use of other factors such as age and disability in the calculation of 
insurance risks, as these are not regulated at EU level. Additionally, in the event of such regulation 
in the future, a similar derogation would be permissible as the situations would not be comparable. 
Further, indirect discrimination, with the Commission giving the example of ‘price differentiation 
based on the size of a car engine in the field of motor insurance’ would still remain possible despite 
the statistical tendency of men to drive cars with a more powerful engine. Thus certain limits on the 
scope of the ruling are suggested by the Commission. 
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ABSTRACT 

Purpose - Purpose of this paper is to portray in a comprehensive approach the recent 
amendments of Civil Procedures Code that addresses the issue of excessive length of 
proceedings and trial delays, and have elaborated the concept of 'trial within reasonable 
time' in reflection of Article 6 §1 of ECHR requirements and standards set by ECtHR case 
law. 

The right to a trial within a reasonable time, aiming to shorten the excessive length of 
trial proceedings,  is one of the essential procedural human rights and cornerstone in a 
society based on the rule of law. The purpose of this guarantee is to protect 'all parties in 
court proceedings against excessive procedural delays932', which coupled with court 
backlogs cause a number of problems for the parties. As time goes by, legal rights may be 
irremediably compromised933, evidence may disappear or it may become more difficult 
to ascertain facts. Longer trials keep the parties in uncertainty for longer periods of time 
and may also cause increased procedural costs. Such problems may in turn reduce public 
confidence in the judiciary.   

One of the problems identified regarding length of proceedings is the non-execution of 
decisions within a reasonable time934; a major problem is evidenced in non-execution of 
ECtHR decisions/judgments by Albanian institutions as noted at ECtHR pilot judgment 
Manushaqe Puto v. Albania, is non-execution of decisions issued by domestic courts or 
administrative ones, as well as the issues with regards to executions procedures which 
are progressing slowly (according to the Opinion of the Commissioner for human Rights). 
For this reason, it was recommended that all decisions of the Courts are conducted in an 
expeditious, in full and effective way. 

932 In H v France, the ECtHR emphasized “the importance of rendering justice without delays which might 
jeopardize its effectiveness and credibility” (Stögmüller v. Austria, ECtHR, 10 November 1969, para. 5.), as 
excessive delays in the administration of justice endanger the rule of law. This right is protected inter alia 
in Article 14 of ICCPR paragraph 1 and Article 6 ECHR paragraph 1. Violations of this right are the most 
frequent reason for complaints to the ECtHR (Nuala Mole and Catharina Harby, The right to a fair trial 
(Council of Europe Human Rights Handbook No 3, 2006), p. 24.).  
See also SATURN Guidelines for judicial time management, section I.E, point 1. 
933 For instance, when the plaintiff goes bankrupt before he can enforce his claims or the disputed object 
may fall into disrepair 
934 See Analysis of Justice System in Albania, 2015, pg. 12, 16, 17 as well as pg. 88-91    
http://www.euralius.eu/images/pdf/Analysis-of-the-Justice-System-in-Albania.pdf.  
See also Special Report of Albanian Ombudsman 'On the situation created by the non-execution of final 
court decisions', 2012. 

 

                                                           



 
In this regard, Albanian legislator had addressed these issues at legislative level for 
improving the situation. Albanian Constitution provides specifically the ECHR standards 
on the right to a fair trial 'within a reasonable time' (Art. 42), as well as the right of the 
individuals to be rehabilitated and/or indemnified from the state when their suffer from 
an illegal act or when state institutions had failed to act (Art. 44).  Also ECtHR standards 
on 'reasonable time' had been elaborated and absorbed by Constitutional Court case-law 
on the matter - unfortunately these decisions so far had only evidenced violation of 
individuals rights, including the right to a fair trial within reasonable time were not 
enough and were not effective to fully resolve the excessive length of proceedings in 
Albanian courts.  

Under the justice reform package, there were several laws drafted, approved for the first 
time in Albania that addressed and elaborated in details the issue of excessive length of 
proceedings and non/execution of judgments/court decisions, by adopting concrete 
measures and procedures enabling the parties to complaint for trial delays, claim 
acceleration of trial and also the right to be compensated for damages caused by the 
violation of 'reasonable time' standard.  These legislative measure tackled the 
proceedings of Constitutional Court on reasonable time standard, and also the 
amendments of Civil Procedures Code, where concrete measures and procedures had 
been introduced on reasonable time standard for trial proceedings at all levels/instances, 
as well as execution procedures.  

Methodology - The main research technique relevant for the paper findings and 
conclusions, will be the analytical approach and desk review of Albanian legislation, more 
specifically of Civil Procedures Code that elaborates the issue of excessive length of 
proceedings and trial delays, the concept of 'trial within reasonable time' in reflection of 
Article 6 §1 of ECHR requirements and standards set by ECtHR case law. This paper will 
also focus on the comparative research approach for analyzing ECtHR case law and other 
CoE and Venice Commission Reports on the effectiveness of national remedies on length 
of proceedings. 

Conclusions - Main conclusion of the paper will be drawn by analyzing the quality of the 
legislation/amendments of Civil Procedures Code on length of proceedings and trial 
delays and its effectiveness on preventing trial delays and procedures for accelerating the 
trial. 

Key words - Length of proceedings, trial delays, Civil Procedures Code amendments, right to 
a fair trial within reasonable time, Article 6 §1 of ECHR, ECtHR case law, procedural 
mechanisms for accelerating the trial, justice reform. 
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Abstract 

 
The year 2017 was one of the most important for the Albanian civil procedure law, since 
the introduction of the Code of Civil Procedure (CCP) in 1996. In the framework of the 
justice reform in Albania, the CCP was amended in several important aspects. These 
significant changes will soon enter into force. One of the most interesting novelties was 
the introduction of the small claims procedure for the first time in post-communist 
legislation in Albania, with the aim of improving access to justice. 
Small claims procedure exists in several common law countries and in civil law countries, 
as well including several EU Member States. This paper will be focused mainly on the 
small claims procedure provided by the Albanian legislator and compare them with EU 
experience. Through such comparative analyses we aim to analyse possible perspectives 
and challenges, as well as provide some recommendations on how to make this new 
instrument more efficient in practice.  
Key words: small claims procedure, civil procedure law.  
 

1. Introduction 

 

In the recent years Albania is involved in a major reform of the justice system. In the 
framework of the judicial reform, the Special Parliamentary Commission on the reform of 
justice system, in the analysis conducted, concluded that: "The Civil Procedure Code does 
not provide rules for small claim procedures, which apply in civil and commercial cases 
where the value of the claim is not more than a certain threshold (ie. an average monthly 
salary). This is based on the European Union acquis; set out in Regulation (EC) no. 
861/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 July 2007.".935 
To address this gap, which was noticed by the group of high level experts, several 
amendments were made to the Albanian Constitution in 2016, where the small claim 
procedure was introduced. Article 43 of the Constitution as amended by law no.76 / 
2016, dated 22.07.2016 provides that: "Everyone has the right to appeal against a court 
decision to a higher court, unless otherwise provided in the law for minor criminal 
offenses or in civil or administrative matters of minor importance or value, in accordance 
with the conditions laid down in Article 17 of the Constitution.”. Following on these 
constitutional changes, the Albanian Parliament amended the CCP with the Law no. 
38/2017, dated 30.03.2017. Among these amendments in the CCP, was introduced the 
small claim procedure.  
 
2.  Advantages of the small claim procedure 

 

One of the key advantages of the introduction of a special procedure for small claims is to 
increase the access to justice936. These special procedures encourage the resolution of 
conflicts in the courts, even in case of small amount claims.   

935 Komisioni i Posaçëm Parlamentar për Reformën në Sistemin e Drejtësisë, Grupi i ekspertëve të 
nivelit të lartë, “Analizë e Sistemit të Drejtësisë në Shqipëri”, Qershor, 2015, page 88.    
936 John Baldwin, “Access to justice: the English experience with small claims.” (2000) PREM Notes; 
no. 40. Public Sector.Washington, D.C.: World Bank Group. 
 

 

                                                           



 
In the context of increasing access to justice, an important factor that needs to be taken 
into consideration, in relation to small claims procedure, is the reduction of the costs of 
the judical procedures, when deciding on such claims.  Therefore, such procedures 
should be also a “low cost” alternative, to other forms of dispute resolution. If the costs of 
the judicial process itself are high, then this form of dipute resolution is worthless from an 
economic point of view. One of the most important factors pushing people to bring their 
claims to the court, except the legal interest in restoring the violated right, is the 
economic factor.  
 
Another major advantage that small claims procedures must have is the time frame that 
should be shorter compared with ordinary procedures. Shorter procedures in this case 
contribute for the reduction of the costs and improve the access to justice. In the case of 
small claims procedure, the legal maxim “justice delayed is justice denied” is even truer.   
In conclusion, the main advantage of small claims procedure is to increase access to 
justice through the provision of cost and time effective procedures for achieving such a 
goal. 
 
3.  European Small Claims Procedure   

 

In the European Union level, small claims procedure was introduced with the Regulation 
861/2007 establishing a European Small Claims Procedure (ESCP), which was adopted on 
11 July 2007 with the aim to enhance access to justice by simplifying and speeding up 
cross-border litigation concerning small claims and reducing the costs of such 
litigation.937 In 2013, the Commission put forward a proposal for amending the ESCP 
Regulation with a view to increasing its attractiveness.938 
 
This regulation was ammended in 2015 with the adopton of the Regulation (EU) 
2015/2421 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2015 
amending Regulation (EC) No 861/2007 establishing a European Small Claims Procedure. 
In orden to facilitate the excecution of such procedures, the Regulation (EC) No 
1896/2006 creating a European order for payment procedure.939 These Regulations seek 
to improve and simplify procedures in civil and commercial matters where the value of a 
claim does not exceed 5000 €. These procedures are to be applied as an alternative to the 
internal procedures of the Member States. 
 
The European small claims procedure is a written procedure. However the court may 
decide to have an oral hearing if it considers that it is not possible to give the judgment 
on the basis of written evidence. Also the parties can request an oral hearing to be held. 
The court may refuse their request if it considers, in the light of the circumstances of the 
case, that an oral hearing is not necessary for the fair conduct of the proceedings. The 
oral hearing should be carried out through appropriate distance communication means, 
like videoconference or teleconference, provided that they are available to the court. If 
the person to be heard is domiciled in a Member State other than that of the court seised, 

937European Union, 2013, “Assessment of the socio-economic impacts of the policy options for the 
future of the European Small Claims Regulation”, Final Report. Avaiable at: 
[http://ec.europa.eu/justice/civil/files/small_claims_report_ia_en.pdf]  
938 European Parliamentary Research Service, Author: Rafał Mańko Members' Research Service, 
“European Small Claims Procedure, Legal analysis of the Commission's proposal to remedy 
weaknessesin the current system”, November2014, page 1. Available at: 
[file:///C:/Users/ina/Desktop/EPRS_IDA(2014)542137_REV1_EN.pdf] 
939 See: [http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32015R2421&from=EN] 

 

                                                           



 
a hearing by distance communication technology shall be arranged by making use of the 
procedures provided for in Council Regulation (EC) No 1206/2001940.  
 
However the court may decide that the persons summoned for the hearing must be 
physically present. The parties can indicate their preference to the court, bearing in mind, 
that if they request to be physically present at the hearing, the recovery of any costs 
incurred with regard to this presence is subject to the rules of Article 16 of Regulation 
(EC) No 861/2007 establishing a European Small Claims Procedure. This Article stipulates 
that the court shall not award to the successful party costs that were unnecessarily 
incurred or are disproportionate to the claim.  
 

5.  Small claims procedure in EU Member States 
 
Referring to the domestic legislation of Member States on the provision of special rules 
for small claims, we can divide them into three groups. In one group we can include 
those EU Member States which do not envisage specific procedures for small claims as: 
Belgium, Bulgaria, and Cyprus. In the second group we can include those EU member 
states that have envisaged special procedures for small claims in their domestic 
legislation, as: Estonia, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, 
Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden, England and Wales, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Gibraltar. In 
the third group we can include  those EU member states which do not fall into any of the 
above groups, as they provide some procedural rules on small claims but do not regulate 
them extensively, as: the Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Austria, Slovakia, 
Finland. 
It can be noticed that the majority of EU member states enter in the second group as they 
provide small claim procedure in their domestic law. 

 

6. The small claims according the Albanian CCP 

 

According to Albanian CCP, small claims are considered those claims whose value is up to 
150,000 ALL. These special rules apply only to disputes deriving from a contractual 
relationship. For example, small claims procedure can apply in cases brought by 
consumers’ claims against traders, by traders against consumers, between traders, or 
between private persons, that have a contractual relationship. This means that disputes  
that do not arise from contractual relations, for example disputes arising out from tort 
law cannot be settled through the small claims proceedings, even if their value does not 
exceed 150,000 ALL. This is not a necessary restriction, because it limits access to justice 
to many potential claimants which, despite the fact that they have small value disputes, 
will not benefit from such procedures, only because their disputes do not derive from 
contractual relationships. In this case the costs and complexity of ordinary civil 
proceedings deters many of these plaintiffs from seeking judicial redress of their claims, 
thus making their rights illusory in practice. Using small claims procedure also on tort 
disputes, does not only help to solve such small value claims, but it also mitigates the 
escalation of such disputes in acts of violence, as it has happened in many occasions in 
post communist Albania. Such examples include disputes arising from non contractual 
damage caused between neighbors, obligatory co-ownership (condomium) 
administration, accidents that are not covered from insurance, etc. 
If a claim meets both of the aforementioned conditions, namely the value and type of 
relationship from which the dispute arises, then the case will be judged according to the 
rules specifically set out for small claims.941 

940 See: [https://e-justice.europa.eu/content_taking_of_evidence-76-en.do] 

 

                                                           



 
7. The procedure of small claims in Albania 

 

The procedure for reviewing small claims is set out in article 162 / a, of the Albanian CCP.  
In cases of small claims proceedings, the judgement should be given within the shortest 
time frame possible and have a shorter timeframe than other civil proceedings. However, 
the Albanian legislator has not foreseen a specific maximal duration for small claim 
procedures and therefore general rules provided in article 399/2 of CCP, will apply. The 
inclusion of specific time-limit would allow these small claims to be adjudicated in a 
shorter time. This would certainly be an incentive to solve such disputes judicially using 
the small claims procedure.  
In order to reduce the costs of litigation, these lawsuits should be adjudicated by a single 
judge both in the court of first instance and in the court of appeal.   
 
Paragraph 3 of article 162/a of CCP provides that: “3. In the judicial process for small 
claims, only the rules provided for in the second paragraph of Article 172, Articles 236 / a, 
285 / a, 310, 315, 460 and 510 of this Code, shall apply. This exhaustive article makes it 
impossible to regulate properly a small claim procedure. This is because it does not make 
reference to all the important provisions, such as how to start a trial, or about the actions 
and decisions of the judge in the preliminary actions. 
A better way of regulating such procedure is the grouping of all these provisions under a 
special section in the “Special Trials” chapter of the CCP. The actual regulation of small 
claims procedure creates a lot of confusion and gaps that will make difficult their 
implementation in practice.  
 
An important moment of litigation remains the investment of the court by the claim. The 
absence of this act makes it impossible for the court to start a judicial process. This 
procedure is going to be applied also for the small claims, since the legislator has not 
forseen special rules on how to initiate these proceedings. Articles 154 and 156 of the 
CCP, provides the elements that should be included in a claim. In order to simplify and 
facilitate the access to small claims in court, I think it is very important that such 
proceedings start with a standart form, which the plaintiff simply needs to complete in 
order to initiate these proceedings. This would greatly help not only plaintiffs, but also 
the court itself. This standart form will be a good orientation for the citizens, who will not 
go to an attorney for compiling the claim, which would increase the plaintiff's costs. On 
the other hand, for the judges it would be easier to review this standart form, which will 
be well-structured and with limited space for writing, to avoid unnecessary long 
submissions.  
 
According to the recent changes of the CCP, after the court asseses that claim does not 
have any deficency, will ask the defendant to issue a declaration of defence no later than 
30 days from the notification of the claim. The content of this declaration is expressly 
defined in article 154, point 3 of the CCP. Whereas article 158, point 4, defines all the acts 
that should be attached to it. These rules apply even in the case of filing a claim from a 
third person or when the defendant files a counter-claim. This means that if this third 
person or defendant files their claim in that process, the plaintiff must file such a 
declaration before the court within 30 days of the notification of this claim. 
Pursuant to paragraph 2 of article 158 of the CCP, the court is obliged to inform the 
defendant for the content of the declaration of defence, about the possibility of seeking 
legal aid, and the legal consequences in the event of failure to issue the declaration of 
defence. I think that this legal provision will help the parties and will be very effective also 
for the proceedings concerning the adjudication of small claims. For an efficient 

941 See article 162/1 of Albanian Civil Procedure Code, recently amended by the law no. 38/2017, 
date 30.3.2017. 

 

                                                                                                                                                     



 
implementation of this obligation by the court, the preparation of a standart form of 
declaration of defence would be helpful.  
 
It is worth mentioning that the ESCP Regulation has provided as an annex four available 
standard forms at the disposal of citizens, both for claims and for the declaration of the 
defense. The European e-Justice Portal provides information concerning the application 
of the ESCP Reguation and forms which can be filled-in on the computer and printed out. 
Article 5 of the ESCP states that: “Member States shall ensure that the standard claim 
Form A is available at all courts and tribunals before which the European small claims 
procedure can be commenced, and that it is accessible through relevant national 
websites.”  
 
Having this in mind, the preparation and use of standart forms for the statement of 
claims and the declaration of defence should be foreseen by the CCP and should be 
avaiable in all the courts of the first and second instance and also placed in their websites 
from which any person can fill and print them or download and fill them by hand. 
Another tool that can be used is the e –government portal where a number of standard 
forms to request a public service are already available including online identification and 
online payments.  
 
7.1 Communication between the court and the parties in small claims procedure  

 
To reduce litigation costs for small claims, as a general rule, the Albanian legislator has 
foreseen that the judicial process should be in a written form. Pursuant to article 285 / a 
(1) of CCP, parties are required to provide explanations for these claims in written form or 
through video-conferencing. Also in the second paragraph of article 172, it is stated that 
the written explanations and claims submitted by the parties, in support of their claims 
and conclusions, become part of the case file or of the court record where it is typed or 
handwritten. 
 
As an exception to the ordinary small claims procedure, the court may deem it necessary 
to hold a verbal hearing. The verbal proceedings in court are regulated from the 
provisions of article 285/a of the CCP, which provides for the means of communication 
between the court and litigants regarding small claims. This communication, in the case 
of a verbal court session, will only be carried out via means of distance communication. 
The mean provided in the code is video-conferencing, but are not excluded other means 
of distance communication, if requested by the parties and the court finds this request to 
be reasonable. The visual and audio aspects of the videoconference session are 
transmitted in real-time to the location of the courtroom and are not recorded. The 
above-mentioned decisions are not subject to any appeal. 
The provision of a written procedure is very appropriate to fulfill the aims of the small 
claims procedure for a speedy and less expensive trial. This provision is also in line with 
the ESCP Regulation. On the other hand, to arrange a court hearing only through means 
of distance communication is not a good solution in the case of Albania.  Such a provision 
is found as an option also in the ESCP Regulation on cross-border small claims. In the case 
of ESCP Regulation the communication by means of distance communication is a good 
solution because the parties are in different countries. It should be indicated that the 
ESCP is aimed mostly at people who travel, buy goods through the internet, therefore 
people who are almost certainly familiar with the modern communication technology.942  

942 Team Poland –  National School of Judiciary and Public Prosecution, Ada Szczepankowska, 
Marika Walczak, Łukasz Szyszka, “The European Small Claims Procedure, International cooperation 
in civil matters”, page 19. Avaiable at: 

 

                                                           



 
In the case of small claims in Albania, distance communication is better to be an option, 
only if the parties are unable to appear physically in court. Oral hearing should be 
foreseen alongside distance means of communication, but they should not be the only 
way of communication between litigants and court provided in law. Holding hearings 
only through means of distance communication is somehow problematic to implement 
in Albania, and it would detriment the relation between the court and the citizens. It does 
not take in consideration, the technical and financial problems that may encounter the 
court and litigants during the process. 
 
Also, the legislator must provide more detailed rules about distance means of 
communication and their application, in order to apply the proper means that guarantee 
high quality and clear communication, between the litigants and the court. One of the 
problems we have faced in Albania for years is the low trust of citizens in the justice 
system. By stipulating that the communication by means of distance communication will 
not be recorded will contribute to the growth of this sentiment.  
 
Article 158/a of CCP prescribe the court's preliminary actions and for which a decision 
should be taken. Article 158 / b provides, the cases when the court determines a 
preparatory hearing: when considering the requests for main and secondary 
interventions, for procedural substitution, procedural transition, for changing or 
increasing the cause, decreasing or changing the scope of the lawsuit, filing a countersuit 
and assigning the expert. For other decisions taken by a judge during preliminary actions, 
a preparatory hearing may be conducted when it is considered necessary to call and hear 
the parties as well as in other cases provided for by the law. The judge, immediately after 
performing all the necessary preliminary and / or preparatory actions, issues an order for 
scheduling a court hearing, which is notified to the parties and to third parties.  Despite 
the fact that article 158 /a and 158/b of the CCP are not mentioned in article 162/a of the 
CCP, I think that these procedures should be applicable also for small claim procedures. If 
they will not be applicable, huge procedural gaps will be created disrupting the process.  

 

7.2 Counterclaims and joinder of claims in the case of small claims procedure 

 
If a lawsuit in the amount of up to 150,000 ALL has been filed at the competent court, 
then the small claims procedure will be applied. But if the defendant raises a 
counterclaim, then the question that arises is, if the judicial process will proceed 
according to the usual rules or the procedures for small claims? The answer to this 
question will depend on the value of the counterclaim. Pursuant to article 162/a of the 
CPC: "If the value of the claim is less than 150,000 ALL and the value of the counterclaim 
exceeds 150,000 ALL, the judgment shall be conducted in accordance with the general 
provisions on ordinary trial". Conversely, if the counterclaim as well as the claim have an 
amount of less than 150 000 ALL, then the trial will proceed according to the small claims 
procedure.  
 
The recent amendments of the CCP also changed article 57, which provides for the 
joinder of cases. According to this provision, when two or more lawsuits are being 
adjudicated in different proceedings and are linked between them by subject or cause, 
they can be joined into a single trial. The joinder of cases can be made upon request of 
the parties or ex officio, until the order for scheduling the judicial hearing by the court 
that makes the decision, has not been issued. This decision is taken by the court in which 
the case was previously registered. Paragraph 4 of article 57 of CCP, provides that: “When 
joining lawsuits, which are adjudicated according to the rules of a summary trial with 

[http://www.ejtn.eu/Documents/Themis%202012/THEMIS%202012%20BUCHAREST%20DOCUMEN
T/Written_paper_Poland_2.pdf] 

 

                                                                                                                                                     



 
lawsuits adjudicated according to ordinary rules, for the adjudication of the case shall be 
applied the ordinary rules."  
 

7.3 Evidence in small claims proceeding  

 

In order to assure a speedy and economic procedure special provisions on evidence are 
also stipulated in the law. Considering that as a general rule the adjudication of small 
claims will be conducted in writing, it is envisaged that the court may decide that 
witnesses give their testimonies by written statements or videoconferencing secured 
outside court facilities. The statement of the witnesses, which has been taken out of court 
premises, must be in writing. It will be verified either by a notary or a secretary of the 
court, who will be legitimated to certify the signature. An important element that must 
be contained in the written statement of the witness is the warning of legal liability for 
false statements. The CCP does not explicitly state whether the obligation to make a note 
of responsibility for a false declaration should be performed by the witness himself, or it 
will be the duty of the notary or secretary of the court to make such a note. However, I 
think that since the lawmaker uses the term "warning" this should be a duty of the person 
who will certify the signature. I also think that it should be clearly defined, which 
secretary can perform the certification and modalities for doing this.  
 
7.4  The judicial decision for the small claims procedures 

 
During a civil judicial process for small claims, interim decisions may be taken during the 
process, and final or non final decisions at the end of it. Article 162/a point 3, which 
stipulates those rules that only, apply to small claims procedure refers to articles 310 and 
315 of the CCP. Article 315 of the CCP stipulates  the interim decisions that are given 
during the trial and that are not final and may be amended or revoked by the court that 
issued them, unless the CCP provides for the right of a special appeal against them. 
Article 310 of the CCP foresees the content of a court decision. The decision must contain 
the introduction, descriptive reasoning part and the ordering part. In this provision, the 
legislator goes further by specifying in detail what should be mentioned in each of these 
parts.  
 
In the recent amendments of 2017, it is envisaged that for court decisions regarding 
claims up to 150,000 ALL, the decision should contain only the introduction and the 
ordering part. The reasoning part shall be included only in those cases where the parties 
or one of them will notify the court that they will appeal the decision. This notice that 
informs the court on the appeal must be made within three days of receiving the 
notification of the decision. Subsequently, the court is obliged to reason the decision and 
notify this reasoned decision to the parties in the the litigation.  
This provision is done in the context of the principle of the judicial economy. If the 
judicial decision will not be appealed by the parties, the court will not give any reasoning, 
therefore saving time and resources.  But if one of the parties or both of them expresses 
the will to appeal the decision, the court will reason it in order to protect the right for a 
fair trial of the parties. But is it enough to protect this right? Hence does this provision 
contradict the Albanian Constitution? 
 
Article 142 point 1 of the Albanian Constitution provides that: “Judicial decisions must be 
reasoned.” This constitutional provision does not specify any excemption for a particular 
type of judicial decision.  From this point of view, I think that the restriction of this 
constitutional right by law, in the case of judicial decisions regarding small claims, might 
be deemed unconstitutional. The duty of the court for the reasoning of their decisions 
cannot be related only to the exercise of the right to appeal by the parties. The reasoning 

 



 
of a judicial decision is very important for the parties that want to appeal that court 
decision. However it is not the only function. The reasoning part of a judicial decision is of 
utmost importance, not only for the parties, but also for the public, to understand the 
verdict, assure transparency, fairness and convice them that justice has been served. All 
these functions are not fulfilled if the decision is declared without the reasoning.943 
 

8.  The adjudication of small claims in Court of Appeal 
 
In order to establish a speedy settlement of the small claims procedure, in line with the 
principle of judicial economy, it is stipulated that a single judge decides on the dispute, 
both on the Court of First Instance and in the Court of Appeals. The small claim procedure 
in front of the Court of Appeal will be conducted based on the article 460 of the CCP, 
which is applied also for all the cases addressed to this court. According to this provision, 
the court of appeal after receiving the appeal appoints a rapporteur of the case. 
Subsequently, the parties are informed of the day and time of the trial, which are 
assigned by the case rapporteur based on the the case-load, taking into account the time 
of submission of the file to the court of appeals. The notification of the date and time of 
the hearing shall be made by the court of appeal with the advertisement in its premises 
and in the respective court of first instance. This notification shall also be made on the 
internet website of the court of appeal, and on the internet website of the relevant court 
of first instance, if any, and by individual notice in case the parties have provided an email 
address in the First Instance Court. 
 
A new provision introduced in article 460 of the CCP, with the amendments of 2017, is 
the possibility of the parties to request in writing to the rapporteur, to accelerate the 
reviewing of the case due to particularly serious and motivated reasons, when this is not 
inconsistent with the law. Such a provision can be applied to small claims, but it does not 
specifically refer only to these procedures.  

In order to improve access to justice, small claims should be subject to special procedures 
during their review at the Court of Appeals. They must be listed in a separate calendar 
dedicated only to these types of claims. A transparent system on guaranteeing that 
claims that are registered first, are decided first (first in – first out), shall be put in place as 
well. The request to accelerate the proceedings should be applicable as well, but only in 
specific causes that should be mentioned in the law in order to avoid abuse with this 
provision.  

Pursuant to article 472, paragraph 2 of the CCP, the recourse to the High Court against 
decisions of the Court of Appeals for small claims is not allowed. This provision is in line 
with article 45 of the Constitution.  

9.  The excecution of court decisions on small claims 

  

Pursuant to article 162 / a point 3, the provision to be applied during the forced 
execution of a judicial decision, given for small claims, will be only article 510 of the CCP. 
This provision determines what will be considered an executive title in order to apply 
forced execution. Therefore, such judicial decisions are to be considered as excecutive 
titles. However, due to the nature of the small claims, the forced execution of civil judicial 
decisions should have specific procedures that must be shorter and more cost effective.  

943 For more information about the reasoning of the judicial decisions see decision: no. 55, date 
18.12.2012; no. 8, date 28.02.2012; no. 8, date 16.03.2011, no. 25, date 10.06.2011 and no. 26 datë 
24.06.2013 of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Albania. 
 

 

                                                           



 
 
Easier enforcement of the rulings issued within a small claims procedure is advisable, in 
order to maintain the benefits of the procedure, which also aims to favour fast and cheap 
dispute resolution 
 
10.  Conclusions 

 

The CCP, since it enactment in 1996, has provided the possibility to raise claims with an 
amount under the threshold of 150 000 ALL. But during all this years, the number of these 
claims has been very low. This was because the small amount, which was subject to the 
legal dispute, did not constitute an incentive to resolve by addressing it to the court.  In 
order to improve this situation and to increase access to justice the legislator provided 
some specific rules for small claim procedure with the amendaments of CCP in 2017.  
Despite the efforts of the Albanian legislator to introduce the small claim procedure with 
the aim to increase access to justice, by simplifying and speeding up their litigation and 
reducing the costs for this procedure, the actual provisions in CCP seem problematic.  
 
Pursuant the CCP provisions, the small claim procedure has a limited application only to 
disputes deriving from a contractual relationship. This provision restricts access to justice 
to many other potential small claims which will not benefit from such procedures, only 
because their disputes do not derive from contractual relationships. Such a provision 
deters many of these plaintiffs from seeking judicial redress of their claims, because of 
the costs and complexity of ordinary civil proceedings. 
In order to ensure a speedy trial, the Albanian legislator must foresee a specific maximal 
duration for small claim procedures, which would certainly be an incentive to solve such 
disputes in court. 
 
To simplify and facilitate the access of small claims in court, it would be very important to 
use standart forms for acts that litigants must file to the court during such proceedings. 
This standart form should be avaiable in all the courts and in their websites. 
In order to reduce the costs, the Albanian legislator has foreseen as a general rule that the 
small claims procedure should be in a written form. As an exception to the ordinary small 
claims procedure, the court may considerate it necessary to hold a verbal hearing, in 
which the communication, between litigants and the court, will be carried out only via 
means of distance communication. Taking in consideration that in many cases it would 
be easier for the litigants to appear physically in court, and also the technical and 
financial problems that may encounter the court and litigants, by using such means, 
holding hearings only through means of distance communication is somehow 
problematic to implement in Albania, and it would detriment the relation between the 
court and the citizens. 
 
The actual regulation of small claims procedure creates a lot of confusion and gaps that 
will make difficult their implementation in practice. In order to avoid such problems and 
for an effective application of this procedures, it would be better if they are regulated in 
detail in a special section of CCP as “Special Trials”.  
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